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Welcome!

Please Join us at ITC 2019

2

Welcome to ITC 2019!  I encourage you to explore the full range of educational,
training, research and professional enrichment opportunities available over four
days this year in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Perhaps the best way to start your week, is by attending one of the twelve short
courses offered on Monday.  All given by industry experts, these classes can help
with your continuing education needs.  The instructors summarize new
developments in various fields related to telemetry, in a clear and engaging
format.  We need to limit enrollment in these classes, so I encourage you to
register early, if possible, to assure yourself a spot in the course you will find
most helpful.  Also, new this year are seven half-day short courses on Thursday.

All ITC attendees are invited to the Monday night Mixer.  This is one of the most
heavily attended events of the week and provides an excellent networking
opportunity.  

The ITC theme this year is Cultivating the Next Generation of Range
Engineers.  This theme will be reflected throughout the conference.  The Test
Resource Management Center and a major hardware manufacturer will talk
technologies and how they can be integrated into T&E at the opening session on
Tuesday morning.  During this time awards for best papers will be presented. 

Immediately after the keynote address, the two exhibit halls will open.  Exhibitors
from across the telemetry spectrum will be available to demonstrate how their
products and services can help you address the issues you may be facing.  The
exhibit halls will remain open for the duration of the event through mid-day on
Thursday.

Over one hundred technical presentations on all facets of telemetry system
design, implementation and operation will be presented in the technical program
on Tuesday afternoon, all day Wednesday, and Thursday morning.

The rapid development of technology continues to present incredible
opportunities, challenges, demands and threats on the telemetry community.
ITC 2019 provides a forum to help you better understand the issues, and learn
about the tools, techniques, people and organizations who are available to help.

As has been a tradition for over half a century, the ITC is organized by an all-
volunteer staff, who work throughout the year to provide this opportunity to
the telemetry community.  I wish to thank them, and their sponsoring
organizations, for their dedication and ingenuity — and on behalf of them,
welcome you again to ITC 2019.

~ Steve Proudlock
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T A B L E  O F  C O N T E N T S

THANK YOU TO OUR 
ITC VOLUNTEERS!

ITC continues to be run by an all-
volunteer organizing committee
without whom the event would
never come to pass. The Board of
the International Foundation for
Telemetering wishes to thank all
ITC volunteers, and the
companies who sponsor them,
for their generous contributions
to making this forum the
premier event it has been for the
past 55 years.
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Planning Guide

Calendar subject to slight modifications.  Consult on-site program for latest information.

As always, we are kicking the conference off
with our Monday night Mixer!  Join us for an evening of drinks, light hors d’oeuvres, and entertainment by
Michael Paul!  On Tuesday, our technical program starts off when the Test Resource Management Center and
a major hardware manufacturer talk technologies and how they can be integrated into T&E.  Immediately
following Tuesday’s Keynote address, ITC launches into the technical sessions and opens extensive exhibitor
displays occupying two halls.  That evening we will have a Grand Reception in the Exhibit Halls.  On Wednesday
afternoon we are excited to have Jeff Butler, a millennial generation expert and technology speaker, as our
conference luncheon speaker.  The exhibits will close and the Technical Sessions will be suspended to allow
attendees and exhibitors to attend.  

Follow Us onFollow Us on
Twitter atTwitter at
#ITCUSAROCKS#ITCUSAROCKS

EVENTS                                                DATE                                   TIME
Registration                                              Sunday, October 20                   3:00pm–6:00pm

                                                                    Monday, October 21                   8:00am–5:30pm

                                                                    Tuesday, October 22                   8:00am–5:45pm

                                                                    Wednesday, October 23             8:00am–12:00pm / 1:00pm–5:45pm

                                                                    Thursday, October 24                 8:00am–2:00pm

Short Courses                                          Monday, October 21                   9:00am–5:00pm

                                                                    Thursday, October 24                 1:00pm–5:00pm
(See pages 7–9     for complete short course information) 

Exhibition Hours                                    

Exhibitor Setup                                        Sunday, October 20                8:00am–6:00pm
                                                                    Monday, October 21               8:00am–6:00pm

Exhibits Open                                             Tuesday, October 22                   10:30am–7:00pm

Exhibits Open                                             Wednesday, October 23             9:00am–11:45am / 1:00pm–6:00pm

Exhibits Open                                             Thursday, October 24                 9:00am–12:00pm

Technical Sessions*                                Tuesday, October 22                   1:00pm–2:40pm / 3:30pm–5:10pm

                                                                    Wednesday, October 23             10:30am–12:00pm / 2:00pm–4:20pm

                                                                    Thursday, October 24                 9:00am–11:00am

Special Events
Mix & Mingle                                               Monday, October 21                   6:30pm–8:30pm

Opening Ceremony &
Keynote Speakers                                        Tuesday, October 22                   9:00am–10:30am

Grand Reception in the exhibit halls             Tuesday, October 22                   5:00pm–7:00pm

Conference Luncheon                                  Wednesday, October 23             12:00pm–1:30pm

Prize Drawing in the Event Center                Wednesday, October 23             5:00pm–5:30pm

Prize Drawing in the Grand Ballroom           Thursday, October 24                 11:30am–12:00pm

DRAWING
11:30am

DRAWING 
5:00pm

New at ITC!

Half-Day Courses

on Thursday!

No other venue provides the
depth of telemetry industry
coverage to be found at ITC 2019. 

*Times subject
to change
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9:00 AM
Opening Ceremony & Keynote Speakers >Location:  Skyview 5/6

5G Supporting the National Defense Strategy
Speakers: Thomas O’Brien – CTEIP Deputy Program Manager, TRMC & Milind Kulkarni – Head of US LTE R&D, Nokia

CLOSED

10:30 AM Exhibits Are Open from 10:30 AM to 7:00 PM

OPEN
10:30
AM
to

7:00 
PM

1:00 PM
to 

2:40 PM

Technical
Sessions:

1.

Signal Processing 
2.

Software Defined 
& Cognitive Radio

3.

Software Systems 
& Tools I 

Special Session 1

iNET

3:30 PM
to 

5:10 PM

Technical
Sessions:

4.

Channel Modeling &
Synchronization

5.

Telemetry Networks I
6.

Antenna & RF Systems I 

GRAND RECEPTION (EXHIBIT HALLS) 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM

Event at a Glance

Special sessions consist of late-breaking technical presentations and will not have material in the Proceedings.
Times and locations subject to change.  Consult on-site program for latest information.IT
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Short Courses Halls

TIME

9:00 AM
to

5:00 PM

Advanced
Modulation &
Demodulation
Techniques

Basic
Signals &
Modulation

IRIG 106-17 Chapter
7 Packet Telemetry
Downlink Basis &
Implementation
Fundamentals

iNET
Telemetric
Networks

Principles &
Implementation of the

IRIG 106 Chapter
10/11 Digital

Recording Standard

Telemetry for
High-Latency,
Error-Prone
Networks

Fundamentals
of Microwaves

& RF

Basics of
Aircraft

Instrumen-
tation

Introduction
to Analyzing
Ethernet
Data

Telemetry
Over IP

Introduction
to Scientific

Test &
Analysis

Techniques

Video &
Video

Compression
SETUP

6:30 PM
to

8:30 PM

ITC 2019 Mix & Mingle
>Location:  Skyview 5/6
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9:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 9:00 AM to 11:45 AM

OPEN
9:00
AM
to

6:00 
PM

10:30 AM
to

12:00 PM

Technical
Sessions:

7.

Security
8.

Telemetry Networks II
9.

Antenna & RF Systems II 
Special Session 2

ICTS

Exhibit Halls closed 11:45 AM to 1:00PM

12:00 PM
to 

1:30 PM

Conference Luncheon >Location:  Skyview 5/6

Multigenerational Management: 
The Ins and Outs of Managing Four Generations in the Workforce

Keynote: Jeff Butler – Author & Millennial Expert

2:00 PM
to 

4:20 PM

Technical
Sessions:

10.

Sensors & Data Acquisition
11.

RF Spectrum
12.

Selected Topics
13.

Modulation & Coding

Exhibits Are Open Until 6:00 PM
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9:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM

OPEN
9:00 
AM
to

12:00
PM

9:00 AM
to 

11:00 AM
Technical Sessions:

14.

Range Systems & Mobile 
Ground Systems

15.

Software Systems & Tools II 
16.

Antenna & RF Systems III

Exhibits Are Open Until 12:00 PM

1:00 PM
to 

5:00 PM

Mini
Short

Courses

A Basic
Overview of
Telemetry

Basic Signals
and Modulation

Digital Signal
Processing to Improve

Telemetry Links

Introduction to
Analyzing

Ethernet Data

Intro to Machine Learning
and Data Analytics

Applications Using Python
Programming

Telemetry for 
High-Latency, 

Error-Prone Networks

Telemetry
over IP

Free!
All Welcome!

Fun!
Food!

Friends!

Drawings at 5:00pm!

Drawings at 11:30am!

Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session

See pg. 14 for drawing info.

See pg. 14 for drawing info.

Snacks in the Exhibit Hall at 3pm!

Snacks in the Exhibit Hall at 10am!

Snacks in the Exhibit Hall at 10am!

Snacks in the Exhibit Hall at 3pm!

!"#$!"%&'(
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ITC 2019 Keynote Speaker
Opening Ceremony & Keynote Speakers
>Tuesday, October 22nd 9:00am – 10:30am | Skyview 5/6

5G Supporting the National 
Defense Strategy

Test Resource Management Center and a major
hardware manufacturer talk technologies and 
how they can be integrated into T&E
5G represents a revolutionary step forward, enabling high data throughput with low latency in support of an ever
increasing amount of connected devices. Commercial providers are implementing 5G technologies to support a wide
range of uses — from cellular communications, to Internet of Things, to smart depots and ports, and to autonomous
vehicles. The Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (USD(R&E) has identified the 5G
cellular-based technologies as a major initiative and is focused on the development and integration of 5G network
technology across DoD programs and testing.

The keynote presentation will provide an industry perspective into the state of 5G technologies, how these technologies
are being deployed, and how these technologies can be leveraged to support DoD test range requirements and enable
the vision for a test range architecture that seamlessly supports all range data types in an efficient manner.

Keynote Speakers:

Best Paper Awards

Join us at the Opening Ceremony for the presentation of awards for best papers, best graduate and undergraduate student papers, as

well as the Myron Hiram Nichols Award for Best Paper on Telemetry Spectrum and TSCC Lawrence Rauch Award for Best Telemetry

Standards Paper.  A continental breakfast will be served. 

Complete bios will be shown in the Onsite Guide at the event.

Thomas O’Brien – 
CTEIP Deputy Program Manager,
Test Resource Management Center

Milind Kulkarni – 
Head of US LTE R&D, 
Nokia
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Luncheon

Conference Luncheon
Luncheon Speaker
>Wednesday, October 23rd 12:00pm – 1:30pm | Skyview 5/6

Multigenerational Management: 
The Ins and Outs of Managing Four Generations in the Workforce 
Today, an unbelievable four different generations are sharing the workplace today – Traditional Generation,
Baby Boomers, Generation Xers, and Millennials.  With each generation having its own culture and beliefs,
how do you successfully manage each one so that you are able to optimize their performance but also
addressing their differences?  The answer is crucial to your organization’s culture and long-term strategic
success.

Come listen as best-selling author Jeff Butler shares his research and insights into the four generations
motivations, differences, and communication styles.  You will learn how organizations across various industries
are thriving with a multigenerational workforce.  And you’ll gain specific actionable strategies to manage your
cross-generational challenges and turn your multigenerational workforce into a competitive advantage.

Keynote Speaker:

Jeff Butler
Author & Millennial Expert
Internationally respected speaker and consultant, Jeff Butler helps bridge genera-
tional gaps between Millennials and companies looking for their talent and
patronage.

Butler has quickly built his reputation as a memorable presenter with tangible
solutions for attracting, retaining, and engaging Millennials as employees and cus-
tomers. Within just the past three years, he has spoken at two TEDx events and
multiple Fortune 500 companies like Google, Amazon, and LinkedIn.

Butler is a third-generational Silicon Valley entrepreneur and has founded three companies at the age of
27. He grew up in the era with the highest employee turnover rate in American history…a rate which
shows no signs of reversal. As a computer science major at U.C. Berkeley, whose program was ranked sec-
ond in the country, he experienced the ongoing parade of companies and recruiters trying to woo him
and his classmates.

Butler spent the first years of his career at some of the world’s fastest-charging startups and tech compa-
nies before launching his consulting company in 2016. He is the author of two books: The Authentic
Workplace and The Key to the New You.
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Short Courses

Full-Day Short Courses
>Monday, October 21, 2019 | 9:00am–5:00pm

* Short courses continued on page 8

Short Course Description Instructor

Advanced Modulation
& Demodulation
Techniques For

Telemetry

Explores modulation techniques currently employed or proposed for telemetry.  Material covers the legacy PCM/FM
waveform, SOQPSK, and Multi-h CPM.  Demodulation techniques for these waveforms are also addressed with particular
emphasis on synchronization techniques and performance. 

Terry Hill, 
Quasonix, LLC

Basic Signals
& Modulation

This course is directed towards beginning technical personnel or telemetry personnel with limited experience in 
communications and modulation systems.  The course will cover basic concepts necessary to understanding the data
communications process within the telemetry system.  This will include signal descriptions, the Pulse Code Modulation
(PCM) process, concepts of analog and digital modulation and demodulation, and signal bandwidth representations.
Emphasis will be on graphical representations with minimal mathematical requirements.

Dr. Stephen
Horan, 

NASA Langley
Research Center

Basics of Aircraft
Instrumentation

This course will describe the data acquisition system design criteria used to meet the customer's data requirements.  An
example accelerometer measurement is used to illustrate the design process from the sensor to the engineering unit
display.  The presentation will cover pre-sample filtering, sampling, digital encoding, and the trade-offs to consider when
designing an airborne data acquisition system.  Recording of data sources and RF telemetry are presented along with
measurement uncertainty.  Standards and best practices are highlighted throughout.

Jim Alich 
(USAF, Edwards)
& April Fowler
(USAF, Eglin), 
US Air Force
Test Center

iNET Telemetric
Networks 

This course introduces participants to telemetric networks as applicable to the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry
(iNET) project.  Participants will gain an understanding of telemetric networking principles, applicable networking
technologies, trade-offs in applying networks to telemetry, and end-to-end telemetric applications.  Specifically, the RCC
Telemetry Network Standard (TmNS) based demonstration system will be presented illustrating the test article network,
radio access network, range operations network, mission control network, system management operations, and
telemetric applications.  The presentation will include current performance and capabilities of developmentally flight
tested capabilities.  This course is intended for anyone who needs an introduction to TmNS technologies and system
capabilities.  It will be useful for participants to have a basic knowledge of networking concepts.  This short course is
particularly beneficial for persons responsible for or involved in flight test instrumentation and telemetry systems.

Thomas Grace,
NAVAIR

Patuxent River 
& Ben Abbott,

SwRI

Introduction to
Analyzing 

Ethernet Data

With the proliferation of Ethernet as a data transport on multiple commercial and military aircraft and weapon systems
it is becoming even more important to get a basic understanding of how to analyze Ethernet data.  This course will start
with an introduction to the OSI model and lay out the basics that make up Ethernet traffic.  Then we'll look at the open
source Wireshark program and go through a crash course in using it to examine different types of Ethernet traffic.  We’ll
also examine wireless traffic and how it differs from traditional wired Ethernet.  Finally we'll look at using the Python pro-
gramming language along with several libraries to actually analyze and decode data embedded in Ethernet traffic.

Paul Ferrill, 
Avionics Test 
and Analysis
Corporation

Introduction to
Scientific Test &

Analysis Techniques

With the increased emphasis that industry and DoD are placing on the use of scientific principles in the test and evaluation
environment, you may have heard of the term STAT (Scientific Test and Analysis Techniques).  This course will provide an
overview of some of the most important scientific test and analysis techniques used in test and evaluation activities.  This
course is intended for executives, leaders, managers, and practitioners who need to know what STAT includes and what it
can do for their organizations even if they might never design a test or evaluate its results.  No prior statistical knowledge
is needed to garner some key principles and take-aways from this course as the presentation will be in the KISS (Keep It
Simple Statistically) mode.  The course will be very practical, giving many examples and case studies of the techniques pre-
sented, as well as Rules of Thumb which help bypass complexity.

Mark Kiemele, 
Air Academy
Associates

IRIG 106-17 Chapter
7 Packet Telemetry
Downlink Basis and

Implementation
Fundamentals

This course will focus on presenting information to establish a basic understanding of the 2017 release of the IRIG 106,
Chapter 7, Packet Telemetry Downlink Standard.  It will also focus on the implementation of airborne and ground system
hardware and methods to handle IRIG 106, Chapter 7, Packet Telemetry data.  The presentation will address the 
implementation of special features necessary to support legacy RF Transmission, data recording, RF Receiving, Ground
Reproduction, and Chapter 10 data processing methods. 

Johnny Pappas,
Zodiac Data
Systems, Inc.

Fundamentals
of Microwaves

and RF

The course begins with an overview of electromagnetic theory and the many common uses of RF-microwaves today.
Concepts such as the frequency spectrum, basic physics of electro-magnetic wave reflection and propagation, standing
waves, power density, phase and polarity are discussed.  The second section discusses RF-microwave components 
typically found in telemetry systems, touching on design and applications.  Consideration of antennas, transmissions lines,
couplers/splitters/combiners, hybrids, RF amplifiers, VCOs, isolators, attenuators, modulators, etc. is given.  Concepts such
as “intermodulation”, “dynamic range” and, “linearity” are introduced.  The final section of the course addresses the appli-
cation of an end-to-end digital telemetry transceiving system.  A typical airborne to ground station radio link is presented
with emphasis placed on “RF-centric issues” impacting radio link performance.

Mark
McWhorter,
Lumistar, Inc.
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Full-Day Short Courses, continued

*Short course certificates provided upon request.

>Monday, October 21, 2019 | 9:00am–5:00pm

ITC 2019 Technical Sessions 

Session 1. Signal
Processing 
Myron Moodie, Southwest
Research Institute (SwRI)
Session 2. Software
Defined & Cognitive
Radio
James Yates, L3Harris
Technologies
Session 3. Software
Systems & Tools I
Tim Brothers, Georgia Tech
Research Institute (GTRI)
Session 4. Channel
Modeling &
Synchronization
Scott Kujiraoka, GBL
Systems

Session 5. Telemetry
Networks I 
Ken Wilhelm, The Boeing
Company
Session 6. Antenna &
RF Systems I
Thomas F. Fisher, The Boeing
Company
Session Session 1*
iNET
TBD

Session 14. Range Systems &
Mobile Ground Systems  
Tab Wilcox, TRAX International
Session 15. Software Systems &
Tools II  
Mike Gaines, Elotek Systems, Inc. 
Session 16. Antenna & RF Systems
III
Tasmeer Alam, National Institute of Science
and Technology

Session 7. Security 
Brian Keating, NAVAIR
Session 8. Telemetry
Networks II 
Doug Bell, The Boeing
Company
Session 9. Antenna &
RF Systems II
Jim Falasco, AeroGear
Telemetry
Session 10. Sensors &
Data Acquisition
Jon Morgan, JT4, LLC.
Session 11. RF
Spectrum 
Mark McWhorter, Lumistar,
Inc.

Session 12. Selected
Topics
Mark Smedley, NAVAIR
Session 13.
Modulation & Coding
Tim Gatton, AeroGear
Telemetry
Session Session 2*
ICTS
TBD

>Wednesday, October 23

Short Course Description Instructor

Principles &
Implementation of 

the IRIG 106
Chapter 10

Digital Recording
Standard

This course will present an in-depth look at the latest IRIG 106 Chapter 10/11 Digital Recording Standard.  Each section
within the standard will be covered along with implementation, compliancy, interoperability, data processing and validation
methods.  Lessons learned and insight into development and applications of Chapter 10 recorders, test equipment and
software throughout the test and operational communities will also be presented.  A review of emerging implementations
and the next release of the standard will also be conducted.

Mark Buckley,
Telspan Data

Telemetry for
High-Latency,
Error-Prone
Networks

Global telemetry networks present many challenges with high-latency and error-prone transport conditions.  This tutorial
will present detailed information on packet-based telemetry standards that are designed to operate reliably in such
conditions, with emphasis on RF systems, Forward Error Correction, delivery assurance, efficient packet structures in
asymmetric links, Internet Protocol considerations, security, interoperability and more.  With practical applications for ground,
sea, air and space telemetry systems, much of the emphasis will be on Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS) standards, and how those standards (and select elements) can be considered for more broad telemetry
applications.  This course provides a protocol stack depiction of these concepts with reference to the common OSI stack.
Students should have a general technical competency and understanding of communications theory, protocols and systems. 

Robert Ritter, 
IMI/RT Logic

Telemetry 
over IP

This course begins by introducing the capability of transporting PCM telemetry over an IP network (TMoIP), including discussion
of the benefits and limitations of this technology.  Essential network topics are covered including the OSI network model and
associated TMoIP network protocols.  The three key RCC IRIG standards for TMoIP are described: IRIG 218, IRIG 106 Chapter
10 over UDP, and iNET.  Interactive and scripted setup, configuration, status, and diagnostics approaches are presented.  Advanced
topics include minimizing latency, handling poor-quality WAN networks, inter-vendor interoperability, one-to-many and mesh
networks, configurable quality-of-service, time/data correlation, future-proofing, and security.

Mark Roseberry,
NetAcquire
Corporation

Video and Video
Compression

With the growing complexity of flight test programs and the improved efficiency of compression algorithms, video is an ever
increasing component of flight test data collection.  This course will provide a basic understanding of video interfaces, signals,
formats, resolutions and frame rates.  Building on those basics the course will then present a high level description of how
video compression works and the trade-offs that can be made when selecting and implementing video compression
components.  An overview of various video compression algorithms will be provided, highlighting the differences between the
algorithms.  We will examine the effects of video compression on video quality and investigate some of the causes and
corrections for quality problems.  Finally, there will be a brief overview of audio compression.

Gary Thom, 
Delta Information

Systems, Inc.

Short Courses & Tech Sessions

>Tuesday, October 22 >Thursday, October 24
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Mini Short Courses

Half-Day Short Courses
>Thursday, October 24, 2019 | 1:00pm–5:00pm

Short Course Description Instructor

A Basic Overview 
of Telemetry

This course provides a very high level introduction of basic telemetry concepts and components.  The course begins
with onboard vehicle under test discussing sensors, signal conditioning, commutation, modulation and transmission.  It
continues on the ground with receivers, data distribution, decommutation, processing and display.  The tutorial includes
additional concepts like IRIG 106 Chapter 10 and 11 recording and distribution formats as well as IRIG 106 Chapter 7
packet data over PCM.

Gary Thom, 
Delta Information

Systems, Inc.

Basic Signals
& Modulation

This course is directed towards beginning technical personnel or telemetry personnel with limited experience in 
communications and modulation systems.  The course will cover basic concepts necessary to understanding the data
communications process within the telemetry system.  This will include signal descriptions, concepts of analog and digital
modulation and demodulation, and signal bandwidth representations.  Emphasis will be on graphical representations with
minimal mathematical requirements.

Dr. Stephen
Horan, 

NASA Langley
Research Center

Digital Signal
Processing to

Improve Telemetry
Links

Course provides both theory and practice in the use of DSP in telemetry, including Diversity Combining, Best Source
Selection (BSS), Data Quality Metric (DQM), Best Channel Selection (BCS), Adaptive Equalization and performance
metrics, Space-Time Coding (STC), and Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) Forward Error Correction (FEC).  Includes
field test data showing the results when all these technologies are employed concurrently.

Terry Hill,
Quasonix

Introduction to
Analyzing

Ethernet Data

With the proliferation of Ethernet as a data transport on multiple commercial and military aircraft and weapon systems
it is becoming even more important to get a basic understanding of how to analyze Ethernet data.  This course will start
with an introduction to the OSI model and lay out the basics that make up Ethernet traffic.  Then we’ll look at the open
source Wireshark program and go through a crash course in using it to examine different types of Ethernet traffic.  We’ll
also examine wireless traffic and how it differs from traditional wired Ethernet.  Finally, we’ll look at using the Python
programming language along with several libraries to actually analyze and decode data embedded in Ethernet traffic.

Paul Ferrill,
Avionics Test
and Analysis
Corporation

Intro to Machine
Learning and Data

Analytics Applications
Using Python
Programming

Machine learning has become an indispensable tool for processing the large and complex data structures being collected
by modern sensor and data acquisition systems at every Test Range. This course will cover the fundamentals of data
manipulation, visualization, and machine learning with open source tool python in the context of typical time series data
acquisition applications. Public data sets will be used for illustration and demonstration activity. Basic knowledge of
programming in any language is assumed, but not necessarily advanced knowledge of Python.

William (Bill)
Schneider, 
Dell EMC

Telemetry for High-
Latency, Error-Prone

Networks

Global telemetry networks present many challenges with high-latency and error-prone transport conditions.  This tutorial
will present detailed information on packet-based telemetry implementations that are designed to operate reliably in
such conditions, with emphasis on RF systems, Forward Error Correction, delivery assurance, efficient packet structures
in asymmetric links, Internet Protocol considerations, security, interoperability and more.  Applications will be presented
for ground, sea, air and space telemetry systems.  This course provides a protocol stack depiction of Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards that are shared in the range and space communities.  Students
should have a general technical competency and understanding of communications theory, protocols and systems.

Robert Ritter,
IMI/RT Logic

Telemetry 
over IP

This course covers the current state of industry standards and capabilities for transporting PCM telemetry over an IP
network (TMoIP), including discussion of the benefits and limitations of this technology.  The three key RCC IRIG standards
for TMoIP are described — IRIG 218, IRIG 106 Chapter10 over UDP, and iNET.  Interactive and scripted setup,
configuration, status, and diagnostics approaches are presented.  Advanced topics include minimizing latency, handling
poor-quality WAN networks, inter-vendor interoperability, one-to-many and mesh networks, and security.  This shorter
course presumes an understanding of network and PCM telemetry concepts, which are covered in the full course.

Mark Roseberry,
NetAcquire

Attend Monday & Thursday
Courses and Receive 1 Free
Conference Luncheon Ticket!

New at ITC!

Half-Day Courses

on Thursday!
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About ITC 2019

Background
ITC is an annual forum and technical exhibition sponsored by the International
Foundation for Telemetering (IFT), a non-profit corporation dedicated to serving
the technical and professional interests of the telemetering community, including
the establishment and support of scholastic telemetry programs at six universities.
The 4-day event consists of technical presentations, tutorials, and short courses
arranged in concurrent sessions and complemented by a technical exhibition area
that features latest-technology product demos and displays from more than 100
industry suppliers.

The unique relationship between the manufacturing community and users in both
government and industry has produced yearly event that have led to continued
advancements of the telemetering and instrumentation systems/equipment we rely
on today, as well as the continuing education of telemetering professionals
worldwide.

Who Should Attend?
If you are involved with any kind of aerospace, vehicular, biomedical, meteorological,
or industrial telemetry applications, then you belong at ITC 2019.  This premier
forum brings together customers, suppliers, academics, and the engineering
community to discuss how technology is revolutionizing the field.

Why Attend?
> Unprecedented opportunity to network with the industry’s leading experts and

innovators
> Robust technical program covering the latest policies, trends, constraints, and

breakthroughs shaping the industry
> Expert commentary from keynote speakers
> Wide selection of short courses to keep you on top of technology

developments
> Attain Continuing Learning Points (CLPs) to further your professional

development

Why Exhibit?
> Extremely affordable way to reach the telemetry industry’s movers and shakers
> Captive audience of over 2,000 telemetry engineers, scientists, and management

personnel
> Outstanding opportunity to stay abreast of the competition and get new ideas

to expand your product base
> Highly targeted direct mail opportunities to attendees

An acclaimed international technical symposium for 55 years
running, ITC remains the world’s most comprehensive telemetry
event.  With everything from in-depth technical short courses
and technical briefs presented by real-world experts to world-
class speakers and cutting-edge exhibits, this show has
something for everyone in the industry.  Don’t miss out!

About ITC 2019

11
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Exhibitor List

ITC 2019 Exhibitor List (as of June 10, 2019

Acroamatics  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2031

AIT  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .506

AMERGINT Technologies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .619

Ampex Data Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2031

Apogee Labs, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2125

Apollotek Ltd  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2113

AstroNova Inc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2047

ATAC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .508

Bitmicro Networks Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2336

Brandywine Communications  . . . . . . . . . . . .2141

CALCULEX  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2117

Clear-Com  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .613

Compunetix  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2322

Creative Digital Systems 
Integrations, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .609

Curtiss-Wright  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2327

Dell EMC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .317

DEWESoft  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .425

Diversified Technical Systems (DTS)  . . . . . . .2241

Dynetics  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .309

Emhiser Research, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2216

Galleon Embedded Computing  . . . . . . . . . . .2135

GDP Space Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2031

Haigh-Farr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2240

IPtec, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2235

JDA Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2225

Kappa Optronics, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2222

Kratos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .502

L3Harris Technologies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2019

LJT & Associates, Inc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .607

Lumistar  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .407

Microchip Technology Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2223

Microwave Innovations, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .617

Microwave Specialty Company  . . . . . . . . . . . .522

Mu-Del Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .520

NASA Armstrong  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500

NetAcquire Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .301

New Wave Design and Verification  . . . . . . . .2334

NEXEYA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .525

Nomad GCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .601

OnTime Networks  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .620

ORCA Technologies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2123

Orolia  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2237

Perspecta Labs  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .504

Pulse Research Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .608

Quasonix  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .201

Raven Defense  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2013

Rotating Precision Mechanisms Inc.  . . . . . . . .524

SEMCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2025

Sensuron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .523

Smartronix  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2041

Summation Research, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .521

Symvionics, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .213

Telemetry & Communications Systems, Inc.  .600

Telspan Data  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2137

Tualcom Communication & RF Technologies  .507

Ultra Electronics Herley  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .421

Ulyssix Technologies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .509

United Electronics Industries . . . . . . . . . . . . .2219

Universal Switching Corporation  . . . . . . . . . .401

Wideband Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .325

WTW Anlagenbau GmbH  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .501

Zodiac Data Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .219

Company Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Booth Company Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Booth

Diamond

2019 Sponsors

Platinum

Join us for snacks in the
Exhibit Hall!

Tues. | 3–3:30pm

Weds. | 10–10:30am / 3–3:30pm

Thurs. | 10–10:30am
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Hotel Information

Bally’s Las Vegas

The City
that Never
Sleeps!!

Event Location
ITC 2019 will be hosted at Bally’s Hotel and Convention Center
located in the middle of the Las Vegas strip.  With first-class spa
facilities, fine dining, and gracious accommodations, the Bally’s is
ideal for vacationers and convention delegates alike.  Most ITC
events, including short courses, technical sessions, and exhibits, will
occur in or in close proximity to the Convention Center area of
the hotel property.  Other events, including the opening ceremony
and welcome reception, will be clearly marked with signs. Bally’s is
located at 3645 Las Vegas Blvd. South, Las Vegas NV 89109.

Hotel Reservations
ITC 2019 encourages all attendees and exhibitors to stay at Bally’s.
Doing so justifies our free use of convention space during the con-
ference, which in turn allows us to offer a “regular” technical reg-
istration charge that is far lower than other major technical
conferences. 
Care has been taken to reserve a block of rooms at special rates
for attendees — please specify that you will be attending the ITC
conference when booking your reservation.
Room Block Cut-Off: October 4, 2019
Reservations via Web: www.telemetry.org (click on
Accommodations to be directed to the hotel information page).  If
you need to reserve more than one room, establish master billing,
or have any questions, please contact Bally’s Room Reservations at
1-877-603-4390.
Resort Fee: A daily resort fee of $35 (plus applicable tax) can
be added at check-in. Resort fee includes: daily in-room high-
speed internet access for one device, all local calls, and fitness
center access for two.  No resort fee if you book using our block!
Cancellations: Bally’s Hotel and Convention center requires
a 72-hour cancellation notice prior to the reservation date.
Late cancellations will result in the first night’s stay being billed
to your credit card. 
Check-In/Check-Out: Check-In time is 4:00pm and Check-Out
time is 11:00am.  There is a charge for early check-in as well as
early check-out.  Please contact the hotel directly for more details.
Internet: Please consult the Exhibitor Packet for Internet access
at exhibitor booth spaces.  For your convenience, Bally’s Hotel offers
wireless access from its guest rooms at a fee of $14.99 per 24-hour
period or $24.99 for WiFi throught the hotel (includes convention
space).
Parking: Las Vegas now charges for parking at the hotels.  The self-
parking fee at Bally’s is $15 for each 24-hour span;  Valet parking is
$24.

Reserve now 
to ensure the

best room sele
ction!!

BEWARE OF FALSE AND
FRAUDULENT HOUSING CLAIMS

There are fraudulent companies and organizations
that will try to present themselves as official
partners of ITC/USA and offer you a potential room
that might not be guaranteed or available. Should
you be contacted by anyone claiming they can book
your group reservation, please let us know.

No resort fee if you
book using our block!

15
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ITC 2019 Registration Information

Registration Info

ITC’19 Exhibitors:  Please register your show personnel, guests, and sales representatives online!

Regular Provides access to all exhibit areas, technical sessions and
keynote speakers. $150

Full-Day
Short
Course

Fee to attend one short course of your choice. $450

Half-Day
Short
Course

Fee to attend one short course of your choice. $350

Active Duty
Military

For individuals on active military duty.  Provides access to all
exhibit areas, technical sessions and keynote speakers. $10

Full-Time
Student

For full-time students.  Provides access to all exhibit areas,
technical sessions and keynote speakers. $10

Author/
Session
Chair

For those individuals whose technical paper has been published in
ITC 2019 Technical Proceedings and/or individuals who will be
chairing a technical session.  Includes access to all exhibit
areas/technical sessions and keynote speakers.

No Charge

Thursday
Only
Registration

Provides access to all exhibit areas, technical sessions, and
keynote speakers. No Charge

Exhibitor 
Booth Staff

For those individuals working at their company’s booth.  Provides
access to all exhibit areas, technical sessions, and keynote
speakers. 

** 2 free registrations per 10x10. Price is for
additional registrations. 

$150

ITC 2019 
REGISTRATION POLICIES

Online Registration Deadline
Don’t wait…
go to www.telemetry.org.  Online
registration ends October 18,
2019.
Substitutions
Substitutions are allowed.  
Please e-mail requests to: 
telemetry@comcast.net
Cancellations
Refunds will be accepted for 
cancellations received before
October 18, 2019.
Badging Info
Badges for anyone that registers
online will be available for pickup
at the ITC registration desk begin-
ning Sunday, October 20, 2019 at
3:00 p.m.

2 Easy Ways 
to Register!

Online: G o  t o  
w w w . t e l e m e t r y . o r g
a n d  c l i c k  o n  t h e
registration link. This is
your quickest and easiest
option!

In Person: If you don’t
register by October 18, 2019,
you’ll need to register at the
conference.  On-site registra-
tion begins Sunday, October
20, 2019 at 3:00 p.m.

1

2

Conference Registration Types

>

www.telemetry.org
To Register, Go Online

NOTE:  Space for short courses is limited.  Acceptance is on a first-come, 
first-payment basis.  Online registration is highly recommended.

1

2



International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) 

The International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) is a nonprofit organization dedicated 
to serving the professional and technical interests of the "Telemetering Community." The 
IFT was confirmed as a nonprofit corporation in accordance with the applicable laws of 
the State of California on May 11, 1964. Our "Articles of Incorporation" are on file with 
the State of California. 
The basic purpose of the IFT is the promotion and stimulation of technical growth in 
telemetering and its allied arts and sciences. This is accomplished through sponsorship 
of technical forums, educational activities, and technical publications. The Foundation 
endeavors to promote unity in the "Telemetering Community" it serves, as well as ethical 
conduct and more effective effort among practicing professionals in the field. 
All activities of the IFT are governed by a Board of Directors selected from industry, 
science, and government. Board members are elected on the basis of their interest and 
recognition in the technical or management aspects of the use or supply of telemetering 
equipment and services. All are volunteers who serve with the support of their parent 
companies or agencies and receive no financial reward of any nature from the IFT. 
The IFT Board meets twice annually--once in conjunction with the annual ITC and, 
again, approximately six months from the ITC. The Board functions as a senior 
executive body that hears committee and special assignment reports and reviews, 
adjusts, and derives new policy as conditions dictate. A major Board function is that of 
fiscal management, including the allocation of funds within the scope of the Foundation's 
legal purposes. 
Participation in the IFT and the ITC does not require membership in the traditional 
sense; dues or membership fees are not required. 
The IFT sponsors the annual International Telemetering Conference (ITC). Each annual 
ITC is initially provided working funds by the IFT. The ITC management, however, plans 
and budgets to make each annual conference a self-sustaining financial success. This 
includes returning the initial IFT subsidy as well as modest earnings, the source of funds 
for IFT activities such as its education support program. The IFT also sponsors the 
Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee and the International Consortium for 
Telemetry Spectrum. 
In addition, a notable educational support program is carried out by the IFT. The IFT has 
sponsored numerous scholarships and fellowships in telemetry-related subjects at a 
number of colleges and universities since 1971. Student participation in the ITC is 
promoted by the solicitation of technical papers from students with a monetary award 
given for best paper at each conference. The IFT has established and continues to 
support programs at New Mexico State University, Brigham Young University, University 
of Arizona, University of Missouri – Rolla, and University of California Santa Barbara. 
The Foundation maintains master mail and email lists of personnel active in the field of 
telemetry for its own purposes. These lists include personnel from throughout the United 
States as well as from many other countries since international participation in IFT 
activities is invited and encouraged. New names and addresses or corrections can be 
added to these lists by visiting the IFT/ITC web site, www.telemetry.org. The web site 
also provides information about the ITC and other telemetry and IFT related activities. 



International Telemetering Conference (ITC) 

The International Telemetering Conference (ITC) is the primary forum through which the 
purposes of the International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) are accomplished. It is 
the only nationwide annual conference dedicated to the subject of telemetry. The 
conference generally follows an established format which includes presentation of 
tutorial courses and technical papers, and exhibition of equipment, techniques, services 
and advanced concepts provided, for the most part, by the manufacturer or the 
supplying company. To complete a user-supplier relationship, each ITC often includes 
displays from major test and training ranges and other government and industrial 
elements whose mission needs serve to guide manufacturers to tomorrow's products. 

Each ITC is normally two and one half days in duration preceded by a day of tutorials 
and standards meetings. A Keynote Technical Session, to which all conferees are 
invited, is generally the initial event. A Moderator and Panel Members prominent in their 
respective fields form the Keynote Technical Session which addresses a particular 
theme and is also available for questions from the audience. The purpose of this event 
is to highlight and further communicate future concepts and equipment needs to system 
developers and suppliers. From that point, papers are presented in four half-day periods 
of concurrent Technical Sessions that are organized to allow the attendee to choose the 
topic of primary interest. The Technical Sessions are conducted by voluntary Technical 
Session Chairmen and include a wide variety of papers both domestic and international. 
Additionally, the program offers a Keynote Luncheon featuring a distinguished speaker 
who will discuss a topic of direct interest to the telemetry community. 

Each annual ITC is organized and conducted by a General Chair and a Technical 
Program Chair selected and appointed by the IFT Board of Directors. Both chairmen are 
prominent in the organizations they represent (government, industry, or academia) and 
are generally well-known and command technical and managerial respect. Both have 
most likely served the previous year's conference as Vice Chairs. In this way, continuity 
between conferences is achieved and the responsible individuals can proceed with 
increased confidence. The chairs are supported by a standing Conference Committee of 
over twenty volunteers who are essential to the conference organizational effort. Both 
chairs and all who serve in the organization and management of each annual ITC do so 
without any form of salary or financial reward. The organizational affiliate of each 
individual who serves not only agrees to the commitment of their time to the ITC but also 
assumes the obligation of that individual's ITC-related travel expenses. This, of course, 
is in recognition of the technical service rendered by the conferences.  

Those companies and agencies that exhibit at the ITC pay a floor space rental fee which 
provides the major financial support for each conference. Although the annual chairs 
and the standing committee are credited for successful ITCs, the exhibitors also deserve 
high praise for their faithful and generous support. 

A major feature of each annual ITC is the proceedings in DVD-ROM format. The DVD 
contains proceedings and technical papers from multiple prior conferences as well as 
the current conference and is included with a paid regular conference registration. The 
DVD is also is available for purchase after the conference through the IFT/ITC web site, 
www.telemetry.org. 



Telemetry Learning Center 

Missouri  S & T

May 8, 2019



Objective of Program

• Introduce telemetry and system level design 

problems throughout program of study

• Encourage a variety of projects, including 

telemetry applications in non-traditional areas

• Encourage graduates, and especially 

undergraduates, to

– Participate in technical conferences

– Compete in national and international design 

competitions

– Integrate telemetry into multi-disciplinary projects



ITC 2018

Viraj Gajjar

Ze-Hao Lai

Jacob Lipina

Piotr Pogorzelski 

Andrew Van HornK. Kosbar

Anna Case

Husam Nassr

Judah SchadLogan Thomure Nathan Price



ITC 2018

• Anna Case and K. Kosbar, Communication Systems for

Cubesat Missions Second Place Undergraduate Student

Paper Competition, Microsat

• Nathan Price, K. Kosbar and M. Zawodniok, Decoupling

Hardware and Software Concerns in Aircraft Telemetry SDR

Systems, Grad Project

• Viraj Gajjar, Ze-Hao Lai and K. Kosbar, Fast Classification of

Leaf Images for Agricultural Remote Sensing Applications,

Grad Project



ITC 2018

• Jacob Lipina, Andrew Van Horn, Judah Schad and K. Kosbar,

Wireless Soil Sensor Pods for Long-Term Data Collection,

Mars Rover

• Jonas Buxton, Logan Thomure, Roger Downs, Garrett

Bosanko, Piotr Pogorzelski and K. Kosbar, Autonomous

Navigation in Dynamic Environments, Multirotor

• Husam Nassr and K. Kosbar, Impact of Parameter Selection in

Soft-Decision Feedback Turbo Equalization, Grad Project



ITC 2019

• Jacob Lipina, Austin Christman, Rebecca Marcolina and K.

Kosbar, Wireless IMUs to Simplify Integration into Dynamic

Systems, Mars Rover

• Viraj Gajjar and K. Kosbar, CSI Estimation: A Deep Learning

Approach, Grad Project

• Michael Rouse, Miranda Sauer and K. Kosbar, Data Collection

and Analysis Techniques for Solar-Electric Vehicle Telemetry

Data, Solar Car

• Eli Verbrugge, Brian Dahlman and K. Kosbar, Teleoperated

Robotic Arms with Open and Closed Loop Control Systems,

Mars Rover



ITC 2019
• Matthew Russell, Anna Case and K. Kosbar, Ground Station

Networking for University Satellite Missions, Cubesat

• Ian Ahner, Aaron Boots, Kyle Robertson, Zach Mulholland,

Michael Dierker and K. Kosbar, Rapidly Deployable

Transmitter Locating System, Senior Design

• Miranda Sauer, Michael Rouse and K. Kosbar, Wireless Data

Communication Methods for Solar-Electric Vehicle Telemetry

Solar Car

• Husam Nassr and K. Kosbar, Implementation of Turbo

Receivers with Complexity Reduction, Grad Project

• Sarah Dlouhy, Ethan Ameson and K. Kosbar, Applications of

Autonomous Navigation in Next-Generation Mars Rovers

Mars Rover



ITC 2018 – Cubesat Telemetry

• Anna Case



MR & MRS Sat Mission



ITC 2018 – Cubesat Telemetry



ITC 2018 – Cubesat Telemetry



Cubesat Ground Station

• Ettus B200 SDR

• Custom C/C++ Code

• Physical layer in C++

• Upper layers in C

• Models have differing FPGAs, 

same footprint

• Tracking within 5°

• TX Power: <100 W

• 42° Yagi Antenna



Cubesat Downlink Link Budget

Ground Station Antenna Pointing Loss: 0.2dB

Ground Station Antenna Gain: 13.3dBi

Ground Station Total Transmission Line 
Losses: 0.5dB

Ground Station Effective Noise Temperature: 620K

Ground Station Figure of Merrit (G/T): -15.2dB/K

G.S. Signal-to-Noise Power Density (S/No): 60.0 dBHz

System Desired Data Rate: 9600 bps

In dBHz: 39.8 dBHz

Telemetry System Eb/No for the Downlink: 20.2 dB

Demodulation Method Seleted: GMSK

Forward Error Correction Coding Used: Conv. R=1/2,K=7 & R.S. (255,223)

System Allowed or Specified Bit-Error-Rate: 1.0E-05

Demodulator Implementation Loss: 1 dB

Telemetry System Required Eb/No: 9.6 dB

Eb/No Threshold: 10.6 dB

System Link Margin: 9.6 dB



ITC 2018 – Cubesat Telemetry



ITC 2018 – Cubesat Telemetry



ITC 2018 – SDR Structures

• Nathan Price



SDR Structures



SDR Structures



SDR Structures



ITC 2018 – Machine Vision

• Viraj Gajjar

• Ze-Hao Lai



Machine Vision



Machine Vision
Algorithm

1. Vectorize all the images and put into a matrix:  𝑿

2. Calculate mean of corresponding pixels of each 

image: 𝝁

3. Subtract mean from all images: ഥ𝑿 = 𝑿 − 𝝁

4. Perform Eigen-decomposition of ഥ𝑿𝑻ഥ𝑿 and get K 

eigenvectors corresponding to 𝐾 largest 

eigenvalues: 𝒗𝑘

3. Calculate eigenleaves: 𝒍𝒌 = ഥ𝑿𝒗𝑘



Machine Vision

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Confusion matrix 

(Flavia dataset)



ITC 2018 – Multirotor Team

• Jonas Buxton

• Logan Thomure

• Roger Downs

• Garrett Bosanko

• Piotr Pogorzelski 



Multirotor Team



Multirotor Team



Multirotor Team



Multirotor Team



Multirotor Team



Multirotor Team



Multirotor Team



ITC 2018 – Underwater Telemetry

• Husam Nassr



Underwater Telemetry



Underwater Telemetry



Underwater Telemetry



Underwater Telemetry



ITC 2018 – Soil Sensor Pod Telemetry

• Jacob Lipina

• Andrew Van Horn

• Judah Schad



Soil Sensor Pod Telemetry



Soil Sensor Pod Telemetry

7.5 cm diameter core drill

Geneva mechanism

FT Raman spectrometer

Soil sensor pod



Soil Sensor Pod Telemetry



Soil Sensor Pod Telemetry
Retain 5 g soil sample at depth of 10 cm Soil 

moisture & temp at depth



Soil Sensor Pod Telemetry

Sensor Pod Electronics



Soil Sensor Pod Telemetry



Soil Sensor Pod Telemetry

Rover Repeater
Skew Planar Circular Polarized

Dual 900MHz Dual 5.8GhzDual 2.4GHz



Soil Sensor Pod Telemetry

Backhaul 2 x 2 MIMO with OFDM



Base Station



Hours in the Lab



Seeing Your Baby Walking on it’s Own 6 Feet



Rover on Location



Students on Location



Presentations



Number of Students In Program

• Scholars: 27

• Equipment and Supplies: 32

• Travel: ~ 80

• Team members: ~ 250

• Coursework: ~100/year



Status of Scholars / Team Members

• Freshmen: 2

• Sophomore: 3

• Junior: 9

• Senior: 10

• Graduate: 3

• Travel, supplies and equipment funding

– Majority of students are juniors and seniors, although 

some freshmen, sophomores and graduate students 

benefit also.



Student Impact

• Approx. 100 students graduate each year with 

increased exposure to telemetry and system 

related material through coursework and 

laboratories

• Approx. 250 students per year are involved with 

projects which have telemetry components, with 

about one third of those having direct contact 

with the telemetry system



Future Plans

• Plans for 2020-2024 outlined in 8 May 2019 

proposal to IFT Board of Directors

• Support select group of graduate students

• Direct financial support of a select group of 

undergraduate students

• Support large number of undergraduate 

students in capstone design

• Support interdisciplinary student design teams

• Continued integration of telemetry and systems 

engineering into undergraduate curriculum



Summary
• Undergraduate enrollment steady, graduate 

enrollment recently in decline

• Program does not require student to make 

exclusive selection between telemetry and other 

emphasis areas

• Emphasis on, and interest in, multi-disciplinary 

experiential learning is strong, and continues to 

grow

• University now requires experiential learning

• Telemetry Learning Center fits well with this 

focus



Scholars and Fellows

Hamid BehgamTyler Andrews Nicholas CovertRachel BrunerJessica BrinkleyLucas Bonskowski

Dennis FloydRachel Engle Evan HiteAimee Dietiker Richard Kell Joseph KuroszViraj Gajjar

Anna Case



Scholars and Fellows

William Lorey Jessica MiinchTristan Linderman Joe Piwowarczyk Tom RexroadHayden Long

Matthew Scharf Chelsea Shaffer Jacqueline WaltersJared Sinkey Nina WoodroofScott Strathman

Husam Nassr



IFT support helps students like these …



… build things like this …



… that makes engineering feel like this.



Thank You, From All of Us





Imaging Systems Laboratory

Hua Lee, Distinguished Professor

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of California, Santa Barbara

May 2019



I. Institution

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

College of Engineering

University of California, Santa Barbara



II. Point of Contact

Hua Lee, Distinguished Professor

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

College of Engineering

University of California, Santa Barbara



III. Faculty Lead

Hua Lee, Distinguished Professor

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of California, Santa Barbara

Faculty in the field:    39 years

Years in universities:  39 years

1.  University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

2.   University of California, Santa Barbara



Research experience

◼ signal processing and system optimization

◼ synthetic aperture radar imaging

◼ sonar systems 

◼ acoustic microscopy

◼ microwave nondestructive evaluation

◼ tera-hertz imaging

◼ tomographic ground-penetrating radar imaging

◼ reconfigurable sensing systems

◼ imaging system optimization 

◼ high-performance image formation algorithms

◼ reconfigurable sensing systems

◼ UAV/UUV navigation, homing and docking



2016 – Present   Distinguished Professor

University of California, Santa Barbara

1990 – 2016       Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of California, Santa Barbara

2007 – 2012      Technical Director, National Security Institute

1998 – 2002      Chairman, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of California, Santa Barbara

1992 – 1994      Director, NSF Center for High-Speed Image Processing

University of California, Santa Barbara

1987 –1990     Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Associate Professor, Bioengineering

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

1983 –1987     Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Assistant Professor, Bioengineering

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

1980 –1983      Assistant Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of California, Santa Barbara

Key Faculty



Key Faculty 

1985            Presidential Young Investigator Award, National Science Foundation

1992            Fellow, IEEE

1992            Fellow, Acoustical Society of America

1992            Professor of the Year, Mortar Board National Honor Society

1993            Pattern Recognition Society Award, Pattern Recognition Society

1998            Distinguished Teaching Award, Academic Senate, UC Santa Barbara

2000            Outstanding Faculty Award, College of Engineering, UC Santa Barbara

2006            Outstanding Faculty Award, College of Engineering, UC Santa Barbara

2011            Technical Achievement Award, International Symposium on Acoustical Imaging

2015            Outstanding Faculty Award, College of Engineering, UC Santa Barbara

2016            Outstanding Faculty Award, College of Engineering, UC Santa Barbara

2016 Distinguished Professor, UC Santa Barbara

2017            Outstanding Faculty Award, College of Engineering, UC Santa Barbara

2018            Outstanding Faculty Award, College of Engineering, UC Santa Barbara



IV: UC Santa Barbara

◼ College of Letters and Science 

Humanities & Fine Arts

Social Sciences

Mathematical, Life & Physical Sciences

◼ College of Engineering

◼ College of Creative Studies

◼ Bren School of Environmental Science & Management

◼ Gevirtz Graduate School of Education

◼ Graduate Division



UCSB Academic Programs

◼ Faculty size:              1,100

◼ Enrollment:             25,000

◼ Graduate students:    3,000 

◼ College of Letters and Science: 80 majors

◼ College of Engineering: 5 departments, 7 disciplines



College of Engineering

◼ Departments:                           5

◼ Disciplines:                              7

◼ Undergraduate students:    1,500

◼ Graduate students:                750

◼ Student-faculty ratio:          10 : 1



Engineering Academic Programs

◼ Electrical and Computer Engineering

◼ Computer Science

◼ Mechanical Engineering

◼ Chemical Engineering

◼ Material Sciences

◼ Bioengineering

◼ Technology Management



Electrical and Computer Engineering

◼ Graduate students:                   250

◼ Undergraduate students:          500

electrical engineering:     260

computer engineering:    240



Electrical and Computer Engineering

(graduating class)

◼ PhD:                                      25

◼ MS:                                        70

◼ BS electrical engineering:        65

◼ BS computer engineering:       50



V. IFT Program and Investment

◼ IFT endowment has completed (2008 – 2017)

◼ UCSB Affiliation with ITC/IFT program (1999-2019)

◼ Hosting ITC/IFT spring meetings (4th time)

◼ Research programs to date have been supported through  grants 

independently from various agencies and sponsors



Imaging Systems Laboratory 
Student Members

◼ Nancy Cheadle     (P3)

◼ Vince Radzicki     (P3)

◼ Abhejit Rajagopal (P3)

◼ Connor Sanchez  (MS)

◼ Julian Maravilla (BS)

◼ Haruka Shimada (BS)

◼ Alex Berlanga (BS)

◼ Miguel Berlanga (BS)



Current research topics

◼ High-precision microwave and acoustic homing and docking 

systems

◼ High-resolution microwave sensing

◼ Noninvasive electrocardiographic(ECG) imaging 

◼ LiDAR/ultrasound obstacle-sensing for the blind

◼ Software-defined communication and imaging



1. Noninvasive Electrocardiographic Imaging



Sample publications

Abhejit Rajagopal, Vincent Radzicki, Hua Lee, and Shivkumar Chandrasekaran, 

“Towards non-invasive electrocardiographic imaging using regularized neural 

networks,” SPIE Conference on medical Imaging, 2018. (Best Paper, New 

Imaging Systems)

Abhejit Rajagopal, Vincent Radzicki, Hua Lee, and Shivkumar Chandrasekaran, 

”Nonlinear electrocardiographic imaging using polynomial approximation 

networks,”  APL Bioengineering, October 2018. 



Noninvasive Electrocardiographic Imaging



Extension to EEG

◼ Source locations of abnormal brain activities

◼ Parkinson’s

◼ Epilepsy 

◼ Autism



2. Collision avoidance device for the blind



2nd Generation (ultrasound) 





3rd generation (LiDAR)



4th generation (LiDAR)



Curriculum and Instruction (2018-19)

Courses Title Enrollment

1 ECE 94R Sensors and sensing 26

2 ECE 148 Signal processing applications 22

3 ECE 278C Imaging systems 11



Research Program (2018-19)

Company Level Period Project

1 DoE Special Technology Lab $ 230K 7/1/2018 – 9/30/2018 Sensors/sensing

2 Goleta Star $  60K 10/1/2017 – 6/30/2019 Radar imaging

3 Pure Engineering $  40K 7/1/2017  – 6/30/2018 Sensors/sensing

4 Toyon $  35K 1/1/2019 – 6/30/2019 Radar imaging

Total $ 365K



Active project 1: US DoE/STL

Company Level Period Project

1 DoE Special Technology Lab $ 30K 7/1/2018 – 9/30/2018 internships

2 DoE Special Technology Lab $ 150K 10/1/2018 – 6/30/2019 graduate research 

3 DoE Special Technology Lab $  50K 1/1/2019  – 9/30/2019 graduate research

Total $ 230K 7/1/2018 – 9/30/2019



Active project 2: Goleta Star

Company Level Period Project

1 Goleta Star $ 30K 7/1/2017 – 6/30/2018 graduate research

2 Goleta Star $ 30K 7/1/2018 – 6/30/2019 graduate research

3 Goleta Star $ 30K 7/1/2019  – 6/30/2020 graduate research

Total $ 90K 7/1/2017 – 9/30/2020



Active project 3: Pure Engineering

Company Level Period Project

1 Pure Engineering $ 40K 7/1/2017 – 6/30/2018 graduate research

2 Pure Engineering $ 40K 7/1/2018 – 6/30/2019 graduate research

3 Pure Engineering $ 55K 7/1/2019  – 6/30/2020 graduate research

Total $ 135K 7/1/2017 – 9/30/2020



Active project 4: Toyon

Company Level Period Project

1 Toyon $35K 1/1/2019 – 6/30/2019 graduate research

Total $35K



Pending programs

Agency Topic Period Level

1 Keck Foundation Medical telemetry 3 years $ 1.6M

2 Toyon Radar imaging 2 years TBA

3 USA Medical Electronix ECG signal processing TBA TBA

4 Consolidated Ocean Technologies Underwater acoustics TBA TBA



Internship program (2018-19)

Internships(SS 2018) Internship (FWS) Internships(SS 2019)

1 DoE STL
2 2 TBA

2 Lucent GS
1 1 2

3 Arthrex
1 1 TBA

4 Toyon
0 2 2

5 Sonatech
0 0 1

6 Goleta Star
2 2 2

7 Karl Storz
1 1 TBA

7 9



Prior medical telemetry projects

Projects Modalities

1 Micro FMCW ultrasound imaging system Active ultrasound, flexible arrays

2 Tera-hertz medical imaging Active tera-hertz



Planned medical telemetry projects

Projects Modalities

1 Imaging of  the knees Passive acoustic, small array

2 Obstacle avoidance for the blind Active ultrasound/LiDAR

3 Acoustic array for the lungs and heart Passive Acoustic, large arrays

4 AI analysis and classification of  ECG Signal processing and passive monitoring

5 Subsurface geolocation of  E-field of   
heart activities

Passive ECG backward migration



ITC participation (2019)

◼ 4 papers

◼ 1 faculty member

◼ 4 - 6 students



VI: Financial Data

◼ All IFT installments (2008-17) in endowment account

◼ IFT endowment installments:       2008-17

◼ Total installment received:            $ 500K

◼ Account balance:                          $ 750K

◼ No draw on IFT funds 

◼ Annual travel support for ITC attendance



VII: Program plan

◼ Research program

◼ Curriculum development

◼ Support by direct industry

◼ Expansion of topical coverage

◼ Expansion of faculty involvement

◼ Internships and placement of students



VIII: Summary

◼ Formation of telemetry program at UCSB

◼ Program planning

◼ Curriculum and enrollment

◼ Instructional laboratory

◼ Projects in medical telemetry

◼ Industrial affiliation and matching support



Appendix: Budget plan



Budget plan(2019-20) New fund Endowment UCSB

IFT graduate fellowship (1) $ 26K $ 26K $  0

Undergraduate summer internship (1) $ 2K $  4K $ 0

Senior capstone project (1) $ 5K $  0 $ 0

Equipment and supplies $  1K $ 0 $ 0

Travel $  1K $ 0 $ 0

Faculty summer compensation (0.5) $ 2.6K $ 0 $ 10K

Overhead $ 2.4K $ 0 $ 0

Total budget $ 40K $ 30K $ 10K



Budget  plan(2019-20) Budget Weight

IFT graduate fellowship (1) $ 52K 65%

Undergraduate summer internship (1) $ 6K 7.5%

Senior capstone project (1) $ 5K 6.25%

Equipment and supplies $  1K 1.25%

Travel $  1K 1.25%

Faculty summer compensation $12.6K 15.75%

Overhead $ 2.4K 3.0%

Total budget request $ 80K 100%



Budget  plan(2019-20) Budget Weight

IFT graduate fellowship (1) $ 52K 65%

Undergraduate summer internship (1) $ 6K 7.5%

Senior capstone project (1) $ 5K 6.25%

Equipment and supplies $  1K 1.25%

Travel $  1K 1.25%

Total budget $ 65K 81.25%



The University of Arizona
College of Engineering

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Tucson, AZ

Michael W. Marcellin
Regents Professor

International Foundation for Telemetering Chaired Professor

marcellin@ece.arizona.edu
www.ece.arizona.edu/~mwm

+1-520-621-6190

Telemetering Activities - 2018-19
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Biographical Sketch - Marcellin

▪ Professor Marcellin is a Regents Professor at the 

University of Arizona. He has authored or coauthored 

more than two hundred fifty publications. He was a major 

contributor to JPEG2000, and wrote the compression 

specification for the Digital Cinema standard currently 

used for all motion pictures throughout the world. Dr 

Marcellin is a Fellow of the IEEE, a recipient of the NSF 

Young Investigator Award, and a recipient of the IEEE 

Signal Processing Society Senior (Best Paper) Award. He 

was named the San Diego State University Distinguished 

Engineering Alumnus, and was a recipient of the 

University of Arizona Technology Innovation Award. He 

has received numerous teaching awards. 



3

University of Arizona
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University of Arizona

▪ OUR SETTING

▪ The University of Arizona in Tucson is a land-grant doctoral 

research university. Our research and development expenditures 

place us among the nation's top public universities, and we have 

membership in the Association of American Universities.

▪ We offer a broad array of programs leading to degrees from the 

baccalaureate through the doctorate. We have a total enrollment 

of over 40,000 full-time and part-time students. As a land-grant 

university, we maintain programs in production agriculture, mining, 

and engineering, and serve the state through our cooperative 

extension services, technology transfer, economic development 

assistance, distributed education, and cultural programming.

▪ The University provides distinguished undergraduate, graduate, 

and professional education; excels in basic and applied research 

and creative achievement; and promotes activities that advance 

Arizona's economy.
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University of Arizona

▪ OUR VISION

▪ Through cross-cutting innovations distinctive to the University of 

Arizona, we will expand the student experience through 

engagement, advance knowledge through innovations in creative 

inquiry and collaboration, and forge novel partnerships to 

positively impact our community.

▪ OUR MISSION

▪ To improve the prospects and enrich the lives of the people of 

Arizona and the world through education, research, creative 

expression, and community and business partnerships.
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Electrical and Computer Engineering

▪ ECE is a comprehensive program 
▪ Undergraduate Education - 392 students (2,637 ENGR)

▪ Graduate Education - 221 MS, 115 PhD students (562, 319 ENGR)

▪ Research 

▪ Service

▪ Emphasis areas include
▪ Autonomous systems and robotics

▪ Biomedical technologies

▪ Circuits, microelectronics, and VLSI

▪ Communications, coding, information theory, and telemetering

▪ Computer architecture and cloud computing

▪ Optics, photonics, and THz devices and systems

▪ Signal, image and video processing

▪ Software engineering and embedded systems

▪ Wireless networking, security, and systems
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Selected Telemetering Classes at UofA

▪ Introduction to Communication Systems

▪ Digital Communication Systems

▪ Optical Communication Systems

▪ Wireless Communication Systems

▪ Error Control Coding

▪ Digital Signal Processing

▪ Fundamentals of Computer Networks

▪ Fundamentals of Information and Network Security

▪ Antenna Theory and Design

▪ Radar
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UofA Attendees from ITC 2018
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2018 ITC Undergraduate Student Papers

▪ A. Schultz, (student), and M.W. Marcellin (advisor), “Wiring 

Harness Construction and Data Protocol Selection for High Noise 

Applications” 

▪ C. Backhaus, K. Boyer, S. Elmandani, S. Ruckle, Paul Houston 

(students), and M.W. Marcellin (advisor), “A Portable Solution for 

On-Site Analysis and Visualization of Racecar Telemetry Data”

▪ K. Anderson, K. Boyer, L. Brubaker, D. Fuehrer, R. Herriman, P. 

Houston, S. Ruckle (students), and M.W. Marcellin (advisor), “An 

Improved Telemetry System for Monitoring an Off-Road Racecar”

▪ L. Camp, S. Marcellin, J. Rickel, T. Rubenow (students), and M.W. 

Marcellin (advisor), “Remote Monitoring of Forces on Head for 

Detection of Traumatic Brain Injuries on Amusement Park Rides”

▪ K. Norland (student) and M.W. Marcellin (advisor), “Dynamic 

Obstacle Characterization and Avoidance for Unmanned Aerial 

Systems”

▪ 4 undergrad papers submitted to ITC 2019
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UofA Student Photos 
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UofA Student Photos
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UofA Student Photos 
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UofA Student Photos
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UofA Student Photos
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UofA Student Photos
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2018 ITC Graduate Student Papers

▪ N. Teku, A. Berian (students) T. Bose (advisor), “A Survey of 

Optimal Packet Scheduling Methods for Energy Harvesting 

Communications”

▪ N. Thurston (Student), G. Vanhoy and T. Bose (advisors), 

“Intelligent Jamming Using Deep Q-Learning”

▪ T. Peken, (student) R. Tandon, T. Bose, (advisors), “Sparse 

Channel Estimation with Regularization Methods in Massive 

MIMO Systems”

▪ N. Teku, (student) and T. Bose (advisor), “Cognitive Equalization 

for HF Channels”

▪ M. Bahrami, (student), B. Vasic and M.W. Marcellin (advisors), 

“Constraint Gain for Two Dimensional Magnetic Recording 

Channels”

▪ 5 grad papers submitted to ITC 2019
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Other Papers

▪ Journal Papers

▪ C. Cooper and M.W. Marcellin, “Lossless Wideband RF Compression via Lifting-Based 

IIR Subband Decomposition,” submitted to IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and 

Electronic Systems.

▪ M. Hernández-Cabronero, V. Sanchez, I. Blanes, F. Aulí-Llinàs, M.W. Marcellin, and J. 

Serra-Sagristà, “Mosaic-based color-transform optimization for the lossy and lossy-to-

lossless compression of pathology whole-slide images,” IEEE Transactions on Medical 

Imaging, Vol. 38, No. 1, pp. 21–32, January 2019.

▪ F. Liu, M.W. Marcellin, N. Goodman, and A. Bilgin, “Compressive detection of direct 

sequence spread spectrum signals,” Electronics Letters, Vol. 54, No. 24, pp. 1379–

1381, November 2018.

▪ F. Aulí-Llinàs, M.W. Marcellin, V. Sanchez, J. Bartrina-Rapesta, and M. Hernandez-

Cabronero, “Dual link image coding for earth observation satellites,” IEEE Transactions 

on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol. 56, No. 9, pp. 5083–5096, September 2018.

▪ M.K.K. Niazi, Y. Lin, F. Liu, A. Ashok, M.W. Marcellin, G. Tozbikian, M.N. Gurcan and A. 

Bilgin, “Pathological image compression for big data image analysis: Application to 

hotspot detection in breast cancer,” Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, Vol. 91, 

September 2018.

▪ M. Hernández-Cabronero, M.W. Marcellin, I. Blanes, and J. Serra-Sagristà, “Lossless 

compression of CFA mosaic images with visualization via JPEG2000,” IEEE 

Transactions on Multimedia, Vol. 20, No. 2, pp. 257–270, February 2018.
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Other Papers

▪ Conference Papers

▪ E. Ahanonu, M.W. Marcellin, and A. Bilgin, “Clustering regression wavelet analysis for 

lossless compression of hyperspectral imagery,” Proceedings, 2019 Data Compression 

Conference, Snowbird, Utah, March 2019.

▪ E.L. Ahanonu, A. Bilgin, and M.W. Marcellin, “Lossless image compression using 

reversible integer wavelet transforms and convolutional neural networks,” Proceedings, 

2018 Data Compression Conference, Snowbird, Utah, March 2018.

▪ F. Liu, Y. Lin, M. Hernandez-Cabronero, E.L. Ahanonu, M.W. Marcellin, A. Ashok, and 

A. Bilgin, “A visual discrimination model for JPEG2000 compression,” Proceedings, 

2018 Data Compression Conference, Snowbird, Utah, March 2018.

▪ Y. Lin, M.W. Marcellin, A. Bilgin, and A. Ashok, “Task-based JPEG2000 image 

compression: An information-theoretic approach,” Proceedings, 2018 Data 

Compression Conference, Snowbird, Utah, March 2018.
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2018-19 IFT Supported Activities

▪ Graduate Student Fellowships

▪ Undergraduate Clubs 

▪ Mini-Baja Club

▪ Participating in Baja SAE – Gorman, CA, May 2019

▪ Autonomous Vehicle Club

▪ Participating in AUSVI – Baltimore, MD, June 2019

▪ Formula Racing Club 

▪ Participating in Formula SAE – Lincoln, NE, June 2019

▪ Coaster Cats Club

▪ Ryerson Invitational Thrill Design Competition, winner, Engineering 

Design Challenges Champion, Orlando, Florida, November 2018.

▪ Ryerson Invitational Thrill Design Competition, winner, Inclusive 

Design Team, Orlando, Florida, November 2018.
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Other IFT Activities

▪ Technical Program Chair – ITC 2018

▪ Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee member

▪ ITC Online Proceedings 

▪ 2018 proceedings currently online
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Financial Support

▪ IFT Endowment

▪ Chaired Professorship Salary 

▪ Discretionary Professorship Fund

▪ Travel to student competitions, equipment, added student assistance, etc.  

▪ Additional IFT Support

▪ Graduate Fellowships

▪ Matching funds from external agencies such as the National Science 

Foundation, as well as endowment funds

▪ Undergraduate projects 

▪ Autonomous Vehicle Club, Mini-Baja Club, Formula One Club, and Coaster 

Cats, Senior Capstone Projects
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Summary

▪ Our program is strong and thriving

▪ Our activities would not be possible without the generous 

funding that we receive from the IFT

▪ We look forward to a bright future together 



NMSU Report to the IFT Board of 

Directors – May 2019

Dr. Charles D. Creusere, Frank Carden Chair in 
Telemetering & Telecommunications

Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering

http://www.bbc.co.uk/northernireland/yourplaceandmine/images/helpabout/keyboard_250x145.jpg
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Institution Information:

• New Mexico State University (Main Campus)

• Las Cruces, NM

• College Of Engineering

• Klipsch School of Electrical & Computer 

Engineering



Telemetry Leadership

Dr. Charles D. Creusere, Professor, current 

holder of the Frank Carden Chair for 

Telemetering and Telecommunications

Dr. Deva Borah, Professor, Holder of the IFT 

Professorship



KEY PROFESSORS

III.



Professor Charles D. Creusere

Dr. Creusere joined the NMSU faculty as an Assistant 

Professor in January 2000 after working for NAVAIR China 

Lake for 14 years.  He was selected as the first IFT 

Professor in 2008 and as the Carden Chair in 2010.  He was 

reappointed as the Carden Chair in March 2017.  He 

received a BS in ECE from U.C. Davis in 1985 as well as MS 

and PhD degrees from U.C.S.B in 1990 and 1993.  Dr. 

Creusere’s research focus is in the area of digital signal 

processing and he teaches a wide variety of classes related 

to telemetry



Professor Deva Borah:

Dr. Borah joined the NMSU faculty in January 2000 as an 

Assistant Professor and has since advanced to the rank of 

Professor.  He received his PhD in May 2000 in 

Telecommunications Engineering from Australian National 

University in Canberra, Australia.  Prior to this, he received  

MS and BE degrees in Electrical Communications 

Engineering from the India Institute of Science in Bangalore, 

India in 1992 and 1987, respectively.  He was awarded the 

IFT Professorship in 2011 and his research focuses on 

physical layer communications systems



Professor Laura Boucheron

Laura E. Boucheron received the B.S. and M.S. degrees in 

electrical engineering from New 

Mexico State University, Las Cruces, in 2001 and 

2003, respectively, and the Ph.D. degree in electrical 

and computer engineering from the University of 

California, Santa Barbara, in 2008. She has intern and 

graduate research experience at both Sandia National 

Laboratories and Los Alamos National Laboratory as well 

as postdoctoral and research faculty experience in the 

Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer Engineering at 

New Mexico State University. She is currently Associate 

Professor in the Klipsch School.



Professor David Mitchell

David G. M. Mitchell received the Ph.D. degree in 

Electrical Engineering from the University of Edinburgh, 

United Kingdom, in 2009. Since 2015, he has been an 

Assistant Professor in the Klipsch School of Electrical and 

Computer Engineering at the New Mexico State 

University, USA. He previously held Visiting Assistant 

Professor and Post-Doctoral Research Associate 

positions in the Department of Electrical Engineering at 

the University of Notre Dame, USA. He is a Senior 

Member of the IEEE and his research interests are in the 

area of digital communications, with emphasis on error 

control coding and information theory.



Professor Steven Sandoval

Dr. Sandoval joined the Klipsch School of Electrical and 

Computer Engineering at New Mexico State University as 

an Assistant Professor in Spring 2017 after 

completing the Ph.D. degree in Electrical Engineering 

from Arizona State University in 2016. Prior to 

joining NMSU he worked for 5 years in the defense 

industry. He received the B.S. Electrical Engineering 

and M.S. Electrical Engineering from New Mexico State 

University in 2007 and 2010. Dr. Sandoval's current 

research focus is in the area of time-frequency 

analysis, audio and speech processing, and machine 

learning.



INTRODUCTION TO NMSU

IV.



History



Current Status

• NMSU has 5 campuses spread across New Mexico, but graduate 

degrees are only offered at the main campus in Las Cruces

• Additionally, degrees in engineering are only offered at the main campus

• Average total enrollment per semester on the Main Campus for 

AY2018-2019 is in excess of 16,100 students (13,600 undergraduate, 

2500 graduate) 

• Enrollment in the College of Engineering: 1756 undergraduate and 367 

graduate students

• These numbers are all down from last year and the engineering trend 

has been consistently down since AY2015-2016



“Be Bold!”



TELEMETRY PROGRAM 

DETAILS

V.



Objectives, School

• The Klipsch School currently has 225 undergraduate majors 

and 97 graduate students

• The objectives of the Klipsch School ECE program are:

• To prepare students for challenging careers where they can apply a 

broad spectrum of knowledge in electronics and computing to solve 

real-world problems that help improve our lifestyles, create wealth, 

and discover new technologies

• To provide an environment which fosters world class research 

involving faculty and students as a component of a comprehensive 

educational experience



Objectives, Telemetry

• The telemetry program is an integrated part of the Klipsch 

School, the specific objectives of which are:

• Provide undergraduate and graduate students with skill set that they 

need to pursue a career in a telemetry-related field

• To introduce our student body to the telemetry field and to the 

employment opportunities abounding within it

• To encourage NMSU faculty to get involved in telemetry research 

and to participate in the International Telemetering Conference

• To support ground-breaking research in support of telemetering 

practice

• To support the Klipsch School in helping to provide the best possible 

educational outcomes for our students



Direct Student Support

• IFT-endowed scholarships supported 5 

students last year, each receiving $1875

• This slightly less than in the previous year

• 2 juniors, 2 seniors & 1 graduate were supported

• In addition, Carden Chair funds were used to 

support an undergraduate research assistant 

during the Summer and academic year 

(~$3000)



Typical Program Undertaken

• A BS in Electrical and Computer Engineering is our 

undergraduate degree

• We have specializations in telemetry-related disciplines 

like Communications and Digital Signal Processing, but 

these designations only appear on the students 

transcripts and not on their degrees

• MS & PhD having the same degree name and 

possible specializations as above, along with an 

explicit ‘Telemetry’ specialization



Outstanding Student 

Accomplishment

• One supported IFT Scholarship student:

• Submitted a new ITC paper this year on research done 

under my direction

• The paper submitted by this student last year won the 

Best Undergraduate Student paper award

• A second scholarship student is being fully 

supported as a grad student by Sandia Labs in 

work that has a telemetering component



IFT-Funded Program Investments

• Carden Chair faculty stipend, $17,000/year

• IFT Professorship: Dr. Borah has not been 

receiving a stipend as IFT Professor (despite his 

significant continuing contributions to the field of 

telemetering) for 2 years because of inaction by the 

Dean

• Student capstone support: as needed

• Support communications/DSP teaching labs as 

needed



Student Papers in 2018:

• ITC 2018:  2

• Best UG paper!

• ITC 2019: 2

• Other conferences: 10

• Journal papers published: 6



Number of students graduating with 

telemetry experience
• This is hard to quantify

• Undergraduate students only get ‘direct’ telemetry 

experience through Capstone design projects that have 

a data communications component

• I have advised 5 such projects in the last 5 years 

consisting of a total of 20 students

• I would estimate that ¾ of the Capstone projects 

attempted every year have a wireless 

communications component, exposing approximately 

20 students per year to telemetry concepts



Number of students graduating with 

telemetry experience

• Graduate Student Exposure:

• I would consider any graduate student working 

on research that impacts telemetering to be 

getting exposure to it

• This would include students working in 

communications, information theory, signal 

compression, error correction coding, etc.

• My this measure, we produce in an average year 

1.5 PhDs and 2 MS graduates



Latest Program Updates

• ECE Department Head:

• Steve Stochaj is currently intermin department 

head

• It is unknown when an external search for a new 

department head will start

• Starting search for two new faculty

• Smart-grids (power)

• Autonomous systems



Financial Data
• Salaries:

• $17,000/year stipend for Carden Chair

• $6,800/year stipend for IFT Professor (not being paid)

• Scholarships:

• $9,639

• Supports 5 students

• Travel

• ~$4000 

• Other available (used based on program needs):

• ~$30,000/year



Plans for Future

• Use Chair funds to support proof-of-concept 

research that leads to external funding

• Work to involve newer faculty in telemetry

• Dr. David Mitchell in collaboration with Dr. Willie Harrison 

(BYU) has submitted a proposal to the DoD entitled 

“DCAT: Distributed Source Coding for Aeronautical 

Telemetry”

• Study the feasibility of linking NMSU professional 

development programs (and possibly those of other 

IFT universities as well) with ITC



Summary

• The negatives are

• Declining student enrollment 

• The pool of New Mexican high school students 

academically prepared to pursue engineering degrees 

is not growing and may be shrinking

• National high school student demographics are no 

better

• Difficulty in recruiting graduate students
• International pipeline has slowed to trickle

• Domestic students seldom stay on beyond MS



Summary
• On the positive side:

• Our “new” university chancellor is an engineer and is highly 

supportive of STEM.

• State funding is improving

• Our planned 4% raise will be the largest since I arrived here in 

2000!

• The Aggie men’s basketball team went yet again to the NCAA 

Tournament

• And lost (yet again) in the first round: this time by 1 point 



Summary

• The telemetry program is (still) one of the strongest in the 

Klipsch School

• We have 5 tenured/tenure track faculty

• Dr. Phillip Deleon (who presented papers at ITC 2015 

and 2016) is also a member of our faculty, although he is 

currently the college’s Associate Dean of Research 

• We have recently hired a new faculty member in the area 

of cybersecurity, Dr. Wenjie Che

• His current research is device-focused, but it’s possible that his 

future research might touch on telemetry-related problems



Telemetering @BYU

Michael Rice

Willie Harrison



Outline

• Telemetry “Program” at BYU

– Faculty Advisors

– “IMMERSE”

– Capstone

– Space Club

– Funded Research

– ITC

• IFT Endowment



Faculty Advisors

• Michael Rice
– Professor (1991)
– Electrical & Computer Engineering

• Willie Harrison
– Associate Professor (2017)
– Electrical & Computer Engineering

• David Long
– Professor (1990)
– Electrical & Compute Engineering

• Marc Killpack
– Associate Professor (2013)
– Mechanical Engineering





IMMERSE

• IMMERSE is a multi-year undergraduate research program designed to foster real-
world engineering leadership skills in promising students of all backgrounds. Its 
strengths are in its breadth and depth of training, efficient deployment of faculty 
resources, and long-term cultivation of research skills.

• At the heart of IMMERSE’s innovation is its approach to undergraduate research. 
IMMERSE can be distinguished from other prominent undergraduate research 
programs by three distinct traits: a multi-year commitment between students and 
faculty members; a unified and extensive summer training curriculum; and a 
substantial “broader impact” component. The aim is to not only expose 
undergraduates to research, but to create researchers out of undergraduates. 
IMMERSE coordinates several factors that enhance students’ engineering abilities, 
such as hands-on research experience alongside graduate students and faculty; 
communication and cooperation skills developed within research groups; and 
confidence and fluency in presenting and understanding technical work. The result 
for a student is an incomparable blend of personal growth and connection to a 
breadth of research practices and problem-solving.



2018 IMMERSE

• Ten IMMERSE Projects in 2018
– IFT funds supported 3

– Physical layer security, vehicle-to-vehicle 
communications, aerodynamic energy harvesting



Physical Layer Security    



V2X Communications



V2X: Family History



V2X: International Flavor

Carlos Gutierrez, a professor at The Autonomous University of San Luis Potosí, 
Joaquin Cortez González at Sonora Institute of Technology, 
Javier Vázquez Castillo at the University of Quintana Roo



V2X: Family History

2006 ITC Best Paper Award





V2X: Family History

2006 ITC Best Paper



Aerodynamic Energy Harvesting

Can we “harvest” enough 
from the aerodynamic 
vibrations from a test 
article to power all the 
sensors?

If yes, then no wiring 
required to instrument a 
test article!



Capstone

Mars Rover Competition, Hanskville, Utah



BYU Spacecraft Club



Funded Research

• Past TRMC funding
– Space-time coding for AMT

– Multipath measurements and modeling

– Data-aided equalizers for AMT

• Current funding: Spectrum Reallocation Fund
– 16-APSK for AMT

– Space-time coding for ARTM CPM

• NSR IRES Program
– Physical Layer Security

• Graduate mentors for undergraduates, ITC papers, 
strong connection with telemetering community



ITC 2018
• J. Rozsa, T. Averett, M. Killpack, M. Rice, “BYU Mars Rover at the 2018 

University Rove Challenge”
• J. Willis, J. Holtom, P. Walton, J. Smith, N. Wallin, D. Long, “Femtosats: 

Elegant flight Telemetry Payloads for Model Rockets”
• S. Afran, M. Saquib, M. Rice, “CFO Estimation by Exploiting Channel Sparsity 

in Aeronautical Telemetry”
• F. Arabian and M. Rice, “On the Performance of Filter Based Equalizers for 

16APSK in Aeronautical Telemetry Environment”
• W. Harrison, K. Nelson, S. Dye, “Physical-Layer Security for Aeronautical 

Telemetry”
• R. Thompson, T. Hull, M. Rice, “Eliminating Wiring in Aircraft 

Instrumentation Through Energy Harvesting”
• E. Perrins and M. Rice, “Unification of Signal Models for SOQPSK”



More Family History

His uncle attended and presented at 
ITC 1997 and 1998 as a BYU student.



IFT Endowment Fund

• Endowment Corpus: $1,229,456.85 (30 Apr 
2019)

• How we spent the money (1 May 2018 – 30 
April 2019)
– student stipends: $61,808.35

– supplies: $  2,471.48

– travel: $  3,368.47

– Capstone (Mars Rover): $  1,000.00

– Spacecraft Club: $  1,000.00



These 
Students 

Thank You

• Chad Josephson

• Farah Arabian

• Bradford Clark

• Dakota Flanary

• Benjamin Jensen

• Kalin Norman

• Becca Thompson Svenson

• Thalia Hull

• Amy Giullian

• Ethan Perrins

• Nathan Nelson

• Scott Dye

• Kaela Nelson

• Zach Ence

• Austin Brough

• Jamison Ebert

• Bryan Redd

• Autumn Twitchell

• Josh Rozsa, 

• Thomas Averett

• Jacob Willis

• Jacob Holtom



Telemetry @ KU
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

School of Engineering

University of Kansas



Telemetry @ KU

 Overall objectives of the program (highest first):

 Complement externally-funded telemetry research program

 Graduate student education (5 students currently)

 Undergraduate student education (2 research/4 sr. design)

 Faculty/staff research support (4)



Graduate Student Education

 Typical Program Undertaken:

 Travel support to present research results at conferences 
(predominantly ITC): 47 ITC trips in 12 years (9 other 
conference trips)

 “Bridge” GRA support between externally-funded projects: 4 
occasions

 IFT Fellowships (stipends of $1k–$5k): 12 occasions

 Equipment support:

 2-for-1 KU match on $200k of major test equipment

 Software and hardware maintenance of test equipment

 Computers

 Minor equipment/research supplies

 Students:

 3 current MS (16 alumni)

 2 current PhD (7 alumni)



Student Spotlight: Luyao Shang

 Luyao joined our PhD program in 2014

 Her area of research is on optimizing the degree 
distribution of fountain (rateless) codes

 She presented her initial research results at ITC’16, 
and also had a paper recently at Globecom’18.

 Her first journal paper was published last year and 
was very well received, as noted by the Editor:

 “As can be seen, all reviewers think positively about 
your work. Based on my own reading of the paper, I 
believe that the paper proposes a solid contribution 
and the quality of presentation is also high. I 
specially enjoyed the step by step explanation of the 
state of the art in Section I.”

 She expects to graduate in Summer/Fall 2019, and is 
anticipating a job offer from Qualcomm.

 Based on her excellent performance, she was 
awarded an IFT Fellowship in April 2019.



Student Spotlight: Jason Baxter

 Jason graduated with a BSEE in May 2018, 
and expects to graduate with a MSEE in 
May 2020.

 Jason is supported on our “Coded APSK” 
project sponsored by the National 
Spectrum Consortium. This project makes 
extensive use of the major test equipment 
purchased with the support of the IFT.

 IFT funds played a key role in recruiting 
Jason to our M.S. program as an undergrad 
RA. 

 He attended ITC’17, authored a graduate 
student paper at ITC’18, and is preparing a 
graduate student paper for ITC’19.

 In Fall 2019, he anticipates spending a 
week at Edwards AFB demonstrating the 
prototype Coded APSK system in a flight 
test.



Faculty Spotlight: Prof. Taejoon Kim

 Taejoon graduated with a PhD from Purdue 
in 2011, and joined our program in 2017.

 He is a prolific inventor (27 patents) and 
an award-winning author (2016 Stephen O. 
Rice Prize).

 His research area is signal processing for 
wireless communications, particularly 
array processing and beamforming

 He attended ITC for the first time in 2018

 Taejoon was the lead representative from 
KU at the NSC “5G Collaboration Event” 
last week in Virginia, and anticipates 
involvement in multiple upcoming KU 
proposals for NSC funding.



James Sterbenz (1956–2019)

 Joined KU in 2005

 Helped KU become the 6th IFT University 
Partner in 2010 (attended the 2009 Rolla 
IFT board meeting)

 Attended ITC 2008–2013 along with many 
graduate students

 Co-author on the 2008 ITC Best Paper

 PI of the $826,322 project “AeroNP and 
AeroTP: Aeronautical Network and 
Transport Protocols for iNET (ANTP),” 
05/15/2009–08/14/2012, sponsored by 
Spectrum Efficient Technology, Science 
& Technology (SET T\&E), Department of 
Defense.



Administration Update:

Meet the new EECS Department Chair

 Five-year term begins July 1st



Undergraduate Student Education

 Typical Program Undertaken:

 Travel support to present research/senior design results at 
conferences (exclusively ITC): 10 ITC trips in 11 years

 “Warm-up” research support for externally-funded 
projects: 7 occasions

 Senior design sponsorship (1-for-1 match with EECS 
department, typically $500): 6 occasions (mandatory ITC 
trip)

 Equipment support:

 2-for-1 KU match on $200k of major test equipment

 Software and hardware maintenance of test equipment

 Computers

 Minor equipment/research supplies



ITC 2019

 Attendees:

 4 graduate students

 3 faculty/staff

 Papers

 3 graduate

 2 regular

 Attendees:

 4 undergraduate students

 2 graduate students

 4 faculty/staff

 Papers

 2 undergraduate

 2 graduate

 2 regular

ITC 2018



KU Women in Computing

and the Grace Hopper 

Celebration

 Grace Brewster Murray Hopper (1906–1992) was an American computer 
scientist and United States Navy rear admiral. One of the first 
programmers of the Harvard Mark I computer, she was a pioneer of 
computer programming who invented one of the first linkers. She 
popularized the idea of machine-independent programming languages, 
which led to the development of COBOL, an early high-level 
programming language still in use today. She earned a PhD in 
mathematics in 1934 from Yale.

 GHC’18 hosted more than 20,000 attendees from 78 nations

 KU “Women in Computing” student association began in 2017, currently 
has 50+ active members, and has the goal of including 100% of EECS 
female students as members

 KU WIC is sending 15 student attendees to GHC’19 in October

 I am exploring ways to get WIC participation at ITC



Program Accomplishments

 Publication Totals:

 48 ITC student papers in 12 years

 46 papers at IEEE conferences (predominantly Milcom/Globecom/ICC)

 20 journal papers on telemetry topics

 ITC Paper Awards

 Graduate student: 2003*, 2004*, 2007, 2009, 2013, 2017

 Best paper (non-student): 2005, 2008, 2015, 2017

 The 2013 Best Graduate Student paper was expanded into a journal 
format, submitted in August 2013, revised in October 2013, accepted 
one day later, and published in December 2013. To date it has been cited 
43times in the open literature.

 The 2017 Best Papers both dealt with cutting edge research on the 
viability of APSK modulation in telemetry. APSK has the potential to 
greatly impact future test range activities.



Reference Materials



Overview of University of Kansas

 Founded in 1865

 Member of Association of American Universities (AAU)

 Two campuses: main campus (Lawrence); medical school 
(KC—K)

 Flagship university in Kansas

 Programs of National Prominence (outside of engineering): 
Pharmacy, Public Administration, Music, Special Education.

 Professional schools include: Engineering, Law, Business, 
Pharmacy, Education, Music, Architecture



KU School of Engineering

 Established in 1891 (first engineering degree conferred in 1873)

 Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

 Civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering

 Chemical and Petroleum Engineering

 Mechanical Engineering

 Aerospace Engineering

 Non-departmental programs: Bioengineering, Engineering Physics, 
Engineering Management and Project Management

 2500 undergrads; 700 grad students

 Annual research expenditures of $17M

 12 undergrad degree programs; 30 grad degree programs

 Ranked 95th in 2018 US News & World Report



KU EECS Department

 700 undergrads; 170 grad students

 5 degree programs (EE, CoE, CS, Interdisciplinary 

Computing, Information Technology)

 Annual research expenditures of $5M

 EE ranked 74th in 2018 US News & World Report

 Core areas of expertise: Communications & Networking; 

Radar & Remote Sensing; Cybersecurity



Regional Stakeholders

 DoE National Security Campus/Honeywell

 Kansas City—Missouri

 Their mission is to “…”

 Regularly sends multiple attendees to ITC

 A major employer of KU EECS graduates

 Kansas Aerospace Companies

 Bombardier (Wichita)

 Boeing (Wichita)

 Beechcraft (Wichita)



Farzad Moazzami, Richard Dean

IFT Board Meeting, UCSB, CA
May 8, 2019

IFT SHORT TERM GRANT BRIEF

MORGAN STATE UNIVERSITY



Morgan State University
School of Engineering

Historically Black College & University (HBCU), Baltimore, MD (150th year celebrated 2017)
Enrollment: ~7800 (72 PhD graduating next week)
Engineering: ~1200 – 4 ABET Accredited programs
Electrical Engineering: ~500
WiNetS Lab is in the ECE Department of the Clarence Mitchel School of Engineering
10 - 20 UG, GR, and Doctoral Students associated with WiNetS lab
Currently 6 Doctoral, 3 M.Eng students
Our Department Graduates most African American EEs in the country.



WiNetS Lab
Wireless, Networks, Security

• Wireless

– Channel 
Simulation

– OFDM 

• Coding

• Equalization

– LDAR

– Flight Path 
Simulation

• Networks
– Mixed 

Network 
Optimization

– Spectrum 
Management

– Spectrum 
Sharing

– Interference 
Rejection

– QoS

• Security
– AI for IA

– Cyber attacks

– Risk 
Management

– Distributed 
Denial of 
service

– Network 
Intrusion
Detection

Focus on the technical issues associated with Telemetry



WiNetS Faculty

• Dr. Farzad Moazzami
- Associate Professor in the  

Electrical and Computer 
Engineering Department 

- Serving as interim Assistant 
Provost

• Dr. Richard Dean
- Former Sr. Tech Expert at NSA,
- Now lecturer in the Electrical and 

Computer Engineering 
department at MSU

• Other Contributors:

Dr. Arlene Cole-Rhodes 

Dr. Willie Thompson 

Dr. Tellrell White



WiNetS ITC Participation
• Continuous Participation every year since 2006

• Average 6-8 students every year. Valuable Experience for students.

• Total of 54 papers

• 5 papers in 2018 ( Second best graduate paper award)

• Targeting 6 papers for 2019 ( submitted 4 so far)

– Signal to Distortion Ratio (SDR) for Link Dependent Adaptive Radio (LDAR)

– Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) Reduction for Link Dependent 
Adaptive Radio (LDAR)

– Multi-Stage Attack Detection Using Layered Hidden Markov Model 
Intrusion Detection System (provisional patent filed)

– Development of a Wireless IoT Penetration Testbed 

Thank you for providing ITC travel funding to our students.



ITC 2018 Team 



IFT Short Term Grant

• Following approval of our proposal, we received our second short term grant 
funding from IFT in January 2019 for $26,000.

• Currently supporting a doctoral student. Wondimu Zegeye will present two 
papers on his work in AOFDM and PAPR reduction in ITC 2019. 

• Recruited 2 undergrad students to start working on AOFDM Project starting 
in summer. 

• Held senior design project contest in April. 

• Developing a senior elective course in Telemetry.

• Requested matching funds from Maryland State through MSU’s Research 
Division



The Project
Adaptive OFDM for Aeronautical Links

• This follows from the work of  2018 where the analysis in LDAR showed that the “cruise” 
channel was remarkable stable and varied slowly and predictably over time. 

• The steady state channel reflected a 2-ray multipath model which exhibits deep nulls in 
the spectrum which affects serial tone modems significantly. 

• Further the application of parallel tone modulation improves performance except for 
that portion of the band which was degraded by the null. 

• Adaptive OFDM structure wherein tones are only sent in portions of the band which are 
strong (different MQAM), and not areas where the signal is weak. 



The Project
Adaptive OFDM for Aeronautical Links

• The following tasks will develop that strategy:

– Use existing simulations of OFDM and develop a method for capturing a profile of 
the Signal to Distortion Ratio (SDR) 

– Develop a methodology for converting the SDR per tone to estimate the optimum 
QAM modulation scheme for each tone including blanks for weak regions of the 
spectrum. 

– If this method is understood then the feedback from the TA to the GS will include 
such schemes in the GS transmitter. This will constitute AOFDM for the aeronautical 
channel.

– When this structure has been accomplished, demonstrate operation of AOFDM 
over a mix of aeronautical channels and perhaps the test flight scenario as time 
permits.



Project Budget

• Student Support ($20,000)

• Graduate Research Assistant ($13,000)
• Under this grant one graduate student will be supported for one year including 

summer stipend ($6K), tuition for Spring and Fall 19 ($7K).
• Undergraduate Research Assistant ($6,000)
• Senior Design Project Award ($1,000)

• Equipment and Supply ($6,000)

Funds under this line will be used to purchase 2 laptops and other educational or 
research related equipment/supplies which will help the PI and the students in the 
WiNetS laboratory to achieve the aforementioned goals of this project.





Summary

• We thank IFT for supporting our activities and ITC travel

• These projects demonstrate the potential for MSU to 
contribute to telemetry and IFT’s mission with modest 
funding

• Commitment from IFT on a longer term basis will allow 
our team to plan more effectively.

• We would like to host this meeting in the near future!

Thank you 



 
Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) 

The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered to serve as a 
focal point within the telemetering community for the review of standards documents 
affecting telemetry proposed for adoption by any of the various standards bodies 
throughout the world. It is chartered to receive, coordinate, and disseminate information 
and to review and coordinate standards, methods, and procedures to users, 
manufacturers, and supporting agencies. 
The tasks of the TSCC include the determination of which standards are in existence 
and published, the review of the technical adequacy of planned and existing standards, 
the consideration of the need for new standards and revisions, and the coordination of 
the derivation of new standards. In all of these tasks, the TSCC's role is to assist the 
agencies whose function it is to create, issue, and maintain the standards, and to assure 
that a representative viewpoint of the telemetering community is involved in the 
standards process. 
The membership of the TSCC is limited to 16 full members, each of which has an 
alternate. Membership of technical subcommittees of the TSCC is open to any person in 
the industry who is knowledgeable and willing to contribute to the committee's work. The 
16 full members are drawn from government activities, user organizations, and 
equipment vendors in approximately equal numbers. To further ensure a representative 
viewpoint, all official recommendations of the TSCC must be approved by 10 of the 16 
members. 
Since its beginning, a prime activity of the TSCC has been the review of standards 
promulgated by the DoD Range Commanders' Council (RCC)--formerly those of the 
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) and later, those of the Telemetry Group (TG). 
These standards, used within the Department of Defense, have been the major forces 
influencing the development of telemetry hardware and technology during the past 30 
years. In this association, the TSCC has made a significant contribution to RCC 
documents in the fields of Radio Frequency (RF) telemetry, Time Division (TD) 
telemetry, Frequency Modulation (FM) telemetry, tape recording and standard test 
procedures. 
As the use of telemetering has become more widespread, the TSCC has assisted 
international standards organizations, predominately the Consultative Committee for 
Space Data Systems (CCSDS). In this relationship, the TSCC has reviewed standards 
for telemetry channel coding, packet telemetry, and telecommand. 
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Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee –  

Report- Page 1 of 2 
 
To:  Directors of the International Foundation for Telemetering 

Date: June 2019 

Subject: June 2018-through June 2019 Annual report 

 

The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered to serve as a focal 

point within the telemetering community for the review of standards documents affecting 

telemetry proposed for adoption by any of the various standards bodies throughout the world.  

With a diverse membership, representing government, aerospace industry, academia and 

manufacturers, the TSCC offers a forum for discussion of issues for the telemetry community. 

 

The TSCC held two general meetings during this reporting period. The first was held in 

November 2018 in conjunction with the 2018 International Telemetering Conference (ITC) at  

the Renasissance Glendale Hotel in Glendale Arizona.  The second meeting was held in Las 

Cruses, New Mexico at White Sands Missile Range in conjunction with the RCC meetings in 

March 2019. The next TSCC meeting will be at the 2019 ITC Show at Bally’s in Las Vegas, 

NV followed by a spring meeting in 2019. The time and location of the Spring meeting has 

not been determined yet.  It is likely that the spring meeting will be colocated with the Spring 

TGRCC meeting.    

 

The TSCC currently has a total of 15 full members out of a chartered target of 16 members.  

We have 9 members from industry/manufacturers, 5 members from government agencies, and 

1 from the academic organizations.  We are actively looking to fill the remaining  vacancy 

with a member having either a government or academic affilation. This will maintain our 

required split between industry, accedemic and government.  We have also filled the positin 

of vice chair.   The TSCC has not required  IFT funding this year. 

 

Over the period of this report we voted to suspend the Coding & Data Compression and the 

Transducers subcommitties for now, due to lack of activity, and we added a Cyber Security 

subcommittee. The TSCC presented syatus of our standards efforts at the European Telemetry 

Conference in Nuremburg Germany in June 2019. 

  

The TSCC selected and presented the “Lawrence Rausch Telemetry Standards Award” at the 

ITC 2018.  This award is presented each year at ITC for the “Best Paper related to Telemetry 

Standards”.  The winning paper was paper #76,  “Introducing TACL- Proposal for a new 

T&E constraint language.” 
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Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee –  

Interim Report – Page 2 of 2 
 

The TSCC members & committees reviewed (and commented where necessary) on the following 

standards drafts and Pink Sheets:  
 Telemetry Data Processing Committee  

• TG-149 Pink Sheet Review:  RCC-124 TMATS Handbook : Telemetry Data Processing 

Committee (TG) Group ( October 26, 2018)…..  Include: Updates to Chapter 6 as well as the 

addition of Chapter 7 which provides an example of IRIG 106 Chapter 7 in TMATS.   

• TG-158 Pink Sheet Review: IRIG 106 Chapter 7, Packet Telemetry Downlink: Telemetry Data 

Processing Committee TG Group (November 1, 2018)….Included: Change proposal to add an 

optional synchronization pattern to the beginning of each packet, the change proposal to update 

the language of the document; this should not change the standard, only the descriptions, 

…Change proposal to add optional CRCs to each packet type except fill packets.  …Also 

includes updates some to references from chapter 10 to chapter 11.  

• Pink Sheet Review: IRIG 118-18 - Test Methods for Telemetry Systems and Subsystems 

Volume V, Test Methods for Digital Recorder/Reproducer Systems and Recorder Memory 

Modules.: Recorder & Reproducer TG Group (September 30, 2018)   

 TM Networks Standards TG Group 

• Pink sheet review – IRIG 106 CH 24,25, 28 : TM Networks Standards TG Group (September 15, 

2018  Includes :  Chapter 24, 25 & 18 Corrections and Clarifications 

• IRIG 218 : TMoIP Standard: Presentation on proposed changes was distributed for comments.   

 RF Standards TG Group 

• TG161 Pink Sheet Review IRIG 106_17 Chapter 2G Standards for Data Quality Metrics and 

Data Quality Encapsulation: RF TG Group (September 6, 2018). Includes: Updated v2; Final 

Review 

• Pink Sheet Review: IRIG118 Vol 2 CH 8 Test Methods FINAL v1 Low Density Parity Check 

(LDPC Code Tests): RF TG Group. (February 16, 2018)..Included  New Test Method, 8.4 

Receiver/Decoder Latency Time, re-numbered sections after 8.4 2. Incorporated pink sheet 

comments from original version review which included 

• Pink Sheet Review : IRIG 118 Volume 2 CH 9 Space Time Code (STC) Test Methodology 

Final: RF TG Group October 15, 2018 

 

We greatly appreciate the support of the IFT for our efforts and I would be happy to answer any 

questions you may have.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Stephen Nicolo 

Chairman, TSCC 
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INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR TELEMETRY SPECTRUM 
 
The frequency spectrum allocated for telemetry purposes is increasingly at risk of 
reallocation to other purposes. For the aeronautical and astronautical 
communities, the main present threats are from the mobile satellite services 
(MSS), the personal communication services (PCS) and the digital audio 
broadcast satellite services (DBS). Other safety critical telemetry applications, 
such as missile termination, launch vehicle command/destruct, bio-medical and 
industry use are also under threat from terrestrial broadcasting applications. 
 
For the users, the application of radio telemetry is safety-critical or mission critical 
to the development and sustainment of the economic and security imperatives of 
many nations. But the importance of telemetry is little known or understood 
outside the user, engineering and test community. Strong political backing is not 
existent and a cohesive advocate group at regional and world radio-
communications conferences is lacking. 
 
Currently, the impacts of potential spectrum losses to the telemetering 
community are not adequately considered, consolidated or represented. This 
needs to change. Therefore an international group has been established to help 
consolidate impact statements and to advocate the protection of spectrum that is 
critical to continuing telemetry application. 
 
The initial steps taken to establish the International Consortium on Telemetry 
Spectrum (ICTS) were presented at a special workshop of the European Test 
and Telemetry Conference (ETTC) in Paris on 10 June 1999 and this was 
followed by a special workshop of the European Telemetry Conference held 30th 
May 2000 at Garmisch- Partenkirchen in Germany. The Charter and Bylaws 
were formally accepted and approved by the International Foundation for 
Telemetering Oct 25, 2001. The IFT at that time became the ICTS sponsoring 
organization. 
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ICTS Meetings & Sessions 
 

The ICTS held Business Meetings and General Sessions in October 2018 (Phoenix, Arizona,  

USA) and in June 2019 (Toulouse, France).  

 

The October/Fall meeting was held in the United States as part of the 2018 International 

Telemetering Conference (ITC 2018).  ICTS Vice Chairman Mr. Guy Williams prepared and 

conducted the ICTS Fall Session. The Fall Session started with presentations on Regional 

Reports of International Telecommunication Union (ITU)-Region 1-Europe/Africa (R. Urli), 

ITU-Region 2/The Americas (Mr. G. Williams) and ITU-Region 3-Asia/Pacific (Mr. T. 

Chalfant)”. Briefing followed “Creating the Future Test Range Infrastructure: Wireless 

Inter-Range Network Environment”, T. O’Brien, DoD Central Test and Evaluation 

Alexandria (USA). These briefings and presentations are included in the Proceedings 

repository on the ICTS website (www.telemetryspectrum.org) . The 2018 Fall ICTS Business 

Meeting was conducted at the same venue.  In attendance were Guy Williams (Chair), 

Christian Herbepin (Vice-Chair), Renaud Urli (Gerhard Mayer’s alternate, Region 1), Tim 

Chalfant (Secretary), Ray Faulstich (IFT Liaison), Giles Freaud, and Eric Prescott. Mr. 

Williams called the meeting to order with 7 of the 20 voting members present (no quorum). 

Minutes from the previous 2018 Spring Business Meeting were reviewed and approved. Mr. 

Williams presented the agenda for this meeting and it was approved without change. Mr. 

Williams provided the Chairman’s Report in Mr. Hoschar’s absence. The annual written 

report was submitted in the fall for inclusion in The Proceedings of the International 

Telemetering Conference.  No update was provided. It was recommended that the annual 

report be available on the website. Mr. Chalfant provided the Secretary’s report.   

 

The election of officers for the 2019/2020 were elected by electronic ballot as no voting 

quorum was present at the fall meeting. Nominations were received and the ballot was 

distributed by 30 Nov. Ballots were submitted to ICTS@telemetryspectrum.org by 15 Dec. 

The elected officers are: Chair; Mr. Guy Williams (USA), V Chair;  Mr. Christian Herbepin 

(France) and continuing as Secretary; Mr. Tim Chalfant (USA). 

 

 Regional Coordinators announced their replacement for the 2019/2020 year. Region 1 

Coordinator will be Dr. Gerhard Mayer.  Region 2 Coordinator will be Luis Fernado de 

Souza. Region 3 Coordinator was announced after the meeting and will be Jamie Presser 

(Australia). 

 

The Spring Session and Business meeting were hosted by the 2019 European Test and 

Telemetry Conference in Toulouse, France. ICTS Chairman Mr. Guy Williams prepared and 

conducted the ICTS Spring Session. The session started with presentations on “Region I 

Report (Europe/Africa)” (R. Urli), “Region II Report (The Americas)” (G. Williams/S.  

Penna), “Region III Report (Asia/Pacific)” (G. Williams), and followed by the presentation 

“Development of a UK National Spectrum Center by  Dr. Anil Shukla, QinetiQ, (England & 

Wales)  The general session concluded with the Spring ICTS Business meeting. In attendance 

during the business meeting were Guy Williams (Chair/ Region 2/Region 3), R. Urli (Region 

1), Sergio Penna (Region 2), Christian Herbepin (Vice- Chair), Giles Freaud, Clinton Hallam 

(Region 3 support Australian Defense). The meeting was called to order by Mr. Williams with 

3 of the 6 regular members present. Minutes from the previous 2018 ITC Business Meeting 

were reviewed and approved. Mr. Williams presented the agenda for ICTS session and it was 

approved without change. The spring newsletter and website were reviewed. Future ICTS 

session support was discussed including ways to improve membership attendance. Travel 

http://www.telemetryspectrum.org/
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funding was the number one issue prohibiting member attendance and it was suggested that 

one option may be to solicit telemetry vendors for support.    

 

The website (www.telemetryspectrum.org)  is  current. We Have a new webmaster (Mr. Bob 

Baggemann/Zodiac) ad he has update the site and proceedings. 

The ICTS email address (ICTS@telemetryspectrum.org) has been updated in Yahoo and will 

be used for ICTS outreach correspondence. Currently we have 89 total contacts in our 

distribution.  We are maintaining 4 primary distribution lists; 

---- Region 1; 38 

---- Region 2; 16 

---- Region 3: 12 

---- Newsletter Requests; 20 

 

An Outreach Broadcast Email and Newsletter was distributed prior to the Spring Meeting.  A 

copy of the Newsletter was provided to all members.  

 

  

 

ICTS Membership 
 

• Regular members 

• Chairman/Region 2 Coordinator – Mr. Guy Williams (USA/Edwards AFB)  

• Vice Chairman – Mr. Christian Herbepin  (France/Airbus)  

• Secretary – Mr. Tim Chalfant (USA/COLSA)  

• Region 1 Coordinator – Dr. Gerhard Mayer (Germany/University of Salzburg).   

• Region 2 Coordinator - Mr. Luis Fernado de Souza (Brazil/ Embraer 

Sociedade Anônima). 

• Region 3 Coordinator –Mr. Jamie Presser (Australia/ Australian  Defense ) 

• Mr. Jean Claude Ghnassia (France/ Airbus (retired)). 

• Mr. Steve Lyons (United Kingdom/, QinetiQ Group). 

• Mr. Sergio Penna (Brazil/f Embraer Sociedade Anônima.) 

• Mr. Ken Keane (USA/ Duane-Morris LLP). 

• Mr. Eric Prescott (Australia/Nprme),   

• Mr. Ray Faulstich (USA/ PAE )   

 

We have currently fair associate membership numbers from ITU Regions 1 and 2. Region 3 is 

still working membership but we do now have a new regional coordinator, Mr. Jamie Presser. 

ICTS members are getting the message out to the international community through the IFT, 

the International Test and Evaluation Association (ITEA), European Test and Telemetry 

Conference (ETTC), and our website (www.telemetryspectrum.org).  Besides the before-

mentioned biannual Sessions, ICTS Members regularly offer papers at related Working 

Groups, technical conferences, trade journals and newsletters that bring the ICTS and its 

mission forward. 

 

 

WRC-19 Threats to AMT and Proposed Response:  
 

For 2019 World Radiocommunications Conference (WRC-19), several potential ‘AMT 

impact’ topics are being proposed as Agenda Items.   

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S.A._(corporation)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S.A._(corporation)
http://www.telemetryspectrum.org/
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 Agenda Item 1.14; High Altitude Platforms. This issue deals with additional spectrum 

allocations for high-altitude platforms (advocated by Facebook and Google); the 6 GHz band 

is one of a number of bands potentially affected. High altitude platforms operating in this 

band could affect AMT operations in the upper C-Band (5925 MHz to 6700 MHz) as 

allocated at WRC-07. 

 

Agenda item 1.16; 5 GHz RLAN Rules.  Agenda item 1.16 deals, among other things, with 

possible relaxation of the rules for wireless access system known as radio local area networks 

(“RLANs”) in the 5 GHz sub-band including 5150-5 250 MHz (an AMT Band for numerous 

administrations). These include a power increase and elimination of the indoor-only 

restriction. Efforts to relax the out-of-band emission (“OOBE”) limit for RLAN operations in 

this band could also affect the internationally harmonized AMT allocation at 5091-5150 

MHz. 

 

Agenda Item 9.1.1; IMT Operations in Lower S-Band. This agenda item considers 

compatibility issues between the terrestrial component of IMT (International Mobile 

Telecommunications) and the satellite component of IMT (as Dish Networks downlinks). It 

includes the frequency bands 1980-2010 MHz and 2170-2200 MHz. Many administrations 

operate AMT system in the adjacent lower S-Band (2200-2300 MHz). The issue needs to be 

monitored to ensure there is no increase in interference with AMT systems operating in the 

lower S-Band in the adjacent band. 

 

Agenda Item 9.1.2; AMT in 1452-1492 MHz. This agenda item is intended to ensure the 

compatibility of IMT and BSS (sound) in ITU Regions 1 and 3 with a specific focus on the 

protection of broadcast satellite reception against mobile broadband transmissions. Region 2 

administrations conducting telemetry are protected (per Radio Regulation 5.343); however, 

AMT has no such protection in other Regions such as Europe. 

 

Agenda Item 9.1.3; NGSO Rules for C-Band. This agenda item looks toward the 

development of ITU regulations to accommodate new nongeostationary satellite orbit (non-

GSO) systems in the C-Band (4-6 GHz). The AMT community needs to ensure that non-GSO 

systems do not cause harmful interference to, or otherwise preclude, the operation of AMT 

systems in this spectrum. 

 

Agenda Item, proposed. New Aeronautical Recommendation. This item is the outgrowth 

of an effort by France to develop a new ITU recommendation specifying protection criteria 

for AMT systems operating in the frequency band 5150-5250 MHz. The AMT community 

needs to monitor development of this recommendation to ensure that AMT, and in particular 

AMT Recommendation ITU-R M. 1459, are not impacted. 

 

The ICTS needs to maintain good communication in the international telemetering 

communities to protect IFT members who rely on these bands. The ICTS needs to seek 

forums that include the other international telemetering organizations and corporations.  

 

Europe (ITU Region 1) 
 

The European Conference on Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT, with 

48 European counties cooperating to regulate posts, radio spectrum and communications 

networks) and its activities are the main source of information to provide an independent 

assessment of ITU-Region 1 issues & positions that could affect AMT capabilities, in 
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preparation of the WRC-19.  Further sources (from meetings & reports) are monitored from 

the African Telecommunication Union (ATU) and the Arab Spectrum Management Group 

(ASMG). 

 

Usage. AMT L-band are still used across Europe (despite of CEPT / ERC Rec. and WRC-95 

allocations to the Satellite - DAB service in that band):  

 Russian Federation & Allies    1429 – 1535 MHz 

 France      1427 – 1429 MHz  

 Switzerland     1429 -  1445 MHz 

 Spain &UK      1427 – 1452 MHz 

Res.223 (Rev.WRC-15): 1427-1452 MHz, 1492-1518 MHz identified for IMT worldwide; 

    1452-1492 MHz in Region 2+3; in Region 1 in some African 

    and Middle-East countries, only : not supported by CEPT. 

 

S-band for AMT (CEPT/ERC Rec.62-02E) is in use for AMT.  

 - Core band    2300 – 2330 MHz  

 - Extension band  2330 – 2400 MHz  

 

Some countries still use parts of 2025 - 2300 MHz for AMT  

 

For Terrestrial Telemetry 2200 – 2400 MHz allocable in some countries. 

 

Increasing Interference & Noise Levels motivate AMT users to change to C-Band! 

 

Band has already to be shared with Low Power Services  

     Medical Implants (LP-AMI)               2360 – 2400 MHz 

 Medical Telemetry (MBANS)  2360 – 2400 MHz 

 Short Range Devices (Indust.+ UWB) 2360 – 2400 MHz 

Band also to be shared with High Power Services 

 Video Links (PMSE SAP / SAB)  2320 – 2400 MHz 

 

ECC FM (12)017 Current& Future Usage 2300 – 2400 MHz: 

  Current use: PMSE applications (in 27 countries) 

  Future use: IMT (incl. LTE or WiMAX), BWA (in 16 countries)  

 Recent Spectrum Auction in the UK: 

 2350 – 2390 MHz now allocated for use with 5G, to Telefonica UK Ltd. 

 

WRC-07 C-band global 5091 – 5150 MHz band, with a  Region 1 extension at 

 5150 – 5250 MHz,  remains the only real harmonized AMT band in  Europe. There 

are many plans for C-Band in Region 1; Band operationally used by Austria, France, 

Germany, The Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland. Introduction in process by Italy, 

Spain and the UK 

 

Interference & Noise Scenario S- vs. C-band 

S-band: Billions of Part 15 and 3 & 4g-mobile devices can create significant out-of-band 

spurious emissions 

Spectral occupancy & interference studies in various regions show frequently noise levels of  

 -90..-100 dBm in the band 2300 - 2380 MHz 

 -80..- 70  dBm in the band 2380 - 2400 MHz 
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C-band:  WRC´07 bands 5091 – 5150 MHz (global) 

 and 5150 – 5250 MHz (Region 1 extension) show 

 -103…- 87 dBm 

 

 

Threats. Most important issue for Region 1: Action item 1.16  Res. 239 (WRC-15)  

...inviting to perform sharing and compatibility studies with WAS/RLAN applications and 

incumbent services in band 5150 – (5250) - 5350 MHz with possibility of enabling outdoor 

WAS/RLAN ops including possible associated conditions. Other Action Items 1.14, 9.1.1 – 

9.1.3 concern AMT allocations in Region 2 and 3 but have no impact in Region 1, as they 

study L, - S, and C-band segments for their use that are not allocable to AMT ops in Region 1.  

In the 5150 - 5250 MHz band, CEPT notes that an outdoor relaxation to WAS/RLAN would 

affect the operation of the MSS feeder links, aeronautical radio navigation and aeronautical 

telemetry. However, CEPT is still studying usage restrictions (e.g. in vehicle use) combined 

with appropriate mitigation techniques to achieve co-existence with incumbent services, to 

enable outdoor WAS/RLAN use in this band. Draft ECP on the 5150 – 5250 MHz band: Last 

pending studies. Other Region 1 Positions towards AI 1.16; ASMG: The Arab 

Administrations supports the no-change method in bands of study for WAS/RLAN use. 

ATU:  Study showed that low ERIP (up to 40 mW) associated with in-vehicle usage 

restriction is an effective measure to mitigate the level of interference .RCC:  Oppose 

reduction of restrictions for WAS/RLAN use in 5150-5250 MHz band. Possibility of inside 

vehicle use considered, provided a compatibility with primary services, achieved through 

limiting power of WAS/RLAN systems transmission and additional absorption by vehicle 

body.  

 

 

Smart Manufacturing; On the roadmap to standardization, supported by ETSI, IEC, ISA, 

IEEE, OneM2M et.al. Industrial radio links presently in the unlicensed 2,4 GHz band 

investigate licensed allocations from 1,5 – 6 GHz, spectrum requirements  80 MHz 

(2x40MHz). Candidates for studies include several AMT bands: 2340 - 2400 MHz & 5150 – 

5250 MHz. The one M2M Partnership Project“ (>200 members worldwide) succeeded to 

bring that issue on the ITU (R) list of urgent studies required in preparation of the WRC-19, 

as AI 9.1.8 Res.958 (WRC-15): Narrow & broadband Machine-Type Communication 

infrastructures (to be studied by WP5D). 

   

The preliminary ITU WP5D position is that Analysis of the current and future spectrum use 

for narrowband and broadband machine type communications (MTC), as expressed in AI 

9.1.8 Resolution 958 (WRC-15), concluded that there is no need to identify specific spectrum 

for those applications in the Radio Regulations. MTC / IoT applications and devices can be 

used effectively with all the benefits of the existing bands and the new frequency bands under 

study for IMT, as well as those for SRD and ISM applications”. That position was also 

supported by ECC PT1 (Meeting # 60, Sept. 2018).  

 

As a threat to a candidate band for a possible future AMT use Action item 1.13 supports 

identification of additional bands for future IMT-development: …inviting to conduct sharing 

& compatibility studies for band 24, 25 – 27,5 GHz. That band would be a favorite candidate 

for extension requirements of AMT (time horizon 2020 & beyond), as demonstrated in 

studies. If the IMT (5G) Services will get access to that band it will be extremely difficult to 

apply for AMT allocations! (Lessons learned from WRC-07 and AMT-C bands; be never too 

late…) 
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Licensed Shared Access. LSA was seen as enabler to release additional spectrum for Mobile 

Broadband Services, sharing with incumbents, on secondary basis assessing protection of 

existing services (Concept: Radio Spectrum Policy Group, DIGITALEUROPE).   

CEPT Report Nr. 52:  describes the technological and regulatory options for sharing between 

WBB and the relevant incumbent services/applications in the 2, 3 GHz band. LSA Demo & 

Testing: by Italy, Finland, France, The Netherlands and Spain successfully concluded by 2017 

end. Further work delegated to ITU(R) to develop the regulatory frame conditions for LSA 

implementation (WP1B) and to study the necessary mitigation techniques (WP5A). 

LSA Specs released: National implementation possible! 

 

Licensed Assisted Access. The main LAA idea is, that LTE cells operating in other bands 

synchronize secondary cells in C-band, 5150-5350 MHz (that band  is presently allocated to 

indoor WLAN on a power level +23 dBm, only). The problem is that outdoor cells can affect 

AMT Ops, especially with the proposed power level of +36 dBm.  

 

ICTS has to monitor further intentions & studies in band 5150 -5250 MHz, with Res. 418 

(Rev.WRC-15) allowing now a global allocation for AMT for that band (introduction from 

2017). LAA-LTE bands are 5150 – 5350 MHz; 5470 – 5725 MHz in band 5150 – 5250 MHz: 

5 channels x 20 MHz. In the Americas LTE-U bands are 5150 – 5250 MHz; 5250 – 5750 

MHz in band 5150 – 5250 MHz: 4 channels x 20 MHz. 

 

Power levels:   Elevation  0 < 30 deg.   + 36 dBm        

Elevation  > 30 deg.     +21 dBm  

Power flux density:      + 17 dBm / MHz 

 

Future. The Agenda Items for the WRC-19 and regional BWS- initiatives (LSA, LAA-LTE) 

have to be carefully studied and assessed. The ICTS should provide early warning with 

respect to spectrum threats emerging in other areas of the world. Support of relevant study 

groups in AMT-critical issues, e.g. the technical & operational characteristics in band 5150 – 

5250 MHz, in the ITU (R) Working Party 5B and Joint Task Group meetings (Geneva) 

Monitoring CEPT & ATU, RCC and ASMG meetings and workshops, 

 

The ICTS should also investigate the feasibility of augmenting the current AMT bands by 

new allocations in Ku, K, and Ka bands (15 - 30 GHz). 

 

The America’s (ITU Region 2) 

 
United States (USA).  Global mobile data traffic grew 71 percent in 2017. Mobile data traffic 

has grown 17-fold over the past 5 years. Smartphones (including phablets) represented 88% 

of total mobile traffic North America 23% growth in 2017. Mobile video traffic accounted for 

59 percent of total mobile data traffic in 2017. Mobile video traffic now accounts for more 

than half of all mobile data traffic. Nearly Six hundred and fifty million mobile devices and 

connections were added in 2017. Global mobile devices and connections in 2017 grew to 8.6 

billion, up from 7.9 billion in 2016.  

 

By the year 2022, spectrum demand is expected to increase by the following: Global mobile 

data traffic will increase seven-fold between 2017 and 2022, Mobile will represent 20 percent 
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of total IP traffic, Smartphones will surpass 90 percent of mobile data traffic, Nearly four-

fifths of the world’s mobile data traffic will be video. 4G will be 54 percent of connections, 

but 71 percent of total traffic. 5G will be 3.4 percent of connections but 11.8 percent of total 

traffic. The average 5G connection will generate nearly 3 times more traffic than the average 

4G connection.  

 

5G will support high bandwidth (greater than 1Gps), broader coverage, and ultra-low latency. 

As well as enhanced power efficiency, massive IoT connection density and dynamic 

allocation of resources based on awareness of content and support autonomous cars, virtual 

reality, factory robotics.    

 

The US is meeting the high demand for spectrum for 5G by making spectrum available for 

auctions. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has several bands in play in the 

high band millimeter wave spectrum; Auction just completed for 28 GHz; generated $702 

million. Auction completed May 28th for 24 GHz band. Auction later in the year for Upper 37 

GHz, 39 GHz, and 47 GHz. FCC will free up another 2.75 gigahertz of 5G spectrum in 26 and 

42 GHz bands. Mid bands in play include 2.5 GHz, 3.5 GHz, 3.7-4.2 GHz, 5 GHz provides 

coverage and capacity. For low band, changes to 600 MHz, 800 MHz, and 900 MHz rules to 

facilitate mobile broadband. Unlicensed spectrum is being considered for additional spectrum 

for Wi-Fi in 6 GHz and above 95 GHz. In all auctions will release ~5 gigahertz of 5G 

spectrum -- more than all other flexible use bands combined. 

 
US Spectrum Legislation: Mobile Now Act requires 255 MHz of Federal and non-Federal 

spectrum to be identified for wireless broadband by December 2022. 100 MHz licensed 

(below 6 GHz) and 100 MHz, unlicensed (below 8 GHz and subject to potential continued use 

by incumbent Federal entities in designated geographic areas), plus 55 MHz licensed or 

unlicensed below 8 GHz. The spectrum that is in process of relocation; 1695-1710, 1755-

1780, 2155-2180, and 3550-3700 MHz is not counted toward the 255 MHz. The Spectrum 

Pipeline Act requires FCC to report to Congress on results of rule changes for the 3550-3700 

MHz band, and proposals to identify at least 1 gigahertz in additional spectrum between 6 

GHz and 57 GHz that can be shared between incumbent uses and new licensed and 

unlicensed services.   

 

US Spectrum Policy: Presidential Memorandum Oct 2018 Section 4 establishes the National 

Spectrum Strategy: Within 270 days, Secretary (in consultation with other agencies) to report 

long-term National Spectrum Strategy to: 

(a)  increase spectrum access for all users, including on a shared basis . . . ; 

(b)  create flexible models for spectrum management, promote efficient and effective 

spectrum use while accounting for critical safety and security concerns; 

(c)  develop advanced technologies, . . . and spectrum-sharing tools and techniques to increase 

spectrum access . . . ; 

(d)  build secure, automated capability to assess spectrum use and expedite coordination of 

shared access among Federal and non-Federal spectrum stakeholders; . . . .  

 

US AMT Spectrum Threats: On reconciliation of potential interference issues between IMT 

and broadcast satellite operations in the band 1452-1492 MHz, an Inter-American Proposal 

against expansion to Region 2 was secured; unlikely that other administrations will be seek to 

undermine 1452-1492 MHz protections for AMT in our Region. Issue to be resolved at the 

Conference (WRC 2019 agenda item 9.1.2). Difference of view looming between the U.S. ‘no 

change’ position on use of the 6 GHz band for HAPS (high altitude platform systems, Agenda 
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Item 1.14), and other administrations seeking to globalize allocation of the band 6440-6520 

MHz for downlinks. U.S. HAPS position consistent with AMT requirements-- but FCC 

proposal for use of 5925-6425 MHz for unlicensed WiFi handicaps AMT ability to access the 

band domestically/politically. IMT operations in Lower S-Band. Agenda item 9.1.1 considers 

compatibility issues between the terrestrial component of IMT (International Mobile 

Telecommunications) and the satellite component of IMT. Frequency bands include 1980-

2010 MHz and 2170-2200 MHz. Many administrations operate AMT systems in the adjacent 

lower S-Band (2200-2300 MHz). ICTS will monitor to ensure there is no increase in 

interference with AMT systems operating in the lower S-Band with the adjacent band 

 
Brazil;   
 

WRCs-15 & -19 Concerns L-band: At WRC-15 the band 1427-1518 MHz was identified 

for International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT), but Brazil has been operating AMT in 

the 1452-1472 MHz band since 2005. Resolution no.391 of ANATEL (the national 

telecommunication agency) dictates destination of the 1452-1472 MHz as follows: 

1452-1456 MHz and 1462-1466 MHz for non-exclusive, primary use of data telemetry; 

1456-1462 MHz for non-exclusive, primary use of video telemetry; 1466-1472 MHz for 

secondary use of video telemetry. EMBRAER intends to propose the following: The use of 

AMT within 1452-1472 MHz frequency range shall operate with 1 MHz channel separation 

calculated as follows: Fn = 1451,5 + n (MHz) n = 1, 2,...,20. Channels can be aggregated 

pending proper notification. 

 

WRCs-15 & -19 Concerns S-band: The use of frequencies temporarily allocated in the 

2230-2260 MHz (data) and 2330-2360 MHz (video) MHz bands will end by September 2019 

according to ANATEL’s Resolution no.668. ANATEL approved the band of 2200-2290 MHz 

allocated to AMT use, a 30 MHz gain. 

 

WRCs-15 & -19 Concerns C-band:  Brazil is concerned about the status of the Aeronautical 

Mobile Airport Communications System (AeroMACS) implementation in ITU Region 2; 

AeroMACS is a new data link technology intended to support airport surface communications 

related to safety and regularity of flight worldwide, it is based on IEEE 802.16e (the WiMAX 

standard) and uses the 5091-5150 MHz AMT band. There shall be a public consultation by 

June 2019 for authorizing AeroMACS service in Brazil. The Brazilian Air Force placed a “No 

Change” proposal to AI 1.16 during the CITEL CCPII meeting at Mexico in April 2019 in 

order to keep the 5150-5250 MHz allocated to AMT. Proposal reasoning: 

No change to the Table of Frequency Allocations in the band 5150-5250 MHz, as further 

study of currently available mitigation measures indicate that there are no feasible mitigation 

techniques to facilitate sharing between RLAN and Fixed Satellite Services (FSS), in 

according the last chairman’s report WP5A (Annex 23), Mobile Services and Aeronautical 

Radio Navigation (ARNS) in the band 5150-5250 MHz 

 

 

 

 

Asia/Pacific (ITU Region 3) 

 
ICTS has just elected a new Region 3 coordinator. In the past Australia, India, Indonesia, 

Korea, and Japan have participated due to their very active AMT communities. The ICTS is 

trying to re-establish those contacts with the help of the new Region 3 coordinator.  
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The Asia-Pacific Telecommunications (APT) represents AMT interests in this region. A 

Conference Preparatory Group for World Radio-communication Conference (APG) has been 

developed with the objective of harmonizing views and developing common proposals from 

the Asia-Pacific region for the World Radio Conference (WRC). The main objective of APG 

is to organize coordinated regional activities to ensure that the interests of APT Members are 

properly represented. The activities include but are not limited to: 

 

Develop APT Common Proposals for WRCs and on matters related to ITU 

Radiocommunication Assemblies (RAs); 

 

Develop APT contributions to ITU-R Conference Preparatory Meetings (CPMs); and 

 

Assist APT Member countries, especially developing countries, in their preparations 

for WRCs, RAs and CPMs. 

 

The APG reviews each WRC-19 Agenda item and continues developing APT preliminary 

views based on input contributions from APT Members. They review the activities of other 

regional organizations, in particular, their preliminary views/position with a view to fostering 

inter-regional cooperation. 

 

Usage.  While many Region 3 administrations operate AMT in L and S band, there are not 

ITU allocations for AMT in this region except for the global band (5091 – 5150 MHz). These 

services operate primarily under local or domestic allocations that can be subject to 

interference from operations in other countries. This will become problematic as AMT 

footprints grown and signals cross national borders.    

 

Threats:  Agenda Item 1.16: to consider issues related to wireless access systems, including 

radio local area networks (WAS/RLAN), in the frequency bands between 5150 MHz and 5 

925 MHz, and take the appropriate regulatory actions, including additional spectrum 

allocations to the mobile service, in accordance with Resolution 239 (WRC-15). APT 

members are of the view that the protection of incumbent services including their current and 

planned use in the frequency bands 5150-5350 MHz, should be ensured, without unacceptable 

constraints on these services. In the frequency band 5150-5250 MHz, APT Members are still 

investigating the possibility to enable outdoor WAS/RLANs operations while protecting the 

incumbent services, without unacceptable constraints on these services. 

Some APT Members support no change (NOC) to the Radio Regulation for the use of 

WAS/RLAN to protect incumbent services. Some other APT Members support to enable 

outdoor WAS/RLANs operations with associated conditions to protect incumbent services 

and modify the Radio Regulations in this regard. The APT does not mention any AMT 

protection in the adjacent band 5091-5150 MHz as allocated in all 3 ITU regions or 5150-5 

250 MHz in region 1. 

 

Issue 9.1.1: Resolution 212 (Rev.WRC-15) Implementation of International Mobile 

Telecommunications in the frequency bands 1885-2025 MHz and 2110-2200 MHz. APT 

Members support conducting ITU-R studies on possible technical and operational measures to 

ensure coexistence and compatibility between the terrestrial component of IMT (in the mobile 

service) and the satellite component of IMT (in the mobile service and the mobile-satellite 

service) in the frequency bands 1980–2010 MHz and 2170–2200 MHz in different countries, 
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in accordance with Resolution 212 (Rev.WRC-15). The APT makes no mention of protection 

for domestic telemetry operations in the band 2200-2290 MHz as allocate in region 2. 

 

Issue 9.1.2: Resolution 761 (WRC-15) Compatibility of International Mobile 

Telecommunications and broadcasting-satellite service (sound) in the frequency band 1452-1 

492 MHz in Regions 1 and 3. APT members support the regulatory and technical studies 

being conducted by ITU-R in order to achieve compatibility of IMT and BSS (sound) in the 

frequency band 1452-1492 MHz in Regions 1 and 3 in accordance with Resolution 761 

(WRC-15). No APT member supports the possible actions 2, 5 and 6 among the 8 of possible 

actions in the draft CPM Report. The APT makes no mention of protection for domestic 

telemetry operations in the band 1452-1492 MHz as allocated in region 2. 

 

Agenda item 9.1. Issue 9.1.3: to study technical and operational issues and regulatory 

provisions for new non-geostationary-satellite orbit systems in the 3700-4200 MHz, 4500-4 

800 MHz, 5925-6425 MHz and 6725-7025 MHz frequency bands allocated to the fixed-

satellite service, in accordance with Resolution 157 (WRC-15). APT Members support no 

change (NOC) to the Radio Regulations to satisfy agenda item 9.1, issue 9.1.3 based on study 

progress of ITU-R for new non-GSO systems in the 3700-4200 MHz, 4500-4800 MHz, 5 

925-6425 MHz and 6725-7025 MHz frequency bands under the terms of Resolution 157 

(WRC-15). The APT makes no mention of protection for domestic telemetry operations in the 

band 5 925-6 700 MHz as allocated in Region 2. 

 

Future. The ICTS needs to continue to develop POCs and members in this region to represent 

the AMT community.  

 

 

Outreach 

 
Website. The ICTS website (www.Telemetryspectrum.org) supports our mission, vision, 

calendar, and file repository. The previous webmaster (provided by MITRE) has been 

replaced by Mr. Bob Baggemann, courtesy of Zodiac. . The website is current and supporting 

the calendar, proceedings, and mailing lists.  

The ICTS has been reimbursed by the IFT for annual website hosting (Yahoo for $39.99). 

 

The ICTS email address (ICTS@telemetryspectrum.org) has been updated in Yahoo and has 

been used for the ICTS Fall outreach correspondence. Currently there are 89 total contacts in 

ICTS distribution.  Four primary distribution lists are maintained; 

 

Region 1; 38 

Region 2; 16 

Region 3: 12 

 

Newsletter. An Outreach Broadcast Email was sent in May noting the WRC19 AMT Threats 

(attachment 1). The Contact list provided by ITC, filtered to 64 International attendees. The 

ETTC staff also forwarded this to over 100 email addresses. 25 responses have been received 

to date and replies have been sent to add them to our Newsletter Distribution.  

 

 

Future for the ICTS 
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Ideally, ICTS will continue to be the “eyes and ears” for the IFT/AMT community with 

regards to international spectrum threats and issues. ICTS continues to serve a crucial role in 

the development of a network of telemetry allies and practitioners around the globe. It is vital 

that that role be maintained given the pressure on AMT spectrum allocations from mobile 

broadband. 

 

Agenda Items for WRC-2019 have to be carefully watched. Via our distribution list and 

Newsletter, the ICTS can provide early warning with respect to spectrum threats emerging 

around the world. It would be advantageous to the AMT Community for ICTS members to 

attend WRC-19 meetings where the critical agenda points with potential to threaten AMT 

spectrum are under discussion.  

The importance of having on-call, immediately accessible AMT experts to amplify and clarify 

complex telemetry spectrum issues for delegates face-to-face during the conference has been 

confirmed numerous times. After all, WRC-07, WRC-12 and WRC-15 conclusively 

demonstrated that voting delegates to ITU Study Groups can be made sensitive to AMT 

encroachment concerns by ICTS Members. 

 

The main objective of the ICTS is to provide a forum for information exchange on telemetry 

spectrum issues, such as early warning on threats to our existing spectrum allocations.  In 

addition this forum will be used to share information on the use and research and 

development of new technologies for improving spectral efficiency. 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 



 

Lawrence Rauch Award for Best Telemetry Standards Paper 

 

2006 Michael T. Lockard and James A. Garling, EMC Corporation, Solutions Engineering 

Group, Irvine, CA, “Chapter 10 Recording Standard Update” 

 

2007 Brian Eslinger and Bob Kovach, TYBRIN Corporation, “Range Commander’s Council 

(RCC) Telecommunications and Timing Group (TTG) Update on TM over IP Standard 

Development” 

 

2008 Todd Newton, Evan Grim, and Myron Moodie,  Southwest Research Institute 

Automation and Data Systems Division, San Antonio, TX USA, “Considerations for 

Deploying IEEE 1588 V2 in Network-Centric Data Acquisition and Telemetry Systems” 

 

2009 Thomas B. Grace, Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) Patuxent River, Maryland; 

Joshua D. Kenney, Myron L. Moodie, and Ben A. Abbott, Southwest Research Institute, 

San Antonio, Texas, “Key Components of the INET Test Article Standard” 

 

2010 John Hamilton, Timothy Darr, and Ronald Fernandes,  Knowledge Based Systems, Inc.; 

Joe Sulewski, L3 Communications - Telemetry East; and Charles Jones, Edwards AFB, 

“IHAL and Web Service Interfaces to Vendor Configuration Engines” 

 

2011 Tim Darr, John Hamilton, and Ronald Fernandes, Knowledge Based Systems, Inc., 

College Station, TX; and Charles Jones, Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, CA, 

“Design Considerations for XML-Based T&E Standards” 

 

2012 Charles H. Jones, Edwards Air Force Base,  

“IRIG 106 Chapter Versus INET Packetization: Data Storage and Retrieval” 

 

2013 Johnny Pappas, Zodiac Data Systems; Balázs Bagó, Zodiac Data Systems GmbH;  

Nikki Cranley and Gabriel Poisson, Zodiac Data Systems SAS,  

“PCM Telemetry Downlink for IRIG 106 Chapter 10 Data” 

 

2014 Alan Cooke, Curtiss-Wright, Dublin, Ireland,  

“History and Evolution of Metadata Standards for the FTI Community” 

 

2015  Carl Reinwald, CSC, Santa Maria, CA 

“One Approach for Transitioning the iNET Standards into the IRIG 106 Telemetry 

Standards” 

 

2016 No Award winner 

 

2017 Gary A. Thom, GDP Space Systems, “A Proposed Revision to IRIG 218 Based on Real 

World Experience” 

 



2018 Jakub Moskal, VIStology, Inc., Austin Whittington, Southwest Research Institute, 

Mieczyslaw Kokar, VIStology, Inc., and Ben Abbott, Southwest Research Institute, 

“Introducing TACL- Proposal for a New T&E Constraint Language” 

 

2019 Jakub Moskal & Mieczyslaw Kokar, VIStology, Inc.; Austin Whittington & Ben Abbott, 

Southwest Research Institute; Jon Morgan, Edwards 

“Validation Protocol - The Missing Puzzle Piece” 

 
 



ITC Student Paper Awards 
 
 
1989 Leonard T. Lee, Cornell University, Liverpool, New York, “Jitter Sampling of Deterministic Signals and 

Noise” 
 
 Daniel A. Durbin, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, “IBM PC Voice Mail 

Cards” 
 
 Troy Gammill, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, “Apache Telemetry Antenna 

Analysis” 
 
 
1990 No known awardee 
 
 
1991 Julliette Lyn Moser, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, “Subcarrier Placement in  

PCM-FM-FM/FM Modulation Scheme” 
 
 
1992 First Place – Stanley Hirsch, University of Texas at El Paso, “A Biotelemetry Unit for Monitoring 

Nocturnal Bruxism” 
 
 Second Place – Anna Marie May, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, “TDRSS 

Availability from the Lunar Surface” 
 
 Third Place – Henry D. Jacobsen, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, “Some Measured 

Performance Bounds and Implementation Considerations for the Lempel Ziv Welch Data Compaction 
Algorithm” 

 
 
1993 First Place Graduate Student – Christopher E. Loebner, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New 

Mexico, “Bit Error Problems with DES” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Michael W. Josie, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah,  “An 

Alternative Soft-Decision Decoder” 
 
 
1994 First Place Graduate Student – Timothy O. Minnix, New Mexico State University, “CCSDS Data Link 

Service Allocation for MIL_STD_1553B Bus Architecture on Small Payloads” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – N. Thomas Nelson, Brigham Young University, “Probability of Bit 

Error on a Standard IRIG Telemetry Channel Using the Aeronautical Fading Channel Model” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Dawnielle C. Baca, New Mexico State University, “Data 

Acquisition, Analysis, and Simulation System (DAAS)” 
 
 
1995 First Place Undergraduate Student – Brian J. Mott and Kevin D. Wise, Brigham Young University,  
 “An ACTS Mobile Receiver Simulation” 
 



 
1996  First Place Graduate Student – Ruben Caballero, New Mexico State University, “8PSK Signaling Over 

Non-Linear Satellite Channels” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Monica Sanchez, New Mexico State University, “Doppler Extraction 

for a Demand Assignment Multiple Access Service for NASA’s Space Network” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Navid Sabbaghi, University of California, Berkeley, “Overcoming 

the Constraints on Modeling Telemetry in VR Systems” 
 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Christopher S. Gardner, New Mexico State University, “ACTS 

Propagation Experiment and Solar/Lunar Intrusions” 
 
 

1997 First Place Graduate Student – Eric S. Otto, New Mexico State University, “Digital CPFSK Transmitter 
and Non-Coherent Receiver/Demodulator Implementation” 

 
  Second Place Graduate Student – Ali Ghrayeb, New Mexico State University, “On Symbol Timing 

Recovery in All-Digital Receivers” 
 
 Honorable Mention Graduate Student – Michael A. Swartwout and Christopher A. Kitts, Stanford 

University, “Automated Health Operations for the Sapphire Spacecraft” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kenneth Welling, Brigham Young University, “Analysis of JDAM 

Tests at China Lake” 
 
 
1998  First Place Graduate Student – Paul C. Haddock, Advisor: Stephen Horan, New Mexico State University, 

“Telemetry Data Collection from Oscar Satellites” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Kenneth Welling, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young 

University, “A Narrowband Model for Aeronautical Telemetry Channels” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Brent L. Bachim, Advisor: Stephen Weis, Texas Christian 

University, “Design and Testing of a Single Optical Fiber Telemetry Link for Use in Rugged 
Environments” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Donald E. Crockett and David V. Arnold, Advisors: 

Michael A. Jensen and Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “The Design and 
Construction of a C-Band Rail–SAR and an S-Band Doppler Radar” 

 
 
1999 First Place Graduate Student – Kenneth Welling, Brigham Young University, “Coded Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing for the Multipath Fading Channel” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Atle Borsholm, New Mexico State University, “Modeling of the 

Surface Attenuation Effects of Rain on Composite Antenna Structures at Ka-Band” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – David Landon, Brigham Young University, “Doppler Bandwidth 

Characterization of ARTM Channel Sounding Data” 
 



 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Jed Kelsey, Brigham Young University, “Autonomous Soccer-
Playing Robots” 

 
 
2000 First Place Graduate Student – Adam T. Davis, Brigham Young University, “Dynamic Behavior of 

Multipath Interfernce in ARTM Channel Sounding Data” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – David Landon, Brigham Young University, “Parametric Estimation of 

the Scattering Function for ARTM Channel Sounding Data” 
 
 
2001 First Place Graduate Student – Michael Grubinger and Felix Strohmeier, University of Salzburg, Austria,  
 “Autonomous Acquisition of Environmental Data in a Global Network Environment” 
  
 Second Place Graduate Student – Vilas Uchil, University of Missouri – Rolla, “Feasibility of a Bluetooth 

Based Structural Health Monitoring Telemetry System” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kyle Hittle and Joel Coleman, University of Arizona, “A Small 

Satellite for Measuring Atmospheric Water Content; Part II, Crosslink and Data Collection” 
  
 
2002 First Place Graduate Student – Srivatrsan Kandadai, New Mexico State University, “Object Detction and 

Localization in the Wavelet Domain” 
  
 Second Place Graduate Student – Anirban Chadraborti, New Mexico State University, “Using MDP for 

Telemetry Data Transfers” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Rob Franklin and Walter Johnson, Brigham Young University, 

“Effective Ball Handling and Control in Robot Soccer” 
 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Steven Olson, Chad Dawson, and Jared Jacobson, Brigham 

Young University, “Design and Development of an Autonomous Soccer-Playing Robot” 
 
 
2003 First Place Graduate Student – Erik Perrins, Brigham Young University, “Multi-Symbol Noncoherent 

Detection of Multi-H CPM” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Joseph Dagher, University of Arizona, “Compression for Storage and 

Transmission of Laser Radar Measurements” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kendall Mauldin, New Mexico State University, “Satellite Ground 

Station Security Using SSH Tunneling” 
 

2004 First Place Graduate Student – Erik Perrins, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “An 
Alternate Proposal for ARTM CPM” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Clayton W. Commander, Advisors: Panos Pardalos and Carlos 

Oliveira, Texas A&M University and University of Florida, “Reactive Grasp with Path Relinking for 
Broadcast Scheduling” 

 



 First Place Undergraduate Student – Chad DeConink, Sarah DeConink, James Dean, and Brad Martin, 
Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Univerfsity of Missouri – Rolla, “EMI and Software Improvements to the Solar 
Miner IV Telemetry Processor” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Daniel Doonan, Mei-Su Wu, and Michael Lee, Advisors: Hua 

Lee and Leroy Laverman, University of California, Santa Barbara, “Design and Development of Wireless 
Flourometry Networks” 

 
 
2005 First Place Graduate Student – Christopher Potter, Adam Panagos, and William Weeks, Advisor: Kurt 

Kosbar, University of Missouri – Rolla, “Optimal Training Parameters for Continuously Varying MIMO 
Channels” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Mason Wardle, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, 

“EFTS Receiver with Improved Performance” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Martin Hinterseer and Christoph Wegscheider, Advisor: Gerhard 

Mayer, University of Salzburg, “Acquisition and Transmission of Seismic Data over Packet Radio” 
 
 
2006 First Place Graduate Student – Adam Panagos, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, University of Missouri – Rolla, 

“Analytic Solutions for Optimal Training on Fading Channels” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Tom Nelson, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, 

“Reduced Complexity Trellis Detection of SOQPSK-TG” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Nicholas Clark and Fiona Dunne, Advisors: Hua Lee and Maurice 

Chin, University of California, Santa Barbara, “Integrated Cameras as a Replacement for Vehicular 
Mirrors” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Brian Kirkpatrick, Chris Prounh, Clarence Rowland, Raymond 

Ryckman, and Elizabeth Winton, Advisor: Erik Spjut, Harvey Mudd College, “Design and Construction 
of an Optical Telemetry System” 

 
 
2007 First Place Graduate Student – Xiaoyu Dang, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “An 

Optimum Detector for Space-Time Trellis Coded Differential MSK” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Prashanth Chandran, Advisor: Erik Perrins, University of Kansas, 

“Symbol Timing Recovery for SOQPSK” 
 
 Honorable Mention Graduate Student – Olusola Babalola, Advisor: Richard Dean, Morgan State 

University, “Optimal Configuration for Nodes in Mixed Cellular and Mobile Ad Hoc Network for INET” 
 
 
2008 First Place Graduate Student – Yacob Astatke, Advisor: Richard Dean, Morgan State University, 

“Distance Measures for QOS Performance Management in Mixed Networks” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Ricardo Luna, Hrishikesh Tapse, Advisor: Deva Borah, New Mexico 

State University, “An Analysis on the Coverage Distance of LDPC-Coded Free-Space Optical Links” 
 



 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kristin Jagiello, Mahmut Zafer Aydin, and Wei-Ren Ng, Advisors: 
William Ryan, Michael Marcellin, and Ali Bilgin, University of Arizona, “Joint JPEG2000/LDPC Code 
System Design for Image Telemetry” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Andrea Chaves, Bruno Mayoral, Hyun-Jin Park, Mark Tsang, and 

Sean Tunell, Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Hao Xin, University of Arizona, “Wireless Sensor 
Networks: A Grocery Store Application” 

 
 
2009 First Place Graduate Student – Gino Rea, Advisor: Erik Perrins, University of Kansas, “A System-Level 

Description of a SOQPSK-TG Demodulator for FEC Applications” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Abhishek Gupte, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science 

and Technology, “A Method for Tracking the Accuracy of Channel Estimates in MIMO Receivers” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Wade  Lichtsinn, Evan McKelvy, Adam Myrick, Dominic Quihuis, 

and Jamie Williamson, Advisors: Elmer Grubbs and Michael Marcellin, University of Arizona, “Remote 
Imaging System Acquisition (RISA)” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – John Seaber, Jacob Barkley, Tony Ngo, and Adam Poettgen, 

Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology, “A Programmable Dual 
Modulator Testbed for MIMO Applications” 

 
 
2010 First Place Graduate Student – Han Oh, Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Ali Bilgin, University of 

Arizona, “Visually Lossless Compression Based on JPEG2000 for Efficient Transmission of High 
Resolution Color Aerial Images”  
 

 Second Place Graduate Student – Yacob Astatke, Advisor: Richard Dean, Morgan State University, “QoS 
Performance Management in Mixed Wireless Networks”  

 
First Place Undergraduate Student – Adrian Lizarraga, Britanny Lynn, and Jeremiah Lange, Advisors: 
Elmer Grubbs and Michael Marcellin, University of Arizona, “Remote Imaging System Acquisition 
(RISA) Space Environment Multispectral Imager”   

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Clinton Guenther, Robert Mertens, and Adam Lewis, Advisor:  

Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology, “Telemetry System for the Solar Miner 
VII” 

 
 
2011 First Place Graduate Student – Kamakshi Sirisha Pathapati, Truc Anh N. Nguyen, and Justin P. Rohrer, 

Advisor: P.G. Sterbenz, University of Kansas, “Performance Analysis of the AEROTP Transport 
Protocol for Highly-Dynamic Airborne Telemetry Networks”  

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Michael Lee, Advisors: Michael Liebling, Hua Lee, and Warren 

Grundfest, University of California, Santa Barbara, “Image Reconstruction and Resolution Enhancement 
Algorithm for FMCW Medical Ultrasound Imaging Systems”  

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Alex Cook and Gregory Kissinger, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri 

University of Science and Technology, “Using COTS Graphics Processing Units in Signal Analysis 
Workstation” 



 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – James Dianics, Malcolm Gibson, Hans Hony, Jun Li, Elliott 

Liggett, Michael Palmer, Christopher Poole, James Powell, Joshua Tolliver, and Dimitri Ververelli, 
Advisor: Hermann Fasel, University of Arizona, “Machine Vision and Autonomous Integration for an 
Unmanned Aircraft System”  

 
 
2012 First Place Graduate Student – Javier Perez-Ramirez, Advisor: Deva K. Borah, Klipsch School of 

Electrical and Computer Engineering, New Mexico State University, “An Opportunistic Relaying 
Scheme for Optimal Communication and Source Location”  

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Nadim Maharjan and Paria Moazzemi, Advisors: Richard Dean, 

Farzard Moazzami and Yacob Astatke, Morgan State University, “Telemetry Network Intrusion 
Detection System”  

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Mark Hickle, Alexander Wilson, Joshue Kientzy, and Matthew 

Myers, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology, “Design of a Semi-
Autonomous Quadrotor Aircraft” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Jared R. Fowler, Jon M. Austin, Kathy T. Estrada, Martin 

Velazquez, Robyn Mohr, and Ruben Sanchez, Advisors: Kathleen Melde and Michael Marcellin, 
University of Arizona, “Small Wearable Antenna for Animal Tracking”  

 
 
2013 First Place Graduate Student – Ehsan Hosseini, University of Kansas, Department of Electrical  

Engineering and Computer Science, Faculty Advisor: Erik Perrins,“ Synchronization of SOQPSK-TG  
in Burst-Mode Transmissions” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Xiaoju Yu, University of Arizona, Department of Electrical 

Engineering and Computer Science,  Faculty Advisor: Hao Xin,  
“Direction of Arrival Estimation Improvement for Closely Spaced Electrically Small Antenna Array” 

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Chris Van Horne, University of Arizona, Department of Computer 

Science, Faculty Advisors:  Hermann Fasel and Michael Marcellin;  Graduate Advisor: James Dianics,  
“Machine Vision and Autonomous Integration Into an Unmanned Aircraft System” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Rudy Chavez, Frank Faela, Adrian Ontiverus, Mathew Smith and 

Mathew Wallace, New Mexico State University, Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering,  Faculty Advisor: Deva R. Borah,“Design and Development of a Digital Signal Processing 
System that Responds Automatically to an Audio Trigger Event” 

 
 
2014 First Place Graduate Student – Yafei Sun, Klipsch School of Electrical & Computer Engineering, New 

Mexico State University, Faculty Advisor: David K. Borah, “Generalized Spatial Modulation with 
Correlated Antennas in Rayleigh Fading Channels” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Xiaoju Yu, University of Arizona, Department of Electrical 

Engineering and Computer Science, University of Arizona, Faculty Advisor: Hao Xin,  
“Direction of Arrival Estimation of Broadband Signal Using Single Antenna” 

 



 First Place Undergraduate Student – Tyler Morrow, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Faculty Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, 
 “A Modular and Extensible User Interface for the Telemetry and Control of a Remotely Operated 
Vehicle” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Auni Kundu, Brianne Noriega, Connor O’Brien, Corey Speros 

and Dawei Ju, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, The University of Arizona, Faculty 
Advisors: Michael W. Marcellin and Kathleen Melde, 
“Time Difference of Arrival for Small Mammal Tracking” 

 
 
2015 First Place Graduate Student – Vincent R. Radzicki; Advisor:  Hua Lee, Department of Electrical and 

Computer Engineering, University of California, Santa Barbara,  
“Detection and Imaging of Micro-Periodic Motion with FMCW Sensing System” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Author: Sushruth Sastry; Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Department of 

Electrical Engineering, Missouri University of Science and Technology,  
“A Modular Scheme to Detect and Combat Sinusoidal Variation in Fading Channels” 

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Christopher Nash and Christopher Hogstrom; Advisor: Dr. Michael 

Rice, Brigham Young University, 
“SOQPSK Software Defined Radio” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Felix Shonubi, Ciara Lynton, Joshua Odumosu, and Daryl Moten; 

Advisors: Dr. Richard Dean, Dr. Farzad Moazzami, and Dr. Yacob Astake, Morgan State University, 
“Exploring Vulnerabilities in Networked Telemetry” 

 
2016 First Place Graduate Student – Author:  Ryan Christopher; Advisor:  Deva K Borah, New Mexico State 

University,  
“Optimization of Symbol Distance Metric in Directional Modulation Systems”  

 
Second Place Graduate Student – Authors: Christopher Nash and Christopher Hogstrom; Advisor: Dr. 
Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, 
“Locating and Removing a Preamble Sequence in Aeronautical Telemetry”  

 
First Place Undergraduate Student – Authors: John Maruska and Judah Schad; Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, 
Missouri University of Science and Technology, 
“MARS-Colonization Sensor System for Soil Analysis”  

 
Second Place Undergraduate Student – Authors: Kyle Boyer, Laura Brubaker, Kyle Everly, Richard 
Herriman, Mark Sackett , and Huy Tran; Advisor: Michael Marcellin, University of Arizona,  
“Telemetry System for Real-Time Monitoring of an Offroad Racecar” 

 
2017 First Place Graduate Student – Author:  Sumant Pathak; Advisor: Dr. Erik Perrins, University of Kansas,  

“LDPC Coded APSK for Aeronautical Telemetry” 
 
Second Place Graduate Student – Author: Chad Josephson; Advisor: Dr. Michael Rice, Brigham Young 
University,  
“On the Design of a Square-Root Nyquist Pulse Shaping Filter for Aeronautical Telemetry” 

 



First Place Undergraduate Student – Authors: Seth Kitchen and Danial Klinger; Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, 
Missouri University of Science and Technology,  
“Telemetry System for Intercollegiate Rocket Engineering Competition Vehicle”  

 
Second Place Undergraduate Student – Author: Tristan A. Shatto; Advisors: Egemen K. Cetinkaya and 
Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology,  
“Graph Theoretic Modeling and Energy Analysis of Wireless Telemetry Networks” 
 

2018 First Place Graduate Student – Author:  Farah Arabian; Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young 
University,  
“On the Performance of Filter Based Equalizers for 16APSK in Aeronautical Telemetry Environment” 
 
Second Place Graduate Student – Author: David Oyediran; Advisors: Dr. Richard Dean and Dr. Farzad 
Moazzami, Morgan State University, 
“Spectrum Sharing MAC Protocol Applications for the Proposed 3.5 GHZ Band 

 
First Place Undergraduate Student – Author: Andrew J. Phillips; Advisor: Charles D. Creusere, New 
Mexico State University,  
“The Effects of Lossy EEG Compression on ERP Analysis”  

 
Second Place Undergraduate Student – Author: Anna Case; Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University 
of Science and Technology,  
“Communications Systems for Cubesat Missions” 
 

2019 First Place Graduate Student – Author: Jason Baxter; Advisor: - Dr. Erik Perrins; University of Kansas, 
“APSK Symbol Timing and Carrier Phase Synchronization on an FPGA in a C-Band Telemetry 
Reciever” 

 
Second Place Graduate Student – Authors: Vincent R. Radzicki, Abhejit Rajagopal; Advisor: - Dr. Hua 
Lee; University of California Santa Barbara, 
“Remote Heart Monitoring Via Medical Telemetry” 
 
First Place Undergraduate Student – Author: Kyle Norland; Advisor: - Dr. Michael W. Marcellin;  
University of Arizona,  
“Control Failures in an Unmanned Aerial System and the Potential for Stateless Control”  

 

Second Place Undergraduate Student – Authors: Bryan Redd, Jamison Ebert, Autumn Twitchell; 
Advisor: Dr. Michael Rice, Brigham Young University,  
“DFT-Based Frequency Offset Estimators for 16-APSK” 

 
     
 
 
      
 

 



Annual Best Paper Award 
 

 

1994 Eugene Law, “Binary PCM/FM Tradeoffs between Spectral Occupancy and Bit 

Error Probability” 

 

 

1995 Eugene Law, “Performance of PCM/FM during Frequency Selective Fading” 

 

 

1997 Eugene Law and Kamilo Feher, “FQPSK versus PCM/FM for Aeronautical 

Telemetry Applications; Spectral Occupancy and Bit Error Probability 

Comparisons" 

 

 

2002 Mark Geoghegan, “Bandwidth and Power Efficiency Trade-offs of SOQPSK” 

 

 

2003 G. R. Barrett, R. J. Bamberger, W. P. D’Amico, and M. H. Lauss, “Analytical 

Model for Handoff of Fast Moving Nodes in High-Performance Wireless LANs 

for Data Telemetry” 

 

 

2004 Michael A. Jensen, Michael D. Rice, Thomas Nelson, and Adam L. Anderson, 

“Orthogonal Dual-Antenna Transmit Diversity for SOQPSK in Aeronautical 

Telemetry Channels” 

 

 

2005 Chang won Jung, Ming-jer Lee, Sunan Liu, G. P. Li, and Franco De Fiaviis, 

“Reconfigurable Patch Antenna for Frequency Diversity with High Frequency 

Ratio” 

 

 

2006 Evan T. Grim, “Achieving High-Accuracy Time Distribution in Network-Centric 

Data Acquisition and Telemetry Systems with IEEE 1588” 

 

 

2007  Adam Panagos and Kurt Kosbar, “The Sum-Rate Capacity of a Cognitive Access 

Sensor Network” 

 

 

2008 Justin P. Rohrer, “End-to-End Disruption-Tolerant Transport Protocol Issues and 

Design for Airborne Telemetry Networks” 

   

 



2009 Kip Temple, Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, “Adjacent Channel 

Interference Criteria for Aeronautical Telemetry Operations with the Tactical 

Targeting Network Technology System” 

 

 

2010 Michael Rice and Oluwasegun Tinubi, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, 

“The Range Area Network: A New Approach for Aeronautical Telemetry” 

 

 

2011 Arnaud Gueguen and David Auvray, Zodiac Data Systems SAS, Bretteville 

l’Orgueilleuse, France, “Multipath Mitigation on an Operational Telemetry Link”  

 

 

2012 Satya Prakash Ponnaluri and Babak Azimi-Sadjadi, Intelligent Automation, Inc, 

“Quasi-Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple-Access for Serial Streaming 

Telemetry” 

 

 

2013 Darren Kartchner and Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “Does a 

Spinning Missile Cause Tracking Error at C-Band?” 

 

 

2014 Aditya Kulkarni, Missouri University of Science & Technology, Faculty Advisor: 

Kurt Kosbar, “Performance Analysis of Zero Forcing and Minimum Mean Square 

Error Equalizers on Multiple Input Multiple Output System On A Spinning 

Vehicle” 

 

 

2015 Michael Rice, Brigham Young University and Erik Perrins, University of Kansas, 

“Maximum Likelihood Detection from Multiple Bit Sources” 

 

 

2016 Enkuang Wang and Timothy Brothers, Georgia Tech Research Institute, “OFDM 

and SOQPSK Transceiver Hardware Implementation of with Preliminary 

Results”  

 

 

2017 Michael Rice, Chad Josephson, Brigham Young University, and Erik Perrins, 
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Session 1  Signal Processing         
Chair  Myron Moodie, Manager-R&D 

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) 
 

1:00 p.m. “Scalable Transmission and Decoding of Space Packets for Remote Satellite 
19-01-01 Image Browsing” 

Han Oh, Jae Young Chang, Jin-Hyung Kim & Hae-Jin Choi, Korea Aerospace 
Research Institute 

 
The Consultative Committee for Space Data System (CCSDS) defines a standard 
for the data compression algorithm applied to the image data from payload 
instruments. In the CCSDS image data compression standard, an image is encoded 
using a three-level two-dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform and the Bit-Plane 
Encoder. Compared to the JPEG2000 standard, the compression performance is 
reported to be similar at high bit rates with much lower complexity. However, its 
lack of highly scalable features supported by JPEG2000 hinders smooth browsing 
of the high-resolution satellite images. In this work, a method of quickly accessing 
a region of interest in a high-resolution satellite image is introduced. It utilizes 
parallel processing and the structure of the space packets which contain the strip-
based code stream. This method is particularly effective for remote satellite image 
browsing and the study demonstrates its performance using KOMPSAT (Korea 
Multi-Purpose Satellite)-3A images. 

 
 
1:20 P.M. “Alternate Method for Determining a TSPI Solution Based on TM Signal  
19-01-02 Strength” 

 Scott C. Wolfson, US Army Redstone Test Center 
 
The continual advances in military system technologies compel the Test & 
Evaluation community to constantly mature and adapt test methodologies and 
instrumentation capabilities. The need for alternate approaches aimed at collecting 
in-flight missile Time Space Position Information (TSPI) that compliment on-
system high dynamic GPS and radar is just one example that supports the 
development of new techniques and numerical methods. The primary objective of 
the proposed presentation and subsequent technical paper is to provide conceptual 
details pertaining to a methodology that can determine a TSPI solution based on 
telemetry signal strength combined with the Newton-Raphson Jacobian method for 
solving a multivariate system of equations. 
 



1:40 P.M. “Three-Dimensional Motion Estimation and Image Formation with Active  
19-01-03 Arrays” 
 Vincent R. Radzicki & Hua Lee, University of California, Santa Barbara 
 

For target imaging and tracking systems, a key signal processing task is motion 
estimation. Specifically, the trajectory of a maneuvering target undergoing rigid 
body motion can be described through a series of translational and rotational 
transformations. Estimation of these motion parameters provides the tracking 
system enough information to calculate the target’s trajectory over time. 
Determining the rotational motion to a high accuracy is also very important, as the 
imaging system can then form an image of the target over multiple aspect angles 
and thus increase the resolution performance. This paper focuses on algorithm 
development and performance limitations for motion estimation and image 
formation using active sensing arrays.  

 
 
2:00 p.m. “Design and Applications of Probing Waveforms in Sensing and Imaging  
19-01-04 Systems” 
 Hua Lee & Vincent R. Radzicki, University of California, Santa Barbara 
 

In active sensing, the probing waveforms play a profound role in the performance 
of a sensing system. This paper describes the concepts of the design and utilization 
of the probing waveforms and the associated signal processing algorithms in 
sensors and sensing systems. It governs both the computation complexity and 
accuracy of the estimation. It covers the evolution from the Green’s functions in 
wave propagation to the use of wideband signals and then the chirp waveforms in 
time-delay estimation, displacement measurement, image reconstruction and the 
resolution in range and cross-range direction. In addition, the paper illustrates the 
structures of the estimation procedures, accuracy, limitations, and the tradeoff 
between resolution and computation complexity. The analysis then leads into the 
estimation of bearing angle for applications in direction finding and collision 
avoidance procedures. 

 
 
2:20 p.m. “A Novel FFT-Based Technique for Rapid Acquisition of High Dynamic  
19-01-05 DSSS Signal” 
 Wang Ming & Liang Taotao, Institute of Electronic Engineering, China Academy 

of Engineering Physics 
 

A novel acquisition method for direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) signal of 
high dynamic surroundings is studied in this paper. The analysis result shows that 
the serial acquisition method cannot meet the requirements of high dynamic in-
flight scenario, and it is necessary to acquire the capture possibility of correct 
signals in the case of low SNR and short acquisition time. For this purpose, the 
method with large doppler effects based on partial correlator and FFT is 
introduced. The proposed acquisition method is guaranteed to search the doppler 



slot range according to the coherent integration time, and can calculate the C/A 
code phases simultaneously. In addition, the validity of this method by 
demonstrating that the simulation results are consistent with the experimental 
Scalable Transmission. 
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Session 2  Software Defined & Cognitive Radio      
Chair James Williams Yates, Vice President, Business Development, T&RF 

Products Space & Airborne Systems / L3Harris Technologies 
 
1:00 p.m. “Channel and Spectrum Estimation for Software Defined Radio”  
19-02-01 Vincent R. Radzicki & Hua Lee, University of California, Santa Barbara 
 

Software defined radios are rapidly increasing in both research and commercial 
usage for many different applications. As the number of deployed systems increase, 
a difficult problem that remains is efficient usage of the Radio-Frequency (RF) 
spectrum to be shared among all these devices. Two key tasks for the radio to 
perform here include spectral estimation of the RF environment and channel 
estimation of the communication channel for which the data will be transmitted. 
These two steps are linked as the communication channel can change over different 
portions of the RF-spectrum. In this work, an algorithmic approach is presented 
for passive and active channel estimation procedures for wideband software-
defined radios. The algorithm is comprised of first channel quality estimation, 
followed by communication channel planning to optimize the overall performance. 
 

 
1:20 p.m. “Interference Mitigation of Adjacent Radio Frequency Signals On A Flexible  
19-02-02 Software Defined Radio Testbed Platform” 

Mirza Elahi, Jose C. Sandoval & Virgilio Gonzalez, The University of Texas at El 
Paso; Pabel Corral & Susumu "Duke" Yasuda, ATEC WSMR 

 
The radio frequency (RF) spectrum is crowded with users and adjacent frequency 
users are facing an increase in interference from each other. The spectrum 
governing body Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has the difficult task 
of allocating spectral bands for new users like 4G LTE and Telemetry (TM). To 
minimize the interference between adjacent frequency users, a common but 
inefficient method separates adjacent band frequencies using guard bands which 
leaves a big portion of the spectrum unused. Alternatively, adjacent RF signals can 
be separated using digital filtering techniques with the signal of interest being 
unharmed and reducing the signal power of the interfering signal. A digital filtering 
technique includes bandpass filter (BPF) rejection, where the passband and 
stopband frequencies are adjusted to achieve maximum signal power. A flexible 
software-defined radio (SDR) testbed is set up to experiment and analyze this 
scenario with ease and effective measures. 



1:40 p.m. “Classification Style Regression for Spectral Opening PMF Estimation” 
19-02-03 Garrett L. Fosdick & Michael Marefat, University of Arizona 
 

Dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) permits unlicensed users to access spectrum 
owned by a licensed user given they do so without interference to the primary user. 
To avoid interference with other users, the unlicensed user needs to be aware of 
channel availability. Spectrum sensing allows a radio to find spectrum holes, but 
costs energy and time. Predictive methods can be used to decrease the amount of 
spectrum sensing needed to find an available channel.  We designed a novel neural 
network architecture for spectrum hole prediction. This neural network is capable 
of creating probability mass functions (PMF) estimates of the length of channel 
openings with no assumptions of the initial probability distribution or prior 
knowledge about the traffic. This architecture is shown to work through a 
mathematical proof, and its performance is measured through simulation.  

 
 
2:00 p.m. “Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) Reduction for OFDM” 
19-02-04 Wondimu K. Zegeye, Farzad Moazzami & Richard Dean, Morgan State 
 

The telemetry community has been challenged in its search for additional spectrum 
for its aeronautical mission. With a fixed amount of spectrum the challenge 
becomes focused on increased spectrum efficiency. Today’s best solution for 
spectrum efficiency is Orthogonal Frequency Division Modulation (OFDM). This 
approach has proven effective with both cellular LTE as well as IEEE 802.11 
wireless LAN systems. OFDM has seen limited use in telemetry systems in part due 
to issues related to high peak to average ratio of OFDM signals. This paper reviews 
approaches to resolving these issues and proposes a scheme for peak conditioning 
of OFDM signals to reduce the peak to average ratio. Results of preliminary 
experimental work are promising. 
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Session 3  Software Systems & Tools 1      
Chair  Timothy Brothers, Senior Research Engineer 

Georgia Tech Research Institute, Electro-Optical Systems Laboratory 
  
 
1:00 p.m. “An Improved Log-Domain Belief Propagation Algorithm over Graphs with  
19-03-01 Short Cycles” 
 Nithin Raveendran, Shayan Garani & Bane Vasic, University of Arizona 
 

We present a modified belief propagation algorithm (BP) for decoding low density 
parity check codes having graphs with short cycles. In this paper, we present the 
modified algorithm in log domain which is superior in terms of numerical stability, 
precision, computational complexity and ease of implementation when compared 



to the algorithm in the probability domain. Simulation results show improvement 
in decoding performance for the modified BP compared to the original algorithm. 
The modified approach is also generalized for graphs with isolated cycles of 
arbitrary length by considering the statistical dependency among messages passed 
in such cycles. 

 
 
1:20 p.m. “NEURO-OSVETA: A Robust Watermarking of 3D Meshes” 
19-03-02 Bata Vasic, Nithin Raveendran & Bane Vasic, University of Arizona 
 

Best and practical watermarking schemes for copyright protection of 3D meshes 
are required to be blind and robust to attacks and errors. In this paper, we present 
the latest developments in 3D blind watermarking with a special emphasis on our 
Ordered Statistics Vertex Extraction and Tracing Algorithm (OSVETA) algorithm 
and its improvements. OSVETA is based on a combination of quantization index 
modulation (QIM) and error correction coding using novel ways for judicial 
selection of mesh vertices which are stable under mesh simplification, and the 
technique we propose in this paper offers a systematic method for vertex selection 
based on neural networks replacing a heuristic approach in the OSVETA. The 
Neuro-OSVETA enables a more precise mesh geometry estimation and better 
curvature and topological feature estimation. These enhancements result in a more 
accurate identification of stable vertices resulting in significant reduction of 
deletion probability. 

 
 
1:40 p.m. “Using TENA and JMETC for Telemetry Applications” 
19-03-03 Gene Hudgins & Juana Secondine, TENA / JMETC 
 

Often, TM requires operators on location with receive system(s) or at a remote 
console (with a remote antenna control unit), resulting in TDY for operators and 
possibly a shortage of operators to support all scheduled operations. A remote-
control capability could eliminate existing personnel requirements at both the local 
system antenna site as well as the control facility, greatly reducing operational 
costs. TENA provides for real-time system interoperability, as well as interfacing 
existing range assets, C4ISR systems, and simulations; fostering reuse of range 
assets and future software systems. JMETC is a distributed, LVC capability using 
a hybrid network solution for all classifications and cyber. TENA and JMETC allow 
for the most efficient use of current and future TM range resources via range 
resource integration, critical to validate system performance in a highly cost-
effective manner. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



2:00 p.m. “Designing a Telemetry System with a Focus on Education” 
19-03-04 Daniel Fuehrer & Michael Marcellin, The University of Arizona 
 

The University of Arizona Baja Racing team competes in an international 
competition each year.  We build a custom telemetry system for the car to collect 
data during races in order to inform design decisions and warn of upcoming 
problems.  This paper will focus on the contrast between designing a system for 
production versus designing for the educational experience, as is the ultimate goal 
of our team.  We will specifically discuss this contrast in the areas of size, power 
consumption, manufacturability, maintainability, repairability, and testability.  
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*  Special iNET 
 Session 1     
 
Chair Thomas Grace 

NAVAIR 
 
The Telemetry Network Standard (TmNS) (IRIG I06 Chapters 21-28) has been 
publicly released as IRIG I06-17 by the Range Commanders Council (RCC) 
Telemetry Group.  This effort, started by CTEIP’s iNET project, was launched to 
revolutionize telemetry across the DoD Ranges and Test Articles.  These standards 
are a T&E force multiplier that provides flexible and secure bidirectional wireless 
IP networking capabilities that enable data delivery of multiple independent, 
concurrent flight tests.  These standards are being utilized through various flight 
demonstrations and will be discussed.  Ample time will be allocated for community 
questions and answers. 
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Session 4  Channel Modeling & Synchronization      
 
Chair  Scott Kuijraoka, Senior Systems Engineer 

GBL Systems 
 
 

3:30 p.m. “CSI Estimation Using Artificial Neural Networks” 
19-04-01 Viraj Gajjar & Kurt Kosbar, Missouri S&T 
 

We propose using machine learning to estimate channel state information (CSI) for 
MIMO communication links. The goal is to use information such as atmospheric 
conditions, amount of path loss, and Doppler shift to improve the accuracy of CSI 



estimates. We start by designing an algorithm which estimates the CSI based on 
previously mentioned factors. Using this algorithm, we simulate a dataset of CSI 
over varying atmospheric conditions, receiver position, and receiver velocity. We 
then use this dataset to train an artificial neural network, which is able to estimate 
the CSI by using the current atmospheric condition, receiver position, and velocity. 

 
 
3:50 p.m. “LDPC Coding for Frequency Diversity in Multichannel Air-to-Ground  
19-04-02 Telemetry” 

Mrugen A. Deshmukh & Stephen Wilson, University of Virginia 
 
We consider the application of LDPC codes for improving performance in multi-
channel (spectrum aggregation) for air-to-ground telemetry, by virtue of frequency 
diversity available on a wideband frequency-selective multipath channel. Each 
such channel is subject to frequency-selective fading over its bandwidth (typically 
a few MHz) due to multipath, for which standard OFDM equalization is standard.  
However, some subcarriers within this OFDM channel may experience deep fading 
at the output of the equalizer, rendering the symbol error probability poor relative 
to that on an AWGN channel. Specific performance reported will include uncoded 
symbol error performance as baseline, error rate of LDPC coding constrained to 
a single channel (diversity gain of order 3) and error rate of coding across eight 
channels (diversity gain of order 6). Further, performance on this dispersive fading 
channel is only about 3 dB worse than that on a no-multipath channel, at block 
error probability 0.01. 

 
 
4:10 p.m. “Reinforcement Learning for Hybrid Beamforming in Millimeter Wave   
19-04-03 Systems” 
 Ture Peken, Ravi Tandon & Tamal Bose, University of Arizona 
 

The use of millimeter waves (mmWave) for next-generation cellular systems is 
promising due to the large bandwidth available in this band. Beamforming will 
likely be divided into RF and baseband domains, which is called hybrid 
beamforming. Precoders can be designed by using a predefined codebook or by 
choosing beamforming vectors arbitrarily in hybrid beamforming. The 
computational complexity of finding optimal precoders grows exponentially with 
the number of RF chains. In this paper, we develop a Q-learning (a form of 
reinforcement learning) based algorithm to find the precoders jointly. We analyze 
the complexity of the algorithm as a function of the number of iterations used in the 
training phase. We compare the spectral efficiency achieved with unconstrained 
precoding, exhaustive search, and another state-of-art algorithm. Results show that 
our algorithm provides better spectral efficiency than the state-of-art algorithm and 
has performance close to that of exhaustive search. 
 
 
 



 
 
4:30 p.m. “The Effects of Lossy Frequency-Domain EEG Compression on Cross- 
19-04-04 Frequency Coupling Analysis” 

Andrew J. Phillips & Charles Creusere, New Mexico State University 
 

This paper analyzes lossy frequency-domain compression in the context of cross-
frequency coupling (CFC) analysis of electroencephalograph (EEG) signals. The 
approach used here for CFC analysis involves a low-complexity signal analysis 
block followed by a constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection algorithm. The 
lossy frequency-domain compression is achieved via the threshold coding method 
for frequency truncation using the discrete cosine transform (DCT). This method is 
found to increase CFC detection rates by as much as 30% to 50% depending on 
the amount of Gaussian noise in the signal and the selected probability of false 
alarm. Further analysis indicates that these significant improvements in CFC 
detection rates are due to adaptive frequency-domain noise reduction. These 
results bode well for lossy frequency-based EEG compression schemes which can 
greatly improve transmission speeds and decrease storage space requirements 
while simultaneously enhancing CFC analysis capabilities. 
 

 
4:50 p.m. “Joint LTE Uplink Interference and Multipath Suppression for Aeronautical  
19-04-05 Telemetry using MMSE Interference Canceler” 
 Mohammad Saquib & Shamman Noor Shoudha, The University of Texas at 

Dallas 
 

This paper addresses the use of a minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) 
interference canceler for mitigating the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) uplink 
interference and multipath in Aeronautical Telemetry system. SOQPSK-TG 
modulation scheme for the telemetry victim signal and 64-QAM for the LTE 
interference signal are considered. For a multipath channel derived from the 
channel sounding data, the interference canceler achieves the target bit error rate 
(BER) of 1e-5 at Carrier-to-Interference (C/I) ratio -12.7, -40.7 and -36 dB for data 
rates 1, 5 and 10 Mbits/s, respectively. To offer the same performance, an MMSE 
channel equalizer requires C/I ratio -10.9, -25.0 and -5.0 dB. 
   
 

Tuesday, October 22, 2019, 3:30 – 5:10 p.m.         Bronze 3 
 
Session 5 Telemetry Networks 1        
Chair   Ken Wilhelm, Technical Lead Engineer 

The Boeing Company 
 
3:30 p.m. “JAMI and TENA - A Fusion of GPS and IP”  
19-05-01 Alvia Sandberg, Caleb Morse & Ryan Chandler, RTC 
 



The Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI) project has created a very 
effective high dynamic Time Space Position Information (TSPI) solution and the 
Test and Training Enabling Architecture is a very effective way to share data over 
a network.  Can JAMI and TENA work together?  This paper answers that question. 

 
 
3:50 p.m. “Standardized Networked Telemetry Using Existing Cots Radio Modules” 
19-05-02 Ray O’Connell, RoboComAI 
 

The T&E ranges require two-way networked communications to provide gains in 
critical areas including test efficiency, safety, cost savings and spectrum efficiency.  
The development of a network compatibility module which leverages networked 
telemetry standards while using existing COTS transmitter and receiver 
components has multiple benefits to the T&E test community.  This component 
based approach to networked telemetry has the additional benefit of allowing new 
technology to be readily adopted for networking applications.  This paper reviews 
the progress made in the development of a standardized component based 
networking telemetry capability as well as other networked telemetry radio 
systems.   

 
 
4:10 p.m. “Moving Towards 10 GbE Switches and Recorders” 
19-05-03 Russ Moore, Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions 
 

With flight test data acquisition and avionic bus data demands increasing every 
year, a new breed of network switches and recorders are needed to handle the new 
extreme data load to aggregate and record on solid-state media. Flight test 
instrumentation switches and recorders must perform in harsh environments with 
ultra-high levels of reliability. They must also facilitate fast and efficient movement 
and storage of data. Switches also require many features such as data aggregation, 
port-mirroring, and QoS (Quality-of-Service) support while recorder features such 
as port truncation, and support for PCAP, DARv3 & CH10 recording formats are 
important. This paper will discuss these needs and outline some use cases for new 
10 GbE network switches and recorders. 

 
 
4:30 p.m. “Testing the Reliability and Flexibility of Digitizers Adapting the RF/IF  
19-05-04 Signals Over IP Applications Using a Testbed Platform” 

Jose C. Sandoval, Virgilio Gonzalez & Mirza Elahi, The University of Texas at El 
Paso; Susumu "Duke" Yasuda & Pabel Corral, ATEC WSMR 

 
RF Telemetry suffers many impairments in transmission systems that can now be 
eliminated using RF over IP Networks. Digitizers mitigate the problem of signal 
degradation that RF has due to physical restrictions and provide reliability and 
flexibility to the signal. The digitizers are also able to preserve both frequency and 
timing characteristics, and then accurately reconstructing the original Telemetry 



signals to enable processing, recording or retransmission at another location. The 
digitizers along with the software-defined radios forms a flexible testbed platform 
which enables us to simulate both communication systems to qualify and quantify 
their behavior, while studying the interference between systems. In addition, 
quantization of noise is a critical parameter to determine the bit error rate in the 
testbed. Digitizers can be configured at a certain bandwidth and additional gain, 
in order to make this layer almost a transparent transmission.  

 
 
4:50 p.m. “Hybridization of Wireless Technologies for the Aerospace Instrumentation” 
19-05-05 François-Gabriel Percie du Sert, Ghislain Guerrero & Jean-Grégoire Ivanoff, 

Zodiac Data Systems 
 

Whatever the flight test or space launch vehicle, the instrumentation presents 
strong intrusiveness due to the cabling. The industry is resolutely looking for a 
transition toward wireless architectures meeting its very specific constraints.  The 
search has been oriented toward a single technology that could encompass all the 
needs. But there is a wide variety of use cases and associated requirements: data 
throughput, synchronization accuracy, power consumption, robustness of the link... 
No technology is able today to cover all these needs. Conversely, multiple 
technologies show specific characteristics that are optimized for some particular 
uses. Taking benefit of technologies’ specific characteristics in a complex 
architecture is the way to go. Hybridization of wireless technologies will enable to 
address specific needs in a richer way to consider the wireless instrumentation, 
replacing today’s architectures with no concession on performance. 

 
 
Tuesday, October 22, 2019, 3:30 – 4:50 p.m.         Bronze 4 
 
Session 6 Antenna & RF Systems 1       
 
Chair  Tom Fisher, Technical Lead Engineer, Flight Test Radio 

The Boeing Company 
 
3:30 p.m. “Resilient PNT/TSPI Alternative Solutions for Telemetry During GNSS  
19-06-01 Outage Test Scenarios” 

Lisa Perdue & Sheri Ascencio, Orolia 
 

GNSS is key to effective situational awareness providing critical Positioning, 
Navigation and Timing (PNT) telemetry data for mobile military operations. Yet 
the disruption of GNSS for increasing periods of time through jamming/spoofing is 
an essential test component in most test scenarios today. How can one still provide 
reliable Time-Space Position Information (TSPI) during periods of GNSS denial?  
This briefing will present key mobile military operations that rely on continuous 
and trusted PNT telemetry data from GNSS:  •SatCom on the Move •C4ISR 
•Airborne Communications Relay •Synthetic Aperture Rada  •Combat Search & 



Rescue   The same techniques used in these battlefield systems to provide 
alternative sources of PNT data during a GNSS outage can be used on the test 
range.  Moreover, this briefing will also identify technologies, best practices and 
strategies for:  •GNSS jamming/spoofing detection and protection systems •Testing 
protocols to maintain a state of PNT readiness  

 
 
3:50 p.m. “An Approach for BER Determination Using Logged Aeronautical  
19-06-02 Telemetry Data” 

 Souvik Sonar, Jimmy Tamakuwala & Avijit Jena, DRDO 
 

BER, as a function of Eb/N0 is often used in prediction of ground telemetry systems 
performance for a mission configuration. However, there is no objective way of 
comparing the post flight results, as BER measurement in a flight test is not 
practically feasible for want of transmitting sufficient reference bit patterns. In this 
paper, an indirect way of computing BER and, in turn, link Eb/N0 is proposed for 
a PCM/FM link based on the frame synchronized data logged by the ground 
telemetry equipment. Using known quantities like bit rate and frame rate, a quantity 
defined as frame loss rate is computed. Applying the relations between frame loss 
probability, frame sync pattern and SFID information in the PCM format, an 
approach for bit error probability is demonstrated based on field data. By using a 
sliding window over a fixed length of data, BER for the entire flight duration can 
be determined as a function of flight time with the step size of the length of data 
window. 
 
 

4:10 p.m. “Dual-Channel Receiver Performance Using Best-Channel Selection: Field 
19-06-03 Test Results” 

 James Uetrecht, Quasonix 
 

Best-Channel Selection (BCS) uses real-time data quality metrics (DQM) to select 
the best demodulated bits from Channel 1, Channel 2, and the Combiner of dual-
channel receivers. Laboratory testing has demonstrated a substantial reduction in 
bit error rate (BER) relative to individual channels (including the Combiner) under 
some synthesized link conditions, with no degradation in BER under the remainder 
of tested link conditions. This paper extends those results to real-world flight tests. 

 
 
4:30 p.m. “Co-existence of Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry and LTE Systems in the  
19-06-04 S- Band” 
 Mohammad Saquib & Shamman Noor Shoudha, The University of Texas at 

Dallas 
 

This paper analyzes the effect of Long-Term Evolution (LTE) uplink interference 
on the performance of Aeronautical Telemetry S-band users. A MATLAB 
simulation environment is used to analyze the interference effect using SOQPSK-



TG and 64-QAM modulation schemes for telemetry and LTE transmitters, 
respectively. An ideal Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filter followed by a 2-by-2 
symbol detector is used in the telemetry receiver. To ensure a target bit error rate 
(BER) of 1e-5, depending on the LTE spectrum mask, the Carrier-to-Interference 
(C/I) ratio requirement is -15.4, -32.4 and -30 dB for data rates 1, 5 and 10 Mbits/s, 
respectively. 

 
 
4:50 p.m. “Test Methods and Results for Adaptive Equalizers” 
19-06-05 Terry Hill, Quasonix 
 

Multipath distortion has been a major source of data corruption in aeronautical 
telemetry signals for decades. In recent years, however, adaptive equalizers have 
begun to appear in telemetry receivers. These equalizers offer the promise of 
mitigating or even eliminating the damage done by the multipath channel, and 
many ranges are adopting their use. Unfortunately, there have not been any 
standardized tests by which to quantify the efficacy and limitations of adaptive 
equalizers. This paper presents a generalized test methodology for making a 
quantitative performance assessment of any adaptive equalizer, along with 
representative test results for one particular adaptive equalizer. 
 
 

Wednesday, October 23, 2019, 10:30 – 11:30 a.m.        Bronze 2 
 
Session 7  Security        
 
Chair  Brian Keating, Head, Aircraft Instrumentation Division 

NAVAIR-NAWCAD 
 
10:30 a.m. “Cyberdefense and Data Security in Flight Test Applications” 
19-07-01 Malcolm Weir, Ampex Data Systems Corp 
 

Specialist test establishments have historically placed significant reliance on 
“security through obscurity”. With increasing “always on” connectivity and the 
drive to leverage commercial products, the threat space has widened significantly 
while the sophistication of attack vectors has evolved. Access through 
vulnerabilities embedded within a platform’s communications, flight controls, or 
other on-board access points leave organizations vulnerable to attack, exploitation, 
and loss of revenue or property. Cyber and operational security associated with all 
aspects of aircraft technologies is becoming increasingly critical.  This paper 
investigates techniques and procedures by which aircraft and space vehicles can 
be compromised by and protected against cyber-attacks.  

 
10:50 a.m. “Multi-Stage Attack Detection Using Layered Hidden Markov Model  
19-07-02 Intrusion Detection System” 

Wondimu K. Zegeye, Farzad Moazzami & Richard Dean, Morgan State 



 
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) based on Artificial Intelligence can be deployed 
to protect telemetry networks against intruders. As security solutions which encrypt 
radio links do not accommodate the ever-evolving network attacks and 
vulnerabilities, new defense mechanisms using machine learning and artificial 
intelligence can play a significant role for telemetry networks. This paper proposes 
a multi-layered Hidden Markov Model (HMM) IDS that addresses multi-stage 
attacks. This is due to the fact that intrusions are increasingly being launched 
through multiple phases instead of single stage intrusion. This layered model 
divides the problem space into smaller manageable pieces reducing the curse of 
dimensionality associated with HMMs. To verify the application of this model for 
real network, the NSL-KDD dataset is used to train and test the model.  

 
11:10 a.m. “Augmenting Cybersecurity in Telemetry Post Processing Environments  
19-07-03 with Insider Threat Analysis” 

Jeff Kalibjian, Perspecta 
 

Mature companies implement robust cybersecurity practice in their organizations 
by deploying a layered defense comprising many differing security tools whose 
functionality complements one another.  Tools such as firewalls, Anti-Virus (AV), 
Intrusion Detection/Prevention (IDS/IPS), Data Leak Protection (DLP), and 
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) can be rolled out in many 
combinations to create very effective cyber defenses.  A general premise is that 
organizations are trying to keep “bad guys” out!  In recent years, focus has been 
shifting to address the potential for malicious (insider) employees who may wish to 
take actions to compromise the firms they work for as an increasing number of 
incidents are attributed to insiders.  After reviewing the insider threat landscape as 
well as accepted methodologies for detection; application to telemetry post 
processing environments will be discussed with example deployment scenarios 
explored. 
 
 

Wednesday, October 23, 2019, 10:30 – 11:30 a.m.        Bronze 3 
 

Session 8  Telemetry Networks 2        
Chair  Doug Bell, Instrumentation and Data Systems Engineer 

The Boeing Company 
 

 
10:30 a.m. “Lessons Learned During the Introduction of Network / IP Telemetry in  
19-08-01  Flight Test Instrumentation for Helicopters” 

Renaud Urli & Florian Mertl, Airbus Helicopters 
 

Flight Test Instrumentation architectures are nowadays based on network 
topologies. However, the telemetry link has kept the legacy PCM technology for 
most applications. By implementing network / IP radios, the drawbacks of old 



fashioned PCM-based telemetry links could be eliminated. Furthermore, new use 
cases have become possible, and the architecture of FTI installations, both on 
board and on ground, could be simplified. This paper gives some technical 
background on networked / IP radios and describes the steps taken during the first 
introduction of this promising technology. The benefits of this system are explained 
in order to show the potential of that approach. Beside this, important lessons were 
learned during the introduction of the network / IP telemetry: from software to 
hardware topics, from topology to human factors aspects. Eventually, the present 
installation at the FTI facility is described as well as the status of the migration 
from S-band PCM/FM to IP C-Band. 

 
 
10:50 a.m. “Investigation into the Development of a Wireless IoT Penetration Testbed” 
19-08-02 Tellrell White & Willie Thompson, Morgan State University 
 

IoT protocols have been proposed to replace wired systems in aircraft to support 
telemetry applications. They offer several advantages to wired systems due to them 
being wireless, low cost, and consuming less power. However, the one 
consideration that is often overlooked is the security of these wireless protocols. 
This project focused on investigating the use of open source hardware and software 
frameworks to create a wireless testbed to conduct penetration testing of the ZigBee 
protocol. To accomplish this task, the open source XBee software library was used 
to implement the ZigBee Network and Application Layers within the GNU Radio 
IDE. The XBee hardware module was leveraged for the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY and 
MAC Layers. 

 
 
11:10 a.m. “Direct Implementation of a Bidirectional Network Communication Link in 
19-08-03 Civil Aircraft Flight Test Using Modified LTE Air-to-Ground System” 

Xianyu Du & Guobao Deng, COMAC Flight Test Center 
 

This paper mainly describes a preliminary trial implementation of a bidirectional 
network communication link for aircraft range flight test application based on 
modified LTE Air-to-Ground systems. The theoretical feasibility of this trial which 
integrated the existing on-board network-based acquisition system installed on our 
regional jet and a newly designed modified LTE Air-to-Ground communication 
system was carefully analyzed and validated before system level ground 
experiments. Finally, several test flights were performed within a specific airspace 
with two eNodeBs, which configured as an independent LTE network and covered 
most of the designed flight path, and the test results give us the conclusion that 
under the promise of deploying reliable ground base stations, LTE system has the 
potential capability to provide acceptable bandwidth and time delay performance 
for range flight test application. 
 
 
 



 
Wednesday, October 23, 2019, 10:30 a.m. – 12:10 p.m.        Bronze 4 

 
 

Session 9  Antenna & RF Systems 2       
Chair  Jim Falasco, Sales Engineer 

AeroGear Telemetry 
 
 

10:30 a.m. “An All-Digital Antenna Control Protocol” 
19-09-01 James Uetrecht, Quasonix 
 

For decades, analog amplitude modulation (AM) imparted by antenna feeds has 
served as the gold standard by which antenna control units (ACUs) manage 
tracking. This paper presents a digital alternative, designed to provide AM 
information, signal quality metrics, and additional real-time status, all over 
existing analog AM cables. Its benefits include reduced (and known) delay in the 
tracking loop, smart selection among multiple tracking receivers, and support for 
advanced features such as tracking through interfering signals and tracking 
intermittent or time-division-multiplexed transmissions. 

 
10:50 a.m. “Mitigation of Antenna Polarization Transformations Caused by Airframe  
19-09-02 Reflections” 

 Marwan Nusair & Mark S. Geoghegan, Quasonix 
 

The majority of aircraft telemetry antennas transmit a linearly polarized wave.  
These linearly polarized signals are often received by two orthogonal (left and right 
hand) circularly polarized receive antennas, each of which has 3 dB polarization 
loss.  Under nominal conditions, a diversity combiner can be used to coherently 
add the two received signals, thereby restoring the 3 dB loss. Recent flight tests 
have revealed that the signals radiating from the aircraft are actually elliptically 
polarized or even circularly polarized, leading to degraded combiner performance. 
This paper describes how the transmit polarization can be transformed from linear 
to circular, why this degrades combiner performance, and how to mitigate this 
effect. 

 
11:10 a.m. “Effect of Rotating Propellers on Telemetry Signals” 
19-09-03 Marwan Nusair & Mark S. Geoghegan, Quasonix 

 
The migration of aeronautical telemetry systems to C band has prompted a fresh 
look at many historically uninteresting facets of telemetry links.  The effects of 
higher cable losses and smaller antenna beamwidths, for example, have been 
recognized and accounted for. Recent flight tests at Edwards AFB with a propeller-
driven aircraft have revealed another such effect, which we have termed “prop 
chop”. Realtime data quality metric (DQM) values showed a periodic fluctuation 
in DQM, related to the aircraft engine speed. An investigation of this phenomenon 



using detailed electromagnetic simulation of a transmit antenna in the presence of 
a propeller shows a mechanism for this interference, both when the propeller is in 
front of the transmit antenna and when it is behind the transmit antenna.  This paper 
compares the electromagnetic propagation simulation results to measured values 
from the field. 

 
11:30 a.m. “Upgrading to Best Source Selection: A Look at the Architecture Required 
19-09-04 to Make It Work” 

Grant Gerstner, NAVAIR 
 
A comprehensive guide to implementing best source selection at a test range. This 
paper uses the history of the Atlantic Test Range's implementation as a guide to 
show the steps needed to implement Best source selection. It also discusses the 
advantages to best source selection at all levels of implementation. 
 

11:50 a.m. “Adaptive OFDM for Aeronautical Channels” 
19-09-05 Wondimu K. Zegeye, Farzad Moazzami, Richard Dean & Tasmeer Alam, Morgan 

State University 
 

Previous work modeled the cruise phase of an aeronautical channel and showed 
how the channel varied as a function of height, distance, and speed.  What was 
apparent from that analysis was that the ``cruise" channel was remarkable stable 
and varied slowly and predictably over time. The steady state channel reflected a 
2-ray multipath model which exhibits deep nulls in the spectrum which affects serial 
tone modems significantly. Further the application of parallel tone modulation 
improves performance except for that portion of the band which was degraded by 
the null. This points to the use of Adaptive OFDM (AOFDM) structure wherein 
tones are only sent in portions of the band which are strong and not areas where 
the signal is weak. This work develops a method for capturing a profile of the Signal 
to Distortion Ratio (SDR) for each tone for each frame and over time.  It also 
converts the SDR per tone to estimate the optimum QAM modulation scheme for 
each tone for application in LDAR. 
 
 

Wednesday, October 23, 2019, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.         Palace 3 
 

 
* Special  “International Threats to Telemetry Spectrum for 2019” (hosted by the ICTS)  
  Session 2  
 
Chair  Guy Williams, Air Force Test Center 

 
 

This special session, sponsored by the IFT's International Consortium for 
Telemetry Spectrum (www.telemetryspectrum.org), will cover potential threats to 
the life-blood of telemetry; RF Spectrum. Telemetry professionals, providers, and 



customers should monitor these threats closely and take action as needed to ensure 
that the needs of the greater telemetering community are reflected in international 
and domestic regulations and policy. 

 
 

Wednesday, October 23, 2019, 2:00-4:00 p.m.         Bronze 4 
  

Session 10  Sensors & Data Acquisition       
Chair  Jon Morgan, Computer Scientist V 

JT4, LLC, 412th Test Wing, Edwards AFB 
 

2:00 p.m. “Developing Wireless IMUs to Simplify Integration into Dynamic Systems” 
19-10-01 Jacob Lipina, Austin Christman, Rebecca Marcolina & Kurt Kosbar, Missouri 

S&T 
 
This paper discusses the development of wireless inertial measurement units 
(IMUs) designed to transmit data from a prototype Mars rover to a remote base 
station. These nine degrees of freedom, multi-chip modules provide measurements 
for linear acceleration, angular rotation velocity, and magnetic field vectors for the 
rover’s chassis and robotic arm end-effector. To facilitate integration into these 
dynamic systems, each unit is independently powered and has a form factor of 108 
cc. IMU data is sent from 32-bit microcontrollers with embedded IEEE 802.11 
b/g/n Wi-Fi to the rover via UDP transport through a custom publish/subscribe 
distributed IP protocol. Data is relayed over two circular polarized 
omnidirectional antennas to the base station’s dual linear MIMO Yagi-Uda 
antenna. The information gathered provides operators a heading and orientation 
to improve situational awareness, as camera visuals are often inadequate. 

 
 
2:20 p.m. “Monitoring Stress and Vibrations on Amusement Park Rides” 
19-10-02 Chad George, Tierny Rubenow, Zane Craddock, Tiffany Ma, Anthony Collett & 

Gerardo Garcia, University of Arizona 
 

On amusement park rides, vibrations against the rails of the track and the cars’ 
wheels can strain and damage the track. This is especially true for older coasters, 
whose tracks have worn significantly over time. While manual inspection of the 
track is necessary, an automated system that monitors the stress on the track will 
help detect anomalies, ensuring a safe experience for the passengers. We have 
designed a system of sensors that can monitor these vibrations. Sensors placed on 
a segment of track will measure the lateral and vertical vibrations, wirelessly 
transmitting the level of strain on the track to a base station. If vibrations reach a 
threshold level, the base station will be alerted of excessive strain.  The system will 
create a graph of points where vibration is worse than other points, to pinpoint 
what areas need the be fixed the most. This will decrease maintenance costs and 
ensure increased safety for patrons of these rides.  
 



 
2:40 p.m. “Optimizing Pre-Flight Checkout by Leveraging IOT Enabled FTI and  
19-10-03 Augmented Reality” 
  Patrick Quinn, Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions 
 

Pre-flight checkout is one of the most time critical stages in any flight test program. 
Delays and in-efficiencies during checkout can lead to aircraft being grounded for 
unnecessarily long periods of time, increasing costs and program schedule 
slippages.   This paper describes how pre-flight checkout can be optimized by 
combining best in class Internet of Things (IOT) enabled Flight Test 
Instrumentation (FTI) and augmented reality wearables.  With the dawn of 
augmented reality wearables, smart sensors, wireless sensors and next generation 
FTI, today’s technological advances can be leveraged to transform pre-flight 
checkout into an interactive, self-diagnostic and operationally efficient essential 
step in your flight test program.  These same technologies can also be used to 
optimize the day to day operations of airlines, and MRO companies, taking 
advantage of the current ‘data rich’ generation of aircraft.  

3:00 p.m. “Vibration Analysis with an Optical Tracking System (SisTro)” 
19-10-04 Andre Kusumoto & Nelson Leite, IPEV; Luiz Eduardo G. Vasconcelos, 

ITA/IPEV/INPE; Carlos Lahoz, ITA 
 

The development and validation of the Sistema de Trajetografia Ótico (SisTro - 
Optical Tracking System), to be used for external store separation flight test, 
required the execution of several Pit Drop tests. The accurate determination of the 
store trajectory in real time by SisTrO, expressed in 6DoF, used computed vision 
techniques for photogrammetric measurements and a novel optical error 
minimization process. 2D image tracking of the in-view reference points could be 
determined with sub-pixel resolution, that allowed us to measure the aircraft 
vibrations. Such novel capability allows us to develop a more accurate 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation models by the incorporation of 
the aircraft Flexible-Body Mechanics model into such simulation runs. In this 
paper it will be presented the development of SisTrO sub-pixel tracking process 
and the pit drop test results, that includes the measurement of the wing and pylon 
vibrations and its damping factor. 

 
 
3:20 p.m. “Autonomous and Non-Intrusive System for Enhanced Space Vehicle   
19-10-05 Location” 
 François-Gabriel Percie du Sert & Adolfo Escudero, Zodiac Data Systems 
 

High-precision location of space launch vehicles is a key component of the flight 
safety. The need for a very accurate location has gained the whole launch with the 
flight and re-entry stages being also critical in terms of safety. Thanks to the 
hybridization of GNSS and INS data, the accurate location can be fully defined 
inside the launch vehicle at low cost. This opens up to the setting of an autonomous 
system for location on-board the vehicle. Still, in order to ensure the reliability of 



such a system, many redundancies have to be set which implies to add equipment: 
autonomous power, processing, unique telemetry downlink… Adding this 
equipment challenging in an environment where the use of room and the adding of 
weight are very tightly monitored. This paper describes the techniques to settle a 
fully autonomous location system which answers to the needs for an accurate, 
strongly reliable location while being non-intrusive, cost-effective and easily 
integrated in any launch vehicle. 
  
 

3:40 p.m. “A Novel Combining Acquisition Algorithm with Data and Pilot Signals of 
19-10-06  BDS-3 B1C Signal” 

Liang Taotao & Wang Ming, Institute of Electronic Engineering, China Academy 
of Engineering Physics 
 
A novel power-weighted combining acquisition algorithm of B1C signal, which can 
be applied in high dynamic scenario, is developed in this paper. B1C signal is the 
primary signal of the Third-generation BeiDou Navigation Satellite. The B1C 
signal adopts a new navigation signal system including pilot and data signal. These 
two signals are transmitted simultaneously in an orthogonal manner. When the 
signal is weak, two signals need to be processed jointly to improve the signal 
detection ability. This paper designs a novel weighted joint acquisition algorithm. 
Monte Carlo simulation has been done to evaluate the performance. The simulation 
results show that the detection performance of the proposed algorithm connects 
with the weighted coefficient. When the optimal weighting coefficient is selected, 
detection performance can be improved greatly under the condition of weak signal. 
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Session 11  RF Spectrum         
 
Chair  Mark McWhorter, V.P. of Sales & Marketing 

Lumistar, Inc 
 

2:00 p.m. “Development of Network Data Aggregator for Payload Filtering to Control  
19-11-01  Telemetry Bandwidth” 

Charles Reyzer, Philip Ellerbrock & Robert Zettwoch, Boeing; Andy Kragick & 
Troy Troshynski, Avionics Interface Technologies 

 
Emerging aircraft avionics and vehicle management communication systems have 
switched to higher data rate networks such as Ethernet and Fibre Channel, 
requiring Flight Test systems that can acquire data information from these 
networks. The data has moved onto higher speed networks, but the telemetry 
bandwidth has not increased, therefore producing a need to selectively capture 
data from within a packet, down to the bit level, for telemetry without requiring to 
capture the entire message. Ethernet and Fibre Channel are transport protocols 



without rigid payload structure definitions such as MIL-STD-1553 or ARINC-429. 
Avionics traffic can be defined in any manner including dynamic length components 
or repeating structures that are difficult to define generically. AIT (Avionics 
Interface Technologies) developed the Airborne Network Data Aggregator (ANDA) 
unit for The Boeing Company with six different payload structure filter types to 
generically capture data out of network structures.  

 
 
2:20 p.m. “Effects of Swarm Density on Multihop Drone Telemetry Data” 
19-11-02 Justin P. Rohrer, Naval Postgraduate School 
 

Bandwidth being a limited resource in airborne telemetry networks, drone swarms 
are particularly challenging to instrument due to the number of airborne nodes 
involved.  Even a modest amount of data being transmitted by each node may 
overwhelm the network.  Prior work has evaluated these effects in a number of 
drone swarm mobility scenarios and shown the difficulty of achieving reliable data 
delivery.  However, those results do not distinguish between data loss due to 
congestion of the available spectrum, and loss due to changing network topologies 
or disconnection due to mobility.  In this work we attempt to isolate those effects by 
keeping a simulated drone swarm stationary and focusing on the telemetry data 
delivery due to changing the size and density of the swarm.  We compare the 
performance using no multi-hop routing protocol, as well as using DSDV, AODV, 
DSR, and OLSR. 
  
 

2:40 p.m. “Verification Techniques for Spectrum Usage in Space, Time and   
19-11-03 Frequency” 

 Phiroz H. Madon, Perspecta Labs Inc. 
 

A Spectrum Usage Measurement System (SUMS) characterizes the actual use of 
telemetry spectrum at DoD flight test ranges. The system tracks daily usage in a 
measurements repository, which becomes an invaluable resource, allowing 
querying, reporting and analytics, for defending against future spectrum sell-offs, 
and for providing insights into improving spectrum efficiency. The question is how 
do we quantify spectrum usage in space, time and frequency? And how do we certify 
“actual usage”, as opposed to simple allocation and claims that the spectrum was 
planned to be used? We discuss techniques for addressing these challenges. The 
system draws upon spectrum mission planning data, a network of sensors of various 
types, and a correlation algorithm. A scaling problem characterizing the spatial 
extent of the spectrum usage is solved. Correlation, using heterogeneous data 
sources at a test range with numerous RF emissions prompts a heuristics and 
flexible rules-based approach.  

 
 
3:00 p.m. “Block Generalized Spatial Modulation for Massive MIMO Systems” 
19-11-04 Elam A. Curry & Deva Borah, New Mexico State University 



 
Spatial modulation techniques have the ability to convey information by both the 
positions of active antennas as well as the symbols they transmit. Such techniques 
include the generalized spatial modulation (GSM) that can provide high spectral 
efficiency. In general, however, the total number of available symbols in GSM is 
not a power of two. Therefore, selection of a symbol alphabet from the available 
symbols is needed. This is a numerically complex problem. In this paper, we 
propose to significantly reduce the complexity of the GSM symbol set selection 
problem by grouping antennas together to form blocks, thus producing block GSM 
(BGSM) symbols. A previously developed iterative combinatorial method is 
extended to BGSM symbol selection. The effects of the Rician K-factor, BGSM 
symbol block size, and antenna configuration on the performance and design 
complexity are studied. The algorithm is found to significantly reduce the 
complexity of the BGSM symbol set selection problem. 

 
 
3:20 p.m. “On Carrier Frequency and Phase Synchronization for Coded 16-APSK in  
19-11-05  Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry” 

Michael Rice, Bryan Redd & Ximena Briceno, Brigham Young University 
 

This paper examines the problem of carrier phase and frequency estimation for 
coded 16-APSK in aeronautical mobile telemetry. Given the fact that coded systems 
tend to operate at lower signal-to-noise ratios than uncoded systems, the 
synchronizer must operate at these lower signal-to-noise ratios. For a 30 kHz 
frequency offset and a 10 Mbit/s 16-APSK signal, the conventional phase lock loop 
(PLL) system does not achieve consistent lock to be a useful approach. Blind 
feedforward FFT-based estimators and feedforward-initialized PLLs can achieve 
good performance.  
 
 

3:40 p.m.  “Polarization Diversity and Equalization Of Frequency Selective Channels In  
19-11-06  Telemetry Environment For 16APSK” 

Farah Arabian & Michael Rice, Brigham Young University 
 

Providing RHCP and LHCP outputs from the antennas vertical (V) and horizontal 
(H) dipoles in the resonant cavity within the antenna feeds is the current practice 
of ground-based station receivers in aeronautical telemetry. The equalizers on the 
market, operate on either LHCP or RHCP alone, or a combined signal created by 
co-phasing and adding the RHCP and LHCP outputs. In this paper, we show how 
to optimally combine the V and H dipole outputs and demonstrate that an equalizer 
operating on this optimally combined signal outperforms an equalizer operating on 
the RHCP, LHCP, or the combined signals. Finally, we show how to optimally 
combine the RHCP and LHCP outputs for equalization, where this optimal 
combination performs as good as the optimally combined V and H signals. 

 
 



4:00 p.m. “DFT-based Frequency Offset Estimators for 16-APSK” 
19-11-07 Bryan Redd, Jamison Ebert, Autumn Twitchell & Rice, Brigham Young 

University 
 

In this paper, we analyze several DFT-based frequency offset estimators for use 
with the 16-APSK digital modulation scheme. Even a small frequency offset 
between radio transmitters and receivers can cause phase information to be lost, 
so a system to align the phases is required to reliably demodulate PSK signals. 
These estimators have been adapted for 16-APSK from methods originally intended 
for use with QPSK and CPM. These methods consist of a coarse search and a fine 
search with an optional dichotomous search to improve accuracy.  We analyze the 
estimator error variance and bit error rate associated with several methods of 
frequency estimation. These estimators exhibit small estimate error and variance 
and can provide bit error rates close to the ideal AWGN BER. 
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2:00 p.m. “CCDC-AC High Spin Artillery OBR” 
19-12-01 Alfred Rotundo, Army: CCDC-AC 

 
Developed an on-board-recorder (OBR) to capture both in-bore acceleration and 
in-flight canister expulsion forces for an artillery projectile. The instrumentation 
recorded on the OBR was fed into a model to simulate these forces. The OBR’s 
space claim was limited to the expulsion cavity of the artillery projectile.  The OBR 
was equipped with an analog sensor suite that recorded battery, expulsion 
pressure, high-g in-bore axial accelerometer data, and radial spin data. Utilizing 
8 channels of the ADC on the DSP, the sensors are recorded into both volatile 
SRAM and NOR Flash memory.  The OBR matched both weight and center of 
gravity of the tactical artillery round. To accomplish this, multiple housing 
materials and potting materials were utilized. The OBR survived multiple shots.  
The OBR was instrumented successfully on 4 rounds, allowing an accurate model 
and simulation to be created to increase design reliability and minimize failures on 
future designs. 
 
 

2:20 p.m. “Teleoperated Robotic Arms with Open and Closed Loop Control Systems” 
19-12-02 Eli Verbrugge, Brian Dahlman & Kurt Kosbar, Missouri S&T 

 



This paper examines the usage of telemetry for the six degree of freedom robotic 
arm designed to compete on a Mars rover in the 2019 University Rover Challenge. 
The arm utilizes three microcontrollers to receive control commands and translates 
them directly to motor signals for the six brushless DC motors. The usage of the 
32-bit microcontrollers facilitates inverse kinematics, an intuitive process that 
allows commands to be sent as 3D coordinates to the arm, ensuring fine control for 
arm manipulation. Telemetry will be transmitted from the rover to a remote base 
station over a 900 MHz band using two omnidirectional cloverleaf antennas. 
Communication between the embedded systems is achieved with the ethernet User 
Datagram Protocol standard. This ensures seamless transferal of commands from 
the driver’s joystick to the arm, and a stream of telemetry containing motor 
currents, positional values, and limit switch states - a necessity for the open and 
closed loop control systems.  
 
 

2:40 p.m. “Software Conversion of Legacy Recording Format to IRIG 106 Chapter 10 
19-12-03 File”  

 Richard A. Graham, US Navy 
 

This paper examines how to convert files recorded on a legacy recorder to an IRIG 
106 Chapter 10 file. 

 
 
3:00 p.m. “Remote Heart Monitoring via Medical Telemetry” 
19-12-04 Vincent R. Radzicki & Hua Lee, University of California, Santa Barbara 
 

Today, a wide range of heart conditions can be monitored remotely with relatively 
inexpensive passive sensing technologies, enabling the potential for long-term 
monitoring and prognosis of patient state under representative environmental 
stimuli. A medical telemetry system that can incorporate such passive 
measurements and provide key diagnostic information to medical professionals 
would provide tremendous value to patients via quantitative and personalized 
healthcare. This paper presents an overview of passive sensing methods that could 
be utilized in a medical telemetry system for remote heart monitoring of patients. 
While active systems are another attractive option, they impose additional 
constraints on the system that require careful calibration, expert control, and more 
complex instrumentation. The methods presented here are based on low-cost, 
sensor technology with the potential to greatly improve long-term non-invasive, 
heart-healthy monitoring. 
  
 
 
 

3:20 p.m. “Telemetry on Wildcat Formula Racing Vehicle” 
19-12-05 Nicolas J. Tan & Michael Marcellin, The University of Arizona 
 



The electronics team of Wildcat Formula racing of the University of Arizona is 
currently developing the data acquisition and telemetry system for the Formula 
Society of Automotive Engineers 2019 Competition in Lincoln this summer. We use 
a mixture of automotive sensors and Arduino sensors to be transmitted to the ECU 
and will be extracting the said data from the ECU onto the Arduino through the 
CAN BUS protocol. The data will then be stored locally and broadcasted from the 
vehicle to the pit. The data will be processed for post-race data analysis and 
provide live information to the driver.   
 
 

3:40 p.m. “Decorrelation Deep Learning for Fingerprint-Based Indoor Localization” 
19-12-06 Xiong Guojun, Kim Taejoon & Erik Perrins, University of Kansas 
 

The sensitivity of the indoor localization performance to channel fluctuation is a 
drawback. To address this challenge, we adopt an artificial multi-layer neural 
network (MNN) to learn the complex channel impulse responses (CIRs) as 
fingerprint measurements. However, the performance of the location classification 
using MNN critically depends on the correlation among the training data. 
Therefore, we design two different decorrelation filters that preprocess the training 
data for discriminative learning. The first one is a linear whitening filter combined 
with the principal component analysis (PCA), which forces the covariance matrix 
of different feature dimensions to be identity. The other filter is a nonlinear 
quantizer that is optimized to minimize the distortion incurred by the quantization. 
Numerical results using indoor channel models illustrate the significant 
improvement of the proposed decorrelation MNN compared to other benchmarks. 

 
 
4:00 p.m. “LIDAR Collision Avoidance System with Audio Feedback For The Visually  
19-12-07 Impaired” 
 Julian A. Maravilla & Hua Lee, University of California, Santa Barbara 
 

In this paper, we present two 4th-generation light-weight low-power collision 
avoidance systems. For this new version, the ultrasound transmitter of the data-
acquisition component is replaced by a Lidar to avoid multi-paths in complex 
environment. The estimate of the target range is quantized into a frequency bin and 
represented by acoustic waveforms within the human hearing range. The bearing 
angle of the target is utilized to produce the temporal offset between the twin 
channels of the corresponding acoustic waveforms. This set of wearable-hearable 
devices is designed for real-time navigation for the visually impaired. 
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2:00 p.m. “An Engineer’s Guide to Chapter 7 Packet Telemetry Transport” 
19-13-01 Richard W. Hoffman, GDP Space Systems 

 
Chapter 7 of IRIG106-17 defines the means of encapsulating packetized data within 
a PCM telemetry stream, ostensibly for transport from a platform to a processing 
location, via that platform’s conventional means of PCM transmission.  While 
providing a mechanism for bridging platforms via the telemetry stream, a myriad 
of use-cases evolves, adding varying degrees of complexity to an implementation.  
Understanding these use-cases, their challenges, and some of the potential solution 
methodologies helps to determine the best implementation for a given mission.  This 
paper seeks to present some of these aforementioned points, some obvious, and 
others uncovered over the course of working with solutions-seekers, in an effort to 
help cultivate and shape the growing demand for packet telemetry transport 
bridging. 
 

2:20 p.m. “An Introduction to IRIG-106-17 Features and Associated Command  
19-13-02 Structures” 

 Paul Cook, Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions 
 
The RCC Telemetry group publishes various documents and IRIG-106 aims to 
standardize telemetry solutions. Such efforts help to ensure that ranges – and other 
flight test users – have access to a variety of interoperable equipment. The standard 
is updated every two years with the latest version being IRIG-106-17. The release 
of IRIG-106-17 means flight test engineers now have a new list of transmitter 
performance features to understand and to track during the daily operations. This 
paper provides an overview of these new features as well as the associated 
command structure as published in the standard.  

 
 
2:40 p.m. “Why We Hatin’ on ARTM CPM?” 
19-13-03 Kip Temple, Edwards AFB 
 

Why hasn’t the Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry community adopted IRIG 106 
compliant ARTM CPM as their preferred waveform for the transmission of 
telemetry data? Telemetry receivers in the marketplace today exhibit gains in 
detection efficiency and resynchronization speed that far exceed products of just a 
few years ago. Past papers have shown the link performance comparison between 
the SOQPSK-TG, the new waveform standard, and ARTM CPM has narrowed 
since ARTM CPM was first standardized. This paper will present the latest 
performance comparison between these two waveforms during a controlled test 
throughout various flight conditions. A comparison of the one true measure of 



overall link performance, Link Availability for each waveform is presented, 
comparisons are made, and results are discussed.   
 

3:00 p.m. “Channel Estimation Using Gaussian Process Regression” 
19-13-04 Richard Simeon, Erik Perrins & Taejoon Kim, University of Kansas 
 

Gaussian process (GP) regression can be used in the interpolation of observed 
periodic channel estimates in OFDM transmission systems over both time and 
frequency in small-scale fading environments. Previous GP regression studies used 
the popular radial basis function as the GP kernel. In this study, we examine the 
performance of GP regression using a Bessel kernel with a semi-static 
hyperparameter vector. Results show that GP regression using the Bessel kernel 
outperforms the radial basis kernel, as well as traditional interpolation methods 
such as cubic spline and FIR interpolation, especially when training symbols are 
spaced far apart in time with respect to the channel coherence time. 
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9:00 a.m. “Analysis of Inertial Measurement Data from a Model Rocket Payload” 
19-14-01 Benjamin M. Francis, Paul Blackhurst & David Long, Brigham Young University 
 

This paper is on data analysis from small model rocket payloads called femtosats. 
A femtosat is a small-scale telemetry device used to measure the inertial motions of 
a model rocket. This student-designed circuit board includes a simple inertial 
measurement sensor that collects acceleration data in the form of x,y,z vectors 
which are then transmitted to a radio ground station. The focus of this paper is on 
the analysis of the data collected from the inertial measurement sensor and how it 
can be interpreted. A comparison is made with other methods of data interpretation 
to verify the same outcome as an experimental control. 
 
 

9:20 a.m. “Control Failures in an Unmanned Aerial System and the Potential for  
19-14-02 Stateless Control” 

Kyle Norland & Michael Marcellin, The University of Arizona 
 

To participate in the 2019 SUAS competition, an Unmanned Aerial System (UAS), 
was built. Unfortunately, several critical failures occurred, including an unwanted 
circling behavior, and an unnecessary self-crash. The analysis of both behaviors 
revealed surface level errors in the scripts and devices that were used, but also a 
deeper flaw in the architecture of state based behaviors and conditional state 



transitions. To address these failures, an alternative architecture based around 
stateless controls was designed and tested. It successfully resolved the issues and 
seems to hold promise as an alternative control system architecture, especially in 
non-linear environments. 
 
 

9:40 a.m. “LTE-Based Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry - Lab and Field Test  
19-14-03 Experiments” 
 Kiran M. Rege, Erick Beck, Shobha Erramilli, Sarry Habiby, William Johnson, 

Achilles Kogiantis, Nan Maung, Zulfiquar Sayeed, Anthony Triolo & Jeffrey 
Young, Perspecta Labs 

 
Aeronautical mobile telemetry based on 3GPP's LTE standard is implemented in a 
proof-of-concept system. The solution tackles the large Doppler shifts in flight tests 
using an appliqué that is placed between transmit/receive ports of the Test Article 
(TA) and the antennas. This appliqué estimates the Doppler shift and proactively 
compensates for it on the uplink signals transmitted by the TA. The overall system 
has been tested under different operational conditions in a lab setup and in the 
field. In the lab setup, the desired conditions are created with software-defined-
radio-based channel emulators. In order to carry out field tests, an operational 
LTE network has been created at Edwards Air Force Base with two base stations, 
backhaul links and a core network. In this paper, we provide descriptions of the lab 
and field test setups, and the results of several tests that have been carried out to 
date. The results of the tests lend strong support to the viability of this AMT 
solution. 
 
 

10:00 a.m. “Design and Research of Real-time Monitoring Program Development  
19-14-04  System for Civil Aircraft Flight Test Data Based on WPF” 

Wei Mao, Liu Tao, Can Feng, Feng Wang & Jiayi Liang, Flight Test Center of 
the COMAC 

 
The real-time monitoring program of flight test data is an indispensable support 
tool for the large-scale civil aircraft flight test. With the continuous deepening of 
the networked test system, a large number of complex flight test parameters pose a 
huge challenge for the development of monitoring programs. Based on the WPF 
platform, this paper uses XAML files, reflection, and Data Binding to design a 
system for developing real-time monitoring programs for flight test data. On the 
design side, the system realizes the rapid integration and management of the 
monitoring program by dragging and dropping the display control, shortening the 
preparation cycle in the past few weeks to several hours; on the running end, the 
system can drive hundreds of monitoring terminals in real time by using the three-
layer architecture. The system provides technical support for the first flight of the 
large passenger aircraft C919. 

10:20 a.m. “Design of Airborne Real-time Monitoring System for Vibration Signal of 
19-14-05  Large Civil Aircraft”  



Liang Jiayi, COMAC Flight Test Center 
 

The high frequency vibration signal can effectively reflect the structural strength of 
aircraft during flight test. In order to meet the need of real-time monitoring of 
vibration parameters of a large civil airliner, an airborne real-time monitoring 
system for vibration signals is designed and developed. Development of airborne 
real-time monitoring software for high-frequency signals based on C#. The 
software is received and analyzed the network data of the airborne acquisition 
system, processed the time domain signals by FFT and power spectrum 
transformation, and realized the graphical display. The software can provide a 
strong guarantee for the monitoring personnel to know the status of the aircraft in 
time. This System has been used in flight tests and received positive reviews. 
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9:00 a.m. “A Systems Engineering Approach to Master Measurand Lists and Their  
19-15-01 Metadata” 

 Billy Wells, Northrop Grumman 
 

A system engineering approach to master measurand lists allows database 
designers to leverage metadata to improve data organization and management. As 
data acquisition systems become more complex, the management of sensors and 
their measurands must also advance. Traditional tabulated measurand lists of 
several hundred measurands are typically generated from email or verbal requests. 
Modern data acquisition systems with thousands of measurands are more complex 
than ever, causing these tabulated spreadsheets to become unwieldy and 
unmanageable. Modern database structures can easily handle these lists by 
organizing measurands by their metadata. This also provides an archival process 
to track the maturity of the instrumentation system design. By aligning the 
requirements of the measurand database with data acquisition system 
requirements, designers can ensure their data acquisition system is within 
constraints such as bandwidth, storage capacity, power consumption, size, and 
weight. 
 
 

 
 
9:20 a.m. “Data Collection and Analysis Techniques for Solar Car Telemetry Data” 
19-15-02 Michael Rouse, Miranda Sauer & Kurt Kosbar, Missouri S&T 



 
Data collected from a solar car is monitored in real-time, which allows for 
intelligent decision making, efficient debugging, and high-quality testing for solar 
car teams. This paper compares three databases (MySQL, PostgreSQL, and 
MongoDB) to determine the optimal database system that should be used at solar 
car competitions. Each database system was tested using simulated solar car data 
to measure read and write speeds, and quality of performance on a low-power 
computer. Data were analyzed and displayed with custom interfaces to improve the 
user experience at solar car competitions. 

 
 
9:40 a.m. “Applications of Autonomous Navigation in Next-Generation Mars Rovers” 
19-15-03 Sarah Dlouhy, Ethan Arneson & Kurt Kosbar, Missouri S&T 
 

This paper describes a module used to provide autonomous navigation and 
obstacle avoidance to a teleoperated prototype Mars rover designed to compete in 
the 2019 University Rover Challenge. For the competition’s Autonomous Traversal 
task, the rover must be capable of traversing difficult desert terrain in search of 
visual waypoints. Our design uses a custom Navigation Board (NavBoard), a 
mobile robotics computer, and a sensor capable of producing a dense point cloud. 
NavBoard provides quaternion-based orientation data, distance measurements 
from a 1D LiDAR system, and GPS data over ethernet to a mobile robotics 
computer. This computer derives a 3D point cloud from a three-headed collinear 
stereoscopic camera then processes that data along with the data from NavBoard 
to determine the correct action to navigate through sparsely mapped terrain. 
 
 

10:00 a.m. “Latest Development Status on the Commercial Derivative Aircraft Based 
19-15-04 Instrumentation Telemetry System (CBITS) Program” 

Scott Kujiraoka, GBL Systems 
 

The CBITS project will provide an advanced airborne telemetry (TM) system and 
capability to support the test and evaluation (T&E) of current and future military 
weapons and defensive systems.  In conjunction with the Range Support Aircraft 
(RSA) contracts, CBITS will provide an autonomous airborne T&E asset capable 
of supporting Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) government ranges. 
CBITS will develop an improved S-Band airborne TM capability and a new L- and 
C-Band TM capability as a result of frequency spectrum selloff issues. These 
improved TM capabilities, along with the existing airborne Flight Termination 
System/Command Destruct (FTS/CD) capability, existing radar for Range 
Surveillance (RS) and Range Clearance (RC), and communication systems will be 
integrated into a Gulfstream G550 Airborne Early Warning (AEW) RSA which will 
be replacing the current NP-3D Remote Area Safety Aircraft (RASA).  This paper 
will discuss the latest developmental status of the CBITS project. 

10:20 a.m. “Validation Protocol - The Missing Puzzle Piece” 



19-15-05 Jakub Moskal & Mieczyslaw Kokar, VIStology, Inc.; Austin Whittington & Ben 
Abbott, Southwest Research Institute; Jon Morgan, Edwards 

 
 In multi-vendor T&E systems, a single hardware vendor cannot anticipate the 

dependencies on the settings from hardware manufactured by other vendors, or the 
systemic constraints that are specific to a particular customer. The T&E community 
has recognized the fact that MDL and TMATS XML are not sufficient to address 
this problem alone, and that there is a need for a separate, constraints language. 
Constraints written in such a language can be validated by a third party validation 
engine, without relying on any particular vendor's software. To this end, we 
developed the concept of TACL, a candidate for the standard constraint language, 
and demonstrated it with a reference implementation of a TACL engine integrated 
with the iNET System Manager. In this paper, we argue that this integration should 
be standardized in the form of a Validation Protocol in order to turn the existing 
system into a loosely-coupled, standards-based architecture. 

 
10:40 a.m. “Flight Test Real-time Monitoring System Based on Automatic Identification 
19-15-06  of Test Points” 

Liu Shenghu, Yang Zhe & Ye Bing, Chinese Flight Test Establishment 
 

In order to improve the flight test efficiency of the test plane, an intelligent real-
time monitoring system based on automatically identifying test points was 
designed. The system decomposes the entire flight process into multiple test points, 
each with clear tasks and requirements. Through the prior knowledge of the field 
experts to manually identify the test points, and the test plane's parameters change 
at different test points are analyzed in depth, the key parameters affecting the test 
point identification and their variation rules are extracted, and the test point 
identification knowledge base is constructed. The automatic detection algorithm of 
test points is designed. Combined with the real-time task evaluation technology of 
flight test, a real-time monitoring system for flight test based on automatic 
identification and intelligent evaluation of test points is developed. The use shows 
that the system effectively improves the flight test efficiency of the test plane. 
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9:00 a.m. “JFLUTTER. Real Time Flutter Analysis in Flight Test” 
19-16-01 Pedro Rubio & Francisca Coll, Airbus Defence & Space 
 

During the development of an aircraft it is mandatory to demonstrate that the 
aircraft is free from flutter within its operational flight envelope. This piece 
showcases JFlutter, a flutter analysis tool developed within Airbus Defence & 
Space Flight Test Analysis Tools. JFlutter allows the analysis of this phenomenon 



in real time monitoring, using telemetry data and post flight mode.  Using the FxS 
dataserver as data provider, a reliable data gathering mechanism has been used 
for this critical tool. As flutter means aeroelastic instability, potentially dangerous, 
flight safety becomes a main requirement. For safety reasons and in order to reduce 
overall test program duration it is necessary to check predicted frequencies and 
damping in real time / monitoring.  

 
9:20 a.m. “High-Performance Extensible SOQPSK (E-SOQPSK) Modulation  
19-16-02 Waveforms for Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry Communications” 

Paul Cook, Cheng Lu, Rajeev Argula & Gyorgy Sasvari, Curtiss-Wright Defense 
Solutions 

 

To utilize the resilience to multipath and rapidly varying Doppler shifts offered by 
a multicarrier (MC) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed (OFDM) 
modulation waveform, and the high transmitter power efficiency offered by a single 
carrier (SC) Shaped Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (SOQPSK) modulation 
waveform, we propose a novel Extensible Shaped Offset Quadrature Phase Shift 
Keying (E-SOQPSK) modulation waveform. E-SOQPSK is an OFDM structured 
single carrier modulation waveform, configurable to include OQPSK, SOQPSK, or 
m-QAM. Preliminary laboratory results confirmed its low Peak-to-Average Power 
ratio (PAPR) and high spectrum efficiency. Preliminary simulations demonstrated 
multipath resilience of E-SOQPSK waveform by utilizing OFDM structure-based 
Frequency-Domain equalization at receiver.  

 
9:40 a.m. “APSK Symbol Timing and Carrier Phase Synchronization on an FPGA in a  
19-16-03  C-Band Telemetry Receiver” 

Jason Baxter & Erik Perrins, University of Kansas 
 

This paper presents the implementation of a standard PLL-based timing and phase 
synchronization system on hardware using an FPGA. The synchronization system 
is shown to successfully recover a 16-APSK signal despite offsets in phase and 
frequency between the transmitter and receiver local oscillators. Furthermore, it is 
shown that system performance, in terms of symbol times required to achieve lock, 
is comparable to double-precision floating point simulations despite using fixed 
point numbers with as few as 5 fractional bits for most computations. 

 
10:00 a.m. “Doppler Power Spectra from Vehicle-to-Everything Propagation  
19-16-04 Experiments” 
 Kalin Norman, Benjamin Jensen, Michael Rice & Willie K. Harrison, Brigham 

Young University 
 

This paper presents the results of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) propagation experiments. The experimental results are 
summarized by Doppler power spectra.  Our measurements indicate the need for a 
dynamic system that can handle the variable channels experienced in vehicle-to-
everything communications. 

 
10:20 a.m. “The Good, The Bad, and The Non-Circular Signals” 



19-16-05 Stephanie Tsang & Tamal Bose, University of Arizona; Al Samuel  
 

Second-order (SO) non-circularity is a statistical property that is used to classify 
signals. Signals with SO non-circularity are extensively used in communication and 
radar systems. The SO non-circularity property is generally useful in the 
application of array processing techniques for extending antenna apertures. 
Exploiting this non-circularity property for a multi-faceted set of communication-
type and radar-type signals is the objective of this study. For a given type of signal, 
the circularity quotient and its properties are tested and evaluated in terms of 
parameters such as the modulus of its phase, complex covariance, pseudo-
variance, the angle orientation of the ellipse, its eccentricity, and other relevant 
properties are calculated.  A MATLAB simulation was developed to expeditiously 
and efficiently identify circular versus non-circular signals and for computing 
several statistical measures of a SO, non-circular signal.  
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ABSTRACT

The Consultative Committee for Space Data System (CCSDS) defines a standard for the data com-
pression algorithm applied to the image data from payload instruments. In the CCSDS image data
compression (CCSDS-IDC) standard, an image is encoded using a three-level two-dimensional
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and the Bit-Plane Encoder (BPE). Compared to the JPEG2000
standard, the compression performance is reported to be similar at high bit rates with much lower
complexity. However, its lack of highly scalable features supported by JPEG2000 hinders smooth
browsing of the high-resolution satellite images. In this work, a method of quickly accessing a re-
gion of interest in a high-resolution satellite image is introduced. It utilizes parallel processing and
the structure of the space packets which contain the strip-based codestream. This method is par-
ticularly effective for remote satellite image browsing and the study demonstrates its performance
using KOMPSAT (Korea Multi-Purpose Satellite)-3A images.

INTRODUCTION

As satellite technologies have become more sophisticated, the resolution of satellite images has
increased significantly. Those massive satellite images are typically compressed on-board for ef-
ficient use of memory space and transmission channel bandwidth. The CCSDS-IDC standard
[1] decomposes the image into several frequency bands and orientations using a three-level two-
dimensional DWT, and the resulting wavelet coefficients are efficiently encoded by the BPE. Com-
pared to the JPEG2000 standard [2] which exploits a similar DWT, the functionalities supported
by the CCSDS-IDC standard are limited, but the computational complexity is appropriate for im-
plementation on a resource-constrained on-board processing system, and the compression per-
formance is reported to be similar at high bit rates [3, 4, 5]. Because of this low computation
complexity and high compression performance, various satellites including KOMPSAT-3 and 3A
employ the CCSDS-IDC standard.

Recent high-resolution satellite images are much larger than the maximum resolution of a dis-
play device. These images are typically viewed interactively through the user’s zooming and
panning requests. However, the CCSDS-IDC standard is not a straightforward way to view the
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high-resolution satellite images quickly, because it lacks the scalable decoding feature supported
by JPEG2000. This paper introduces a method of implementing a scalable CCSDS-IDC decoder
which is useful for remote image browsing. This decoder relies on a parallel processing technique
and the structure of the codestream.

CCSDS IMAGE DATA COMPRESSION STANDARD

The CCSDS-IDC standard supports both lossy and lossless compression. Lossless compression
uses the 9/7 integer wavelet transform and lossy compression employs the 9/7 floating wavelet
transform. A three-level Wavelet transform is applied to the image, and a total of 8 subbands are
created. Prior to the bit-plane coding, the wavelet coefficients needed to reconstruct an 8× 8 area
in the spatial domain are grouped into one block. As shown in Figure 1, one block consists of 1 DC
coefficient in the LL3 subband and 63 AC coefficients extracted from the remaining subbands at
the corresponding position. Consecutive blocks of 16 in the raster scan direction are grouped into
a gaggle, which is a basic unit of entropy coding. Each set of gaggles is called a segment. Each
segment is independently encoded, so other segments are not affected when data loss or corruption
occurs. The number of blocks (or gaggles) constituting a segment is determined by compression
performance, error robustness, and available memory.

LL3 HL3

LH3 HH3 HL2

HH2LH2 HL1

HH1LH1

DC
coefficient

parents

children

grandchildren

Figure 1: A single block is composed of 64 wavelet coefficients.

STRUCTURE OF KOMPSAT-3A SPACE PACKETS

As shown in Figure 2, compressed satellite images are delivered to the ground in the CADU (Chan-
nel Access Data Unit) format. The CADU consists of a synchronization mark, a transfer frame, and
a Reed-Solomon (RS) channel code. A fixed-size source packet is constructed by grouping several
pieces of transfer frame data except headers. The APID (Application Process Identification) in the
header of the source packet is used to identify the type of channel (panchromatic, multi-spectral,
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Figure 2: Construction of source packets.
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Figure 3: A segment is reconstructed as Tw × 8 image. (a) Segment in the wavelet domain and (b) the
corresponding spatial area in the spatial domain.

and so on).
The data portion of the source packet contains one segment of CCSDS-IDC codestream. Push-

broom sensors equipped in the satellite, such as KOMPSAT-3A, have strip-based segments. As
shown in Figure 3, one segment consists of blocks that represent Tw × 8 pixels in the image.
These N segments create a tile image of size Tw × Th (or Tw × 8N ). The size of the tile image is
also fixed, and the number of tile images increases as the capture time increases.

SCALABLE DECODING OF SPACE PACKETS

Figure 4 shows the channel configuration of a panchromatic (PAN) image. Since the PAN image
has a very high resolution, it consists of eight channels with neighboring sensors, and each channel
image is composed of several tile images whose number increases in proportion to the capture
time. The tile images are independently encoded, so they can be processed in parallel. In the
CCSDS-IDC standard, a segment is the minimum unit of parallel processing and spatial random
access. In this work, however, a tile image which consists of N segments is used as the basic unit
of parallelization and spatial random access for ease of management and implementation.

The DWT can inherently create images with various resolutions. A 3-level DWT in the CCSDS-
IDC standard creates a total of four resolutions. As shown in Figure 5, the LL3 image, which is a
set of DC coefficients, produces the lowest resolution image by itself. An LL2 image is synthesized
with LL3, HL3, LH3, and HH3 images and has four times higher resolution than the LL3 image.
The LL2 image, again with HL2, LH2, and HH2 images, produces an LL1 image with a four
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Figure 5: Wavelet image synthesis.

times higher resolution. In addition, an LL0 image which has full resolution can be synthesized
by combining LL1, HL1, LH1, and HH1 images. However, unlike the JPEG2000 codestream,
the CCSDS-IDC code stream does not include a marker that distinguishes each subband. In the
codestream for one segment, the DC components (LL3) for entire blocks are placed in the front,
and the AC components for each block are interleaved afterward. The LL3 image corresponding
to the overview image can be constructed by decoding the front part of the codestream. However,
in order to construct higher resolution images (LL2, LL1, LL0), all of the AC components of all
blocks in the segment must be decoded.

Table 1 shows the decoding performance of the decoder (designated KARI), which utilizes tile
image-based parallelization and resolution scalability, as proposed in the paper. For comparison,
a reference decoder for the CCSDS-IDC standard [6] was used. The reference decoder does not
exploit the inherent feature of the DWT and decompresses sequentially without parallel processing.
The performance shown in Table 1 was measured on a system with an Intel i9-7980XE CPU with
18 cores and 64GB of memory, and a total of 36 threads. Each thread was allocated to process one
tile image at a time.
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resolution KARI [6]
LL3 (overview image) 0.275 N/A

LL2 5.619 N/A
LL1 5.943 N/A

LL0 (full resolution) 8.188 239.480

Table 1: Decoding time of the proposed decoder (seconds).
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Figure 6: Decoding time of the LL0 image by the number of threads (seconds).

The PAN image for the test consisted of 720 tile images taken from KOMPSAT-3A, and the
size is approximately 24, 000 × 90, 000. The decoding performance was measured as the time
taken to decompress from the source packet and store it as a TIFF or raw file on the hard disk.
The experimental results show that the lowest resolution LL3 image (about 3,000 pixels in width
and 11,500 pixels in length) took 0.275 seconds, and the maximum resolution, LL0 image, was
8.188 seconds, which is 29.25 times faster than the reference decoder of 239.480 seconds. The
average decoding time per tile image (approximately 3,000 pixels in width, 1,000 pixels in height)
of the reference decoder for the full resolution was 0.33 seconds, while the decoder presented in
the paper was 0.011 seconds on average. It is worth noting that parallel processing is very effective
for speedup.

Figure 6 shows the decoding time of the LL0 image by the number of threads. As the number
of threads to be processed in parallel increases, the processing time exponentially decreases. The
best result was obtained using threads of 36, which is the maximum number of native threads
the 18-core CPU supports was used. Using more than 36 threads did not help to improve the
performance.

The high-resolution PAN image can be effectively displayed without decoding all the code-
stream if resolution scalability and spatial scalability are appropriately applied. An overview im-
age is first displayed, and higher resolution images are then sequentially displayed at the request
of the user. For the same display extent, as the resolution increases, the number of tile images to
be decoded decreases. Figure 7 shows an example. For an LL3 image, 64 tile images must be
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고속 압축 해제 (3)

- 압축 알고리즘의해상도 Scalability 활용
- overview 영상 (LL3 영상)을먼저보여주고, 요청시에다음으로높은
해상도영상 (LL2/LL1/LL0) 영상 차례로생성

- 해상도가높아질수록디스플레이되는 Tile 영상수와영역은작아짐

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: Example of Spatial and resolution scalability. (a) LL3 image reconstructed from 64 tiles, (b) LL2

image reconstructed from 16 tiles, (c) LL1 image reconstructed from 4 tiles and (d) LL0 image reconstructed
from one tile.

decoded, but the LL0 image can be displayed from only one decoded tile image.
Since high-resolution satellite images are viewed at various resolutions and locations, a user

is likely re-visit an area which has been previously processed. Because of the limited memory
capacity, it is difficult to keep all processed tiles in memory. Therefore, the proposed decoder
applies a cache model. Tile images far from the tile images currently being displayed are first
stored in the hard disk cache memory and removed from the memory. Then, when a display
request is received for that area, the tile image is not decoded again but is loaded from the cache
memory to reduce decoding time.

REMOTE IMAGE BROWSING

The scalable decoder described above is very effective for viewing images received at remote lo-
cations. Figure 8 shows a block diagram of an interactive CCSDS-IDC remote image browsing
system, similar to the JPIP(JPEG2000 Interactive Protocol)-based remote browsing system [7].
The client connects to the server via two TCP channels. The first channel is bidirectional and used
by the client to request the server to perform an operation or to receive the results of the operation
from the server. The second channel is unidirectional and is used by the server to transmit the
requested data to the client. To be specific, operations such as a connection request, satellite image
list request, specified satellite image size request, region/resolution of interest request, and trans-
mission stop request are communicated through the first operation channel, and the compressed
data for the requested region/resolution of interest are transmitted in the second data channel.
Since the data channel is dedicated for data transmission, no separate ACK is required. Also, as
shown in Figure 8 (b), a unique session ID is allocated to a connected client so that a plurality of
clients can connect to the server at the same time.

Figure 9 compares the time taken for each operation to view a high-resolution image remotely
over the network protocol and to view the image from a local file. In both cases, the display
regions and resolutions requested by the client are the same as the following: the display size is
1980 × 1080, which corresponds to full HD (High Definition). An overview (LL3) image is first
displayed and the image is panned 300 pixels to the right (denoted as PR) and then 300 pixels down
(denoted as PD). Zoom-in is performed around the center of the last screen (denoted as LL2). Then
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Figure 8: Client-server architecture for remote image browsing. (a) Client-sever interaction. (b) 1 : N client
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Figure 9: Operation time for each browsing operation.

it moves 300 pixels to the right, and 300 pixels down again. This process is repeated up to the full
resolution LL0.

The network bandwidth is limited to 50Mbps. While viewing the 12 scenes, the longest opera-
tion, displaying LL2, took 269ms for the local file, while it took 362ms for remote browsing. The
difference in processing time between the local file and the remote browsing can be interpreted
as the time required to transfer the data (approximately 100 ms). The reason that displaying LL2

takes a long time is because the number of tile images it covers is not small and the CCSDS-IDC
standard requires all AC coefficients be decoded, unlike JPEG2000, which only needs LL3, HL3,
LH3, and HH3 to reconstruct LL2.

Nevertheless, because the proposed decoder only processes the necessary area in parallel, the
processing time is fast and the amount of data transmitted is not significant. Compared to the
total size of a local file, 734.3MB, the size of data transferred while displaying all 12 scenes was
19.3MB. From this fact, it can be seen that the proposed decoder is effective for remotely viewing
satellite images.
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CONCLUSIONS

The CCSDS-IDC standard is designed to effectively compress images in a resource-constrained
on-board computing system, which limits its ability to quickly decode regions of interest in high-
resolution satellite images. To address this limitation, this paper proposes a method of more quickly
viewing regions of interest with desired resolutions by decoding tile images in parallel utilizing the
DWT and the structure of the codestream. In addition, this paper defines an interactive network
protocol that facilitates the efficient transmission of remote images. Although parallel processing
of tile images provides high performance at low resolutions, where several tile images appear at the
same time on one screen, the performance improvement offered by parallel processing is reduced
at high resolutions. More granular parallel processing by segments is possible, but the trade-off
between ease of implementation and management and actual decoding performance should be
considered. This is an on-going topic.
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ABSTRACT

The continual advances in military system technologies compel the Test & Evaluation community
to constantly mature and adapt test methodologies and instrumentation capabilities. The need for
alternate approaches aimed at collecting in-flight missile Time Space Position Information (TSPI)
that compliment on-system high dynamic GPS and radar is just one example that supports the
development of new techniques and numerical methods. The primary objective of this technical
paper is to provide conceptual details pertaining to a methodology that can determine a TSPI
solution based on telemetry signal strength or data arrival time combined with the Newton-Raphson
Jacobian method for solving a multivariate system of equations.

INTRODUCTION

Each technology and method for determining the TSPI location of an object has strengths and
weaknesses. Some of these strengths and weaknesses dictate concessions in the areas of update
rate, accuracy, precision and Size/Weight/Power (SWaP). For example, on-system high dynamic
GPS based systems are small and light weight but can exhibit issues when determining the position
of rolling air-frame missiles and rockets due to antenna structure and design. These GPS based
systems are also unable to support certain tests with RF jamming requirements. The theoretical
methodology presented in this paper introduces a potential alternate approach for determining TSPI
that complements the current industry standard techniques and has the potential to be implemented
using existing telemetry equipped test articles and receiving equipment.

The proposed technique requires four receiving sensor nodes emplaced at known locations
within the area of operation and test articles equipped with single point emitters. A hypothetical
terrain arrangement for this setup is depicted in Figure 1 where the receiving sensor architecture
detects the signals from the single point emitters and determines emitter to receiver distance rela-
tionships. As a simple example, if a signal from a single point emitter arrives at Node1 before it
arrives at Node2, one knows the emitter is closer to Node1 and the difference in arrival time can
be used to determine the disparity in distance between the receiver nodes and the emitter. Dif-
ferent methodologies can be use to determine this distance disparity information. These include
time of flight, time of arrival and received signal strength. Different spectrum, such as RF and
Near-Infrared, can also be used. This paper does not cover the technique employed to make these
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Figure 1: Conceptual terrain, test article and instrumentation configuration.

measurements but assume an appropriate technique is used. This paper does however cover the nu-
merical techniques used to solve the system of equations associated with determining the location
of an object where the inherent advantages include the ability to be used with rolling airframes and
operation during navigational effects (e.x. GPS jamming) testing.

SYSTEM OF EQUATION DEVELOPMENT

Establishing the system of equations required to ascertain the TSPI location of an object is de-
rived using the simple expression for the distance between two points in three-dimensional space.
This equation has the form:

D =
√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 + (z2 − z1)2 (1)

where:
D - Distance between the two points
x1, y1, z1 - Coordinates of the point 1
x2, y2, z2 - Coordinates of the point 2.

Applying (1) to the hypothetical terrain arrangement depicted in Figure 1 produces a system of
4 equations and 7 unknowns. These equations have the forms:

D1 =
√

(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2 + (z − z1)2 (2a)

D2 =
√

(x− x2)2 + (y − y2)2 + (z − z2)2 (2b)

D3 =
√

(x− x3)2 + (y − y3)2 + (z − z3)2 (2c)

D4 =
√

(x− x4)2 + (y − y4)2 + (z − z4)2 (2d)
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where the unknowns are x, y, z, D1, D2, D3 and D4.
Further simplification of (2) is accomplished by implementing the appropriate method for de-

termining the relationship between distances D1, D2, D3 and D4. To illustrates using signal arrival 
time, if an RF signal from the emitter arrives at Node1 1ns before the signal arrives at Node2, the 
distance between Node2 and the single point emitter is approximately 30cm longer than the  
distance between Node1 and the single point emitter. Using this information, the distance 
delta can be determined using the equation:

∆2 = D2 −D1 = 30cm. (3)

Rearranging (3) and applying these distance ∆s to (2) produces the required system of 4 equa-
tions and 4 unknown. These equations have the forms:

D1 =
√

(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2 + (z − z1)2 (4a)

D2 = D1 + ∆2 =
√

(x− x2)2 + (y − y2)2 + (z − z2)2 (4b)

D3 = D1 + ∆3 =
√

(x− x3)2 + (y − y3)2 + (z − z3)2 (4c)

D4 = D1 + ∆4 =
√

(x− x4)2 + (y − y4)2 + (z − z4)2 (4d)

where the remaining unknowns are x, y, z and D1.

NEWTON-RAPHSON JACOBIAN METHOD

The multivariate Newton-Raphson Jacobian method is an expansion of the single variable
Newton-Raphson method. Understanding the single variable derivation provides valuable insight
and rational for the theoretical approach used to determine a TSPI solution by solving for the un-
known variables in the system of equations presented in the previous section. The derivation, as
presented in [1], starts with the Taylor series expansion of the function f(x) about a point x = x0

where:

f(x) ≈
∞∑
n=0

f (n)(x0)

n!
(x− x0)

n =
f (0)(x0)

0!
(x− x0)

0 +
f (1)(x0)

1!
(x− x0)

1 + ...

+
f (n)(x0)

n!
(x− x0)

n. (5)

Retaining the first two terms of (5) results in an equation for the tangential line to the curve
create by f(x) at the point (x0, f(x0)) where:

f(x) ≈ f(x0) + f ′(x0)(x− x0). (6)

The value of x where the given function f(x) crosses the x-axis can be determined using (6)
and defining x1 as the point where f(x) = 0. This produces:
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Figure 2: Newton-Raphson iterative method.

0 ≈ f(x0) + f ′(x0)(x1 − x0). (7)

Solving for x1 in (7) produces:

x1 = x0 −
f(x0)

f ′(x0)
. (8)

If the value x0 is defined as an initial guess of the root, then the resulting value for x1 is an
improved estimate. Converting (8) into an iterative form produces:

xn+1 = xn −
f(xn)

f ′(xn)
(9)

where each iteration results in a value of x and functional value f(x) closer to the actual root.
Figure 2 illustrates this iterative process.

When the Newton-Raphson method is applied to a system of n equations with n unknowns, (9)
becomes:

−→x n+1 = −→x n −
−→
F (−→x n)
−→
J (−→x n)

(10)

where

−→
F (−→x n) =


f1 = D1 −

√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2 + (z − z1)2

f2 = D1 + ∆2 −
√

(x− x2)2 + (y − y2)2 + (z − z2)2

f3 = D1 + ∆3 −
√

(x− x3)2 + (y − y3)2 + (z − z3)2

f4 = D1 + ∆4 −
√

(x− x4)2 + (y − y4)2 + (z − z4)2

 , (11)
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−→
J (−→x n) =


∂f1
∂x

∂f1
∂y

∂f1
∂z

∂f2
∂x

∂f2
∂y

∂f2
∂z

∂f3
∂x

∂f3
∂y

∂f3
∂z

∂f4
∂x

∂f4
∂y

∂f4
∂z

 (12)

and −→x n contains the dependent variables x, y and z when applied to the problem space pre-
sented in this paper. Iterations are then performed until an acceptable convergence limit (CL) is
reached using the equation: √√√√ n∑

i=1

(−→
F (−→x n)

)2
< CL. (13)

RESULTS

Numerous tests were performed on the algorithm while systematically changing the receiver
node location, single point emitter actual location, single point emitter location initial guess and
arrival time error. The results of this testing demonstrated the feasibility of this concept and algo-
rithm as applied to the TSPI determination problem space. The following plots present a subset
of the results attained and illustrate the effects of the initial guess on convergence iterations and
execution times.

Figure 3: Number of iterations when the initial guess is close to the actual location. (Convergence time <
20ms, CL = 1x10−2)
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Figure 4: Number of iterations when the initial guess is moderately close to the actual location. (Conver-
gence time ≈ 50ms, CL = 1x10−2)

Figure 5: Number of iterations when a bad initial guess is used. (Convergence time ≈ 2.5s, CL = 1x10−2)

CONCLUSIONS

Newton-Raphson Jacobian is a numerical technique that can be used to solve multivariate sys-
tems of equations in a variety of engineering disciplines [2]. The material presented in this paper
provides a theoretical use case for this numerical method applied to determining the location of an
object without knowing actual distances between the object and four ground receivers but rather
the relationship between distances. Additionally, algorithm testing indicates execution efficiency
and convergence times fit the periodicity requirements for typical TSPI applications. Further ex-
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perimentation is planned to mature this method and demonstrate it in a relevant environment.
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ABSTRACT

For target imaging and tracking systems, a key signal processing task is motion estimation. Specifi-
cally, the trajectory of a maneuvering target undergoing rigid body motion can be described through
a series of translational and rotational transformations. Estimation of these motion parameters pro-
vides the tracking system enough information to calculate the targets trajectory over time. Deter-
mining the rotational motion to a high accuracy is also very important, as the imaging system can
then form an image of the target over multiple aspect angles and thus increase the resolution per-
formance. This paper focuses on algorithm development and performance limitations for motion
estimation and image formation using active sensing arrays.

INTRODUCTION

Active sensing arrays, like radar and sonar, are pivotal tools for detection and tracking of both co-
operative and non-cooperative moving targets. The information acquired from these systems can
be used for a variety of different applications such as target tracking, navigation, and identification.
A core step for these applications is estimation of the target’s motion to aid in determining its over-
all trajectory. Target motion estimation and tracking for sensor arrays is a research area with a rich
and deep technical background. Although, position tracking can be achieved with extremely high
accuracy, issues remain for estimating targets’ rotational position and motion during the scan. In
this paper, we present a review of array sensing and imaging techniques for motion estimation and
focus on algorithm design issues that can be optimized for the different stages of data processing.
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ACTIVE SENSOR ARRAYS AND MOVING TARGETS

Target detection and localization is an important function for sensor systems, such as radar and
sonar, in a variety of different applications in surveillance, navigation, and security [1, 2]. De-
pending on the target of interest, the system will employ either active or passive sensing. Active
sensing requires the system to transmit a probing waveform and measure the target’s reflections to
extract the tracking information. Passive sensing in contrast does not actively transmit any wave-
forms, and instead only receives signals either generated by the target or from other independent
sources. Active sensors typically provide greater target information and provide system engineers
more parameters to configure to achieve optimal performance, however, require greater system
complexity and cost. The primary advantage active systems possess is the ability to accurately es-
timate target range and direction, whereas passive systems typically focus on estimating direction
only. In this work, we will explore the design and implementation of active sensor arrays due to
these advantages.

A single sensor element can perform target ranging through precise timing measurements of
the reflected waveforms in comparison to the transmit waveform. The exact ranging resolution
depends on the waveform parameters, specifically the frequency bandwidth. Many target structures
will scatter incoming probing waveforms at several discrete spatial points. This point-scattering
model is accurate for the wavelengths and target size for most active sensor systems [3, 4]. Given
high enough ranging-resolution, the sensor system can not only measure the mean range to the
target, but can also identify each of these point-scatterers to a precise range measurement.

To obtain further information on the direction from the sensor to the target, an array of sensors
are utilized together to extract this out. Many of these techniques are described as direction-
finding or angle-of-arrival algorithms [5]. The angular resolution the system is capable of achieving
depends on the array parameters, and is typically proportional to the size of the array. Due to this
relationship, the direction parallel to the length of the array is typically called the cross-range
direction, and the cross-range resolution is also proportional to the length of the array, but will
change depending on the range to the target. Processing the received signals across the array,
allows for isolating the returns of the point scatterers and attributing them to precise cross-range
positions. Given a sufficiently large aperture design, processing the received signals across the
entire array can produce a Range & Cross-Range image of the target under investigation.

It is desirable for the sensor system to not only determine the target’s position, but also estimate
its motion over the observation period. The sensor measurements collected over the entire array
is referred to as one data-frame, and can produce a subsequent image frame through range and
cross-range processing. The probing waveforms are often comprised of a sequence of frequency
pulses known as Frequency-Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW), so the raw-data acquired is
referred to as Frequency-Pulse data [6, 7]. The frames are acquired at discrete time intervals or
periods T , so the estimation task is to determine the target’s motion between sequential frames. A
model of the discrete target motion can be seen in Fig. 3, where a simple target is displayed at two
separate times. The target has multiple key scattering points (xi, yi, zi), and the points are subject
to a rotational R and translational (∆x,∆y) transformation between frames. Although the target is
following a continuous trajectory, it’s motion can be described as a sequence of discrete rigid body
motion transformations applied at each frame time T . Many targets of interest are subject to rigid
body motion due to their mechanical structure, and will now be examined in more detail.
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Figure 1: Moving Target and Motion Parameters at sequential frames.

For rigid body motion, the set of scattering points (xi, yi, zi) at frame T = 2 can be related to
the same scattering points for the previous at frame T = 1 through the matrix equationxi[2]
yi[2]
zi[2]

 =

cosα cos β cosα sin β sin γ − sinα cos γ cosα sin β cos γ + sinα sin γ
sinα cos β sinα sin β sin γ + cosα cos γ sinα sin β cos γ − cosα sin γ
− sin β cos β sin γ cos β cos γ

xi[1]
yi[1]
zi[1]

+

∆x

∆y

∆z


where α, β, and γ represent the angular motion about the yaw, pitch, and roll axis respectively, and
∆x, ∆y, and ∆z is the translational shift in 3D Cartesian space. Both axis are referenced to the
center of mass of the original target. This can be written more compactly in the form of

P[2] = R · P[1] + ∆xyz (1)

This parameterization is very useful, as the motion estimation problem can be effectively solved
through estimation of the translational and rotation parameters R and ∆xyz at every time frame T .
The results can be concatenated and processed further to determine the overall trajectory.

Current techniques estimate the Cartesian motion from sequential data frames, and track the
target either through mechanical or electrical adjustment of the array. Oftentimes, these techniques
employ long coherent integration of scans of the target to yield Doppler velocity and positional es-
timates, which are then inserted into a tracking filter [8]. Results are displayed showing the target
trajectory via a Plan Position Indicator (PPI), or overlaid onto some other geo-mapping software.
These systems usually require relatively long integration times that the scanning beam must remain
on the target. Although the position of the target can be estimated to high precision, the rotational
motion and relative aspect angle of the target to the array is not explicitly determined. Some sys-
tems rely on target’s rotational motion to form a larger effective aperture (inverse-synthetic aper-
ture), to form high-resolution target imagery and then deduce the rotational motion afterwards, but
these algorithms are highly dependent on low-order approximations of the true target motion [9].
An alternative approach that explicitly estimates both the target’s rotational and Cartesian motion
at discrete time intervals could provide operators more freedom in target tracking applications and
also allow for better benchmarking of system performance in terms of array design, waveform
parameters, and target structure.
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SENSOR ARRAY MOTION ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES

In this section we outline two approaches to motion estimation for sensor arrays. They can be
defined into two broad categories depending on the processing implementation and data availabil-
ity. The first approach focuses on processing the Frequency-pulse data (raw data) acquired from
the array. For this, both target image localization and target motion estimation can be dealt with
concurrently. The second approach is more intuitive, and presumes that the array processing has
occurred and images of the target are formed at subsequent frames. Motion estimation requires
applying the signal processing to the preformed target imagery.

A. Frequency-Pulse Data Domain Method

One frequency pulse data frame is comprised of the full set of measurements acquired at each
sensor element in the array. The data frame at time T will be E[k, i, T ] where k corresponds to the
transmit-illumination frequency and i is the sensor number. From this data, a coarse image of the
target can be computed to map the target’s reflectively over Cartesian space. Areas corresponding
the main scattering centers will be of high amplitude, and areas with no reflections will be of low
amplitude in the produced imagery. The coordinates that the target image is reconstructed over is a
grid of 3D spatial points (x[n], y[m], z[l]), where the grid resolution is determined by the size and
shape of the aperture along with other system parameters.

The image at frame T is formed by back-projection of the received data weighted with its
inverse propagation kernel of the form

I[n,m, l, T ] =
∑
i

∑
k

E[k, i, T ] · exp
(
−j 4π

λk

√
(x[n] − x[i])2 + (y[m] − y[i])2 + (z[l] − z[i])2

)
=
∑
i

∑
k

E[k, i, T ] · h(x[n] − x[i], y[m] − y[i], z[l] − z[i]) (2)

where the h(x[n]−x[i], y[m]− y[i], z[l]− z[i]) is the propagation kernel shifted to the ith sensor’s
position in the array (x[i], y[i], z[i]) [10].

To perform motion estimation, a slight alteration of this procedure can be implemented. Given
a sequential pair of data frames, the current image at frame T can be formed using Eq. 2, and the
previous image at frame T − 1 can be formed to a grid of the same size but where the coordi-
nates axis are transformed by the rotational and translation shift parameters R and ∆xyz. This
transformed axis is (x′[n], y′[m], z′[l]), and the reconstruction will be

I ′[n,m, l, T − 1] =
∑
i

∑
k

E[k, i, T − 1] · h(x′[n] − x[i], y′[m] − y[i], z′[l] − z[i]) (3)

The two successive 3D matrices produced from Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 can be correlated against one
another using a similarity metric as the motion parameters are adjusted. A simple cross-correlation
would be as such:

C[∆x,∆y,∆z, α, β, γ] =
∑
m,n,l

I∗T [m,n, l] · I ′T−1[m,n, l] (4)
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The parameters that maximize the correlation between the two grids will then be the optimal
estimate [11]. Other correlation or similarity metrics may be employed here depending on the
complexity of the target, but these various techniques will all need to employ some form of numer-
ical optimization [12]. This optimization should solve the problem shown in Eq. 5, using a max
search procedure or potentially a more specialized gradient-based approach. The maximum search
procedure can be difficult given the number of parameters and potential lack of well-defined ex-
trema in the correlation function. These issues may be overcome using apriori knowledge on target
dynamics to help limit the search space, and better determine the accuracy needed for sufficient
tracking.

[∆̂x, ∆̂y, ∆̂z, α̂, β̂, γ̂] = argmax C[∆x,∆y,∆z, α, β, γ] (5)

This approach requires little pre-processing so that the amount of algorithmic artifacts to be
encountered is low, but the 3D correlation and maximum search procedure can be very compu-
tationally expensive, especially for high-accuracy requirements. To overcome this a two-stage
method could be implemented, in where a coarse estimate is first computed by applying a far-field,
small angle-approximation of the propagation kernel. This would allow for exploitation of fast
Fourier techniques and other symmetric transforms. Secondly, a fine estimate can be computed us-
ing the more exact model that would fine-tune the coarse estimate to some desired fitting criteria. A
proper balance in efficiency between the coarse and fine stage would require numerical experimen-
tation, however, these regression techniques have seen success in other difficult optimization tasks
[13]. Lastly, although this procedure is of high computational cost, it can be parallelized well and
done concurrently with image formation, so that if the system has large amounts of computational
resources near real-time performance may be feasible. An overview of the proposed methodology
is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Frequency-Pulse Data Domain Based Motion Estimation

B. Image Data Domain

The approach described here is more intuitive, but also more down-stream from the raw data.
Many systems perform image formation at lower software or firmware levels, so that high-level
functions like motion estimation will only have the image data to process. The motion estimation
problem is then to determine the motion parameters from a sequential pair of preformed images.
This imagery may be interpolated, thresholded, and filtered for improved storage and visualization,
but processing artifacts can be introduced and some information may be lost. There is however a
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deep vein of technical work on motion estimation in image processing that is drawn upon for these
tasks that can overcome some of these limitations [14].

The primary methodology for image-based motion estimation is a two-step feature-extraction
and registration procedure [15]. First, a set of “key-feature” points are extracted from both images
and the correct correspondence between them must be determined before subsequent action. The
set of N feature points from the image at time T can be stored in matrix form like

P[T ] =

x1[T ] x2[T ] . . . xN [T ]
y1[T ] y2[T ] . . . yN [T ]
z1[T ] z2[T ] . . . zN [T ]

 = [p1[T ],p2[T ], . . . ,pi[T ], . . . ,pN [T ]]

where pi is the spatial vector describing each key feature point. These feature points should be
closely related to the scattering centers on the target structure described earlier. The centroid of the
set of feature points should then be removed from each vector through

p′i[T ] = pi[T ] −
N∑
i

pi[T ] (6)

P′[T ] = [p′1[T ],p′2[T ], . . . ,p′N [T ]] (7)

Centroid removal than leaves only a rotational relationship between the corresponding feature
points P′[T ] and P′[T − 1] defined as

P′[T ] = R · P′[T − 1] (8)

The immediate goal of feature extraction and centroid removal is estimation of the rotation
parameter R. To achieve this, a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) can be taken of the product
of the two set of feature points producing

P′[T ] · P′[T − 1] = UΛV (9)

For a set of well-defined feature points, this quantity is well-defined, and the least-squares solution
for the rotation matrix R has been shown to be

R̂ = UVT (10)

Lastly, the translation shift parameter can be found by rexaming the original feature points and
applying the estimated rotation matrix. The estimate in this case will be of the form

∆̂xyz =
1

N

[∑
i

pi[T ] − R
∑
i

pi[T − 1]

]
(11)

These procedure provides a numerically stable and computationally efficient method for calcu-
lating the full set of motion parameters from a set of sequential images formed by the array system.
Although this approach has seen much success for image processing on camera systems, the ap-
proach does not always translate well to array imaging systems. The algorithm is highly dependent
on image quality and having a consistent set of “good-feature” points to track. This is not given
for all targets, and the performance can degrade drastically for targets that are not feature-rich.
Also, the image quality and tracking points can vary significantly over the observation period as
the target aspect angle changes, resulting in unexpected and significant drops in performance. If
this performance variation can be accounted for, the computational efficiency of the image-based
approach makes it an attractive option for target motion estimation.
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Figure 3: Image Data Domain Based Motion Estimation

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an overview of motion estimation procedures and their limitations
for active sensor array signal processing. The impact of these procedures has a wide-variety of
applications and could provide another option for system designers in various fields. The review
was meant to highlight the trade-offs between the methodologies and connect them to the key
system parameters in terms of performance. To summarize these were:

• Frequency-Pulse Data Domain: Method that will introduce few processing artifacts and pro-
duce accurate results. Requires high-amount of computational complexity, but the accuracy
is reliable, consistent, and predictable for varying target trajectories and structure.

• Image Data Domain: Method can produce high accuracy estimation results for reasonable
computational complexity, but depends highly on image quality and target trajectory. Per-
formance can vary significantly and degrade quickly as targets maneuver.

The frequency-pulse data approach provides many advantages but is costly in terms of computa-
tion, whereas the image-domain approach can be effective but performance can vary. Future work
will involve numerical comparison of these proposed techniques, and exploring system parameter
analysis on how the design of the arrays and waveforms affect overall accuracy.
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ABSTRACT 

 

The probing waveforms play a crucial role in the performance of software-defined sensing-

imaging systems. The characteristics of the probing waveforms govern both the computation 

complexity and accuracy of the estimation. This paper describes the concepts of the design and 

utilization of the probing waveforms for sensing and imaging applications. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Active sensing and imaging are two interesting and important branches of telemetry applications 

[1]. Both areas share similar mathematical structures and estimation objectives, and both involve 

advanced signal processing algorithms. Time-delay estimation is a widely utilized time-domain 

application. This technology also propagates into the applications to range estimation and 

bearing-angle estimation. With physical transceiver arrays, the space-domain sensing with 

microwave and acoustic illumination include applications such as radar, sonar, and medical 

ultrasound imaging. These two sub-areas traditionally function in the time and space domains 

separately. And the key common component of these two areas is the probing waveforms. As the 

operating modality elevates to the level of software-defined sensing, the design of the probing 

waveforms takes the center stage. 

 

The coherent wave equation provides the mathematical foundation and structural 

interconnections of these two operating modalities. Examining the two components of the wave 

equations enables us to analyze the time-domain and space-domain functionalities with a unified 

framework. Through the characteristics of the probing waveforms, we are able to establish the 

equivalence of the accuracy and resolution limit in both time and space domain. This leads to the 

optimization of the design procedures of the probing waveforms in software-defined sensing and 

imaging in an organized and thorough manner. 

 

In this paper, we first partition the coherent wave equations into two components. The time-

domain component is analyzed for time-delay estimation, with extension to range estimation. 

The space-domain component is examined for displacement estimation and image formation. 

Subsequently, the characteristics of the probing waveforms illustrate the performance, accuracy, 

and resolution limit of both time and space domain approaches in an integrated format. This 

allows us to visualize the interconnections and equivalence of these applications. 
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WAVE PROPAGATION 

 

In many applications in telemetry, especially in sensing and imaging, wave propagation is 

associated with the data-acquisition process. For an in-depth analysis of the performance of 

sensing and imaging systems, we return to the fundamental structure of the wave equations. The 

space-time formulation of coherent wave-propagation kernel is commonly written in the form 

 

h(r,t) = A exp(j(βr – ωt)) 

 

where the propagation distance in 3D is r = ( x2 + y2 + z2)1/2. And A is the complex amplitude 

 

A =  
1

   𝑗𝜆𝑟  
 

 

where λ is the wavelength [2]. The amplitude is a normalization term for the purpose of 

conservation of energy of the waves in the propagation process, which is often characterized as 

propagation loss. This term is slightly different for the 2D case 

 

A =  
1

√𝑗𝜆𝑟
 

 

The term β is known as the wave number, which is defined as 

 

β =  
2𝜋

𝜆
 

 

The wave-propagation kernel can then be partitioned into two components, 

 

h(r,t) =  ha(r) . hb(t) = A exp(jβr) . exp(–jωt) 

 

The first term is the space-domain component, which is a function of the propagation distance, 

 

ha(r) = A .exp(jβr)  

 

This formula allows us to observe the wave-field patterns in space at a particular time instant. 

The second component is a time-domain function 

 

hb(t) =  exp(–jωt) 

 

This term enables us to model the propagation as a linear and time-invariant system for signal 

analysis and processing in the time domain. 

 

These two terms represent the two perspectives of the identical wave-propagation process. The 

partition allows us to formulate the direct relationship between the time and space domain 

analysis and clearly illustrate link between the temporal frequency and spatial frequency.  
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TIME-DOMAIN ESTIMATION 

 

The time-domain component of the wave propagation kernel is in the simple form 

 

hb(t) =  exp(–jωt) 

 

This component is useful to characterize the functionalities of many time-domain 

estimation procedures. In telemetry, the applications include time-delay estimation, bearing 

angle estimation, and range estimation. The basic concept is that the estimation objective 

such as temporal offset, angle of arrival, and range distance, is a function of the relative 

time delay 

 

Δt  =  t1 – t2 

 

given two tracks of time signals 

 

h1(t) =  hb(t – t1)  

and 

h2(t) =  hb(t – t2)  

 

The most direct approach to time-delay estimation is the correlation method. The 

autocorrelation function of hb(t), which is often denoted as R(t), 

 

R(t) =  Ƒ-1{ | Hb(jω) |2} 

 

is the time-domain representation of the power spectrum |Hb(jω)|2 [1]. The autocorrelation 

function R(t) has a peak at t = 0. Because of linearity and time invariance, the cross-

correlation function is a shifted version of R(t),  

 

R12(t) =  R(t – (t1 – t2)) =  R(t – Δt) 

 

with a peak at 

t  =  Δt  =  t1 – t2  

 

Thus the location of the peak of the cross-correlation function indicates the relative time 

offset.  

 

According to the scaling property of Fourier transformation, the resolving capability of the 

time-delay estimation by cross-correlation method is governed by the bandwidth of the 

power spectrum. Thus, the resolution limit is in the form 

 

δ  =  1/B 

 

where B is the bandwidth of the function hb(t). This means wider bandwidth produces more 

accurate time-delay estimates. That also implies coherent or narrow-band waveforms are 

not suitable to time-delay estimation operations. 
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THE LINEAR FMCW WAVEFORMS 

 

In order to achieve high-resolution time-delay estimation, the bandwidth of the probing 

waveforms becomes an important parameter. To produce an adequate bandwidth within a 

defined time period, one example of probing waveforms is the linear FMCW signal,  

 

hb(t) =  exp(–jωt) =  exp(–j(2πfo t + πBt2/T)) 

 

with the waveform period T, 

– T/2  ≤   t  ≤  +T/2 

 

The frequency fo is the center frequency and B is the designed bandwidth [1]. It is a 

waveform of constant amplitude and quadratic phase variation 

 

φ  =  – (2πfo t + πBt2/T) 

 

The frequency variation of the waveform can be observed from the change of the phase 

 
𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑡
  =  –2π(fo + Bt/T) 

 

It now can be seen that the frequency of the waveform is a linear function of time, spread 

over the spectral band from fmin to fmax, with bandwidth B. The slope of the spectral ramp is 

thus B/T. 

fmin =  fo – B/2 

 

fmax =  fo + B/2 

and 

 

Δf  =  fmax – fmin  =  B 

 

The quadratic phase term of the waveform allows us to produce a bandwidth B within a 

finite duration T. If this waveform is applied to time-delay estimation with the correlation 

method, the temporal resolution limit of the estimation is 

 

δ = 1/B 

 

which translates into the space-domain resolution for range estimation 

 

Δr =  v/B 

 

where v is the propagation velocity. In bearing-angle estimation, the angle of arrival θ is in 

the form 

sin(θ)  =  Δr/D  =  v/BD 

 

where D is the separation of the receiver pair. 
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FOURIER TRANSFORM TECHNIQUE 

 

When the linear FMCW waveforms are applied to time-delay estimation, the signal 

processing procedures will not be limited to the correlation method. Consider the linear 

FMCW waveform, 

 

hb(t)  =  exp(–jωt) =  exp(–j(2πfo t + πBt2/T)) 

 

the delayed version can be written as 

 

                                           hb(t – Δt)  =  exp(–jω(t – Δt))  

 

                                  =  exp(–j(2πfo(t – Δt) + πB(t – Δt)2/T)) 

 

The time offset Δt is due the propagation delay, which is the main objective parameter in 

range estimation. If we mix the returned signal with the transmitted waveform, the product 

becomes 

 

hb(t – Δt) . hb*(t)  =  exp(j(2πfoΔt) . exp(–jπB(Δt)2/T) . exp(j2πB(Δt)t/T) 

 

with complex amplitude C, 

 
C =  exp(j(2πfoΔt) exp(-jπB(Δt)2/T) 

 

The sole time-varying component is in the form of a coherent waveform with one single 

temporal frequency 

 

hb(t – Δt) . hb*(t)  =  C . exp(j2πB(Δt)t/T) 

 

The frequency of the coherent waveform is linearly related to the time-delay variable Δt, 

 

Ωo = 2πB(Δt)/T 

 

with the scaling factor B/T 

 

f = (B/T) .Δt 

 

It means the Fourier spectrum gives one single peak at (B/T) .Δt. Thus, alternatively, the 

time-delay estimation can be achieved with a Fourier transformation operation and the 

spectrum is a scaled version of the time-delay profile.  

 

This approach provides an alternative technique to the time-delay estimation problems. It 

replaces the correlation method, which is a convolution procedure, with a combination of a 

multiplication and a Fourier-transform operation. And similarly, this technique has been 

applied to range estimation and bearing-angle estimation. 
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STEP-FREQUENCY FMCW TECHNIQUE 

 

For digital processing, the linear FMCW modality can be modified into the discrete format. The 

discrete version of the continuous-time linear FMCW waveforms is to utilize a collection of 

coherent frequencies for the purpose of establishing a substantial bandwidth sequentially in order 

to produce estimates of adequate accuracy. Instead of one single wideband waveform, the 

alternative is a sequential coherent waveform in the form 

 

hb(t) =  exp(–jωt) =  exp(–jωnt) 

 

For simplicity, the sequence is organized with constant increment Δω, 

 

ωn =  ωo + nΔω  

 

where n = 0, 1, 2, .. N-1. For each frequency step, the product produces one complex scalar,  

 

hb(t – Δt) .hb*(t) =  exp(jωn Δt) 

 

Thus, for N sequential frequencies, an N-point sequence is generated, 

 

      g(n)  =  exp(jωn Δt)  =  exp(j(ωo + nΔω)Δt) 

 

=  exp(jωoΔt) . exp(jnΔωΔt) 

 

     =  exp(j2πfoΔt) . exp(j2πnΔfΔt) 

 

The N-point sequence has a complex amplitude exp(j2πfoΔt). The component exp(j2πnΔfΔt) is a 

function of the index n. If we apply an N-point FFT to the sequence, the phase variation is 

multiplied to the FFT kernel for matching, 

 

2πnΔfΔt  =  2πnk/N 

 

The match produces a peak at 

 

k  =  ko  = (NΔf) Δt  =  B .Δt 

 

Thus the FFT spectrum is a scaled version of the time-delay profile with the scaling factor B, 

 

Δt  =  ko /B 

 

Because the FFT spectrum index is integer, the resolution limit in time is 1/B, which is consistent 

to the result of the linear FMCW modality [1]. This technique is commonly applied to time-delay 

estimation for the simplicity of waveform generation and transmission, as well as computation 

procedures due to the availability of FFT. 
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THE GREEN’S FUNCTION 

 

Now we move the focus of the analysis to the space domain. The space-domain component of 

the wave propagation kernel is in the form 

 

ha(r) =  A exp(j2πr/λ) 

 

This term is commonly known as the Green’s function [1]. For simplicity, we denote the 

propagation distance in 2D as  

 

r = ( x2 + z2)1/2. 

 

Suppose a finite-size linear aperture of length L is arranged along the x-axis, 

 

– L/2  ≤   x  ≤   L/2 

 

The phase variation along the aperture is in the form, 

 

φ = 2πr/λ = 2π( x2 + z2)1/2/λ   

 

Hence, the angular frequency of the kernel in the x-direction is [3], 

 
𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑥
  =  2π (x/( x2 + z2)1/2λ ) =  2π sinθ /λ  

 

The spatial frequency over the aperture is a function of the position 

 

fx  =  x/( x2 + z2)1/2λ  =  sinθ /λ  

 

For the finite-size aperture, the spatial frequency covers the spectral interval of (fmin,  fmax), where 

 

fmin  =  – (L/2)/((L/2)2 + z2)1/2λ  =  sinθmin /λ  

 

fmax  =  +(L/2)/((L/2)2 + z2)1/2λ  =  sinθmax /λ  

 

Thus, the wavefield pattern over the aperture provides a spatial-frequency bandwidth [4], 

 

Bx =  L/((L/2)2 + z2)1/2λ  =  (sinθmax – sinθmin)/λ  

 

Thus, if we apply the correlation method for the estimation process, for the available spatial-

frequency bandwidth, the resolution limit in the x-direction is 

 

δx =  λ((L/2)2 + z2)1/2)/L  = λ/2sin(Δθ) 

 

where 

sin(Δθ)  =  (L/2)/((L/2)2 + z2)1/2) 
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This result is exactly the same as that formulated in classical Fourier optics, which is widely 

known as the Rayleigh resolution limit [2]. 

 

If the far-field approximation is applied, the spatial frequency at a position over the aperture can 

be approximated in the form 

 

fx =  sinθ /λ  ≈  x/zλ   

 

The spatial-frequency bandwidth provided by the aperture becomes a linear function of the 

aperture size 

Bx  =  L/zλ   

 

The resolution limit of the estimation procedure in the x-direction is thus 

 

δx  =  zλ/L  

 

One interesting feature is the equivalence and correspondences between the time-domain and 

space-domain analysis, which is documented in the table. 

 

 

Time-domain analysis Space-domain analysis 

Variable: time (t) Variable: space (r) 

hb(t) =  exp(–j(2πfo t + πBt2/T)) 

 

ha(r) =  A exp(j2πr/λ) 

 

observation period (T) aperture size (L) 

slope =  B/T slope = 1/zλ   

 

bandwidth B bandwidth  L/zλ   

 

resolution δ = 1/B 

 

resolution δx =  zλ/L  

 

 

Table (1): Equivalence and Correspondences of Parameters 

 

 

DISPLACEMENT ESTIMATION 

 

The resolving capability of an imaging system is governed by the capability of displacement 

estimation in the space domain. For a small displacement in both the x- (cross-range) direction 

and the z- (range) direction, the offset distance becomes 

 
r’ = ((x – Δx)2 + (z – Δz)2)1/2 
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The product term can then be written in a simple form 

 
ha(r’) ha*(r) =  |A|2 exp(j2π(r’–r)/λ) 

 
When the range distance z is large, the offset between the range distances can be approximated 

by the low-order terms 

 
r’ – r  =  ((x – Δx)2 + (z – Δz)2)1/2  – ( x2 + z2)1/2   ≈  – Δz  – Δx .x/z  

 

Accordingly, the product term becomes 

 

h(r’) h*(r) =  |A|2 exp(–j2πΔz/λ) . exp(–j2πΔx .x/λz) 

 

with the amplitude term |A|2exp(–j2πΔz/λ) and phase offset exp(–j2πΔx .x/λz) [5.6]. The 

displacement in the range direction introduces a constant phase term exp(–j2πΔz/λ). The spatial 

frequency of this waveform is  

ωo =  2πΔx/λz 

 

and the corresponding spatial-frequency is thus linearly related to the spatial displacement with a 

scaling factor λz, 

fx =  Δx/λz 

 

This means the displacement in the x-direction can be estimated by a Fourier transform operation 

followed by a scaling process by the factor of λz. 

 

This indicates the time-domain linear FMCW waveforms are modified versions of the space-

domain Green’s function, with similar characteristics and properties. For this reason, the Fourier 

transform method is applicable in far-field analysis, which is commonly known as Fresnel and 

Frounhofer approximation. That also implies displacement estimation in space is equivalent to 

time-delay estimation in the time domain.  

 

When the linear FMCW waveforms are employed as probing signals in far-field imaging 

applications, image formation in both range and cross-range direction can be approximated by 

Fourier transformation. This explains the utilization of multi-dimensional Fourier transformation 

has been commonly applied to synthetic-aperture radar and sonar imaging. 

 

It is important to note that if the system is designed to achieve identical resolving capability in 

both range and cross-range direction, it leads to the relationship 

 

v/2B  =  zλo/L  

 

where λo is the wavelength corresponding to the center frequency fo. The extra factor of two is 

due to round-trip propagation. If we simplify the equation with the relationship v = fo λo, the 

relationship becomes, 

 

fo λo/2B  =  zλo/L  
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It translates into the relationship 

 

2B/fo  =   L/z 

 

This suggests the bandwidth B in probing waveforms is equivalent to the aperture size L of an 

array system, and the center frequency fo is equivalent to the range distance to the target region. 

It can be seen the resolution is governed by the bandwidth B in the range direction and aperture 

size L in the cross-range direction. 

 

 

DESIGN OF PROBING WAVEFORMS 

 

In the previous sections, the analysis shows the common component of the system performance 

in both the range and cross-range directions of sensing and imaging applications is the probing 

waveforms. It suggests the selection of probing waveforms is the crucial to the design and 

performance of the systems. So, in this section, the steps for the design of probing waveforms are 

compiled to formulate a procedure in a robust and systematic manner. 

 

Channel estimation and selection: Prior to the sensing and imaging procedures, one key task is 

channel estimation. The task is conducted through passive detection, which is to estimate the 

spectral activities near the transceivers. The spectral profile of the undesired signals can then be 

constructed and the magnitude of noise floor can also be estimated. The segments of frequency 

band with noise floor lower than the designated threshold will be selected as candidates of the 

sensing or imaging exercises. 

 

Utilization of the bandwidth: If the linear FMCW waveforms are employed as the probing 

signal, the center frequency fo and bandwidth B of the waveforms will be determined 

accordingly. Then the waveform period T can be selected subsequently. The concept can be 

extended to the step-frequency FMCW modality, by selecting N operating coherent frequencies 

within the available band with equal spacing Δω. 

 

We can also generate a new class of probing waveforms by converting the space-domain Green’s 

function to the time domain in the form 

 

h(t) =  A exp(–j2π(fot + (t2 + α2)1/2)) 

 

This is to replace the quadratic phase term (πBt2/T) by (2π(t2+α2)1/2), where 

 

α = T/B 

 

This new class of waveforms provides the same level of performance and accuracy, without 

exhibiting the predictable characteristics of the conventional FMCW waveforms. 

 

The amplitude and weighting: For the optimal performance of the probing waveforms, a 

frequency-dependent weighting is necessary. There are three important factors involved in the 

formulation of the amplitude weighting. The first is a linear weighting term. This is to 
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compensate the larger propagation loss for higher frequencies. The second weighting term is 

determined based on the noise floor through the channel estimation.  Higher weighting is given 

to the frequency components with higher noise floor, in order to maintain the same level of 

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). In combination, a weighting profile can be formulated. 

 

For both the traditional or modified FMCW signal format, the frequency distribution within the 

waveform structure is governed by the time variable, in the form 

 

f  =  fo + Bt/T 

 

f  =  fo + t/(t2 + α2)1/2 

 

respectively, where α is a real and positive scalar. The frequency-dependent weighting can then 

formulated in the form of a time-domain amplitude component in the form of A(t). Since the 

frequency weighting and S/N normalization are real and positive, the amplitude term A(t) is a real 

and positive function. Thus, we can generalize the formula of the probing waveforms with a 

time-varying amplitude term, 

 

h(t) = A(t) . exp(–j(2πfot + πBt2/T)) 

 

and  

h(t) = A(t) . exp(–j(2π(fot + (t2 + α2)1/2))) 

 

 

The implementation of frequency weighting for the step-frequency FMCW modality is simpler. 

Because the probing signal of the modality is a sequence of coherent waveforms. Thus the 

amplitude weighting can be individually in the form 

 

h(t)=  A(n) . exp(–jωnt) 

 

Hilbert transform pairs: In practice, the probing waveforms are in the form of real signals. 

Thus, the complex probing waveforms can be decomposed into the real and imaginary 

components, 

 

hI(t) = A(t) . cos(2πfo t + πBt2/T) 

 

hQ(t) = A(t) . sin(2πfo t + πBt2/T) 

 

or for the modified case, 

 

hI(t)  = A(t) . cos(2π(fot + (t2 + α2)1/2)) 

 

hQ(t)  = A(t) . sin(2π(fot + (t2 + α2)1/2)) 

 

The Hilbert transform pairs are real functions, in the same frequency band, with the same power 

spectra, and mutually orthogonal. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In the field of sensing and imaging, the estimation procedures are commonly formulated in time 

and space domain. The time-domain tasks are typically for time-delay estimation, responsible for 

the reconstruction in the range direction. And the space-domain analysis is in general for the 

image formation in the cross-range direction. For the active systems, the probing waveforms play 

the key role in the resolving capability in both range and cross-range direction. Thus, the 

objective of this study is to develop a robust and systematic process for the formulation of the 

probing waveforms for software-defined sensing and imaging systems. 

 

First, the mathematical structure is partitioned into two components, corresponding to the time 

and space domains respectively. The time-domain component is used to analyze the time-delay 

estimation, as well as the related applications such as range estimation and bearing-angle 

estimation. And the space-domain component governs the displacement estimation and image 

reconstruction. 

 

The paper provided the structure of a unified framework for the performance evaluation of 

sensing and imaging systems and examined the equivalence and correspondences of the two 

components. This enabled us to formulate an organized procedure for the design of the probing 

waveforms for optimal performance and accuracy of the sensing and imaging operations. It is 

especially important for software-defined systems where the probing waveforms are modified 

and updated dynamically according to the operational environment. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

High dynamic direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) signal acquisition process is a two-

dimensional signal replication process no matter what acquisition methods are used. In this paper, 

acquisition methods in dynamic surroundings are researched. The analysis tells that, serial 

acquisition methods cannot meet the requirement of flight application, which requires correct 

signal capturing possibility of weak signal and less acquisition time. A new improved acquisition 

approach using partial correlator and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is introduced. The method 

can search Doppler and calculate C/A code phases in parallel. Matlab simulation indicate that, 

the FFT-based algorithm can work well in high dynamic DSSS receiver. 

Keywords: high dynamic DSSS signal, signal acquisition, partial correlator, FFT. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

As an important part of the space probe and missile system, the TT&C system plays an 

importance role in the telecontrol and telemetry of these special targets. DSSS Signal is widely 

used for telemetry，telecontrol and ranging. In army domain, rapid movements result high 

dynamic signal, which is very difficult for signal capturing. In high dynamic DSSS receivers, 

one of the most critical functions is to obtain the code phase and carrier frequency in the 

receiving signals. By tracking spreading code and frequency in the DSSS signal and a locally 

generated copy of the same code and frequency in order to demodulate the transmission data, the 

user using the demodulated information can obtain the critical status of the system. 

 

The focus of the paper is to introduce an improved acquisition approach using partial correlator 

and FFT in high dynamic environmentapplications. Theacquisition method must work well in 

wide dynamic and give coarse estimations of the carrier Doppler frequency and C/A code phase 

quickly. Traditional serial search method, which consists of many discrete search cells with each 

cell represents one code bin or one carrier Doppler bin, cannot meet time request because of too 

many search Doppler cells or code phases. The new method can search Doppler slot range 

according to coherent integration time in acquisition approach design, and can calculate C/A 

code phases in parallel. The improved approach adopts enough coherent integration time, 

including two parts, one part is integrating and dumping time, another part is data length of N-



point FFT analysed.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section Ⅱ gives the 

character of DSSS signal. SectionⅢ  explains the serial acquisition algorithm and its basic 

architecture. Section Ⅳgives the improved signal capture algorithm and details the design of the 

hardware implementation. SectionVshows the capture time and performance results of the new 

method. Section VI concludes with summary of the FFT-based acquisition and recommendations 

for future work that can build upon this research. 

 

THE CHARACTER OFDSSS SIGNAL 

 

Due to the fast motion characteristics of the motion carrier in a special military application area, 

the application scenarios of users and motive carriers are highly dynamic environments, the 

frequency of received signal will be affected by Doppler shift. The Doppler effect of the signal 

must be taken into account during the acquisition process of direct sequence spread spectrum 

signals. The signal acquisition method mentioned in this paper has the following characteristics: 

a) C/A code rate: 10.23Mbps; b) C/A code length: 1023; c) Code type: gold; d) Data rate: 

1000bps; e) Acquisition sensitivity: 40dBHz; f) Doppler range: ≥±100kHz; g) Doppler rate 

range:≥±7kHz/s;h) Acquisition Time: ≤1s. 

 

The C/A code generator of DSSS signal contains two shift registers, which are known as shift 

register1 and shift register2.These shift registers each have 10 cells generating sequences of 

length 1023. The two resulting 1023 chip-long sequences are modulo-2 added to generate a 1023 

chip-long C/A code. Forexample, every 1023rd period, the shift registers are reset with all ones, 

making the code start over. The G1 register always has a feedback configuration with the 

polynomial: 

 1 0
3

1
( ) 1f x x x   . (1) 

In the same way, the G2 register has the polynomial： 

 1 0
2 3 6 8 9

2
( ) 1f x x x x x x x       . (2) 

The output of the two shift registers are combined in a very special manner to make different 

C/A codes. The generation of the Gold codes is sketched in Figure 1. 
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Figure1 Gold code generator 

 



The gold codes are selected as spreading sequences for the DSSS signals because of their 

characteristics. The most important characteristics of the C/A codes are their correlation 

properties, whichare autocorrelation and cross correlation. All C/A are nearly uncorrelated with 

themselves, except for zero lag, and nearly uncorrelated with each other. This property makes it 

easy to find out when two similar codes are perfectly aligned. Figure 2 shows an example of the 

auto- and cross-correlation properties of the C/A code. 

 

 
Figure2 Correlation properties of the C/A codes 

 

THE SERIAL ACQUISITION ALGORITHM 

 

The serial acquisition algorithm is the universal search way of the GPS C/A signal, and is usually 

adopted in the commercial DSSS receiver. The digitized IF signals are ready to be processed, No 

demodulation has taken place, only signal gain andconditioning plus A/D conversion into the 

digital IF signal.Figure3illustrates a serial acquisition algorithm block diagram where 

thedigitized received IF sampled is applied to the input signal. 
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Figure3 Serial acquisition algorithm block diagram 

 



The signal acquisition is a search process, which is to adjust the locally replicated carrier 

frequency and the code phase in accordance with the input DSSS signal. In the receiver, firstly 

the digitized IF signal is stripped of the carrier by the replica carrier signals to produce In-phase 

(I) and Quadra- phase (Q) sampled data. Thelow pass filter filers the high frequency component 

in I andQsignals, then the filtered signal is multiplied by the locally generated PRN sequence. 

The“integrate and dump module” is an accumulator, which can enhance the SNR of the signal. 

TheI and Q signals are integrated over several ms, corresponding to the length of one C/A code, 

and finally squared and added. So to be certain that the signal is detected, it is necessary to 

investigate both the I and Q signals, If a predefined threshold is exceeded, then the acquisition is 

completethe carrier Doppler frequency and code phase value are obtained, and the results can be 

passed on to the tracking algorithms. On the contrary, if all the search power values are lower 

than the threshold, it indicates that no signal is detected. 

 

Generally, the Doppler frequency sweeps in steps of less 500Hz while C/A code step is in step of 

1/2 chip. The code phase sweep over all different code, and the code delay is often increased 

from 0 to 2045 orderly. However, the Doppler range decided by the velocity of the target 

movement is often start from negative to positive. The disadvantage of the serial search 

algorithm is that, it need quit long time to cover all search cells made of two-dimensional 

element: Doppler cell and code phase. Assume the Doppler range is from [-20, 20] KHz, the 

number of search cells will be 165726 theoretically.so it will expend 165.726 seconds to search 

all the possibility in the search cells.By all appearances, when the flight target is in high dynamic 

surroundings, and need very quick signal capture time, this algorithm cannot meet the less 

acquisition time. 

 

A NEW FFT-BASED ACQUISITION ALGORITHM 

 

The serial search acquisition method showed that it is a very time-consuming procedure to search 

sequentially through all possible values of the two-dimensional element: Doppler cell and code 

phase. If any or part of the two parameters could be eliminated from the search procedure or if 

possible implemented in parallel, the performance of the procedure would increase significantly. 

In order to further reduce the capture time, the sliding correlation structure of serial search 

method is adjusted, and the FFT spectral analysis method is introduced, a new FFT-based 

acquisition algorithm is presented to further enhance the searching speed. This method of 

acquisition parallelizes the search for the both two-dimensionalelement, the acquisition time will 

be shortened drastically. 

 

As the principle of FFT based acquisition algorithm, we calculate the cross-correlation values (or 

the so-called Cross Ambiguity Function, CAF) between received signal and local signals, the 

peak value of cross-correlation will show up when the code phase delay and carrier Doppler 

frequency shift of local signal and that of received signal are consistent. In the actual 

environment, the correlation peak is usually difficult to be distinguished because of the affection 

caused by noise, phase fluctuation of signal carrier and some other factors. Therefore, in order to 

recognize the position of its peak value, noise suppression and phase removal should be 

performed to the CAF values. Through distinguishing the peak values we can determine the 

existence of the DSSS signal, then the information of code phase delay and carrier Doppler 



frequency shift could be obtained. The functional block diagram of FFT based acquisition 

algorithm with coherent accumulation is shown as Figure4. 
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Figure4 Serial acquisition algorithm block diagram 

 
We assume the input signal through A/D sampling can be expressed as 

   0
( ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) c o s [ 2 ( 2 ) ]

k k s IF k D k k
r k A d t c t t f t f t n         . (3) 

Where 
k

y  denotes the sampling value at sampling time 
k

t , A denotes the amplitude of signal, 

( )
k

d t represents the modulation data, ( )c t  denotes the pseudo code, 
s

t  denotes the start time of 

PN code,   is denoted as the ratio of PN rate jitter caused by the Doppler  effects to transmitted 

PN rate, 
I F

f is the nominal central frequency,  
D

f denotes the carrier Doppler  frequency shift. 

k
n represents the noise at sampling time 

k
t , we usually consider 

k
n  as Gaussian band-limited 

colored noise comes from the band pass filter from the RF front end, 
0

  denotes the initial 

carrier phase. 

 

The received signal ( )r k  is multiplied by two mutually orthogonal local sine signals, we set the 

local carrier frequency to the nominal center frequency
I F

f , and eliminate the carrier, we can get 
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The local pseudo-code keeps a small relative sliding with the received pseudo-code, the local 

pseudo-code is expressed as  (1 ) ( )
k s

c t t  , where 
s

t  denotes the start time of pseudo-random 

code, and is the ratio of PN rate jitter caused by the Doppler  effects to transmitted PNrate, the 

output of integral clearing unit by In-phase and orthogonal branch can be described as: 
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Theintegral clearing unitis equivalent to a low pass filter, the frequency response can be 

expressed as 
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Where ( ) s i n /S a x x x is the sampling function, P denotes the number of integration 

accumulation points, 2
s s

T f T    denotes the sampling cycle, so the first zero point is at 

1 / ( )
s

f P T . In order to ensure the smooth passage for carrier Doppler  signal without too much 

loss, usually we must guarantee that
m a x

1 / ( 4 )
D s

f P T ,and at this point, the maximum power loss 

of carrier Doppler  signal is 0.9dB (note that, when
m a x

1 / ( 3 )
D s

f P T , the largest loss appears is 

1.6dB; and when
m a x

1 / ( 2 )
D s

f P T  , the largest loss is 3.9 dB). Simultaneously, themixed 

frequency componentcan be effectively filtered at 1 / ( )
I F s

f P T  . We have 
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( )
I k

y t and ( )
Q k

y t can be simplified as following  
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Where ( )
I k

y t and ( )
Q k

y t ,every equation includes two parts: the signal part and the noise part. The 

noise part can be considered as gaussian colored noise with a bandwidth 

of 1 / ( ) ~ 1 / ( )
s s

P T P T  .The ( )
I k

y t and ( )
Q k

y t  signalsare analyzed by FFT, and the energy of the 

spectral signal is obtained as follows: 

 ( , ) ( ( ( ) ( ) , )
d I k Q k

y f f f t y t j y t N   . (9) 

The spectrum analysis through FFT indicates that it is the superposition of channel noise 

spectrum and extended signal spectrum, when the local pseudo code is out of sync with the 

received pseudo code. The local pseudo-code will further expand the spectrum of the received 

DSSS signal by using pseudo code;when the pseudo code of the local signal and received signal 

are nearly the same, correlation peaks will appear after correlation operation between local 

pseudo-codes and received pseudo-codes. The signal spectrum is the convolution of the spectrum 

of the sinusoidal signal with the frequency 
d

f  and that of the modulated data. Since the spectrum 

of a sinusoidal signal with frequency 
d

f  is the impulse function at
d

f , the spectrum of the 

modulated data is around zero point, then the spectrum of signal ( , )
d

y f  is around the 

frequency
d

f . In FFT analysis, a relatively large spectrum density would show up around the 

frequency
d

f , the existence of synchronization between local pseudo codes and received pseudo 

codes could be determined through the comparison to the threshold, and the position of carrier 

Doppler will be obtained. In that way, the fast acquisition of DSSS signal can be achieved. 

 

Actually, this methodutilizes the Fourier transform to perform a transformation from the time 

domaininto the frequency domain to estimate the power of the incoming DSSS signal.The total 

time of improved approach includes two parts, one part is integrating and dumping time, another 

part is data length of N-point FFT analyzed,theDopplerslot range is based on the data length of 

integrated and dumped, and the total time of correlation affects the acquisition time and 



sensitivity. Figure5 is a block implementation diagram of the new FFT-based 

acquisitionalgorithm. 
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Figure5 Block implementation diagram of the new FFT-based acquisitionalgorithm 

 

THE CAPTURE TIME ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

According to the requirements in high dynamic environment, we have the carrier Doppler range 

as ±100KHz, and Dopplerrate as ±7KHz/s. We set the carrier frequency asS band, and pseudo 

code rate as 10.23Mcps, then the corresponding pseudo-code doppler and the rate of change can 

be obtained as 444.78Hz，31.13Hz/s, respectively. 

 

We select the coherent accumulated length as 256 points, under the condition that the sampling 

rate of the system is 100MHz. We set the data length of the FFT analysis as 2048points, then it 

takes 5.24ms to complete the single step process. We divide the Doppler frequency range of [-

100, +100] KHz into 10 frequency slots, since the sampling rate achieved 390kHz after the 

partially coherent accumulation, one frequency slot can be conFigured as 20kHz(±10kHz)when 

we take the influence of pseudo-code Doppler into consideration. The acquisition algorithm is 

implemented through the parallel correlation of 256 code phases, then the FFT module can 

complete the despreading of 256 code phases and Doppler estimation. A large amount of FFT 

calculation time can be saved, if we realize the pipeline operation by using RAM buffer, so as to 

perform the coherent integration and FFT operation simultaneously. Therefore, the time required 

to complete the whole search process of carrier and code phases can be expressed as below: 

 2 5 6 2 0 4 8 1 0 2 3 2 1 0 / 1 0 0 6 2 5 6 4 1 9( )T e m s       . (10) 

That is to say, the search time needed to complete the whole process of code phases and Doppler 

frequency slot is less than 419ms. The completion time will be less than 500ms, even with 

consideration for the calculation delay of the other part of the algorithm.  

 

According to the fast acquisition algorithm design and implementation block diagram, we do the 

simulation by utilizing Matlab/Simulink, which is model as Figure 6, and iteratively optimize the 

algorithm according to the simulation results. The simulation results show that this acquisition 

method has the characteristics of high sensitivity and fast speed. The parameters used in this 

scenario: Carrier Doppler: -10kHz; Chip Offset: 1/3; CNR: 40; Number of coherent cumulation 

points: 256, Number of spectral analysis points: 2048, data rate: 1000bps, pseudo code rate: 

10.23MHz. In Figure6, the horizontal line is the auto-threshold value based on the calculation 

from input signal. It can also be seen from Figure6 that, pseudo-codes and carrier Doppler have 

strong correlation peaks, so that the pseudo code acquisition can be achieved accurately. 

 



 
Figure6 The Simulink model and correlation peak characteristics based on real-time threshold 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

A fast acquisition method of DSSS signals in special application scenarios is studied in this 

paper. By analysis of the characteristics of the captured signal and generating principle of Gold 

code, we make an introduction and derivation for the principle of correlation accumulation 

acquisition algorithm based on FFT operation, the acquisition accuracyand acquisition timeare 

evaluated through simulating the acquisition performance of the algorithm. The two dimensional 

search process of pseudo code phase and carrier Doppler frequency shift is realized on FPGA 

hardware platform in a parallel way, which aims to reduce the acquisition time and save FPGA 

hardware resources effectively. The acquisition method based on FFT has a broad application 

prospect in the field of spread spectrum communication. 
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ABSTRACT

Software defined radios are rapidly increasing in both research and commercial usage for many dif-
ferent applications. As the number of deployed systems increase, a difficult problem that remains
is efficient usage of the Radio-Frequency (RF) spectrum to be shared among all these devices.
Two key tasks for the radio to perform here include spectral estimation of the RF environment
and channel estimation of the communication channel for which the data will be transmitted.
These two steps are linked as the communication channel can change over different portions of
the RF-spectrum. In this work, an algorithmic approach is presented for passive and active channel
estimation procedures for wideband software-defined radios. The algorithm is comprised of first
channel quality estimation followed by communication channel planning to optimize the overall
performance.

INTRODUCTION

In many common scenarios, the sensors for a system are competing for communication resources.
For example, WiFi routers in an office building. If every company has their router occupying
the same channel, then they will all be competing for the same bandwidth. Ideally, one would
cooperate with neighboring transceivers so that they no longer share the same resources. What
if there is no way to control the environment around our transceiver? Furthermore, what if the
environment is adversarial? These are the problems that Cognitive Radio tries to solve. Cognitive
Radio attempts to rapidly estimate environmental parameters on a resource limited communication
channel and adapt accordingly.
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SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIOS FOR SECURE WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

The concept of Software Defined Radio (SDR) has been investigated and explored in the research
community for decades now, with significant progress being made in realizing the technology’s
early potential [1]. Recently, a large portion of the development has come from the commer-
cial sector, reducing the cost and increasing the availability of the technology. However, even
with this rapid advancement, adoption of SDRs for many applications has been slow [2]. In the
telecommunications industries, the current cost is still not competitive enough with traditional Ra-
dio Frequency (RF) communication architectures built around RF Application Specific Integrated
Circuits (ASIC) devices. One area of need that has recently been identified is secure and reliable
point-to-point wireless communication links, which operate in adverse or hostile environments.
The advanced functionality and adaptability of SDRs make them well-suited to this challenge, as
well as justify their increased cost over conventional radio architectures.

An SDR describes any device that communicates data wirelessly, in where the transmission
and reception scheme can be defined programmatically through a software interface, all the way
from waveform generation to the data-encoding level. This basic concept is described in a block
diagram shown in Fig. 1, where all the digital processing is controlled through the computer. The
notion of an SDR is usually credited to Mitola, who believed the concept could revolutionize radio
systems engineering [3]. It is true that at that time, and to a large extent now, the only mechanism
to add new features or modes to a radio communication system was to introduce and integrate a
completely new chipset into its RF-front end. Major changes to a system’s hardware are expensive
in terms of design resources and cost, difficult to implement, and simply do not scale well [4]. An
SDR, in contrast, could in a more reasonable matter be re-programmed to be compatible with new
modulation schemes as standards evolve, or operate in different frequency bands to satisfy various
spectral emissions regulations. Along with adapting to new wireless standards over time, modern
SDRs can dynamically adjust their waveform parameters (shape and frequency) in between trans-
mitting and receiving of data packets in real-time as well. The dynamic adjustment of waveform
features is what allows SDRs to transmit data securely and discreetly over wireless-links [5].

Figure 1: Software-Defined Radio Block Diagram

As wireless communications has become more prevalent and available, many networks have
also become more susceptible to adverse attacks and outages. The fixed specifications of wireless
communications systems make them easy targets for jamming or interception by adverse actors.
For fixed systems, when a security vulnerability is detected and a solution is identified, upgrading
deployed systems may be extremely costly if not impossible. However, an SDR can easily be
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updated through software to patch any security flaws. Additionally, the amount of RF-emitting
devices populating the spectrum from both the commercial and security sector is extremely high,
as seen in an illustration of the crowded spectral environment shown in Fig. 5. A small SDR can be
configured to actively scan the RF environment to identify and avoid these interferers and security
threats, like active jammers and spoofing [6].

Figure 2: RF Emitting Devices and Modern Spectral Environment [7]

Maintaining a secure, reliable, and robust high-speed, wireless data link in dense RF environ-
ments is a challenging task. Secure links are typically required to transmit Low-Probability of
Detect (LPD) and Low-Probability of Exploitation (LPE) waveforms, so as to ensure that adverse
actors are unable to intercept, capture, and exploit any data sent over the link. Additionally, the sys-
tem must be reliable and resistant to both unintentional and intentional (jamming) RF-interference.
Designing systems for both these scenarios is difficult because the system requirements to achieve
both goals are often opposed to one another in fundamental ways [8]. For example, an LPI/LPE
waveform is usually small in signal-power, with few distinct features to avoid detection. However,
communication systems in a noisy RF environments typically employ large amounts of power and
identifiable waveform characteristics to overcome the interference and separate signals from noise.
The only feasible way forward to address these challenges is a communications architecture that is
able to adapt its waveform and operating frequency in response to real-time measurements.

Modern software-defined radios are capable of achieving this goal, however, careful considera-
tion and thought must be placed when designing the radio system. The most important features an
SDR must employ for secure and reliable communication applications include: RF spectrum sens-
ing to characterize the RF-environment in real-time, dynamic waveform generation for adapting
waveform features to the current environment, and wideband frequency agility so that the SDR can
navigate over different operating bands to avoid detection and exploitation. Characterization of the
RF-spectrum by the SDR will help determine the optimal frequency channels and waveform mod-
ulation to securely transmit data given the measured interference statistics. LPD/LPE waveforms
can be generated dynamically via techniques that ensure the spectral characteristics are spread over
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the transmit spectrum (Spread Spectrum) to ensure robustness. Frequency agility allows the SDR
to change the waveform’s carrier frequency over a wideband of operation (Frequency-Hopping),
however, determining the optimal rate and pattern of frequency hopping is still an open area of
research [9].

In this work, we present our approach to the spectrum estimation and frequency planning por-
tion of the design, and discuss a few of the main issues that need to be addressed. This allows us
to focus on open problems in communications and spectrum management, from a software level.
The work here can also be developed and applied partially independent to waveform modulation,
provided hardware characteristics meet operating requirements. Recent work in intelligent systems
and machine learning can also be leveraged to provide new insight and solutions to these problems.

RADIO-FREQUENCY SPECTRUM ESTIMATION AND FREQUENCY-AGILE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Two subsystems are required for achieving low bit-error rates and a fast frequency hopping rate.
The first is a rapid method for estimating the spectral density in each of the channels within our
allocated bandwidth. The second is a robust channel switching policy. In an adversarial envi-
ronment, estimating the spectral density allows our target system to react accordingly. The faster
we can detect increased traffic on a channel, the faster we can make the decision to hop carrier
frequencies. When the system decides it must switch channels, then it must choose the most ad-
vantageous channel that minimizes or maximizes some predefined metric. This metric, taking the
spectral density and other channel parameters as input, can be hand crafted to get the desired sys-
tem behavior. For example, if we want the lowest bit-error rate, then our channel switching policy
will always try to be on the channel with the minimum SNR.

Figure 3: SDR-Based RF-Spectrum Estimation and Frequency Planning Subsystems
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The SDR architecture is amenable to implementation of this simultaneous spectrum-estimation
and frequency-channel planning scheme proposed here. In Fig. 3, we show where this processing
can be implemented on the digital componentry of the SDR system that we discussed in the pre-
vious section. The digital receiver can estimate the RF spectrum, and identify channels with high
levels of interference. This information can then help the digital transmit chain determine what
channels to use and then craft the frequency-hopping plan accordingly. The computing power and
resources available on modern SDRs is capable of performing these tasks while also keeping up
with the high communication data-rates the radio demands.

For those familiar with reinforcement learning, this system formulation sounds a lot like the
Actor-Critic model [10]. These models follow a scheme in which actions are taken according
to a certain policy (in this case frequency planning), and the main goal is to find a policy that
maximizes some reward (low error-rate). A block diagram of this model can be seen in Fig. 4,
where the metric for evaluating the frequency-channel policy is the Bit-Error rate.

Figure 4: Actor-Critic Reinforcement Learning Model

One key issue that needs to be addressed is the time-frequency resolution problem in RF-
spectrum estimation. To maximize performance, the SDR should be able to operate over a wide-
portion of RF-Spectrum. Most commercial SDR systems are frequency-agile over a very wide
bandwidth (6 GHz), yet their instantaneous measurement bandwidth is limited to the order of
MHz due to ADC specifications. High-resolution frequency measurements are desirable for iden-
tification of RF-interference and jamming, but they require moderate to long measurement times.
This in effect, limits the SDR receiver to only be able to measure small-portions of the overall
RF-spectrum for a given measurement time-period. To overcome this, an SDR will typically scan
over the full frequency spectrum one small band at a time, but can never fully-characterize the
entire RF-band at once. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 5, where (a.) shows a plot of the true
distribution of the RF-spectral energy over time and frequency, and (b.) shows the portions of the
spectrum that are actively measured. As the RF-environment is changing, there is a possibility that
certain inteferers will not be detected, and would not be properly accounted for by the planning al-
gorithm. It is therefore important that the learning model employ flexibility to continuously update
the frequency planning based on other metrics, like Bit-Error rate as proposed earlier.
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Figure 5: Radio-Frequency Spectral Environment vs Time: The true background environment (a.) and the
measured environment (b.) available to the SDR

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we describe a methodology for secure, high data-rate communications using
Software-Defined Radios. The key performance factors and characteristics of SDRs are identified
in the context of their historical developments and modern commercial implementations. Research
areas and some of the current problems facing secure, SDR communications are then explored.
Specifically, we discuss the issue of joint spectrum estimation and frequency-channel planning,
and desribe why SDRs are uniquely suited to address this problem. Lastly, we present a learning-
based approach to solving this and outline how it can fit into current SDR architectures. Future
work will focus on simulation modelling of the environment and communications systems, and the
development of numerical methods for training the proposed algorithms.
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ABSTRACT 



 

The radio frequency (RF) spectrum is crowded with users and adjacent frequency users are facing 

an increase in interference from each other. The spectrum governing body Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) has the difficult task of allocating spectral bands for new 

users for mobile devices using 4G LTE technology. Telemetry (TM) is affected by the adjacent 

band 4G LTE users in terms of signal degradation. To minimize the interference between adjacent 

frequency users, several methods can be used. A common but inefficient method separates adjacent 

band frequencies using guard bands which leaves a big portion of the spectrum unused. 

Alternatively, adjacent RF signals can be separated using digital filtering techniques with the 

signal of interest being unharmed and reducing the signal power of the interfering signal. A digital 

filtering technique includes bandpass filter (BPF) rejection, which has the ability to filter out 

adjacent interfering signals. This is accomplished by designing bandpass digital filters where the 

passband and stopband frequencies are adjusted to achieve maximum signal power and reject the 

interfering signal by reducing its power. A flexible software-defined radio testbed is set up to 

experiment and analyze this scenario with ease and effective measures. 

 

NOTE: This paper is built in its majority from the Master Thesis work performed by the author, 

which is titled: “Interference Mitigation of Adjacent Radio Frequency Signals on a Flexible 

Software-Defined Radio Testbed Platform” (2019). This paper serves as a more applied approach 

rather than theoretical. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The spectral bands reserved for military use is being readjusted to fit the consumer need for mobile 

data and applications. The government agencies like NTIA and FCC have sought measures to 

avoid harmful interference from the spectrum users. Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) is 

affected in the presence of adjacent band 4G Long-Term Evolution (LTE) spectrum users. The 

primary user of the AMT bands includes White Sands Missile Range (WSMR). For uninterrupted 

services spectrum management techniques are adopted. A possible solution is to identify and 

classify the readjustments in the spectrum band by creating a flexible testbed which can emulate 

the said systems. 

 

This paper describes a series of controlled laboratory measurements of key parameters on a 

simulated Software-defined Radio (SDR) testbed which includes methodology, test execution, and 

the data analysis of interference mitigation. Laboratory tests were done to mix signals in the 

adjacent band and analyze their performance. 

 

There is an exponential increase in number of devices, users and traffic, service providers are 

facing a challenge of spectrum drought. The Commerce Spectrum Management Advisory 

Committee (CSMAC) has some recommendations to reduce interference from adjacent bands and 

thus facilitating efficient use of spectrum. Although the use of guardbands is a very common and 

historic practice but it is not the preferred mechanism nowadays to prevent interference. The 

development of dynamic spectrum access (DSA) techniques provides a more flexible and efficient 

use of the spectrum. This includes the database approaches and spectrum sensing technologies. 

 



Cognitive radio (CR) and spectrum sensing technologies are considered to be an important tool for 

spectrum sharing and interference mitigation. Spectrum sensing devices are capable of protecting 

services that uses different modulation systems. Rigorous testing and evaluation can help ensure 

an adaptive system with the capabilities of CR and spectrum sensing which can reduce 

interference. 

 

Filtering solutions are also considered to eliminate interference from adjacent radio frequency 

signals. For simplicity, narrowband Amplitude Modulated (AM) signals are generated in adjacent 

bands and the power level of the signals are observed in presence of a bandpass rejection filter. 

The bandpass filter with adjustable parameters like passband and stopband frequencies provides 

flexibility. An Analog filter equipped in a 2.4m Tracker was acquired by WSMR to mitigate the 

interference from 4G LTE bands. The proposed rejection level of the filter was 60 to 70 dB. Digital 

filtering technique is a very effective application in mitigating interference between adjacent 

spectrum users. It rejects the adjacent interfering signal by reducing its signal power. This can be 

achieved in the laboratory by designing filters with the desired rejection levels on a flexible testbed. 

 

SDRs can be used to identify and classify spectrum users based on their modulation type, signal 

power, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), bandwidth and the technology: Wi-Fi, 4G-LTE etc. The 

results will be stored into a database for the purpose of finding solutions for interference mitigation 

with the techniques mentioned earlier. 

 

 

BACKGROUND ON RADIO SPECTRUM 

The Federal and nonfederal agencies use of the radio frequency spectrum of 3 Hz to 300 GHz [1] 

for various operations whose distribution is governed by NTIA and FCC respectively. The 3G and 

4G mobile services has created increased demand of the radio spectrum, which is limited in 

resource. These regulatory boards make the efficient use of spectrum by providing licenses to the 

government and nongovernment entities. Spectrum Auction is arranged to distribute licenses for 

mobile and wireless applications. Radio spectrum users can only transmit in the allocated 

frequency to avoid any violations to the FCC regulations. 

 

Figure 1: United States Radio Spectrum Allocation1. 

                                                 
1 https://www.ntia.doc.gov/files/ntia/publications/2003-allochrt.pdf 



 

Figure 2: A closer look at the Telemetry band 2100 – 2300 MHz. 

Several definitions can be found to describe Software Defined Radio, also known as Software 

Radio or SDR. The SDR Forum, working in collaboration with the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronic Engineers (IEEE) P1900.1 group, has worked to establish a definition of SDR that 

provides consistency and a clear overview of the technology and its associated benefits. Simply 

put Software Defined Radio is defined as: 

"Radio in which some or all of the physical layer functions are software defined" 

 

LabVIEW provides several design methods, including Elliptic, Chebyshev, Inverse Chebyshev, 

and Butterworth, for IIR digital filters [2]. Each design option offers different characteristics. For 

example, Butterworth filters characteristically have a smooth response at all frequencies and also 

are monotonically decreasing or increasing in the transition band. However, Butterworth filters do 

not always provide an acceptably accurate approximation of the ideal filter response because the 

filter has slow roll off in the transition band. If you need sharper roll off than a Butterworth filter 

can provide, use a Chebyshev, Inverse Chebyshev, or Elliptic design.  

 

Cognitive Radios (CR) are smart radio systems that autonomously coordinate the usage of radio 

band. They can characterize and recognize radio spectrum when it is unused by the incumbent 

radio system and use this spectrum in an intelligent way. Such unused radio spectrum is called 

‘spectrum opportunity,’ also known to as ‘white space.’[3]. It was first stipulated by Joseph Mitola 

III and Gerald Q. Maguire, Jr in 1999.  

 

The process of spectrum allocation and how the results are going to be obtained through a testbed 

is explained in this Journal [4].The impacts of 4G LTE signal on TM signal was analyzed and the 

results of how the TM system affected the LTE system, their rules of interaction in order to keep 

the LTE system at an acceptable performance, and a brief introduction into how these results will 

aid in the 5G technologies by implementing a similar testbed were explained in this ITC 2018 

Paper [5]. For the interference mitigation of the LTE system on the TM system, different rules 

must be followed to protect the TM system. In the LTE system, interference from the TM system 

was felt instantaneously and the performance of the link suffered greatly, the spectrum graph of 

the LTE Rx displayed both TM and LTE signals simultaneously, and its effects were seen clearly. 

For the TM system, the LTE signal remains masked as noise to the TM Rx, meaning that any LTE 

signal that gets closer and closer to the TM signal, will only be raising the noise level of the TM 

Rx, affecting its performance by increasing the FSER, reducing the channel capacity, and affecting 

the visual parameters such as the constellation and eye diagrams. Interference mitigation using 

digital filtering techniques were also explored and published as a poster presentation [6] 



METHODOLOGY 

 

This section will layout the experimental design to generate RF signals and analyze the 

interference scenario. The Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) will be programmed to 

generate RF signals and study the interference between adjacent radio frequency signals.  

 

Testbed Layout 

 

The preliminary layout of the experiment that will be used to recollect data is depicted in Figure 

3. The purpose of the blocks is to ensure a basic communications system with added interference. 

The telemetry and LTE systems are generated from simulation. The telemetry system will be the 

primary user and facing interference from the LTE system, in order to observe the behavior of 

these two systems in conjunction. A second test will be performed to compare LTE as the primary 

user and the telemetry system as a source of interference. 

  

 
Figure 3: A basic layout of the communication system. 

The system blocks in Figure 3 is composed of hardware device with a specific assignment. TX and 

RX represents the primary user’s system, either telemetry or LTE. The three M blocks are 

mitigation devices which can be manipulated by the controller. Interference and Noise source are 

included to test the performance of the whole system under stress.  

 

The telemetry will be the initial transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) with the interference being the 

LTE system. Later they will be interchanged, meaning telemetry being the interference on the LTE 

system for experimental purposes. A mixer will add all the signals, represented by a cross in the 

circle to be received by RX. The accuracy of the received data will be achieved using the mitigation 

blocks (M1, M2 and M3). Signals will be analyzed based on the adjustable parameters: frequency, 

modulation (PSK, QAM etc.), power (dB/dBm), and bandwidth. The carrier frequency will be 

static, whereas power from the transmission source TX, Interference, and noise will be variant. 

 

The mitigation blocks will include attenuators, filtering solutions for experimental purpose. The 

end goal is to achieve a zero value for Frame Synchronization Error Rate (FSER) obtained from 

the telemetry system. To avoid any FCC violation closed loop experiments will be performed in 

various bands. The parameter values will be close to the actual values used by the real-world 

equipment, in this case WSMR equipment. 

 

Implementation 

 

With the goal of building a cognitive radio testbed based on the SDR platform all the components 

were acquired. This includes SDRs, coaxial cables, splitters and combiners. Telemetry signals 



were generated using one of the SDRs with several PSK modulation schemes. The interference 

source LTE required two SDRs for uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) transmission by the user 

equipment (UE) and eNodeB (eNB) respectively. The remaining SDR was used for the AWGN 

source. All of these is combined in a final SDR assigned for filtering which will yield a clean 

Telemetry signal. 

 

A spectrum analyzer is placed before the filter and another after the filter to observe the changes 

and quality of signal that is filtered out. The complete testbed is depicted in Figure 4 with the 

devices labeled for simplicity. 

 

 
Figure 4: The final testbed with the Telemetry, LTE interference, Noise, digital filter and spectrum analyzers. 

The physical testbed is shown in Illustration 1, with SDRs and cables connecting them to the 

splitters and combiners.  

 

 
Illustration 1: The SDRs with transmitters, receivers, filter along with splitters and combiners. 

 

Parameters from Testbed 

 

To quantify the performance of the system, numerical parameters must be obtained. The numerical 

parameters include: antenna gain G/t, Bandwidth (BW) of the transmitted signal, BER or BLER 

(in LTE systems) typically required to be ≤ 10^(-6), center frequency (fc) in Hz, data rate in mbps, 

frame synchronization error rate (FSER) most likely required to be zero, I/Q rate, modulation 

scheme, noise floor can be calculated by the input SNR vs output SNR when passing through a 

device or by output noise vs thermal noise, Rx power in dB,  Rx sensitivity level (detection 

threshold), SNR and Tx Power. 

 



To qualify the performance of the system, visual parameters must also be obtained along with the 

numerical parameters, through a spectrum analyzer or a Vector Network Analyzer (or any of its 

variations)— to ensure that the system is working as expected, shown in Figure 5. Several images 

were generated using the testbed in study by using a BPSK signal. A clean signal vs. a noisy signal 

is shown for each of the parameters described below. These results are useful to help classify the 

testbed and the experiments in a numerical and visual way. Eye diagrams, constellation diagrams, 

and spectrum graphs can be obtained from the laboratory experiments. With the qualitative and 

quantitative results, the rules and techniques of interference mitigation can be generated. 

  

 
 

 

Figure 5: Constellation Graph, Eye diagram and FSER 

Experimentation 

 

The telemetry (TM) and LTE systems were simulated in out of band, adjacent band and in band to 

study the interference scenario and the results for L and S bands were included in the thesis paper 

[7]. Two different modulation schemes were used for the TM and LTE systems, they are OQPSK 

and 64-QAM respectively. Both of them are aggressive modulation schemes, used for the purpose 

of worst-case scenario. 

 

Adjacent band experiments were done in the Lower S bands with the TM frequency centered at 

2215 MHz and LTE DL frequency centered at 2200 MHz which were adjacent to each other. These 

experiments gave us the idea of actual adjacent band scenario with the ideal guard band required 

between two signals. The last set of experiments were done to observe the in band transmission 

from TM and LTE systems which is unlikely to happen. Both TM and LTE DL centered at 2200 

MHz. This resulted in overlap of the signals from both the system. The bandwidth of LTE signal 

is 20 MHz, and TM signal is typically 200 kHz. 

 

In order to explore the digital filtering techniques in mitigating interference between adjacent radio 

frequency signals, experiments were done in narrowband with amplitude modulated signals using 

frequency division multiplexing (FDM). A simple setup with the SDRs will analyze digital 

filtering with different types of IIR filter and their order shown in Figure 6. The filtering techniques 

using several IIR filters: Butterworth, Chebyshev and Elliptic are among the popular ones. Signals 

are transmitted in adjacent bands in order to study the performance of the bandpass rejection filters. 

Bandpass filter (BPF) in the receiver (RX) removes the interfering signal depending on the 

frequency response of the designed filter. The stopband and passband frequencies and their ripples 

of the BPF are adjustable. NI USRP SDRs were programmed using LabVIEW Communications 

Design Suite 2.0 to design the following transceiver. 

  



 
Figure 6: Testbed to analyze the performance of BPF. 

A spectrum analyzer is included to observe the filtered output waveform. Laboratory experiments 

were conducted using Butterworth, Chebyshev and Elliptic filter with variable filter orders in the 

narrowband with the AM signal 1 centered at 500 kHz and AM signal 2 centered at 501 kHz. The 

transmitter (TX) carrier frequency is set at 915 MHz with subcarrier frequencies at 500 kHz and 

501 kHz for AM signal 1 and AM signal 2 respectively. The TX gain is set to zero dB with I/Q 

rate typically 2 millions, and samples typically 200,000. The receiver (RX) was configured with 

the same carrier frequency, gain, I/Q rate and sample values as the TX. Additionally the RX was 

equipped with a BPF having the adjustable parameters: low cutoff frequency in Hz, high cutoff 

frequency in Hz, filter order, passband and stopband ripples as shown in Figure 16. 

 

 

RESULTS 

 

In this section the experimental results produced using the SDR testbed is demonstrated. The 

interference level from TM and LTE systems were measured for qualitative and quantitative 

analysis. The performance analysis of narrowband digital filter is also demonstrated.  

 

FSER, eye diagrams, constellations diagrams and power spectrum graphs were obtained from a 

set of experiments that included the adjacent band, out of band, and in band scenarios. The center 

frequency was changed in order to study these scenarios and the results were used to set rules for 

interference mitigation.  

 

LTE Interference on TM 

 

The impact of LTE system on the TM system in the adjacent band and in band were observed with 

the FSER, constellation, power spectrum and eye diagram. The adjacent band included the TM 

frequency centered at 2215 MHz with the LTE DL frequency at 2200 MHz. The in band scenario 

included the both the system operating in the same frequency that is 2200 MHz. 

 

Telemetry at 2215 MHz and LTE DL at 2200 MHz 

 



 

Figure 5: TM at 2215 MHz and LTE DL at 2200 MHz with FSER. 

 

Figure 6: The constellation graph, power spectrum and the eye diagram at 2215 MHz. 

The TM system was operational with the LTE UL and LTE DL system in the adjacent bands. The 

FSER values remained at zero with a clean constellation graph and eye diagram.  

Telemetry and LTE DL both at 2200 MHz 

 

Figure 7: TM and LTE both at 2200 MHz with FSER. 



 

Figure 8: The constellation graph, power spectrum and the eye diagram at 2200 MHz. 

The TM system was severely affected with the LTE system in the same band. The TM system 

performance at 2200 MHz was degraded with the constellation graph and eye diagram being 

jittery, and there is a drop in RX signal power with the FSER being highest due to the interference 

from LTE DL. 

 

Telemetry Interference on LTE 

 

The impact of TM system on the LTE system in the adjacent band and in band were observed with 

the performance parameters: BLER, constellation graph (PDSCH), and the data rate. The TM 

system, LTE UL and LTE DL system were centered at the same frequencies that were used for 

LTE interference on TM system previously. 

LTE DL at 2200 MHz and TM at 2215 MHz 

 

Figure 9: LTE DL at 2200 MHz and TM at 2215 MHz with the BLER. 



 

Figure 10: LTE DL constellation and data rate at 2200 MHz. 

The performance of LTE UL degraded by a small fraction with a reduction of approximately 1 

Mbps of data rate in the presence of TM system in the adjacent band. The LTE DL was fully 

functional, a clean constellation graph and maximum data rate were obtained. 

 

LTE DL and TM both at 2200 MHz 

 

Figure 11: LTE DL and TM both at 2200 MHz with BLER. 

 

Figure 12: LTE DL constellation and data rate at 2200 MHz. 

The in band LTE system performance were quite different from the adjacent band. The LTE UL 

was operational in the presence of TM system in the same band, but the LTE DL was hampered 



severely with high BLER, completely disrupted constellation graph and a significant drop in data 

rate which is approximately 50% lower than the baseline value. 

 

Bandpass Filtering  

 

The TM and LTE interference scenario was observed in the previous sections.  A possible 

interference mitigation technique is using bandpass filter, which rejects the adjacent interfering 

signal.  In this section we will analyze the performance of narrowband digital filters with different 

types of IIR filter and their order. Two signals centered at 500 kHz and 510 kHz are modulated 

using FDM. One of the adjacent signals which is centered at 510 kHz is filtered out using bandpass 

filtering techniques. The filtering techniques using several IIR filters: Butterworth, Chebyshev and 

Elliptic are among the popular ones. The power levels of the filtered-out signal will be measured, 

and the rejection criteria of the applied filter will be established. 

 

Chebyshev Filter 

 

In this section we will demonstrate the performance of a Chebyshev filter with orders 2, 5 and 10. 

The change in power levels of the adjacent signal after applying the filter will be measured and 

the filter profile will be demonstrated. The Figure 13 shows the frequency domain representation 

of the AM signals without any application of bandpass filter. The LabVIEW Power Spectrum gives 

us the waveform of the signals in the frequency domain with their corresponding magnitudes. 

  

  
 

Figure 13: The adjacent AM signals being separated by Chebyshev filters of order 2, 5, and 10. 

The Chebyshev filter with order 2 has a rejection level which can be barely noticed. The rejection 

level is lowest among its competitors. There is a significant improvement in the rejection level of 

the Chebyshev filter with order 5, but it is still much lower than the Elliptic filter of the same order. 

Chebyshev filter with order 10 has an outstanding rejection level, highest among the other filter 

with the same order. The interfering signal is suppressed with minimal interference. 

 
Table 1: Summary of Chebyshev filter performance 



Filter Order# AM Signal 1 Power 

in dB 

AM Signal 2 Power 

in dB 

Rejection Level 

in dB 

2 -56.89 -60.1 3.21 

5 -62.9 -97.72 34.82 

10 -66.79 -158.5 91.71 

 

Overview of Bandpass Rejection Levels 

 

The summary of Butterworth, Chebyshev and Elliptic filter bandpass performance levels are 

demonstrated in Table 2 and the overview shown in Figure 14 
Table 2: Summary of IIR filter performance 

Filter 

Order# 

Butterworth Chebyshev Elliptic 

Signal 

Power (dB) 

Rejection 

Level (dB) 

Signal 

Power (dB) 

Rejection 

Level (dB) 

Signal 

Power (dB) 

Rejection 

Level (dB) 

2 -56.78 12.32 -56.89 3.21 -57.79 10.4 

5 -62.89 30.09 -62.9 34.82 -62.91 59.99 

10 -66.66 60.14 -66.79 91.71 -67.63 58.97 

 

The Figure 19 demonstrates the performance graph of the family of Bandpass filters. 

 

Figure 14: Overview of bandpass filter rejection levels. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The interaction between the adjacent radio frequency signals were observed on the SDR testbed. 

The interference on TM, and LTE system were evaluated in different RF bands. The adjacent band, 

out of band, and in band scenarios can be used to draw conclusion for possible mitigation 

techniques. Digital filtering techniques were also explored in the narrowband RF signals. 

  

The TM system performance was evaluated in the presence of LTE system in three different cases: 

adjacent band, out of band, and in band. The TM system was fully functional in out of band 

experiments with the LTE system further apart. The TM system was functional with the LTE UL 

in the adjacent band, with the center frequencies 4 MHz apart from each other. The guard band 

between the two systems was approximately 1 MHz. Moreover, in the case of adjacent LTE DL 

system, the two systems were further apart from each other by 15 MHz with a higher guard band 

of approximately 5 MHz. The effect of LTE DL on TM system is much severe due to the 



aggressive modulation and higher signal power. The TM system performance was completely 

degraded by both the LTE UL and LTE DL system when they were overlapping with each other. 

Although both the systems operate in different bands but the in band experiments were done for a 

better understanding of the worst case scenario. The system performance for TM system included 

the FSER, constellation graph, eye diagram, and the power spectrum of the RX. 

 

The LTE UL and DL system performance were also evaluated in the presence of TM system. The 

LTE system performance was satisfactory with the TM system in the adjacent band, and out of 

band. But even though LTE system uses more aggressive QAM modulation scheme, whereas TM 

uses OQPSK modulation scheme, the LTE DL performance was hampered severely. This was 

observed in the in band experiments where TM system overlapped with LTE system. Again, this 

is not the usual case for the same reasons that the two systems operate in different bands. The LTE 

system performance parameters included: BLER, constellation graph and throughput or data rate 

measurements. 

 

In order to explore interference mitigation technique and to utilize the full potential of the SDR 

testbed, further analysis was done using narrowband digital filtering approach. The performance 

of narrowband bandpass rejection filter was evaluated with different IIR filters: Butterworth, 

Chebyshev and Elliptic. The bandpass filtering capability in rejecting the adjacent interfering 

signal were demonstrated with different filter orders. The signal power and rejection level were 

measured, and comparisons made. The change in rejection level of the Butterworth and Chebyshev 

were linear corresponding to the change in filter orders. Whereas, the Elliptic filter rejection level 

dropped after reaching a peak value. The Butterworth rejection level is highest in the initial stages 

of filter order but as the order increased, Chebyshev rejection level wins the race and reaches a 

staggering value of 91.71 dB with an order of 10. The Chebyshev filter would be the best choice 

for our purpose since it delivers a rejection of 70 dB or more, compared to the analog filter acquired 

by WSMR.  

 

 The flexibility of the SDR testbed allowed us to evaluate system performance in different RF 

bands with the systems using different modulation scheme like TM and LTE. The interference 

levels were demonstrated with the numerical and visual parameters and possible mitigation 

techniques were laid out. 
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ABSTRACT

Dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) permits unlicensed users to access spectrum owned by a
licensed user given they do so without interference to the primary user. To avoid interference
with other users, the unlicensed user needs to be aware of channel availability. Spectrum sensing
allows a radio to find spectrum holes, but costs energy and time. Predictive methods can be used
to decrease the amount of spectrum sensing needed to find an available channel. We designed a
novel neural network architecture for spectrum hole prediction. This neural network is capable
of creating probability mass functions (PMF) estimates of the length of channel openings with
no assumptions of the initial probability distribution or prior knowledge about the traffic. This
architecture is shown to work through a mathematical proof, and its performance is measured
through simulation.

INTRODUCTION

As the number of wireless devices increases, unlicensed bands have become crowded while li-
censed bands frequently are underutilized[1][2]. The FCC measured spectrum usage in 2002 in
Atlanta, Chicago, New Orleans, San Diego, and Washington DC suburbs and found that many li-
censed bands were not in use or only in use part of the time. This is because allocation of licensed
spectrum is often based on peak usage and not typical usage. By allocating spectrum based on
the peak usage, bands with high variability can be left mostly empty the majority of the time[3].
By making use of the spectral holes in these licensed channels, the overcrowding on unlicensed
bands can be alleviated. When unlicensed users make use of spectral holes it is refereed to as
opportunistic spectrum access.

Opportunistic spectrum access requires the secondary user to scan the spectrum for spectral holes
to exploit. Spectrum sensing can find these spectral holes, but requires time and energy to perform.
Minimizing the amount of spectrum sensing required is ideal. Predicting likely frequency locations
for spectral holes can considerably reduce the amount of spectrum sensing and channel hopping
required. This has lead to the creation of cognitive engines (CE) with the goal of forecasting likely
frequencies for channel openings. Forecasting spectral openings is not a trivial task. However, the
probability of a spectral opening is effected by frequency, time, and space.
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Figure 1: Example of data flow using real world data.

Figure 2: Example of the output of energy thresholding.

The contribution of our work is the creation of a neural network that estimates the PMF of channel
opening length as well as the duty cycle of the channel. This allows for confidence based plan-
ning around the length of time a secondary user will have access to transmit. Our method is an
improvement on previous methods that mainly only try to predict the duty cycle of a channel.[4]
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The first section will discuss the design and
data flow of our system. The second section will discuss the proof showing that this system will
approach the actual PMF to minimize loss. The third section will discuss the setup and results of
simulation before ending with the conclusions of our paper.

APPROACH

A. Date Processing

Figure 1 shows the flow of the data using data recorded by a receiver. It is assumed the data is
recorded through frequency sweeping and that the sweeping time remains consistent. This pro-
vides a value ts which is the maximum time resolution available for the recorded data. The maxi-
mum resolution of our recorded data will effect several design steps later.

The first step of pre-processing the recorded data is to identify when the channel is active. There
are several methods to identify if a channel is active, but the most popular method is energy thresh-
olding due to the ease of implementation and lack of required prior knowledge. This method works
by picking an energy threshold based on the noise floor. If the energy is above the threshold the
channel is considered active, but if it is below the threshold the channel is considered at rest. In
most papers the threshold is set to about 6 dB above the noise floor[5][6]. It is important to note
this method does not work to detect all signal types. Some signals with low energy require wave-
form based sensing for accurate classification.
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Figure 3: The basic structure of a PMF estimating neural network.

Next, the data is segmented into training data. A training sample is generated for each time step.
It records the length of the opening as well as input data such as time and spatial location. For
example the first six opening times for Figure 2 would be [0, 3ts, 2ts, ts, 0, 0]. Once this data is
processed it is used with back propagation to train the neural network.

B. Network Design

As will be shown in the next section through our proof, if the output of a neural network is an
interval range of numbers, it can be trained to accurately estimate the PMF of an temporal/spatial
input. The training process is treated like a classification problem in that each output interval is
treated as a possible class.

The number of neurons in the output layer must be finite in length so an upper bound (bu) and
lower bound (bl) must be selected. The lower bound is easy to select for our application since
opening length can not be negative bl = 0. The upper bound requires some data analysis to select.
The upper bound should be selected so there is a near zero probability that an opening length will
be longer than the upper bound. An idea of what upper bound will work can be found by finding
the max opening length in the training data. Some channels can lay dormant long enough that this
method will require an excessive output layer size. In this scenario, the upper bounds should be
selected instead by estimating the max time that will be needed for planning transmissions. In this
method the final node should include all values above itself.

The loss of our network is calculated using mean squared error which is shown in Equation 1. The
variable y represents the set of estimated PMF values and l represents a set of values for the one
hot encoded label. This loss function will be used in the next section proving the functionality of
the neural network.

L =
N∑

n=1

(yn − ln)2 (1)
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PROOF: MINIMUM LOSS AT PMF

Like all neural network, our network will be attempting to minimize its average loss. A neural
network will almost never reach the minimum for loss, but it will attempt to approach it. Our proof
will show that the optimal minimum our neural network is approaching is the actual PMF.

We will start this proof by establishing the significance of several of our variables. First, Ys is
the set of actual PMF values so Ys = {Y1, Y2, ..., YN} while ys is the set of predicted PMF values
so ys = {y1, y2, ..., yN}. Since Ys and ys are probabilities we can also establish the following
constraint.

1 =
∑
y∈ys

y (2)

We can also establish the average loss using Equation 1. This average is found by accounting for
the likelihood of all loss possibility. Since the labels are one hot encoded there are N possible
labels where N is the number of output nodes.

Lavg =
N∑

n=1

Yn((1− yn)2 +
∑
y 6=yn

y2) (3)

We are trying to find the minimum average loss for our network. We can solve for this minimum
using a constrained optimization problem.

∂Lavg

∂y1
∂Lavg

∂y2

...
∂Lavg

∂yN

 = λ


∂
∑

y∈ys
y

∂y1
∂
∑

y∈ys
y

∂y2

...
∂
∑

y∈ys
y

∂yN

 (4)

Evaluating both sides of Equation 4 we get Equation 5.
∑N

n=2 Y (2 ∗ y1 + 2
∑

y∈(ys 6=yn)
y)∑N

n=1,n 6=2 Y (2 ∗ y2 + 2
∑

y∈(ys 6=yn)
y)

...∑N
n=1,n6=N Y (2 ∗ y3 + 2

∑
y∈(ys 6=yn)

y)

 = λ


1
1
...
1

 (5)

Equation 5 can now be solved for lambda to get Equation 6.

λ = 2− 2
N∑

n=1

−Ynyn (6)

We now plug Lambda back into equation 5 getting.
∑N

n=2 Y (2 ∗ y1 + 2
∑

y∈(ys 6=yn)
y)∑N

n=1,n 6=2 Y (2 ∗ y2 + 2
∑

y∈(ys 6=yn)
y)

...∑N
n=1,n6=N Y (2 ∗ y3 + 2

∑
y∈(ys 6=yn)

y)

 =


2− 2

∑N
n=1−Ynyn

2− 2
∑N

n=1−Ynyn
...

2− 2
∑N

n=1−Ynyn

 (7)
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Figure 4: Example of data flow using generated data.


Y1
Y2
...
YN

 =


y1
y2
...
yN

 (8)

Solving for Equation 8 we get Equation 9. Equation 9 is the final equation we needed for our proof.
It shows that if the average loss is optimally minimized that the predicted PMF will be equal to the
actual PMF.

SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS

Evaluation of the PMF estimations will be done through total Error and average total Error. Total
error is a calculation of the sum of errors of the estimated PMF compared to the actual PMF. This
is displayed in Equation 9. The mean total error is the average total error over a 24 hour period.

ETotal =
N∑

n=1

|Yn − yn| (9)

C. Generated Data Design

As seen in Figure 4, data generation replaces raw data gathering and energy thresholding. There
are three steps used to generate our data. The first step is to create an artificial PMF that changes
with time. The second step is to generate several thresholds using the aritifical PMF. The thresh-
olds are placed so that a uniform random variable is as likely to end up between two thresholds as
the corresponding PMF value is likely. Finally a uniform random variable is generated for each
opening that needs to be generated and is then converted to the corresponding opening length using
the thresholds from step 2. This generated data model is what is used for our simulations. While
it has the disadvantage of being too clean lacking changes that could be expected from the real
world, it has the advantage of having a known PMF to compare our results to.

The artificial PMF is constructed from two components. The first component is modeled as a
discrete Rayleigh distribution. This component accounts for the likelihood of opening lengths and
is represented by fR(sigma) where sigma is the standard deviation. The second component is a
PMF for a constantly active channel. These two components are combined to create the opening
generator PMF. The probability of rest is determined by alpha based on equation 10. alpha can
be any value between 0 and 1.
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Figure 5: Left is a Generation PMF with Right being its corresponding Entrance PMF.

G(σ, α, n) = (1− α)fR(σ) + α ∗ δ(n) (10)

The data generation PMF is not the same as the PMF our system will predict. We want to predict
the opening after entering the channel. It is just as likely to enter at the beginning of a spectral
opening as it is to enter at any other point in the opening. This implies every generation event
implies itself and all shorter opening events with equal likelihood for entrance length. This PMF
is called the entrance PMF. An example of this conversion can be seen in figure 5.

D. Network Architecture

The neural network used has two different versions. The versions are mostly identical. The only
difference is the input layer. Network 2 is used for the ”Varying Day” simulation and Network 1
is used for all other simulations. This is because Network 2 also needs to account for the day of
the week. Network 1 only needs to account for the time of day. Development and training of the
network was done using Keras. Batch size for training was 32.

Layer Network 1 Network 2
Input 1-Dense 8-Dense

Hidden Layer 1 100-Dense ReLU 100-Dense ReLU
Hidden Layer 2 200-Dense ReLU 200-Dense ReLU
Hidden Layer 3 200-Dense ReLU 200-Dense ReLU

Output 81-Dense Softmax 81-Dense Softmax

Table 1: Network architecture for the two neural networks trained. They are mostly identical aside from the
input layer.

E. Varying Data PMF

This data generation method changes the PMF as a function of time. The data generation environ-
ment has its peak channel availability at midnight and its minimum channel availability at noon.
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Figure 6: PMF estimation for a varying PMF with one days worth of data for training. The network was
trained for 5 epochs with 81 intervals. The final total error for midnight was 0.078 and final loss of 0.0001.
The final total error for noon was 0.076 and final loss of 0.0001.

The attempt of this simulation is to simulate the effects of the sleep/wake cycle of human users.
The variable pd represents the percentage of the day that has passed and starts at zero and ends at
one. In this simulation α = 0.3 − 0.2cos(pd × 2π) and σ = 8 + 2cos(pd × 2π). A days worth
of data was generated. The results, as to be expected from a more complex model, were slightly
worse, but with only an increase of 3% to the total error. The total average error was 8%. The
midnight and noon PMF’s can be seen in figure 6.

F. Missing Data PMF

This data set is a modification of the Varying PMF data set. The hour from 6:00AM till 7:00AM
were removed from the Varying PMF data set before training. This is to evaluate how the sys-
tem handles a situation where it can’t directly memorize the data. In this simulation α = 0.3 −
0.2cos(pd × 2π) and σ = 8 + 2cos(pd × 2π). 23 hours worth of data was generated. The final
results had a total error of 11%. This rise in error may be the result of some memorization but is
still low enough to be usable. The actual and predicted PMF can be viewed in figure 7.
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Figure 7: PMF estimation for a varying PMF with one days worth of data for training. The time from
6:00AM till 7:00AM is excluded. The network was trained for 5 epochs with 81 intervals. The final total
error for 6:30AM was 0.116 and final loss of 0.0003.

G. Varying Day Data PMF

This data generation method is an expansion of the Varying PMF data generation method. The α
and σ values are different on every day. The input vector for the neural network is also altered for
this method to include one hot encoding for the current day. This is to evaluate the system’s ability
to handle more complex inputs. The α and σ values are listed in table 1. 7 days worth of data was
generated.

Day α σ Average Total Error
1 0.3-0.08cos(pd × 2π) 8+sin(pd × 2π) 0.05
2 0.3-0.15cos(pd × 2π) 8+2sin(pd × 2π) 0.06
3 0.3-0.2cos(pd × 2π) 8+3sin(pd × 2π) 0.08
4 0.3-0.3cos(pd × 2π) 8+4sin(pd × 2π) 0.13
5 0.3-0.15cos(pd × 2π) 8+2sin(pd × 2π) 0.06
6 0.3-0.04cos(pd × 2π) 8+0.5sin(pd × 2π) 0.05
7 0.3-0.04cos(pd × 2π) 8+0.5sin(pd × 2π) 0.04

Table 2: Values for each day for the Varying Day PMF.

Day 4 has the highest average total error at 13%. This is likely because Day 4 diverts the most
from the rest of the data set. Day 6 and 7 both end up with the lowest average total error, most
likely due to being identical days. The average total error for each day is listed in table 1.

Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper, we show and have presented an approach to accurately estimate the probability of
spectral opening lengths. We were able to evaluate the performance of our neural network to
achieve this task in several different environments. The predictions were accurate with variations
to time and missing data.
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Day Average Total Error
1 0.05
2 0.06
3 0.08
4 0.13
5 0.06
6 0.05
7 0.04

Table 3: The average total error for each day in the varying daily scenario.

This approach has two major areas of future work. The first is testing the system against real world
data. The data for this paper was simulated data which made the underlying PMF accessible, but
also made the data easier to predict. Testing the system against real world data would give a more
realistic evaluation of its performance. The second area of work is that there are properties of
the uderlying PMF that may allow for creating more accurate PMF estimates. For example, each
interval of the actual PMF value is decreasing, but the estimated PMF does not have this restriction
as of yet.
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ABSTRACT 

The telemetry community has been challenged in its search for additional spectrum for its 

aeronautical mission. With a fixed amount of spectrum the challenge becomes focused on 

increased spectrum efficiency. Today’s best solution for spectrum efficiency is Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Modulation (OFDM). This approach has proven effective with both cellular 

LTE as well as IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN systems. OFDM has seen limited use in telemetry 

systems in part due to issues related to high peak to average ratio of OFDM signals. This paper 

reviews approaches to resolving these issues and proposes a scheme for peak conditioning of 

OFDM signals to reduce the peak to average ratio. Results of preliminary experimental work are 

promising. 

Key words: OFDM, Adaptive OFDM (AOFDM), Link Dependent Adaptive Radio (LDAR), Peak-to-

Average Power Ratio (PAPR) 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Improving the bandwidth efficiency of aeronautical channels has been one of the goals of the 

integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project.  Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM) is widely used in many digital communication systems such as cellular 

networks. OFDM is known to provide high data rates, strong resistance to multipath effects, and 

high spectral efficiency. However, the transmitted signal suffers from a high Peak-to-Average 

Power Ratio (PAPR) which degrades the signal. A sample of 1000 OFDM Peak to Average 
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signal for 4QAM 64 tone OFDM is shown below in Figure 1. Note the max signal peak/avg is 4 

so the PAPR max would be 16. 

 

Figure 1: Samples of OFDM PAPR Signal 

Several studies have focused on PAPR reduction techniques. PAPR reduction approaches are 

categorized into three broad classes: signal distortion, coding schemes, symbol scrambling 

techniques, and Tone Reservation (TR). Signal distortion techniques apply methods such as 

signal clipping that digitally clip the OFDM signal before the transmitting amplifier with 

minimal distortion [1].  Coding schemes select code words that minimize PAPR [2]. Symbol 

scrambling techniques add side information by using some of the subcarriers for peak reduction. 

Selective Mapping (SLM) is one of the popular implementation of this technique [3]. Other 

techniques such as Tone Reservation (TR) implement simple yet efficient PAPR reduction 

without adding side information. However, the drawback with this technique is waste of 

bandwidth as some of the subcarriers are dedicated for PAPR reduction [4].  

This paper addresses the PAPR issue in the application of OFDM into aeronautical channel. In 

this case, using the TR method,  pilot tones are added to the OFDM signal which conditions the 

symbol to reduce the PAPR.  
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2. LINK DEPENDENT ADAPTIVE RADIO 

Since the development of the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET),the development 

of systems which improve the bandwidth efficiency of conventional point-to-point aeronautical 

channels has been one of the primary goals. The iNET project at Wireless Network Security 

(WiNetS) Lab at Morgan State University aeronautical channel modeling is based on Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM).  

In addition, OFDM has been central to attempts to develop a Link Dependent Adaptive Radio 

(LDAR) scheme where the channel model adapts to changes in the channel condition in real 

time. Adaptation mechanisms such as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) or delay spread are measured 

in real time to select a data rate for the communicating entities that improves the bandwidth 

efficiency while keeping the quality and reliability of the channel. Central to using OFDM for 

LDAR is the mitigation of the PAPR of this modulation scheme as addressed below. 

2.1 Radio channel Model 

The aeronautical channel modeled in this work to replace the traditional point-to-point 

communication is as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: OFDM Block Diagram 

At the transmitter side, the data bit stream passes through an encoder which implements the 

encoding for error control. The encoded bits are QAM-encoded in the modulation block. The 

encoded bits are parsed via a serial-to-parallel converter where an Inverse Fast Fourier 

Transform (IFFT) process converts the signal from the frequency domain to the time domain. To 
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reduce Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) during transmission, Cyclic Prefix is applied before the 

data is transmitted into the radio channel. 

The reverse operations are applied at the receiver to get the transmitted data. At the receiver the 

cyclic prefix is removed and a Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is applied to convert the signal 

from the time domain to the frequency domain. The FFT output is parsed via a parallel to serial 

converter, where QAM demodulation is applied. QAM demodulated signal results in the 

received a bit stream which estimates the source data.  

3. PEAK-TO-AVERAGE POWER REDUCTION APPROACHES 

The PAPR reduction of OFDM has seen several approaches over the past decade. These include 

1. Conditioning of PARP using coding such as the Reed-Muller codes 

2. Peak clipping and Filtering 

3. Tone Reservation Methods 

These methods can be used independently and in some cases in combination. This work is 

principally focused on the Tone Reservation method with some novel additions. 

 

The PAPR is defined as the ratio of the peak power of a signal to the average power    

𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑅 =
max(|𝑥(𝑛)|2)

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(|𝑥(𝑛)|2)
 

More generally the Peak to Average power of OFDM with𝑁 tones has a maximum value of 𝑁 in 

the unlikely case where all the tones constructively combine at some time. In practice PAPR 

values for OFDM frames of 16, 32, 64, and 128 are in the range of 9-14dB whereas a QPSK 

signal has a PAPR of 4dB. 

 

3.1 Method using Reed Muller codes 

The work in [5] presented a coding scheme for binary, quaternary, octary, and higher order 

modulation which builds on properties of the Golay and Red-Muller codes. A coset of these 

codes are selected for the specific symbol to minimize the PAPR for that symbol. It can deal 

adaptively with varying channel constraints by allowing simple changes to properties such as 

code rate, PMEPR, and error correction capability. They provided straightforward and efficient 
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algorithms for encoding and decoding. These approaches had the advantage of a reduced PAPR 

of 6dB for a 32 tone OFDM while incorporating error correction into the system. The 

disadvantages of this approach includes the tight coupling of coding to the physical layer, the 

complexity of moving to larger symbols, the potentially large search for low PAPR cosets, and 

the limited performance of the coding  for some channels. Pre-coding techniques using 

Hadamard transform are also applied in PAPR reduction designs [6]. 

 

3.2 Method using Peak Clipping and filtering 

When we use linear amplifiers that have inputs that exceed a nominal value, we could have an 

output with a nonlinear distortion.  Figure 3 shows the input and output characteristic for a 

typical High Power Amplifier (HPA) showing. The input power is shown as𝑃𝑖𝑛 and the outputs 

power is shown as𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡. To keep the linearity, the maximum output power is limited by the 

value𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑚𝑎𝑥  and the maximum input power is bounded by𝑃𝑖𝑛

𝑚𝑎𝑥. Both the input and output power 

are reduced to insure  linear operation reflected  by Input Back-Off (IBO) and Output Back-Off 

(OBO) thresholds. 

 

Figure 3: Input and Output of a High Power Amplifier 

The clipping is the easiest technique to reduce the PAPR by clamping a maximum level for the 

transmitted signal [7]. This technique however has several disadvantages: The bit error 

performance is degraded due to the distortion caused by the clipping.  Out-of-band radiation 

usually appears with clipping technique that affects the adjacent channels. The technique for 

clipping is straightforward as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Peak Clipping and Filtering 

The clipping is done in the time domain. The results are then band pass filtered to remove 

interference and then converted to baseband and low pass filtered. Clipping is performed on 

OFDM symbols 𝑋𝑛 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛}as: 

 

𝑋𝑛 = {
𝐴𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑥𝑛)𝑖𝑓𝑥𝑛 > 𝐴
𝑥𝑛,𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

Where A is a chosen upper bound of the signal. By selecting 𝐴,one can achieve arbitrarily lower 

PAPR but at the cost of distortion. As 𝐴 is reduced, the symbol becomes so distorted as to result 

in an irreducible error rate. 

 

3.3 Tone Reservation Methods 

Tone reservation methods use reserved tones such as pilot tones to improve PAPR for OFDM. 

These methods have the advantage of improving the PAPR without the introduction of distortion 

to the signal. A strategy for tone reduction is shown below in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Tone Reservation Method 
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3.4 PAPR Reduction Approaches Using Pilot Tones  

These approaches work by using the pilot tones to cancel the peak signals in the OFDM symbol. 

The test case selected was the commonly use 64 sample 4QAM OFDM tone structure where 8 

tones are typically reserved for channel equalization. Complimentary tones are generated by a 

search or by analysis to find a choice that cancels peaks. Since OFDM tones are orthogonal, they 

do not interfere with the data carrying symbols. Two approaches were developed. 

 

Method 1: Search from all possible variations of the 8 4QAM pilot tones 

A subset of all possible 4QAM tones for all 8 pilot tones is searched to find the lowest PAPR as 

in Figure 6 below.  

 

 

Figure 6: Method 1 for Pilot Computation from Clipped OFDM Symbol 

By trial end error it was determined that random search of 210of the 216 possible choices ofpilots 

was sufficient. A sample run of 50 frames of 4QAM 64 tone OFDM symbols with randomdata 

provides the improvement in Peak to average signal shown in Figure 7 below. 

 

Figure 7: PAPR Reduction Ratio using Method 1 
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The improvement in peak to average signal averaged 1.23 or 1.5 in PAPR. 

Method 2: Estimate the optimum Pilot tones from a center clipped OFDM symbol 

A second approach used an analysis of the OFDM symbol to select the value of the 8 pilot tones 

for cancelation. The method is shown below in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8:  Method 2 for Pilot Computation from Clipped OFDM Symbol 

This approach attacks the OFDM symbol peaks directly. The center clipping removes (sets to 

zero) all of the samples except for the peak values which exceed twice the mean value. It then 

transforms the clipped signal to the frequency domain where the 8 pilot tones can be computed 

as the negative of the clipped. These pilots are then added in to the original OFDM to cancel the 

peaks. The performance of this approach can be seen in the figure below which show the original 

and the new (conditioned) peak to average values in red for 50 frames of random trials. (Note 

that the PAPR would be the square of these values). This approach is significantly more 

computationally efficient than the search for 4QAM pilot tones discussed above. 

 

Figure 9: PAPR for 50 frames, Original Signal (Blue) and New Signal (Red) 
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These results are encouraging. Every frame shows a reduction in PAPR. Further the largest peaks 

show the most improvement. These results are best understood statistically. For, while the worst 

case peak values may drive guaranteed performance the average case will drive the real 

performance. A histogram of the original OFDM symbol peak to average values can be 

compared to the conditioned values over 1000 random trials to see the results as below in Figure 

10..

 

Figure 10: PAPR (a) Original Signal (b) New Signal 

These show a significant reduction overall in the peak to average signal but, perhaps more 

significantly, there is a marked reduction in high PAPR symbols. In a real application this 

approach could be followed by a clipping and filtering process to guarantee PAPR performance. 

In this example setting a threshold of 3 would see clipping about 1% of the symbols whereas 

10% of the original would be clipped.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper provides a summary of previous work done on PAPR reduction for OFDM. A new 

technique for PAPR reduction with reference tones was introduced which used pilot tones to 

cancel peaks in OFDM symbols. This techniques shows promise for real applications and can be 

used in conjunction with clipping methods. 

(a) (b) 
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ABSTRACT

We present a modified belief propagation (BP) algorithm for decoding low density parity check
codes having graphs with short cycles. The modified algorithm in log domain is superior in terms
of numerical stability, precision, computational complexity and ease of implementation when com-
pared to the algorithm in the probability domain. Simulation results show improvement in decod-
ing performance for the modified BP compared to the original algorithm. The modified approach
is also generalized for graphs with isolated cycles of arbitrary length by considering the statistical
dependency among messages passed in such cycles.

INTRODUCTION

Low density parity check (LDPC) [1] codes have been actively studied in the past several years
due to their superlative performance under iterative decoding techniques. To further reduce the
gap to Shannon capacity, we need to deal with practically challenging constraints like the use of
ultra-large block lengths, random codes, and an optimal decoding algorithm. Though widely used
in practice, LDPC codes decoded with belief propagation (BP) algorithm suffer from performance
degradation at high SNRs. This error floor phenomenon is normally tackled by using controlled
code construction techniques resulting in Tanner graphs with high girth, and by avoiding graphical
structures like trapping sets and absorbing sets [2], [3]. Zhang and Siegel have looked into non-
uniform quantization techniques [4] to overcome error floors. However, these methods breakdown
when Tanner graph have numerous length-4 cycles. The introduction of short cycles into a Tanner
graph degrades the performance of the decoding algorithm, thus leading to significant error floors.
The general approach of LDPC code design is to avoid short cycles and work with higher girth
ensembles. This compensates for the sub-optimality of the algorithm quite effectively. However,
to obtain the full potential of a sparse parity check matrix, such restrictions must be avoided.
Our aim is to look at these graphical structures from an algorithmic perspective to gain deeper
theoretical understanding.

Message passing algorithms over graphs with cycles have been studied in the past. The analy-
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sis of the loopy belief propagation (BP) algorithm over graphs with a single cycle [5] showed that
the correct maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimates can be obtained for a category of graphical
structures. Guyader and Fabre have investigated decoding over short cycles [6] using the idea of
conditioning with respect to a variable node. A modification to the BP algorithm based on joint
check node decoding was suggested in [7]. The joint check node message is computed using the
forward-backward algorithm on a joint trellis section. However, the variable node update remains
the same as in the usual BP. Also, the message passing schedule of BP and its variants affects the
decoding performance of LDPC codes [8]. In the flooding approach to BP, we perform a simulta-
neous update of all the messages in the Tanner graph. In the sequential approach like the layered
belief propagation, the message passing order is determined based on some predefined order. An
informed dynamic scheduling (IDS) is proposed in [9], where the present state of messages in the
graph is used to dynamically update the schedule. A performance improvement in IDS over the
flooding and the layered BP comes with increase in computational complexity. However, these
informed scheduling strategies suffer from performance degradation when the graphs have cycles
of length 4. This observation also calls for the analysis of the dependency among short cycles. The
algorithm gains more significance when such short cycles cannot be avoided in quantum LDPC
code constructions, as observed in [10], wherein the cycles are tackled by using randomness. In
[11], the dependency among messages passed within short cycles in a Tanner graph is analyzed to
understand the fundamental limitations of the algorithm. The dependency within a cycle of length
4 is understood by looking back at iterative time steps, leading to a modified variable node update
in the probability domain [11] and the modified check node update. The comparison of decoders
show performance improvement of the modified sum-product algorithm [12], [13] over BP. The
BP as well as the modified BP in the probability domain encounters certain drawbacks due to nu-
merical instability. These can be overcome by using the modified algorithm in the log domain as
proposed in this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a quick outline of the modified BP in
the probability domain along with the motivation to look at the log domain implementation. Then,
we present the modified BP in the log domain. The simulation curve showing a comparison of
decoding performance with the original BP is also presented. In Section III, a generalized version
of the algorithm for isolated cycles of girth g is presented. In Section IV, we present the conclusions
and future works.

MODIFIED BELIEF PROPAGATION ALGORITHM

In this section, we first give a quick outline of the modified BP in the probability domain along with
the notations used. Then, we propose an exact log domain version of the modified algorithm in
order to overcome the numerical instability issues associated with the algorithm in the probability
domain.

A. Notations:

The Tanner graph consists of variable nodes vi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and check nodes cj, j ∈
{1, . . . ,m}. Let a binary codeword x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be transmitted over a noisy channel.
Denote yi as the received bit at the variable node vi and the channel reliability be pi = Pr(x

(0)
i =
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0 | yi) and p̄i = Pr(x
(0)
i = 1 | yi). Using the same notations as in the sum-product algorithm [11],

we denote v(t)ij (b) as the message passed from the variable node vi to the check node cj at time t.
This is the probability that xi(t) = b given the channel and the extrinsic check node messages, b
taking binary value 0 or 1. Similarly, c(t)ji (b) denotes the message from the check node cj to the
variable node vi at time t.

Figure 1: The sub graph shows an isolated cycle of length 4: va − ca − vb − cb − va (marked in red). The
neighboring nodes are labeled as per their connections to the cycle nodes.

Suppose the Tanner graph has an isolated short cycle-va − ca − vb − cb − va as shown in Fig.
1. The modified BP considers the dependency among messages passed within the short cycle.
The neighboring nodes are categorized into smaller sets. The set of check nodes connected to va
excluding ca and cb is denoted asN va. The set of variable nodes connected to ca excluding va and
vb is denoted asN ca. Likewise we haveN vb andN cb. The messages passed from these sets to the
nodes part of short cycle are considered to be weakly dependent with each other and with respect
to messages passed among the nodes in cycle set.

B. Modified BP in Probability Domain:

The modified check node update from cycle node ca to its neighboring node is as follows:

c
(t+1)
ak (0) = h

(t)
0 (N ca\vk)

[
Pr(v(t)aa = 0, v

(t)
ba = 0) + Pr(v(t)aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 1)

]
+ h

(t)
1 (N ca\vk)

[
Pr(v(t)aa = 0, v

(t)
ba = 1) + Pr(v(t)aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 0)

]
,

(1)

where

h
(t)
0 (N ca\vk) =

1 +
∏

vi∈N ca\vk
(2v

(t)
ia (0)− 1)

2
.

h
(t)
1 (N ca\vk) = 1− h(t)0 (N ca\vk).

(2)

The joint probability terms of the form Pr(v
(t)
aa , v

(t)
ba ) in eq. (1) are evaluated by tracking the mes-

sages back in time as follows:

Pr(v(t)aa =0, v
(t)
ba =0) = papb h

(t−1)
0 (N cb)

∏
cl∈Nva
ck∈Nvb

c
(t)
la (0)c

(t)
kb (0). (3)
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Pr(v(t)aa =1, v
(t)
ba =1) = p̄a p̄b h

(t−1)
0 (N cb)

∏
cl∈Nva
ck∈Nvb

c
(t)
la (1)c

(t)
kb (1). (4)

Pr(v(t)aa =0, v
(t)
ba =1) = pa p̄b h

(t−1)
1 (N cb)

∏
cl∈Nva
ck∈Nvb

c
(t)
la (0)c

(t)
kb (1). (5)

Pr(v(t)aa =1, v
(t)
ba =0) = p̄a pb h

(t−1)
1 (N cb)

∏
cl∈Nva
ck∈Nvb

c
(t)
la (1)c

(t)
kb (0). (6)

Substituting the equations (3) - (6) in Eq. (1), we have the modified check node update for the
cycle check node ca.

The modified variable node update from cycle node va to its neighboring node is as follows:

v
(t)
aj (0) = pa Pr(c(t)aa = 0, c

(t)
ba = 0)

∏
ck∈Nva\cj

c
(t)
ka(0), (7)

where the joint probability term Pr(c
(t)
aa = 0, c

(t)
ba = 0) is computed by evaluating the messages in

previous time steps and thereby unfurling the dependencies within the cycle. Let us denote it by
γ
(t)
va=0.

γ
(t)
va=0 = h

(t−1)
0 (N ca) h(t−1)0 (N cb)D(t−1)

b (0) + h
(t−1)
1 (N ca) h(t−1)1 (N cb)D(t−1)

b (1). (8)

The decision metrics D(t)
b (0) and D(t)

b (1) are used at the variable nodes to make a decision on the
value of the bit. It is computed by using the channel reliability and all the incoming check node
messages. Also, we normalize the probability term representing the probability of even number
of ones among both the sets N ca and N cb using H(t−1)

(N ca,N cb)(0), and odd number of ones using

H
(t−1)
(N ca,N cb)(1). Substituting these normalized probability values in the expressions for γ, we have

γ
(t)
va=0 =H

(t−1)
(N ca,N cb)(0)D

(t−1)
b (0) +H

(t−1)
(N ca,N cb)(1)D

(t−1)
b (1). (9)

We observe that the direct implementation of the sum-product algorithm in the probability domain
has several drawbacks namely, numerical instability and precision issues, increased complexity and
quantization effects. To overcome these, we prefer using log-likelihood ratios (LLRs). This scheme
is mathematically equivalent to the direct implementation as well has the following advantages:

• The message multiplications are simplified to message additions in the log-BP implementa-
tion. This increases the efficiency of the algorithm in case of fixed point implementations
[14]. Also, the normalization step is not needed in the log-BP implementation.

• The BP in the probability domain is more sensitive to the quantization effects and requires
more quantization levels than the BP in the log domain [15].

In this paper, we show that the probability terms in the modified algorithm can be converted into
LLRs. The algebraic modifications in order to achieve this goal are described in the following
section.
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C. Modified BP in Log Domain

First, we focus on the computation of the modified check node update in the log domain. Using
the tanh(.) function, we can express Eq. (1) into LLRs as follows:

Lc
(t+1)
ak = 2 tanh−1

[
tanh

(
1

2
log
(h(t)0 (N ca\vk)
h
(t)
1 (N ca\vk)

))

tanh

(
1

2
log

(
Pr(v

(t)
aa =0, v

(t)
ba =0)+Pr(v

(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =0, v

(t)
ba =1)+Pr(v

(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =0)

))]
.

(10)

Using a simplified notation, Eq. (10) is rewritten as

Lc
(t+1)
ak = 2 tanh−1

[
tanh

(1

2
L
(t)
N ca\vk

)
tanh

(
1

2
Lγ(t)ca

)]
. (11)

In Eq. (11), there are two tanh(.) terms. Evaluation of L(t)
N ca\vk is done using the same approach

as in the well known BP log domain implementation. The second tanh(.) term has the following
form.

Lγ(t)ca =log

(
Pr(v

(t)
aa = 0, v

(t)
ba = 0) + Pr(v

(t)
aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa = 0, v

(t)
ba = 1) + Pr(v

(t)
aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 0)

)
.

Using the algebraic manipulations as described in detail in Appendix D., we convert the terms
in the expression for Lγ(t)ca into log-likelihood ratios and substitute back in Eq. (11) to get the
modified check node update in the log domain. Now, we focus on the modified variable node
update conversion starting from Eq. (7).

v
(t)
ak (0) = pa Pr(c(t)aa = 0, c

(t)
ba = 0)

∏
cj∈Nva\ck

c
(t)
ja (0), (12)

Similarly, we can express probability of message from va = 1 as follows:

v
(t)
ak (1) = p̄a Pr(c(t)aa = 1, c

(t)
ba = 1)

∏
cj∈Nva\ck

c
(t)
ja (1), (13)

Observe that the joint terms are indeed the γ functions γ(t)va=0 and γ(t)va=1 respectively. Now, dividing
Eq. (12) by Eq. (13) and taking logarithm on both sides, we have as per our notations:

Lv
(t)
ak = la + log

(
γ
(t)
va=0

γ
(t)
va=1

)
+

∑
cj∈Nva\ck

Lc
(t)
ja . (14)

Denoting log

(
γ
(t)
va=0

γ
(t)
va=1

)
by Lγ(t)va , we have

Lv
(t)
ak = la + Lγ(t)va +

∑
cj∈Nva\ck

Lc
(t)
ja . (15)
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We evaluate Lγ(t)va by using the equivalent tanh(.) expression in the log domain for Eq. (9).

Lγ(t)va = 2 tanh−1
[
tanh

(1

2
LH

(t−1)
N caN cb

)
tanh

(
1

2
LD

(t−1)
b

)]
, (16)

where LH(t−1)
N caN cb = log

(
H

(t−1)
(N ca,N cb)(0)

H
(t−1)
(N ca,N cb)(1)

)
. We can express LH(t−1)

N caN cb in terms of LLRs as fol-

lows:
LH

(t−1)
N caN cb = LH

(t−1)
N ca + LH

(t−1)
N cb . (17)

Substituting for value of Lγ(t)va into Eq. (15), we get the modified variable node update in the log
domain. Note that the log domain algorithm derived here is exactly equivalent to the modified
algorithm in the probability domain.

D. Simulation Results

In this section, we compare the performance of the log domain modified BP versus the conven-
tional BP. We constrain the H matrix to be regular with a column weight of 3 and a row weight of
6. A parity check matrix of size (n − k) × n = (100 × 200) is used. Block length n of the code
is 200 with a code rate equal to 0.5. For simulation, we introduce 40 isolated cycles of length 4 in
the Tanner graph. We consider a simple memoryless channel with additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) of variance N0/2. The noise conditions are maintained ‘exactly’ the same for both the
decoding algorithms.

Figure 2: BER vs. Eb/N0 (in dB) curves comparison between modified algorithm and original MPA in the
log domain after 10 iterations on H matrix with size (n− k)× n = (100× 200) with 40 cycles of length 4.

Fig. 2 shows gain at higher SNR for the modified update over the original decoding algorithm.
An SNR gain of around 0.65 dB is obtained after 10 iterations at 5 dB SNR with the modified
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algorithm over the original BP. This motivates us to develop generalized algorithms for Tanner
graphs with higher girth.

GENERALIZATION TO GIRTH g

In the modified BP, we considered isolated cycles of length 4. The dependency over time in the
computation of joint terms in Eq. (9) and Eq. (16) is analyzed. This leads us to a generalized
approach for isolated cycles of higher girth.

Figure 3: The modified updates at time t in a cycle of length 4. (a) The modified check node update uses
the joint message γ(t)v from cycle variable nodes. γ(t)v is computed as a function of J (t−1)

c which represents
the extrinsic messages sent from the other check node cb at time t − 1. (b) Similarly, the modified variable
node update uses the joint message γ(t)c , which depends on J (t−1)

v .

In the modified algorithm, we observed that tracing back to the (t − 1)th iteration helps in
computing the joint messages. In Fig. 3, J (t−1)

c and J
(t−1)
v represents the equivalent extrinsic

messages sent from the nodes cb and vb respectively, computed using the modified algorithm. Fig.
3a and Eq. (9) show that γ(t)v depends on the message J (t−1)

c . Similarly, Fig. 3b and Eq. (16) show
the dependence of γ(t)c on J (t−1)

v . It is noted that the dependency for girth g case is observed from
the node which is g/2 edges far.

In a similar approach, we can evaluate the joint messages in cycles of length 6. We observe
that γ(t)c depends on the message J (t−2)

c from the cycle check node which is g/2 = 3 edges far.
Similarly, γ(t)v depends on the message J (t−1)

v from the cycle variable node g/2 = 3 edges away
from the check node. Hence, in girth 6 graphs, overwhelming of information is avoided by using
the joint term evaluation1 tracking back to J (t−2)

c and J (t−1)
v .

Summarizing the above results, we can express the joint terms as a function of Jc and Jv. For
girth 4 graphs, γ(t)c = fc(J

(t−1)
v ) and γ(t)v = fv(J

(t−1)
c ). For girth 6 graphs, γ(t)c = fc(J

(t−2)
c ) and γ(t)v =

fv(J
(t−1)
v ).Generalizing the above for Tanner graphs with isolated cycles of length g, the joint terms

1We omit the details of the derivation due to lack of space.
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in the modified algorithm has the following relation with messages Jv and Jc over time.

γ(t)v =

{
fv(J

(t−g/4)
c ) if mod(g, 4) = 0

fv(J
(t−b g4c)
v ) else.

(18)

γ(t)c =

{
fc(J

(t−g/4)
v ) if mod(g, 4) = 0

fc(J
(t−d g4e)
c ) else.

(19)

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We derived a modified BP in the log-domain which shows performance improvement over the
conventional BP. We showed that the algorithm can be generalized for isolated cycles of arbitrary
girth. Future work needs to be done by considering the effect of nested cycles in the Tanner graph.
Also, a unified theory for tractable statistical dependencies during belief propagation over arbitrary
graphs has to be developed.
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APPENDIX

A. Computing Lγ
(t)
ca in check node update

Lc
(t+1)
ak = 2 tanh−1

[
tanh

(1

2
L
(t)
N ca\vk

)
tanh

(
1

2
Lγ(t)ca

)]
. (1)

In Eq. (1), there are two tanh(.) terms. Evaluation of L(t)
N ca\vk is done using the same approach

as in the well known BP log domain implementation. The second tanh(.) term has the following
form.

Lγ(t)ca =log

(
Pr(v

(t)
aa = 0, v

(t)
ba = 0) + Pr(v

(t)
aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa = 0, v

(t)
ba = 1) + Pr(v

(t)
aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 0)

)
.

We divide and multiply the numerator term by Pr(v
(t)
aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 1) and the denominator term by

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =0). Now, we have

Lγ(t)ca = log


Pr(v

(t)
aa = 0, v

(t)
ba = 0)

Pr(v
(t)
aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 1)

+ 1

Pr(v
(t)
aa = 0, v

(t)
ba = 1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 0)

+ 1

+ log

(
Pr(v

(t)
aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa = 1, v

(t)
ba = 0)

)
. (2)

Right hand side of Eq. (2) can be rewritten as

log

[
Pr(v

(t)
aa =0, v

(t)
ba =0)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =1)

+1

]
−log

[
Pr(v

(t)
aa =0, v

(t)
ba =1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =0)

+1

]
+ log

[
Pr(v

(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =0)

]
. (3)
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The ratio terms in Eq. (3) are converted into LLRs using the following approach.

• LLR expression for
Pr(v

(t)
aa =0,v

(t)
ba =0)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1,v

(t)
ba =1)

:

Logarithm of the term is evaluated using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4).

log

(
Pr(v

(t)
aa =0, v

(t)
ba =0)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =1)

)
=log

pa
p̄a

pb
p̄b

∏
cl∈Nva
ck∈Nvb

c
(t)
la (0)c

(t)
kb (0)∏

cl∈Nva
ck∈Nvb

c
(t)
la (1)c

(t)
kb (1)

 (4)

Simplifying Eq. (4) by using the notations used in the log domain BP, we have

log

(
Pr(v

(t)
aa =0, v

(t)
ba =0)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =1)

)
= la+lb+

∑
cl∈Nva

Lc
(t)
la +

∑
ck∈Nvb

Lc
(t)
kb . (5)

By taking exponent on both sides of Eq. (5), we have

Pr(v
(t)
aa =0, v

(t)
ba =0)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =1)

= e
la+lb+

∑
cl∈Nva

Lc
(t)
la +

∑
ck∈Nvb

Lc
(t)
kb

. (6)

• LLR expression for
Pr(v

(t)
aa =0,v

(t)
ba =1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1,v

(t)
ba =0)

:

Using the same approach as in Eq. (5) and then taking exponents on both sides, we have

Pr(v
(t)
aa =0, v

(t)
ba =1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =0)

= e
la−lb+

∑
cl∈Nva

Lc
(t)
la −

∑
ck∈Nvb

Lc
(t)
kb

. (7)

• LLR expression for log

[
Pr(v

(t)
aa =1,v

(t)
ba =1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1,v

(t)
ba =0)

]
:

Using Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), and taking logarithm of the ratio, we have

log

[
Pr(v

(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =1)

Pr(v
(t)
aa =1, v

(t)
ba =0)

]
= L

(t−1)
N cb −

∑
ck∈Nvb

Lc
(t)
kb − lb. (8)

Substituting the LLR expressions of the three ratio terms into Eq. (3), we obtain the expression
for Lγ(t)ca as follows:

Lγ(t)ca = log

[
e
la+lb+

∑
cl∈Nva

Lc
(t)
la +

∑
ck∈Nvb

Lc
(t)
kb

+ 1

]
− log

[
e
la−lb+

∑
cl∈Nva

Lc
(t)
la −

∑
ck∈Nvb

Lc
(t)
kb

+ 1

]
+ L

(t−1)
N cb −

∑
ck∈Nvb

Lc
(t)
kb − lb.

(9)
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Abstract 
 

Best and practical watermarking schemes for copyright protection of 3D meshes are required to be 
blind and robust to attacks and errors. In this paper, we present the latest developments in 3D blind 
watermarking with a special emphasis on our Ordered Statistics Vertex Extraction and Tracing 
Algorithm (OSVETA) algorithm and its improvements. OSVETA is based on a combination of 
quantization index modulation (QIM) and error correction coding using novel ways for judicial 
selection of mesh vertices which are stable under mesh simplification, and the technique we propose in 
this paper offers a systematic method for vertex selection based on neural networks replacing a 
heuristic approach in the OSVETA. The Neuro-OSVETA enables a more precise mesh geometry 
estimation and better curvature and topological feature estimation. These enhancements result in a 
more accurate identification of stable vertices resulting in significant reduction of deletion probability. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We are witnessing a neural network revolution, utilizing deep learning techniques impacting 
almost every technological niche. Advancements in computation and connectivity has enabled 
and propelled this transformation. Interestingly, the first revolutionary ideas using neural 
network actually appeared in the fields of the image classification [1], [2], and object recognition 
[3]. Image watermark was also recognized as an important area and widely studied in many 
recent research papers [4], [5], and [6]. Copyright protection of neural networks themselves was 
also enabled by the watermark techniques [7]. Despite the initial ideas from the last century, 
scientific interest in using artificial intelligence to three-dimensional (3D) objects and their 
classification and recognition is still in its infancy. The reason is partially attributed to non-
unified representation and description of 3D objects, as well as the complexity of the analysis of 
geometric networks, but also relatively undeveloped tools and Internet engines for their use. 
Nevertheless, the past few years have witnessed a progress in this area, and initial results. 

As in the field of image processing, the 3D object recognition started with the 3D shape 
description research. Similarly, to the contribution trends in two-dimensional (2D) case 
mentioned above, the direction of 3D curve research employs neural networks. More recently, 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) became of active interest in 3D object recognition, shape 
analysis and 3D scene synthesis [8], [9], and [10]. However, according to the best of our 
knowledge there are no results in watermarking using techniques from artificial intelligence. The 
only one attempt [11] - while presents an original idea - lacks mathematical or methodological 
explanation of the use of neural networks. Moreover, the enthusiastic attempt of authors to 
describe 3D geometry with only one featured vector did not ensure a inserted watermark 
robustness. 

In this paper, we consider the problem of watermarking 3D meshes using neural networks. 
As we demonstrate, this approach is natural for this problem. Mathematical formulation of a 
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criterion for selecting vertices in the 3D mesh where the watermark information will be hidden 
(hosted) is complicated and involves many parameters a priory unknown or data dependent, 
which is exactly the situation which neural networks handle very well.  

Our method, NEURO-OSVETA employs neural network in the vertex extraction algorithm 
OSVETA [13]. It enables more precise mesh geometry estimation and better curvature and 
topological feature estimation. These enhancements result in a more accurate identification of 
stable vertices resulting in significant reduction of the vertex deletion probability in the process 
of mesh simplification.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem definition is summarized in 
Section II. In Section III we explain the relevant OSVETA notations and definitions as well as 
list of all used geometrical and topological criteria for 3D mesh characterization. Section IV 
presents theoretical principles of the neural network construction. Also, in this section we talk 
about our NN learning, back-propagation idea and optimization methods. Section V explains our 
proven watermarking scheme that ensures additional watermark robustness. Finally, in Section 
VI we show prelaminar results of vertex deletion probability and error probability performance. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The first paradigm in 3D watermarking is an ability to obtain robustness of the watermark 
data to most common geometrical and topological transformations, but also ensuring adequate 
scheme to define rules for watermark retrieval. To ensure blindness of embedded data, the 
retrieving algorithm requires some unique topological representation of 3D model and its 
primitives. However, due to the 3D model representation, we typically deal with an undefined 
order of mesh primitives and thus with synchronization issues in the watermark data retrieving 
task. Assuming we provided the above conditions, the second challenge is obtain a reliable 
scheme to select hosts for embedding watermarking data. Hence, the most important feature of 
chosen hosts is robustness to transformations, including affine transformations and the very 
complex optimization and simplification operations. 

To generalize all robustness and blindness watermark requirements, we need to ensure 
definition of the importance of primitives that can be used as hosts for watermark data 
embedding. Thus, all the selected primitives would be invariant to all transformation and 
deformation processes even to destructive decimation algorithms. Selected primitives should be 
capable to hold all watermark information including synchronization requirement in the 
watermarking retrieval task. Such primitives should be also defined as invariant to topological 
reordering. Actually, vertices in the 3D mesh that are participating in the shape creation satisfy 
all above requirements. Thus, only geometrically important set of vertices can be used as 
watermark host vector and our goal is defining such set of the host vertices. The importance of 
host vertices is defined as an invariance to its deletion in optimization and simplification process. 

III. ORDERED STATISTICS VERTEX EXTRACTION AND TRACING ALGORITHM 

In order to define main neural perception of the shape, we start with a discussion of the 3D 
shape characterization. However, defining important vertices, which form a simple and 
computer-recognizable 3D shape, is not a trivial process. Thus, it is necessary to first define the 
problems of discrete curvature estimation, but also note differences from the known methods. 
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A. Algorithm definition and notation 

The OSVETA consists of three steps: i) defining and ranking the vertex assessment criteria, 
ii) accurate curvature evaluation, and computing its characteristic features, and  iii) tracing the 
importance of extracted vertices in relation to the mesh topology. More precisely, if  ( ),M V F  is a 
mesh of a given 3D surface, where V  and F  are respectively vectors of vertices and topological 
connections between them, the algorithm produces as a result the two vectors: s , the vector of 
vertex stabilities arranged in a decreasing order, and q , the vector of corresponding indices. The 
mesh vertices are ordered with respect of decreasing stability form the vector oV = iv , and the 
length- L  vector p  is obtained by taking the first L  elements from oV = iv . 

The OSVETA gives good results even for small number of descriptors, but there are more 
descriptors that can be considered for mesh segmentation [13]. In this moment, to make idea 
clear and, we would keep attention to considering only descriptors from the given Table 1 [13]. 

Table 1 OSVETA ASSESSMENT CRITERIA AND THEIR RATING 

N0 Criterion Description Rate 
1 ψmin  ≥ 0 Positive minimal dihedral 

 
1.0 

2 Θ < 2π Small Theta angle 1.0 
3 κG1 > 0 Positive Gaussian curvature 1.0 
4 ψmax  ≥ 0 Positive maximal dihedral 

 
0.9 

5 θ > 2π Big Theta angle 0.8 
6 κG < 0 Negative Gaussian curvature 0.8 
7 κG1 < 0 Negative Gaussian curvature 0.7 
8 κG > 0 Positive Gaussian curvature 0.4 

 
This list shows notations of variables, functions and conditions for a given feature values, but 

also rates of all descriptors that will be later used as an initial weights values in the 
backpropagation process. In Figure 1, we show the main angles and areas connected to vertex of 
interest iv . 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of relevant features and variables at the vertex of interest vi 

B. Discrete Gaussian curvature descriptors 

The main issue in conditions that generalize computations for 3D meshes is the accuracy for 
discrete mesh computations. As we can notice from table, Gaussian curvature is one of the most 
relevant shape descriptors. Thus the brief discussion of both methods for discrete Gaussian 
curvature estimation follows. 

1jv −  

  

jv  

ijθ  

iv  

ijα  
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1) Differential geometry method 

We know from [14] that for manifold surface M in 3
 , and each point on the given surface, 

one can locally approximate the surface by its tangent plane that is orthogonal to the normal 
vector n. K is defined as the normal curvature of the curve that belongs to both the surface itself 
and the plane containing both n and unit direction e in the tangent plane. We define the mean 
curvature ( )1 2 / 2Hκ κ κ= +  as the average value of the two principal curvatures κ1 and κ2 of the 
surface M, The Gaussian curvature κG is defined as the product of the two principle curvatures, 
i.e., 1 2 Gκ κ κ= . For a given point vi of discrete surface M the mean curvature normal (Laplace-
Beltrami operator) ( ) ( ) ( )K 2i H i iκ=v v n v  gives both the mean curvature 2 ( )H iκ v  and unit normal 
n(vi) at the vertex vi. Gaussian curvature of a discrete surface that depend only on a vertex 
position and angles of adjacent triangles respectively are given as: 

( )
#

1

1 2
f

G i ij
j

κ π θ
=

 
= −  ∑v


 (1) 

A number of adjacent triangular faces at the point vi is #f, and θij is the angle of j-th adjacent 
triangle at the point vi. The area of the first ring of triangles around the point vi is   [15]. 

2) Fitting a quadric method 

The idea of Fitting Quadric Curvature Estimation method is that a smooth surface geometry 
can be locally approximated with a quadratic polynomial surface. The method fits a quadric to 
point in a local neighborhood of each chosen point in a local coordinate frame. The curvature of 
the quadric at the chosen point is taken to be the estimation of curvature for the discrete surface. 
For a simple quadric form 2 2'   ' ' ' 'z ax bx y cy= + +  procedure is given by: i) Estimation of surface 
normal n at the point v by one of two ways: simple or weighted averaging, or finding a least 
squares fitted plane to the point and its neighbors; ii) Positioning of a local coordinate system 
( ), ,x y z′ ′ ′  at the point v  and aligning axis 'z  along the estimated normal. McIvor and Valkenburg 
[16] suggest aligning of the 'x  coordinate axis with a projection of the global x axis onto the 
tangent plane defined by n . If we use the suggested improvements and fit the mapped data to 
extended quadric: 2 2ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ  ' ' 'z a x b xy c y d x e y= + + + +′ ′ , and solve the resulting system of linear 
equations, we can compute both principal curvatures 1κ  and 2κ . Then, we have estimation for 
Gaussian curvature: 

( )
2

1 22 2

4

1
G

a c b

d e
κ −′ ′ ′=

+ +′ ′
 (2) 

C. Topological features 

The second group of topological features that we can use in consideration is a set of features 
that characterize salience of regions and resistance to transformations. Since the optimization and 
simplification process destructively affect the object geometry, some angles, vertices, edges and 
faces are classified as risky primitives (e.g. vertices that are connected by collinear edges, 
boundary vertices, vertices, edges and faces in flat and smooth areas) and even topological errors 
(isolated vertices independent in space, vertices which belong to only one boundary edge, 
complex vertices and edges that join more than two faces, crossed edges without mutual vertex). 
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However, some of topological features are highly important for shape description (e.g. both, 
minimal and maximal dihedral angle between two faces at the same edge: maxψ  and minψ  
respectively. 

Our novel technique for 3D shape characterization uses neural network (NN) architectures 
that are capable to operating on essential geometric and topological representations of 3D 
meshes. We now describe the NN architecture focusing on neural OSVETA implementation. 

IV. NEURAL OSVETA 

Contrary to 2D image classification CNNs, data sparsity and computation cost of 3D 
convolution severely constrains the volumetric representation of 3D meshes and points. In the 
watermarking purpose the result of this classification will be loss of vertex information, and also 
all the watermark data. Our aim is to define the main characteristics of 3D objects given by their 
basic representation and appropriate relation of this feature definitions and input representation. 
Following the principles of Feature-based Neural Networks and including all relevant 3D mesh 
features, we design a feature learning framework that directly uses vector of all vertices as the 
NN inputs.  

A. Neural network architecture 

An input neuron matrix { },I = v f  is represented as a set of the following vectors: i) the vector 
of vertices { }| 1,....,i i n= =v v , where each vertex is a vector of its ( ), ,x y zv v vv  Euclidean 
coordinates, and ii) the topological channel vector ( ) { }| 1,...,ji f j m= =f  with all vertex 
connections that represent faces in the given 3D mesh. The diagram in Figure 2. shows the 
schematic architecture of the proposed neural network. 

 
Figure 2.  The neural network architecture: Input neurons represent elements of the vector i that contain geometrical and 
topological data v and f respectively. The hidden layer is a set of features that describe shapes inside the 3D mesh (Section II ) 

The hidden layer neurons represent the geometrical and topological descriptors and 
conditions given in the Table 1 according to our unique requirements. Next, each of the hidden 
neuron is connected as a Fully-Connected Neural Network (FNN) with output neurons that form 
an output vector of indices ( )io , ordered such that the position of vertex index in ( )io  
corresponds to the vertex importance. In order to avoid irregularity problem of 3D mesh 
geometry and topology, we set that each of our hidden neurons is activated by same input weight 
value and also have same bias for all input neurons. Thus, our algorithm allows for different 
input sizes and mesh sizes. In [13] we proved that even empirical values of weight coefficients 
provide good results and thus improve the watermark robustness. The NN learns by adjusting all 

1i  

2i  

3i  

ni  

1o  

2o  

3o  

no  

1h  

2h  

3h  

Jh  
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weights and biases through backpropagation to obtain the ordered vector of vertex indices that 
provides information of vertex importance. This information will be crucial for host vertex 
selection in the watermarking task. Now, we describe the learning process of NN and the loss 
function used in our scheme.  

B. Backpropagation and learning 

To illustrate our backpropagation scheme, we consider a hidden neuron H  that receives 
inputs from the input neurons I . The activation (output signals) of these neurons are components 
of the input vector { }| 1, ,iI i n= =i   respectively. We denote by IJω  the weight between input II  
and our hidden unit JH . For example the net input, jhin  to j -th neuron H  is the sum of the 
weighed signals from neurons 1 2, , , ni i i : j j i jii

hin b ω= + ∑ i . The bias b  is included by adding to 
the input vector and is treated exactly like any other weight. The activation h  of the hidden 
neuron H  is given by some function of its net input, ( )h g hin= , where the sigmoid function is 

( ) ( ) 1
1 eσ

−−= + ii . The subscripts JK  are analogously used for the weight JKω  between the hidden 
unit JH  and the output unit KO , which are considered arbitrary, but fixed. With this notation, the 
corresponding lowercase letters can serve as summation indices in the derivation of the weight 
update rules. For the arbitrary activation function ( )g x , its derivative is denoted as g ′ . The 
dependence of the activation on the weights result from applying the activation function g to the 
net input K j jK

j

o h ω= ∑  to find ( )Kg o . The weights are updated as follows:  

1) Updating the hidden layer weights 

Let ( )1 2, , , nt t t=t   be a training or target output vector. Then, the error to be minimized is 

[ ]2
(1 2) k kk

E t o= −∑ , and using the chain rule [20], we have: [ ] ( )K JK K K kE t o g oinσ ω= ∂ ∂ = − ′ . For 
weights on connections to the hidden unit JH : ( )[ ]IJ k Jk J IE g hinω σ ω∂ ∂ = − ′∑ i , where 

( )J k Jk Jk
g hinσ σ ω= ′∑ . The gradient weights to the hidden units is ij j iω ησ∆ = i . Since each of our 

hidden layer neurons are weighted by same weights and biases from all input neurons, the 
gradient weight to hidden layer is given as j jω ησ∆ = i . 

2) Updating the output layer weights 

To calculate the output-layer weights, we use standard FNN scheme which minimizes the 
sum of squares of the errors for all output units: ( ) ( )21 2 l kk

E h o= −∑ . Next, we should determine 
the direction in which to change weights. We calculate the negative error gradient E∇  with 
respect to the weights kjω  and adjust the values of weights. Assume that the activation of this 
node is equal to the next network input, then output of the j -th neuron is ( )j j jiin g hin= , and thus 
activation for the output neurons are: k kj j kj

oin iin bω= +∑ , where our activation output is 

( )k k ko g oin= . As far as the magnitude of weight change is concerned, we take it to be 
proportional to the negative gradient: ( ) ( )kj k k k k jE h o g hin oinω∂ ∂ = − ′ . Let η  is a learning rate used 
to control the amount of weight adjustment at each step of training. Then, the weights on the 
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output layer are updated according to ( ) ( ) ( )1kj kj kjt t tω ω ω+ = + ∆ , where, ( ) ( )kj k k k k jh o g hin iinω η∆ = − ′ , 
and for the sigmoid function weight update is ( ) ( )1kj kj k jt t iinω ω ησ+ = + , where 

( ) ( )k k k k kh o g oinσ = − ′ . 

C. Training input 

According to our input rule we can use any three dimensional training vector regardless of 
number of its elements. However, the watermark data size determines the number of required 
host vertices, and thus our neural network may learn from training vectors what size is equal or 
bigger than the number of watermark bits that should be embedded. On the other hand, our 
watermark algorithm achieves the watermark capacities that overcomes mentioned problem. 

V. WATERMARKING SCHEME 

After the powerful Neuro-OSVETA vertex extraction, as a proven watermarking scheme we 
use the Sparse variant of Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) technique [21] to embed LDPC 
coded watermark bits into geometrical structure of 3D mesh. Detailed technique is well 
explained in our previous work [22]. This section briefly explains the watermarking algorithm 
used in following three steps. 

 
Figure 3. A block diagram of the watermarking system 

 
Step 1). Firstly, watermarking signal is encoded by structured LDPC codes. Note that there 

are many good classes of LDPC codes, and our method does not critically depend on which one 
is used. Here for simplicity, we use regular quasi-cyclic codes, The column weight and row 
weight of the parity check matrix are vd µ= and cd η= , respectively. However, before encoding, 
the watermark sequence is first processed in the Distribution Transformer (DT) to optimize 
probability of zeros and ones, prior to LDPC coding and conversion to runs and transmission 
through the channel. 

Step 2). In order to transform the channel with infinite memory into a memoryless channel, 
the symbols at the input of the channel are represented by runs of bits. The runlengths 
representing zeros and ones are selected according to channel synchronization statistics. In other 
words, input symbols with odd indices are encoded in runs of k 1’s, with k = 2 for symbol 0 and 
k = 3 for symbol 1. Symbols with even indices are similarly encoded by runs of 0’s.  

Step 3). Due to a small error in the Euclidean sense may be perceived by the Human Visual 
System (HVS) as a large distortion, the general version of the QIM may lead to serious 
degradation of the quality of the watermarked 3D signal. To avoid this problem, we use a Sparse 
variant of QIM. Sparse QIM spreads out the watermark bit over L elements of cover signal x. 
The cover sequence xL of length is projected to a L-dimensional vector p of the unit norm, and 
the norm of the corresponding projection is quantized. The resulting L-dimensional watermarked 

DT 

LDPC 
encoder Runlength coding Sparse QIM 

DD 

Runlength 
detection 

Sparse QIM 
detection 

Vertex 
selection 

Sync-error 
channel 

LDPC 
decoder 

Watermark Retrieved 
watermark 

Host 3D-mesh 
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vector yL can be written as ( )( )T T
L L u L L= + −y x x p x p pQ . The detector projects the received 

watermarked cover vector Lr  to p  and recovers the embedded bit as 
2{0,1}

ˆ arg min ( ) .T T
L L u L Lu

u
∈

= −r p r pQ  

Generally, robustness of the watermark increases with L . The principal component axis is the 
eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of the vertex coordinate covariance matrix. 

VI. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

As we already mentioned, there are no existing schemes for NN watermarking, and available 
training databases with 3D models are used for segmentation and model recognizing purpose. 
Thus, this paper relies mostly on theoretical assumptions and experimental calculations using 
dataset used in OSVETA calculations that is equally efficient for small and large 3D models with 
complex geometrical and topological structures. Our dataset is obtained and derived from 3D 
models using optimization and simplification functions, as well as using Gaussian filters, which 
all simulate errors in a 3D mesh structure. Due to our unique requirement, desired resulting 
output vectors for training set is also constructed using tracing algorithm and semantic 
correlation to geometric and topologic features in accordance to watermark blindness and 
robustness. 

A. Hidden layer features 

Shape definition of 3D meshes is nontrivial, and it can be shown that many characteristics 
have influence to the mesh characterization. However, some features can describe the mesh 
shapes and also perceptual experience of the mesh geometry. For example, selection of important 
mesh vertices in dependence to Gaussian curvature ( G  0κ > ) and using two different criteria is 
shown in Figure 4. 

We note that the vertices selected by each criterion are at different mesh regions. It can be 
shown that rest of the features given in Table 1 select different important regions and vertices 
that can be used for inserting watermark data. Moreover, other criteria listed in [13] can also be 
used to remove all unimportant vertices and regions from the watermark and thus, decrease the 
number of input and output neurons which in turn increase the speed and efficiency of our 
learning process. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. 3D position of first 50 vertices selected by Gκ  and G1κ  criteria: red 
areas contain vertices with high value of curvature, green areas contain vertices 
with low value of curvature; (a) κG>0 - circles, (b), κG1>0 - diamonds. 
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B. Probability of vertex deletion 

The result of the vertex stability computation in relation to the optimization process is 
obtained by Neuro-OSVETA and OSVETA. In order to remove topological errors, our model is 
optimized using 'Pro Optimizer' modifier from 3D Studio Max 2015 application [24] that is 
based on simplification algorithms. Even with the relatively small training set for our NN, the 
experimental tests of stability for 1000 vertices selected by Neuro-OSVETA algorithm compared 
to the OSVETA allocated group of 1000 vertices showed the superiority of our new approach. 
The results are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2 The number of vertices deleted by optimization 
 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 90% 

Total VR 17350 12209 6953 3926 2315 1448 
Random 0 332 622 781 872 920 
OSVETA 0 1 30 147 332 522 
Neuro-OSVETA 0 0 22 121 282 421 

The total number of vertices remaining after simplification (Total RV) with a given percent of 
remained vertices is given in the first row. Compared to randomly selected vertices (the second 
row), the third and fourth rows show the number of removed vertices out of 1000 vertices 
selected by OSVETA and by the Neuro-OSVETA respectively. Probability of vertex deletion as 
a function of the percent of deleted vertices is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Probability of vertex deletion pd as a function of the deleted vertices. 

In Figure 5, our algorithm (shown using red dots) shows better results than the standard 
OSVETA and much better than randomly selected vertices scheme. Note that this improvement 
is small due to the small training vector size and can increment using bigger training vector. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, we presented a novel technique that offers a systematic method for vertex 
selection based on neural networks replacing a heuristic approach in the OSVETA. The Neuro-
OSVETA enables a more precise mesh geometry estimation and better curvature and topological 
feature estimation. From our experimental results, we observe a significant reduction of deletion 
probability using more accurate identification of stable vertices. Our future works include 
optimization of NN parameters and using a bigger set of different 3D models as training vector 
to improve overall performance gain. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Often, TM requires operators on location with receive system(s) or at a remote console (with a 
remote antenna control unit), resulting in TDY for operators and possibly a shortage of operators 
to support all scheduled operations. A remote-control capability could eliminate existing 
personnel requirements at both the local system antenna site as well as the control facility, 
greatly reducing operational costs. TENA provides for real-time system interoperability, as well 
as interfacing existing range assets, C4ISR systems, and simulations; fostering reuse of range 
assets and future software systems. JMETC is a distributed, LVC capability using a hybrid 
network solution for all classifications and cyber. TENA and JMETC allow for the most efficient 
use of current and future TM range resources via range resource integration, critical to validate 
system performance in a highly cost-effective manner. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The original design of the DoD test and training range infrastructure was not intended to be 
interoperable and rapidly became inadequate in this new era of Joint warfare.  The cost-effective 
integration of range data and telemetry resources was critical to ensuring the war-worthiness of 
today’s advanced weapon systems and platforms which populate the air, land, and sea areas of 
operations.  To ensure the advantages of range interoperability are available across the DoD’s 
Test and Training ranges, the Central Test and Evaluation Program (CTEIP) developed and is 
constantly refining the Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA).   
 
TENA provides real-time software system interoperability and the capability to interface existing 
range assets, systems, and simulations at distributed facilities.  Government-owned and free for 
anyone to use, TENA allows the most efficient use of current and future range resources via 
range resource integration.  This integration invariably fosters interoperability and reuse within 
the test and training communities – critical in validating system performance in a highly cost-
effective manner.   
 
TENA provides a middleware software component and can be used on any internet protocol (IP)-
based range or distributed network, such as the Joint Mission Environment Test Capability 
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(JMETC) networks and the Joint Staff (JS) J7 Deputy Director Joint Training (DDJT) Joint 
Training Enterprise Network (JTEN).  
 
Upgrading an existing range system to TENA can be achieved in a drastically shorter time frame 
than traditional software integration efforts.  Additional benefits include the cost-effective 
replacement of unique range protocols, enhanced exchange of mission data, and organic TENA-
compliant capabilities at sites which can be leveraged for future events, enhancing both reuse 
and interoperability. 
 
 

TENA AND THE TELEMETRY COMMUNITY 
 

As in the past, present telemetry (TM) support requires operators to be on location with the TM 
receive system or at a remote TM console (with a remote TM antenna control unit).  This often 
results in temporary duty (TDY) for operators and potentially an insufficient number of operators 
to support all scheduled operations.  The capability to remotely operate the telemetry system 
(i.e., perform status monitoring, data distribution, and / or command and control from a 
centrally-located, manned site) greatly reduces operational costs of TDY to remote TM sites.  A 
remote control capability could altogether eliminate the existing requirement for personnel at 
both the local TM system antenna site as well as the TM control facility, alleviating previous 
manpower issues (see Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1 Architecture to a Remote TM Site. 
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Theater Missile Defense (TMD) missile systems are designated to provide regional defenses 
against present and future conventional, chemical, biological, or nuclear ballistic, cruise, or air-
to-surface guided missiles that can endanger deployed U.S. forces as well as U.S. friends and 
allies throughout the world.  Eglin Air Force Base (AFB) in Florida is enhancing the capability 
of the Eglin Gulf Test Range (EGTR) to conduct TMD programs via the Gulf Range 
Enhancement (GRE) program.  This development includes the selection and construction of 
land-launch facilities; the modification of land, sea, and air safety zones; and the subsequent 
conduct of TMD missile system test and training flights within the enhanced EGTR.  When 
complete, this expansion will allow launched target missiles to be halted by interceptor missiles 
with the intercepts occurring in the airspace over the Gulf of Mexico (see Figure 2).  
  

 
Figure 2 TMD Threat Distances Compared to TMD Launch Test Distances. 
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The EGTR expansion will provide greater flexibility in test scenarios than is possible using other 
ranges, and permits more realistic testing of TMD interceptor systems.  This next-generation 
architecture is expected to be completely remote controlled when classification allows.   
 
Recently, GRE engineers met with representatives of the TENA Software Development Activity 
(SDA) concerning the many TENA capabilities which would benefit this new architecture.  
TENA, chosen for the command and control (C2) portion of the GRE plan, will support remote 
operations of numerous Joint Gulf Range Complex test assets.  TM equipment currently 
identified to be accessed via TENA adapters and controlled by TENA interfaces include the 
following:  Antenna Control Units (ACU), digital switches, Time to Live (TTL) splitters, data 
link test set / Bit Error Rate Test (BERT), monitoring systems, spectrum analyzers, Global 
Positioning System (GPS) receivers, oscilloscopes, TM receivers, telemetry recorders, power 
strips, dehydrators, IP cameras, and uninterruptible power supplies (UPS).  The long-term plan is 
for all GRE devices to be retrofitted with TENA adapters and interfaces.  
 
Naval Air Station (NAS) Patuxent River, MD (Pax River) Atlantic Test Range (ATR) is another 
excellent example of how beneficial TENA can be for TM control.  Before work began to 
develop and field an enterprise approach to remotely monitor and operate all components of 
remote ATR ground telemetry systems, Pax River was faced with four major, and incredibly 
common, TM range issues:  operator proximity, lights-out operations, a generalized interface, 
and Information Assurance (IA) requirements.  
 
The existing approach at Pax required TM operators to be on location with the TM ACU during 
missions.  Any near-term remote operations concepts required a one-to-one correlation between 
the remote ACU and remote TM Antenna, and no sub systems were supported.  They also had no 
ability to fully power-on, configure, operate, or obtain the status of their remote Auto-Tracking 
Telemetry System (ATAS) and Mobile Telemetry Acquisition System (MTAS) systems, 
therefore requiring personnel on-site to perform power-on and to configure all systems with no 
distributed status available from TM system components. 
 
Vendor-specific interfaces and data models were used, which meant operators had to gain 
proficiency on each system component.  This generalized interface prohibited uniform operator 
consoles, and limited the ability to easily access and share relevant metrics and engineering data.  
Furthering the problem was that Pax River had a limited ability to meet evolving IA 
requirements and Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIG) on system components. 
 
Working alongside members of the TENA SDA, NAS Pax River developed an enterprise 
approach to remotely manage and operate all components of remote ground telemetry 
systems.  This method provides a common architecture (TENA) which interfaces system 
components, regardless of system manufacturer.  Upon completion, this effort now provides for 
single operator control of several remote TM systems, therefore reducing travel and manning 
requirements at remote sites.  It also allows TM status information, setup, and control to be 
distributed to appropriate destinations for system verification and operations (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 Pax River Operational View (OV)-1. 

 
Other recent implementations of TENA were at Yuma Proving Ground (YPG) in Yuma, Arizona 
and Redstone Test Center (RTC), in Huntsville, Alabama.  Yuma chose to add a TENA interface 
to their TCS ACU model M1 used on their TM pedestals.  Operational testing is currently 
underway on the remote monitoring and control capabilities of the telemetry antenna system 
using TENA.   
 
Redstone decided on the use of TENA to pull real-time Time, Space, Position Information 
(TSPI) data from the Smartronix Omega NeXT decommutation software.  Engineers at Redstone 
developed a “Data Adapter Tool” which fuses other real-time TSPI sources such as inertial 
measurement unit (IMU) and differential GPS.  The Data Adapter Tool allows operators at RTC 
to now transport data via TENA using the Standard platform object model. 
 
Other TM applications of TENA are ongoing at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in New 
Mexico and Vandenberg AFB in California.  WSMR reached out to the TENA SDA seeking a 
TENA-capable range interface unit (RIU) for existing radars; a TENA-capable Telemetry 
Tracker pointing data interface (as a modification to the existing RIU); and a persistent, 
distributed TENA capability through WSMR’s Inter Range Control Center (IRCC) (see Figure 
4).   TENA is currently being used to connect FPS-16 radars, telemetry systems, and optics 
systems.  Future plans at WSMR include the use of TENA for Real-Time Data Processing 
(RTDPS). 
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Figure 4 Use of TENA at WSMR. 

 
 

PROVIDING INTEROPERABILITY AND RESOURCE REUSE 
 

Interoperability is the characteristic of an independently-developed element to use commonality 
to work together with other elements toward a shared goal.  Reuse is recognized as the ability to 
use an element in a context for which it was not originally designed; in essence focusing on the 
multiple uses of a single element and often requiring well-documented interfaces.  In order to 
achieve interoperability and communicate meaningfully, a common architecture (including a 
common language and a common communication mechanism) and a common context (including 
environment and time) must be present.  TENA was developed to bring the efficiency and 
economic advantages of interoperability and reuse to DoD test and training ranges.  The initial 
interoperability and reuse efforts were completed in early Fiscal Year 2005, and the continuing 
interoperability and reuse refinement of TENA is managed by the TENA SDA. 
 
Being successful in the development of any Joint testing capability requires a supporting and 
guiding activity, and in December 2005, the JMETC program element was formed.  JMETC is a 
distributed live, virtual, and constructive (LVC) testing capability which supports the acquisition 
community throughout program development, developmental testing (DT), operational testing 
(OT), interoperability certification, and includes demonstration of net-ready key performance 
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parameters (KPP) requirements in a customer-specific Joint mission environment (JME).  
JMETC provides readily available connectivity to the Services’ distributed test capabilities and 
simulations, as well as that of Industry test resources.  Initially developed as a testing capability, 
JMETC is aligned with and complemented by the JTEN, and together offer integration solutions 
fostering test, training, and experimental collaboration. 
 
JMETC uses a hybrid network architecture. The JMETC Secret Network (JSN), which leverages 
the Secret Defense Research and Engineering Network (SDREN) for connectivity, is the T&E 
enterprise network solution for secret testing. The JMETC Multiple Independent Levels of 
Security (MILS) Network (JMN) supports higher classifications, as well as cyber testing.   
 
The JMETC program uses TENA to improve its testing support infrastructure.  With TENA, a 
live range instrumentation architecture and field-proven in exercises and numerous distributed 
test events since 2002, it provides JMETC a technology already deployed in the DoD.  Where 
TENA serves as the middleware and software component, the persistent JMETC networks 
provide the connectivity for distributed testing.     
 
 

UNDERSTANDING TENA 
 

Understanding composability as the ability to rapidly assemble, initialize, test, and execute a 
system from members of a pool of reusable, interoperable elements, the TENA architecture is a 
technical blueprint for achieving an interoperable, composable set of geographically distributed 
range resources (both live and simulated) that can be rapidly combined to meet new testing and 
training missions in a realistic manner.  TENA is made up of several components, including a 
domain-specific object model that supports information transfer throughout the event lifecycle, 
common real-time and non-real-time software infrastructures for manipulating objects, as well as 
standards, protocols, rules, supporting software, and other key components.   
 
The TENA Middleware (currently at Release 6.0.7 and available for free download at the TRMC 
web site: https://www.trmc.osd.mil) combines distributed anonymous publish-subscribe, and 
model-driven, distributed, and object-oriented programming paradigms into a single distributed 
middleware system.  This unique combination of high-level programming abstractions yields a 
powerful middleware system that enables TENA middleware users to rapidly develop complex 
yet reliable distributed applications.   
 
The TENA object model consists of those object / data definitions derived from range 
instrumentation or other sources, which are used in a given execution to meet the immediate 
needs and requirements of a specific user for a specific range event.  The object model is shared 
by all TENA resource applications in an execution.  It may contain elements of the standard 
TENA object model although it is not required to do so.  Each execution is semantically bound 
together by its object model. 
 
Therefore, defining an object model for a particular execution is the most important task to be 
performed to integrate the separate range resource applications into a single event.  In order to 
support the formal definition of TENA object models, a standard metamodel has been developed 
to specify the modeling constructs that are supported by TENA.  This model is formally 
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specified by the Extensible Markup Language (XML) Metadata Interchange standard and can be 
represented by Universal Markup Language (UML).  Standards for representing metamodels are 
being developed under the Object Management Group Model Driven Architecture activities.  
The TENA Object Model Compiler is based on the formal representation of this metamodel, and 
TENA user-submitted object models are verified against the metamodel.  However, it is 
important to recognize the difference between the TENA metamodel and a particular TENA 
object model.  The object captures the formal definition of the particular object / data elements 
that are shared between TENA applications participating in a particular execution, while the 
object model is constrained by the features supported by the metamodel.  
 
Another significant benefit for TENA users is auto-code generation.  The TENA Middleware is 
designed to enable the rapid development of distributed applications which exchange data using 
the publish-subscribe paradigm.  While many publish-subscribe systems exist, few possess the 
high-level programming abstractions presented by the TENA Middleware.  The TENA 
Middleware provides these high-level abstractions by using auto-code generation to create 
complex applications, and these higher-level programming abstractions (combined with a 
framework designed to reduce programming errors) enable users to quickly and correctly express 
the concepts of their applications.  Re-usable standardized object interfaces and implementations 
further simplify the application development process. 
 
Through the use of auto code generation, other utilities, and a growing number of common tools, 
TENA provides an enhanced capability to accomplish the routine tasks performed on the test and 
training ranges in support of exercises.  The steps in many of the tasks are automated, and thanks 
to the enhanced software interoperability provided by TENA, the information flow is streamlined 
between tools and the common infrastructure components.   
 
TENA utilities facilitate the creation of TENA-compliant software and the installing, integrating, 
and testing of the software at each designated range.  This complex task falls to the Range 
Developer who, in this phase, performs the detailed activities described in the requirement 
definitions and event planning, as well as the event construction, setup, and rehearsal activities of 
the range’s Concept of Operations.  While some manual exercise and event setup is required at 
ranges, TENA tools, as they are developed and become accepted across the range community, 
make exercise pre-event management easier. 
 
 

SUPPORT FOR TENA USERS 
 

The TENA SDA has developed a website that provides a wide range of support for the TENA 
user, including an easy process to download the Middleware, free of charge.  The website also 
offers a helpdesk and user forums that will address any problems with the Middleware download 
and implementation.  The TENA SDA is very aware of the need to inform range managers and 
train TENA users, and the TENA SDA presents regular training classes that are designed to meet 
attendees’ needs; from an overview or technical introduction of TENA, all the way to a hands-
on, computer lab class on the TENA Middleware. 
 
TENA’s continuing evolution in its support of the test and training range community is managed 
by an organization of users and developers.  TENA is maintained according to a consensus of its 
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users, which assemble as the JMETC Configuration Review Board (JCRB).  These meetings are 
generally held at technical exchanges JMETC holds each year called the JMETC Technical 
Exchange (JTEX).  At these meetings, users are updated on TENA usage, problems, and 
advancements.  Although the agenda involves briefings, it is open to wide-ranging discussions.  
This ensures the users’ concerns and inputs are understood, recorded, and action items are made 
if necessary.  Of equal importance, TENA developers and management have had a long and 
mutually beneficial relationship with the Range Commanders Council. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Although it was a technological and software evolution that was the impetus for TENA’s growth 
in its enabling of range interoperability and resource reuse, the Middleware found its needed 
validation on the DoD test and training ranges.  On those ranges, the U.S. Military evaluates the 
warfighting equipment, personnel, and concepts that are deployed in support of ongoing missions 
around the globe.  Unfortunately, test and training events only provide the opportunity for 
evaluation.  It is the data collection and analysis that determines the war-worthiness of the 
equipment or concept; this data can quickly and definitively illuminate any necessary 
improvements needed to ensure effective and safe weapon system operation and training.  TENA 
and JMETC are time-tested, proven, integral parts of that equation.   
 
JMETC reduces the time and cost to plan and prepare for distributed events by providing a 
persistent, readily-available network, and the TENA common integration software is easily-
integrated into telemetry environments and applications.  Even the remote control capability 
alone alleviates previous manpower issues and greatly reduces operating costs for the telemetry 
community.  Using TENA and JMETC, Test Directors can put their focus back where it needs to 
be – on the warfighter and the task at hand. 
 
For more information about JMETC and TENA, contact George Rumford, JMETC Program 
Manager (PM), or Ryan Norman, JMETC Deputy PM and TENA SDA Director, E-mail: jmetc-
feedback@trmc.osd.mil or tena-feedback@trmc.osd.mil.  For the Unclassified, For Official Use 
Only (FOUO), U.S. Government / Contractor website, go to https://www.trmc.osd.mil; for 
Distribution A, non-U.S. Government / Contractors, please visit https://www.tena-sda.org.    
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ABSTRACT 
 
The University of Arizona Baja Racing team competes in an international competition each year.  
We build a custom telemetry system for the car to collect data during races in order to inform 
design decisions and warn of upcoming problems.  This paper will focus on the contrast between 
designing a system for production versus designing for the educational experience, as is the 
ultimate goal of our team.  We will specifically discuss this contrast in the areas of size, power 
consumption, manufacturability, maintainability, repairability, and testability. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Our team puts a custom telemetry system on an off-road racing car for a competition each year 
with the goal to use the data collected to improve future designs.  More importantly, we want our 
members to gain hands on experience designing and building a system that can be modified for 
future needs.  Because of this emphasis on education, our system looks quite different from 
commercial telemetry systems built for similar applications.  The goal of this paper is to explain 
our design philosophy and how it differs from the industry, from the perspective of students 
learning from and teaching other students as a team.   
 
 

INDUSTRY GOALS 
 

Commercial telemetry systems have goals and constraints attached to best fit them to the 
customers’ needs.  While constraints shape the outcome of a system, limiting variables such as 
weight and cost, each project also has specific goals to optimize along the way.  Ultimately the 
goal is to make the best telemetry system that fits within the constraints, and this is attempted in 
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a few ways.  These may include making it cheap enough to be disposable, small enough to easily 
fit wherever it is needed, or power efficient enough to last longer or use a smaller battery.      
 
Systems designed with the goal of educating students often face different constraints and do not 
follow the same goals.  While these systems also seek to reduce costs and increase efficiency, 
they will compromise in these areas when confronted with a choice between pure performance 
and teaching potential.  This results in a much different end product which may still be 
considered a successful project even if it fails to meet some or all of its originally planned design 
criteria. 
 
 

SIZE 
PHYSICAL SIZE 

 
One of the largest differences between these two types of systems is size.  A system designed for 
education is typically not subject to as strict of size constraints as a commercially produced 
system.  This leaves room for students to work on more areas of design and learn more concepts 
instead of spending time shrinking and specializing each element of the system.  This also means 
the system can use cheaper, larger parts that are easier to solder.   
 
Our team also houses the electronics in 3-D printed cases with large margins for safety, taking 
advantage of the less stringent constraints.  This is a good solution for quick testing and rapid 
iteration for low cost. 
 

SCOPE AND COMPLEXITY 
 

Designing systems to teach students concepts and skills involves lowering the barrier for entry as 
much as possible.  This is important to be able to gain as many students as possible to learn and 
carry on in the future.  If a system is too complex for new members to learn or drives too many 
away, the members will not be able to iterate on the design before they leave.  Practically this 
means using components that are well documented and beginner friendly, so COTS parts are 
common.   
 
Keeping the system simple enough to retain members is one of our club’s main goals.  Our team 
uses Arduino to develop on because they are reliable, beginner friendly, and have smooth 
integration across boards.  Arduino uses C++, which is beneficial in our case because all 
engineering students at our school learn C as a prerequisite for their major.  This can act as a 
good lead in for new members to be able to learn C++ more quickly.  C++ is a good language for 
students to work in because it makes it easier for them to learn what the microcontroller is doing 
behind the scenes than more abstract languages.  In our club, members learn about data 
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structures, how to write efficient code, and how to write programs that interact with programs on 
other microcontrollers.  Arduino is also advantageous because it makes it easy for beginners to 
get into and write functional code, while also being open for more experienced members to write 
the lower level libraries that the other members can use.  Another way we reduce complexity for 
beginners is to use sensors on breakout boards.   
 
The overall system is designed with a simple, streamlined approach to help students learn the 
skills required to design for the system and assist in the assembly process.  This allows new and 
returning members to contribute new ideas to the system and have a hand in implementing their 
own ideas. As part of ensuring that this continues to be the case, each component of the system is 
limited in complexity so that it may be iterated in a single year, so that each year new members 
can experience the design process from beginning to end. 
 
 

POWER CONSUMPTION 
 

As alluded to previously, commercial telemetry systems often work to reduce their power 
consumption so that they will last longer or require smaller batteries.  While these ideals are still 
important in educational systems, the team often sacrifices power efficiency to design decisions 
that lead to a greater ability for the student to learn.  This can come in several different ways, 
such as the simplicity and coding practices discussed above, or from selecting different parts.  To 
be more manufacturable, parts are often selected to be larger with a different package then would 
be used in industry.  Additionally, a team might choose to use discrete components instead of 
always using a chip so that members learn the basic principles behind their circuits.  These 
choices may lead to less efficient systems. 
 
Our team tries to minimize power consumption in ways such as choosing lower powered 
microcontrollers, but still sacrifices power consumption in many design decisions.  While it is 
important for our system to not run out of power during operation, the main race is only 4 hours, 
and placing the batteries in parallel allows us hot swap them when the car comes into the pit.  
This year we designed a power management board to monitor the power consumption, regulate 
the voltage, and shut off power if need be.  This board served as a good introduction to voltage 
regulation for new members trying to learn how the board works because it is made with chips 
and discrete components rather than a completed part.   
 
 

MANUFACTURABILITY 
 

Education oriented systems need to be designed with the manufacturing process in mind to 
assure that the students can assemble the system and be able to learn from it.  A well-designed 
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system has a range of difficulties in assembly to teach both inexperienced and experienced 
students.  During the design process is a good opportunity to teach members important aspects in 
designing such a system.  This includes choosing a variety of package sizes, staying within what 
can be hand assembled, as well as positioning components on a PCB in a way that is conducive 
to hand soldering.  Similarly, since these systems are intended to be assembled manually as a 
team, they are not optimized for mass production, and would require a different design process to 
do so.   
 
We try to follow these guidelines as well as some additional design elements to aid in the 
manufacturing process.  The first is simplifying the wiring harness by using only I2C for data.  
This simplified system makes it easier for members to understand each specific section as well as 
the system overall so they can contribute more autonomously during assembly.  Additionally, the 
system is designed to have standardized, keyed connectors at each joint so that pieces can be 
assembled individually and then brought together on the car.   
 
 

MAINTAINABILITY 
 

Maintainability is a desired trait in most any telemetry system, although the reason it’s desired 
changes between systems.  A commercial system may desire this so that their products do not 
become outdated too quickly.  This is less of a concern for education-oriented systems as they 
are continually being redesigned and iterated upon.  Educational systems value maintainability 
because it allows new members to gain hands-on experience on a pre-built system, as well as 
allowing more experienced members to learn more about debugging and testing new features.  
When members service a broken system, they gain new experience that they can use to make 
their designs more robust and more serviceable.   
 
Our team designed the system with custom USB hubs in the harness that allow us to plug in a 
USB cable at the back of the car and reprogram any microcontroller on the car.  This is essential 
for maintenance as all the electronics are glued in watertight containers and would be much more 
difficult to reprogram otherwise as the need arose.  The standards we set for our keyed 
connectors let us attach different sensor or microcontroller modules to the system, needing only a 
programming update for the main board to be integrated.  This makes it much easier to test new 
sensors or replace old ones on previous systems as part of the learning process for new members. 
 
 

REPAIRABILITY 
 
Every system needs to be designed and produced in a way such that they would be serviceable.  
Educational systems tend to be prototypes, and as such do not have comprehensive debugging 
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features built in.  This means it is important for access points to be placed in the system and on 
the circuit boards for debugging and testing purposes.  Debugging using these access points 
allows students to learn how to use the tools they have available to them, what to expect from 
certain electronics, and gain a better understanding of how a process works at a deeper level.   
 
Our system is designed to make replacing parts simple, as components are liable to fail from 
either mistakes or from natural wear.  Components on our main board, from the microcontrollers 
to the GPS unit are attached with header pins to be easy to replace.  On the wiring harness, a 
module can easily be replaced by removing it at the connector.  Other than this feature, 
repairability is an area where our team can improve, especially in adding more access points for 
debugging and testing. 
 

CONTINUED OPERATION AFTER LOSS OF FEATURES 
 
If a design flaw caused a feature to fail in a commercial system, development would go into 
correcting the error immediately, especially since other features likely rely on the feature that 
failed.  Due to our limited time and resources, our club does not have this luxury: often if a 
design flaw surfaces in a project we must either abandon the project or move on with the design 
flaw.  For this reason, we design as many elements as we can to be able to function in their most 
basic capacity without the other features.  One example of this is the aforementioned power 
management board.  The management and monitoring were supposed to be done by a 
microprocessor on the back of the board, but a design flaw caused the processor to not work.  
Because of this possibility, we designed the board to function for voltage regulation without the 
microprocessor, and we were able to use it in this capacity for the race.   
 
 

TESTABILITY 
 

It is important for the system to be able to be tested on and to be easy to use for testing as a 
system.  As described previously, testing features of the system is a good way to teach members 
who are learning the extent of the system.  This testing includes the ability to use different 
sensors or code structures.  Systems that don’t allow this level of testability are not maintainable 
for these teams and could require full redesigns in the future when new features are desired.  
While such redesigns are good learning opportunities, especially for why specific design choices 
are made, they halt the progress of giving the system the desired new features.  For these reasons, 
testability is greatly desired in this type of system, in a way that is unlike a commercial system. 
 
 

ENGAGEMENT 
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One of the most important goals of our club is member engagement.  Since members only stay 
and make the team better if they want to, it is important to keep members engaged, starting as 
soon as possible.  Without this the team can get too small to maintain itself, and advancements 
stop.  Working on previous systems can show new members what they are working towards to 
motivate them as they learn the basics.  Bypassing the detailed design process in this way 
accelerates their ability to see the result of their work while they learn how the system operates 
through hands on experience.  Another important area to keep people interested is in testing the 
current system.  Testing the system in operation is a valuable step for members to gain opinions 
on how they think the system should operate, leading to new ideas and designs in the future.  
This is also a good way to kindle students’ interest, giving them ideas to push them further. 
 
 

SCREEN 
 

 
 
One element of our system that is a good example of how our team implements the ideas 
discussed above is our custom screen.  The screen is a custom PCB with DotStars (individually 
addressable RGB LEDs) in a 16 by 9 grid, is controlled by a microcontroller on the back, and has 
storage.  It was designed to be easily readable while covered in dirt in bright sunlight, something 
COTS screens failed to do.   
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This screen was designed by a second year, non-ECE member and the CAD was done as the first 
big project for a new member.  From here the new member had gained enough experience to 
move on to harder projects, becoming our main CAD engineer.  Because the screen is custom, 
the library had to be written from scratch.  Overall, the screen was a good project for our 
beginners to start learning on. 
 
This screen is larger and simpler than most COTS screens, which makes it possible to be built by 
hand.  It uses numerous large, bright LEDs, so it consumes more power than other commercially 
available options.  It can be easily reprogrammed while it is mounted on the car, so it can be 
maintained with the rest of the system as time progresses.  The pixels can be tested as they are 
being soldered on without the microprocessor on the back, which is vital to its manufacturability.  
Additionally, we learned a lot from flaws here too.  The method for testing the pixels required 
soldering in magnet wires in two places because a direct route had been cut off.  Like the power 
management board, the screen’s microcontroller also could not function, so it had to be 
controlled by an Arduino from the outside.  These errors teach us what to change in the future as 
we iterate on our designs. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
While commercial and educational systems appear to have similar goals, their end products look 
quite different because their underlying goals are not aligned.  Educational systems require their 
designs to be simple enough to learn, build, and test, keeping members engaged so they can 
propel the team forward.  While this may result in a less efficient and polished system, it is still a 
success for pushing students to learn more.  We look forward to pushing our system further as 
we learn more about what this field has to offer. 
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ABSTRACT 

We propose using machine learning to estimate channel state information (CSI) for MIMO 
communication links. The goal is to use information such as atmospheric conditions, amount of 
path loss, and Doppler shift to improve the accuracy of CSI estimates. We start by designing an 
algorithm which estimates the CSI based on previously mentioned factors. Using this algorithm, 
we simulate a dataset of CSI over varying atmospheric conditions, receiver position, and receiver 
velocity. We then use this dataset to train an artificial neural network, which is able to estimate the 
CSI by using the current atmospheric condition, receiver position, and velocity. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In wireless communications, CSI describes how a signal propagates through the medium. 
Accuracy of the CSI estimates is one of the major factors which limits bit-error-rate (BER) and 
choice of modulation schemes. Techniques that can accurately estimate CSI are essential for many 
high-performance systems. CSI incorporates the effects of large-scale path loss, small-scale 
fading, and multipath [1], which on more fundamental level, depends on factors such as the 
distance between the transmitter and the receiver, weather conditions, velocity of the transmitter 
and receiver, carrier frequency, size of the scattering objects, type of reflecting surfaces. This paper 
investigates how a function can be obtained, that maps the factors affecting the wireless channel 
and the CSI using machine learning tools. 

The recent growth in computational power has provided an opportunity to process large amounts 
of data, and learn complex relations from it, using machine learning (ML) algorithms. A class of 
ML algorithms known as supervised learning have the ability to learn a function that maps an input 
to the output based on available data, which consists of input-output pairs [2]. This method has 
been applied in the wireless communications to estimate channel noise statistics in multiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) wireless networks [3].  In another application, it learned a mobile 
terminal’s usage pattern in a cellular system to provide optimal handover solutions [4].  Other 
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applications include improvement in pilot contamination in cellular massive MIMO by learning 
channel parameters of the desired link in the target cell and undesired link in the adjacent cell [5], 
and to estimate CSI for 5G cellular communications using convolutional neural networks [6]. 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) [7] are useful in solving problems related to function fitting, 
classification, time series prediction, and clustering. In regards to function fitting problems, ANNs 
have the ability to approximate any continuous function under certain assumptions [8].  Thus, 
machine learning (ML) techniques such as ANNs offer a possibility to find a complex function 
that can map the factors affecting the wireless channel to its CSI. 

This paper presents an ANN based CSI estimation technique which uses simulated data to train an 
ANN for CSI estimation. Specifically, CSI data is simulated for a MIMO network across varying 
atmospheric conditions, and varying receiver position and velocity. Approximately two-thirds of 
the simulated data is used to train an ANN, which uses the distance between the transmitter and 
the receiver, velocity of the receiver, and the atmospheric conditions as features. The remainder of 
the data is used to test and validate the efficiency of the trained network.  

 

THE DATASET 

For simulating the dataset, certain parameters that affect the propagation of a signal were 
considered, and are as follows: 

Free Space Path Loss 

Free space path loss (PL) represents signal attenuation in dB for line-of-sight communications, 
and can be calculated using the following equation [1]: 

 𝑃𝐿 𝑑𝐵 10𝑙𝑜𝑔 , (1)

where 𝐺  and 𝐺  are the transmitter and the receiver antenna gain respectively, 𝜆 is the wavelength 
of the signal, and 𝑑 is the distance between the transmitting and receiving antenna. 

Doppler Shift 

When the receiver is moving with respect to the transmitter, there will be an apparent change in 
frequency receiver known as Doppler shift 𝑓 . The Doppler shift can be calculated using the 
following equation [1]:  

 𝑓
𝑣
𝜆

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, (2)
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where 𝑣 is the velocity of the receiver, 𝜆 is the wavelength, and 𝜃 is the angle of elevation from 
the receiver to the source. The Doppler shift is positive if the receiver is moving towards the 
transmitter and it is negative if the receiver is moving away from the transmitter. 

Rainfall Attenuation 

The attenuation of electromagnetic signals due to rain for frequencies up to 1,000 GHz can be 
approximated using the following equation [9]: 

             𝛾 𝑘𝑅 ,  (3)
where 𝛾 𝑑𝐵/𝑘𝑚  is the specific attenuation based on rain-rate 𝑅 𝑚𝑚/ℎ𝑟 , and coefficients 𝑘 
and 𝛼 depend on the frequency, the polarization state, and the elevation angle of the of the signal 
path. 

Atmospheric Gas Attenuation 

The attenuation of signal at frequencies up to 1,000 GHz due to dry air and water vapor, can be 
evaluated for given pressure, temperature and humidity using the following model [10]: 

 𝛾 𝛾 𝛾 0.1820𝑓 𝑁 𝑓 , 
 

(4)

where 𝛾 𝑑𝑏/𝑘𝑚  is the attenuation due to gases, 𝛾  and 𝛾  are the specific attenuations in 
𝑑𝑏/𝑘𝑚 due to dry air (oxygen, pressure-induced nitrogen, and non-resonant Debye attenuation) 
and water vapor, respectively, 𝑓 𝐺𝐻𝑧  is the frequency, and 𝑁 𝑓  is the imaginary part of the 
complex atmospheric refractivity [10].  

Fog and Cloud Attenuation 

Attenuation within a cloud or fog is given as [11]: 

 𝛾 𝑓, 𝑇 𝐾 𝑓, 𝑇 𝑀, (5)
where 𝛾   𝑑𝐵/𝑘𝑚  is the attenuation within the cloud, 𝐾   𝑑𝐵/𝑘𝑚 / 𝑔/𝑚  cloud liquid 
water attenuation coefficient, 𝑀 𝑔/𝑚  is the liquid water density, 𝑓 𝐺𝐻𝑧  is the frequency, and 
𝑇 𝐾  is the cloud liquid water temperature. 

Dataset Generation 

A dataset of 1.5 million samples was generated considering these attenuation models for a 2-by-2 
MIMO system as shown in Figure 1, using the following equation: 

 𝑦
𝑦

ℎ ℎ
ℎ ℎ

𝑝
𝑝  

 

(6)
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Figure 1  A 2-by-2 MIMO System for Simulating the Dataset 

Where 𝑝  and 𝑝  are the pilot signals transmitted from transmitter-1 and transmitter-2 
respectively; ℎ  is the channel coefficient from 𝑖  transmitter to 𝑗  receiver, where 𝑖

1,2, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 1,2;  𝑦  and 𝑦  are the received signals at receiver-1 and receiver-2 respectively after 
being subjected to the attenuation models discussed earlier. In order to cover a range of 
possibilities, the parameters that affect the CSI were varied as stated in Table 1. 

Table1 Dataset Parameter Range 

Parameter Range 
Distance between transmitter and receiver 1 𝑘𝑚 𝑡𝑜 3 𝑘𝑚 
Velocity of the receivers 10 𝑚/𝑠 𝑡𝑜 10 𝑚/𝑠  
Temperature 30℃ 𝑡𝑜 30℃ 
Carrier frequency 1 𝑀𝐻𝑧 𝑡𝑜 30 𝑀𝐻𝑧 
Rain-rate 0 𝑚𝑚/ℎ𝑟 𝑡𝑜 50 𝑚𝑚/ℎ𝑟
Fog 0.05 𝑔/𝑚 𝑡𝑜 0.5 𝑔/𝑚  
Humidity changed with respect to the temperature [12] 

 

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

The dataset consists of two matrices, an input feature matrix and an output CSI matrix. The input 
feature matrix consists of 1.5 million samples of the eight following features: carrier frequency, 
the distance between the transmitter and receiver, velocity of receiver, angle of 
elevation/depression from transmitting antenna to the receiving antenna, temperature, rain-rate, 
fog-density, and humidity. The output CSI matrix also has 1.5 million samples of CSI, where the 
four channel coefficients of each sample are split into their respective real and imaginary parts; 
therefore, each sample in the CSI matrix is a vector of length eight. Thus, the neural network 
should have eight neurons at the input which takes a vector of features as input, and eight neurons 
at the output which estimates real and imaginary part of four channel coefficients. 
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Before training the ANN, the input feature matrix is normalized, and both the input and the output 
datasets are divided into a training set, a validation set, and a test set. The output dataset was scaled 
up by a factor of 10 , as the values of the channel coefficients were in the range of 10 10 . 
Approximately 70% samples of the entire dataset and is used to train the ANN. The validation set 
forms 15% of the dataset, and is used to provide an unbiased evaluation of the training data fit 
while tuning model parameters.  The remaining 15% of the dataset is the test set, which is used to 
evaluate the final model.  

The overall architecture of the ANN trained is shown in Figure 2. The network consists of five 
layers - the input layer and the output layer with eight neurons each, and three hidden layers with 
17 neurons each including one bias neuron. 

 

Figure 2 ANN with an Input Layer, Three Hidden Layers, and an Output Layer 

 
All the weights (connections between each neuron) are randomly initialized before the training 
process starts. The training process starts by feeding a feature vector to the input layer and based 
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on this input the activations of the next layer are calculated. The network calculates the activations 
of each subsequent layer using the following equation: 
 𝐴 𝜎 𝑊𝐴 𝑏  (7)

where 𝐴  and 𝐴  are activations of the output layer and the input layer respectively, 𝑊 is the 
matrix of weights connecting the input and the subsequent layer, 𝑏 is the bias vector, and 𝜎 is the 
activation function. Equation (8) and Equation (9) are the activation functions used for the hidden 
layers and the output layer respectively. The linear function (Eq. 9) at the output layer is better at 
fitting a function compared to the tan-sigmoid function (Eq. 8).  
 
After calculating the activations of each neuron, the cost function of the entire network is 
calculated by comparing the network outputs and actual outputs. This cost function is then used to 
calculate the gradient using Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation [13], then the calculated 
gradient is used to perform gradient descent to update the weights. The network iterates through 
the entire dataset several times until either expected accuracy is achieved or the performance 
plateaus.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The ANN was trained for more than 8,000 epochs, and then the network was tested on the test set 
which consisted of completely new samples which the network wasn’t exposed to during the 
training stage. Before analyzing the performance of the algorithm, it should be noted that the 
outputs range in the order of 10  to 10 .  Figure 3 shows the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the 
entire training set over several epochs.  

Before the training starts, the performance of the network is poor with the MSE being 
approximately 3,650. But once the network starts training the performance improves rapidly till 
1,000 epochs, and the MSE drops to approximately 0.09. 

However, the improvement in the performance isn’t substantial after 1,000 epochs, and it only 
drops by roughly 0.06 over 6,000 iterations.  After that point, the improvement in the performance 
is negligible. The final performance of approximately 0.02 over the entire test set shows the ANN 
was able to closely fit a function that is able to map the input features to the CSI. 

Figure 4 shows the error histogram with 20 bins, and illustrates how far the outputs deviate from 
the target values. As the histogram suggests, the majority of the samples are close to the zero error 

 
𝑓 𝑥

2
1 𝑒

1 (8)

 𝑓 𝑥 𝑥 (9)
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for all the training, validation and test sets. The spread of the histogram, just like MSE, narrowed 
rapidly till 1,000 epochs, but then the error decreased gradually for the next 6,000 iterations.  

 

 

Figure 3 MSE of the Test Plotted Against the Number of Epochs 

The amount of data used to train the ANN considerably affected the performance of the algorithm. 
The accuracy of the system increased with the size of the dataset till one million samples, but after 
that, there was only a marginal improvement in the performance. With smaller datasets the 
performance of the network was perfect for the training set, but the network struggled to perform 
on the test dataset. This meant the network did not have enough data to train, and was overfitting. 
Figure 5 demonstrates the effect of overfitting, as it can be seen that the neural network is able to 
fit a function across the test set, but as the function is specific to the training samples it fails to 
recognize test and validation samples.  

The ANN was successful in learning a function that mapped the features to CSI. This was expected 
for a simulated dataset as the CSI was generated using several functions defining the amount of 
path loss, weather conditions, and the amount of Doppler shift. Therefore, the ANN was able to 
come up with a function that incorporated the effect of all the functions used to generate the dataset. 
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Figure 4 Error Histogram 

 
Figure 5 MSE with a Small Dataset Demonstrates the Effect of Overfitting 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Our simulations suggest that the relation between the CSI of a MIMO communication link and the 
parameters affecting it can be exploited using machine learning tools. We demonstrated that an 
ANN was able to fit a function that mapped features affecting CSI - atmospheric conditions, the 
distance between the transmitters and receivers, the amount of Doppler shift - to its estimates. 
Although the ANN was only tested on the simulated dataset, with sufficient data and a deep enough 
network, this method may be useful for real-world applications. 
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ABSTRACT

We consider the application of LDPC codes for improving performance in multi-channel (spec-
trum aggregation) for air-to-ground telemetry, by virtue of frequency diversity available on a wide-
band frequency-selective multipath channel. Our particular interest is in use of multi-channel
OFDM transmission on ‘white spots’ in the microwave spectrum. Each such channel is subject to
frequency-selective fading over its bandwidth (typically a few MHz) due to multipath, for which
typical OFDM equalization is standard. However, some subcarriers within this OFDM channel
may experience deep fading at the output of the equalizer, rendering the symbol error probabil-
ity poor relative to that on an AWGN channel at the same average SNR. We study simulated
performance on a multipath channel described by the ETU fading model. Specific performance
reported includes error rate of LDPC coding constrained to a single channel (effective diversity
order roughly 2) and error rate of coding across eight channels (diversity order roughly 5). Further,
performance on this dispersive fading channel is only about 3 dB worse than that on a no-multipath
channel, at block error probability 0.01.

INTRODUCTION

The need for increased downlink transmission rate in test range telemetry, coupled with increased
spectrum squeeze on legacy frequency allocations, has prompted the use of spectrum aggregation
technology in microwave bands now allocated to other legacy services. Possible co-use of such
bands on a non-interference basis has led to the design of a multichannel OFDM physical layer
with up to eight simuataneous channels to provide downlink rates of 12 Mbps or higher. OFDM
modulation on each channel has been suggested for its ease of equalizing for frequency-selective
channel effects due to multipath, where the delay spread can be microseconds or longer.

Even though equalization is relatively straightforward in the frequency domain with OFDM
[1], using pilot tones and interpolation for the entire channel frequency response, some OFDM
subcarriers are left with relatively poor SNR, implying the error performance is still compromised
by deep fades in the channel response.

One response to this is to employ strong error control coding (here high-rate LDPC codes) to
diffuse the payload message across one or more OFDM carriers, and with decoding, obtaining the
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benefits of frequency-diversity. Use of a high-rate LDPC code [2] with coding across multiple
OFDM symbols at the same frequency helps somewhat, but when the delay spread in the chan-
nel is significantly less than the reciprocal of the OFDM channel bandwidth, there is no diversity
gain against fading, though performance improves relative to uncoded transmission. In such situ-
ations, we advocate LDPC coding across all the active channels, which may be well-separated in
frequency. After each is equalized per OFDM methods, the output symbols seen by the decoder
exhibit a higher degree of independence in terms of fading, and diversity gain is possible. We
focus in particular on use of a rate 0.84 ((n, k) = (6400, 5376)) quasi-cyclic code whose code
bits are spread across up to eight OFDM channels, with an OFDM symbol on one channel car-
rying 200 code bits when QPSK modulation is employed. In this case a codeword is conveyed
by 6400/(8 × 200) = 4 consecutive vectors of OFDM transmissions. No codeword interleaving
or permutation of the ordering is employed, as the LDPC code itself possesses natural interleav-
ing. In either case, we assume the channel is quasi-stationary, or slow-fading, over this codeword
transmission interval.

Results are presented for the ETU channel model [3] developed for cellular modeling. This
model has two sets of three roughly equal power Rayleigh fading tap gains spanning a delay spread
of 500 nanoseconds, plus four more lower power tap gains, spanning a delay spread range up to
5 microseconds. We simulate 1000 realizations from this model to provide selective fading across
an eight-channel multiplex of OFDM channels, which in aggregate provide a throughput of about
14.3 Mbps after all OFDM pilot and guard-band overhead is accounted. Each such realization
provides a distinct frequency-response across the adopted spectrum, due to the random tap gain
model.

This approach is applicable to any so-called cognitive radio (or white-space) communication
system, but in the remainder of the paper we consider an application that employs 2 MHz channel
slots situated in the C-band region, around 6 GHz.

PHYSICAL LAYER DESCRIPTION

The aircraft terminal hardware supports eight parallel OFDM synchronized channels, with a chan-
nel width of 2 MHz. (This value was driven by decision that this would be a sensible smallest
quantum of allocatable frequency spectrum.) On each OFDM subsystem, we use a N = 128-point
FFT, coupled with a 22 sample cyclic prefix designed to be longer than anticipated multipath im-
pulse response. These 150 samples per OFDM symbol are clocked out at rate 1.6 Msps, which with
root-raised-cosine pulse shaping provides a spectrum essentially confined to 2 MHz. The duration
of one OFDM symbol is 93.75 microseconds, so the OFDM symbol rate is 10.667(103) symbols
per second.

Each OFDM symbol carries 100 QAM data symbols of payload, leaving 8 guard tones on
either edge of the spectrum, a DC null subcarrier, and 11 pilot subcarriers space uniformly across
the spectrum. Though larger data constellation symbols are possible, depending on link SNR,
we focus on QPSK transmission in this paper. With uncoded QSPK, the net throughput is Rb =
100(2)(10667) = 2.13 Mbps, per channel. Eight such carriers in parallel provides an uncoded
throughput in excess of 17 Mbps.

To improve performance, especially providing increased immunity to frequency-selective fad-
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ing on isolated OFDM subcarriers, we consider the use of high-rate LDPC outer codes with param-
eters (n, k) = (6400, 5376), having rate 0.84. Code bits are played out over 32 OFDM symbols
if coding is confined to one OFDM channel. Alternatively, code bits could be interleaved across
all 8 OFDM subchannels, meaning a code block would be sent in four (vector) OFDM symbols.
The latter choice requires more careful bit packing at the transmitter and receiver terminals. The
block diagram of the transmitter an OFDM system using LDPC codes is shown in Figure (1). The
receiver will perform reverse operations to recover the transmitted source data (k bits).

Figure 1: Transmitter of the coded OFDM system.

The specific code construction is a quasi-cyclic LDPC code, as described in [4], that offers
some simplification in encoding and decoding relative to more general LDPC codes. However,
other LDPC codes with similar rate and blocklength can be expected to perform in similar fashion.

While coding onto one OFDM channel will provide some diversity protection, assuming the
delay spread does not exceed 5µs, we expect a larger amount of frequency diversity if coding is
spread over multiple channels. The degree of independence of the frequency responses will depend
on where the channels are placed in the frequency domain, but we should always expect some gain
over single-channel coding.

Our assumption is that the channel impulse response (or frequency response) remains essen-
tially static over the duration of a codeword transmission, so that the encoder/decoder tandem sees
a fixed (but variable over time) frequency-selective fading channel due to time-varying multipath.
In the design described above, the transmission interval for an LDPC codeword is 3 milliseconds
for a single channel (or 0.375 milliseconds), depending on whether code bits are multiplexed over
one or eight OFDM channels.

No explicit interleaving of code bits is employed, except sequentially across frequency. The
LDPC graph structure embodies natural interleaving anyway, and further interleaving was found
to offer no additional gain.

CHANNEL MODEL

For simulation purposes, we select the Extended Typical Urban (ETU) fading model [3], which
prescribes Rayleigh fading on up to 9 taps, spanning a delay range from 0 to 5 microseconds. The
power profile across taps is tabulated in Table 1, and we normalize this average power to 1 so that
Eb/N0 below represents average received energy per information bit.
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Table 1: ETU Delay Profile
Excess Tap Delay Relative

Power (dB)
0 -1.0
50 -1.0
120 -1.0
200 0.0
230 0.0
500 0.0
1600 -3.0
2300 -5.0
5000 -7.0

The model is applied in the simulations by drawing one realization for each symbol. The
impulse response of this simulation is convoluted with time domain transmission after adding the
cyclic prefix. During equalization at the receiver, we assume that the channel conditions are known.

Figure (2) shows the absolute values of the channel frequency responses of eight channel real-
izations which are also next to each other. The null values between different realizations are the
guard bands in the frequency domain.

Figure 2: Absolute value of the ETU channel frequency response over eight OFDM contiguous channels,
with guard bands evident.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

For calibration and as a performance baseline, we first simulated the BER and BLER performance
for a non-fading (ideal) AWGN channel. The waterfall curves show the precipitous drop at around
4.5 dB on an Eb/N0 basis, as shown in Figure (3). Channel capacity for this code rate 0.84 is
about Eb/N0 = 2.5 dB assuming QPSK signaling, so the performance is within 2 dB of capacity,
reasonable for the modest blocklength adopted here.

Next we present results for coding across one OFDM channel. In Figure (4), we show decoder
performances over an ensemble of block fading conditions. Clearly the randomness of the chan-
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Figure 3: BER performance with LDPC coding for a flat-fading AWGN channel.

nel makes some channel realizations poorer than others, though all exhibit the expected waterfall
behavior if SNR is sufficiently high. These relatively infrequent poor channels are what limits
the averaged error performance. Figure (4) plots BER for an ensemble of 1000 blocks, versus
Eb/N0. The colored curves are conditional BER curves for different channel realizations; clearly
some channel realizations supply better mutual information than others, but all exhibit the typical
LDPC threshold behavior for BER. The black curve is the ensemble average versus SNR for these
1000 realizations. Two features are evident in the ensemble average. First there is an expected
penalty relative to the non-fading case, and second, we find a slower decrease in BER with SNR,
typical of fading channels and due to dominance of ‘bad’ realizations. The slope of log BER ver-
sus log SNR can be interpreted as the effective diversity order that coding extracts on this random
frequency-selective channel. For single channel coding, this diversity order is roughly two.

The results here are tied to the ETU model to some extent. If the delay spread were made very
small, with the same power profile as above, then the channel will not exhibit frequency selectivity,
hence no diversity for coded OFDM.

Finally, we turn to coding across eight contiguous OFDM channels, other parameters held
constant. It is expected that the decoder sees within its codeblock more ‘independent’ realizations
of fading on the various code bits. Figure (5) indeed confirms this fact, with a performance curve
that is slightly shifted to the left, but more notably having steeper slope, implying larger effective
diversity. Slope of the mean BER curve here is roughly five. The larger diversity is correlated with
a smaller density of ‘bad’ channels as seen in the colored ensemble.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented results for LDPC-coded multi-channel OFDM transmission on multipath chan-
nels for two cases: single channel and eight channel coding. Fading imposes an expected BER
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Figure 4: BER performance with LDPC coding for an ensemble of 1000 blocks over a single channel. ETU
channel model is used here and the black curve is the mean.

penalty with expected diversity about 2 for single channel and 5 for eight channel case (as ex-
pected from higher number of degrees of freedom). These all depend on the ETU channel model,
and though the channel model has nine independent fading coefficients, the delay spread relative to
the adopted channel bandwidth in this design makes prediction of the actual diversity order difficult

Channel equalization in this work is assumed perfect, i.e. the demodulation processing has
access to the true channel frequency response. In actuality, this must be estimated from pilot
signals, and the performance will degrade slightly, dependent on channel estimation technique,
[5].
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ABSTRACT

The use of millimeter waves (mmWave) for next-generation cellular systems is promising due
to the large bandwidth available in this band. Beamforming will likely be divided into RF and
baseband domains, which is called hybrid beamforming. Precoders can be designed by using a
predefined codebook or by choosing beamforming vectors arbitrarily in hybrid beamforming. The
computational complexity of finding optimal precoders grows exponentially with the number of
RF chains. In this paper, we develop a Q-learning (a form of reinforcement learning) based algo-
rithm to find the precoders jointly. We analyze the complexity of the algorithm as a function of
the number of iterations used in the training phase. We compare the spectral efficiency achieved
with unconstrained precoding, exhaustive search, and another state-of-art algorithm. Results show
that our algorithm provides better spectral efficiency than the state-of-art algorithm and has perfor-
mance close to that of exhaustive search.

INTRODUCTION

The massive amount of spectrum in the mmWave frequencies is considered as one of the key en-
ablers for next-generation cellular systems [1,2]. Large-scale antenna systems aka massive MIMO
systems can be feasible in mmWaves to provide beamforming gains since a large number of an-
tennas can be placed in small spaces at high frequencies [3, 4]. In conventional cellular systems
operating in lower frequencies, digital beamforming is implemented to have better control for
designing the precoding matrices. However, digital beamforming is not a practical solution in
mmWaves due to the complexity, energy consumption, and cost overhead [5]. In particular, each
antenna array element requires to be fed with separate transceiver and data converter, which leads
to high power consumption and cost. Analog beamforming was proposed to reduce the number
of transceivers [6, 7]. With analog beamforming, each transceiver is connected with multiple an-
tennas, and the phase of the transmitted signal at each antenna of the array is controlled by using
analog phase shifters. However, analog beamforming also has challenges, for example, the phase
shifters allow only quantized phase values for the transmitted signals. Moreover, each transceiver
forms a single beam towards a user, so a separate transceiver is required for each user in multiple-
user systems. In this case, inter-user interference would be burdensome if the spatial separation
between users is not enough [5].
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Figure 1: Hybrid beamforming architecture with RF and baseband blocks.

To overcome the bottlenecks of analog and digital beamforming, hybrid beamforming was pro-
posed in [8–10], where digital beamforming is utilized on top of analog beamforming. The sparsity
of mmWave channels was exploited in [8] to use the basis pursuit algorithm for developing a hybrid
precoding scheme based on complete channel state information (CSI). In [9], a hybrid precoding
algorithm, which uses partial CSI, was proposed. Authors of [10] proposed low-complexity chan-
nel estimation and hybrid precoding algorithms when both the base station (BS) and the mobile
station (MS) are equipped with large antenna arrays.

In hybrid beamforming, RF precoders can be designed based on the optimal (i.e., unconstrained)
or sub-optimal (i.e., constrained) solution. In unconstrained solution, the codebook of precoders
are not fixed and beam steering directions can be chosen arbitrarily. In the constrained solution
(i.e., codebook-based), RF precoders can be selected from some codebook in which beamform-
ing vectors depend on quantized directions. Codebook-based hybrid beamforming design is more
practical since it takes hardware limitations into account and it is easier to implement for arbitrary
antenna arrays. Therefore, for the scope of this paper, we focus on codebook-based hybrid beam-
forming. We consider the fully connected architecture (see Figure 1) in which each RF chain is
connected to all antennas. When codebook-based hybrid beamforming is considered, optimal RF
precoders are found by solving an optimization problem based on a metric (e.g., sum rate, mutual
information over the channel, signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)) over all possible RF precoders that are
selected from predefined codebooks. The computational complexity of this optimization problem
by using exhaustive search grows exponentially with the number of RF chains at the transmitter
and receiver. The number of computations required for the exhaustive search solution is huge even
with a moderate number of RF chains. For example, the number of computations for a system
with 4 RF chains, and with an RF precoder codebook that consists of 4 beamforming vectors at the
transmitter and receiver would be 44 × 44 = 65536. To tackle this challenge, we develop a rein-
forcement learning based hybrid beamforming algorithm for a mmWave system with large antenna
arrays at both the transmitter and receiver. Reinforcement learning has been applied to different
problems in mmWave communication [11]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
apply reinforcement learning for hybrid beamforming in mmWaves. The main contributions of our
paper are summarized next:

1. We propose a novel reinforcement learning based hybrid beamforming algorithm which ap-
plies Q-learning to jointly design RF precoders at the transmitter and receiver.
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2. The Q-learning based approach has two phases: a training (learning) phase followed by a
testing (precoder selection) phase. In the training phase of our algorithm, Q-table, which
essentially captures optimal actions (precoder matrices) for the states (CSI) in the training
set, is iteratively learned. In the test phase of our algorithm, optimal precoders are found for
a new state by using the learned Q-table. In order to use Q-table for a new state, we find a
state in Q-table which has the closest Euclidean distance to the new state. We then select the
action for this closest state as the action for the new state.

3. We implement our proposed algorithm with both complete and partial CSI and analyze the
performance in both scenarios with different training sample sizes.

4. We then analyze the computational complexity of our algorithm as a function of iteration
steps and show that a significant reduction in computational complexity is achieved com-
pared to the exhaustive search. The performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of spec-
tral efficiency with imperfect and perfect CSI is shown and compared with existing methods
in the literature. According to the results, we improve the spectral efficiency compared to
other suboptimal algorithms and achieve a very close performance to the exhaustive search.

System Model: Hybrid Beamforming for mmWaves

We consider a mmWave system given in Figure 1 in which a transmitter with NT antennas and
NT
RF RF chains communicates with a receiver with NR antennas and NR

RF RF chains. We assume
there are NL data streams. The transmitter applies an NT

RF ×NL baseband precoder FBB followed
by an NT ×NT

RF RF precoder FRF . Then, the transmitted signal x over the mmWave channel can
be written as,

x = FRFFBBs, (1)

where s is the NL × 1 symbol vector. The average total transmit power is denoted as PL, and
the transmitted symbol vector satisfies E

[
ssH
]

=
(
PL
NL

)
INL . Analog phase shifters in the RF

precoder bring a constraint on the entries of the RF precoder such that the entries of FRF with
constant modulus are normalized to satisfy |[FRF ]i,j|2 = N−1T , where |[FRF ]i,j| corresponds to the
the magnitude of (i, j)th element of FRF . Then, the average total power is satisfied by normalizing
FBB such that ‖FRFFBB‖2F = NL. We denote the mmWave channel between the transmitter and
receiver with a NR ×NT matrix H. The received signal over NR antennas of the receiver is given
as,

r = HFRFFBBs + n, (2)

where n is the noise vector of dimension NR × 1 with i.i.d. N (0, σ2) entries. Then, the receiver
processes signal r with an NR × NR

RF RF precoder WRF and following that with an NR
RF × NL

baseband precoder WBB, which leads to the received symbol vector y of dimension NL × 1:

y = WBB
HWRF

HHFRFFBBs + WBB
HWRF

Hn. (3)

Various measurements were conducted to model mmWave channel [12, 13]. According to these
measurements, mmWave channels have limited scattering, which makes geometric channel model
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an appropriate choice. In geometric channel model, each scatterer contributes a single propagation
path between the transmitter and receiver. The channel representation based on this model is given
as,

H =

√
NTNR

ρ

S∑
s=1

gsaR(θs)aHT (φs), (4)

where S is the number of scatterers, ρ is the average path-loss between the transmitter and receiver,
and gs is the complex gain of the sth path with Rayleigh distribution, i.e., gs ∼ N (0, G) for
s = 1, 2, ..., S. G is the average power gain. aT (φs) and aR(θs) denote the array response vector
at the transmitter and receiver. Finally, θs ∈ [0, 2π] and φs ∈ [0, 2π] denote the sth path’s azimuth
Angle of Arrival (AoA) and Angle of Departure (AoD) of the transmitter and receiver.

Problem Statement - Our main goal is to design optimal hybrid precoders at the transmitter and
receiver, (FRF ,FBB,WRF ,WBB) which maximize the rate obtained over the mmWave channel
under the RF precoder constraints. This problem can be defined as in the following,

R= log2

∣∣∣INL+PL
NL

WH
BBWH

RFHFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHHWRFWBB

∣∣∣, (5)

over all possible RF and baseband precoder matrices (FRF ,FBB,WRF ,WBB) for the transmitter
and receiver.

For this paper, we use the predefined codebook structure given in [10]. In this codebook structure,
each beamforming vector in the codebook is defined in terms of the set of quantized angles. This
codebook structure is chosen because it can be easily extended to a codebook with beamform-
ing vectors of different beamwidths. According to this structure, [FRF ] :, i, i = 1, ..., NT

RF and
[WRF ] :, j for j = 1, ..., NR

RF are selected from predefined codebooks CT and CR, respectively. CT
consists of NT

Beams beamforming vectors with dimension of NT × 1, and CR consists of NR
Beams

beamforming vectors with dimension of NR × 1. The columns of CT and CR are chosen such that
they satisfy RF beamforming constraints. Elements of beamforming vectors in CT and CR are rep-
resented as quantized phase shifts, where each phase shifter is controlled by an Nq-bit input. In
this case, NT

Beams = NR
Beams = 2Nq . nth(mth) row of the RF precoding matrix at the transmitter

(receiver), which corresponds to the phase shifts of the nth(mth) antenna of the FRF (WRF ), can

be written as e
j2πnkq

2Nq or e
j2πmkq

2Nq for some kq = 0, 1, ..., 2Nq − 1.

In the next section, we will first briefly review reinforcement learning. We then present our pro-
posed approach of applying reinforcement learning for hybrid beamforming.

Brief Overview of Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a machine learning (ML) approach in which an agent learns to choose
optimal actions to achieve its goals by observing the states of its environment through an interactive
process [14]. The main purpose of an agent in reinforcement learning is to learn a policy that from
any initial state, performs actions which maximize the reward accumulated over time. Moreover,
the agent’s sequence of actions over time affects the distribution of training samples. Therefore,
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there is a trade-off between exploration of undiscovered states and actions and exploitation of
learned states and actions which generate high rewards. General setting of a reinforcement learning
can be summarized as follows. An agent observes the states S of its environment and has a set of
actions A that it can choose. After the agent observes its current state st ∈ S, it performs an
action at ∈ A at time t. Environment responds to the agent’s action at at state st with a reward
rt = r(st, at) and generates a successor state st+1 = δ(st, at). The agent aims to select the policy
which gives the maximum cumulative discounted reward over time, i.e., the agent’s goal is to learn
a policy π : S → A, which maximizes the cumulative value:

V π(st) = rt + γrt+1 + γ2rt+2 + ... =
∞∑
i=0

γirt+i, (6)

where 0 ≤ γ < 1. Here, γ denotes a discount factor and the future rewards are discounted by this
factor exponentially. In this case, an optimal policy π∗ which maximizes discounted cumulative
reward for all states can be given as,

π∗ = argmax
π

V π(s), (∀s). (7)

If the agent has a sequence of immediate rewards r(si, ai) for i = 0, 1, 2, ... as the training infor-
mation, it is easier to learn a numerical evaluation function instead of directly learning the function
π∗ : S → A. Maximum discounted cumulative reward V ∗(s) can be learned to find the optimal
policy through the following optimization:

π∗(s) = argmax
a

[r(s, a) + γV ∗(δ(s, a))] . (8)

Here, the optimal action to choose in state s is a which maximizes the sum of current reward
r(s, a) and the value function V ∗(·) of the successor state δ(s, a), discounted by γ. Since V ∗(·)
can be used to learn the optimal policy if only the agent knows the reward function r and the
state transition function δ exactly, another evaluation function Q(s, a) can be defined for the agent
to learn the optimal policy even if it does not have any knowledge about r and δ. The value of
Q(·, ·) function is the sum of immediate reward obtained after executing action a at state s, and the
discounted value of following the optimal policy, i.e.,

Q(s, a) = r(s, a) + γV ∗(δ(s, a)). (9)

Then, the optimal policy can be rewritten as,

π∗(s) = argmax
a

Q(s, a). (10)

By using the definition of optimal policy π∗ as in (10), relationship between Q(·, ·) and V ∗(·) can
be given as,

V ∗(s) = max
a′

Q(s, a′). (11)

In this case, (9) can be also rewritten as,

Q(s, a) = r(s, a) + γmax
a′

Q(δ(s, a), a′). (12)

Then, Q(·, ·) can be iteratively approximated with Algorithm 1 by using (12). With this Algorithm,
the agent estimates Q(s, a) for state-action pair s and a, and the agent’s estimate for this state-
action pair is denoted by Q̂(s, a).
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Algorithm 1 An algorithm for learning Q
Set time to t = 0.
for each state-action pair s and a do

Initialize the table entry Q̂t(s, a) to zero
end for
Observe the current state s at time t = 0
while Q̂t+1(s, a) does not converge Q(s, a) for each s, a do

Choose an action a, perform it, and get a reward r
Observe the new state s′

Update Q̂t+1(s, a)← r + γmaxa′ Q̂t(s
′, a′)

Set time to t = t+ 1
Set the current state as s′ at time t = t+ 1

end while

Q-Learning Based Hybrid Beamforming

We propose a novel hybrid beamforming algorithm which uses Q-learning to find the optimal RF
precoders at the transmitter and receiver. In the setting of our problem, the environment is the
mmWave channel, which is described by a continuous state space H. Considering an agent exists
in this environment, the agent can perform any of a set of possible actions V , where V consists of
a finite set of RF precoder pairs for the transmitter and receiver. At time t, the agent can select
possible RF precoder pair vt = {(FRF )t, (WRF )t} ∈ V for the transmitter and receiver in some
channel state Ht ∈ H. Then, the agent receives a real-valued reward Rt, which is the rate achieved
over the mmWave channel at time t.

The Q-learning algorithm given in Algorithm 1 cannot be directly applied to hybrid precoding de-
sign problem since the state space has infinite continuous valued elements. Therefore, we propose
a modified Q-learning algorithm for hybrid beamforming. In Q-learning based hybrid beamform-
ing algorithm, we assume that the elements of state space, which consists of channel matrices at
different time instances, are chosen from a finite training set. In other words, training set consists
of NS channel matrices such that H = {H1,H2, ...,HNS}. Action space V is a finite set of all
possible RF precoder pairs so that it can be used directly in Q-learning algorithm.

Our proposed algorithm consists of two phases. The first phase is the training phase of the algo-
rithm. During training, the table entries Q̂(Hi, vj), where Hi ∈ H and vj ∈ V , are updated by
using Algorithm 1. It is also important to decide for a strategy for the agent to choose from all
possible RF precoders in channel state H. We use a probabilistic approach for the agent in channel
state H to select a possible pair of RF precoders. In this case, every RF precoder pair would have a
nonzero probability to be selected, but RF precoder pairs with higher Q̂ values are assigned higher
probabilities. We define the probability of selecting a precoder pair vi, given that the agent is in
channel state H as,

P (vi|H) =
cQ̂(H,vi)∑
j c

Q̂(H,vj)
, (13)
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where c > 0 is a constant that determines how strongly the agent would exploit RF precoder
pairs with high Q̂ values instead of exploring undiscovered RF precoder pairs. Once the learner’s
estimate Q̂(H, v) converges to Q(H, v) for all H and v pairs, Q-table can be used to find optimal
RF precoders.

Algorithm 2 Training Phase of Q-Learning Based Hybrid Beamforming Algorithm
Input: V ,H,PL,NL,c,T
Set time to t = 0
for each state-action pair H and v do

Initialize the table entry Q̂t(H, v) to zero
end for
Observe the current state H at time t = 0
for t = 0, 1, ..., T do

Choose v = {(FRF ), (WRF )} from V with probability p(v|H) = cQ̂(H,v)∑
w c

Q̂(H,w)

H=UΣV∗, U=[U1U2], V=[V1V2], U1∈CNR×NL , V1 ∈ CNT×NL

Fopt = V1 and Wopt = U1

FBB = (F∗RFFRF )−1F∗RFFopt and WBB = (W∗
RFWRF )−1W∗

RFWopt

FBB =
√
NL

FBB
‖FRF FBB‖F

and WBB =
√
NL

WBB

‖WRFWBB‖F
Calculate rate R by using Equation (5)
Observe the new state H′
Update Q̂t+1(H, v)← R + γmaxv′ Q̂t(H′, v′)
Set time to t = t+ 1
Set the current state as H′ at time t = t+ 1

end for

In the second phase, optimal RF precoders at the transmitter and receiver are designed by using
the table entries Q̂(H, v) according to given CSI, which can be complete or partial. Let us as-
sume that given CSI is H at a certain time, the Q-learning based hybrid beamforming algorithm
searches over the all states in training setH = {H1,H2, ...,HNS} and selects the channel H̃, where
minH̃∈H

∥∥H̃−H
∥∥
2
. H̃ corresponds to a minimum Euclidean distance estimate of the channel H

by one of the elements in the training set. By using the table entries Q̂(H, v), the RF precoder pair
v′ for the transmitter and receiver, which gives the maximum Q-value for the state H̃, are selected.

Algorithm 3 RF Precoders Selection Phase of Q-Learning Based Hybrid Beamforming Algorithm

Input: H,H,V ,Q̂(H, v),
H̃ = minH̃∈H

∥∥H̃−H
∥∥
2

Choose v = {(FRF ), (WRF )}, where v = maxv Q̂(H̃, v)
H = UΣV∗, U = [U1U2], V = [V1V2], U1 ∈ CNR×NL , V1 ∈ CNT×NL

Fopt = V1 and Wopt = U1

FBB = (F∗RFFRF )−1F∗RFFopt and WBB = (W∗
RFWRF )−1W∗

RFWopt

FBB =
√
NL

FBB
‖FRF FBB‖F

and WBB =
√
NL

WBB

‖WRFWBB‖F
return FBB, FRF , WBB, WRF

Two phases of our proposed algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.
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Results

In this section, we first give the computational complexity analysis of Q-learning based hybrid
beamforming algorithm. Then, we present our Matlab based simulation results.

A. Computational Complexity Analysis of Q-Learning Based Hybrid Beamforming

Total computation complexity results from the two phases of Q-learning based hybrid beam-
forming. Computational complexity1 of training and optimal RF precoders selection phases are
O(T (NR(NT )2+NS(NT

Beams)
NT
RF (NR

Beams)
NR
RF +(NT

RF )3+NLN
R
RFNR+NLNRNT+NLN

T
RFNT+

(NL)3)) and O(NTNRNS + (NT
Beams)

NT
RF (NR

Beams)
NR
RF + NR(NT )2 + (NT

RF )3 + NT
RFNTNL +

(NR
RF )3 + NR

RFNRNL), respectively. It is important to note that the computational complexity
of exhaustive search is O(((NT

Beams)
NT
RF (NR

Beams)
NR
RF )(NLN

R
RFNR + NLNRNT + NLN

T
RFNT +

(NL)3 + NR(NT )2 + (NT
RF )3 + NT

RFNTNL + (NR
RF )3 + NR

RFNRNL)). For T = 100, NS = 20,
NT = NR = 64, NT

Beams = NR
Beams = 8, NT

RF = NR
RF = 4, NL = 3, number of operations

for training and optimal RF precoders selection phases are 3.4× 1010 and 1.7× 107, respectively.
Therefore, the total number of operations for our proposed algorithm is approximately 3.4× 1010.
With the exhaustive search, 4.7 × 1012 number of operations is required for the same NT , NR,
NT
Beams, N

R
Beams, N

T
RF , NR

RF , and NL. In this case, 138 times reduction is achieved with the pro-
posed algorithm compared to the exhaustive search. The computational complexity of the training
phase of the proposed algorithm increases linearly with the number of iterations T . However, this
computation cost is compensated with a large number of RF chains at the transmitter and receiver.

B. Simulation Results

In our simulation, we consider a mmWave system with one transmitter-receiver pair. We use
the hybrid architecture given in Figure 1. The carrier frequency and the bandwidth of the mmWave
system are chosen as 28 GHz and 100 MHz, respectively. The transmitter has NT = 64 antennas
and 2 RF chains, and the receiver has NR = 32 antennas and 2 RF chains. Uniform Linear Arrays
(ULAs) are used as the antenna arrays in which the spacing between antennas are λ

2
. The RF

phase shifters have quantized phases, and the number of inputs to the phase shifters is Nq = 3.
Size of the space V equals to 4096. The channel model given in (4) is used in the simulations. In
the channel model, G = 1 and the number of paths S = 3. The AoAs/AoDs of the channel are
continuous-valued random variables with uniform distribution [0, 2π].

Figure 2-a shows the spectral efficiency of the proposed algorithm with different number of train-
ing samples NS = 50, NS = 100, and NS = 300 for channel states when SNR increases from
−40 dB to 0 dB. Figure 2-a also includes spectral efficiency of the suboptimal solution proposed
in [10], exhaustive search, and unconstrained precoding. In Figure 2-a, it is assumed that CSI is
incomplete. Therefore, estimated channel matrices are used in the training phase. In RF precoders
selection phase of the proposed algorithm, observed channel states in real-time are also the esti-
mated channel matrices. It can be seen in Figure 2-a that unconstrained precoding outperforms all
of the other hybrid beamforming algorithms. However, the mmWave system achieves higher spec-

1Analysis of the computational complexity of the algorithm is omitted due to space limitation.
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Figure 2: Spectral efficiency achieved by the proposed algorithm for different training sizes, the method
in [10], exhaustive search, and unconstrained precoding.

tral efficiency with our proposed algorithm for all training sizes than the algorithm given in [10].
The spectral efficiency achieved with our algorithm when training size equals to 300 is very close
to the exhaustive search based solution.

Figure 2-b shows the spectral efficiency of the proposed algorithm with different number of training
samples NS = 50, NS = 100, and NS = 300 for channel states when SNR increases from −40
dB to 0 dB. Results of the proposed algorithm are also compared with the algorithm proposed
in [10], exhaustive search, and unconstrained precoding in Figure 2-b. In this case, it is considered
that CSI is complete. Unconstrained precoding outperforms all of the other hybrid beamforming
algorithms as it is shown in Figure 2-b. The mmWave system achieves higher spectral efficiency
with our algorithm for all training sizes than the algorithm given in [10] for smaller values of
SNR. However, the algorithm proposed in [10] starts to achieve better spectral efficiency than our
algorithm for higher values of SNR. Furthermore, spectral efficiency achieved with our algorithm
with an increasing number of training samples is still less than the exhaustive search.

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a reinforcement learning approach for the hybrid beamforming prob-
lem. We give a computational complexity analysis for our proposed algorithm. Finally, we com-
pare the performance of our algorithm in terms of achieved rate over the mmWave channel with
unconstrained precoding, exhaustive search, and a suboptimal hybrid beamforming algorithm. We
show the results of our algorithm with different sized training sets. We also compare the perfor-
mance of our algorithm when CSI is perfect and imperfect. It is seen that the performance of the
proposed algorithm improves with larger training sets. The results of the proposed algorithm are
promising since it gives better spectral efficiency than other suboptimal algorithms and has a very
close performance to exhaustive search when the available CSI is not perfect. Future directions
include providing a theoretical analysis to show our Euclidean distance-based approach for using
Q-table is guaranteed to converge and adapting the proposed algorithm for multi-user scenarios.
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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes lossy frequency-domain compression in the context of cross-frequency cou-
pling (CFC) analysis of electroencephalograph (EEG) signals. The approach used here for CFC
analysis involves a low-complexity signal analysis block followed by a constant false alarm rate
(CFAR) detection algorithm. The lossy frequency-domain compression is achieved via the thresh-
old coding method for frequency truncation using the discrete cosine transform (DCT). This method
is found to increase CFC detection rates by as much as 30% to 50% depending on the amount of
Gaussian noise in the signal and the selected probability of false alarm. Further analysis indicates
that these significant improvements in CFC detection rates are due to adaptive frequency-domain
noise reduction. These results bode well for lossy frequency-based EEG compression schemes
which can greatly improve transmission speeds and decrease storage space requirements while
simultaneously enhancing CFC analysis capabilities.

INTRODUCTION

A major new vision within the neuroscience community is the concept of cross-frequency
coupling (CFC) in electroencephalograph (EEG) data. CFC is the result of complex interactions
of neural populations, each of which manifests certain oscillatory behaviors in select frequency
ranges. Structural cross-frequency relationships have been found to hold a functional role in the
execution of cognitive functions such as decision making, communication, and learning [1, 2, 3].
Although cross-frequency relationships come in a variety of forms, the most extensively studied
relationship in the literature is phase-amplitude coupling (PAC), whereby the amplitude of high-
frequency oscillations is modulated by the phase of low-frequency rhythms. PAC research com-
monly focuses on the interaction of the phase of low-frequency theta rhythms (5-10 Hz) with the
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amplitude of gamma (30-80 Hz) and high gamma (80-200 Hz) oscillations [4, 5, 6], with theoreti-
cal work suggesting that theta-gamma PAC is involved in sequential memory organization and the
maintenance of working memory [7]. Thus, the amount of CFC between theta phase and gamma
amplitude as well as the exact combination of theta and gamma subbands gives us insight regarding
information processing and storage activities within the brain. Recent research is using changes in
PAC as an indication of neurological disorders including schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive dis-
order, Alzheimer’s disease, epilepsy, and Parkinson’s disease, and is even considering the potential
of CFC as a therapeutic target in disease states [8].

The increasing prevalence of processing EEG datasets for diagnostic purposes has provoked
further consideration regarding the compression of EEG data to improve transmission speeds and
decrease storage space requirements. Many EEG compression methodologies studied to date have
been lossless or near-lossless [9, 10, 11] due to clinical liability considerations. However, the
entropy of the EEG signal limits the maximum compression achievable for lossless schemes. Lossy
compression schemes can overcome this issue as long as we ensure that diagnostically significant
data remains intact. A recent investigation of the effects of lossy compression on event-related
potential (ERP) analysis of EEG data demonstrated that lossy compression is a feasible option
for EEG datasets destined for ERP analysis [12]. In a similar manner, this paper investigates the
degree to which lossy compression affects CFC analysis of EEG signals.

METHODS

A. Generating Cross-Frequency Coupled EEG Signals

The EEG signals used for this research were synthesized using the program developed by Tort
et al. [6]. The plots in this paper reference a 10-second synthesized EEG signal with a 1024
Hz sampling rate containing CFC between a low-frequency theta rhythm centered at 10 Hz and a
high-frequency high gamma oscillation centered at 108 Hz, with the purpose of obtaining results
applicable to the theta-gamma coupling domain [4, 5]. Note that results similar to those presented
here were obtained for other cross-frequency coupled signals as well. For some experiments,
Gaussian noise was added to the synthesized EEG signal to simulate the noise present in real-
world EEG signals. View the left hand side of Figure 8 for 1 second segments of synthesized EEG
signals containing additive Gaussian noise with standard deviation of 0, 1, and 2.

B. CFC Analysis

A number of approaches have been proposed to quantify the amount of CFC present in an EEG
signal [13, 14, 15, 16, 17], yet no single method has been chosen as the gold standard [3]. Creusere,
McRae, & Davis [18] recently introduced a new approach for CFC analysis that is used in this
research. In particular, this method detects phase-amplitude coupling and the reader may assume
from this point forward that any mention of CFC is of the PAC variety. The approach consists
of a low-complexity signal analysis block (Figure 1) that is well-suited for implementation as an
integrated circuit followed by constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection (Figure 2). The output
CFC signals from Figure 1 are used for CFAR detection in Figure 2.

The low and high band filters of Figure 1 are narrow bandpass filters implemented as short
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Figure 1: Sample-based CFC analysis block as proposed by [18].

Figure 2: CFAR detection approach as proposed by [18]. Blocks of N samples are collected from each
of the M CFC channels and histograms are computed. For each channel, a null hypothesis histogram is
formed, a CFAR threshold is calculated, and a detection decision is made.

cascades of simple 2nd order IIR filters using Direct Form 2 structures. In total, Creusere et al.
defined 15 high band filters in the gamma and high-gamma ranges specified in intervals of 10 Hz
beginning at 38 Hz and ending at 178 Hz. CFC detection decisions are made for a low-frequency
rhythm query (e.g. 10 Hz) on 200-sample blocks of the CFC signal for each high band filter. For
the results below, the CFC detection rate for a given synthesized EEG signal was calculated by
passing the 10 Hz low-frequency rhythm query to the CFAR detection algorithm and determining
the number of blocks that detected CFC out of the total number of blocks in the CFC signal for the
108 Hz high band filter.

C. EEG Data Compression

The method of lossy data compression investigated here is frequency truncation using the dis-
crete cosine transform (DCT), a popular choice to perform signal compression due to its strong
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energy compaction property. To compress an arbitrary 10-second synthesized EEG signal, we
computed the DCT-IV for each 1-second block in the synthesized EEG signal by

y(k) =

√
2

N

N∑
n=1

x(n)cos(
π

4N
(2n− 1)(2k − 1)) (1)

where x(n) is the 1-second block in the synthesized EEG signal and N = 1024. For each block
transform, we used the method of threshold coding to retain a percentage of the DCT-IV coeffi-
cients with the greatest energy and zeroed out the remainder. We then computed the inverse of the
DCT-IV for each block transform by

x(n) =

√
2

N

N∑
k=1

y(k)cos(
π

4N
(2k − 1)(2n− 1)) (2)

resulting in a compressed version of the synthesized EEG signal after concatenating the com-
pressed 1-second blocks in the appropriate order.

The general approach taken to determine CFC detection rates for varying degrees of lossy
compression is depicted in Figure 3. Following selection of the probability of false alarm (PFA)
for CFAR detection and the amount of Gaussian noise to add to the synthesized EEG signal, a
Monte Carlo simulation was performed using M independently synthesized EEG signals. Each
independently synthesized EEG signal was compressed to varying degrees, and each of the result-
ing signals underwent CFC detection as described in Subsection B. above. For the experiments
shown below, we iterated over PFAs of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2 and additive Gaussian noise with
standard deviations of 0, 1, and 2. Each Monte Carlo simulation consisted of 100 iterations unless
otherwise noted.

RESULTS

D. Effects of Additive Gaussian Noise on CFC Detection Rates

Figure 4 displays the effect of the additive Gaussian noise on the CFAR detection rate at PFAs
of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2. The trends in Figure 4 confirm that the CFC algorithm and CFAR
detection work as expected. First, we anticipate that increasing the PFA should also increase the
CFC detection rate, since the detection threshold on the null hypothesis distribution would become
less stringent. In fact, this is exactly what we observe in Figure 4 as increasing the PFA mono-
tonically increases the CFC detection rate across all levels of additive Gaussian noise. Second,
we anticipate that increasing the standard deviation of the additive Gaussian noise should decrease
the CFC detection rate, since more noise power in the signal leads to a smaller signal-to-noise
ratio. Again, we observe this trend in Figure 4 as increasing the standard deviation of the additive
Gaussian noise leads to monotonically decreasing CFC detection rates.

E. Effects of Frequency Truncation on CFC Detection Rates

Figure 5 displays the CFC detection rate as a function of the percentage of DCT coefficients
discarded using the threshold coding method for frequency truncation. The CFC detection rates
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Figure 3: Monte Carlo simulation process consisting of M iterations that determined CFC detection rates at various
configurations of the PFA and additive Gaussian noise.

are computed for between 0% and 100% of DCT coefficients discarded in increments of 10%. The
families of plots sharing the same color represent common PFAs and the families of plots sharing
the same line style represent common levels of additive Gaussian noise. In accordance with our
observations in Figure 4, we see that increasing the standard deviation of additive Gaussian noise
leads to lower CFC detection rates. Likewise, we can confirm that increasing the PFA leads to
higher CFC detection rates. Note that the plot for PFA .2, Noise Std Dev 0 obscures the other plots
with Noise Std Dev 0, that is, all plots with no additive Gaussian noise (regardless of the PFA)
detect CFC at the maximum possible rate until 100% of the DCT coefficients are discarded.

It was expected that an increase in the amount of frequency truncation would lead to a decrease
in CFC detection rates due to information loss. On the contrary, the trends demonstrate the opposite
of this prediction. That is, we observe that as the amount of frequency truncation increases, there is
a corresponding monotonic increase in the CFC detection rate until 100% of the DCT coefficients
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Figure 4: CFC detection rate as a function of additive Gaussian noise.

are discarded, at which point the CFC detection rate bottoms out at 0% (as it must, regardless of
the particular combination of PFA and additive Gaussian noise).

Figure 5: CFC detection rate as a function of frequency truncation.

F. Maximum CFC Detection Rates For Frequency Truncation

To inspect the maxima of these plots with greater precision, we increased the fidelity of the
results at high rates of frequency truncation. Figure 6 displays CFC detection rates for between
99.1% and 100% of DCT coefficients discarded in increments of 0.1% . Considering Figures 5
and 6 together, we see that frequency truncation using the DCT increases CFC detection rates for
noisy EEG signals by as much as 30% to 50% depending on the particular combination of PFA and
additive Gaussian noise. For example, the plot for PFA .001, Noise Std Dev 1 has a CFC detection
rate of approximately 0.4 or 40% for 0% of DCT coefficients discarded and a CFC detection rate
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of approximately 0.9 or 90% for 99.5% of DCT coefficients discarded, demonstrating an increase
in the CFC detection rate of around 0.5 or 50%.

Figure 6: CFC detection rate as a function of frequency truncation from 99.1% to 100% of DCT coefficients discarded.

While not all plots achieve a maximum at exactly the same truncation rate, we selected an ap-
propriately representative truncation rate of 99.5% of coefficients discarded in the DCT for further
investigation. A Monte Carlo simulation of 10000 iterations was used to determine the indices of
the retained DCT coefficients at the truncation rate of 99.5% for each of the various levels of addi-
tive Gaussian noise. The results are displayed in Figure 7. Note that only those DCT coefficients
that were retained more than 1% of the time are considered in these graphs. It is clear that the
commonly retained DCT coefficients around indices 20 and 21 correspond to the low-frequency
theta rhythm centered at 10 Hz, and that the commonly retained DCT coefficients around index
216 correspond to the high-frequency high gamma oscillation centered at 108 Hz. The cases with
no additive Gaussian noise always retain the same DCT coefficients, while increasing the Gaussian
noise diversifies the distributions. However, observe that the distributions remain clustered around
the indices described above regardless of the amount of additive Gaussian noise in the synthesized
cross-frequency coupled EEG signals.

DISCUSSION

The data in Figure 7 suggest that the significant improvements in CFC detection rates at high
compression rates may be due to adaptive frequency-domain noise reduction. To gain further in-
sight, Figure 8 displays the synthesized EEG signals in the time-domain with different levels of
additive Gaussian noise before and after frequency truncation at the truncation rate of 99.5% of
DCT coefficients. Note that the frequency-truncated cross-frequency coupled EEG signals ap-
proach a standard form, regardless of the additive Gaussian noise in the synthesized EEG signals.
This noise reduction allows one to visually detect the cross-frequency coupled nature of the syn-
thesized EEG signals much more easily. Further, and more importantly, this noise reduction also
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Figure 7: Indices of the DCT coefficients retained at truncation rate 99.5% for various levels of additive Gaussian
noise as determined by Monte Carlo simulations. Note the distribution around indices 20 and 21 corresponding to the
10 Hz low-frequency theta rhythm and the distribution around index 216 corresponding to the 108 Hz high-frequency
high gamma oscillation.

aids the CFC analysis and CFAR detection algorithms developed by [18] in properly identifying
instances of CFC.

The intersection of this adaptive frequency-domain noise reduction with cross-frequency cou-
pling analysis has been sparsely explored, although the results appear promising. At least one other
study [19] has demonstrated improvements in CFC metrics via variable bandwidth filters for noise
reduction, although performance was not evaluated using CFAR detection.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered the effect that lossy frequency-domain compression has on
CFC analysis of EEG signals. In particular, we investigated the impact that the threshold coding
method for frequency truncation using the DCT has on the CFC analysis and CFAR detection
algorithms put forth by Creusere et al. [18]. We found that frequency truncation using the DCT
increases CFC detection rates for noisy EEG signals by as much as 30% to 50% depending on
the PFA and the additive Gaussian noise. Thus, lossy frequency-domain compression appears not
only tolerable for real-world EEG signals destined for CFC detection, but even favorable due to
the observed improvement in CFC detection capabilities. These results motivate utilization of the
compression scheme presented above for EEG datasets focused on CFC detection. Future work
includes investigating the effects of other lossy compression schemes on cross-frequency coupling
analysis of EEG signals.
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Figure 8: Synthesized cross-frequency coupled EEG signals in the time-domain with different levels of additive
Gaussian noise (left) before and after frequency truncation at the truncation rate of 99.5% of DCT coefficients (right).
Note how the frequency-truncated cross-frequency coupled EEG signals approach a standard form as a result of the
adaptive frequency-domain noise reduction.
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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the use of a minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) interference canceler
for mitigating the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) uplink interference and multipath in Aeronautical
Telemetry system. SOQPSK-TG modulation scheme for the telemetry victim signal and 64-QAM
for the LTE interference signal are considered. For a multipath channel derived from the channel
sounding data, the interference canceler achieves the target bit error rate (BER) of 10−5 at Carrier-
to-Interference (C/I) ratio−12.7,−40.7 and−36 dB for data rates 1, 5 and 10 Mbits/s, respectively.
To offer the same performance, an MMSE channel equalizer requires C/I ratio −10.9,−25.0 and
−5.0 dB.

KEY WORDS

Interference Canceler, SOQPSK-TG, LTE-A, User Equipment, Resource Blocks

INTRODUCTION

For any wireless communication link, multipath propagation is inevitable. In Aeronautical Teleme-
try, modulated carrier bandwidth is constantly being increased to support increased data transmis-
sion. With increasing bandwidth, multipath interference becomes the dominant link impairment
for telemetry systems. In addition to multipath, telemetry users will face new challenges due to the
re-allocations of radio spectrum. To meet the increasing demand for mobile data and applications,
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Advanced Wireless Services (AWS-3) auction
introduces new radio systems in the 1755− 1780 MHz (uplink) and 2155− 2180 MHz (downlink)
radio spectrum [1]. According to the auction guidelines, the AWS-3 LTE uplink channel is parti-
tioned into 1770 − 1780 MHz and its paired downlink operates between 2170 − 2180 MHz. The
LTE uplink is the communication link from LTE user equipment (UE) to evolved NodeB (eNBs or
eNodeB) base stations and the downlink is from eNodeB to LTE UEs. These AWS-3 LTE uplink
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Figure 1: AWS-3 and telemetry adjacent bands.

and downlink channels are adjacent to telemetry Upper L-Band (1780 − 1850 MHz) and S-Band
(2200 − 2395 MHz), respectively [2]. Adjacent LTE and telemetry spectrum are shown in Fig-
ure 1. As a result, interference from LTE uplink and downlink channels can potentially affect the
operation of the physically co-located telemetry frequency bands [3]. With the growth of cellular
LTE services in the above-mentioned AWS-3 bands, LTE UEs in close proximity to the telemetry
ground station will severely increase the threat of LTE interference.

In [4], Kip Temple describes the impact of LTE uplink interference on telemetry systems with
three IRIG-106 modulation schemes (PCM/FM, SOQPSK-TG, and ARTM CPM) at various data
rates (1, 5, 10 and 15 Mbits/s). The hardware experiments consisted of generating of the LTE
and SOQPSK signals, isolating and combining them, and then splitting the combined signal for
observation, measurement, detection, and finally interference analysis. In addition to the work
in [4], the effects of LTE uplink and downlink interference on telemetry S, L and C bands are
demonstrated in [5]. These studies mainly considered the line-of-sight (LOS) reception of the
telemetry signal.

Unlike the study of [4] and [5], our study is based on MATLAB simulation. In this work, we use
MATLAB LTE Toolbox for generating LTE signals and the experimental setup in [4] as a guideline
to combine the LTE and telemetry signals using MATLAB. In our analysis, to model the worst
case LTE interference, line of sight (LOS) propagation is considered for LTE, whereas the desired
telemetry signal suffers from multipath propagation unlike [4] and [5]. We consider the SOQPSK-
TG modulation scheme for the telemetry user and apply a symbol-by-symbol detector followed by
an MMSE interference canceler/channel equalizer to demodulate its signal. The performance of
the channel equalizer was previously studied in [6] in absence of interference. In what follows,
boldface lowercase variables denote column vectors whereas boldface uppercase variables denote
matrices. For the matrix M, MT, M* and MH denotes the transpose, conjugate and Hermitian
(conjugate-transpose) of M, respectively.
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TELEMETRY SYSTEM WITH LTE INTERFERENCE

The telemetry system in the presence of LTE uplink interferer is needed to be described first to
develop the MMSE interference canceler. The system considered here is summarized in Figure 2.
The transmitted I/Q baseband SOQPSK-TG signal (usually called the complex-valued low-pass
equivalent [7]), s(n) propagates through a frequency selective multipath channel and experiences
the addition of adjacent band LTE interference and additive white Gaussian noise. The resulting
sequence of received samples is,

rc(n) =

N2∑
k=−N1

h(k)s(n− k) + i(n) + ω(n), (1)

where, h(n) is the impulse response of the unknown channel with support on −N1 ≤ n ≤ N2

and i(n) is the complex baseband LTE signal generated using MATLAB LTE Toolbox. ω(n) is a
proper [8] complex-valued white Gaussian random process with variance σ2

ω
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per dimension [9].
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Figure 2: Block diagram: (a) Telemetry system in the presence of LTE interference, (b) SOQPSK
detector.

The received signal rc(n) is filtered by the intermediate frequency (IF) surface acoustic wave
(SAW) filter located in the telemetry receiver [2] to produce r(n). A digital IF SAW filter is
designed in the frequency domain according to the following equation centered at the AMT signal
center frequency described in [4].
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Figure 3: Digital IF SAW filter at AMT receiver with center frequency at 1781.5 MHz, fstop,1 =
1776 MHz, fpass,1 = 1781 MHz, fpass,2 = 1782 MHz, fstop,2 = 1787 MHz, ftrans = 5 MHz.

HSAW(f) =


0.5− 0.5cos(πηf), fstop,1 ≤ f < fpass,1

1, fpass,1 ≤ f < fpass,2

0.5 + 0.5cos(πηf), fpass,2 ≤ f ≤ fstop,2

0, elsewhere

, (2)

where, η = 1/ftrans and ftrans is the transition width of IF SAW filter (Figure 3). After filtered by
the IF SAW filter, the frame synchronizer finds the starting of the iNet preamble signal. We assume
perfect frame synchronization in this paper. The channel estimates of h(n) for −N1 ≤ n ≤ N2,
are then used to determine the coefficients of the MMSE filter. The MMSE filter, c(n), is a linear
filter that operates on the signal r(n) and produces the output,

y(n) =

L2∑
m=−L1

c∗(m)r(n−m), (3)

or in vector form,
y = cHr, (4)

where, c(n) is assumed to have support on −L1 ≤ n ≤ L2. The length of the MMSE filter will be
at least 5 times larger than the channel length [10]. The following section introduces the two types
of MMSE filters investigated in this paper along with the channel estimators used to compute the
coefficients of these filters.

MMSE INTERFERENCE CANCELER

The MMSE filter c in (4) can be written in vector form [11] as,

c = R−1r,r p, (5)
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where, c is the (L1 + L2 + 1) × 1 vector of filter coefficients. Here, Rr,r is the auto-correlation
matrix of the received signal and p is the cross-correlation of telemetry signal and the received
signal. These terms can be expanded as follows,

Rr,r = E[rrH] = GRs,1GH + Rn, (6)

p = E[rs∗] = Rs,2gH, (7)

where, G is the (L1 + L2 + 1)× (L1 + L2 +N1 +N2 + 1) matrix

G =


h(N2) . . . h(−N1)

h(N2) . . . h(−N1)
. . .

h(N2) . . . h(−N1)

 . (8)

Rs,1 and Rs,2 are the auto-correlation matrices of the received signal with dimensions (L1 + L2 +
N1 +N2 + 1)× (L1 +L2 +N1 +N2 + 1) and (L1 +L2 + 1)× (L1 +L2 + 1), respectively. They
are given as:

Rs,1 =


Rs(0) Rs(−1) . . . Rs(−L1 − L2 −N1 −N2)
Rs(1) Rs(0) . . . Rs(−L1 − L2 −N1 −N2 + 1)

...
...

Rs(L1 + L2 +N1 +N2) Rs(L1 + L2 +N1 +N2 − 1) . . . Rs(0)

 ,
(9)

Rs,2 =


Rs(0) Rs(−1) . . . Rs(−L1 − L2)
Rs(1) Rs(0) . . . Rs(−L1 − L2 + 1)

...
...

Rs(L1 + L2) Rs(L1 + L2 − 1) . . . Rs(0)

 . (10)

Rn is the (L1 + L2 + 1)× (L1 + L2 + 1) interference plus noise auto-correlation matrix given by

Rn = Ri + Rω, (11)

where, Ri is LTE interference signal auto-correlation matrix and Rω = σ2
ωIω is the noise auto-

correlation matrix. g is the 1× (L1 + L2 + 1) vector given by

g =
[
h(L1) . . . h(−L2)

]
. (12)

The two types of MMSE filters investigated in this paper are MMSE Interference Canceler (MMSE-
IC) and MMSE Channel Equalizer (MMSE-CE). To estimate the channel coefficients h(n), Sparse
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Channel Estimation (SP) and Maximum Likelihood Channel Estimation (ML) are used. Now we
describe the structures of these MMSE filters.

• MMSE Interference Canceler, cMMSE-IC: From (5) and (7), the MMSE-IC filter can be written
as,

cMMSE-IC = R−1r,r Rs,2gH. (13)

As seen from (13), the coefficients of cMMSE-IC depend on the auto-correlation matrices Rr,r

and Rs,2, and channel vector g.

• MMSE Channel Equalizer, cMMSE-CE: From (5), (6) and (7), the MMSE-CE filter can be
written as,

cMMSE-CE = [GRs,1GH + Rn]
−1Rs,2gH. (14)

As seen from (14), the MMSE-CE filter cMMSE-CE depends on the auto-correlation matrices
Rs,1 and Rs,2, and channel matrices G and g. As shown in [6], MMSE-CE ignores the
presence of LTE interference. So the interference plus noise auto-correlation matrix in (14)
becomes,

Rn = Rω = σ2
ωIω. (15)

The noise variance σ2
ω is estimated in the presence of LTE interference as described in [12].

We now describe how to construct the auto-correlation matrices Rr,r, Rs,1 and Rs,2, and the channel
matrices G and g.

A. ESTIMATION OF CORRELATION MATRICES

• Estimation of Rr,r: The following equation is used to estimate Rr,r in computing the coeffi-
cients of MMSE-IC,

Rr,r(k) =
1

L− k

L−1∑
n=k

r(n)r∗(n− k); k = 0, . . . , L− 1. (16)

• Estimation of Rs,1, Rs,2: A pre-computed auto-correlation signal using random SOQPSK-
TG symbols is used as Rs in (9) and (10) to compute approximations of the auto-correlation
matrices Rs,1 and Rs,2 [6]. For SOQPSK-TG, the correlation function has the most significant
values for delay −5 ≤ k ≤ 5 [13].

B. ESTIMATION OF CHANNEL COEFFICIENTS

• ML Channel Estimation: If the telemetry channel h(n) is assumed to have supports on
−N1 ≤ n ≤ N2, the ML estimate [14] of the channel is,

ĥML = (PHP)−1PHr, (17)

where, P is a matrix of size (Lp−N1−N2)× (N1+N2+1) consisting of the pilot sequence
of telemetry standard, where LP denotes the number of SOQPSK samples corresponding to
the preamble plus ASM bits.
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• Sparse Channel Estimation: Sparse estimation of the telemetry channel is based on a sensing
matrix [13]. The sensing matrix comprises samples of SOQPSK-TG based on the telemetry
pilot bit sequence currently defined in the aeronautical telemetry standard.

If it is known a priori that the h is S-sparse, i.e., ‖ h ‖0 = S, then ML solution for h in (17)
is of the form,

ĥSP = min
h ∈ CN1+N2+1

‖ y− Xh ‖22 such that ‖ h ‖0 = S. (18)

The solution requires a search over all
(
N1+N2+1

S

)
possibilities for the S positions of non-zero

elements in h.

For our application, we use Lp = 2 × (128 + 64) = 384 and 2 × 6144 = 12288 SOQPSK
samples corresponding to the 6144 data bits. The telemetry channel has N1 = 12 non-causal
samples and N2 = 25 causal samples. The filter c has L1 = 3×N1 = 36 non-causal samples and
L2 = 3×N2 = 75 causal samples. The numerical results using the proposed methods of channel
estimation and interference cancellation are illustrated in the next section.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The Sparse and the ML channel estimators described in the previous section yield quite simi-
lar BER performances for either of the MMSE filters. However, the sparse estimator performs
slightly better than the ML estimator for MMSE-IC and vice versa for MMSE-CE. So the BER
performances of MMSE-IC with Sparse channel estimation and MMSE-CE with ML channel esti-
mation are assessed using our MATLAB simulation environment. For the telemetry victim signal,
the IRIG-106 modulation scheme SOQPSK-TG is tested at data rates 1, 5 and 10Mbits/s operating
in single-path and multipath environments. For the LTE interfering signal, the number of user
equipment (UE) is 1, the resource block allocation for the UE is 10, the modulation scheme was
64-QAM. The parameters of SOQPSK and LTE signals are given in Table 1. The multipath en-
vironment is based on the flight-line channels captured at Edwards AFB, CA, which is shown in
Figure 4.

The LTE uplink interferer has a 10 MHz bandwidth with a fixed center and boundary frequencies.
The telemetry victim signal is also fixed in frequency. The band-edge back off from 1780 MHz is
dependent on the data rate and modulation mode of the telemetry signal [2]. Therefore, to introduce
LTE interference into the victim telemetry signal, the Carrier (the telemetry signal) to Interference
(the LTE signal) ratio (C/I) is varied. The power of the additive white Gaussian noise is scaled to
achieve a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20 dB. The simulated BER performance versus the C/I
ratio for different data rates are shown in Figure 5. We observe that for the selected multipath
channel, the target BER is achieved by MMSE-IC at C/I ratio 12.7, 40.7 and 36 dB for data rates
1, 5 and 10 Mbits/s, respectively. MMSE-CE achieves the same BER at C/I ratio 10.9, 25.0 and 5.0
dB. These observations are tabulated in Table 2.
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Telemetry Signal LTE Signal
Data rate (Mbits/s) 1, 5, 10 Sampling rate (MHz) 15.36
Modulation SOQPSK-TG Modulation 64-QAM
Center frequency (MHz) 1781.5, 1785, 1790 Center frequency (MHz) 1775
Frame structure iNet Data length (bits) 100
Data length (bits) 6144 Total resource blocks 50
ASM length (bits) 64 Channel bandwidth (MHz) 10
Preamble length (bits) 128 LTE Protocol A3-5

Number of UE 1
Occupied RBs 10
Occupied bandwidth (MHz) 10

Table 1: Simulation parameters for SOQPSK-TG and LTE signals.
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Figure 4: Telemetry multipath channel.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigated the effectiveness of MMSE interference canceler that jointly suppresses
adjacent band LTE uplink and multipath interferences for aeronautical telemetry users. This study
is based on MATLAB simulation. We considered SOQPSK-TG modulated scheme for the teleme-
try victim signal and 64-QAM for the LTE interference signal. For a multipath channel captured
at Edwards AFB CA, it is observed that depending on the SNR and target BER, the MMSE can-
celer provides C/I gains of 1.8, 15.7 and 31.0 dB over the MMSE channel equalizer for 1, 5 and
10 Mbits/s, respectively. These gains were primarily attributed to the frequency selectivity of the
channel. This work assumed perfect frame synchronization. However, frame synchronization is
always an issue in the presence of interference. A joint study of frame synchronization and inter-
ference cancellation is necessary and left as our future work.
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(b) Telemetry data rate = 5 Mbits/s.
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(c) Telemetry data rate = 10 Mbits/s.

Figure 5: Simulated BER vs C/I ratio (dB) performance of MMSE-IC and MMSE-CE for telemetry
multipath channel in Figure 4 and SNR = 20 dB.

Telemetry data rate
(Mbits/s)

C/I ratio at target BER using IC
(dB)

C/I ratio at target BER using CE
(dB)

1 −12.7 −10.9
5 −40.7 −25.0
10 −36.0 −5.0

Table 2: C/I ratio (dB) at target BER of 10−5.
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ABSTRACT 

 

The Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI) project has created a very effective high 

dynamic Time Space Position Information (TSPI) solution and the Test and Training Enabling 

Architecture (TENA) is a very effective way to share data over a network. Can JAMI and TENA 

work together? This paper answers that question. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This paper will introduce a use case describing how the JAMI program produces TSPI data and 

uses TENA to distribute that data for various purposes.  It will describe high level details of the 

data flow from the receiver on a test item through a software adapter tool that enables data 

publishing.  It will also mention some real-time data awareness tools and applications used in 

this process. 

 

THE BODY 

 

Various test programs from the Army, Navy and Air Force as well as across the globe utilize 

JAMI hardware and software to obtain high dynamic TSPI data.  The JAMI program developed a 

form of Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) that uniquely applies to high dynamic 

vehicles such as missiles and rockets.  This solved a technology gap to provide TSPI data in 

vehicles that have large shock and high velocities which result in large Doppler effects to 



solution data.  JAMI created solutions and tools in the form of GPS receiver modules, ground 

station (GS) hardware and software to provide TSPI data for these high dynamic vehicles.  There 

are many white papers, specifications and standards that document the details of all of the JAMI 

program elements and implementations so they will not be addressed in detail within this paper 

[1,2,3,4].  The special GPS receiver collects pseudorange measurements which can be 

augmented with Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) data on the item under test. These 

measurements are then delivered to a GS via telemetry.  The GS will apply correction data to the 

measurements in order to provide a real-time TSPI solution.  Figure 1 depicts the flow from the 

item under test through the ground station.  

 

 
Figure 1 JAMI Data Flow Diagram 

The data outputs from this GS DGPS solution are the Missile Application Condensed Message 

(MACM), also documented in RCC-264 [5], as well as National Marine Electronics Association 

(NMEA) [6] data.  The MACM data is archived during a test event along with the ground station 

reference data in order to process the data following an event for further precision.  The NMEA 

data is used for real-time situational awareness and is the data product used via TENA for that 

purpose. 

 

TENA provides an architecture that allows data to be published and subscribed to using an 

Internet Protocol (IP) network.  TENA provides this through tools that manage the network users 

and defines the object models through which data is published and subscribed to.  These tools 

and object models are all described in more detail on the TENA website [7] and won’t be 

described in much detail in this paper.  TENA can also be used to pass NMEA data from a test 

site to a real-time situational tool such as SIMDIS [8] for TSPI track over map views.  The 

NMEA data is published to an object model through the use of an adapter tool which this paper 

will describe below.  The SIMDIS tool can subscribe to the object model data through a TENA 

middleware application that interfaces the SIMDIS tool to the data being published to a 

particular object model.  The TENA object model that is being used for this data transfer is a 

TSPI specific one called the platform object model.  All of this traffic is managed through a 

TENA tool called the Execution Manager and is always the first tool to run when performing any 

TENA link.  The middleware for SIMDIS, the Execution Manager and the platform object model 

definition are all available from the TENA website.  Figure 2 depicts the flow of data from a test 

item to SIMDIS.  

 



 
Figure 2 Test Item to SIMDIS Data Flow Diagram 

 

Now that the data flow has been briefly described, the remainder of this paper will describe the 

object model adapter tool.  Like most software programs, the object model adapter has many 

features and components including a Graphical User Interface (GUI) as well as various data 

manipulation, archiving and display capabilities.  Its features were designed to be as simple as 

possible.  The main window of the object model adapter which is titled the “Map Listing” is 

shown in Figure 3 and simply guides the user through the process of sending “A Data Source” to 

“A Data Target” that looks like some data type such as “A TENA Object Model”. 

 

 
Figure 3 Object Model Adapter Map Listing GUI Screenshot 



 

A data source can be multiple things to the adapter tool, such as a file or input device.  For the 

NMEA data used in JAMI for real-time tracking purposes it is most likely a computer RS-232 

communications (COMM) port.  Once the data source is identified as an NMEA 0183 type in the 

drop down menu, all the normal RS-232 characteristics (baud rate, parity, data bits and stop bits) 

can be identified according to whatever source is providing the data.  In the future, this may 

become a certain type of IP packet structure providing the data.  However, at present, the JAMI 

ground station provides NMEA data via RS-232. 

 

A data target can also be multiple things to the adapter tool, such as a log file or diagnostic IP 

broadcast.  For this NMEA use case, it is simply identifying the critical systems on the network 

through IP addresses and port numbers.  The selection for data target would be “TENA” from the 

GUI drop down menu in this NMEA use case.  This allows for the identification of which system 

is running the execution manager and what is the IP/port of the device publishing data.  This 

information is used behind the screens to tell other TENA clients how to talk to the system 

publishing data. 

 

Finally, it’s important to select what the data looks like.  For this use case, it will look like a 

“TENA Platform” which is the selection from the dropdown menu.  The platform object model is 

the best object model to match the NMEA data parameters to a generic vehicles (or platform 

items) TSPI parameters.   

 

The adapter tool will now allow the user to define the platform object parameters and properties.  

Some properties are set by just providing a value, or text in the field provided within the GUI.  

Some properties have a fixed set of values that can be selected from a drop-down menu in the 

GUI.  Other properties such as the “Position (Latitude)” property are expected to be mapped to 

an NMEA message parameter like the GGA:Latitude value.   

 

The adapter tool also provides the ability to transform property values prior to publishing them.  

The easiest example of this would be if you knew the data source provided a value in feet and the 

data target was expecting meters.  For that particular example, a property transform exists to 

translate the data from feet to meters.  The default transform setting is titled “Identity” which 

simply means no transform is occurring and the property will be published as is when received 

from the data source. 

 

Once all the properties are mapped, clicking “Start” in the GUI will start multiple processes.  The 

adapter tool will be listening to the data source for any property updates and updating each 

property in the GUI with the latest values.  It will also be publishing these property values to 

anything subscribing to them across the network.  In the case where SIMDIS is used to subscribe 

to these values, it is possible to configure SIMDIS with a layer of maps and a huge database of 

various icons or models to attach each instance of TSPI data to. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper briefly highlights one simple use case involving JAMI and TENA.  JAMI is a great 

way to get TSPI data from high dynamic sources and TENA is a great method to transport that 



data across a network for real-time situational awareness.  The fusion of the two can be a very 

savvy test and evaluation toolset.  The next generation of JAMI plans to add multiple 

frequencies, constellations and IP based communication methods.  TENA is primed and ready to 

continue being a vehicle to transport this TSPI data into the future.  The adapter tool described in 

this paper need only be modified to handle whatever new message structure or protocols that the 

next generation moves to.  Also, tools such as the SIMDIS mapping tool provide many new 

possibilities in the arena of graphical situational and data awareness. 
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ABSTRACT 
The T&E ranges require two-way networked communications to provide gains in critical areas 
including: test efficiency, safety, cost savings and spectrum efficiency.  The development of a 
network compatibility module which can accommodate networked telemetry standards while 
using existing COTS transmitter and receiver components has multiple benefits to the T&E test 
community.  This component based approach to networked telemetry has the additional benefit 
of allowing new technology to be readily adopted for networking applications.  This paper 
reviews the progress made in the development of a standardized component based networking 
telemetry capability as well as other networked telemetry radio systems.   
 

INTRODUCTION 
The advantages of adding a control channel uplink to provide networking capability has been 
well established [1].  One focus has been to create a new type of radio to support uplink and 
downlink capability.  Though this type of approach may have some merits in certain areas, it 
deviates from the proven evolution of componentized telemetry products. Products which 
provide two-way test article telemetry networking capability are already in use based on the 
latest generation COTS receiver-transmitter components.  This paper was written to help identify 
potential paths for the reuse of the significant investment that the T&E ranges have in one-way 
telemetry links in providing a two-way networked capability.  Telemetry communications 
products deployed on military test ranges has continued to push the envelope of closing very 
difficult RF links. Advancements in link stability and error reductions has been accomplished by 
introducing new and enhanced modes including adaptive equalization, space time coding, etc. 
The investment in this technology has been and will continue to be quite significant including 
vendor COTs products, range communications assets, and user knowledge base which results in 
successful flights every day.  
 
In Section 1.0 a flexible component architecture is introduced which incorporates current 
transmitters and receiver products. Section 2.0 discusses the network controller and RF 
components which support this architecture. Section 3.0 covers key performance characteristics 
when using COTs radios in a networked application.  Section 4.0 discusses channel access 
options when multiple telemetry transmitters are multiplexed on the same frequency for 
efficiency.   Section 5.0 addresses compatibility to the iNET radio specifications and TmNS 
standards that apply to a TmNS compatible radio design.  Lastly, the conclusion summarizes 
findings and steps that can be taken to help achieve bi-directional telemetry capability as a 
readily available test range mission capability.    
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1.0 Bi-directional Telemetry Configurations  
Some of the key components that can be configured to build a bi-directional telemetry system are 
shown in Figure 1.  The system building blocks include COTs telemetry transmitters/receivers, 
RF filters/Diplexers for Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) multiple frequency operation, RF 
switch for Time Division Duplex (TDD) operation, antenna system components and a module to 
provide the serial to network conversion. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Bi-directional Telemetry Components 

Using these communications building blocks some of the possible network capability 
configurations that can be created are as shown in Figure 2.  The bi-directional capability can be 
provided by a lower complexity approach with a FDD uplink channel on a separate frequency to 
the more complex single frequency sharing TDD network.  The TDD capability provided can 
also range in complexity from a single up/down link, multiple uplinks, and at the extreme end 
many parallel missions sharing a single frequency capability. 
 

 
Figure 2 – Bi-directional Telemetry Configurations 

Addition of Uplink Channel in Existing SST Telemetry System   
A bidirectional capability can be introduced to the telemetry range system in various ways 
depending on the need of the range system and missions to be accomplished.  For instance, an 
uplink can be added to an existing telemetry system which uses the existing Serial Streaming 
Telemetry (SST) transmission and infrastructure for the downlink as shown in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3 – Uplink added to Existing SST Telemetry System 
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The insertion of Ethernet frames containing IP packets on a downlink is an existing telemetry 
capability where data packets are inserted into the telemetry stream as defined in IRIG-106 
Chapter 10 as an Ethernet packet type field [2][3]. 
 
Separate Frequency Uplink and Downlink (FDD)   
A separate up link frequency channel F1 and downlink frequency channel F2 representing two 
allocated frequencies can implement a telemetry bi-directional network link [4].  This may 
support an operation where the mission can support a telemetry link which is fully networked 
containing independent uplink and downlink IP data streams.  One advantage to the FDD 
approach is the complexity of implementation and maintenance over a time shared TDD link is 
reduced.  Also, each direction of the link can be more easily optimized for the type of link 
supported. An example of separate uplink/down link optimization is selection of channel 
parameters on the uplink (e.g. data rate, coding, modulation) which can support the use of lower 
gain antenna attached to a high gain tracking antenna.  One application of a bi-directional FDD 
system that has been deployed is the selection and control of video streams on a test article using 
a control channel on the uplink as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 – Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) IP/Ethernet Based Telemetry System 

Shared Frequency (TDD)  
In a TDD telemetry system the higher complexity and efficiency of the link operation is traded 
for sharing of a single frequency a time division channel access configuration is used as shown in 
Figure	5.  The sharing of the allocated frequency F1 could be performed with a single ground to 
airborne link, multiple ground stations for added reliability/range, or in the more extreme case 
multiple missions operating in parallel. The allocation of time slots for transmission can be pre-
configured or with link management control assigned dynamically during operation. 
 

 
 

Figure	5	– Time Division Duplex (FDD) IP/Ethernet Based Telemetry System 

2.0 Bi-Directional Telemetry Support Components  
Serial / Ethernet Converter 
The Serial / Ethernet translator provides Ethernet packet reception and conversion to serial 
data/clock outputs as shown in Figure 6.  In addition to the format conversion, rate adaption is 
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needed on the Ethernet Rx – RF Transmit conversion side when a higher rate Ethernet interface 
burst packets in at a higher rate than the RF transmit rate.  The network function of this device is 
to simply reproduce the packets received when combined with a receiver and serial to Ethernet 
converter on the remote end. 
 
Network Node Controller  
The network node controller assumes the function of converting between Serial data and  
Ethernet streams and adds data and control plane functionality as shown in Figure 6.  This node 
would typically be implemented with a GPP with FPGA support and a lightweight Linux OS.  
Having control of both the data and radio control planes the Network Node Controller can 
implement FDD and TDD channel access capability when configured with the external RF 
components.   A TmNS standard managed node radio interface function can also be implemented 
in the node controller when required. 
 

 
Figure 6 – Telemetry Node Controller and Serial/Ethernet Converter 

RF Filters  
Depending on the FDD operation being employed some combination of filtering and or mixing 
of the RF transmit and receive signals may be needed to achieve the needed RF isolation of the 
uplink and downlink signal.  An example diplexer used for FDD operation is shown in Figure	7. 
 
RF Switch 
When operation on a single channel, the RF receive and transmit paths need to be switched under 
control of a Tx/Rx signal from the node controller.  This component may be a separate 
component as shown in Figure	7 or integrated into the network node controller module. 
 

 
Figure	7		-	RF Components 

Telemetry Transmitters / Receiver Components 
Any of the IRIG standards based telemetry transmitters and receivers are suitable for FDD 
applications when combined with a the necessary RF components and network node controller / 
Serial-Ethernet converter.  That being said only compact receiver modules suitable for airborne 
applications would be of use.  The COTs components that are of most value in supporting bi-
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directional FDD links are ones which can meet the transmit switching times and receiver 
synchronization times addressed in Chapter 3. 
 

 
Figure	8	–	Example Telemetry Receivers and Transmitter Components 

	
3.0 TDD RF Switched Telemetry Performance  
 
Transmit - Receive (T/R – R/T) Switching Times  
Switching the Transmit Power output requires a time which for standard telemetry transmitters 
may not be optimized for dynamic operation.  Since existing serial streaming telemetry systems 
are turned on or off based on start and end of missions, the internal control circuits and power 
filtering circuits may not be optimized for fast switching times.   It is anticipated that some 
changes may be needed in transmitter designs to accommodate switching times for TDD 
operation combined with definition of a reasonable switching time target in the standards.  The 
switching time supported by a transmitter needs to be accommodated in the TDD slot allocation 
as a programmable guard time along with propagation delay.    
  
Receiver Synchronization 
Telemetry receivers need to have fast re-synchronization of signals after loss due to outages.  For 
switching involving a single transmit – receiver pair re-acquisition should be accommodated 
with minimal or no changes to the receiver design.  When supporting configurations with 
multiple transmissions time multiplexed into a receiver the differences in frequency offsets need 
to be accommodated.   Two areas of potential enhancement of the COTs receiver design are to 
use a unique identified at the beginning of each transmission to allow the receiver to store and 
recall the the synchronization settings from the previous transmission and/or the use of a 
correlation pattern at the beginning of each transmission period to provide rapid re-
synchronization.   Additional research and testing is still needed in this area. 
 
TDD performance based on achievable component switching time  
The TmNS standards are focused on a system to support a minimum of four simultaneous 
missions and a goal of 10 missions all sharing a single frequency.  As a result of this designed in 
level of TDD sharing Transmit/Receive switching times on the order of 25 uS are specified..  
Tight switching times and their significance is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 -  RF Switching Times and Link Efficiency 

The calculations in the table show that only for large number of missions does relaxing the 
Receive/Transmit - Transmit/Receive times above the 25 uS level called out in the TmNS 
standards play a significant role in reducing the data throughput.   Accommodating less extreme 
switching times would allow existing COTs transmitters and receivers to be used in a TmNS 
compliant role.  
 
4.0 Bi-Directional Telemetry Shared Channel Access  
 
TDD Master-Slave  
In this channel access mode, the master test article transmits a transmit opportunity on a periodic 
basis to slave ground stations to transmit an uplink.   This mode of operation does not require 
time sync on any mission application that has a single test article. If selected as the master the 
test article provides the time synchronization based on the transmission of a slave control 
message.  A captured output of a lab test of a airborne master sending downstream data along 
with a transmit enable message to a ground radio is shown in Figure	9. 
 

 
Figure	9	–	Lab	Test	of	TDD	Master-Slave	Mode 

TDD Time Sync  
In this mode, time synchronization is required at every node in the channel access network.  In 
this case, transmission schedules can be set for multiple missions accommodating spatial reuse 
when missions transmissions do not conflict.  Timing can be received from a network controller 
node which has a GPS receiver or interfaced to an external time source master. 
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Figure	10	–	Time	Sync	Mode	With	Test	Article	Master	and	Two	Ground	Slave	Units	

	
5.0 iNET/TmNS Functional Compatibility  
Any review of the TmNS standards specific to the development of an TmNS standards 
compatible managed node radio reveals a very feature rich set of capabilities [5][6][7].    Using 
the component approach as shown in Figure 11	 the support for a COTs based TmNS managed 
node and link layer control can be contained in a separate COTs module which can be upgraded 
as needed independently of the transmitter / receiver modules.   Functionality called out in the 
TmNS standards [5]  can be supported as needed by the design of a Network node controller 
module with a modern embedded processor architecture running an efficient Linux Operating 
system.  
 

  
Figure 11 – Network Node Controller Component Approach to TmNS compatibility  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The time to provide bi-direction link capability has come for the test range community though 
the approach that is taken to provide radio hardware is key to the success.  Only by promoting 
ways to leverage the significant investment in COTs hardware that exists today, improving the 
ability of radio vendors to support a networked radio capability and create an architecture which 
tracks current innovation, will bi-directional ‘networked’ capability take hold as a successful 
capability.  The accommodation of a component building block approach provides significant 
promise based on capability currently in use today and potential for the broader of this approach.    
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ABSTRACT 

 

With flight test data acquisition and avionic bus data demands increasing every year, a new breed 

of network switches and recorders are needed to handle the new extreme data load to aggregate 

and record on solid-state media. Flight test instrumentation switches and recorders must perform 

in harsh environments with ultra-high levels of reliability. They must also facilitate fast and 

efficient movement and storage of data. Switches also require many features such as data 

aggregation, port-mirroring, and QoS (Quality-of-Service) support while recorder features such 

as port truncation, and support for PCAP, DARv3 & CH10 recording formats are important. This 

paper will discuss these needs and outline some use cases for new 10 GbE network switches and 

recorders. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Flight test instrumentation (FTI) data acquisition systems (DAS) are typically comprised of data 

collectors connected to multiplexers via serial, point-to-point links. Data flows upstream from 

the sensors or avionics buses to the data acquisition units, to the multiplexer and finally to the 

recorder or telemetry transmitter. In a networked flight-test data acquisition system, data is 

transported through the network and at the core of this “fabric” is the network switch. The switch 

is responsible for distributing and directing data within the network.  

 

Network switches in an FTI role face burdens a normal office switch does not. They must be able 

to distribute data packets within the network while performing in a harsh airborne environment, 

occupying a minimal amount of space, operating with limited or no external cooling, be 

configurable, and deal with the distribution of time information. Modern FTI systems often 

collect, in addition to traditional data from sensors and avionic busses, data from high-speed 

cameras and new 10 GbE HD cameras. 

mailto:rmoore@curtisswright.com
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New network switches and solid-state data recorders (with unique sustained write to media 

capabilities) need to be developed to handle this data increase. 

 

A MODERN INSTRUMENTATION NETWORK 

 

The traditional network-based flight-test instrumentation data acquisition configuration in figure 

1 includes the core network fabric component network switch, IP recorder and data acquisition 

units (DAU). The DAUs provides the data to be transported by the switches to a network-based 

solid-state IP recorder and to the telemetry transceiver unit. 

 
Figure 1- Traditional Network DAU and Recorder Diagram 

 

The primary task of a network switch is to filter and forward packets. Network switches connect 

various network segments to form larger heterogeneous networks. Acting as the traffic cop for 

network data, the switch carries and directs frames between segments connected to its ports. As a 

core component of a network-based data acquisition system, an ideal switch must be capable of 

operating in a large number of configurations. The network switch must transport and aggregate 

data between data sources and data sinks, with a mixture of devices operating at rates ranging 

from a few thousand bits per second to 10 gigabits per second over twisted copper pairs or fiber 

optic links. The network switch must also facilitate time distribution to all acquisition devices, 

e.g. IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP), to ensure time coherency between the data 

collected. 

 

IMPORTANT FTI SWITCH CONSIDERATIONS 

 

The following is a list of important features to consider when including an Ethernet switch in an 

airborne data acquisition network: 

 

 Port count / density 

 Port speeds (10/100/1000/10000 Mbps) 

 Media support (twisted-pair copper or fiber) 

 Support for IEEE 1588 PTP 



 Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities 

Multicast addressing and groups 

 Managed or unmanaged switch 

 Ruggedization 

 

An obvious consideration is how many ports will be required. This is a function of the number of 

devices that need to be connected and what topology is best suited. A single switch with many 

ports may be suitable if the connected devices are all close to each other. If there are several 

devices remote from each other, it may be better to use several smaller switches which then 

connect to a central switch to aggregate data closer to the devices and thus save on wiring length 

and weight. Port speed also depends on the configuration, typically smaller aggregator switches 

can be slower than a central switch which may be managing the data from the entire system. 

Support for the cabling being used is also vital, sometimes a single switch can handle both 

copper and fiber. 

 

Link (or port) aggregation is a method of combining, or aggregating multiple network 

connections in parallel in order to increase throughput beyond what a single connection could 

sustain, and to provide redundancy in case one of the links should fail. A link aggregation group 

combines a number of physical ports together to make a single high-bandwidth data path, which 

allows the switch to be configured to implement traffic load sharing among the member ports in 

the group and to enhance the connection reliability. 

 

In order for DAUs to sample parameters at the same time, DAUs must first be synchronized with 

each other. The IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [1] is a network protocol which allows 

all DAUs in a system to be synchronized to an accuracy of 100 nanoseconds. The protocol is 

carried out using the same Ethernet wires which are used to transmit the data. Typically there is 

one grandmaster and multiple slaves where each DAU in the system is a PTP slave. The 

grandmaster seeds the time to the slaves and through a handshaking protocol the slave figures 

how accurate its own time is with regard to the grandmasters time and adjusts its own clock 

accordingly.[2] 

 

Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) snooping is the process of listening to IGMP 

network traffic to control delivery of IP multicast traffic. IGMP snooping is designed to prevent 

hosts on a local network from receiving traffic for a multicast group they have not explicitly 

joined. IGMP snooping allows a switch to only forward multicast traffic to the links that have 

solicited them. Network switches with IGMP snooping listen in on the IGMP conversation 

between hosts and switches and routers and maintain a map of which links need which IP 

multicast transmission. 

 

An ideal FTI switch would also support QoS capabilities such as traffic classes, port priorities, 

input priority lists, QoS control lists, port and queue egress shapers. For layer 2 and 3 switching, 

support for the following is advantageous: static MAC address tables, virtual VLANs, private 

VLANs, port isolation, VLAN trunking, symmetric flow control, non-blocking operations, 

switching traffic between ports (at line rate), IEEE-1588 PTP accuracy of better than 100 ns and 

software-based declassification of non-volatile memory internal to the switch. 

 



Multicast addressing allows a node to send frames to multiple destination nodes. A switch can 

maintain a list of node addresses that are members of a “multicast group”. Once registered to the 

group, nodes can receive multicast traffic bound for that group. Some switches allow the 

automatic detection of multicast groups by “snooping” the packets exchanged by nodes during 

the registration process. This helps the switch determine what physical ports to send multicast 

packets. 

 

Features often available on managed switches can be useful for optimizing and monitoring the 

flow of data. These include flow control, fault detection, QoS, port trunking and performance 

statistics. And finally environmental ruggedization for the network switch, and other equipment, 

including the recorder, that need to operate in an airborne environment is needed. This includes 

stringent requirements related to shock, vibration, temperature, altitude and resistance to 

contaminants. 

 

USE CASES 

 

The following use cases present examples of how high bandwidth switch and recorder products 

can, and are, being used.  

 

USE CASE – 10 GbE INSTRUMENTATION NETWORK 

 

As commercial and other avionic busses have increased bus-data rates from 100 kbps to 100 

Mbps and 1 Gbps over the past 30 years, the systems needed to transmit and store this bus data 

are becoming insufficient with current 1000BaseT network architectures. 

 

New architectures with 12-port 1 GbE capability and port aggregation to 10 GbE allows the 

avionic bus LRUs and 10/100 Mbps DAUs to interface with the 10 GbE ports on the network 

recorder that can write to solid-state disks with sustained full line rates. 



 
Figure 2- An example 10 GbE LRU network diagram 

 

USE CASE – 10 GbE HIGH-SPEED CAMERA NETWORK 

 

The typical high-speed camera configuration for store-separation use needs multiple cameras per 

store-separation event and requires many cameras networked with aggregation switches and a 

core switch. This allows streamlined configuration and command control to arm and trigger 

cameras and subsequently move the volatile image data to non-volatile storage on a network-

based solid-state recorder. 

 

 
Figure 3- High-speed Camera Network Diagram 

 



In figure 3, the camera system contains a large number of cameras, in this case 36, connected to 

the core switch using aggregate network switches that allow camera data to be sent to the 

recorder with minimal network cabling. The camera system has some core fabric devices; the 

nMGR - a camera manager that coordinates camera system configuration and in-mission re-

configuration using a camera control panel (CCP), and PC with software to manage and pre-

configure all the system components. The recorder allows multiple channels of data to be 

recorded simultaneously and in parallel.  

 

The camera core switch uses aggregation and pause frames to manage massive quantities of data 

and pass this data to the recorder while never losing or dropping data frames. This allows these 

cameras to record all the data in under 15 minutes. In comparison to older camera systems, this 

amount of data would have taken 25-35 minutes or more to record to non-volatile media. 

 

The new use case for the camera system is to use a 10 GbE network switch as the core switch 

and a 10 GbE recorder as the non-volatile media recorder for the camera system. Such a camera 

system can be arranged as follows. 

 

 
Figure 4- 10 GbE High-speed Camera Network  

 

This camera system has the network recorder aggregating the camera download data to the 

1000BaseT ports of the switch and combining the data to the 10 GbE ports for recording at full-

line rate. Such a system would allow 60 high-speed cameras to download their image data to 

non-volatile solid-state media in four minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 



USE CASE - NETWORK SWITCH AND RECORDERS AS PASSIVE TAP 
 

Passive monitoring Terminal Access Points (TAP) are used to access and copy live Ethernet 

traffic in a high-speed FTI network. The passive TAP passes full duplex traffic transparently at 

line rate. The TAP is used to pass data for bulk data recording and mirroring the data passively to 

a device that can selectively cherry-pick data and record, or pass, that data to another data 

function. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5- 10 GbE Bulk Recorder and 10 GbE Network TAP 
 

There is one pair of optical wires for the 10G Base-SR Ethernet, one optical wire for transmit 

and a second optical wire for receive. The 10G data between device A and B can actually be, at 

any instant, 20 Gbps (10 Gbps from A to B, and 10 Gbps for B to A). Therefore, the tap output to 

the recorder should be two ports of 10 Gbps each. The network recorder converts each 10G 

Base-SR to electrical and reroutes the data from its respective ports though internal logic for 

tapping and for capturing and recording of the data. The same diagram can be drawn for the 1 

GbE port 1 and 2 as a tap and recording from the 1 GbE ports. 

 

Figure 6 shows how Gigabit data between device A and B can actually be, at any instant, 2 Gbps 

(1 Gbps from A to B, and 1 Gbps for B to A). Therefore, the tap output should be two ports of 1 

Gpbs each (J3 and J4 in figure 5). 
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Figure 6- Gigabit Network TAP 
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Figure 7- 5-port Switch as Network TAP 

 

USE CASE - 10GbE HIGH-SPEED VIRTUAL NETWORK RECORDER 

 

A very useful modern concept for a 10 GbE recorder is the notion of virtual recorders. A virtual 

recorder is a software construct that binds underlying block device(s) to a control interface. The 

virtual recorders define the data sinks (destinations) that are available when configuring ingress 

sources (Ethernet interface classification rules in this case). A 10 GbE recorder could support 

multiple virtual recorders, the user defines virtual recorders during system setup, configuration 

and provisioning. virtual recorder attributes, such as file system type, record file type and 

associated block devices, are also configured by the user. PCAP, CH10 and DARv3 file types are 

traditionally used with a STANAG 4575 file system type. 

 

An example is a simple configuration - single recorder defined. One configuration is a PCAP 

recorder using ext4 file system type. Another might be to capture all interfaces to single recorder 

or all block devices assigned to single recorder. For complex configuration, you might configure 

three recorders defined as PCAP, DARv3, and CH10 (or PCAP recorder using ext4). Another 

complex configuration might be DARv3 and CH10 recorders using STANAG 4575 or address 

238.0.0.0 through 238.0.0.255 (1G interface 1) to record as DARv3 recorder or addresses 

238.0.1.0 through 238.0.1.128 (1G interface 1) to record as CH10 recorder or everything (10G 

interface 0) to record as PCAP recorder. 

 



 

Figure 8 – 10 GbE Recorder Ingress Data Classification Diagram 
 

Configuring the recorder for ingress classification rules and includes two main parameters – to 

specify the fields which must match for the rule to be hit and to specify action as what framing to 

apply and to which virtual recorder to send data to. The configuration software for the recorder 

will need to enforce validity of rules to stop the action of sending the incorrect data type to the 

incorrect recorder. The recorder can also be configured to act as a simple bulk recorder, 

recording everything from all interfaces in a PCAP file on any drive. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Like many other modern applications, flight test continues to demand more bandwidth as more 

and more data is collected. There are a number of use cases where higher throughput 

interconnects and recording devise are desirable – the busses and sensors in flight test 

instrumentation, high speed cameras, Ethernet taps and virtual recorders for example. This paper 

has discussed the useful features, and given sample use cases, for high bandwidth switches and 

recorders.  

 



 
Figure 9: There are Ethernet switches and recorders on the market which can now facilitate 10 Gbps speeds to enable these 

new use cases 
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ABSTRACT 

Many disadvantages from physical limitations in RF Telemetry can now be eliminated using RF 

over IP Networks. Digitizers mitigate the problem of signal degradation that RF has due to 

physical restrictions and provide reliability and flexibility to the signal. The digitizers are also 

able to preserve both frequency and timing characteristics, and then accurately reconstructing the 

original Telemetry signals to enable processing, recording or retransmission at another location. 

The digitizers along with the software-defined radios forms a flexible testbed platform which 

enables us to simulate both communication systems to qualify and quantify their behavior, while 

studying the interference between systems. In addition, quantization of noise is a critical 

parameter to determine the bit error rate in the testbed. Digitizers can be configured at a certain 

bandwidth and additional gain, in order to make this layer almost a transparent transmission.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

Telemetry signals have been one of the most important communications ways for many years. 

But there are many disadvantages that come with it, for example, telemetry signals degrades over 

long distances [1]. In addition, other effects like noise can compromise the telemetry signal. One 

of the big issues with telemetry is limitation to be able to transmit over long distances without 

losing the signal. Furthermore, Spectrum is already a high traffic density area compromising the 

telemetry signals [2]. One of the solutions is to use a flexible testbed with Software Defined 

Radios (SDR) that can replicate the signals in order to understand the problem and Digitizers can 

transmit over long distances without any telemetry issues. Telemetry signal will be digitize and 

can be transmitted and transported over a data transport Internet Protocol (IP) network. 

According to Thom “The motivation for moving to Telemetry over IP (TMoIP) was twofold: 

first, to find cost effective PCM data distribution and second, to provide reliable and robust PCM 

data distribution regardless of the destination. The global explosion of IP networking has 

provided a built in infrastructure with access to the most remote destinations [3]. IP networks are 

already worldwide even to remote places, on the other hand, RF also called TM signals have 

some disadvantages due to physical impediments.  

 

In order to test reliability of the digitizers it is encouraged to first to have a run test from the 

flexible testbed to take into account any noise or other factors already present in the system. 

After this run testing will include the digitizers to now test the reliability of this alternative of 

transmission. In addition, the system is to be tested in the reliability to be a transparent media 

and observe the behavior of the signal after being converted and de-converted to transmit over IP 

network. The testbed platform can give us the flexibility to study at different frequencies, gain 

levels, modulation schemes and several other functions. The band of interest are the L-band 

(from 1-2GHz), S-band (from 2-4 GHz) and C-band (4-8 GHz) [3], this bands are focused in 

telemetry bands but there is also a coexistence of LTE source. Two frequencies will be choose to 

run the tests. Nevertheless, the modulation plays a big role for this experiments. Simple 

modulations will be the first to be tested. For example, Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) 

modulation or Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (OQPSK). In last, Orthogonal Frequency 

Divide Multiplexing (OFDM) a more aggressive modulation will be applied to the system to 

observe and describe the different behavior of the modulation in the system. In order to qualify 

and quantify the signal several parameters will need to be introduced. To quantify the signal 

Frame Error Rate (FER) will be used to observe how many frames of bits will produce an error. 

Likewise, to qualify the signal a constellation graph, power spectrum and eye diagram will be 



introduced. To conclude, different parameters will allows to do a thorough observation of the 

behavior of several signals over IP networks.  

 

In addition, different set ups for the digitizers have to be applied in order to perform different 

functionalities. First the digitizers will be connected directly to each other. Second it will have a 

switch connection in between. Third, will be connected to the network but activated by the same 

computer. In last, digitizers will be in the same network but be pulled from different computers. 

Different set ups allow us also to quantify and qualify signal under regular IP Traffic. Moreover, 

a timing reference synchronization to have deterministic signal requires a GPS outside clock for 

both digitizers. But, there is also a programmed buffer built in the digitizers. For this experiments 

the programmed buffer is used, for future experiments the outside GPS clock can be used.  

 

To summarize, there are many parameters to be taken care of, such as, modulation, set up of 

SDR and set up of digitizers. This parameters will determine how flexible could the system be 

with the different set ups. Also, the reliability of this system will be consider in how the signal is 

received and how clean is the signal.  

 

BACKGROUND 

The biggest advantage of transforming the Radio Frequency (RF) to Internet Packets (IP) is to 

perform log transmission with no physical disadvantages that real world produce. For example, a 

regular RF transmissions tend s to have different signal loss due to multipath fading or 

interference from other signals. In addition, there is already several traffic in the radio frequency 

spectrum. The range of the radio frequency spectrum is from 3 kHz up to 300 GHz [3]. This 

spectrum involves different types of company, such as, commercial, research, military and many 

more. Furthermore, there are different modulations of signals that can possibly affect other 

signals if transmitting to close to each other. For example, OFDM modulation is an aggressive 

modulation that can affect others increasing the noise level. The interested bands for testing 

reliability are the L-band, S-band and C-band. Figure 1 shows L-band frequency allocation. 

Figure 2 sows the S-band, another band of interest for the testbed experiments. In addition, 

Figure 3 shows C-band the last frequency band of interest.  

Figure 1 L-band frequency allocation [3]. 



 

 Figure 2 S-band frequency allocation [3].  

 

Figure 3 C-band frequency allocation [3].  

 

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has the role to control and monitor the 

distribution of the radio frequency spectrum to prevent any type of problems between signals [1]. 

Users of the radio frequency spectrum must stayed on the frequency that was designated for its 

operation, in case of any trespass this could result in a several fine from FCC Enforcement 



Bureau (FCCEB) [4]. Even, frequency band protection gaps are design, yet, there are still 

leakage from aggressive modulations, like OFDM. Variety of users in the radio frequency 

spectrum  

 

One feasible solution for all the radio frequency spectrum users is to convert the RF over IP and 

de-convert the signal again to RF without losing any of its properties. Avoiding any fines from 

the FCCEB or other consequences.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

Methodology was follow by several parameters that can be adjusted. Numerical parameters are 

adjusted to select the best scenario of a signal transmission in the bands of interest. Also, visual 

parameters will indicate the quality of the signal. Methodology was implemented to have a 

scenario from SDR to SDR. Then, compare this scenario with Digitizers in the middle of the 

SDR’s and qualify and quantify the errors in the signals. This, to explore the solution that RF 

over IP delivers by being a transparent connection between SDR’s. Also, a spectrum analyzer is 

used to perceive the signal. Figure shows the design of the testbed that will used for several 

experiments. Figure 4 shows the set up for the testbed to perform the different tests. Also, a 

spectrum analyzer is added to the testbed in order to see the signal for measuring of power 

purposes.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 Testbed design for RF over IP. 

 

Illustration 1 shows a complete set up of the testbed including the SDR’s and digitizers without 

the spectrum analyzer. In addition, there is a back view of the testbed setup to show the 

connection to the digitizers. Top USRP is connected to the TX digitizer which is the top 

digitizer, furthermore, the bottom digitizer is the RX that will transform the signal to RF and 

delivered to the bottom USRP.  
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Illustration 1 Physical Testbed design with front (left) and back (right) views without 

spectrum analyzer 

 

Nevertheless, testbed has visual and numerical parameters. This parameters will help to quantify 

and qualify the signal transmitted and received. In order to be able to observe the performance of 

the testbed it is essential to have this two types of parameters. Moreover, feasibility of RF over 

IP can be proved with this several parameters.  

 

Numerical parameters 

In order to quantify the signal there are several parameters that had to be considered. Testbed 

will have parameters in the USRP and the digitizer. There, are many parameters in both testbed 

platforms. Some parameters are repeated in order to achieve a synchronization between both 

testbed platforms.  

 

Numerical Parameters for USRP’s:  

 Antenna Gain 

o G/t 

 Bandwidth (BW) of the Transmitted Signal 

 Center Frequency (fc) 

 Data Rate 

 Frame Synchronization Error Rate (FSER) 

o Most likely required to be zero 

 I/Q Rate 

 Modulation Scheme 

 Noise Floor 

 RX Power 

o RX Sensitivity Level (detection threshold) 

 SNR 

 TX Power 

Numerical Parameters for Digitizers: 

 A/D Bits 



 Center Frequency (fc) 

 Current/Min Gain 

 Destination IP 

 Digitizer Utilization 

 Gain Mode 

o Automatic or Manual 

 Manual Gain 

 Max Packet size  

 Min Delay 

 Output Enabled  

 Packet Protection 

 Stream Bandwidth 

 Stream Offset 

 System Bandwidth (BW) 

 

 

Visual parameters 

In addition, visual parameters will support qualify the signal transmission. This parameters are 

essential to demonstrate performance of testbed. Numerical parameters are tied with visual 

parameters. Indeed parameters will explain and give more sense of signal transmission results.  

There are four key visual parameters that will give more detail of the signal quality. The visual 

parameters are: 

 Constellation Diagram  

Figure 5 BPSK constellation diagram with a rotation of 90 degrees  



 Eye Diagram 

Figure 6 Eye Diagram representation for illustration purposes. 

 Spectrum Graph ( Display SNR) 

 

Visual parameters can qualify the signal transmission. Also, we can classify the signal by taking 

visual contemplation in how signal is performing. In addition, visual parameters will identify 

Power of signal, SNR and many more. In last, several parameters are used in order to have a 

complete and thorough experiments for the testbed.  

 

To conclude, testbed has many different parameters to have a more detailed analysis of the signal 

transmission. Moreover, signal should be classified by the experiment results helping define 

rules or procedures to follow for a better signal transmission.  

 

Experiment description 

Experiments will consist to send a signal directly from TX SDR to the RX SDR, which is the 

ideal case of signal transmission. Now, compare this signal transmission to a signal sent from TX 

SDR converted from RF to IP by a digitizer and de-convert IP to a RF signal and receive by the 

RX SDR. This signal transmission could add some noise to the signal, quantify and qualify this 

signal using the numerical and visual parameters to determine and classify the transmission.  

 

Experiments will focus on specific bands, which are the bands of interest. Frequency bands of 

interest are L-band, S-band and C-band. Experiment will consist in comparing each case of the 

bands. For experimentation purposes S-band will be the frequency band to analyze. Table 1 

shows the frequency bands of interest.  

 
Table 1. L-band, S-band, C-band frequency bands of interest 

Band Frequency Range (MHz) Application 

L Lower 1435 – 1525 Mobile and Telemetry 

Upper 1710 – 1990 Telemetry: 1780 – 1850 MHz 

S Lower 2200 – 2290 Telemetry 

Upper 2360 – 2395 Telemetry 

C Lower 4400 – 4940 Telemetry 

Mid 5090 – 5150 Telemetry 



 

RESULTS 

S-band  

Most of the parameters are set in the system interface. After calculations, we got some 

quantitative and qualitative results. This results can lead to the design of rules and mitigation 

techniques. BPSK signal would be tested since it’s a simple modulation.  Figure 7 shows a signal 

transmission from TX SDR to RX SDR with a BPSK modulation. Constellation diagram is clear, 

Power spectrum shows a considerable difference from noise floor and eye diagram is open and 

clean.  

 

 Figure 7 BPSK signal transmission parameters. Constellation Diagram. Power spectrum. Eye diagram.  

 

In addition Figure 8 shows the FSER rate showing a clear signal with no errors. This will 

complete all parameters to be measured.  

 

Figure 8 BPSK FSER diagram. 

 



Now, an OQPSK signal will be transmitted, purpose is to appreciate behavior of the signal 

transmission. Figure 9 shows the ideal case of an OQPSK signal transmission sent from TX SDR 

to RX SDR. OQPSK is a more aggressive digital modulation. Constellation diagram is clean and 

has good accuracy. Also, Power spectrum is raised enough from bottom noise, meaning it has 

noble SNR. In addition, eye diagram looks clear showing a good transmission.  

 

Figure 9 OQPSK signal transmission parameters. Constellation diagram. Power spectrum. Eye diagram.  

 

Main parameters, are set in LabVIEW system interface. This experiment was only done in 

LabVIEW to provide an ideal transmission between SDR’s. Figure 6 shows the FSER with a 

clean rate and operation is normal.  

Furthermore, Figure 10 shows the FSER corresponding to the OQPSK transmission, also, 

showing clean with no errors.  

 

 Figure 10 OQPSK FSER diagram 

 



Now, testing will be followed by integrating the Digitizers in order to test signal transmission 

over an IP network. Transmission will now start as an RF signal then converted to IP network 

using OFDM modulation by the digitizers and de-convert signal to an RF, in order to be received 

by the SDR. Figure 11 shows a BPSK signal transmission. Constellation diagram which is 

jittery. Power spectrum shows a minimum difference from the noise floor. Eye diagram is 

completely closed.  

 

Figure 11 BPSK signal transmission over IP. Constellation Diagram. Power spectrum. Eye diagram.  

 

In addition, Figure 12 shows FSER diagram with many errors over time. This is due to 

constellation diagram to be jittery and SNR to be too small.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 12 BPSK over IP FSER diagram. 



 

Now, OQPSK over an IP network signal transmission. OQPSK modulation is a more aggressive 

modulation. Also, OQPSK signal will be converted in to OFDM modulation using a digitizer and 

de-convert by other digitizer in order to receive the signal by the SDR. Figure 13 shows an 

OQPSK signal transmission over IP network. Constellation is jittery but still accurate. Power 

spectrum has difference from noise floor. Eye diagram is not as clean as expected but it is open.  

 

 

Figure 13 OQPSK signal transmission over IP. Constellation Diagram. Power spectrum. Eye Diagram.  

 

In addition, Figure 14 shows FSER diagram, FSER diagram has a few errors but it is a 

reasonable signal transmission. Other techniques such as, Forward Error Correction could 

improve signal transmission.  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14 OQPSK over IP FSER diagram.  

 



This concludes results for the testing in the S-band. Two different modulations were tested in 

order to have more feedback of this signal transmission. Remaining results are for future thesis 

work of the main author. This results will also include testing with a reference clock, several 

modulations and different setups.  

 

CONCLUSION 

RF disadvantages and high density traffic frequency due to overcrowding in the spectrum. 

Results were delivered and some rules in order to achieve decent signal transmission in order to 

mitigate Normal RF transmissions.  

 High order modulation such as, OQPSK is required in order to transmit signals with some 

loss. 

 RF over IP is still a viable option due to disadvantages over long transmissions of RF. 

For example, multipath fading or degradation over long distance.  

 Forward Error coding could improve signal transmission.  

 Linear predictive coding could be implemented in order to reduce the amount of bits 

transmitted over the IP network [2]. 

 Reference clock could reduce errors and receive a cleaner signal. Delivering a better 

constellation diagram, power spectrum and eye diagram.  

 Other modulations, such as QAM could improve signal transmission. 

To conclude, RF has many disadvantages, such as degradation and multipath fading. Main 

disadvantage is spectrum overcrowding. Even that FCC has rules designed for transmission, 

there are still some problems due to other modulations. Mitigations rules in research papers are 

already explored. For example “Interference Analysis and Mitigation of Telemetry (TM) and 4G 

Long-Term Evolution (LTE) Systems in Adjacent Spectrum Bands” [5] designed rules in order 

to mitigate several problems. In addition, a flexible system could be developed in order to detect 

RF signal loss and change to RF over IP if necessary to acieve a godd transmission. This system 

could also be implemented in 5G technologies or other platforms that will require no connection 

loss or high errors. To summarize, Testbed is a flexible paltform that can perform many 

experiments and will continue the research of reliability and mitigation of different frequencies 

using several parameters in irder to design a decent mitigation technique and high reliability.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Whatever the flight test or space launch vehicle, instrumentation presents strong intrusiveness 

due to cabling. The industry is resolutely looking for a transition toward wireless architectures 

for elimination of cabling while not compromising data integrity and network performances.  

 

The ideal wireless solution is a single technology that could encompass all the needs. But there is 

a wide variety of use cases and associated requirements: data throughput, synchronization 

accuracy, power consumption, robustness of the link, frequency regulation constraints. Today, no 

technology is able to cover all these needs. However, multiple technologies show specific 

characteristics that are optimized for some particular use cases. Hybridization of multiple 

wireless technologies in a complex system is the right solution to address specific applications 

with the optimal wireless instrumentation solution and no concession on performance. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The aerospace industry has been looking for ways to eliminate cabling for many years. A 

reduction in cabling has been enabled by the transition toward Ethernet-based architectures and 

the continuous evolution of instrumentation equipment toward remote distributed Data 

Acquisition Units (DAU). These evolutions have enabled the minimizing of cables lengths 

between sensors (or buses) and DAUs.  But even these miniaturized and remote systems still 

require cabling. 

The struggle of cabling is well-known. Installation takes a lot of time and can have irreversible 

impacts on the structures (holes drilling). Specific areas are hard to reach with a cabled access 

and late modifications of installations are getting more bulky and costly when instrumentation 

grows bigger. Cabling also adds considerable weight to the vehicle. 

 

Wireless communication between equipment without compromising performance is highly 

desirable. However for any aerospace instrumentation program, the technology selection is 

critical to meet specific requirements for synchronization, data integrity, high rate data transport, 

low latency, and cyber security. Most of the time, a unique technology is sought, in order to 

answer many constraints. This paper presents how the specific characteristic of various 
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technologies can be combined through hybridization in viable solutions for the aerospace 

instrumentation. 

 

 

TECHNOLOGICAL CHOICES AND ASSOCIATED PERFORMANCES 

 

Multiple technologies have been identified in order to cover the needs for instrumentation. A 

previous study [1] presents WiFi, UltraWideBand and Bluetooth Low Energy performances and 

applications. Here is a summary and a step back on a larger sight of this study’s conclusion.  

 

High bandwidth (WiFi) 

 

WiFi, based on the 802.11 standard, offers a wide variety of protocols on multiple frequency 

bands such as 2.4GHz, 5GHz or 60GHz. This technology enables to build complex topologies 

such as ad hoc or mesh networks and offers high bandwidth data transmission. While 802.11n 

defined in 2009 promises up to 450Mbps, Wifi5 (802.11ac) defined in 2012 allow the utilization 

of the 5GHz ISM band and improved this data rate to up to 800Mbps and more recently the 

introduction of MIMO, OFDMA, 1024QAM, BSS color... in the 802.11ax standard should offer 

more than 10% improvement of speed in “WiFi 6” with high efficiency multi-user transmission 

capacity. As only the MAC layer and physical layer are defined by the 802.11 standard, it 

enables to apply dedicated data transmission protocols. Main usage is to bring Ethernet data 

through simple IP protocol. Doing so, standard Ethernet-based instrumentation networks are 

easily replaced by a wireless link. However, this transition can impact Ethernet performances 

such as the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) for clock synchronization. Indeed, no 

WiFi chip offers today hardware-integrated PTP protocol. PTP can be added at software level, 

but reducing drastically the synchronization accuracy (from <50ns to >500µs).  

 

The WiFi offers interesting features for complex instrumentation. The extended distribution 

system of the standard enables to tune every point of the architecture depending on the network 

needs. 802.11ac is optimized for single access point with high data rate but offers reduced 

sensitivity. 802.11n will offer more sensitivity but less data rate. Particularly, 802.11s standard 

offers the Mesh topology with mobile backbone and the 802.11p is dedicated to wireless 

architectures in vehicular environment. The variety of implementations of the 802.11 standard is 

to be used depending on each node of the architecture, thus opening to hybridization of WiFi 

protocols in the same architecture. 

 

The 802.11n implementation was investigated as a good combination of maturity and 

performances to obtain a large-bandwidth signal with a steady data rate. This standard could 

enable up to 450Mbps overall data rate, which could cover most common current use cases for 

aerospace high bandwidth wireless transmission even with the heavy WiFi overheads (rule of 

thumb being 55% of overall bandwidth). 
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Enabling accurate synchronization (Ultra-Wide-Band) 

 

Ultra-Wide-Band (UWB) is part of the 802.15.4 standard and was formalized as 802.15.4a. 

Specifically, the IR-UWB (Impulse-Radio UWB) was investigated and up to 6.7Mbps steady 

data rate was reached in our tests. This low-power technology is widely used for indoor accurate 

geolocation. Indeed, BPM/BPSK modulation and time-hopping impulses enable an accurate 

time-stamping of messages permitting the ranging between two antennas. Based on this 

principle, an accurate synchronization protocol was implemented in UWB. This technology has 

shown high robustness to multipath and to noisy environments. It is thus a right candidate for 

synchronized data transmission in aerospace environment, because its high robustness will 

ensure a steady synchronization link between devices, even though a loss of data transmission 

occurs, synchronization could still be achieved which still enables post-analysis. 

The UWB is a spread-spectrum technology. It offers 14 channels of 500MHz bandwidth in the 

3.1GHz  - 10.6GHz spectrum. It is particularly interesting for aerospace applications: the spread 

spectrum prevents jamming of third-party equipment and susceptibility to highly occupied bands. 

 

 
1 UWB synchronization protocol 

 

The synchronization architecture is based on a DAC and a VCXO enabling phase and phase 

clock alignment. This solution was tested and <10ns of synchronization accuracy was reached. 

Integration of this wireless link in a standard instrumentation architecture safeguards a <100ns 

accuracy throughout the system (inducing a <1° phase accuracy between two 20kHz signals, 

equivalent to signals acquisition in the same DAU). 

 

 

Low-power requirements (Bluetooth Low Energy among others) 

 

Low power is a critical characteristic for long-lasting self-powered devices. A few years ago the 

low energy consumption was the element of differentiation of technologies like Bluetooth Low 

Energy (BLE). However, there has been a global awareness of this issue and today Wi-Fi or 5G 

take measures to limit consumption [2][3]. In a parallel way of these high-speed technologies, 

BLE, LTE-M, NB-IoT, Wi-Fi HaLow or LPWAN technologies like LoRaWAN or Sigfox are 

facing a booming use in IoT [4]. 
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Among these technologies, Bluetooth Low Energy appears as a mature solution with adapted 

performances. It is an implementation of the Bluetooth 4.2 release of the 802.15.4 standard. It is 

the low-power version of the 4.2. Contrary to UWB and WiFi, this standard is a fully-defined 

stack with protocol layer already defined. Its protocol is optimized for complex topologies with 

multi-role nodes. Integration in a dense 2.4GHz environment is permitted by its high-level 

protocol. The complexity of the radio stack enables a seamless use but also brings jitter and 

latency. The advertising mode of the BLE enables nodes to stay in a “sleep-mode”, consuming 

very little energy, and staying available for connection and “wake-up”. The standard allows up to 

120kb/s data rate. This technology is suitable for low-power data transmission and sleep/wake-

up capacities for remote instrumentation. 

 

 

HOW HYBRIDIZATION COVERS THE NEEDS FOR INSTRUMENTATION 

 

Connecting wirelessly with multiple technologies 

 

The struggle with cabling in the particular case of Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) prevents 

engineers to quickly modify the measurements architecture. Adding or removing measurement 

points is usually very complex considering the heavy cable strands that need to be manipulated. 

 

Adding new measurements also usually implies adding more acquisition means. Connecting new 

measurement points to existing DAU can bring complexity when it comes to modification or 

addition of connectors. The addition of a new DAU implies not only new cables but also a 

revision of the instrumentation architecture with hypothetical structural modification of the 

testing vehicle. An existing DAU can connect to a new system thanks to the multi-device 

capacity of its wireless connection. Especially, such an addition should be a basic feature of the 

final solution in the case of a well-designed network architecture. 

 

 

Several techniques are allowing this. Low-power advertising capacity enables a new device to be 

permanently available for connection while staying at low energy consumption. Bluetooth-Low-

Energy is typically the right technology. With a sleep mode of a whole small DAU consuming 

<10mW of power, advertising messages are sent every second. The Bluetooth-Low-Energy 

being a low-power technology, it can prove itself unable to offer sufficient data rate (limited to 

120kb/s). Once connected to the FTI, the remote DAU can switch to higher-capacity wireless 

technology in order to reach higher data rates for a limited amount of time. Chips hosting 

multiple wireless technologies are available, for example Bluetooth and WiFi. 
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2 Protocol for wireless low-power and high-bandwidth hybridization 

 

Such protocol enables to quickly add new measurements with equipment that can be battery-

powered, staying at low levels of power consumption while permanently available for 

connection. 

 

For its part, the IEEE 802.11 standard describes two authentication classes: open system and 

shared key. Open authentication system is a zero-encrypted authentication algorithm defined by 

the standard allowing all mobile stations attempting to obtain a wireless LAN connection to 

successfully authenticate while shared key authentication is a process in which the mobile station 

and the access point are manually assigned a shared key, or password. The first shared key 

authentication was Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP). Due to security issues Wi-Fi Protected 

Access (WPA) was implemented, and Wifi Protected Access 2 (WPA2) appeared as WPA 

enhancement. WPA3 is still under standardization and will bring further improvement. 

 

System Architecture Evolution (SAE) and 5G Packet Core (5GC) are other interesting solutions 

to follow with the availability of 5G. Due to the architecture, with the presence of an Evolved 

Packet Core (EPC) or a 5G Core, the identification is done centrally with the MME (Mobility 

Management Entity) and especially the HSS (Home Subscriber Server) which manages the 

functionalities such as mobility management, user authentication and access authorization. This 

can be the key to the architecture of the future. It can be noted that this solution was selected by 

the European Union at the beginning of July 2019 as a standard for future automotive 

applications [5]. 

 

Choice of technologies and management of protocols for connection, authentication, data 

exchange in complex and multi-modal architecture topologies answer to many factors. Multiple 

technologies are needed in hybridized solutions. Such choice must be as transparent as possible 

for the user who mainly looks for reliable, secured and high-performance data transmission 

whatever the technology. 
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Hybridizing technologies in applied use case 

 

Data transmission through rotating part is traditionally covered by the use of slip rings. These 

systems are able to provide both data and power transmission. However, their installation is 

highly intrusive on the structure, brings a lot of additional weight and offer very limited data rate. 

The friction also implies frequent and complex maintenance. Typically, installation on helicopter 

rotors requires the rotor to be dismantled in order to change the slip ring. Zodiac Data Systems 

was chosen to take part in the CleanSky2 project for the FTI of Airbus Helicopter’s RACER. It is 

an opportunity to deploy this hybrid wireless strategy on the main and lateral rotors. WiFi was 

chosen for a high-bandwidth data transmission and UWB is added in parallel for very accurate 

time synchronization of the data. 

 

 
3 Airbus Helicopter RACER 

 

Rotating parts pose also the problem of the integration of DAUs. Traditional modular DAU with 

holder mechanics and modules to be plugged in may be problematic. Instead, specific assembly 

must be made in order to deal with the balance in a very constrained volume. The gravity center 

of the DAU needs to be very accurately aligned with the rotating axis. A slight imbalance can 

induce high damages at high speed rotation, jeopardizing the flight. At minimum, it can pollute 

the measurements made on the structure. 

Specific design of the modular XMA DAU was done for helicopter rotor instrumentation hosting 

8 generic analog acquisition modules. Its modularity enables the use of other COTS modules for 

up to 128 channels acquisition in the same mechanical topology. 

 

 
4 XMA Data Acquisition Unit dedicated to rotor and antenna with WiFi-UWB diplexer 
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The wireless link is done through an antenna passing hybridized WiFi (high energy and narrow-

band) and UWB (low energy and spread-spectrum) streams. Multiple UWB channels can be 

selected to segregate UWB from WiFi frequencies. In order to do so, an RF diplexer has been 

designed. Integrated near the antenna, the diplexer gathers UWB and WiFi streams or segregates 

them, reducing the intrusiveness of the whole system. 

 

Wireless Energy source 

 

Multiple roles of the rotating DAU (acquisition, computing, wireless data link) and the small 

volume available for instrumentation prevent the use of batteries. Optimized inductive coupling 

system was designed in order to cope with the multiple requirements of low intrusiveness, high 

reliability and up to 50W steady stream. 

 
5 Mechanical housing of stator for inductive power transmission 

 

Legacy inductive coupling is well-known from instrumentation engineers as a pain on both 

intrusiveness and Electro-Magnetic (EM) aspects. Low efficiency of energy transfer and little 

control of radiation induce high EM pollution because of high radiated energy. 

 

Specific design of the coils allowed reaching 80% efficiency with very low magnetic pollution 1 

inch away from the coil. The separation in two coils enables to reduce intrusive installation and 

maintenance. Choice of material and design for the coil is a challenge because it should 

minimize magnetic losses and heating while staying robust to helicopter vibrating environment.  

 

Hybridization comes at multiple levels: on a single data link or globally in the architecture. 

Adaptation to the specific integration and environment is key. Introducing these adapted 

technologies in COTS products enables to build robust, viable and adapted solutions. 
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6 Global installation for data and energy transmission on a rotor 

 

 

REAL ENVIRONMENT TESTS 

 

In order to get real figures on the efficiency of these strategies, real tests are mandatory. Strong 

expertise in RF simulation and environment estimation is crucial for proper designs but behavior 

in real environment always brings new findings. Indeed, mechanical structures, EM emissions 

from active equipment or rotating parts build a highly complex landscape. 

 

Multi-channel and spread-spectrum characteristics of the UWB showed their benefits in 

aerospace environment. An UWB data link was set on a business jet between the cockpit and an 

unpressurized and remote area of the aircraft. Measurements by aircraft EM expert showed that a 

full-power UWB data stream would not jam avionic equipment because its energy level stays 

under the standard noise floor of the aircraft itself. However, high-power emitters such as radio-

altimeter can impact the UWB datalink integrity when antennas are close together. A seamless 

change of channel mitigated this risk successfully.  

 

Bluetooth Low Energy was tested onboard a light twin-engine aircraft, P68 Vulcanair at ISAE 

Supaero’s facility in Toulouse, France and onboard a long-haul commercial aircraft. Tests have 

shown a steady 120kbps in Line-Of-Sight with 50m range at 0dBm emitting power. 

Transmission through two 1mm Aluminum panels at a 6m range was also obtained, even at the 

vicinity of running engines. However, passing through large and complex mechanical structures 

showed lower performances: higher emission power was required and with lower data rate. Co-

location with high-power emitting equipment near the 2.4GHz frequency band also impacted the 

data link stability but with a resilient pairing link. Tests have shown expected performances in 

simple environments, stable pairing, but also low or unstable data rate in complex environments. 

 

WiFi for Rotor datalink was tested onboard a helicopter at Airbus’ facilities in Marignane, 

France. The main limitation for wireless data link from rotor to fuselage is the passing of blades. 

Tests have shown interesting results as high speed rotor spin still enabled a >30Mbps sustained 

user payload data rate with optimized radio settings and appropriate data exchange protocol. 
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CYBERSECURITY 

 

Wireless data link seems to open widely a door for pirate data collection or intrusion in a system. 

However, cybersecurity for wireless networks is in constant evolution and optimization. 

Monitoring of technologies at low levels enables to integrate access locks to equipment. Regular 

renewal of keys for encryption is also a path to higher safety of datalink. As mentioned above, 

centralized authentication as provided by the 3GPP standards may also prove to be the key to 

dealing with these cybersecurity problems [6]. 

 

Some technologies embed safety in their core. Ultra-Wide-Band enables to add encryption at the 

physical layer. Also, it can typically hide signal in the time domain thanks to impulse-based 

signal. Non-regular impulses associated with strong encryption more efficiently prevent 

eavesdropping by hiding signal under the noise floor [7]. Also, time-hopped codes reinforce the 

security of the signal. In addition to that, UWB offers accurate ranging between devices. A 

simple setting can prevent any device located outside a pre-defined safe bubble around the 

aircraft from connecting to the system. Such strategy is already set for cars unlocking [8]. 

 

Security is at the heart of the stakes of such innovations, but a well-constructed hybridization 

with appropriate security measures must be the way to deal with such rising risks. 

 

 

REGULATIONS 

 

There are several levels of regulation. The simplest is for standardized technologies operating on 

ISM bands (2.4GHz for example). This is the case for WiFi or BLE. These technologies, 

following IEEE 802.11 standards are accepted globally. 

More complex is the case of standardized technologies but operating on non-ISM frequency 

bands. This is notably the case of UWB, whose frequency of use depends on regulations at the 

country level. Settings of channels used depending on regional specificities is mandatoy in order 

to comply with local regulation. 

Finally, non-standardized or ‘not-yet-standardized’ solutions are the most limited by the 

regulation, but could be the solution for wireless when applied to harsh environments as 

encountered in the FTI. It is important to keep in mind that even if standards are sometimes 

limiting, they allow the evolution of technologies over the long term (notably the case for IEEE 

802.11 or 3GPP). 

Proprietary protocols may seem attractive in the short term but do not guarantee sustainability 

[9].  
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CONCLUSION 

 

The aerospace industry’s desire for less wiring and more flexibility in instrumentation is now 

becoming a reality. Various standard technologies offer multiple performances and are 

compatible with the aerospace constraints. While WiFi enables high data rate link, Ultra-

WideBand brings highly robust and accurate time synchronization. Ultra-WideBand also opens 

to highly secured datalink. Bluetooth-Low-Energy offers a low-power datalink for sleep modes 

of wireless equipment or other low data rate links. Also, tests in real environment and 

implementation in COTS products has successfully shown applicability of these technologies for 

aerospace instrumentation. Still, a clear knowledge of the user requirements and the specific 

constraints must come with extensive expertise of the adjusted wireless technologies. Combining 

these three standard technologies through hybridization enables to cover most use cases for 

aerospace instrumentation as long as they are fully mastered and optimized for this domain’s 

specificities when it comes to bandwidth, synchronization, environment complexity, regulation, 

cybersecurity. 
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ABSTRACT  
  
GNSS is key to effective situational awareness, providing critical Positioning, Navigation and 
Timing (PNT) telemetry data for mobile military operations. Yet GPS/GNSS jamming and 
spoofing attacks are on the rise. The combination of low-cost hardware, open source 
software, and tutorials on YouTube have fostered the proliferation of these malicious acts. 
Beyond intentional disruption, other factors such as environmental conditions and conflicts 
with other electronic systems can result in unreliable or even unavailable GNSS data. The 
disruption of GNSS for increasing periods of time through jamming/spoofing must now be an 
essential test component in most test scenarios today. How can one still provide reliable Time-
Space Position Information (TSPI) during periods of GNSS denial?  
  
Key mobile military operations that rely on continuous and trusted PNT telemetry data from 
GNSS include: SatCom on the Move (SOTM), Command, Control, Communications, Computer, 
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR), Airborne Communications Relay, 
Synthetic Aperture Radar, and Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR). Techniques and 
technologies used in battlefield systems to provide alternative sources of PNT data during a 
GNSS outage, can also be used on the test range.    
  
This paper will identify technologies, best practices and strategies for GNSS jamming/spoofing 
detection and protection systems and testing protocols to maintain a state of PNT readiness.   
  
  

INTRODUCTION  
  
To say GNSS, including GPS, is widely used in telemetry would be an understatement. In fact, it 
is almost exclusively used, and with good reason: No other open service available globally today 
can provide the nanosecond level timing and centimeter level positioning of GNSS systems. 
GNSS signals have always been highly susceptible to interference, but in the last decade the 
means to generate signals harmful to GNSS reception have been made more available to anyone 
interested in denying GNSS service to a specific area. That, added to the GNSS system 
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vulnerabilities that exist due to the system design, make it necessary to have equipment that can 
perform its function even in a GNSS denied environment.   
  
There are no backup systems available globally today that can provide the same access level and 
precision as GNSS, so it is imperative that PNT systems are designed to continue to operate in a 
fielded environment. With a military telemetry system, that often means a GNSS denied 
environment for some period of time.   
  
Using a layered approach with technologies that fit a platform based on the size, weight, power, 
and cost, a resilient positioning, navigation, and timing system can be achieved. These layers are 
broken down into technology categories: Antenna technologies, GNSS receivers, angle of arrival 
techniques, filtering of the GNSS signal using digital signal processing, detection algorithms run 
on the GNSS receiver output, additional internal and external sensors, internal system integrity 
checks, and alternate signals where available.   
  
In order to properly evaluate and harden GNSS based systems, it is important to have a test plan 
to first understand the current system state and performance in a GNSS denied environment, and 
then evaluate the improvements made by adding in the applicable layers of protection, detection, 
and mitigation. As new threats emerge, it is necessary to test and re-test to understand the impact 
of the new threats and continue to evaluate new technologies as they become available on the 
market.   
  

APPLICATIONS OF PNT IN TELEMETRY  
  
GNSS is used to provide time and position data for many applications related to telemetry. The 
extent to which GNSS signals provide critical synchronization and accurate position information 
to systems is not always obvious. For example, in a Satcom on the Move system, GNSS derived, 
low phase, high stability frequency is necessary for synchronization of the receiver and 
transmitter. This type of system uses a directional antenna, so GNSS also provides position, UTC 
time, and, combined with an IMU, attitude information in order to precisely steer the antenna. 
Similarly, an airborne communications relay has the same needs, but may also need to provide 
precise timestamping to a crypto module. These precise timestamps are derived from GNSS 
signals.   
  
In an intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance (ISR) mission, there is antenna or lens steering, 
timestamping and geo-referencing of images, ranging, time of arrival and angle of arrival 
processing, and receiver synchronization. Here a low phase noise, high stability frequency 
reference is needed along with accurate UTC time, accurate 1PPS signal, position and attitude 
information. GNSS allows us to easily supply all the necessary signals to ensure proper system 
performance.   
  
One of the more challenging synchronization and position applications is synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR). As this system is used to create 2D or 3D images or reconstructions using radio waves, 
timing synchronization and accurate positioning information are critical to the application, and 
there is very little room for error. Figure 1 shows the timing and position signal used in such an 
application.   



  

 
Figure 1. Positioning and Timing in SAR  

  
  

A LAYERED APROACH  
 
Many technologies and techniques exist to detect when there is an issue with the GNSS signal. 
The issue could be a GNSS system error, unintentional interference, intentional jamming, or 
signal spoofing. With so many different applications, integrations, and platforms using GNSS, it 
is not possible to develop a ‘one size fits all’ method to solving the issue. Instead, a layered 
approach allows the system designer or integrator to choose the best technologies and techniques 
to fit the needs of the mission.   
  
The first category to examine is the antenna. Afterall, this is where the signals first 
enter any system. The most common type of anti-jam antenna is a controlled reception pattern 
antenna (CRPA). These antennas range in their number of elements but are typically found in 
two, four, seven, or eight element configurations, although there may be others. In addition to the 
multi-element antenna, some antenna electronics are necessary to perform the adaptive signal 
processing. The multi-element antenna and the antenna electronics can be housed in the same 
enclosure, or they can be separated to accommodate different platform installations. CRPA 
antennas work by using spatial filters [1], to attenuate the signal in the direction of the jammer(s) 
and amplify the wanted signals. Typically, the more elements the antenna has, the bigger it is, the 
more it costs, and the more power it needs. A two-element solution is much smaller, and lower 
cost than an eight-element system. Keeping in mind that the number of jammers or interfering 
signals that can be handled by the CRPA antenna is N-1, where N is the number of antenna 
elements in the CRPA, it is possible to select an antenna solution that balances SWaP-C and 
performance for the mission. A second type of anti-jam antenna is a horizon blocking antenna. 



This type of antenna has a fixed reception pattern, but it attenuates the signal more at the horizon 
than at the zenith. Figure 2 shows the antenna pattern of a horizon blocking antenna. The black 
lines show the pattern of the anti-jam antenna vs that of a standard fixed reception pattern 
antenna.  
  

  
Figure 2. Horizon Blocking Antenna Pattern  

  
GNSS receivers themselves can also provide some protection and added resiliency into the 
system. Whenever possible, a military grade SAASM or M-Code receiver should be used. These 
receivers utilize encrypted GPS signals that are inherently anti-spoof and can also provide some 
protection against jamming and interference when compared to a commercial receiver. When 
using an expensive, military receiver is not feasible however, there are other ways to use 
commercial receivers to detect problems with the GNSS signals or mitigate interference. First, 
one should choose a multi-frequency receiver that is capable of operating independently on any 
frequency band. There are a variety of receiver types commercially available today, from L1/L5 
band receivers typically found in low end applications such as cellular phones to L1/L2/L5/L6 
receivers typically found in highly scientific applications such as ionosphere monitoring. 
Utilizing this type of receiver will allow the positioning and timing information to continue to be 
provided to the system, for example if only the L1 band is jammed.  
   
Another way to use GNSS receivers for PNT resiliency is to install more than one of the 
receivers in the system and set them to use different constellations. This allows the output of 
each receiver to be validated by the system, and it allows for identification of a particular 
GNSS system error or denial of service.   
  
In the same way that it is possible to use multiple receivers for detection of problems with a 
GNSS constellation, it is also possible to use multiple antennas to detect a spoofing attack. In the 
live sky, the signals are all coming from different directions. Typically, in a spoofing attack, the 
GNSS signals are all coming from the same direction (wherever the transmit antenna is located). 



Using multiple small, embedded antennas and receivers, a small detection device can alert the 
system or user to the presence of spoofing. This type of system can also be used to mitigate the 
spoofing signals and allow the system to continue to operate as normal.   
  
The next technique is a digital signal processing technique that allows the removal of some of the 
jamming signals. The RF signal is down-converted by an analog to digital converter, the 
processing is done on the IQ data in an FPGA, then the signal is up-converted to RF again by a 
digital to analog converter. This technique uses a set of algorithms and, unlike conventional 
techniques that only focus on removing narrow band jamming over a small frequency range, is 
highly effective against jammers that vary in frequency or phase [2]. Figure 3 shows the block 
diagram of a device utilizing this technology [3]. In this diagram, the mentioned technique is 
called BLISS (Blind Interference Signal Suppression).   
  

  
Figure 3. Block Diagram of Device Utilizing BLISS  

  
Another technique used to detect whether or not a GNSS signal has been interfered with is by 
looking at the raw data output of the receiver and checking that data for validity and anomalies. 
The GPS navigation message has many fields of data that can be checked. Checking these 
fields for valid and consistent information, allows for detection of spoofing signals. The invalid 
data is flagged by the algorithms and checks as out of range, invalid pattern, or inconsistent 
data. When enough small errors are found, the system alerts that spoofing has been detected. 
Different weights can be assigned to the different algorithms allowing the solution to be tailored 



to the environment the system will be operating in. In Figure 3 above, this solution is labeled 
BroadShield and in that system it is used to activate BLISS.   
  
In addition to GPS, it is important to use additional sensors and internal oscillators to have a 
variety of data sources available. This allows the system to continue to operate in the event 
GNSS is not available or not usable. For timing-based systems typically a high quality OCXO or 
atomic clock is used. When power and space are not an issue, a rubidium oscillator is used and 
can be combined with an OCXO when low phase noise is needed. Where a low SWaP solution is 
necessary, the choice becomes an OCXO, a chip scale atomic clock (CSAC) or miniature atomic 
clock (MAC). Often a trade-off needs to be made when selecting an oscillator; a lower power 
solution may sacrifice phase noise performance for example. Table 1 shows a comparison of 
three common oscillator types.   
  

 
Table 1. Oscillator Comparison  

  
GNSS is typically used to discipline the oscillator. Discipling the oscillator with GPS or GNSS 
allows for traceable UTC and compensates for phase and frequency changes due to aging, 
temperature and environment. When the GNSS signal is lost, the system can still provide 
accurate time for hours, or even days in some cases. Using just the disciplined oscillator to 
provide accurate timing without GNSS input is called holdover.   
  
Similarly, for position, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) along with GNSS can be used to 
provide accurate 6 degrees of freedom position information (X, Y, Z, pitch, roll, yaw). An IMU 
combined with processing provides an optimal estimation of position, velocity and acceleration 
as indicated by the sensor using Extended Kalman filtering processing, or an inertial navigation 
system (INS). GNSS and the IMU in an INS can be loosely coupled or tightly coupled. In a 
loosely coupled system the inertial trajectory is computed separately from the GNSS trajectory, 
then the two are combined. In a tightly coupled system the GNSS and IMU data is processed 
together, simultaneously [4]. Figure 4 shows an example of a tightly coupled system. An INS can 
operate without GNSS for seconds or sometimes minutes. The drift and accuracy of the IMU is 



dependent on what type of IMU is used. On the low end (but still suitable for many applications) 
is the Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) IMU. On the high end of performance are the 
Fiber Optic Gyros (FOG), and Ring Laser Gyros (RLG). While the MEMS IMU can be very 
small (10mm) and inexpensive, the FOG and RLG are large and costly. Again, the proper 
performance, price and size balance is needed to meet the requirements of the integration 
platform or mission.     
  

  
Figure 4. Tightly Coupled INS  

  
  

Other sensors that can be used to provide additional position or motion information into the 
system include: Lidar, radar, odometers, wheel ticks, and cameras. While these additional 
sensors may not be enough to provide accurate timing and position information alone, when 
combined with GNSS, oscillators and/or IMUs the information can be used to increase the 
accuracy of the system, provide more data for integrity checks, and allow single and multi-
reference validity check algorithms to run.  
  
There may be other external systems available to use as a backup or augmentation to GNSS. A 
regional system that can be used when it is available is eLORAN. It is a high-powered, 
terrestrial, low frequency system that is being researched as a backup to GNSS globally, but 
today it is only available in a small part of the world. An alternate spaced based system, Satellite 
Time and Location from Satelles, is an encrypted signal transmitted by the Iridium satellites. It is 
a subscription service that users can purchase to access the signal globally [5]. Available local 
systems may include pseudolites or other groundtransmitter-based systems.   
  
Regardless of the external signals, the external sensors, and the internal sensors used, it 
is important to validate the signals. Signal validation can be done on each individual 
reference, compared to the IMU for positioning, or to the internal oscillator for timing 
references. For example, if the IMU is showing no movement, and the GNSS receiver is 
reporting the system is moving at 20m/s, there is a contradiction and the system or the operator 
should be notified that an issue may exist. Once the signal validation has passed on each 
individual reference, it is possible to compare the references to each other for continuous 



integrity checks, to identify outliers, and select the best possible combination of signals for 
system operation.   
  
  

VULNERABILITY TESTING  
  
As discussed in the previous section, the GNSS receiver(s), whether military or commercial, is at 
the core of many PNT systems. While the layered approach is the best available method 
for hardening systems against GNSS system error or attacks, the individual receiver chosen for 
integration is also important. To evaluate receivers and systems against spoofing attacks, a 
spoofing test system should be used. The test system contains two GNSS simulators, one to act 
as the ‘live sky’ signal, and one to act as the ‘spoofer’ signal. This test system allows the tester 
to vary the three important parameters needed to test spoofing: Time, position, and power 
level [6]. These parameters are shown in figure 5 below.    

  
  

Figure 5. Important Parameters for Spoofing Testing  
  
  

The time parameter refers to the timing accuracy of the spoofing signals to the live signals. This 
offset is controllable to the nanosecond level in the test system. Another time to consider in the 
test design is the capture time. This is how long the spoofing signal is applied before attempting 
to re-direct the receiver.  
  
The position provided by the spoofer must be accurate to that of the receiver to be spoofed. 
Exactly how close the spoofer must be to the receiver position is a variable parameter and can be 
different based on receiver settings, receiver manufacturer, and initial conditions (moving vs. 
stationary). Using two simulators allows full control of the two positions so many different test 
cases can be designed and executed to understand the receiver limitations. The more accurate 
the spoofer must be to successfully take control of the receiver, the more difficult it will be for an 
attacker to spoof the receiver.   



  
The spoofing signal should be greater than the live signal in order to capture the receiver. The 
spoofing test system allows full control of the power levels to determine how much greater the 
power should be. Too much power will jam the receiver. The test system allows testing of the 
receiver to try and determine if there are any indicators given by the receiver when a signal only 
a few dB higher than the transmitted signal is received.  
  
Several test cases were designed to observe the effects of varying the critical parameters and 
attempting to spoof the receiver.   

• Four TIME offset test cases were created. For these cases the position offset was 0 meters 
and the power level of thespoofer was 2dB higher than the live sky simulator. Offsets of 1 
nanosecond, 100 nanoseconds, 500 nanoseconds, and 1.5 microseconds were tested.  
• Three POSITION offset test cases were created. For these test cases the time offset was 
set to 1 nanosecond and the power level of the spoofer was 2dB higher than the live sky 
simulator. Offsets of 50 meters, 250 meters, and 500 meters.  
• Three POWER offset test cases were created. For these test cases the time offset was set 
to 1 nanosecond and the position offset is set to 0 meters. Offsets of 2dB, 1dB, and 0dB were 
tested.  
• Multi-GNSS. In this case the live sky simulator was set to simulate GPS and GLONASS. 
The spoofer was set to GPS-only. The position offset was set to 0 meters, the time offset was 
set to 1 nanosecond, and the power level of the spoofer was 2dB higher than the live sky 
simulator.   
 

These test cases can be used to evaluate the receiver performance, and new test cases can be 
developed and run on the test system as well. Figure 6 shows the test cases.  

  
Figure 6. Example Test Cases for Spoofing Testing  

  
  

CONCLUSION  
  
Engineers and integrators that design and develop systems for military and commercial telemetry 
should be aware of the reliance of their systems on GNSS. From Satcom on the Move 
to Synthetic Aperture Radar, GNSS provides the accurate timing and positioning information 
that allow these systems to operate properly. In order to design a resilient system that can 



continue to operate accurately in GNSS denied environments, a layered approach should be 
considered. By layering in the technologies and techniques currently available to such systems, 
a very robust system can be developed within the size, weight, power, and cost of the program.   
  
In addition to considering layers at the design stage, a GNSS vulnerability test system should be 
utilized during development and throughout the product lifecycle to ensure that the system 
continues to operate correctly, even in the face of new threat developments. By simulating 
the environment, the system will operate in, continuous improvement is possible, even in the 
lab.   
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Abstract

BER is regarded as the link-performance metric in a digital communication system. It is a
function of Eb/N0 and is dependent on the modulation scheme used. This relation is often used
in prediction of ground telemetry systems performance for a mission configuration. However,
there is no objective way of comparing the post flight results, as BER measurement in a flight
test is not practically feasible for want of transmitting sufficient reference bit patterns. In this
paper, an indirect way of computing BER and, in turn, link Eb/N0 is proposed for a PCM/FM
link based on the frame synchronised data logged by the ground telemetry equipment. Using
known quantities like bit rate and frame rate, a quantity defined as frame loss rate is computed.
Applying the relations between frame loss probability, frame sync pattern and SFID informa-
tion in the PCM format, an approach for bit error probability is demonstrated based on field
data. By using a sliding window over a fixed length of data, BER for the entire flight duration
can be determined as a function of flight time with the step size of the length of data window.

Eb/N0, BER, PCM/FM modulation, Telemetry

INTRODUCTION

In digital communication, bit error rate (BER) represents the ratio of number of received bits
that are flipped due to impairment in channel characteristics such as AWGN, inter symbol inter-
ference, synchronization error, etc. to the total number of bits transmitted. The BER can be taken
as bit error probability (Pe) provided that it is computed for sufficient number of symbols. In [1],
it has described several factors that may improve the BER viz. bit energy, modulation scheme,
forward error correction (FEC) code, etc.

For a particular channel (AWGN channel with and without fading) and modulation scheme, the
Pe is function of received Eb/N0 (energy per bit to noise spectral density). The Eb/N0 parameter
can be used for comparing the performance of different digital modulation schemes without taking
into account the factor of modulation bandwidth. The minimum value of Eb/N0 required for
reliable communication is given as Eb/N0 > ln(2) in dB [2].

The technique of simulating the BER from Eb/N0 as input on random bits for a satellite com-
munication link is described in [3] and [4]. The basic idea of BER measurement is simple, that
is, to send a known data stream through the communication channel and compare the output to
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the input. The pseudorandom noise (PN) codes [5], [6] and [7] are used as known data for the
measurement of BER. The problem with this approach is that to make high degree of accuracy in
measurement it is required to use long PN codes. This in turn, takes a long time and extra band-
width, which is not, afforded in aeronautical telemetry applications. Furthermore in aeronautical
telemetry applications, the challenge also lies in the fact that the data frame does not have any
reference on receiver side.

In this paper, we present a method for BER determination using telemetry data for AWGN
channel in a particular mission scenario. We first discuss the overall system model on which
the proposed approach have been formulated. Subsequently we highlight a brief overview of the
structure of an aeronautical telemetry data format as per IRIG-106 standard. We then discuss a
method for computing frame loss probability, Pfl. Thereafter we compute Pe with a novel approach
by generating a look up table which is followed by determination of Eb/N0. The comparative
analysis of the calculated Eb/N0, which shows the quality of computed BER value to the recorded
AGC of the receiver during the corresponding flight test is presented in Results section.

THE SYSTEM MODEL

In this study, we have considered flight-test data for PCM/FM systems operating in S-band.
The coherence time and the maximum Doppler spread are inversely proportional to each other.
The maximum Doppler spread, that is, maximum Doppler shift is given as fm = v × fc/c, where
v is the velocity of air-borne vehicle, fc is the transmission frequency and c is speed of light in free
space. In this study we have consider two cases. In first case, the bit rate considered is 1 Mbps
and the velocity is 5 km/s whereas, for the second case, the bit rate is 3.5 Mbps and velocity is
4 km/s. For both the cases, the fc is taken as 2250 MHz. With these figures, in both the cases,
the coherence time of the channel is very large in comparison to the bit period and therefore the
channel is considered as slow fading channel. The coherence time from the maximum doppler
spread, fm is obtain using Clarke’s model [8] as given by Eq. 1

Tc '
0.423

fm
(1)

In the first scenario, the approximated value of Tc comes around 1.1272e−5 s with fm =
37.526 KHz which is very large compared to the bit period whose value is 1e−6 s. Also in the
second scenario, the value of Tc is 1.4090e−5 s with fm = 30.0208 KHz and the bit period
is 2.8571e−7 s which is very small compared to the value of Tc henceforth it is a slow fading
channel.

In aeronautical telemetry application, LoS component is always present and is comparatively
strong in comparison to its reflected components. Henceforth, the channel is characterized by Ri-
cian distribution. The ground telemetry station tracks the air-borne vehicle using either monopulse
or E-scan tracking technique. The received RF signal is demodulated and then fed to PCM decom-
mutator system. The PCM decommutator does frame synchronization based on IRIG-106 specified
frame synchronization word pattern, displays critical parameters and logs the telemetry data of all
sub-systems for post mission analysis. The overall schematic model is depicted in Fig.1
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Figure 1: The Overall Schematic Model

AERONAUTICAL TELEMETRY DATA FORMATTING

The air-borne telemetry system formats the data as per IRIG-106 specified format, comprising
minor frames and a group of sequential minor frames forming a major frame. The minor frames
are numbered from 1 to n and each minor frame consists of m words. The numbering of minor
frames is also called as sub-frame identification (SFID) which is a part of data in every minor
frame. The length of sub-frame identification word may vary as per the data word length, l and
number of words selected for SFID for a particular minor frame. The end of a minor frame is
identified by frame synchronization (FS) words. The length of frame synchronization words may
vary from 16-bits to 32-bits as per IRIG-106 recommended standards. Fig.2 consists of a PCM
telemetry data format with one major frame consisting of n minor frames.

Figure 2: IRIG-106 Telemetry PCM Frame format

The data logger system logs the frame-synchronised and time tagged PCM data based on the
reception of two important parameters, namely, FS word and SFID word. In this approach, it is
assumed that the data transmission is over slow fading channel. Henceforth, any number of bit-
errors in FS and SFID words due to channel characteristics can be taken in to consideration for
determination of quality of channel (Eb/N0) over which the telemetry data is being transmitted.
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COMPUTATION OF FRAME LOSS PROBABILITY, PFL

The block diagram of the system under study is shown in Fig.3. In this block diagram dashed
rectangle box can be modelled as binary symmetric channel with bit error probability (Pe).

Figure 3: Block Diagram of the System Model

The frame loss probability (Pfl) is the ratio of the number of received telemetry data frames
in a given time interval to the total number of frames in that time interval. The minor frame loss
probability for successive time intervals is computed using the sequential window approach from
the logged telemetry data. The time interval, tint is chosen based on the bit rate of transmission.
The information regarding the total number of frames lost during a particular time interval in a
test is obtained from the frame loss report. The total number of expected frames between the time
interval is thereafter computed using the bit rate and the frame size. We then segment the time
interval based on user input and henceforth compute the probability of missing telemetry frames,
Pfl. The algorithm for computing the value of Pfl from the logged telemetry data is mentioned in
Algorithm 1.

COMPUTATION OF BIT ERROR PROBABILITY, PE

The value of Pfl computed in section is used for calculating the bit error probability, Pe using
Eq. 2

Pfl = (Pfse × Psfide) + (Pfse × Psfidc) + (Pfsc × Psfide) (2)

where,
Pfse = Prob. of Frame Sync error
Psfide = Prob. of Subframe id error
Pfsc = Prob. of correct Frame Sync pattern
Psfidc = Prob. of correct Subframe id
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Computing Pfl

Input: Telemtry Frame info, logged binary data
Output: frame loss report, Pfl

Initialisation :
1: start time, st=0

end time, et=0
no of lost frames, nlf=0
Pfl[]=0, l, m, bit rate(br), tint

2: Extract the frame loss time, flt
frame acq. time, fat
no of lost frames,nlf

3: Compute frame time, ft = (l×m)÷ (br)
LOOP Process

4: for i = 1 to end of data file with interval tint do
5: Compute st = first frame with valid FS & SFID
6: Compute et = st + tint
7: Assign nlf = No. of frames lost during tint
8: Compute frame tot expected, fte = (et - st)÷(ft)
9: Compute Pfl = nlf÷fte

10: end for
11: return Pfl

The value of Pfse, Psfide, Pfsc and Psfidc can be computed using Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 as mentioned in
[9]

Pfse/sfide =
N∑

j=k+1

(
N

j

)
P j
e (1− Pe)

(N−j) (3)

Pfsc/sfidc = (1− Pe)
N (4)

where,
N = Sync /Subframe id Pattern length in bits
k = Permissible number of bit errors in the Sync/Subframe id word (default = 0)

Since it is a closed form equation, we generate a look up table, (LUT) mapping the values of Pfl

with Pe. Thereafter the nearest value of Pe is derived from the table, corresponding to the value of
Pfl computed in section for a given user-defined time segment. The algorithm for generating the
look up table, (LUT) using the value of Pe from Pfl is mentioned in Algorithm 2.

The algorithm for getting the value of Pe from Pfl from LUT is mentioned in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for generating the LUT
Input: N , k, ber int, Pe arr
Output: Pfl arr, LUT

1: for Pfl arr = 1e−6 to 0.99 with interval ber int do
2: Compute an array of Pfse/sfide and Pfsc/sfidc using Eq. 3 & Eq. 4
3: Compute an array of Pfl arr using Eq. 2
4: Assign LUT(1) = Pe arr & LUT(2) = Pfl arr
5: end for
6: return LUT

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for getting Pe from Pfl

Input: LUT, Pfl

Output: Pe

1: Compute the minimum distance between input Pfl and LUT(2)
2: Assign the value of LUT(1) to Pe

3: return Pe

DETERMINATION OF EB/N0 USING PE

The value of Eb/N0 from the derived Pe in section for successive time segments is calculated
using Eq. 5 as mentioned in [10]

Pe = Q

(√(
1

2

Eb

N0

D2
min

))
(5)

where,
Q(.) is the error function representing tail probability of normal distribution, and
D2

min is the minimum squared Euclidean distance as a function of modulation index, h. [11]
For PCM/FM modulation with modulation index, h = 0.715, the value of D2

min= 2.43

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

For this study we have considered two scenarios. In first case, a fast moving target with bit
rate equal to 1 Mbps is considered. For the analysis, the telemetry logged data of 200 s duration
is considered and time interval of 0.25 s is considered for computation of Pfl. For second case,
a slow moving target with 3.5 Mbps bit rate is considered and analysis is done for 1400 s. The
Pfl is computed for 0.5 s interval. We have measured the performance of the purposed method
for various bit-rates and also with respect to slow moving vs fast moving air-borne vehicles. For
a given mission scenario, we have computed the BER performance of ground telemetry station
as a function of slant range using Friss equation from the recorded AGC signals of the telemetry
antenna system and compared the same using Eq. 5.

Fig.4 shows the result for 1 Mbps data rate and fast moving target, whereas, Fig.5 shows the
result for 3.5 Mbps data rate and slow moving target.
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Figure 4: Comparison analysis with Bit Rate = 1 Mbps

Figure 5: Comparison analysis with Bit Rate = 3.5 Mbps
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In Fig.4 and Fig.5, any values higher than 12.69 dB is being limited to 12.69 dB that corre-
sponds to the BER of 1e−6, which is the acceptable BER for error free data transmission in case
of aeronautical telemetry application. The actual value computed from AGC has some effects of
rotational dynamics of the moving air borne vehicle which has not been taken into account in cal-
culation while determining the Eb/N0 from Pfl. We can also observe that the determined Eb/N0

value from Pfl is almost at the mean level with respect to the plot of the value computed from AGC
of the antenna system. Henceforth it can be concluded that in both the scenarios, the computed
value of Eb/N0 from Pfl is matching to the value that we arrive from the real mission scenario
very closely.

FUTURE SCOPE

The BER determination can be further improved by applying time interval in moving average
manner instead of using sequential window of fixed length. By choosing appropriate FPGA and
other hardware, this method can be executed for real-time determination of Eb/N0 during any flight
test scenario.
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ABSTRACT 

 

Best-Channel Selection (BCS) uses real-time data quality metrics (DQM) to select the best 

demodulated bits from Channel 1, Channel 2, and the Combiner of dual-channel receivers. 

Laboratory testing has demonstrated a substantial reduction in bit error rate (BER) relative to 

individual channels (including the Combiner) under some synthesized link conditions, with no 

degradation in BER under the remainder of tested link conditions. This paper extends those 

results to real-world flight tests. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Dual-channel receivers provide receive diversity by combining two different copies of one 

transmitted signal. A pre-detection maximal-ratio combiner performs optimally if the only 

channel impairment is attenuation of the transmitted signal [1]. However, signal strength is not 

always the limiting factor in aeronautical telemetry links [2,3]. 

 

The BCS concept arose from the need to improve dual-channel receiver performance in those 

cases where the Combiner does not perform optimally, and especially those cases where the 

Combiner underperforms either of the individual received channels. Laboratory testing has 

demonstrated remarkable potential for performance improvement under controlled though 

arguably contrived conditions, but field-test results have been limited [4]. So, how does the BCS 

fare in the real world? 

 

BEST-CHANNEL SELECTION 

 

Let’s start by reviewing BCS operation. Figure 1 shows a typical telemetry receiver with 

diversity inputs from right-hand (RH) and left-hand (LH) circularly polarized antenna feeds: 

 



 

Figure 1  Dual-Channel Receiver. 

 

Note the two radio-frequency (RF) input signals become three data output signals. The third data 

stream is demodulated from the combined RF signals. Since the Combiner provides optimal 

performance for weak received signals, the Combiner data output is often the only data used in a 

mission. But if the received signals are corrupted by multipath, interference, or other channel 

effects, the Combiner is no longer optimal, and the Combiner data output may have more errors 

than the Channel 1 (CH1) or Channel 2 (CH2) data outputs. 

 

Figure 2 shows the same receiver with the addition of a BCS: 

 

 

Figure 2  Dual-Channel Receiver with Best-Channel Selector. 

 

The BCS automatically selects the best data from CH1, CH2, and the Combiner. This selection 

happens in real time, on a bit-by-bit basis, so the best available data is always output on the 

Combiner’s data output. With the BCS, it is therefore safe to use only the Combiner output data 

for a mission. But how do we know this data is always best? 
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DATA QUALITY METRIC 

 

DQM, as defined in IRIG 106-17 Appendix 2-G [5], provides the information required to make 

optimal source-selection decisions in a best-source selector (BSS) [6]. DQM effectively encodes 

the probability of any bit in a data quality encapsulation (DQE) block being errored. 

 

If this bit error probability (BEP) accurately reflects the actual bit error rate (BER), then source 

selection based upon DQM will reduce the BER of the selected data stream. Because Combiner 

errors are correlated with CH1/CH2 errors, the BCS simply selects the data with the lowest BEP. 

Thus, accurate DQM estimation is directly intertwined with and essential for BCS performance. 

 

Early testing of DQM accuracy [7] showed good promise across a wide range of impairments. 

Since that time, substantial improvements in DQM estimation have been achieved, as measured 

in the lab. Ultimately, though, real-world performance is all that matters. 

 

FLIGHT TESTS 

 

Intermediate frequency (IF) recordings have been made for several flight tests in recent years. 

Using these recordings, it is possible to measure BCS performance, even for testing that occurred 

before the BCS was conceived. 

 

Flight test recordings are available spanning a broad range of environments and configurations. 

For brevity, this paper examines just a few of the results from three selected test scenarios: 

 Aircraft testing of telemetry link performance under common flight conditions 

 Rocket launch 

 Helicopter testing of problematic link conditions 

 

These tests were conducted using several technologies, including: 

 Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) 

 Shaped offset quadrature phase-shift keying (SOQPSK) 

 Advanced range telemetry (ARTM) continuous-phase modulation (CPM) 

 Space-time coding (STC) 

 Low-density parity check (LDPC) forward error correction 

 

Many portions of a flight may yield consistent, good performance, both from the individual 

receive channels and from the Combiner. However, these stretches are often punctuated by errors 

and dropouts. These are the areas of primary concern for reliable telemetry, and the focus of the 

results that follow. 

 

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 

 

These results show accumulated bit errors as well as link availability (
𝑇𝑀−∑𝑆𝐸𝑆

𝑇𝑀
) during the 

measurement interval 𝑇𝑀. In this analysis, a severely errored second (SES) is defined as a one-

second interval with a BER exceeding 1 × 10−5. Link availability is the truest measure of 



performance: it indicates the net usefulness of a channel, which can be high despite a large 

number of accumulated errors as long as those errors occur in a small number of bursts. 

 

Circle, 50° Bank, ARTM CPM, Single Antenna  In this test, an airplane flies in a circle at a 

50° bank angle. Altitude is chosen to avoid ground multipath, and range is well within the link 

budget. Therefore, the primary channel impairment is shading and reflections from the aircraft. 

 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show performance during this test: 

 

 
Figure 3  Circle Test Results, 50° Bank, ARTM CPM, Single Antenna. 

 
Figure 4  Circle Test Results, 50° Bank, ARTM CPM, Single Antenna – Estimated from DQM. 
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At first glance, it appears the same figure has been duplicated. Actually, Figure 3 shows 

performance as measured by a bit-error-rate tester (BERT), and Figure 4 shows calculated 

performance as estimated by DQM. These results are typical in several ways. 

 

First, and perhaps most importantly, these figures demonstrate that DQM is an extremely 

accurate predictor of link performance. The largest error is approximately a factor of 2 in 

accumulated errors for the BCS. At the average BCS BER for the test, this equates to only 

0.25 dB effective error relative to the theoretical BER curve for ARTM CPM. While accuracy 

varies across cases, the overwhelming trend across all field data is solid performance prediction 

by DQM. In fact, it is fair to conclude that, in cases where user data is unknown or encrypted, 

DQM can be used in place of BER measurement to monitor telemetry performance. This result 

also bolsters the expectation that the BCS will perform equal to or better than the Combiner (or 

CH1/CH2). 

 

Second, under stressful link conditions, the Combiner often performs better than CH1 or CH2 

individually. Still, by selecting data from the underperforming channels at appropriate times, the 

BCS manages to decrease accumulated errors and increase link availability significantly 

compared to the Combiner alone. 

 

Circle, 10° Bank, SOQPSK, Dual Antenna  This test is the same as the first test, but at a 

shallower bank angle, using SOQPSK modulation with a typical dual antenna configuration. 

Therefore, the primary channel impairment is signal self-interference from the two antennas. 
 

 

Figure 5  Circle Test Results, 10° Bank, SOQPSK, Dual Antenna. 

These results show a repetition of the previous themes, but greater improvement for the BCS 

relative to the Combiner. It is specifically worth noting the gain in link availability. In this case, 

the BCS reduces severely errored seconds from 10.7% to just 2.3%, a substantial improvement. 
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Circle, 10° Bank, STC, Dual Antenna  This test is the same as the second test, but with STC 

encoding. 

and 

Multipath Corridor, STC, Dual Antenna  This test is a straight east-west flight over 

mountainous and flat terrain known to exhibit both short- and long-delay multipath at various 

points. 

 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show performance during these tests: 

 

 

Figure 6  Circle Test Results, 10° Bank, STC, Dual Antenna. 

 

Figure 7  Multipath Corridor Test Results, STC, Dual Antenna. 
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These results demonstrate less common cases in which the Combiner accumulates more bit 

errors than another channel (CH1, in both cases), though its link availability remains higher than 

both individual channels. Had the Combiner been the only data output in use, its BER would 

have been correspondingly poor. These cases are good examples of why the BCS was initially 

developed. 

 

Rocket Launch, BPSK  In this test, a rocket is launched and accelerates toward the horizon. The 

primary impairments are multipath prior to and immediately following launch, and antenna 

shading and plume effects after launch. 

 

 
Figure 8  Rocket Launch Test Results, BPSK. 

These results show the Combiner underperforming CH1 in BER and underperforming both CH1 

and CH2 in link availability. Though all channels display steady accumulation of errors post-

launch, the BCS manages to maintain nearly perfect link availability. 

 

Up/Down Runway, SOQPSK/LDPC  In this test, a helicopter hovers above a runway and 

proceeds back and forth along it. Therefore, the primary channel impairment is severe ground 

and rotary-wing multipath. 
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Figure 9  Up/Down Runway Test Results, SOQPSK/LDPC. 

These results show yet another case in which the Combiner underperforms in link availability. 

Despite mediocre performance on all channels, BCS link availability is reasonably good. 

 

Up and Away, STC/LDPC  In this test, a helicopter flies along a preselected path with points 

known to produce dropouts. 

 
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show performance during this test: 

 

 

Figure 10  Up and Away Test Results, STC/LDPC. 
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Figure 11  Up and Away Test Results, STC/LDPC – Zoomed to Show Detail. 

This test illustrates the ultimate motivation for the BCS. CH1 and CH2 perform admirably, but 

the Combiner is unable to coherently sum these inputs due to propagation effects that place the 

orthogonal STC signals exclusively on opposite polarizations [4]: 

 

 

Figure 12  Receiver Status During Up and Away Test. 
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In this case, the Combiner fails catastrophically, as would the mission if the Combiner output 

were the only data used. Not only does the BCS alleviate this issue entirely and automatically, it 

manages to improve link availability well above CH1 and CH2 in the process. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The BCS performs quite well in the field, as predicted by laboratory testing. In all observed 

cases, the BCS reduces BER and increases link availability relative to the Combiner and 

individual channels in a dual-channel receiver, often slightly, but sometimes dramatically. This 

performance relies on accurate DQM estimation, which has also been verified in the field. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the effect of Long-Term Evolution (LTE) uplink interference on the perfor-
mance of Aeronautical Telemetry Upper L-band users. A MATLAB simulation environment is
used to analyze the interference effect using SOQPSK-TG and 64-QAM modulation schemes for
telemetry and LTE transmitters, respectively. An ideal Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filter fol-
lowed by a 2-by-2 symbol detector is used in the telemetry receiver. To ensure a target bit error
rate (BER) of 10−5, depending on the LTE spectrum mask, the Carrier-to-Interference (C/I) ratio
requirement is −15.4,−32.4 and −30 dB for data rates 1, 5 and 10 Mbits/s, respectively.

KEY WORDS

Interference analysis, SOQPSK-TG, LTE-A, User Equipment (UE), Resource Blocks (RB)

INTRODUCTION

The demand for mobile data and cellular applications is increasing at a very high rate. To meet
this growing demand, communication systems need new radio spectrum to introduce new radio
systems. As a result, the radio frequency spectrum is being readjusted [1]. These readjustments
are giving rise to new challenges to the existing users of the spectrum. The Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC) has auctioned off and is issuing licenses for the introduction of new radio
systems in the 1755 − 1780 MHz (uplink) and 2155 − 2180 MHz (downlink) radio spectrum [2].
These bands are commonly referred to as Advanced Wireless Service Band 3 (AWS-3). The auc-
tion guidelines partition the AWS-3 LTE uplink channel into 1770 − 1780 MHz. This uplink
channel becomes directly adjacent to telemetry upper L-Band that operates between 1780 − 1850
MHz. On the other hand, the paired AWS-3 LTE downlink, operating between 2170− 2180 MHz,
is also adjacent to telemetry S-Band (2200 − 2395 MHz) [3] (Figure 1). Out-of-band emissions
from the AWS-3 LTE uplink and downlink channels can potentially affect the operation of the
physically co-located telemetry upper L and S Bands [4]. As a result, LTE uplink and downlink
interference will deteriorate the performance of these telemetry bands. The effect of interference
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Figure 1: AWS-3 and telemetry adjacent bands.

will become more severe with the increasing number of cellular LTE services in the auctioned
AWS-3 bands.

Recent studies have illustrated the threats of adjacent band LTE interference on the performance
of telemetry systems using hardware experiments. Performance degradation of telemetry systems
with IRIG-106 standard modulation schemes PCM/FM, SOQPSK-TG, and ARTM CPM at data
rates 1, 5, 10 and 15 Mbits/s due to LTE uplink interference is shown in [5]. In addition to the work
in [5], the effects of LTE downlink interference on telemetry L, S and C bands are demonstrated
in [6]. In these experimental testbeds, LTE and telemetry signals were first generated using Vector
Signal Generator (VSG). The signals were then isolated before combining to avoid the creation of
intermodulation products. Finally, the combined signal was split for interference analysis. Unlike
the studies of [5] and [6], our study is based on MATLAB simulation. We use MATLAB LTE
Toolbox for generating LTE signals and the experimental setup in [5] as a guideline to combine
the LTE and telemetry signals using MATLAB. For the telemetry user, only SOQPSK-TG signal
is considered at data rates 1, 5 and 10 Mbits/s. The goal of this work is to analyze the interference
characteristics and validate the hardware experiment results. This simulation environment also
offers a flexible platform to investigate additional interference scenarios i.e. LTE UE aggregation
on telemetry systems, interference effects on other telemetry modulation schemes, etc. Most im-
portantly, the simulation platform can be used as a highly convenient tool to design and test the
performance of interference cancelers to improve BER performance of telemetry systems.

As both the interferer and victim signals are fixed in frequency, we cannot shift their spectrums.
Therefore, to introduce interference into the victim signal, the Carrier (the telemetry signal) to In-
terference (the LTE signal) (C/I) ratio is varied. The C/I ratio is measured using the LTE interferer
and telemetry victim signals that arrive at the telemetry receiver. By changing the C/I ratio, i.e. the
interferer and victim signal levels, the amount of interference signal is controlled in our simula-
tion. We write column vectors as boldface lowercase variables and matrices as boldface uppercase
variables. Transpose, conjugate and Hermitian (conjugate-transpose) of matrix X are denoted by
XT, X* and XH, respectively.
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TELEMETRY SYSTEM WITH LTE INTERFERENCE

Development of a telemetry system model in the presence of LTE uplink interferer is essential
to understand the effect of interference on the performance of the telemetry system. This section
describes the victim telemetry system in the presence of LTE interference. The system model block
diagram is depicted in Figure 2. The telemetry signal source is the SOQPSK-TG modulator which
produces an I/Q baseband version (usually called the complex-valued low-pass equivalent [7]) of
a SOQPSK signal. The complex baseband SOQPSK signal passes through the telemetry channel
and experiences addition of adjacent band LTE uplink interference and additive Gaussian noise.
The LTE signal source is composed of MATLAB LTE Toolbox that generates a complex baseband
LTE signal. The received signal can be written as,

detection

filter
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Figure 2: Block diagram: (a) Telemetry system in the presence of LTE interference, (b) Symbol-
by-symbol (S×S) detector for SOQPSK-TG.

rc(n) =

N2∑
k=−N1

h(k)s(n− k) + i(n) + ω(n), (1)

where, h(n) is the telemetry channel impulse response, i(n) is the complex baseband LTE signal
generated using MATLAB LTE Toolbox and ω(n) is a proper [8] complex-valued white Gaussian
random process with variance σ2

ω

2
per dimension [9].

The received signal r(n) is filtered by the SAW Intermediate Frequency (IF) filter. In a telemetry
receiver, there are 8 SAW IF filters available [3]. In our simulator, a digital IF filter is designed in
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Figure 3: Digital IF SAW filter at telemetry receiver with center frequency at 1781.5 MHz, fstop,1 =
1776 MHz, fpass,1 = 1781 MHz, fpass,2 = 1782 MHz, fstop,2 = 1787 MHz, ftrans = 5 MHz.

the frequency domain according to the following formula centered at the telemetry signal center
frequency described in [5].

HSAW(f) =


0.5− 0.5cos(πηf), fstop, 1 ≤ f < fpass, 1

1, fpass, 1 ≤ f < fpass, 2

0.5 + 0.5cos(πηf), fpass, 2 ≤ f ≤ fstop, 2

0, elsewhere

(2)

where, η = 1/ftrans, ftrans = transition width of IF SAW filter. The digital SAW filter has a roll-
off similar to the analog SAW filter. Due to this rapid falloff outside the passband, the effect of
interference from LTE uplink channel is reduced. Also, this filter has minimal effect on SOQPSK
data. The parameters of the digital IF SAW filter are illustrated in Figure 3. After filtered by the IF
SAW filter, the frame synchronizer block finds the starting of the iNet preamble signal. However,
frame synchronization is an issue in the presence of significant interference which is beyond the
scope of this paper. So, we assume perfect frame synchronization in our application. After frame
synchronization, a SOQPSK detector demodulates the SOQPSK signal from symbols to bits.

The symbol-by-symbol (S×S) detector for SOQPSK-TG is illustrated in Figure 2 (b). Here, a sim-
ple first-order phase lock loop (PLL) is used to estimate the residual phase shift. The error signal
e(k) is proportional to the residual phase shift and is computed by the phase error detector (PED)
block using the standard OQPSK phase error detector [10]. The filtered error signal is converted
to a pair of quadrature sinusoids, represented by the complex exponential, using a standard direct
digital synthesizer (DDS) architecture [10]. After detection, BER of the receiver is calculated by
comparing to the generated bitstream. The next section describes the parameters of SOQPSK and
LTE signals in our MATLAB simulation.
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SIMULATION PARAMETERS

For the telemetry victim signal, only the IRIG-106 modulation scheme SOQPSK-TG is used. The
data rates of the SOQPSK signal are 1, 5 and 10 Mbits/s. The LTE interfering signal has 50 resource
blocks (RB) to support the uplink data requirements of each user in the system. Among these 50
RBs, the first and last two RBs (RB 1, 2, 49, 50) are assumed control channels. We allocate 1 LTE
UE that occupies 10 RBs (RB 39 - RB 48) or 1.8 MHz band closest to the right edge of the LTE
spectrum. The reason for choosing the band edge RBs is that these RBs will have the strongest
interference on the adjacent telemetry band. We used the most aggressive modulation type 64-
QAM for LTE to show the worst-case interference scenario. The LTE uplink spectrum has a 10
MHz bandwidth with fixed center frequency at 1775 MHz. The telemetry victim signal also has a
fixed center frequency for a particular data rate and modulation scheme [3]. This center frequency
is dependent on the band-edge back off from 1780 MHz. The parameters of telemetry and LTE
signals are given in Table 1.

Telemetry Signal LTE Signal
Data rate (Mbits/s) 1, 5, 10 Sampling rate (MHz) 15.36
Modulation SOQPSK-TG Modulation 64-QAM
Center frequency (MHz) 1781.5, 1785, 1790 Center frequency (MHz) 1775
Frame structure iNet Data length (bits) 100
Data length (bits) 6144 Total resource blocks 50
ASM length (bits) 64 Channel bandwidth (MHz) 10
Preamble length (bits) 128 LTE Protocol A3-5

Number of UE 1
Occupied RBs 10
Occupied bandwidth (MHz) 10

Table 1: Simulation parameters for telemetry and LTE signals.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The adjacent LTE and telemetry spectrums using the signal parameters from the previous section
are shown in Figure 4. The dotted line represents the spectrum of the SAW filter located at the
telemetry receiver. The solid line is the received signal spectrum. The boundary of the LTE and
SOQPSK spectrum is at 1780 MHz. Of this boundary, SOQPSK spectrum is on the right side
and LTE is on the left. These spectrum plots show us how the LTE signal is interfering with its
adjacent telemetry band. The inset plots demonstrate the interference level inside the SAW filters.
The telemetry spectrum is absent in the inset plots to illustrate only the interference spectrum. To
understand how the interference is affecting the performance of SOQPSK detection, we show BER
versus C/I ratio plots for different telemetry data rates in Figure 5. We observe that to achieve our
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target BER 10−5, the C/I ratio needs to be−15.4,−32.4 and−30.0 dB for telemetry data rates 1, 5
and 10 Mbits/s, respectively.

The BER at the output of the SOQPSK detector versus the C/I ratio plots in the next section
clearly illustrates the effect of LTE interference on the performance of telemetry systems operating
at different data rates. The inset plots of the LTE spectrums inside the SAW filters reconfirm the
worst case interference condition for 1 Mbits/s [5] among all available telemetry data rates. Due
to a small back-off frequency of 1 MHz for 1 Mbits/s, the telemetry spectrum is the closest to the
LTE spectrum comparing to the other two data rates. The SAW filter can only reduce the effect of
interference present in the adjacent band. As a result, the interference inside the SAW filter affects
the performance of the SOQPSK system the most in case of 1 Mbits/s data rate. This performance
degradation is illustrated with BER vs C/I ratio curve in Figure 5. We see that due to the high
amount of interference from the adjacent band, the performance of SOQPSK 1 Mbits/s suffers the
most among all three data rates.

“Keep-out-zone” Calculation: We calculate the distance of LTE UE from telemetry receiver an-
tenna using the required C/I ratio to achieve our target BER [5]. These distances represent “keep-
out-zone” for the LTE UE handset around the telemetry receiver for particular SOQPSK modula-
tion and data rate. If the distance between LTE UE and telemetry receive antenna is dLTE then,

CIdB = {EIRPAMT,dBm − 10nlog10dAMT} − {EIRPLTE,dBm − 10nlog10dLTE}. (3)

In (3), EIRPLTE = +25 dBm is the worst case EIRP required by LTE UE in order to close the UE to
eNobeB link, EIRPAMT = +37 dBm is the telemetry EIRP of 5W, dAMT = 150km is the telemetry
link range, n = 2 is the free space path loss exponent and CI is the required C/I ratio [5]. The
C/I ratio to achieve the target BER of 10−5 for different telemetry data rates and the corresponding
keep-out-zones are given in Table 2.

Telemetry Data rate
(Mbits/s)

C/I ratio
to acheive BER = 10−5

(dB)

Distance from LTE UE
to telemetry Receiver Antenna

(km)

1 −15.4 28.4
5 −32.4 3.8
10 −30.0 5.4

Table 2: Keep-out-zone for LTE UE from telemetry ground station.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we developed a MATLAB simulator to analyze the significance of the interference
threat of new radio systems in AWS-3 LTE uplink band on the performance of the Upper L-band
telemetry users. Our interference analysis demonstrated that, among all data rates, the performance
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Figure 4: SOQPSK-TG vs. 1 LTE UE, 10 RB, 64-QAM at C/I ratio = −10 dB. The telemetry
spectrum is absent in the inset plots to illustrate only the interference spectrum.
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Figure 5: BER vs C/I ratio for telemetry data rates 1, 5 and 10 Mbits/s.

of 1 Mbits/s is more susceptible to the LTE uplink spectrum leakage due to the smallest back-
off frequency. The achieve the target BER = 10−5, the required C/I ratios were −15.4,−32.4
and −30.0 dB for data rates 1, 5 and 10 Mbits/s, respectively. Following the work of [5], these
C/I ratios were also translated to the keep-out-distances from LTE UE to the telemetry receiver
antenna. Our simulation results slightly deviated from the hardware testbed results as shown in
Table 3. These differences can be primarily attributed to the difference in LTE UE spectrum masks
and the trans/receiver filter properties.

Telemetry Data rate
(Mbits/s)

C/I ratio from [5]
(dB)

C/I ratio from simulation
(dB)

1 -20 −15.4
5 -30 −32.4
10 -24 −30.0

Table 3: Difference between C/I ratios from software simulation and hardware testbed.
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ABSTRACT 
 
Multipath distortion has been a major source of data corruption in aeronautical telemetry signals 
for decades. In recent years, however, adaptive equalizers have begun to appear in telemetry 
receivers. These equalizers offer the promise of mitigating or even eliminating the damage done 
by the multipath channel, and many ranges are adopting their use. Unfortunately, there have not 
been any standardized tests by which to quantify the efficacy and limitations of adaptive 
equalizers. This paper presents a generalized test methodology for making a quantitative 
performance assessment of any adaptive equalizer, along with representative test results for one 
particular adaptive equalizer. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Multipath propagation is a well-known nemesis of telemetry signals, so we will provide a brief 
overview of the phenomenon and put it on a mathematical foundation. Next, we will present a 
high-level generic overview of how adaptive equalizers operate. Finally, we will describe a test 
methodology and sample test results to show what the test results reveal about the equalizer. 
 

THE MULTIPATH CHANNEL 
 
The name “multipath” is pretty self-explanatory. As depicted in Figure 1, the signal transmitted 
from the test article reaches the receiving antenna by multiple propagation paths, each with 
different path lengths. Since the speed of RF signal propagation is finite, these signals arrive 
misaligned in time.  
 

 
 

Figure 1 - Multipath Channel Geometry, from [1]. 



If we assume that the channel geometry does not change rapidly (compared to the bit rate), then 
we can write an expression for the impulse response of the channel as shown in Figure 2. While 
this expression can describe an arbitrary number of paths, most channel sounding tests have 
shown that two or three paths (direct path plus one or two reflections) generally provide a 
suitably complete representation of the propagation channel. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 - Multipath Channel Impulse Response, from [1]. 

Given the time domain description of the multipath channel in Figure 2, we can derive the 
effective frequency response of the channel, which is helpful in understanding how the channel 
parameters such as differential delay and phase shift affect the telemetry signal. Figure 3 depicts 
the transfer function of the simplest possible multipath channel, the two-ray model.  
 

 
 

Figure 3 - Two-Ray Channel Frequency Response, from [1]. 

 
Note three key features of the two-ray channel: 
 

1. The channel response is periodic in frequency, with nulls occurring where the two rays 
align out of phase, at intervals that are inversely related to the differential delay. In other 
words, the longer the delay, the more spectral nulls that appear in any given bandwidth.  

2. The depth of the spectral null is determined by the magnitude of the second ray (we 
assume that the direct path has magnitude one and phase zero). 

3. The frequency at which the null in the channel occurs moves linearly with the phase of 
the second ray. 

 
These three critical axes in the parameter space will be explored in our test procedure. 



GENERIC EQUALIZERS 
 
The use of adaptive equalizers to mitigate multipath dates back to at least the mid 1960s. See [2], 
for example. In the intervening decades, countless equalizer structures have been proposed and 
analyzed, as well as many algorithms for controlling their adaptation. Our present objective is 
not to review or comment on these equalizer designs, but rather to present a method for 
evaluating the performance benefit of any equalizer. For this purpose, the generic structure 
shown in Figure 4 will serve our needs. We will make only the most basic assumptions about this 
diagram, namely that 
 

1. The information flowing through the equalizer is digital data, and 
2. A reduction in the number of bit errors at the output is an improvement. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 - Generic Adaptive Equalizer. 

TEST PROCEDURE 
 
Under the assumption that the figure of merit for the equalizer should be the extent to which it 
reduces bit errors, now we “only” need the test equipment and a procedure to quantify this. First, 
let’s explore the qualitative behavior of multipath and an equalizer’s ability to mitigate it. Refer 
to Figure 5, which shows the eye pattern and spectrum for a PCM/FM signal that has been 
corrupted by two-ray multipath, both before and after equalization (left and right, respectively).  
 
The frequency selective characteristic of the multipath channel is quite apparent in the lower left 
of Figure 5. As tabulated on the right, the differential delay is equal to one bit period (100 ns at 
10 Mbps), the magnitude of the second ray is 0.9, and the phase shift is 150 degrees. (As before, 
we assume the direct path scale factor is 1+j0). 
 
With the two-ray channel in this static condition, we can measure the BER both with and without 
the equalizer. This is the central principle of the proposed test procedure, but we still need to 
define some additional test conditions. 
 
In an arbitrary multipath channel, each path is characterized by a delay, amplitude, and phase 
shift (all of which are potentially time-varying). There may be two, three, or more paths 
contributing. Furthermore, the impact of the multipath depends on modulation, bit rate, SNR, and 



more. Accounting for all possible configurations, we would need a 10-dimensional universe to 
plot the results. We have way too many test points, so we propose to simplify as follows. 
 

 
 

Figure 5 - Eye Pattern and Spectrum, Before and After Equalization. 

While “real” multipath channels may have many reflections contributing to the overall transfer 
function, the parameters of a simple two-ray model can always be configured to stress the 
equalizer. Therefore, we propose to start with the basic two-ray model, which is easy to 
synthesize and still allows a range of channels from easy to impossible to equalize. Also, we 
propose to test at only one “meaningful” SNR. This should be high enough that the equalizer 
works on mitigating multipath, not rejecting noise, but not so high that there are never any bit 
errors, and it should reflect actual use cases. We propose to test at the RF level that yields 20 dB 
Eb/N0 without the multipath channel response.  
 
As far as the channel itself, we have previously observed that the static two-ray channel response 
depends on the delay, magnitude, and phase of the second ray. To create a range of channels that 
should cover the gamut from “piece of cake” to “holy cow”, we propose the following values: 
 

Parameter Values Comments 
Delays (in 
bits) 

0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 
20, and 50 

Delays much shorter than about 0.5 bit are essentially flat fades, 
where the signal power is simply gone. Equalization cannot help. 

Amplitudes 0.5 to 0.9 in 
steps of 0.1 

If this is too easy, include 0.95 and 0.98 

Phases 0° to 360° in 
10° steps 

Phase determines the position of the spectral nulls within the signal 
bandwidth. 

 
We have suggested that the figure of merit for adaptive equalizer performance should be the 
degree to which is lowers the bit error rate. While this is conceptually straightforward, 
experimentally it can lead to some very time-consuming tests. For this reason, we propose to 



utilize the data quality metric (DQM), which has been introduced in telemetry receivers in recent 
years. DQM is essentially the negative of the log likelihood ratio (LLR), which is defined as  
 

LLR = log10 (P / (1-P)),  
 
where P is the probability of bit error. 
 
In Appendix 2-G of IRIG 106-17, DQM is defined as scaled version of the LLR, using a scale 
factor of - (216 ÷ 12), yielding a 16-bit unsigned integer value (0 ≤ DQM ≤ 65,535). For our 
present purposes, we will use the DQM value before the scaling, yielding a value between 0 and 
12, which is (very nearly) the exponent of 10 when BER is expressed in scientific notation. See 
Figure 6 for some numerical examples. 
 

P LR DQM in Appendix 2-G DQM in this paper 
0.5 1.00000E+00 0 0.000 

1.00E-01 1.11111E-01 5211 0.954 
1.00E-02 1.01010E-02 10899 1.996 
1.00E-03 1.00100E-03 16382 3.000 
1.00E-04 1.00010E-04 21845 4.000 
1.00E-05 1.00001E-05 27307 5.000 
1.00E-06 1.00000E-06 32768 6.000 
1.00E-07 1.00000E-07 38229 7.000 
1.00E-08 1.00000E-08 43691 8.000 
1.00E-09 1.00000E-09 49152 9.000 
1.00E-10 1.00000E-10 54613 10.000 
1.00E-11 1.00000E-11 60075 11.000 
1.00E-12 1.00000E-12 65535 12.000 

 
Figure 6 - DQM in IRIG 106 Compared to DQM in this Paper. 

 
The benefits of using a properly calibrated DQM as the figure of merit for equalizer performance 
are two-fold: 
 

1. DQM measurements can be collected much, much faster than BER measurements, 
dramatically reducing the test times. 

2. DQM leads to an intuitively satisfying presentation of the test results, as described below. 
 
As we have previously described, the phase of the second ray essentially defines the position of 
the spectral nulls along the frequency axis. Not surprisingly, the damage to the signal is a 
sensitive function of this parameter. To help gain insight into this characteristic, we propose to 
plot the measured results in polar form, using DQM plotted as the radius (bigger is better), and 
angle to represent the phase of the second ray, in the natural relationship. This leads to the 
following step-by-step procedure: 
 



 
 

Figure 7 - Step-by-Step Test Procedure. 

CALIBRATION 
 
As with any other test procedure, calibration of the test equipment is important. Therefore, 
before collecting equalizer performance data, we propose to compare the measured BER 
performance (collected with a conventional bit error rate test set) to the DQM reported by the 
receiver under test. A fixture for performing such calibration is shown in Figure 8. 
 

 
 

Figure 8 - DQM Calibration Fixture. 

For receivers that support the Data Quality Encapsulation (DQE) format (also defined in 
Appendix 2-G of IRIG 106-17), the calibration procedure is straightforward. First, synthesize the 
multipath-impaired RF signal. Allow the UUT to recover the “corrupted” data and output this 
data in DQE format. From the DQE format, extract the frame sync word, including the 16-bit 
DQM value. At the same time, measure BER of the payload data. Convert the measured BER to 
a log likelihood ratio as described above, and then compare DQM derived from the BER 
measurement to the DQM reported by the UUT. An example showing two different multipath 
amplitudes and 36 different multipath phases is depicted in Figure 9. Since this calibration 
procedure requires the actual measurement of BER, it can be very time consuming. However, 
once the DQM value reported by the UUT is known to be accurate, all the other tests can be run 
much faster, sometimes by several orders of magnitude. 
 



 
Figure 9 - Sample DQM Calibration Results, for Second-Path Amplitudes of 0.7 and 0.95. 

It is worth noting here that the proposed test procedure can be performed on receivers that do not 
have accurate DQM, or any DQM at all. Simply measure the BER, convert it to DQM, and 
proceed as though the UUT reported an accurate DQM value. It’s also worth noting that both 
speed and accuracy of the tests can be improved if two copies of the UUT are available, so that 
“EQ off” and “EQ on” cases can be run simultaneously. 
 

STATIC CHANNEL TEST RESULTS 
 
We now have the tools and technique to characterize the equalizer benefit for a static two-ray 
channel. We proposed to capture the DQM from the UUT with the equalizer both off and on (or 
measure BER and compute DQM from the BER), and then plot DQM vs. delay path phase, in 
polar form, using DQM as the radius and phase of the delayed path as the angle. Graphically, the 
result will be a distorted “hoop”, where a larger radius (higher DQM) is better. Because the 
phase of the delayed path determines where the spectral nulls appear, some angles will be worse 
than others. To quantify the performance enhancement of the equalizer we need only to observe 
that the radius in these plots is (essentially) the logarithm of the BER. Therefore, if we compute 
the point-by-point difference DQMEQ-on – DQMEQ-off, we will directly get the number of orders 
of magnitude improvement in BER from using the equalizer. The EQ off, EQ on, EQ benefit 
plots are shown in Figure 10 for a sample case of 10 Mbps SOQPSK, with five different delays. 
 
Several interesting observations can be extracted from Figure 10. First, we can see that when the 
delay is only a single bit period, there are “lucky” phases (approximately ±30-degree range 
around zero degrees) where the multipath does very little damage. Spectrally, this occurs when 
the multipath nulls “straddle” the main lobe of the signal. When the phase of the reflected path is 
180 degrees, on the other hand, the spectral null lands right in the center of the signal spectrum, 
and the damage is severe. The first row of Figure 10 shows this case. It’s not presented here but 
testing with PCM/FM has shown that because the spectrum is roughly twice as wide as 
SOQPSK, there is no “sweet spot” where the multipath damage can be avoided. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10 - Equalizer Benefit Plots, 10 Mbps SOQPSK, Delays of 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 bits. 



It is also interesting to note that this particular equalizer does less well correcting multipath 
damage at approximately ±115 degrees than it does repairing even worse damage at 180 degrees. 
 
Next, we can see that as the delay of the second path is increased, and the number of spectral 
nulls increases in proportion, the phase of the delayed path becomes less important. This is 
intuitively satisfying, since shifting the phase causes the nulls to sweep across the signal, but as 
one moves out of the spectrum, another one moves in. 
 
We can also see that, as expected, increasing the amplitude of the second ray causes more 
damage to the signal. Finally, we see that for this particular equalizer, the benefit of using the 
equalizer increases as the delay actually increases – but only up to a point. When the delay 
reaches 20 bit periods, the benefit is starting to diminish. Recall that our objective was to find the 
limits of the equalizer’s “restorative powers”, so to speak, and we have done so. 
 

DYNAMIC CHANNEL TEST RESULTS 
 
The procedure described above yields a quantitative evaluation of the equalizer when the 
multipath channel is static, but all equalizers of interest in the aeronautical telemetry channel 
must be adaptive, because the channel geometry is continuously changing. Therefore, we also 
need a procedure for a dynamic channel. To achieve this, we propose to borrow from the “break 
frequency test” for diversity combiners as defined in IRIG 118, Procedure 5.7, which determines 
the fading frequency at which the combiner performance starts to degrade. 
 
In a multipath channel, the amplitude, delay, and phase of the delayed path all change as the test 
article moves. However, the most pronounced effect of target motion is the variation in the phase 
of the reflected path, which causes the spectral nulls to sweep through the signal spectrum. 
Consequently, we propose to stress the equalizer by sweeping the nulls faster and faster, until the 
equalizer benefit starts to drop. This sweeping is achieved by simply “spinning” the phase of the 
second ray. We will then define the figure of merit as the “break frequency” of the adaptive 
equalizer as the spin rate at which the benefit is only half (in DQM improvement) as what it was 
in the static case. 
 
Specifically, we propose to measure the BER averaged over all phases and convert this to DQM. 
This method will be slow. Alternatively, we can measure DQM directly, but must take care to 
average it correctly (see below). For consistency with the static plots, we plot DQM versus “spin 
rate”, with multiple delay path amplitudes on one chart, and separate charts for each delay value. 
An example is shown in Figure 11. 
 
While the proposed procedure treats the phase of the second ray as an independent variable, it 
should be noted that phase change is fundamentally caused by the motion of the test article. 
Therefore, higher frequencies (C band, for example) will experience a greater rate of phase 
change than lower frequencies on the same aircraft, because the wavelength is shorter. This does 
not alter our proposed procedure; it simply means that a C-band signal will experience a higher 
spin rate than an L or S band signal emanating from the same moving aircraft. 
 



 
Figure 11 - Equalizer Break Frequency Test Results. 

 
While recording DQM directly yields enormous reductions on test time, averaging DQM for this 
test must be done correctly. Recall that DQM is the Log Likelihood Ratio. The logarithm is what 
gives it such a wide dynamic range, but it also means that averaging requires the “anti-log” 
function. For example, suppose five DQM values to be averaged are {12, 12, 12, 12, 2}. Simply 
summing these five values and dividing by 5 yields an incorrect DQMavg of 10.  
 
The correct procedure is to convert DQM to probability using P = 10-DQM / (1 + 10-DQM), average 
the probabilities to get Pavg = 0.001980198, and then compute -log10 {Pavg / (1 – Pavg)} to get 
DQMavg = 2.702 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have presented a generalized test methodology for making a quantitative performance 
assessment of any adaptive equalizer, along with representative test results for one particular 
adaptive equalizer. We have also defined a calibration procedure for the test fixture used in the 
performance evaluation. The procedure leverages DQM and DQE as defined in IRIG 106-17, 
which results in rapid, accurate, and meaningful test results, and makes it possible to compare 
multiple equalizers on a common scoring system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Specialist test establishments have historically placed significant reliance on “security through 

obscurity”. With increasing “always on” connectivity and the drive to leverage commercial 

products, the threat space has widened significantly while the sophistication of attack vectors has 

evolved. Access through vulnerabilities embedded within a platform’s communications, flight 

controls, or other on-board access points leave organizations vulnerable to attack, exploitation, 

and loss of revenue or property. Cyber and operational security associated with all aspects of 

aircraft technologies is becoming increasingly critical. This paper investigates techniques and 

procedures by which aircraft and space vehicles can be compromised by and protected against 

cyber-attacks. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 2015 a Chris Roberts claimed he gained access to flight control systems on a Boeing 777 

aircraft through the inflight entertainment system[1]. And in 2017, Ruben Santamarta established 

a shell presence on a real in-flight airborne commercial airplane internet modem [22], which also 

allowed him to spy on cargo ships and detect military installations that were otherwise hidden. 

The significance of these two events is not what they actually may have achieved (and indeed it 

seems probable that Roberts did not actually accomplish what he claimed), but that they 

demonstrate that frontier in the battle against cyber-attacks has definitively shifted. 

Formerly, aircraft in flight (and indeed just about any moving vehicle) were presumed to be 

isolated, mostly self-contained systems, with only a handful of well defined, narrow and well-

controlled communications interfaces. 

That is no longer true – if it ever was!  

In some respects, the much of the aviation / space test and evaluation community – particularly 

on the commercial side -- has enjoyed a level of mutual respect and trust supported in no small 

part by the mutual interest in accident investigation and safety improvements. There is a risk, 

however, that this fosters a mindset that is inconsistent with that needed to build defenses against 

cyber-attacks.  On the military/government side, the combination of maintaining the 

confidentiality of the data coupled with the institutional expectations of physical security has 

tended to mask cyber-security issues, although that is now changing. 

DEFINING THE PROBLEM SPACE 



 

 

All assessments of data protection (or lack thereof) have to begin with characterizing what, 
precisely, it is that needs protection and from what threats. 

For the most part, when cyber-security is discussed, the emphasis is on the loss or damage 
to an intangible entity, that is to say, data. However, it should always be recognized that 
cyber-attacks can be used to instigate actual physical damage, either by actively 
commanding systems to act in a manner that will result in a catastrophic failure, or by 
passively preventing a system from responding correctly to external events. 

Threats to data security may be broken down into four broad categories described below. 

Tailored Espionage Efforts. When data protection is discussed, it is usually this sort of 
threat that people consider: the exfiltration of data, particularly test data, for competitive 
advantage. 

The typical perpetrator of such an attack could be seeking a commercial or military 
competitive advantage. Or, as is frequently the case with individuals who develop and 
conduct cyber-attacks, the perpetrator may be seeking data that could be sold to competing 
interests. 

With the general consolidation of the aerospace industry, the line between military and 
civilian vehicles is far less distinct than it once was. This has the net effect of focusing 
attacks; for example, an unfriendly nation state may design an attack against what they 
perceive as a military program, but which is actually seen as a civilian platform by its 
developer. 

For example, all three of the largest commercial airframers also make tanker/transport 
aircraft for military applications. Thus the malicious development of an attack against, say, 
the avionics of a civilian aircraft may be fundamentally motivated by a desire to interfere 
with the military derivative. 

Tailored Sabotage Efforts. Exfiltration of useful data is frequently a very difficult task for 
malicious actors to achieve, not least because the volume of data involved in even a 
relatively small test program is enormous. 

But for a competitor, a valuable advantage can also be attained by suppressing or 
invalidating data, slowing the progress of the program and increasing the costs of the test 
operations. 

Unlike with a data exfiltration attempt, these sorts of sabotage efforts can “shotgun” the 
target: rather than specifically try to infiltrate the victim’s program, the attacker can 
attempt to spread their malware as broadly as possible, in the hope that the intended 
target will be infected among the multitude. 

Again, these sorts of attacks might be inspired by either a commercial opponent or a state-
sponsored actor. Unlike a data exfiltration effort, purely mercenary efforts are less likely, as 
there is no commodity to sell. (Of course, tools may be developed for mercenary reasons, 
and acquired by an attacker for other nefarious purposes). 

Accidental Infestation. This may be the most common variety of attack, in that it is not 
actually targeted at the victim. The archetypical example would be malware intended for 
regular PCs that infect parts of an avionics or flight test installation that happen to “look 



 

 

like” a PC – a fairly common state of affairs because the cost of developing a processor is 
high, and using well-proven “PC-like” designs saves time, money and reduces risk. 

So the sort of software virus that attempt to ransom a system by encrypting the hard drive 
and demanding payment for the decryption key can easily execute on a system that’s 
embedded in a test article. Of course, unlike many commercial office PCs, “re-imaging” the 
infected system (overwriting the suspect storage with a “known good” copy) and starting 
again is likely a reasonable course of action, as the probability of there being irreplaceable 
data on a test component is much smaller than in an office, but nonetheless the process of 
cleaning up the results of a virus may be non-negligible. 

Accidental Data Leakage. This is also a common type of data vulnerability, although it’s not 
technically a type of attack. 

In this situation, data is inadvertently disclosed and a malicious actor takes advantage of 
that disclosure. Common examples of this sort of incident is data being made available via a 
website, or data being recovered from “lost” or indeed physically stolen storage media. 

As noted previously, lost data, however obtained, can then become a competitive advantage 
to malicious adversaries and/or competitors. 

But a secondary concern is that there exists a population of individuals who launch cyber-
attacks “for the thrill of it”, i.e. just for the challenge of penetrating a system. These 
individuals can represent as much of a threat as those with ulterior motives, in that lost 
flight time and corrupted data represents real costs to the program regardless of the 
motive behind the attack.  

 

ATTACK MECHANISMS AND VECTORS 

While there is a near infinite number of ways that the security of test and evaluation data 
can be compromised, these may be summarized as occurring in one of three “windows of 
opportunity”. 

During Manufacture. This type of attack vector is also one of the hardest to protect against, 
because it does not involve the infection of the systems: the compromised part or system is 
delivered and assumed to be pristine, and the victim is unaware of a malicious capability 
embedded in the physical device. 

The fundamental issue here is that if a supply chain is compromised, then it is virtually 
impossible to detect tampering with components without exhaustive, and probably 
destructive, forensic analysis. 

An October 2018 report by Bloomberg Businessweek alleged that server motherboards 
made in Asia for a US company were tampered with during manufacture to insert a 
“hardware hack” that supposedly would allow an attacker to take control of the system in 
which the motherboard was installed. 

[Note that it appears that this report was unsubstantiated, no actual evidence of such an 
attack has been identified, and the report has been repudiated by all the alleged victims, 
several intelligence agencies on both sides of the Atlantic, no security researchers 



 

 

anywhere around the world have been unable to confirm or replicate any of the allegations. 
However, even if the Bloomberg article was ill-founded, it describes a type of attack that 
could theoretically exist.] 

During Pre- or Post-test Support Operations. No aerospace test instrumentation system 
exists in isolation. The simplest means for malware to move from outside the test vehicle 
onto the test article is via the data transfer portals that are architected into the 
instrumentation. 

The role of test support equipment includes loading and offloading data to and from the 
test article, so provides a straightforward route onto the vehicle. Other functions such as 
configuring the instrumentation system also requires a “touch point” that could potentially 
be a point of intrusion. 

 [Note that the test support equipment is also a target in its own right, as malicious damage 
to acquired test data can be achieved both on the vehicle and while it’s being processed; 
however, for this paper, only attacks “on the flightline” are considered, with the 
demarcation being the ground support equipment.] 

During Test Operations. Traditionally, air and space vehicles have been perceived as 
isolated islands, safe from intrusion once in operation. 

However, the (literal) “air gap” is not a universal panacea: The threats are not new, for over 
a decade, there has been research into this problem set.  Malware specifically designed to 
defeat air gaps in multiple critical infrastructures have been developed and are still being 
developed.  A recent Israeli research effort dubbed the “MOSQUITO Attack” has 
demonstrated an exchange of data air-gapped PCs via ultrasonic waves; it’s hard to see how 
this could be directly exploited in an aviation context, but post-collection the data may be 
vulnerable. 

Other attack vectors that defeats air gaps include manipulation of external signals and 
sensors. For instance, manipulating (“spoofing”) the GPS signals which can corrupt the time 
reference of a test data set. Or deliberately stimulating (over-stimulating) external sensors 
may disrupt readings leading to either compromised data or missing information; for 
example, optical sensors can be “dazzled” by an appropriately aimed laser. 

But probably the simplest attack vector against vehicles in flight are the deliberate 
communication links. Society is growing used to an “always accessible” internet, and the 
aerospace and FTI community is no different. Modern maintenance concepts may use WiFi 
to allow the ground team access to the on-board systems immediately on arrival and 
without needing personnel in physical proximity to the (potentially hazardous) vehicle. 
And since commercial airliners offer in-flight internet access to their customers throughout 
the world, it is inevitable that test programs will advantage of an established  connectivity 
solution for all or part of their requirements, such as the SATCOM in-flight WiFi solution 
discussed in Ruben Santamarta’s paper mentioned above (reference [22]), or LTE cellular 
data service. 

Attack Types. Regardless of how the malware is introduced, there are three main types of 
attack: code injection and manipulation, data injection, and physical tampering. Simply put, 
the first is what most of us think of as viruses and cyber-attacks: exploits that cause the 



 

 

attacked system to do something unintended, such as allow the attacker to control the 
machine. The second type is exemplified by conventional “denial of service” attacks: a 
system is overloaded by so much data coming across “proper” channels that it becomes 
unable to function as intended; many other forms of data injection attack also exist e.g. 
corrupting calibration data. Finally, physical tampering (or mishandling) is obvious: if 
someone has the ability to insert or remove “something” from a system, all bets are off! 

Depending on the circumstances surrounding an attack, the perpetrator may be assumed to 
have the ability to execute at least one of these attack vectors during the life cycle of the 
system (e.g., development, supply chain, deployment, or maintenance stages). 

DEFENSES 

The most obvious front line against cyber-attacks is a robust set of policies and procedures. 

However, humans are fallible, and policies and procedures are repeatedly shown to be 
inadequate in the face of carelessness, training inadequacy, and well-intentioned efforts to 
streamline burdensome tasks. 

It is, therefore, nearly axiomatic that cyber-defenses need to be crafted to be as unobtrusive 
as possible in operation, so that the user base doesn’t perceive the “remedy as worse than 
the disease” and circumvent the protections designed to guard the data. A firewall, for 
example, is of little use if users routinely disable it. 

Standard Tools. It is perhaps easy to overlook, but a first line of defense is whatever toolset 
already comes with the components being used. 

So if part of a flight-test instrumentation system uses, say, a Linux-based operating system, 
then the firewall capabilities of the OS should be properly enabled. Likewise tools like anti-
virus scanners should not be omitted or discarded simply because the platform is being 
used as part of a flight test instrumentation system. 

The greatest challenge with the use of these tools is usually ensuring that they aren’t 
invoked inappropriately: it would be unfortunate if data were lost because part of the 
system collecting the data started to scan for malware. The positive aspect of this is that it 
encourages beneficial procedures: to avoid anti-virus scanning mid-test, scans should be 
invoked prior to flight, which is more useful anyway. In the context of the test community, 
these tests should become part of the CBIT functionality, and procedurally CBIT should be 
regularly invoked. 

Data Encryption. As the old saying goes, “Build not your house on sand”. Techniques known 
as “root kits” have been developed that conceal malware from detection by simply 
intercepting efforts to investigate areas of the host platform and returning an “all good!” 
status instead of revealing the malicious code. 

Architecturally, one needs a trusted ‘rock’ to stand on, before confidence can be gained that 
monitoring the environment provides accurate and high fidelity platform situational 
awareness. 

By encrypting storage, the system architect can prevent surreptitious access to media 
except through authenticated channels. With an encrypting device, the data “flows 
through” a symmetric encryption module, so that plaintext (unencrypted data) becomes 



 

 

ciphertext (encrypted data), and vice versa. Any malware thus embedded on the device 
would be scrambled as it passed through the encryption system, rendering it harmless. 

However, not all encryption solutions are equally trustworthy. First, care if the encryptor is 
incorporated into the storage device, then care needs to be taken in the supply chain to 
ensure that “backdoors” are not included that would bypass the encryption system (or 
secret a copy of the cipher key within a hidden, internal non-volatile memory location) so 
that the data can be retrieved without reference to the data’s legitimate owner. 

Even without compromised supply chains, self-encrypting devices may only provide a thin 
veneer of security. A study by Dutch researcher Carlo Meijer [3] showed that reputable 
“name brand” devices from both US and Korean manufacturers were vulnerable to various 
attack methodologies that allowed the supposedly encrypted data to be retrieved. 

There are, then, three distinct levels of certification that are required to validate an 
encryption device. The first level is simply the confirmation that the algorithm is sound; 
that is, that there are no “shortcuts” to decryption or technical vulnerabilities such as a 
design that no symbol would ever be encrypted as itself. Reputable algorithms will have 
been subjected to mathematical analysis by a diverse group of cryptanalysts. 

The second level is validation that the algorithm is actually properly implemented as 
defined by the algorithm. 

And thirdly, the ancillary functions, such as the key handling logic (sometimes known as 
“Authentication Activation”, or “AA”) and random number sources has to be validated to 
ensure that they also conform to expectations. 

Historically, the “gold standard” for encryption systems was of course the collection of 
various devices and subsystems used to secure national security information. However, the 
increase in cyber-awareness, particularly in the health care industry for protecting 
patients’ medical records, has resulted in certification standards for commercial products. 

Ampex, for example, uses the encryption standard developed by the Belgian 
cryptographers Vincent Rijmen and Joan Daemen, which was adopted by the US National 
Institute for Science and Technology (NIST) in 2001 [4] as the “Advanced Encryption 
Standard”, AES. This has been codified as Federal Information Processing Standard 197 
(FIPS 197) [5]. 

The first level of validation is the global community’s scrutiny of the mathematical 
underpinnings of the algorithm; the second level is that a given implementation is certified 
to FIPS 197 and is therefore “correct”. While certification to FIPS 197 is an arduous 
process, once a particular design has achieved conformance with the standard, the 
implementation can be reused. So a software library, or an FPGA or ASIC implementation 
can be certified once and reused in a variety of different products. 

The third level is achieved by certifying to a separate standard, FIPS 140-3 “Security 
Requirements for Cryptographic Modules” 1 [6] which is achieved by a process known as the 

                                                        

1 The standard is generally known as FIPS 140. The number after the dash is the edition number. FIPS 140-3 superseded 
FIPS 140-2 in March 2019. 



 

 

Cryptographic Module Validation Program (CMVP), which is a joint US/Canadian effort. 
Ampex is actively engaged in obtaining this level of certification. 

A critical advantage of using commercial solutions over government ones is that the key 
management system can be tailored to the application. For instance, in a typical operational 
military encryption system, keys are handled using mechanisms already in place for 
communications security and so on. But in the commercial and unclassified spheres, there 
is no existing infrastructure, and even when there is a system upon which a mechanism 
could be built, the CONOPS of a test establishment is usually quite different from that of an 
operational one, and the threat space is also significantly different (test aircraft don’t 
generally fly in hostile airspace, for example). 

So in place of cumbersome “Crypto Ignition Keys” (CIKs), designers have the option of 
producing tailored key management solutions, such as systems delivering data encrypting 
keys (DEKs) using “wrappers” made from a separate public key encryption infrastructure, 
so that “anyone” having the public key of an on-board system could “wrap” a DEK in such a 
way that only the system itself could unwrap it using a trusted device that renders it 
impossible to extract the private key that matched the public one. 

Related to key management is the need for complementary “ground systems” capable of 
decrypting encrypted data modules. While a need for dedicated ground stations is 
sometimes operationally unpopular, in this context the ground system is ideally placed to 
act as both a “cyber kiosk” as well as the encryption/decryption tasks. Cyber kiosks provide 
additional gatekeeper functionality, for example by performing malware scanning, 
implementing firewalls against inappropriate content types (e.g. prohibiting executable 
files), etc. 

Real-Time Monitoring Systems. Bus-type interfaces with multiple nodes represent a 
particular challenge. In modern avionics systems, there are generally two dominant multi-
source, multi-sink interface types: Ethernet-type buses (including AFDX/ARINC-664 Part 
7) and MIL-STD-1553 (and by loose extension, ARINC-629).  These systems support total 
platform integration and are the backbone of military and aerospace avionic platforms. 

Both avionic interface types are used for a wide range of different applications, including 
mission-critical systems that may require a high level of fault tolerance/resilience, or be 
deterministic and/or redundant; both connect devices on a single bus in a multipoint 
topology, as opposed to point-to-point topologies (like ARINC-429 or PCM).  This type of 
network is not unique to just the avionic world, ground based critical infrastructures also 
employ a similar network topologies and applications.   Specifically, this type of 
communication of commands and instrumentation data are very similar to that used for 
industrial control systems (ICS) that run critical infrastructures such as electric power 
grids, pipelines and so on. 

The typical approach to securing these sorts of interfaces is to treat them as having the 
same sort of problem as faced by Information Technology (IT) professionals. Ampex has 
approached this problem from a different view point.  While an FTI system might have IT 
components, in use it’s more closely aligned with a power plant control system than with 
an IT architecture; for example, most IT environments have a network of a large number of 
nodes making requests of a small number of servers, while ICS systems have a small 



 

 

number of central systems making requests of a large number of nodes. As with the ICS 
world where SCADA protocols are used, avionics buses were developed long before 
concern over cyber security was mainstream, and even basic types of cyber-attack, such as 
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, had not yet been introduced. 

It is neither cost effective nor realistic for cyber-security concerns to force changes to 
existing, well known and widely deployed bus architectures.  

Ampex has a portfolio of software tools specifically designed for use with industrial control 
systems.  The software system monitors and detects anomalous traffic transmitted over 
communication buses. 

In contrast to common “rules based” malware detection, Ampex uses “behavior based” 
detection. This approach is better suited for the relatively static configurations exemplified 
by ICS and FTI architectures. For example, if the hardware address used with a particular 
network address changes, this would be unremarkable in a coffee shop, but very, very 
strange behavior in a power plant or on an aircraft. 

Two other forms of “anomaly detection” can be used by Ampex software: “Expected Result 
Discrepancy” and “Traffic Pattern Analysis”. 

“Expected Result Discrepancy” detection works by passively monitoring traffic on a 
network and parsing the command / response high-level protocol dialog; the better the 
high-level protocol is understood, the more comprehensive the monitor. 

The technique may be best illustrated with an example. Consider a twin engine aircraft 
with four fuel tanks: a supply tank for each engine, a main tank, and an auxiliary tank. Fuel 
is drawn from the respective supply tank into each engine, and a set of pumps feed the 
supply tanks from the main tank, and another set transfers fuel between the main and the 
auxiliary tank. 

In normal operation, fuel is moved predictably and with attention to the trim and attitude 
of the aircraft. However, a hypothetical cyber-attack could be crafted that would disturb 
the aircraft’s handling slightly by shifting the aircraft center of gravity by moving the 
weight of fuel around the various tanks. 

Suppose also that this hypothetical attack software was embedded in the flight 
management computer. 

In this situation, the malicious code would issue the commands to turn on (and off) the fuel 
transfer pumps, and conceal from the pilot that anything untoward was happening. As far 
as the instruments are concerned, everything is acting as expected. 

But by monitoring the data interfaces between the flight computer and the pumps, the 
problematic traffic can be observed. The challenge, here, is in recognizing that the observed 
traffic is abnormal. 

However, for example, if the monitoring system “knew” that the duty cycle of the fuel 
pumps should be (say) 10% or less, then noticing them running much of the time would be 
an indication of something anomalous. An alert would then draw attention to the fuel 
transfer system. 



 

 

Another strategy for detecting malicious activity involves traffic pattern monitoring: if the 
traffic nominally involves a series of command/response transactions between a central 
node and a series of remote devices, then a sudden burst of activity between two remote 
nodes would be worthy of investigation – although obviously there are benign events (such 
as extending the landing gear of an aircraft) that happen “occasionally”, and so would have 
to be “whitelisted” i.e. identified and cleared of suspicion. 

The challenge for aerospace flight test systems is, of course, that it may be hard to quantify 
that “correct” or “benign” behavior in advance. After all, prior to the first test, the whole 
system represents a purely theoretical model of what is expected to occur. 

Fortunately, the culture of test and evaluation organizations is steeped in the principle of 
building verification procedures alongside systems. It is therefore not a huge stretch to 
incorporate cyber-security validation methods as part of the design methodology, in 
parallel with the aeronautical and avionics validation strategy. 

What is certain, though, is that cyber-security should be incorporated into system designs 
as early as possible – preferably from the very beginning. But even without this level of 
forethought, it is almost always possible to harden existing systems to some extent. 

CONCLUSION 

The overall Ampex approach to addressing current and emergence cybersecurity threats is 
built upon the National Institute of Standards and Technology cybersecurity framework, 
with additional recommended best practices: Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, Recover. 

Identify: "Develop the organizational understanding to manage cybersecurity risk to 
systems, assets, data, and capabilities." 

Protect: "Develop and implement the appropriate safeguards to ensure delivery of critical 
services." 

Detect: "Develop and implement the appropriate activities to identify the occurrence of a 
cybersecurity event." 

Respond: "Develop and implement the appropriate activities to take action regarding a 
detected cybersecurity event." 

Recover: "Develop and implement the appropriate activities to maintain plans for resilience and to restore any 

capabilities or services that were impaired due to a cybersecurity event."  
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ABSTRACT 

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) based on Artificial Intelligence can be deployed to protect 

telemetry networks against intruders. As security solutions which encrypt radio links do not 

accommodate the ever evolving network attacks and vulnerabilities, new defense mechanisms 

using machine learning and artificial intelligence can play a significant role for telemetry 

networks. This paper proposes a multi-layered Hidden Markov Model (HMM) IDS that 

addresses multi-stage attacks. This is due to the fact that intrusions are increasingly being 

launched through multiple phases instead of single stage intrusion. This layered model divides 

the problem space into smaller manageable pieces reducing the curse of dimensionality 

associated with HMMs. To verify the application of this model for real network, the NSL-KDD 

dataset is used to train and test the model.  

Key words: Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Multi-stage 

attacks, Artificial Intelligence (AI)  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As the percentage of encrypted internet traffic increases, it provided attackers better power to 

hide their command and control activities. However, it creates major problem for defenders as it 

creates challenges to properly identify normal and anomalous traffic [1].  

Attackers are already applying machine learning algorithms to develop intelligent malware. In 

order to protect networks from these kinds of attacks, security teams need to develop Intrusion 

Detection Systems which use these technologies.  

Anomaly based IDSs which use machine learning and artificial intelligence are at the forefront in 

detecting multi-stage attacks, which are executed over long spans of time. These attacks 

constitute several distinct events, such as network scanning, to launch the final attack.   

2. BACKGROUND 

Intrusion detection systems are placed at strategic points in the network or host systems, termed 

as network-based (NIDS) and host-based (HIDS) intrusion detection systems. The IDS basically 

looks for abnormal activity in the network by monitoring network traces, and alert system 

administrators to take corrective actions. A system administrator can block users or systems from 

accessing vulnerable ports, deny access to specific IP address or turn off services suspected for 

unusual network traces. It is a front line of defense for network administrators in the defense 

against adversaries. 

IDS can use signatures, anomalous behaviors, and protocol behaviors to detect unusual activities 

in a network.  Signatures are previously gathered knowledge from identified system 

vulnerabilities and attacks. Anomaly is used to describe divergence from a known behavior such 

as profiles which are collected by consistently tracking user activities and hosts in the network 

for a given period of time. Protocol analysis studies uncommon patterns or messages from the 

standardized protocol behaviors. To develop an IDS with better scalability and accuracy of 

malicious event detection, a hybrid of several methods are used in combination.  

Several approaches are also considered to classify IDSs such as statistical analysis, pattern 

detection and rules. Statistical analysis approaches apply algorithms on collected data to build 
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models which are capable of self-study. Patterns-based ones use simple concepts and graphic 

depictions using user defined intrusion signatures.  

Recent methodologies in the development of IDS explore machine learning and artificial 

intelligence. Artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, random forest to name a few have been used 

in the academia and industry. Previous works in the Wireless and Network Security (WiNetS) 

lab focused on the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based IDS design using single HMM and 

Multi-Class System (MCS) classifier designs [2-3].    

3. DESIGN APPROACH: DATA PROCESSING 

The design approach in this work follows Figure 1. The datasets are processed to provide the 

HMM IDS time series sequence of data.  

 

Figure 1:  IDS Design Architecture 

3.1 Datasets  

To train and test the developed IDS, two publicly available datasets are used. The first one is 

NSL-KDD which is an optimized version of the original KDD Cup 1999 dataset prepared by 

removing duplicates in the dataset [4]. The second dataset is the CICIDS2017, which is 
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developed by the Canadian Institute of Cyber Security to cover what are commonly known as the 

eleven criteria in building a reliable benchmark dataset [5]. 

3.2 Feature Extraction/ Dimension Reduction 

A Linear transformation function which maps a high dimensional data into a lower dimensional 

data is applied using a multivariate statistical function such as Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [6].  PCA is applied on the dataset after pre-

processing steps so the original 𝑛 features (or attributes) 𝐴1, 𝐴2 , … , 𝐴𝑛 results in a set of new 

features 𝐵1, 𝐵2 , … , 𝐵𝑚 (𝑚 < 𝑛) , 𝐵𝑖 = 𝐹𝑖(𝐴1, 𝐴2 , … , 𝐴𝑛) and 𝐹𝑖 is a linear combination  

mapping function. It is important to note that normalization using log-transformation is applied 

on the datasets before applying PCA.  

3.3Vector Quantization  

The outputs of PCA computation can be further reduced by applying vector quantization (VQ). 

A basic K-Means algorithm is applied to the reduced dimension data to quantize the data into a 

single dimensional data encodes using the cluster labels [7]. The distinct cluster labeled data is 

used as an input to the HMM. 

4. MULTI-LAYER HMM BASED IDS 

This section discusses the architecture of the Multi-layer HMM IDS design and the results of 

different tests. 

4.1  Multi-Layer HMM IDS Architecture  

A HMM is a stochastic model that represents a dynamic process of two related random processes 

[8-9]. An underlying stochastic process that is not observable (hidden states) can be observed 

through another set of stochastic processes that produces the sequence of observed symbols. A 

HMM consists of a set of N distinct “hidden” states of the Markov process 𝑄 = {𝑞1 ,𝑞2 , … , 𝑞𝑁 ,} 

and a set of𝑀observable symbols per State = {𝑣1 ,𝑣2 , … , 𝑣𝑀 ,}. The overall HMM model is 

defined as follows with 𝑞𝑡and 𝑜𝑡denoting the state and observation symbol at time 𝑡 respectively.  

The HMM is specified by a set of parameters (A, B, Π): 
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1) The prior probability distribution Π = Π𝑖whereΠ𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑞1 = 𝑠𝑖)are the probabilities of𝑠𝑖being 

the first state in a state sequence.  

2) The transition probability matrix 𝐴 = {𝑎𝑖𝑗} where 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 𝑃(𝑞𝑡+1 = 𝑠𝑗|𝑞𝑡 = 𝑠𝑖), are the 

probabilities of going from state 𝑠𝑖 to state 𝑠𝑗. 

3) The emission (observation) probability matrix𝐵 = {𝑏𝑖𝑘}  where  𝑏𝑖𝑘 = 𝑃(𝑜𝑡 = 𝑣𝑘𝑗|𝑞𝑡 = 𝑠𝑖) 

are the probabilities to observe 𝑠𝑘 if the current state is 𝑞𝑡 = 𝑠𝑖. 

Model Structure of Two-Layered HMM (LHMM)[10] 

1. At Layer 1, we have HMM1, HMM2,…, HMMp with their corresponding number of hidden 

states S1, S2, …, Sp.  

2. Considering the same time granularity (𝑡 = 𝑇) for each of the HMMs,  

 The observation sequence for each of the HMMs are given as:  

O1
T
 = {O1

1
, O1

2
, …, O1

T
}, O2

T
 = {O2

1
, O2

2
, …, O2

T
}, …, Op

T
 = {Op

1
, Op

2
, …, Op

T
}  

 The probable sequence of states for each of the HMMs are given as: 

Q1
T
 = {q1

1
, q1

2
, …, q1

T
}, {q2

1
, q2

2
, …, q2

T
}, …, {qp

1
, qp

2
, …, qp

T
}  

3. A new feature vector is constructed from the Layer 1 HMMs probable sequence of states. This 

statistical feature can be considered as a new data matrix where VQ can be applied and a new 

sequence of observations will be created from the Layer 2 HMM. 

The feature vector is constructed as follows: 

             𝑓𝑖 = (
𝑞1

𝑖

⋮
𝑞𝑇

𝑖
) , ∀i = 1, 2, … , p                                                                       (1)  

               𝐹 = (𝑓1, 𝑓2, … 𝑓𝑗), ∀j = 1, 2, … , p                                                             (2)  
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Figure 2: Multi-Layered HMM (LHMM) model structure. 

4.2 Experimental Results 

4.2.1. Training the LHMM 

The lower layer and the upper layer HMMs are trained using their corresponding training data 

and the optimized model parameters (A, B, Π) are determined. 

1. HTTP HMM training: consists 1200 time series VQ data which has normal (HTTP-

BENIGN) and attack (HTTP-Web-attack-brute force) traffic. 

 
 

 
 

2. SSH Training: consists 1200 time series VQ data which has normal (SSH-BENIGN) and 

attack (SSH-patator) SSH traffic. 
 

 

Table1: Hidden State Symbols  

Figure 3. Time, State symbols  

 

HMM1 (A, B, Π) 

HMM2 (A, B, Π) 

 

HMMp (A, B, Π) 

 

O1
T
={ O1

1
, O1

2
 , …, O1

T
 } 

O2
T
 ={ O2

1
, O2

2
 , …, O2

T
} 

Op
T
 ={ Op

1
, Op

2
 , …, Op

T
} 

𝐹 VQ 
HMM(A, B, Π) 

Estimated State (t) 
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3. Upper Layer training: the data for the upper layer training is constructed from the posterior 

Viterbi paths of the HTTP and SSH training data using Equations (1) and (2). 
 

 
 

 

4.2.2. Testing the LHMM 

Case I: This case shows the testing result of the HMMs where the testing data constitutes the 

same hidden states as in the case of the training phase. This test shows a new pattern at the upper 

layer which is the result of the lower layer attacks patterns. The new attack pattern emulates a 

multi-stage attack due to the pattern of the lower layer attacks. In addition, this test can be used 

as a baseline to identify when a new attack occurs as the observation matrix of the upper layer 

Table3: Hidden State Symbols 

Figure 5. Time, State symbols  

  

Table 2.Hidden State Symbols  

Figure 4. Time, State symbols  
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HMM does not have a significant deviation from the observation matrix of the Upper layer 

HMM training phase in section 4.2.1. 

 

 

Figure 6.Time, State Symbols (a) HTTP (b) SSH (c) Upper Layer  

Case II: In this case the testing data of the SSH traffic consists an additional DOS 

traffic (τ=400 to τ=800) taken from the NSL-KDD datasets. As can be seen in Figure 

7(b), the DoS data from τ=400 to τ=600 is identified as hidden state 2 instead of state 1 

in case of the SSH traffic in Figure 6(b). Even if the traffic from τ=600 to τ=800 is also 

DoS, it is identified as hidden state 2. This change in observed new attack (DoS) traffic 

is reflected by the change in the observation matrix (highlighted above in RED) of the 

upper layer HMM as compared to the observation matrix in the training phase.  

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 7. Time, State Symbols (a) HTTP (b) SSH with new attack (c) Upper Layer with new 

attack 

𝐵 =

[
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From the change in the observation matrix of the upper layer HMM in case II  can also be seen in 

Figure 7(c) as hidden state 5 as compared to hidden state 1 in Figure 6 (c) for τ=400 to τ=600. 

For τ=600 to τ=800, the hidden state stays the same in both cases as the traffic is virtually 

recognized similar in the lower layer SSH HMM. 

The change in the observation matrix at the upper layer can be used as a proof of existence a 

new attack which plays an important role as it detects the attack in zero-day. The capability 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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of the model based on machine learning algorithm to detect attacks which are referred  as 

unknown-unknown, attacks which are previously unseen, makes it very useful for zero-day 

attack detection.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This work highlights the potential for use of multi-layer HMM-based IDS for telemetry 

applications. This approach can factor a problem of huge dimensions into small and manageable 

pieces as lower layers. The upper layer can be used to identify multi-phase events which can 

stem from the lower layer events that can be observed over longer duration.  
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Abstract 

Mature companies implement robust cybersecurity practice in their organizations by deploying a 

layered defense comprising many differing security tools whose functionality complements one 

another.  Tools such as firewalls, Anti-Virus (AV), Intrusion Detection/Prevention (IDS/IPS), 

Data Leak Protection (DLP), and Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) can be 

rolled out in many combinations to create very effective cyber defenses.  A general premise is 

that organizations are trying to keep “bad guys” out.  In recent years, focus has been shifting to 

address the potential for malicious (insider) employees who may wish to take actions to 

compromise the firms they work for as an increasing number of incidents are attributed to 

insiders.  After reviewing the insider threat landscape as well as accepted methodologies for 

detection; application to telemetry post processing environments will be discussed with example 

deployment scenarios explored. 

Introduction 

While all companies and organizations are vulnerable to insider threat attacks, organizations that 

leverage telemetry systems (e.g. aerospace companies) in the development of new products may 

be disproportionally vulnerable to the catastrophic impact of such an event.  This is because 

single (company employed or contracted) malicious actors can gain access to critical product 

performance telemetry information that could aid a competing vendor in the design/development 

of an alternative product and/or enable development of sophisticated countermeasures to render 

the product less impactful than intended. In both cases, such a breach could materially affect the 

product viability; definitely impacting company finances going forward and even potentially 

adversely impacting national security interests.   

In the 2018 IBM sponsored report, 2018 Cost of a Data Breach Study: Global Overview [1] 

published and independently conducted by the Ponemon Institute LLC, it is stated that 48% of 

the time, the root cause of a data breach is by malicious or criminal attack; 28%  of the time the 

cause is human error and 25% of time the cause is the result of a system glitch.  Determining 

which part of these statistics are insiders is somewhat tricky. The Ponemon institute defines a 

“negligent insider” as an individual who causes a data breach by carelessness and not malicious 

intent.  However, it is also true that malicious or criminal attacks can be perpetrated by insiders 



(see Table 1).  To get better resolution on this issue consider the 2018 ObserveIT sponsored 

report 2018 Cost of Insider Threats: Global [2] also published and independently conducted by 

the Ponemon Institute LLC.  In this report they evaluate some 3200+ insider incidents.  Of that 

number: 64% were caused by negligent insiders, 23% by a criminal insider, and 13% by 

credential threat.  Thus, it appears from this study that the majority of insider incidents arise out 

of employee negligence, and not criminal intent.  Nonetheless, the criminal insider threat is real 

as is the damage an unintentional action by an employee can make impacting company operation   

 

Table 1. Examples of Intentional Insider Actions Leading to Company Harm. 

Action (i.e. Crime) Description 

IP theft Company trade secrets or technology used to 

create products and or services. 

Economic data theft Credit card or other Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII)  that can be used for 

economic gain. 

IT operation compromise Actions taken to disrupt company IT 

operations; e.g. deleting important data, 

disrupting servers and clients, disrupting 

network operations, etc. 

 

Insider Threat Defense Strategies 

Before implementing any strategy to protect an organization from insider threat, companies 

should carefully analyze their goals and determine where gaps may be with respect to their 

existing (if they have one) insider threat cybersecurity posture. Once a plan is established, key 

stakeholders and executive management should be briefed so their support of the plan can be 

solicited and achieved. This should include the organization’s legal counsel office, as often there 

may be privacy concerns with respect to particular strategies and or tools proposed that company 

legal counsel will need to review and advise on. It is also important to decide exactly what 

type(s) of insider attack the organization is defending against (i.e. see Tables 1 and 2).  Strategies 

embody a combination of policies and procedures as well as the deployment of application 

security tools as the controls.  It is recommended a Risk Management Framework (RMF) [3] be 

used to establish a development lifecycle that can be continuously monitored and improved 

upon. 

Examples of policies and procedures addressing insider threats might include requiring dual 

control for administration of sensitive servers and storage area networks, rigorous review 

policies for sensitive server access and privilege elevation on those devices, and/or content 

inspection of data before it is moved from one user or server to another.  While security 

application tools like firewalls, antivirus, intrusion detection systems (IDS), intrusion prevention 

systems (IPS) and single sign on are common defense elements in the corporate IT environment; 

today; new Entity and User Behavior Analytics (EUBA) tools can analyze a myriad of this 



security application tool data (commonly collected and aggregated by a Security Information and 

Event Management, SIEM application tool) and establish baseline profiling for each user’s 

footprint in the corporate IT environment over a period of time.  When the profile bounds are 

exceeded it may be an indication of an imminent insider threat action. 

Table 2.  Examples of Unintentional Insider Actions Leading to Company Harm 

Action Description 

Inadvertent data leak Accidently disclosing company sensitive 

information (e.g. in a social media post, 

forwarded email, recycling cell phone with 

company data still on it, etc.) 

Falling prey to a phishing attack Clicking on a link in an email from a 

nefarious source. 

Company IT equipment conveyance Accidently loosing company tablet, laptop, or 

phone with sensitive data on it. 

 

In their Sixth Edition of the Common Sense Guide to Mitigating Insider Threats, [4] Carnegie 

Mellon University, Software Engineering Institute’s  CERT National Insider Threat Center 

recommends 21 best practices organizations can implement to better attempt to prevent and 

potentially identify insider threat attacks.  These practices encompass a number of concepts 

mentioned already but can be categorized in the following manner: personnel policies (e.g. 

monitoring and responding to disruptive employee behavior), security policies (e.g. implement 

stringent access controls and monitoring on privileges users), education (e.g. unintentional 

insider threat awareness), security tool deployment (e.g. deploy solutions for monitoring 

employee actions) and processes (e.g. implement secure backup and recovery processes).  The 

guide can serve as an important resource for organizations looking to design, and deploy an 

insider threat prevention program. 

Application to Telemetry Post Processing Environments 

IP theft by an employee or contractor is a significant threat to an organization that uses telemetry 

processes in their product development.  This would primarily manifest itself in the theft of 

discrete telemetry data products or analysis summaries derived from the raw telemetry data, or 

both.  Observe that in these specific industrial espionage scenarios some typical insider threat 

data sources are rather useless.  Most notably, social media.  An industrial spy who may take 

years to finally get appropriately positioned in a target organization to gain access to material of 

interest is not going to compromise years of careful work by posting a careless negative rant 

about his company on social media.  In fact, it is more likely the opposite would be occurring: 

that is, that person would be making consistent positive posts!  This frankly calls into question 

the way user behavior analytics treat social media input; but is the subject for another paper!  

In this telemetry post processing example important policies of interest will relate to telemetry 

data and telemetry data server access. Specific policies will need to be established with respect to 

analyst access to data for specific products and the servers they reside on. It is important to 



realize that these and other policies will likely impact business process to a certain degree (i.e. 

making the analyst’s job harder because of the hoops they need to go through to access particular 

data sets, etc.). The challenge is to strike the correct balance so that the degradation in analyst 

efficiency is outweighed by the better overall defense stood up to protect against insider 

compromise.   

Table 3. Some Polices Germane to Telemetry Post Processing Environments in order to 

Mitigate Insider Threat. 

Policy Description 

Data analyst access to telemetry data and 

servers 

Consider tightly restricting data and or server 

access per product group. 

System administrators and DBAs Abandon unary privilege; implement dual 

control concepts. 

Data movement Restrict telemetry data movement to specific 

servers and or directory locations.  Consider 

restrictions on volume of data that can be 

moved per day. 

Data export Disable all USB ports on user devices and 

servers.   

Data inspection Consider utilizing data content inspection. 

 

The analyst won’t be the target of all the policies.  System administrators and Database 

Administrators (DBA) should also be considered.  New policies for them may entail the 

curtailment of unary access and configuration of resources.  That is, a dual control paradigm 

might be created which requires the agreement of two or more system administrators or (DBAs) 

before configurations can be changed, users added, or privileges escalated.  Another policy that 

may be enacted would be with respect to data movement.  Strict limitations may be placed on 

where data can be placed and transported to and the absolute size of those transactions. Data 

export operations may be limited by disabling USB ports on servers and laptops. Data content 

inspection policies may be established to even more closely monitor data movement, even if that 

movement is within stated policy guidelines.  These important concepts, germane to telemetry 

post processing are summarized in Table 3. 

Implementing policies and procedures with controls (i.e. security application tools) can be 

challenging at times, especially with respect to dual control concepts.  Unfortunately, most 

purveyors of general applications do not understand the notion of dual control; hence, their 

administration paradigm is the unary authority administrator.  To offset this reality; dual control 

must be implemented as shadow monitoring.  That is, all privileged user actions must be 

collected as discrete events and relayed to a secondary administrative entity that will essentially 

implement the dual control action.  

 

 



 

Table 4. Some Security Controls for Implementing Insider Threat Policies. 

Control Description 

Dual control Mandatory logging of all privileged 

administrator actions with those actions 

forwarded to a SIEM device for correlation 

and alerting. 

DLP Inspection of content moving inside and 

outside organization to prevent unauthorized 

access to company sensitive data. 

USB port disablement Disable USB ports so sensitive company data 

cannot be exported to a portable storage 

device. 

Encryption Dual or symmetric key cryptography.  

SIEM Application which can collect and correlate 

event logs from other security and non- 

security applications.  Can be used by EUBA 

apps to identify suspicious user behaviors. 

Single Sign On(SSO)/Identity management Applications which manage user identity, 

when SSO event logging is fed into a SIEM 

tool it provides a very important data element 

for EUBA apps. 

Security education Makes users aware of potential unintentional 

actions they could take that could threaten the 

organization. 

Portable device encryption Ensuring portable devices are always using 

complete disk encryption guards the 

organization against accidental device loss. 

 

With respect to content inspection Data Leak Protection (DLP) applications can accomplish 

those actions nicely.  USB port disablement is available in many data protection solutions 

offered by vendors.  Encryption solutions are a double edged sword.  Encryption certainly offers 

protections of data for outsiders who might make their way in and even against insiders who 

might have a prying eye.  However, it does provide challenges for content inspection engines 

that might be operating in the organization---hence decryption solutions should always be 

deployed with DLP applications so the DLP app will be able to inspect otherwise opaque data.  

Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) applications can collect event logs from 

security tools and be used by a EUBA application to establish user usage patterns and then 

identify when those use patterns may portend of malicious insider threat activity.  Single Sign On 

and Identity Management applications can provide  system access pattern information to EUBA 

apps.  SSO and Identity management event data is typically collected by a SIEM device. 

Finally, a word with respect to unintentional insider actions.  While many of the protections 

described in this paper can be leveraged to mitigate threats initiated by unintentional end user 



actions; an organization is literally always a click or a lost device away from potential 

compromise with a hapless end-user befuddled by the latest and greatest Phishing attack or just 

forgetting his/her device at a restaurant!  E-mail content inspection applications can help greatly 

with respect to Phishing but even more effective is end user awareness and education.  There is 

absolutely no substitute for it and it should be vigorously pursued by every organization looking 

to protect themselves from social engineering attacks.  The lost device is an ageless problem and 

the best solution for it is ensuring the content on organization portable devices is always 

encrypted.  Table 4 summarizes the controls discussed. 

Summary 

Despite the fact the majority of data beaches in organizations are still initiated by hostile entities 

outside the organization (i.e. break-ins) who illegally compromise corporate IT environments; 

attacks by employees (or insiders) are growing.  While it is still the case that the majority of 

insider incidents occur because of careless employee actions; orchestrated insider attacks 

compromising data do occur and are very damaging, especially in situations where the design 

and capabilities of corporate products are compromised.  Companies that use telemetry in the 

design of their products are particularly susceptible to the impact of insider threat compromise. 

Discrete policies and procedures involving such concepts as dual control, automated data 

inspection and data movement restrictions were discussed as well as security tool applications 

(controls) which might help implement the policies (e.g. DLP, SIEM, SSO, encryption).  EUBA 

applications were also mentioned and when layered together with other security controls can 

provide a robust methodology for identifying insider threat.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) architectures are moving more and more towards network 

topologies. For almost every task, current equipment support connection to the FTI system via 

Ethernet. However, up to now, the telemetry link has kept the legacy PCM technology for most 

applications. By implementing network / IP radios, the drawbacks of old fashioned PCM-based 

telemetry links could be eliminated. Furthermore, new use cases have become possible, and the 

architecture of FTI installations, both on board and on ground, could be simplified. This paper 

gives some technical background on networked / IP radios and describes the steps taken during 

the first introduction of this promising technology. The benefits of this system are explained in 

order to show the potential of that approach. Beside this, important lessons were learned during 

the introduction of the network / IP telemetry: from software to hardware topics, from topology 

to human factors aspects. Eventually, the present installation at the FTI facility is described as 

well as the status of the migration from S-band PCM/FM to IP C-Band. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) architectures are moving more and more towards network 

topologies. For almost every task, current equipment support connection to the FTI system via 

Ethernet. However, up to now, the telemetry (TLM) link has kept the legacy PCM technology for 

most applications. The implementation of network / IP radios could eliminate the drawbacks of 

old-fashioned PCM-based telemetry links. Furthermore, new use cases have become possible, 

and the architecture of FTI installations could be simplified, both on board and on ground. This 

paper gives some technical background on networked / IP radios and describes the steps taken 

during the first introduction of this promising technology. It explains the benefits of this system 

in order to show the potential of that approach. Beside this, important lessons had to be learned 

during the introduction of the network / IP telemetry: from software to hardware topics, from 



topology to human factors aspects. Eventually, the present installation at the FTI facility is 

described as well as the status of the migration from S-band PCM/FM to IP C-Band. 

 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

HISTORY 
Along the last years or even decades, on-board and ground telemetry segments using the same 

technology, mainly Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). On-board Data Acquisition Systems 

provides PCM streams to be recorded on-board, as well as to be transmitted by PCM/FM 

transmitter to the ground equipment. On ground, reception, decoding and data analysis took 

place. It was not unusual to distribute the reconstructed PCM stream to all the workstations. 

Distribution of the serial data was limited to PCM compatible devices. 

 

 
Figure 1: PCM based telemetry 

 

With increasing implementation of Ethernet-based architecture on board, the two segments start 

to deviate. While it was easy to take benefit of the Network technology on-board for acquisition, 

recording and visualization, keeping the TLM link in PCM/FM technique requires a bridge 

towards the TLM PCM/FM transmitter. In parallel, the TLM ground segment modernization 

introduces “re-bridging” equipment to transform the decoded Bitsync PCM output in Ethernet 

data streams. 

 

 
Figure 2: Hybrid (PCM/Ethernet bridging) telemetry 

Both PCM and the hybrid PCM/Ethernet bridging architecture face several constraints. One 

limiting factor is the quasi-static avionic bus acquisition and the fixed frame structures of the 

TLM data stream, which cannot efficiently cope with variable bus loads. Big efforts are 

necessary to adapt the TLM frame characterization for that. 

 

 
Figure 3: IP telemetry 



TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

MIMO: MIMO stands for Multiple Input, Multiple Output, meaning that a radio link uses 

multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver to enlarge the link capacity. 

 

Topology: As IP telemetry nodes can be considered as an Ethernet switch, several types of 

network topologies are possible. When only two radios appears in the network, a simple Point-

to-Point connection is established. 

 

 
Figure 4: Point - to - Point connection 

With three or more radios, mesh topology is used or can be dynamically reconfigured to 
any other multiple radio network topology like chain, star, tree topology or a mixed type of 
it. 
 

 
Figure 5: Mesh topology 

 
Figure 6: Chain topology 

Modulation: IP TLM uses digital modulation, which provides different modulation/coding 
schemas (MCS) like QAM, QPSK or just PSK. The chosen MCS defines the maximum possible 
User Data Throughput. Whereas simple binary dual modulation has equal bit- and symbol 
rate (baud rate), digital modulation allows assigning 2 or more bits to one symbol. 
 
Antennas: IP TLM is bidirectional by default. Passive antennas are used on board, 
commonly linear polarized. Ground segment antennas, where space is not such a 
constraint, are often build as dual linear cross-polarized. For MIMO radios, different 
antenna types can be connected to the radio to cover near field (e.g. omni) as well as larger 
distances (directional sensitive). 
 
Frequency: IP TLM at Airbus Helicopters in Germany (AHD) operates in C-band at 5.2 GHz, 
which is in the band worldwide reserved for TLM operations. Compared to S-Band at 



~2.4GHz, C-Band radiation is closer to quasi-optical propagation. That drawback of that 
high frequency is its sensitivity for shadowing or obstacles in the LOS. MIMO helps here 
improving the radio link due to multiple antennas and its immunity against multipath. 
 

REQUIREMENTS AND EXPECTATIONS 

 
Range: the target distance is 80 km, based on past operational experiences 
 
Data Rate: 6Mbps should be transmitted. 
 
Robustness: The link should be immune against reflections and multipath 
 
Compatibility: The equipment should support the network standards and protocols 
applicable for AHD’s FTI installations (IGMP, PTP) 
 

SYSTEMS IN OPERATION 

 

AIR SEGMENT 

H135 SN 886: Installed: Nov. 2018; Parallel to S-Band, 1 Silvus MIMO SC4480 Radio, 2 x 

Button Antenna, 2xFlexiSlot Antenna, Emission Pattern calculated for estimation of antenna 

position; Data Rate: 6 Mbps; Flight/Ground Runs performed end of Q1/19: 50 

 

CityAirbus Demonstrator Alpha: Installed: Oct. 2018; 1 Silvus MIMO SC4480 Radio, 4 x 

Button Antenna or 4 x Rod Antenna in various configuration; Data Rate: ~ 16Mbps; Ground 

Runs performed end of Q1/19: 20 

 

GROUND SEGMENT 

Mobile Units: 3 Units; each consists of 1 Silvus MIMO SC4480 Radio, 1 switch ORING IGPS-

9042, AC/DC Power Supply, 2 Antenna linear x-polarized (Omni and Sector/Flat) 

 

Base Unit: with same setup as the mobile units, except w/o the switch, but with an 

azimuth/elevation pedestal 

 

LESSONS LEARNED 

 

HARDWARE 

Mobile Units: 3 mobile units were build up identically, setup is simple and installation is very 

quick, even on external sites. Only 240VAC and a LAN connection are necessary to power the 

equipment and connect it to the ground segment network.  

 

Ground Segment Antennas: The ground segment antennas showed an acceptable behaviour and 

deliver a good performance overview for the operation start-up phase. The used equipment are 

an acceptable compromise between cost and performance. 

 



Range: Although only IT-type ground segments antenna were used at first, a distance of ~20 km 

was achieved w/o any relevant data drop out for a data throughput of 6 Mbps. Implementing 

higher gain antennas will improve significantly the range. 

 

Ground station: Setting up the architecture of the ground segment with transceiver and 

monitoring stations is very easy as it is based on a “simple” Ethernet topology. Adding intercom 

or video surveillance systems is possible in a few steps if the system is IP based, e.g. with voice-

over-IP intercom or IP video surveillance. 

 

SOFTWARE 

Network/Protocol: Although the air segment network is separated from the ground segment 

network by IP rules, no router is required as long as data is transmitted via Multicast. In order to 

support Multicast in a multi-switch environment, the equipment need to support IGMP including 

IGMP snooping. 

 

PTP: The time synchronisation within the complete topology in the air and ground segments has 

to take into account the PTP domains, in order to prevent PTP slaves to face several PTP Grand 

Masters, which do not support the best GM process. 

 

CONCEPT 

Burst Time: In order to find a compromise between data rate and transmission delays, the default 

Burst Time value of 10ms increased to 50ms increasing the maximum available User 

Throughput from ~ 45 Mbps to ~90 Mbps. 

 

Topology: Especially at higher data rates, topology can become critical. Currently, the source 

radio sends data to each radio in sight, even multicast. Even though it is no issue at low data 

rates, the source radio can be easily overloaded at higher data rates, in particular together with 

auto network reconfigurations. We therefore fixed the topology to chain in order to prevent any 

data drop out caused by an overloaded source radio. 

 

Although it was sporadically verified during the last months, the usage of the mesh for e.g. 

relaying streams over a test aircraft is planned for future steps. Because of the possible 

multiplication of the streams, it has to be carefully planned. 

 

PROCESS 

Uplink: The IP link is per definition bi-directional. Control, validation and even re-setup of the 

FTI system (or even of equipment under test) is therefore possible remotely in the same way as if 

the operator were acting directly within the LAN of the aircraft.  

 

Moreover, several services can be offered from the ground to the air segment, as e.g. the 

distribution of real time and precise weather data out local weather stations, or the distribution of 

DGPS RTK corrections in the near environment of the test site. 

 

  



CONCLUSIONS 

 

The introduction of a network / IP telemetry is one of the last steps in the “Ethernetisation” of 

Flight Test Instrumentation systems, simplifying the link between on board and on ground 

segments. Its deployment at Airbus Helicopters in Germany started in 2018 and shall be 

completed in 2019. It offers many advantages in the architecture, processes and operation of FTI 

systems. Nevertheless, the lessons learned during the deployment showed that difficulties are not 

always where they are expected to be. Deploying the IP link telemetry in parallel to a backup 

legacy PCM telemetry on the first test aircraft can be an effective risk mitigation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
IoT protocols have been proposed to replace wired systems in aircraft to support telemetry 
applications. They offer several advantages to wired systems due to them being wireless, low 
cost, and consuming less power. However, the one consideration that is often overlooked is the 
security of these wireless protocols. This project focused on investigating the use of open source 
hardware and software frameworks to create a wireless testbed to conduct penetration testing of 
the ZigBee protocol. To accomplish this task, the open source XBee software library was used to 
implement the ZigBee Network and Application Layers within the GNU Radio IDE. The XBee 
hardware module was leveraged for the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY and MAC Layers. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Historically, aircraft have mostly been made up of wired systems which have required major 
installation, cost, power, and time. IoT protocols, on the other hand, are increasingly being 
adopted in aircraft due to them being low power, wireless, and low cost. An example of this is 
the F-35 Lightning II aircraft which uses on board sensors to monitor its performance, 
maintenance, and to notify the military of its surroundings [1]. Despite the benefits of IoT 
protocols, one vital consideration is their security. For example, what if the wireless network 
used on the F-35 was compromised? An attacker could potentially extract sensitive information 
pertaining to the performance, maintenance, etc. of the aircraft. An illustration of this scenario is 
shown in Figure 1. The Figure shows an aircraft containing a ZigBee network consisting of a 
coordinator and sensors(end users) which monitor the aircraft’s engines and send collected data 
back to the coordinator. The role of the coordinator is to start the network and join devices while 
the role of end users is to send and receive data. A hub connected to the coordinator then sends 
this data to a ground station. In place of an attacker in the Figure is a wireless penetration test 
bed whose goal is to figure out the vulnerabilities of the ZigBee protocol at each layer of the 
protocol stack. This project focuses on an investigation into the development of this wireless IoT 
penetration testbed shown in the Figure using the open source XBee software library and the 
XBee RF module 



                    
 
 
 
The XBee API library and XBee RF module were leveraged for this research based on initial 
investigations into opensource ZigBee implementations. The XBee framework consists of 
hardware modules and a software library for the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and ZigBee protocol. 
To reduce development time, the XBee software library was utilized for the ZigBee Network 
Layer (NWK) and Application Layer (APL) and the XBee RF module was used for the IEEE 
802.15.4 PHY/MAC layers.  
 
This paper is organized into four sections. Section 1 discusses the background of this research. It 
includes a brief discussion on each layer of the protocol as well as some of the vulnerabilities 
associated with ZigBee. Section 2 explains some of the vulnerabilities associated with the 
ZigBee protocol. Section 3 discusses the system model for the wireless testbed. It includes a 
description of the XBee RF module and the XBee API library.  Section 4 provides a discussion 
of the design implementation for this research. Section 5 includes the conclusion and a 
discussion of future work.  
 

BACKGROUND 
 
Zigbee is a low power, low cost, wireless protocol popular in the IoT community. It is commonly 
used in industries such as lighting, home automation, and energy. The communication stack for 
the Zigbee protocol is shown in Figure 2. The model shows four (4) layers: An Application 
Layer, a Network Layer, a Medium Access Control Layer, and a Physical Layer. The Zigbee 

 Figure 1: Use Case for IoT Wireless Testbed 



protocol is like the TCP/IP model. Zigbee is a layer 3 (Network Layer) and up protocol. The 
upper two layers of the protocol are defined by the Zigbee Alliance, while the lower two layers 
are defined by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. In this research, the EM351 System-on-Chip (SoC) 
contained in the XBee module was used to implement the MAC and PHY layers, while the XBee 
software library was used to implement the upper layer functionality.  
 
The Application Layer of the ZigBee protocol contains the Application framework, ZigBee 
device object (ZDO), and the Application support sub-layer (APS). The APS is responsible for 
filtering packets for end devices, checking for repeat packets, and maintaining binding tables, 
which is the connection between the endpoint on a node to one or more endpoints on other 
nodes. The Application framework provides two types of data services as key-value pair and 
generic message services. A generic message is a developer defined structure, whereas the key-
value pair is used for getting attributes within the Application objects. The ZDO provides an 
interface between Application objects and the APS layer in Zigbee devices. The ZDO is 
responsible for detecting, initiating and binding other devices to the Network [2].  
 
The Network Layer, located between the Application Layer and the MAC Layer, has several 
responsibilities. Namely,  starting the Network, managing end devices joining and leaving the 
Network, and neighbor discovery. The Network Layer is also responsible for routing and 
establishing different network topologies such as star, mesh and tree topologies. When a 
coordinator attempts to establish a Network, an energy scan is completed to find the best RF 
channel for the Network which is typically the channel with the least interference. After a 
channel has been chosen, the coordinator assigns a PAN-ID, or a 16-bit number that is used as a 
Network identifier, which will be applied to all the devices that join the Network [2]. 
 
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines the lower 2 layers of the of the Zigbee protocol stack as 
shown in Figure 2. The MAC layer is responsible for relaying data to both the Network and 
Physical layers, generating beacon frames and carrier-sense multiple access with collision 
avoidance (CSMA/CA). The beacon frames are used to announce the presence of a Zigbee 
network and synchronize the devices on it. CSMA/CA is a method that prevents nodes from 
transmitting packets at the same time. Nodes on the Network will sense if the channel is free 
before transmitting data on the network and, if it is not free, back off for a pre-defined period. [3] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: ZigBee Protocol Stack[4]  



 
 
Several different frequency bands of operation are used by the 802.15.4 protocol as outlined in 
Figure 3. These bands include the 700 MHz, 800 MHz, 900 MHz, and 2.4 GHz bands. Each 
band of operation has its own data and spreading parameters. The PHY used in this project is the 
offset quadrature phase shift key (O-QPSK) used in the 2.4 GHz band. This frequency band is 
used worldwide containing a total of 16 channels with center frequencies spaced 5 MHz apart 
ranging from 2.405 GHz to 2.480 GHz. Each channel has a bandwidth of 2 MHz. The data rate 
for the O-QPSK PHY is 250 Kbit/s [5].  
 

 
 
 
The Physical Layer signal for the O-QPSKY PHY is constructed according to the block diagram 
shown in Figure 3. Each byte of data is converted into 4-bit symbols. The symbol containing the 
least significant 4 bits is processed first. This 4-bit symbol is taken and mapped to a 32-bit 
sequence according to its hexadecimal value. The sequences used for mapping are shown in 
Figure 4. The resulting chip sequences are then modulated onto the carrier using O-QPSK 
modulation. The even chips are modulated onto the in-phase carrier, while the odd chips are 

Figure 3: Chart of different PHYs, and their spreading and data parameters [5] 



modulated onto the quadrature phase carrier. In O-QPSK modulation, the quadrature phase 
carrier always trails or is “offset”, from the in-phase carrier by a half-symbol period. Therefore, 
both the in-phase and quadrature components will never change at the same time [6].  
    

            
 

 
 

                                  
 
 
 

VULNERABILITIES OF THE ZIGBEE PROTOCOL 
 

The ZigBee protocol has various vulnerabilities that can be exploited at both the Network and 
Application Layers. ZigBee devices typically come pre-loaded with Network or link keys which 
mean that the keys don’t have to be broadcasted over the network when devices join. However, if 
a node that isn’t already associated with a network attempts to join,  the network key is 
broadcasted a single time over the network unencrypted for the new device which poses a 

Figure 4: Block Diagram of O-QPSK PHY [5] 

       Figure 5: Chip sequences used in O-QPSK PHY [5] 



security risk. This unencrypted transmission could be captured using a sniffer and the network 
would be endangered. This is seen in both home automation and lighting devices.  When a new 
device joins the network that has an alternative key, a publicly known default key is used to 
transfer the network key in use by the network. This poses a risk since this default key is public 
information. A sniffer could be used during this unencrypted key broadcast to get the actual 
network key and this would in turn compromise the Network [7].  
      In addition to the risks discussed, due to ZigBee being a low power protocol, communication 
can be disrupted using noise on the RF channel that is used. Also, most end devices used in home 
automation such as light bulbs, and door locks don’t contain some of the security features 
associated with other devices, such as anti-tamper resistance. So, if these nodes are physically 
found, the network keys, in addition to any other information contained in software could be 
physically removed from the device [7].  
  
 

                             DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The design of the penetration test bed is shown below in Figure 8. Based on the investigation 
completed in this research, the MAC and PHY layers will be implemented using the XBee 
module. As discussed, the EM351 SoC contains a 2.4 GHz transceiver and lower MAC that 
adheres to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The XBee module containing the EM351 SoC will 
connect via USB interface to a laptop running the GNU Radio IDE. Custom python blocks will 
be created in GNU Radio for the Application and Network layers of the ZigBee protocol. These 
custom blocks will be contained inside of a python script or application inside GNU Radio. The 
open source XBee library will be utilized within GNU Radio for sending and receiving packets 
and for device configuration of the XBee module.  
 
         

  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Design Implementation of Test Bed 



                  
 
 
 
GNU Radio is a free and open source software framework used for the implementation of  
software-defined radios. It can be used with low-cost external RF hardware, or without hardware 
in a simulation-like environment [23]. GNU radio provides a wide range of signal processing 
blocks for filtering, channel coding, equalizers, etc. These processing blocks can be connected to 
form applications known as “flowgraphs”. GNU Radio comes with a guided user interface called 
GNU Radio Companion. GRC allows you to visually put together GNU Radio Applications. It 
also provides tools for plotting such as scope displays, FFTs, and constellation diagrams. A 
major strength of GNU Radio is that it allows you to implement custom functionality using C++ 
or Python. This custom functionality can be implemented using signal processing blocks in 
GRC. This feature of GNU Radio will be utilized in this research for the Application and 
Network Layers of the ZigBee protocol.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 
This research project involved the investigation into the development of a wireless IoT 
penetration testbed for the ZigBee protocol. Based on the investigation completed, it was 
concluded that the MAC and PHY layers will be implemented using the EM351 SoC contained 
in the XBee module. The XBee module will be connected via USB to a laptop running GNU 
Radio which will be used to develop custom Python blocks for the Network and Application 
layers. The XBee library will be used to implement Network and Application Layer functionality 
inside of GNU Radio that will allow for packets to be sent and received in GNU Radio and for 
device configuration of the XBee module. Next steps include the development of custom python 
blocks for the Network and Application Layers in GNU Radio, and then a test of the full stack 
development.  
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ABSTRACT

This paper mainly describes a preliminary trial implementation of a bidirectional network commu-

nication link for aircraft range flight test application based on modified LTE Air-to-Ground sys-

tems. The theoretical feasibility of this trial which integrated the existing on-board network-based

acquisition system installed on our regional jet and a newly designed modified LTE Air-to-Ground

communication system was carefully analysed and validated before system level ground experi-

ments. Finally, several test flights were performed within a specific airspace with two eNodeBs,

which configured as an independent LTE network and covered most of the designed flight path,

and the test results give us the conclusion that under the promise of deploying reliable ground base

stations, LTE system has the potential capability to provide acceptable bandwidth and time delay

performance for range flight test application.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, range flight tests for the purpose of development, evaluation and/or certification for a

certain type of aircraft are representative applications of Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT),

which are usually handled by transmitting a traditional RF signal from the Test Article (TA) and

receiving it by auto-track high gain ground antenna pointing to the aircraft all the time. Indeed,

this is the most convenient and efficient way to deal with one TA and one ground antenna with

enough gain and tracking accuracy, which can cover the radius of up to more than 300km. But,

as the number of TA increases, there has to be at least one ground antenna for one TA at the

same time, and therefore, one operator to monitor and control the ground receiving system, which

increases the complexity of this system rapidly. Another difficult problem is frequency reuse,

because traditional AMT will occupy fixed RF spectrum bandwidth during the entire flight for one

TA, and others have to avoid frequency interference if they are in the same airspace at the same

time.
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Figure 1: Basic LTE System structures.

LTE based range telemetry has been studied in [1], which introduces a novel approach for AMT

that take advantage of LTE’s robustness to wireless RF channel and excellent mobility manage-

ment ability. Computer simulation in [2] demonstrates typical IRIG-106 S-band and C-band Cel-

lular Range Telemetry performance. Latter in 2018, more studies about LTE based AMT were

published, for example, high speed handover[3] and doppler estimation and compensation[4]. The

biggest advantage of LTE based telemetry is that it allows more TAs inside one test range with-

out worrying frequency conflicting, and furthermore, there is no need for complex and expensive

tracking antenna. LTE based AMT system, or so called Cellular Range Telemetry could be an

alternative solution for a newly-built test range.

FUNDAMENTALS OF LTE AIR-TO-GROUND SYSTEM

Basic structure of the LTE communication system[5] can be divided into three layers as shown in

Figure 1, which are User Equipment (UE),Long Term Evolution (LTE) and System Architecture

Evolution (SAE). The purpose of designing and implementing LTE communication systems is to

provide broadband wireless IP connection and service for the UE. Generally speaking, LTE Air-To-

Ground system is a self-contained modified LTE communication system which deploys multiple

LTE eNodeBs with antennas that cover the air route and provide IP connection for the aircraft.

• Airborne device

A critical device called Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) is installed with LTE antennas out-

side the fuselage to achieve Air-to-Ground communication and it will provide cabin network inter-

face wired and wireless.The CPE is a small airborne system that should meet the criterion defined

in ARINC 600 and RTCA DO-160G, etc.

• eNodeB

An eNodeB in Figure 1 usually comprises Baseband Unit (BBU), Remote radio unit (RRU) and

related LTE antennas. BBU handles baseband control, external communication and environment

control, which is usually installed inside the communication equipment room where RRU is re-

sponsible for RF signal transmitting and receiving, power amplify, and installed near the antenna

2



mounting position due to the limitation of RF cable length. BBU and RRU are connected via single

mode fibre running Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI).

• SAE

In general, SAE is usually considered as the Core Network, which separates user plane and control

plane and provides total control to all of the UE and manages all of the connection between all of

the Logical NE such as MME, S-GW, P-GW, etc. In large scale civil mobile communication system,

SAE is very complex and has to be merged with the backbone network across the state, but smaller

private LTE network can work with all SAE functions inside one device mounted on the rack and

this is the situation in this paper where a small test LTE network is deployed independently with

customized frequency and small coverage area.

IMPLEMENTATION AND FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

In December 2018, five flights were scheduled and executed in Dongying Shengli Airport specifi-

cally for the verification of one new designed LTE Air-To-Ground system using one of the ARJ21-

700 regional jets. This test aircraft was equipped with a full set of network based Flight Test Instru-

mentation(FTI) systems including a master switch, Data Acquisition Units (DAUs), on-board data

processing, real time display and on-board storage, etc. This aircraft was considered as a universal

test platform and the LTE based ATG communication system was installed on-board as additional

special-purpose equipments after finishing ground qualification acceptance tests. The on-board

LTE antenna was a double oscillator linear polarization antenna and had to be attached outside

the fuselage to realize line-of-sight RF link and this antenna was designed to be able to reuse the

FTI telemetry antenna mounting hole. The FTI power control system provided DC supply for the

independent ATG rack.

The on-board CPE handled LTE communication between the aircraft and the two eNodeBs, mean-

while, it provided cabin network connectivity and internet access to passengers, which was one

part of this flight test project. When disconnecting P-GW from the internet, the whole test system

became a private LTE network and FTI system was able to connect to this system and implement

bidirectional network communication to the ground facility. System structure in Figure 2 shows

that two ATG terminals are defined as the key nodes and only these two devices are allowed to use

the LTE network to establish bidirectional communication link due to this experimental system

configuration is not specially designed for AMT applications and is considered more reliable to

reduce cross-linking between two systems. DAUs could acquire different type of parameters and

packaged into specific network stream format for on-board storage and data processing, and the

on-board ATG terminal received the network data and transmitted it to the ground ATG terminal

using UDP unicast, where the date could be adjusted to become suitable for ground data processing

and real time display using the identical hardware and software as the on-board ones. The tricky

part was the CPE, which was basically a router and all on-board network was an inner net and able

to access the extranet using Network Address Translation (NAT) protocol. In this trial, a simple

DMZ configuration was set inside the CPE to allow external access to the on-board ATG terminal

only and the FTI system remote monitoring and control was feasible via this terminal.

The distance between two prototype eNodeBs were about 60 km in order to cover single station

validation and inter-cell handover tasks. The base station antenna was modified and applicable

3
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Air-to-Ground system structure.

for air route communication due to its flat wide beam antenna pattern as shown in Figure 3. The

test aircraft was able to connect to LTE network when cruising inside the signal coverage area,

in this case, the air route between two eNodeBs. In order to avoid affecting nearby commercial

LTE system, this flight test project was designed to running as a private FDD-LTE system and

modified the LTE radio frequency front end and utilized IRIG-106 lower S-band with 20MHz

uplink and 20MHz downlink each. Intuitively, theoretical data rate for FDD-LTE working with

these bandwidth are about 150Mbps downlink and 50Mbps uplink, which are just the reverse of

AMT communication that usually considers uplink as from ground control to TA. In fact, real

aviation wireless channel is more worse than ideal mobile communication scenario due to the

distance, the flight speed and the reflection caused by metal structure of the aircraft.

In the test flights, three typical flight altitude with variety of cruising speed were verified and the

minimum uplink and downlink bit rate were 30Mbps and 45Mbps separately for 10000, 14000 and

25000 ft. During all LTE connected interval, on-board video call, FTP file transmitting function
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Figure 3: Ground LTE antenna beamforming example.

were sharp and clear and after that, a great opportunity was given to the FTI team to test the LTE

based AMT application. It was feasible to receive and display in real time for all of the 312 pa-

rameters within the original telemetry network package that should be converted to serial stream

and transmitted using PCM/FM. Compared with the GPS time decoded from the LTE based Air-

to-Ground communication link and the ground local GPS time, the average application layer delay

was around 100 to 200 ms based on different flight conditions. Because this was only a prelimi-

nary trial implementation and there were no additional measures to improve the LTE transmitting

capacity and reliability, there was about 3.8% package loss probability which could cause display

parameter loss. It still needs further research on solving this problem.

A remote telnet connecting was able to be established between the on-board and ground ATG

terminals because of the DMZ setup, the LTE system became the bidirectional network that on-

board FTI system and data processing system could be monitored and controlled from the ground

ATG terminal.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new topic which considers AMT applications in a different perspective using well

developed civil mobile communication technical solutions is discussed and the trial implementa-

tion carried out by COMAC last year demonstrates the potential that a well designed LTE network

with good coverage could be a satisfactory technological path to solve multiple TAs and lack of

spectrum problems. Furthermore, the fifth generation mobile communication is rapidly expanding

and may lead to another industrial revolution and the LTE based AMT system may become one of

the application scenarios and evolve along with it.
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ABSTRACT 

 

For decades, analog amplitude modulation (AM) imparted by antenna feeds has served as the 

gold standard by which antenna control units (ACUs) manage tracking. This paper presents a 

digital alternative, designed to provide AM information, signal quality metrics, and additional 

real-time status, all over existing analog AM cables. Its benefits include reduced (and known) 

delay in the tracking loop, smart selection among multiple tracking receivers, and support for 

advanced features such as tracking through interfering signals and tracking intermittent or time-

division-multiplexed transmissions. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Since the middle of the previous century [1,2], telemetry tracking antenna systems have evolved 

to provide sophisticated target tracking capabilities. New ACU algorithms and feed designs 

(including conical scan, single-channel monopulse (SCM), and ESCAN) have been developed to 

improve performance across a broad range of tracking requirements. 

 

At their core, however, these advancements all rely on the same basic information as the earliest 

tracking systems: AM imparted by the antenna feed on the received signal. Typically, in modern 

ground stations, AM is conveyed via an analog signal output by a tracking receiver. 

 

This AM signal is usually augmented with additional information: received signal strength from 

the automatic gain control (AGC) loop in the receiver. AGC is also conveyed via an analog 

receiver output.  

 

While this technology is fundamentally sound and has stood the test of time, several potential 

issues remain. This paper describes a digital antenna control protocol that facilitates improved 

performance and new features impractical or impossible in existing systems. 

 



LEGACY ACU OPERATION 

 

Figure 1 depicts a typical tracking antenna system: 

 

 
Figure 1  Legacy Tracking Antenna System. 

This arrangement forms a closed-loop control system. Radio frequency (RF) signals are received 

by the antenna and passed to a tracking receiver. The tracking receiver demodulates the signal 

and outputs its AM envelope and AGC signal strength (and optionally the demodulated data 

bits). The ACU uses AM information to estimate the pointing error of the antenna and outputs 

servo control signals to reduce the error. 

 

To understand this process better, consider a conical scan antenna system designed to track 

azimuth (“left” and “right”) and elevation (“up” and “down”). With conical scan, the antenna 

feed is nutated – that is, the antenna beam is oscillated circularly around the central antenna 

pointing axis, often referred to as the boresight axis. When the antenna beam is pointed slightly 

away from the target, the received signal strength is reduced; conversely, when the antenna beam 

is pointed closer to the target, the received signal strength is increased: 

 

    
Figure 2  Conical Scanning.1 

In this system, the phase status signal that is fed back to the ACU from the pedestal in Figure 1 is 

called top dead center (TDC), which indicates the current scanning phase is precisely 0°. Given 

                                                        
1 Images by Averse, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0. 
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AM and TDC information, it is relatively straightforward to determine the pointing error phase 

and magnitude, assuming there is no delay in the AM signal path. 

 

Unfortunately, this assumption is untrue. Since the received signal may be weak or corrupted by 

interference, the AM signal is low-pass filtered by the receiver. This filtering process reduces 

noise and interference but adds noticeable delay, which is harmful to tracking in two ways. First, 

any delay within the tracking loop reduces tracking stability. Second, delay shifts the apparent 

phase of the peak received amplitude, which introduces crosstalk between the azimuth and 

elevation error estimates and prevents optimal tracking. This phase shift can be calibrated out, 

but the calibration process is prone to error and must be repeated whenever related system 

parameters such as AM filter bandwidth change. 

 

Another means to combat weak or corrupted signals is by using multiple tracking receivers. This 

typically results from having multiple transmit sources on the target, either to provide 

independent telemetry links or to achieve frequency and/or polarization diversity: 

 

 
Figure 3  Legacy Tracking Antenna System with Multiple Receivers. 

In a multi-receiver system, the AGC signal may be used to select the “best” receiver for tracking, 

assuming a strong signal is a good one. 

 

Again, however, this assumption is not always true. For example, if a strong interfering signal is 

present, it may “hijack” the tracking antenna in place of the desired signal. Even if the 

interference is intermittent, tracking may fail catastrophically if the target moves outside the 

antenna beam before the interference ends. 

 

PROPOSED ALL-DIGITAL ACU PROTOCOL 

 

Given some of the potential issues with legacy antenna systems, a new approach is proposed that 

embodies several improved characteristics: 

 All-digital antenna control interface 

o Reduces signal integrity concerns 
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o Effectively eliminates control signal latency 

o Allows using existing AM signal wiring over moderate distances (~100 ft.) 

o Allows long distance between receivers and ACU (optical interface if needed) 

o Allows multiplexing multiple interfaces to a single physical connection 

 Real-time raw received signal strength indicator (RSSI) information 

o Effectively eliminates AM delay/phase shift (all receivers, all vendors) 

o Encapsulates AM and AGC information in a single value 

o Allows optimal tracking algorithms to be implemented at the ACU 

 Real-time data quality metric (DQM) information 

o Accurately describes current received signal usefulness 

o Allows optimal selection and/or weighting of receiver information at the ACU 

 Protocol expansion capability 

o Allows future enhancements with minimal impact 

 

These characteristics are achieved using a simple UART-like serial protocol message from the 

receiver to the ACU: 

 

 
 

Figure 4  Digital Antenna Control Protocol (DACP). 

The key data values conveyed by these messages are RSSI and DQM. 

 

RSSI is the instantaneous sampled signal strength relative to AGC zero in dB. It is represented as 

16 bits, with 7 fractional bits. Thus, it can represent a level from -256 dB to +256 dB in roughly 

0.01 dB increments. 

 

DQM is the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) standard data quality metric [3], sign 

extended to 16 bits after truncating the least significant bit (i.e., dividing by 2). 

 

For simplicity, the baud rate could be fixed at a single rate. However, as long as the ACU and 

receivers are set to the same rate, it need only be set high enough to support the required 

throughput. 

 

The physical layer uses TTL voltage levels driven by 50 Ω line drivers. Baud rates exceeding 

20 Mb/s can easily be achieved using existing AM cables over significant distances. This has 
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been demonstrated using fielded receiver hardware and standard coaxial cabling. Optical 

conversion is available off-the-shelf for longer distances. 

 

These data rates support real-time RSSI updates at about 100,000 samples per second for 8 

simultaneous receivers, which substantially oversamples existing and anticipated SCM/ESCAN 

rates in the 2000-5000 samples per second range. 

 

ALL-DIGITAL ACU OPERATION 

 

Figure 5 depicts a multi-receiver tracking antenna system using the proposed digital antenna 

control protocol (DACP) interface: 

 

 
Figure 5  DACP Tracking Antenna System. 

 

Fundamentally, this system appears little different from its legacy counterpart. From a 

deployment standpoint, this is quite desirable. Beneath the surface, however, lie substantial 

differences. 

 

One key to improved performance using DACP is effectively zero latency, both in the protocol 

itself and in the data it conveys to the ACU. It is desirable that the RSSI values update as often as 

possible, but at any update rate the ACU can determine the sampling delay and factor it into its 

control algorithms. All other processing latency is self-contained within the ACU, so it also can 

be accounted for. Thus, independent of receiver implementation, the ACU can accurately 

determine pointing error phase with no need for calibration. 

 

Another key is inclusion of DQM information in the DACP message stream. Assuming the 

receiver AGCs have been properly zeroed, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) may be estimated directly 

from the RSSI. This information, combined with DQM, provides a clear indication of channel 

conditions, both for the received signal and for the desired signal within it. If a strong interferer 

is present, SNR may be high, but DQM will be low, signaling to the ACU that this channel is not 

suitable for tracking. In a one-receiver system, the ACU algorithm may shift to constant velocity 
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to track through the interference. In a multi-receiver system, the ACU algorithm may shift to a 

truly better receiver. For even better performance, it may use appropriately weighted information 

from several receivers simultaneously. 

 

These same capabilities facilitate use of tracking antennas in systems that transmit only part of 

the time. Native tracking in time-division-multiplexed environments opens up many new 

possibilities for bidirectional and networked telemetry. 

 

A final key element of the DACP is extensibility for future improvements. If additional data 

items are required to increase performance or add functionality, they may readily be added. The 

protocol itself may be extended in any desired manner by setting the first message bit to a ‘1’. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed all-digital ACU control protocol eliminates several potential issues with the 

existing analog AM/AGC interface. It provides the ACU with all needed information for truly 

optimal tracking, and it does so simply and effectively. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 

The majority of aircraft telemetry antennas transmit a linearly polarized wave.  These linearly 

polarized signals are often received by two orthogonal (left and right hand) circularly polarized 

receive antennas, each of which has 3 dB polarization loss.  Under nominal conditions, a diversity 

combiner can be used to coherently add the two received signals, thereby restoring the 3 dB loss. 

Recent flight tests have revealed that the signals radiating from the aircraft are actually elliptically 

polarized or even circularly polarized, leading to degraded combiner performance. This paper 

describes how the transmit polarization can be transformed from linear to circular, why this 

degrades combiner performance, and how to mitigate this effect. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An aeronautical telemetry system typically consists of a test article (aircraft), a tracking antenna, 

and a RF receiver.  The modulated telemetry data is transmitted from the test article via RF, 

collected by a high-gain tracking antenna, and is output as left and right hand (LH, RH) circular 

components to a receiver that downconverts and demodulates the signals to recover the original 
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source data.  Since the transmit antenna is linear and the receive antenna creates both right and left 

hand circularly polarized outputs, it is assumed that both channels are approximately the same 

level and their combined output always provides the expected 3 dB gain along with the highest 

quality data output.  The system diagram in Figure 1 illustrates a typical configuration.  Figure 2 

shows various polarization options for both the transmit and receive equipment and the loss 

associated with each pair. As previously noted, a linearly polarized transmission (vertical) 

experiences a 3 dB loss in power with circularly polarized reception unless both outputs are 

properly combined to recover the total transmitted power.  Note that some incompatible 

polarization combinations can result in complete signal loss resulting in data link failure.   

 

 

Figure 1: Typical Telemetry System Diagram 

 

 

Figure 2: Polarization Loss Table (dB) 
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Although the telemetry scheme described above seems straightforward and robust, real-world field 

testing with a variety of test articles and receive equipment configurations have produced some 

unexpected results. These include large disparities between the left and right-hand signal level 

outputs, low combiner gain, and worse than anticipated link quality based on other observed 

receiver metrics.  In general, poor telemetry link quality is often blamed on a variety of 

impairments with little quantative evidence.  This paper investigates whether or not RF 

polarization transformations may explain many of these issues.   

 

  

AIRFRAME MODEL 

Over the years, engineering flight tests have provided opportunities to collect detailed performance 

data on various telemetry systems.  Both single and dual transmit antenna setups have been tested 

with measurements from the field commonly showing large differences in the received signal 

levels between the left and right-hand polarization antenna outputs.  This seems odd since the 

transmit antenna is linearly polarized.  However, this would be expected if the aircraft was 

transmitting a circular polarization that matches only one of the two receive antenna polarizations.  

Polarization anomalies could explain some of the combining and link degradation issues that have 

been previously observed. 

 

In order to determine whether or not there is a viable mechanism to explain how a linearly 

polarized transmission can appear as being circularly polarized at the receive antenna, an 

electromagnetic model was constructed to investigate the propagation effects. The airframe is 

simulated as a cylinder with two wings, and the transmit antenna as a small dipole below it as 

shown in Figure 3. This model should give the curved and flat surfaces that may produce a 

circularly polarized signal at the receive antenna. The real aircraft has more structural surfaces 

which would produce a wider array of polarization reults, so this model illustrates the simplest 

situation. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 3: Airframe Model 
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One measure of RF polarization is the axial ratio which measures the difference between vertical 

and horizontal polarization components, usually in dB as a power ratio. In practice, axial ratios 

above 10dB or 20dB (depending on the individual requirements) are regarded as linear. In 

designing filters that reject one polarization, this number may be set to more than 20dB. For our 

purposes 20dB is a good figure of merit. As the axial ratio decreases, the polarization becomes 

more elliptical in shape, until it becomes circular when the axial ratio is zero as illustrated in Figure 

4. This simple metric is a good basis for interpreting the type and levels of polarization 

transformations that take place as the observation angles between an observer and the airframe 

change. 

 

 

       

Figure 4: Axial Ratio Examples 

 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulations were performed for frequencies ranging from 1485MHz (L-band) to 5100MHz (C-

band) and we highlight three examples at 1485MHz, 2000MHz and 5000MHz. Examples of the 

radiation patterns for the transmitter dipole alone and with the “aircraft” are shown in Figure 5.  

As expected, the radiation pattern is fairly symmetric and is directed away from the aircraft body.  

The magnitude response seems to be consistent across the various aircraft orientations. 

 

 
                     No airframe                    Front view with airframe    Rear view with airframe 

Figure 5: 3D Pattern without Airframe and with Airframe 
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Figure 6: Axial Ratio Results 

In contrast, the axial ratio results show large and rapid variations in polarization makeup versus 

attitude.  Looking at Figure 6 it is clear that at 1485MHz and 2000MHz there are a number of look 

angles that result in elliptical polarization with axial ratios around 6 or 7 dB. At 5000MHz axial 

ratios of less than 5dB can be seen, with some look angles resulting in axial ratios of less than 2dB. 

This shows that a transmitted vertical signal can be received as circular (or nearly circular) from 

this simple aircraft model. The real aircraft will have more surfaces and angles, as well as 

contoured wings and a tail, so more opportunities exist for this phenomenon to occur. 
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Figure 7 shows the cumulative distribution of the simulated axial ratios for 5000 MHz.  At high 

ratios, the signal polarization is approximately linear and will be present in both the antenna 

outputs.  However, at low ratios, the signal will favor either the LH or RH receive antenna circuit 

and may show up almost exclusively in one or the other receiver channels. Although the received 

signal will appear to be linearly polarized as intended the majority of the time, there is a significant 

fraction of the observation angles that appear circular.  

 

 

Figure 7: Distribution of axial ratio results (simulated) 
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POLARIZATION ISSUES WITH MULTIPLE ANTENNAS 

 

Even though the transmit antenna is linear, it has been shown that the received signal can appear 

as elliptical or even circular.  In systems with a single transmit antenna and a dual-channel receiver, 

a maximal-ratio combiner is typically used to efficiently combine the two channels and improve 

performance as compared to either of the individual channels. However, many test articles 

commonly use two antennas (top and bottom) to achieve better spatial coverage due to vehicle 

manuevering or airframe shadowing.  In this case, polarization transformations can create 

conditions that seriously degrade combiner performance.  

 

Figure 8 illustrates dual-antenna transmit examples with polarization transformations that can 

create issues with telemetry reception. The first situation is the normal case where both top and 

bottom transmissions are linear and both show up as similar signals in the LHCP and RHCP receive 

antenna outputs.  The receiver combines these signals to optimally recover the telemetry data that 

was most likely transmitted.  The second diagram shows what can happen if the top antenna 

transmission is transformed to LHCP and the bottom antenna to RHCP.  In this case, the two inputs 

into the receiver are not necessarily versions of the same signal.  The top and bottom transmission 

paths may have significantly different RF channel characteristics, or they may be completely 

separate signals such as is the case with Space-Time Coding (STC) modulation.  Depending on 

the top and bottom RF channel conditions and the modulated waveform details, the two resulting 

dissimilar signals may cause the combiner to fail resulting in loss of telemetry data.  

 

 

 

Figure 8: A dual-transmit antenna example with polarization related issues 
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FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS  

Electromagnetic simulations have shown how a linearly polarized transmit signal can be 

transformed into circularly polarized receive signals.  Figure 9 shows that these transformations 

are not only possible, but they are commonly experienced in real-world aeronautical flight testing.  

The received signal level of the two antenna RF outputs during a recent flight test clearly shows 

that the power in each polarization can be radically different over the duration of a mission. This 

is a strong indication that the received polarization is not linear and is indeed experiencing 

transformations as described in the previous simulation section. 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Example of RHCP vs LHCP Received Power Levels (absolute and difference) 
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Figure 10 shows a real-world example of the most extreme polarization transformation issue 

consisting of the bottom antenna signal showing up exclusively in Channel 1 (LH) and the top 

antenna signal in Channel 2 (RH).  In this case, the top and bottom antenna contributions are 

independently resolved by the fact that the STC waveform [1] uses separate orthogonal pilot 

sequences for the top and bottom antennas.  The white sticks indicate the presence of each 

sequence.  Channel 1 only sees the sequence from the bottom antenna (bottom stick) while Channel 

2 only sees the pilot sequence from the top antenna (top stick).  Notice that the combiner attempts 

to fuse the two channels together resulting in a blend of the two channels.  The pre-combined 

signal is actually very poor.  However, by adding a post-combiner process which uses all of the 

outputs (Channel 1, Channel2, and the Combiner), data link failure can be avoided.  This ‘Best 

Channel Selector’ (BCS) scheme [2] not only handles polarization related combining issues, but 

also addresses a wide variety of other channel impairments as well. 

 

Figure 10: Dual-transmit antenna example with cross polarized  bottom and top signals 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This paper has addressed the question of how a linearly transmitted signal can appear to be 

circularly polarized at the receive antenna. These polarization transformations have been 

frequently observed in the field, but the underlying mechanisms behind them have not been well 

understood.  A simple RF model was constructed and simulations were performed that reproduced 

these transformation effects.  The results indicate that they are inherently present due to the 

interaction with the airframe and vary dramatically based on geometry, frequency, and observation 

angle.  The simulated single antenna example was extended to show possible polarization 

transformation effects that can occur with dual-transmit antennas that are commonly used in 

practice.  Combinations of top and bottom signals with various polarizations were shown to create 

‘uncombinable’ received channels that have been observed in actual flight testing.  Insights into 

these RF channel and combining issues have resulted in a new generation combiner approach that 

can address these polarization issues along with a host of other channel impairments. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The migration of aeronautical telemetry systems to C band has prompted a fresh look at many 

historically uninteresting facets of telemetry links.  The effects of higher cable losses and smaller 

antenna beamwidths, for example, have been recognized and accounted for. Recent flight tests at 

Edwards AFB with a propeller-driven aircraft have revealed another such effect, which we have 

termed “prop chop”. Realtime data quality metric (DQM) values showed a periodic fluctuation in 

DQM, related to the aircraft engine speed. An investigation of this phenomenon using detailed 

electromagnetic simulation of a transmit antenna in the presence of a propeller shows a mechanism 

for this interference, both when the propeller is in front of the transmit antenna and when it is 

behind the transmit antenna.  This paper compares the electromagnetic propagation simulation 

results to measured values from the field. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent C-band aeronautical flight testing at Edwards AFB has revealed the existence of a time-

varying RF channel impairment that can seriously degrade the quality of the received telemetry 

data. This perturbation went largely unnoticed until detailed status monitoring and high-resolution 

signal captures showed rapid and periodic fluctuations in the realtime data quality metric (DQM) 

[1].  It turned out that the average signal quality as presented to the front panel display was really 

a combination of rapid periods of extremely good and extremely bad data.  This discovery 

indicated that the basic telemetry link was solid, but that it was somehow being subjected to an 

unknown RF condition that was responsible for all of the observed bit errors.   After realizing a 
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time-varying impairment was present, the bandwidth of the AM output was artificially increased 

on a test receiver to better observe the RF environment.  Figure 1 shows a representative C-12 

aircraft along with a high-speed capture of the following signals: 1) Top-Dead-Center (TDC) scan 

signal from a C-band conscan antenna, 2) AM output, and 3) real-time DQM.  The scanning signal 

from the antenna is a square wave at approximately 30 Hz that is synchronous with the rotating 

feed.  The AM signal shows periodic bursts of AM modulation occurring with a period of roughly 

8ms (125 Hz).  The DQM signal shows that the recovered data quality is normally perfect (high 

state) with rapid periods of complete link failure (low state) that align with the anomalies present 

on the AM channel.  

 

It was realized that this might be attributable to the propeller since 125 Hz with 4 blades gives 

1875 RPM which is a realistic engine speed for this aircraft.  In order to rule out other potential 

sources, the engine speed was varied and the anomalies followed the change in engine speed.  

Given that this effect was shown to impact the telemetry performance, it was decided to look at 

the data in more detail.  This paper investigates the RF effects due to rotating propellers and their 

potential impact on telemetry systems. 

 

 

  

C-12 Propeller-Driven Aircraft 
Observed Telemetry Signals 

(Antenna TDC, AM, Instantaneous DQM) 

Figure 1: C-Band flight testing revealed segments of a high-speed time varying channel  
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PROPELLER MODEL 

 

In order to understand the potential RF effects of a propeller, a simulation of a simplified model 

was performed. Figure 2 shows the model propeller which consists of 4 blades with the 

approximate dimensions of the Beech C-12 aircraft used in the data collection. The propeller 

blades were pitched at 15° and the transmit antenna was positioned slightly offset and behind the 

propeller. Calculations of the three-dimensional farfield pattern were performed for several 

frequencies ranging from L-band at 1485 MHz up to C-band at 5000 MHz.   

 

 

   

Figure 2: Propeller Simulation Model 

 

 

Figure 3 shows the results consisting of the “donut” shape for the antenna by itself and the patterns 

from the front and back of the aircraft at a propeller angle of 20°.  The first observation is that front 

and back views look very different.  A possible explanation is the fact that the front view behaves 

somewhat like a simple shutter that is either blocking the source or not, while the back view has a 

direct view of the source along with reflections from the propeller.  This may explain the more 

complex pattern shapes seen from the back.  Another observation is that as the frequency gets 

higher, the details of the propeller blade become much more pronounced. It seems reasonable that 

the RF interactions will become more active at higher frequencies. 
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 No Propeller Front View Back View 
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Figure 3: 3D Radiation Patterns - No Propeller, Front, Back Views at L, S, and C bands 
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A calculated farfield radiation pattern at 4400 MHz was imported into a generic mathematical 

software tool and lightly filtered to smooth the response. Three dimensional plots of the front and 

back view are shown in Figure 4.  The transmit source is located at the origin (center of the donut) 

and a horizontal black-dashed reference line helps visualize its relative position.  From the front, 

the propeller outline is visible and the surface shows areas of blade blockage.  The view from the 

back primarily shows areas of intensity that are consistent with reflections. 

 

 

Front View 

 

Back View 

Figure 4: Front and back views of the smoothed surface at 4400 MHz 
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In order to understand how a moving blade may influence RF propagation, azimuth cuts at different 

elevation angles were investigated.  Rotating the azimuth observation angle at a fixed elevation is 

similar to the propeller rotating with the azimuth observation angle fixed.  Moving the observer 

and leaving the propeller fixed reduced the electromagnetic simulation time significantly.  

 

Two scenarios were investigated; viewing directly through the blades and viewing below the 

blades as shown in Figure 5.  Figures 6 and 7 show the calculated directivity versus azimuth angle 

cuts at elevations of -28 degrees (below scenario) and -10 degrees (through scenario) respectively.  

In addition to the black-dashed reference line, a red line is added to show the slice location.  Note 

that for the area within +/- 45 degrees of the propeller blade location, the response has been 

replicated to mimic the effect of a rotating four blade system.  Comparing Figure 6 and 7, it’s 

obvious that looking through the blades has a much larger impact on RF propagation than looking 

below the blades.  Also, the response from back has more rapid amplitude fluctuations than the 

front.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Simulation scenarios (through and below the blades) 

 

 

Even with this simple model (propeller in space with no aircraft), there are a surprising variety of 

RF propagation profiles ranging from shallow to deep fades, slow to rapid fluctuations, and very 

different behavior between front and back viewing angles.  The next section compares some of 

these simulation results to measured observations that occurred during field testing at Edwards 

AFB. 
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Front View – Below the Blades 

 

Back View – Below the Blades 

 

  

Figure 6: Front and back views below the blades  

 

 

 

Front View – Through the Blades 

 

Back View – Through the Blades 

 

  

Figure 7: Front and back views through the blades 
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FLIGHT TEST DATA 

Obviously, the simulation model discussed above is very simplistic compared to a real aircraft 

with rotating propellers.  However, some general comparisons between simulation and field 

measurements are presented below. A good place to investigate is a portion of the flight path that 

was heading directly away from the receive site and directly towards it on the return path. This 

provides a clean comparison with known aircraft orientation and high signal levels.  Figure 8 shows 

measured signals along with the flight plan from recent C-band testing at Edwards AFB. Portions 

of the flight path provided extended looks from both the front and the back.  

Note the rapid fluctuations in amplitude level relative to the antenna scan signal (square wave at 

roughly 30 Hz) and their distinctly different characteristics between the front and the back. These 

variations were directly tied to the propeller rate as mentioned previously. Although these levels 

varied by roughly 6 dB, larger amounts up to 10 dB or more were encountered at various points. 

 

 

Measured antenna and AM signal (Front View) 

 

Flight path (Front view) 

 

Measured antenna and AM signal (Back View) 

 

Flight path (Back view) 

Figure 8: Through the blades (front and back views) 
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Figure 9 shows a comparison of the measured and simulated propeller induced amplitude 

fluctuations.  It is not reasonable to expect that the simplistic ‘floating’ propeller model will match 

the real-world observations from an actual aircraft. However, the simulations do predict that the 

front view experiences a coarse shutter effect at the propeller rate while the back view sees much 

more rapid amplitude fluctuations due to the more complex reflection interaction. This general 

behavior is also clearly seen in the measured flight data which follows the basic pattern of slow 

variation from the front with much more rapid variations from the back.  Although the scale is not 

shown in this plot, rapid signal level variations over the range of 4 to 10 dB were typical with rates 

of over 1 KHz on the back side. Also note that any tracking error in the conscan antenna system 

shows up as a slow-moving sinusoidal baseline in the measured data.   

 

 

Measured Peak-to-Peak fluctuation = 4.19 dB 

 

Simulated Peak-to-Peak fluctuation = 6.02 dB 

 

Measured Peak-to-Peak fluctuation = 6.35 dB Simulated Peak-to-Peak fluctuation = 4.75 dB 

Figure 9: Through the Blades (Measured – Left, Simulated - Right) 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper has investigated the effect of rotating propellers on telemetry signals.  It was first 

noticed during field testing and tied to periodic data outages.  RF simulation and experiemental 

observations of “prop chop” both showed rapid and high-level AM modulation produced by the 

propellers.  The model and the measurements also agreed on the different character between the 

front and back views.  Received signal level variations over the range of 4 to 10 dB were typical 

with rates of over 1 KHz occurring on the back side.  The simulation model also predicted that 

the angular fluctuations become more rapid as the carrier frequency increases. The only flight 

data used in this paper was performed at C-band. 

 

General lessons learned from this investigation include to always instrument the telemetry with 

as much monitoring capability as possible.  This is a substantial help with diagnosing subtle 

issues that are causing data dropouts or low-quality telemetry links.  If possible, monitoring the 

system with a real-time version of the data quality metric (DQM) generated from a receiver can 

provide invaluable information in identifying and quantifying a wide range of telemetry 

impairments. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

A comprehensive guide to implementing best source selection at a test range. This paper uses the 

history of the Atlantic Test Range's implementation as a guide to show the steps needed to 

implement Best Source Selection. It also discusses the advantages to best source selection at all 

levels of implementation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The goal of all test ranges is to provide the most accurate data possible to its customers. With 

each change a test range makes the goal is increasing the accuracy of the data or growing the 

area the range covers. Implementing Best Source Selection (BSS) can help with both of these 

goals. 

The primary way that BSS increases data accuracy is by reducing data dropouts. Dropouts 

plague traditional Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM) based testing methods and these dropouts often 

lead to the loss of critical data. Because of this, reduction of dropouts increases both accuracy of 

the data and total availability of the data. 

Increased coverage area is an important part of making BSS work, and BSS allows for far greater 

increases in range coverage than is possible without it. By allowing for accurate data across 

multiple antennas, BSS ensures that transitions between antennas does not result in the loss of 

data. 

This paper uses how the Atlantic Test Range (ATR) at Patuxent River implemented BSS as an 

example to illustrate both the process of building up a best source selection architecture and its 

benefits.  
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WHY BEST SOURCE SELECTION? 

The primary reason to use BSS is to reduce data dropouts. Caused by bit errors in the telemetry 

bit stream dropouts result in the loss of data, often critical, from the test. The primary cause of 

dropouts is loss of line-of-sight between the tracking antenna and the test article. This happens 

because of a “Man-on-Man defense” style of telemetry tracking, where there is only one antenna 

used to support the test, as shown in Figure 1: Single Antenna Test. This results in several 

angles where the test article may just not be visible to the antenna. 

 
Figure 1: Single Antenna Test (Normyle, 2018) 

Spatially diverse antennas all tracking the test article can solve this problem, ensuring that an 

antenna always has line-of-sight to the test article. This “Zone defense”, shown in Figure 2: 
Example of Multiple Antennas with Spatial Diversity ensures that as long as the signals from 

all the antennas are switch between correctly there should never be dropouts from line-of-sight 

issues.  
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Figure 2: Example of Multiple Antennas with Spatial Diversity (Normyle, 2018) 

BSS allows for the accurate integration of all antenna signals used on a test flight by time 

aligning the signals and the selecting the best source or developing a new source. In Figure 3: 
Best Source Selection Results, there is a sample of what the output of a BSS system would look 

like. Time aligning the signals from multiple antennas also helps deal with multi-path signals, 

another major cause of data dropout.  
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Figure 3: Best Source Selection Results (Normyle, 2018) 

 

IMPLEMENTING BEST SOURCE SELCTION 

There are five major areas of investment and modifications that a test range needs to make to 

implement BSS:  

 Increase telemetry antennas 

o More mounts 

o More locations 

 Upgrading telemetry signal transport to control centers 

 Upgrading telemetry signal routing in control centers 

 Choosing and installing a best source selector unit 

 Optimizing Operations 

The next several sections will look at each of these areas of improvement, and discuss the ATR’s 

implementation as an example of the process.  

Increase Telemetry Antennas 

To get any real positive results from BSS there needs to be an increase in antenna coverage. This 

is what allows the “Zone Defense” approach to work. This is the most intensive step, and the 

most potentially expensive. The ATR’s two primary concerns where to do this without making it 

too expensive or increasing the work force to operate the new antennas.  

To keep costs down, the ATR developed two types of small Telemetry Acquisition Systems 

(TAS). These TAS supplement the larger Automated Telemetry Tracking Antenna Systems 

(ATTAS). The smaller of the two TAS, the TAS-50 (           Figure 4), uses horn antennas and 

can cover 30NM. It costs $50-70 thousand depending on specific load out. The larger TAS, the 
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TAS-90(  Figure 5), has a 4-foot antenna dish and effective range of 100NM. It costs between 

$70-100 thousand. These options are significantly less expensive than the average $400 thousand 

cost of the larger ATTAS. 

   
           Figure 4: TAS-50 Horn Antenna (Normyle, 2018)  Figure 5: TAS-90 4-Foot Dish Antenna (Normyle, 2018) 

 

The TAS are also have a small footprint, which lets them be installed on existing towers and 

buildings around Patuxent River and in the larger Chesapeake Bay area. There are now 13 

installed on Pax River, 6 on remote vehicles and another 10 at other sites in the area, providing 

vastly improved coverage of the whole airfield as shown in Figure 6, where the yellow and 

green dots represent the new TAS antennas. Figure 7 shows the locations where the ATR added 

more antennas outside of Pax River.  

 
Figure 6: Pax River Antenna Locations (Normyle, 2018) 
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Figure 7: Off Site ATR Antenna Locations 

With this increase in antenna mounts at a variety of spatially diverse locations, there needed to 

be a way to control all of them without increasing labor requirements to an unsustainable level. 

To accomplish this, software developers at the ATR created a program called AccuTrack to 

control all the TAS mounts. They can be controlled manually, but more importantly to the labor 

requirements, they can be slaved to a source of Time-Space-Position Information (TSPI). This 

lets the TAS track the test article automatically. The ATR uses a verity of sources for its TSPI, 

including Radar, GPS, IFF and TSPI information in the telemetry stream. The software can be 

installed remotely so that employees do not need to be physically at the TAS sites. 

With the extra cover provided by the TAS mounts, the ATR has the antenna assets required to 

make use of BSS, all while keeping costs and labor changes to a minimum. 

Updating Telemetry Transport to the Control Center 

While all telemetry data in any system need to be transmitted to a central location to be used by a 

test team, BSS adds a complication. Using bit syncs to recreate a TTL clock and data signal will 

not work, because for BSS to work the selector needs not just the data, but information about the 

data quality. The ATR uses two methods to transmit the combination of telemetry data and its 

quality information back to the control center, Radio Frequency (RF) over Fiber and Telemetry 

over Internet Protocol (TMoIP).  

The preference is RF over fiber, which allows for the signal from the antenna to be brought back, 

fed into a receiver at the control center, and processed from there. Because this transmits the 
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analog signal, pulling out data quality is not a problem. Unfortunately, RF over fiber is not an 

option from every antenna site.  

TMoIP is the second method used to transmit data back to the control center. Since it is a strictly 

digital method, data quality must be included with the telemetry data. This process, called 

encapsulation, can be accomplished in a few ways. The ATR uses GDP data quality 

encapuslators that provide information on the quality of every bit, or every 4 bits. This system 

adds a somewhat serious overhead to the transmitted signal. There is now a second method, the 

Range Commanders Council (RCC) standard that takes larger chunks of data, 1024 bits worth at 

least, and provides a calculated quality of the set based on an expected bit-error rate, translating 

it to a number that can be presented by 16 bits. Either method provides information that will be 

used later in the process. (Range Commanders Council Telemetry Group, 2017) 

It is incredibly important to understand the transport latencies of whichever method of 

transportation is used. BSS only works when the different streams from the antennas are time 

aligned. To align the signals properly, best source selector boxes allow for buffers, which need to 

be set for the worst-case latency delay from antenna sites. The ATR maintains an antenna to 

control room latency of 20ms or less, so its best source selectors are set with that number to 

ensure smooth and proper function.  

Updating Telemetry Routing in Control Room 

The increased amount of data coming into the control room because of the additional antenna 

mounts, as well as the new BSS equipment required the ATR to develop a more efficient system 

to route signals. To achieve this end, a digital switch was setup to route TTL data signals around 

the control room.  

The current system is a large Cytec Digital Switch, shown in Figure 8, is effective and still in 

use, but is also a major single point of failure. There is a backup switch available but it take 

minutes to bring up to an operational status if the primary switch fails, and all connections need 

to be remade.  
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Figure 8 Atlantic Test Ranges Digital Switch (Normyle, 2018) 

As TMoIP is becoming more available, the ATR is slowing transitioning to a full TMoIP 
multi-cast solution to increase reliability and the ability to monitor signals.  

It is important to have usable GUIs to control the flow of the data, since with multiple 
antennas that can support different flights using different best source selectors there are 
no point-to-point solutions anymore.  

Selecting and Implement BSS method 

With the ability to route both telemetry data and its quality to and through the control 
room, the final step of implementation is setting up a best source selector unit. The major 
options for use are strait best source, weight best source, strait majority vote, and weighted 
majority vote.  

Best source is the most basic option, using the data quality of each source for each block of 
data quality information to pick one stream of data to output. It ensures that the best data 
is available at any given moment of the streams available. Weighted best source works 
similarly, but gives priority to data streams that have had better average signal strength 
when multiple telemetry streams are similar.  

Majority vote only works when there are three or more streams available. It then creates a 
new stream by comparing all the streams that are in a good range and picking the bit that is 
in the majority of the streams. This can result in significate improvement of signal quality 
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than just best source, by ensuring that the most accurate data is coming through, regardless 
of which stream is the strongest at any given moment. Weighted majority vote gives 
preferences to streams with higher short term a long-term signal quality and results in the 
best possible signals available. Figure 9 comparison between each BSS option for three and 
four inputs, with the x-axis showing the signal quality of the source signal and the y-axis 
showing the number of bit errors in the signal. Regular Best Source is the worst option, and 
Weighted Majority Vote is the best. 

 
Figure 9: Comparison of BSS Options for three and four Inputs (Gerstner, 2012) 

Figure 10 below shows the results of a flight test that was preformed using BSS in weighted 
majority vote mode. The four strip graphs show the best source data on the left and the 
data coming in from three different antennas used in the flight to the right of the best 
source selectors output. Spikes show where an antenna experienced a dropout during the 
flight. It shows that even single antenna is returning most of the data the BSS still can result 
in improvements.  
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Figure 10: Decom Status of Test Flight Using Weighted Majority Vote BSS 

WORD OF CAUTION 
 

BSS purpose is to overcome line-of-sight and multipath issues, and is not intended to overcome 

test articles or ground telemetry acquisition systems that are underperforming. BSS can mask 

those problems so it is important to keep careful track of the data quality so that when not using 

BSS a problem does not develop.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Best Source Selection is a tool that can greatly increase the data quality provided by any test 

range, but its implementation requires much more than just the purchasing of a BSS selector unit. 

It requires a dedicated investment in both antenna coverage and the data transportation networks 

to ensure there is enough signals with data quality information reaching the control center. While 

the costs of the implementation can be large, the return on investment comes from a reduction in 

both delays and repeated test points to the test programs.  
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ABSTRACT 

Previous work modeled the cruise phase of an aeronautical channel and showed how the 

channel varied as a function of height, distance, and speed.  What was apparent from that 

analysis was that the ``cruise" channel was remarkable stable and varied slowly and predictably 

over time. The steady state channel reflected a 2-ray multipath model which exhibits deep nulls 

in the spectrum which affects serial tone modems significantly. Further the application of 

parallel tone modulation improves performance except for that portion of the band which was 

degraded by the null. This points to the use of Adaptive OFDM (AOFDM) structure wherein 

tones are only sent in portions of the band which are strong and not areas where the signal is 

weak. This work develops a method for capturing a profile of the Signal to Distortion Ratio 

(SDR) for each tone for each frame and over time.  It also develops a method for converting the 

SDR per tone to estimate the optimum QAM modulation scheme for each tone for application in 

Link Dependent Adaptive Radio (LDAR). 

Key words: OFDM,Adaptive OFDM, Link Dependent Adaptive Radio (LDAR), Signal-to-Distortion 

Ratio (SDR) OFDM (AOFDM) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The iNET projects at Wireless Network Security (WiNetS) Lab at Morgan State University have 

been carried out to develop an aeronautical LDAR system that adapts to the radio channel 

mailto:%7Bwozeg1%7D@morgan.edu
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conditions. Adaptation mechanisms such as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) or delay spread are 

measured in real time to select a data rate for the communicating entities that improves the 

bandwidth efficiency while keeping the quality and reliability of the channel. An adaptive 

OFDM scheme (AOFDM) is an ideal candidate as it selects the optimum modulation scheme for 

each tone in the OFDM symbol. 

2. LINK DEPENDENT ADAPTIVE RADIO 

One of the goals of the iNET project is to develop aeronautical radio channel system model 

which adapts to different channel conditions and select coding rates according to real time 

measurements. This model is known as Link Dependent Adaptive Radio (LDAR). LDAR uses 

different modulations schemes based on real time channel conditions. Parameters such as SNR, 

SDR, and Delay spread measurements between the TAs and GSs are used to accommodate the 

best data rate [0]. Error measurements can be also be compared to a threshold value to achieve 

the link adaptation.  

Basically LDAR consists of transmitter, the wireless channel model, and receiver. The 

transmitter has an encoder and various modulation schemes. The adaptation of modulation 

scheme and code rate takes place after the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Signal to Distortion 

Ratio (SDR) or delay spread is computed. Based on the predetermined table, LDAR decides on 

the next set of parameters for transmission. This paper proposed an AOFDM scheme that 

maximizes the modulation scheme for each of the OFDM tones. 

2.1  AOFDM/LDAR Model 

To maximize the throughput of the aeronautical communication channel, OFDM system model 

shown in Figure 1 is implemented. 
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Figure 1: AOFDM Block Diagram 

The data bit stream in the OFDM system is sent out by the source is expanded by the encoder by 

adding redundant bits. In this work, coding techniques are not applied. Different modulation 

schemes are applied on the encoded data bit steam. The modulations schemes in this work 

include particularly use QAM. The output of the modulation symbols are mapped into 

consecutive blocks through a serial-to-parallel converter before sending out to the Inverse Fast 

Fourier Transform (IFFT) processor. Cyclic Prefix is applied before the data is transmitted into 

the radio channel. 

At the receiver, the opposite operations of the transmitter are applied on the received data. The 

receiver tries to get the original data which is affected by different effects on the radio channel 

such as noise. The cyclic prefix will be removed from the data received from the radio channel. 

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to convert the modulated data into the frequency 

domain. Then the modulated data will pass through the demodulation block and the decoder. The 

decoded symbols are then converted into binary stream of data as output. 

Previous works on LDAR implemented variable coding rate OFDM for aeronautical channel [2]. 

A LabView simulation of LDAR was also developed as a test bed [3]. A test  flight scenario for 

the cruise phase was also simulated for a 2-ray ground reflection model which is based on 

position, velocity, and direction of the TA [4]. This model includes Doppler shift and delay 

spread for each path of the channel [5]. The ultimate goal of these simulations was to improve 

the accuracy of the flight simulation in the design and pre-test stage. 
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2.2 Discrete Multi-Tone (DMT) Modulation Channel Model 

The term discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) denotes OFDM-based communication systems 

that adapts the transmission to the channel conditions individually for each sub-carrier. DMT is 

similar to Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), with the difference that DMT 

carries different numbers of bits on different sub-channels. This signaling scheme leads to a 

better usage of the channel capacity. A DMT system transmits data in parallel over several 

narrowband channels. The sub-channels carry a different number of bits depending on their 

measured SDR which include additive noise and channel distortion effects.. This is an Adaptive 

OFDM (AOFDM) system, 

Shannon's noisy channel coding theorem states that the highest error free bit rate, R, a discrete 

memoryless channel can reach is bounded by the channel capacity, C. Gaussian noise is the 

worst kind of additive noise for a discrete memoryless channel. 

In an AOFDM system, a high-speed binary serial input data sequence is divided into N parallel 

lower-speed binary streams. For each stream indexed by n, where n = 0,1,...,N−1, every M 

number of bits are grouped together and mapped onto complex values Cn = An + jBn according to 

a quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation mapping consisting of 2M states. 

Usually, the IFFT is used in the DMT transmitter to efficiently modulate the complex values Cn 

onto N different subcarrier frequencies, which, as a result, are mutually orthogonal. 

In order to achieve a real-valued, baseband AODFM transmission sequence consisting of N 

subcarriers, a 2N-point IFFT is needed. For the 2N inputs of the IFFT, indexed by n = 0,1,...,2N 

−1, the first half are assigned the values Cn and the second half have to be assigned the complex 

conjugate values of Cn, following the Hermitian symmetry property [6].  

3. SIGNAL-T0-DISTORTION RATIO (SDR) AOFDM 

One of the popular specifications for quantifying ADC dynamic performance is (signal-to noise-

and-distortion ratio). There are a number of ways to quantify the distortion and noise of an ADC. 

To maximize the Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR) of the OFDM system, FFT analysis is the 

commonly used technique. 
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In conventional OFDM system, at the transmitter, the bit stream is parsed into 
𝑀

2
 sub-channels. 

The parsing allocates a suitable number of bits into each sub-channel based on SNR. Afterwards, 

the sub-channel bit streams are QAM-encoded, resulting in 
𝑀

2
 complex symbols. In this paper, 

SDR measurements are used to adapt the allocation. 

3.1 Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR) for AOFDM 

Let 𝐸[|𝑥𝑖|
2] = 𝜎2, be the power of the input signal and �̂�𝑖 is the signal after clipping, the SDR  is 

given as  

𝑆𝐷𝑅 =
𝐸[|𝑥𝑖|

2]

𝐸[|�̂�𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖|2]
 

For 𝑋-the time domain signal, 𝑛-sub-carriers with data𝑑0, 𝑑1, . . . , 𝑑𝑛−1could be detected at the 

receiver.The data sequence is extracted from the noisy version of X with an error as low as 

possible. We have to design  

|𝑥𝑘 − 𝑑𝑘| < 𝜀𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛, ∀𝑖 = 0,1,2, . . . , 𝑛 − 1 

When 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum distance among constellation points in the chosen constellation for 

the data symbols. Note that only if 0 < 𝜀 < 0.5 is satisfied that data symbol 𝑑𝑘 may be 

recovered from 𝑥𝑘 without ambiguity. The value |𝑥𝑘 − 𝑑𝑘| 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 = 0,1,2, . . . , 𝑛 − 1represents 

in-band distortion on the 𝑘𝑡ℎ data symbol, 𝑑𝑘. 

The adaptation mechanism takes place after the Signal to Distortion Ratio (SDR) is computed. 

Based on the predetermined table, LDAR decides on the next set of parameters for transmission. 

As can be seen from Figure 1, at the receiver SDR measurement per sub-channels of theAOFDM 

(M_SDR) are used to estimate the suitable number of bits per symbol of the corresponding sub-

channel (𝑀𝐸𝑠𝑡).  

Once 𝑀𝐸𝑠𝑡 values are determined at the receiver, these values are used as a feedback to the 

transmitter to schedule the adaptive transmission using suitable M-QAM modulation schemes 

(Mest) which determined the M for the MQAM for each tone.. This is repeated over successive 

transmissions making it an adaptive OFDM.  
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3.2 Results 

In this paper a two-ray channel model for AOFDM is simulated in MATLAB. To simplify, the 

AOFDM used ideal equalizer and no coding mechanisms were in place. SNR values are varied 

from 8-33dB to measure SDR values and select QAM sizes per tone of the DMT. (Note that 

SDR computations were incomplete and experimental values of Mest were used instead.) Three 

scenarios (Figure 2-4) with Strong, Medium, and Weak signal levels are selected. Each scenario 

is accompanied by three plots: the first plot shows frequency response, SDR and 𝑀𝐸𝑠𝑡, the 

second plot shows the measured symbol error rate over the frequency tones, and the third plot 

corresponds to 3D (mesh) visualization of the errors in frequency and time.  

Scenario I: Strong signal considered (SNR=33dB) 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 2: Strong Signal (a) Tones,SDR, M_Est (b) tones vs Errors in time (c) Tones vs Errors Mesh 

This scenario represents a good channel (33dB SNR) overall but with a severe 2 path fade in the channel. 

Note that in the good portion of the curve a 64QAM and 16QAM modulation is achieved with a 

manageable error rate. Note also that in the region of the null, even a 4QAM signal is not viable, the 

performance overall has an average of almost 4 bits per tone. This compares well to SOQPSK which 

provides only 1 bit per symbol. 

Scenario II: Medium Strength signal considered (SNR=20dB) 

 

Figure 3: Medium Signal (a) Tones,SDR, M_Est (b) tones vs Errors in time (c) Tones vs Errors 

Mesh 

This case is a moderately good channel (20dB SNR), but with a 2 path null. This channel 

supports 16QAM, 8QAM and 4QAM modulation with an average of almost 3 bits per tone even 

as the middle tones are unusable. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Scenario III: Weak Signal considered (SNR=8dB) 

 

Figure 4: Weak Signal (a) Tones,SDR, M_Est (b) tones vs Errors in time (c) Tones vs Errors Mesh 

This case is a poor channel with just 8dB SNR and a 2 path null in the channel. Even this case 

works well with 8QAM in the strong areas and 4 QAM elsewhere with an average of 2 bits per 

tone delivered. 

The above results demonstrate that AOFDM works for aeronautical channels and offers better 

data rate than a serial single tone modulation schemes such as QPSK by adapting different QAM 

sizes for the different tones based on SDR measurements. Note that this approach would 

compliment error coding well. Because only good areas of the channel are used, the system 

avoids the huge error conditions expected in the null area and produces a manageable error rate 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
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for the others for typical coders. OFDM tones in high error regions would be blanked and 

avoided at the receiver. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper introduces a design of an adaptive OFDM modulation scheme for use with LDAR for 

aeronautical channels. The AOFDM scheme presented operates on severely degraded 2 ray paths 

that are the norm in steady state flight. This approach shows promise for future development and 

application in the telemetry environment. Future work will focus on estimation of SDR for Mest 

calculation, the addition of a real equalizer, and coding.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper discusses the development of wireless inertial measurement units (IMUs) designed to 
transmit data from a prototype Mars rover to a remote base station. These nine degree of freedom, 
multi-chip modules provide measurements for linear acceleration, angular rotation velocity, and 
magnetic field vectors for the rover’s chassis and robotic arm end-effector. To facilitate integration 
into these dynamic systems, each unit is independently powered and has a form factor of 108 cc. 
IMU data is sent from 32-bit microcontrollers with embedded IEEE 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi to the 
rover via UDP transport through a custom publish/subscribe distributed IP protocol. Data is 
relayed over two circular polarized omnidirectional antennas to the base station’s dual linear 
MIMO Yagi-Uda antenna. The information gathered provides operators a heading and orientation 
to improve situational awareness, as camera visuals are often inadequate. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The Missouri S&T Mars Rover Design Team (MRDT) is an undergraduate student organization 
that designs and fabricates a teleoperated, prototype Mars rover that competes in the University 
Rover Challenge (URC) held at the Mars Desert Research Station in Hanksville, Utah. The 2019 
URC consisted of four tasks that simulated a manned mission to the planet: extreme retrieval and 
delivery, science, equipment servicing, and autonomous traversal [1]. One of the more challenging 
aspects of this competition, the autonomous traversal task requires a rover to navigate to given 
GPS waypoints without operator assistance (Figure 1) [1]. A rover must be continuously aware of 
its position relative to coordinate headings to complete this task successfully and this year the team 
chose to develop an onboard inertial measurement unit (IMU) to record the rover’s orientation and 
then communicate this data to the team’s remote base station.  
 
The IMU system onboard the team’s 2019 competition rover, Valkyrie, was wired. The system 
was mounted to the core of the rover for the duration of the competition, received regulated power 
from the rover’s battery pack through a printed circuit board (PCB) designated for power 
distribution, and transmitted data to a PCB designated for navigation directly connected to the 
rover’s network switch. Though the initial purpose of the IMU was to enhance the rover’s 
performance during the autonomous traversal task, the system remained onboard Valkyrie for the 
remaining tasks after team operators recognized the value of continuously monitoring the rover’s 
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position and direction relative to other objects in the field (Figure 2). By implementing an IMU 
system, the team can overcome the limitations of relying on calculating positions from camera 
feeds alone, a process that is both time consuming and often limited by blocked line of sight, low 
image quality, and poor depth perception. More importantly, this device can improve the team’s 
spatial and situational awareness, allowing task managers to make more informed decisions in situ 
and technical operators to control the rover with greater precision.  
 

Figure 1: Valkyrie Approaching a Waypoint 
 
 

Figure 2: Wired IMU Placement (Circled in Red) 
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It is challenging to place IMUs in systems with multiple degrees of motion because the creation 
of multiple interfaces between moving parts complicates wire routing. Every slip ring, panel 
mount, and hinged channel that wires pass through increase the chance of failure within a circuit. 
Likewise, testing could indicate subsystems that would benefit from this technology, but the 
addition of IMUs into an established system takes time and may require modifications that could 
alter the integrity or operation of the initial hardware. Consequently, MRDT sought to further 
develop an IMU as a wireless system to allow for quick and convenient placement on dynamic 
systems. 
 
 

DESIGN 
 
MRDT’s proposed wireless IMU package facilitates the transmission of data gathered by a nine 
degrees of freedom (9DOF) IC consisting of the rover’s accelerometer, gyroscope, and 
magnetometer, to operators at base station without any wired connection to systems onboard the 
rover [2]. This design advances a wired intermediary prototype consisting of two small PCBs, with 
an IMU chip situated on one board, and a microcontroller on the other. Three wires – power, 
ground, and data out – connect this IMU to the team’s network through the rover’s navigation 
board. The team’s wireless IMU package design on the other hand, would mount an IMU chip to 
one PCB booster alongside a step-down DC/DC converter and Wi-Fi chip running a TCP/UDP/IP 
stack by featuring integrated RF circuitry and an onboard antenna. This system would be powered 
by a rechargeable lithium-ion battery pack and housed in a 3D-printed shell of PETG. The critical 
aspects of each system component are discussed in further detail in the following sections. 
 
IMU Chip 
Both the wired and wireless IMU designs feature a monolithic IC that contains three separate three-
axis sensors. The first sensor is a linear accelerometer adjustable along a full scale of ± 2, 4, 8, or 
16 g [2]. Acceleration is calculated through the changing capacitance between two plates whose 
distances relative to one another change as acceleration forces act upon the sensor. The second 
sensor is a gyroscope where, in the space of 100 µm, a shifting mass within the device generates a 
small current that is then amplified to record the angular rate of change along a scale of ± 245, 
500, or 2000 dps [2]. The third sensor is a magnetometer that uses changes in Hall voltage to 
measure magnetic field in scales of ± 4, 8, 12, or 16 gauss [2]. The cohesive package for all three 
sensors provides a digital interface for interpretation in either I2C or SPI protocols [2].  
 
Microcontroller 
Though the team’s wired IMU prototype uses a microcontroller without wireless capabilities, 
MRDT’s wireless IMU design features a 160 MHz, 32-bit RISC microprocessor core with 
embedded Wi-Fi module [3]. The microprocessor core provides an assortment of GPIOs, dedicated 
SPI, I2C, UART peripheral interfaces, a single 10-bit successive approximation ADC, and a real-
time clock [3]. It has no programmable ROM yet the system maintains an SPI accessible flash to 
store the user’s programs. The wireless module is driven via the serial interface of the 
microcontroller using the standard AT command set in order to provide the application level code 
with a simple interface to generate and consume Wi-Fi transmit/receive data [3]. The module 
presents 20 dBm transmit power and -91 dBm receiver sensitivity across an integrated 
transmit/receive switch that alternates the transmitter and receiver to a shared PCB balun, low 
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noise amplifier, power amplifier, π-type matching network, and PCB antenna [3]. The device 
operates in the 2.4 GHz band with WPA/WPA2 support, is configurable as both a client or an 
access point, and is compliant with IEEE 802.11 b/g/n [3]. The system on chip provides an onboard 
crystal reference, voltage-controlled oscillator, phase-locked-loop, bias circuitry, and power 
management unit [3]. These features allow the team to quickly and accurately process data from 
the IMU. 
 
Power 
The IMU chip and microcontroller each operate on 3.3 V and together consume 155 mAh of power, 
leading to the implementation of two 18650 lithium-ion polymer batteries arranged in series to 
provide 2500 mAh at a nominal voltage of 7.2 V and maximum of 8.4 V [4]. This configuration 
independently powers the wireless IMU system enabling continuous transmission of data. To 
prevent damage to the battery pack, the microcontroller can monitor battery charge state and shut 
itself off to avoid reaching a voltage lower than 5 V, or 2.5 V per cell. 
 
Printed Circuit Board 
Valkyrie’s onboard wired IMU system consists of two small PCB breakouts to allow for the IMU 
and the microcontroller to be mounted (Figure 3). For the IMU breakout, the PCB routes the I2C 
and power traces into a four-pin connector. That connection leads to the microcontroller’s PCB, 
which passes SDA and SCL through bidirectional level shifters comprised of two N-channel 
MOSFETs and four pull-up resistors to safely convert the 5 V data from the IMU to 3.3 V for 
inputs on the microcontroller. An additional four-pin connector passes power and processed data 
to the navigation board to obtain access to the rover’s network. 
 

 
Figure 3: Wired IMU Consisting of Two PCBs 
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With a wireless IMU, the module and the microcontroller would be placed on a singular PCB and 
give access to a USB to TTL serial converter so that operators could flash their code. This PCB 
would build-in a DC/DC converter that would step-down and regulate the power provided from 
the battery pack. The converter’s accepted input voltage ranges from 4.5 V to 22 V and outputs a 
fixed 3.3 V at a maximum load current of 2 A [5]. To minimize any voltage transients, a 10 µF 
capacitor is placed at the positive input supply. On the output, a low pass filter is created with a 47 
µH inductor in series with the load. The built-in switching transistor on chip senses the regulated 
output voltage to complete the feedback loop [5]. The converter efficiency with an input of 12 V 
and a load of 2 A is known to be 78% [5]. 
 
Firmware 
The aim of the firmware is to interpret output from the IMU by implementing a 9DOF extended 
Kalman filter in order to gain absolute position and orientation. This filter, developed by Sebastian 
O.H. Madgwick, fuses the measurements from the gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer 
together to make a single estimate for the unit’s orientation [6]. While an orientation can be 
obtained through calculations with any one of these sensors, the measurement will likely have a 
high margin of error. For instance, a gyroscope’s measurements for angular velocity may be 
integrated over time to obtain an orientation [7]. However, measurement errors on each individual 
axis become compounded when combined in that calculation. Similarly, an accelerometer and 
magnetometer can provide an absolute reference of orientation by measuring the earth's 
gravitational and magnetic fields [7]. However, high levels of noise can be observed when 
acceleration due to motion of the unit corrupts measured direction of gravity [6]. The filter can 
take each estimate for orientation, along with its level of uncertainty, and observe them all over 
time to produce its own estimate that tends to be more accurate. Madgwick’s implementation does 
so while requiring a lighter computational load; thus, it is more optimized for embedded systems 
such as this self-contained IMU [6]. 
 
Before the filter is ever applied, measurements from each sensor must be calibrated. To do so for 
the magnetometer, one must rotate the unit in circles on all rotational axes while plotting XY, YZ, 
and XZ. The output should be three circles which are then normalized by aligning all their centers 
with the origin. The magnitude of the maximum and minimum values measured should then be 
scaled to the maximum and minimum values of earth’s magnetic field in gauss [2]. For the 
gyroscope calibration, it should be placed on a level surface and any resting deviation from zero 
on an axis should be corrected with an offset [2]. This process is the same for the accelerometer, 
except that the z-axis is assumed to be 9.8 m/s2  [2]. 
 
Signals 
Each software and electronic device on the rover operates as an independent modular endpoint. 
Any device may communicate with any other device via UDP transport through MRDT’s custom 
publish/subscribe distributed IP protocol, RoveComm. Traffic is controlled using a managed 
network switch both on rover and at base station with Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol to avoid 
background radiation and simplify transitions between RF links. The links are established over 
two MIMO connections to base station from four circular polarized omnidirectional antennas on 
rover (Figure 4). A high-bandwidth RF link operates in the 5.8 GHz band through a vertical beam 
dual linear MIMO sector antenna, spanning a 90-degree horizontal and vertical sightline. This 
setup provides low-latency control for several camera feeds, but only during line-of-sight 
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situations. The secondary low-bandwidth RF link operates in the 900 MHz band through a dual 
linear MIMO Yagi-Uda antenna with a 30-degree conic beam. The longer wavelength penetrates 
terrain during non-line-of-sight; thus, it carries drive commands and other telemetry. A third RF 
link exists locally in the 2.4 GHz band through a fifth omnidirectional antenna on the rover. This 
link allows for telemetry from modules such as the wireless IMU system to be relayed back to the 
rover and then passed to base station over 900 MHz. 
 

 
Figure 4: Representation of the Antennas on Rover and at Base Station 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT 
 

To implement a wireless IMU into the dynamic systems onboard the team’s rover, MRDT must 
first focus on successfully calibrating a wired IMU to consistently produce reliable data during 
operation. After completing this development phase, the team can then begin to refine, integrate, 
and test its wireless IMU design. The team constructed and tested a wired IMU design over the 
course of four months in spring 2019 in preparation for the 2019 URC held May 30th to June 1st.  
 
During the testing process, operators were able to transmit data to the team’s external base station 
and display it on screen, yet the data itself was largely inaccurate. While the magnetometer 
produced acceptable circular graphs with minimal errors within the XY and YZ planes, the graphs 
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generated for the XZ plane were neither accurate nor viable. Additionally, the gyroscope offsets 
changed between power cycles. These changes produced drift in the filter that caused the unit to 
assume it was spinning even when the instrument itself was motionless. Due to this lack of 
consistent, feasible data, the team chose not to pursue full implementation of the extended Kalman 
filter using all three sensor measurements, but instead chose to prioritize basic system 
functionality.  
 
As a simple heading on the XY plane was the only reading Valkyrie required to successfully 
complete the autonomous traversal task, the team chose to prioritize the development of the 
magnetometer’s XY plane. This task requires a rover to navigate without operator assistance to 
given GPS waypoints indicated by tennis balls in sequential order (Figure 1). As teams advance 
through each gate, the path not only increases in difficulty by incorporating obstacles such as steep 
inclines and cliffs, but later waypoints are not situated at the provided GPS location [1]. Each rover 
must enter a searching pattern and use computer vision to identify the tennis ball and stop within 
two meters of it [1].  
 
Valkyrie's wired IMU enabled its onboard computer systems to be aware of its position along a 
compass heading relative to the given GPS locations. MRDT successfully reached three waypoints 
before an unrelated mechanical failure immobilized the rover, forcing the team to end the task 
prematurely. Nevertheless, the wired IMU remained onboard the rover throughout the remaining 
three tasks during which operators used its projected heading and GPS locations to better 
understand Valkyrie’s relation to objects in the field and thus approach tasks more efficiently. This 
data is captured by a directional arrow in Figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 5: Display Allowing Driver to See Rover’s Location and Heading in Field
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APPLICATIONS 
 

Valkyrie's reliance on data produced by the IMU during the additional three tasks of the 2019 URC 
illustrate that the benefits of a wireless system could not solely be limited to the rover’s 
autonomous activity. For example, the wired IMU identified the rover’s X and Y coordinates after 
being placed atop a mast situated on Valkyrie’s right side. Permanently incorporating a wireless 
IMU into the main body of the rover’s drivetrain subsystem could allow operators to record the 
rover’s X, Y, and Z orientation and continuously transmit this data to the team’s base station. These 
coordinates could then be processed by the team’s custom user interface, Rover Engagement 
Display (RED), and projected as a display similar to that of an artificial horizon used within 
aircraft. This horizon could be superimposed on a live camera feed, allowing operators to directly 
see where the rover is positioned. Additional IMUs could be fixed to the motor casings on each of 
the rover’s six wheels to monitor their acceleration in the Z direction. This data could be processed 
and projected by RED in a similar manner and alert operators to any critical values that could 
damage the rover’s suspension.  
 
A wireless IMU can also improve the rover’s robotic arm. Operators manipulating Valkyrie’s 
robotic arm during the equipment servicing task, for example, were only able to control the 
apparatus with visual cues captured by cameras mounted on each joint and projected at base station 
via RED. A wireless IMU can help operators determine the exact orientation of the arm by 
producing a 3D view of its position. When this data is considered in tandem with the arm’s camera 
feed, the operator can employ finite control during the task and perform more complicated 
maneuvers. This allows MRDT to gain more control over the rover and protect its subsystems 
against incidental damages that may occur during its operation.  
 
At the 2019 URC, Valkyrie’s suspension system experienced an accidental mechanical failure that 
ultimately prevented the team from completing a task. MRDT members were not immediately 
aware of the situation due to the team’s limited views of the rover. If the team could implement a 
wireless IMU module, problems such as this one could be recognized almost instantaneously at 
base station, allowing members to more fully assess the situation and respond more effectively. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Although the team is still in the process of fully developing a consistent wired IMU, the data 
collected throughout the 2019 URC demonstrates the merit of this technology despite the challenge 
of its integration and implementation in dynamic systems like a next generation Mars rover. 
Though the team initially experienced setbacks during testing, the use of even only the 
magnetometer provided operators with a proper heading of the rover along the XY plane. This 
technical feature undoubtedly helped MRDT receive the second highest score in the autonomous 
traversal task and fifth place out of 34 teams in total.  
 
Members have already started developing subsystem designs for MRDT’s 2020 competition rover 
and will use the data generated throughout the spring to refine the currently wired IMU’s 
accelerometer and gyroscope – the first step to achieving a functional extended Kalman filter. This 
filter could assist the team in producing more accurate data, a necessity for pursuing a wireless 
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IMU design. The competition field steadily becomes more challenging each year, thus making a 
fully operational IMU with the rover’s orientation on terrain displayed reliably in RED more 
prudent. A continuous stream of accurate data from an IMU can improve the technical performance 
of the team’s rover as well as the adaptability of the team’s operators in situ.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

On amusement park rides, vibrations against the rails of the track and the cars’ wheels can strain 
and damage the track. This is especially true for older coasters, whose tracks have worn 
significantly over time. While manual inspection of the track is necessary, an automated system 
that monitors the stress on the track will help detect anomalies, ensuring a safe experience for the 
passengers. We have designed a system of sensors that can monitor these vibrations. Sensors 
placed on a segment of track will measure the lateral and vertical vibrations, wirelessly 
transmitting the level of strain on the track to a base station. If vibrations reach a threshold level, 
the base station will be alerted of excessive strain.  The system will create a graph of points 
where vibration is worse than other points, to pinpoint what areas need to be fixed the most. This 
will decrease maintenance costs and ensure increased safety for patrons of these rides. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

Amusement parks around the world entertain millions of guests every year. Thus, for roller 
coasters to have a servicable lifespan of many years while entertaining thousands of guests each 
day, protecting roller coaster track from stress and fatigue is crucial. Though wooden and steel 
coasters both exist, this analysis will primarily focus on steel roller coasters. For a single steel 
roller coaster, a coaster train will subject different levels of stress on the track throughout the 
ride. The track pieces that undergo the most stress are typically those where the coaster exerts 
high positive-G force on the riders. Such moments are at the bottom of drops, valleys between 



hills, helices and tightly banked turns, and the bottom of inversions like vertical loops and 
corkscrews. It is at these points where the vibrational patterns of the track during a ride cycle will 
be analyzed, as these points on the track are the most prone to fatigue. The telemetry system will 
monitor vibrations and alert the base station if the vibrations reach a critical threshold.  
 

OVERVIEW 
 

This paper serves to outline our concept of vibrational analysis. We will detail the purpose and 
goals for creating a system of vibrational sensors. Then explain how we will achieve these goals, 
our base idea, what the sensors will detect, and how the sensors will be protected. Finally we will 
describe our preliminary ideas for the software that will be implemented. 
 

PURPOSE 
 
In the complex motions of a roller coaster, there are many types of failure that can occur. These 
failures have many causes such as, unsafe operation, not following safety protocol, and track 
failure. Although very rare, track failure can lead to severe injury and death. In order to prevent 
these kinds of issues, it is imperative to properly maintain the track. The goal of theme park 
maintenance is to predict where and when failures start to occur before they may become a larger 
issue. However, most preemptive maintenance and pre-opening inspection is done by employees 
looking, feeling and listening for abnormalities in the ride. This method of inspection is prone to 
error and can be time consuming and repetitive for employees. Vibration sensors would provide 
a quick, thorough and accurate inspection, leaving employees to focus on fixing issues and 
deeper analysis.  
 
The primary goal of this telemetry system is to assist preventative maintenance of steel roller 
coaster track against fatigue due to stress caused by the coaster trains.  Our proposed sensors and 
telemetry system would make such maintenance even easier, allowing for real-time analysis of 
track stress. Additionally it would automatically analyze this information, based on historical 
data from the coaster. Finally it will also automatically notify operators and engineers, of any 
potentially dangerous anomalies in track vibrations. With the proposed system of sensors, theme 
parks will have less maintenance costs and less downtime, ensuring a safe and enjoyable 
experience for the guests.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



DESIGN 
 

BASE IDEA 
 

The system will be composed of an external 3-D vibration analyzer, a unit to send, and a receiver 
at the base station. The vibration analyzers will be placed on the track of steel roller coasters 
where the track is most prone to stress. These points are typically where riders experience high 
positive G-force, such as the bottom of drops, valleys between hills, helices, tightly banked turns, 
and the bottom of inversions like vertical loops and corkscrews. The data recorded from the 
analyzer will be sent wirelessly to a base station, where it can be viewed in real time.  
The base station will also save the data that is flagged for warning. This is designed so the 
maintenance crew can refer to different patterns. The home base receiver should be able to 
further analyze the patterns to filter out load anomalies. These would be when a load is focused 
on one side more than the other. For example, if the right side of the vehicle has a thirty percent 
higher load than the left. Around a specific turn, the vibrational pattern would be different due to 
load distribution. These are to be saved in a different area than the alert patterns. They should be 
saved to help with maintenance or refurbishments.  
 

VIBRATIONAL TUNING  
 
The vibrational analyzer tuning will depend on the material and layout of the track. Most modern 
roller coasters are commonly constructed using stainless steel. Steel tracks may be filled with 
different materials such as sand to dampen the sound output, but this will also have an effect on 
the vibration experienced by the track. This means that no two coasters will have the same 
vibration patterns or tolerance for vibration. Because of this, engineers must first analyze the 
track and set baselines for normal behavior. This vibrational tuning will increase the accuracy of 
the readings and will engineers pinpoint areas of high stress and where improvements need to be 
made.  

FREQUENCY/VIBRATIONAL PATTERNS  
 

Every material has a frequency referred to as a natural frequency. When the environment that the 
material is in matches the natural frequency, the material tends to store the energy. Should the 
material stay in this environment, the material will amplify the vibration over time. This will 
result in failure and possibly even catastrophic failure. For example, the Tacoma Narrows Bridge 
from 1940 was in a windy environment that happen to match the natural frequency and 
catastrophic failure followed.  
 
With vibrational patterns being recorded, any abnormalities will be flagged and engineers can 
inspect the track and train, to try and spot the issue that is causing more stress than usual in an 



area. Abnormalities will be defined as any vibration whose amplitude is greater than the steel’s 
fatigue strength, the maximum amplitude that the steel can vibrate before it fatigues. Other than 
the patterns engineers know about, can cause harm to not only the ride, but to the passengers and 
that is the last thing any park needs.  The system will store every single test done and compare a 
good test result, marked by an engineer, and compare future tests to the data that engineers know 
is acceptable. 
 

ELEMENTAL PROTECTION FOR SENSOR 
 

The sensor needs to be protected from the natural and physical elements. Wind, water, sun, 
debris, and blunt force could all cause damage to the vibration sensors. Since the device would 
not be humongous,  we can resort to using a small plastic casing for the device. Not only will the 
vibration sensors be protected by existing measures employed by the theme park, the sensors will 
have a tinted and waterproofed plastic outer shell. This shell will not interfere with wireless 
communications, and will be easy to access and maintain. This shell will be a worthy and cost 
effective way to protect the equipment.  
 

SOFTWARE  
 

CORE MODULE 
The system will collect data throughout the entire ride and store the data into a microSD card. 
That data can be easily transferred from computer to computer.  

 
DATA LOGGING 

The sensor will have four graphs that are recorded. They are to be hertz versus time and G-force 
in each X, Y, and Z axis versus time. This will allow the detailed image of each value to be 
compared and help technicians interpret the data more accurately. The device will locally store 
events for up to one weeks worth of time. This is to reduce the chances of losing important data. 
The sensor will also keep daily maximum values experienced and the time that they occurred. 
This will assist the base in monitoring G-force trends, and if the ride is experiencing more than 
the allowable forces. 
 
Individual seismograph sensors will be attached to different points on the track. Points where the 
train experiences high G forces during the ride cycle will be prioritized. The sensors will all be 
wirelessly connected to the base station (located at the coaster's station) via a server. Windows 
on a monitor will display the waveforms that each seismograph produces each ride cycle. If the 
waveform's amplitude increases beyond the threshold defined by the fatigue strength, the 
coaster's operator will be alerted 
 



STRESS 
To determine the fatigue strength of the coaster track, one would usually subject the track to 
vibrations of greater and greater magnitude before the track has signs of fatigue. However, it is 
not possible to remove a piece of track from a coaster for testing, especially for older coasters 
whose manufacturers have closed. Instead, fatigue strength will be determined by the stress 
factors that the German Institute for Standardization (DIN) defines. These factors are steel 
equality, loading group, notch class, and fatigue ratio. 
 
DIN defines the loading group and notch class. DIN defines six loading groups, each with 
successively higher capacity of withstanding multiple stress cycles. Steel roller coaster track is in 
the highest loading group, B6, which expects more than 2 million stress cycles in its serviceable 
lifetime. Thus, steel roller coaster track is already built to withstand high stress, making stress 
management more crucial on older coasters than newer coasters. DIN defines eight notch classes, 
each defined by the geometry of the steel structure’s connections and structural joints [1]. The 
DIN notch class could be used to analyze the stress in supports connected to the roller coaster 
track and the stress in the connection between the rails and the base of the track. The fatigue ratio 
of a point on a steel structure is the fatigue strength divided by the tensile strength of the steel 
[2]. The fatigue strength is the maximum amplitude that the steel can vibrate before it deforms. 
The tensile strength is the maximum amplitude that the steel can vibrate before it breaks. [3]. 
 
We can also take into account the expected minimum stress that a track at a certain point will 
receieve. The formula for the stress applied on an element is: 

σ = A
F  

where is the applied stress in kilograms per square meter, F is the force applied by the load inσ  
kilograms, and A is the cross-sectional area of the element on which the load is applied. In this 
case, the element is the steel track of the coaster, and the force that is applied by the coaster train. 
Since most steel roller coasters are built with tubular steel rails, the cross section of the rail will 
be a circle with radius R. 
 
The force applied by the train on the track will not always equal the weight of the train when it is 
experiencing a gravitational force of 1 G. The force will increase when the train is subjected to G 
forces higher than 1 G and decrease when the train is subjected to G forces between 0 G and 1 G. 
G forces less than 1 G will still cause stress: the upstop wheels below the track will apply a force 
on the underside of the track when the train experiences negative G forces below -1 G. The G 
force experienced by the train at a point on the track can be determined with an accelerometer. 
 
Using this information to determine the force applied on the track and the cross sectional area of 
the track, the above equation can be used to determine the expected minimum stress applied on 
the track.  



 
 

CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, we believe this device can help theme parks see the future life of the coaster and 
see when preventative maintenance may be needed. This will help the park be ready for the 
improvements to the ride, when the time is near.  
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Abstract:Pre-flight checkout is one of the most time 

critical stages in any flight test program. Delays and 

in-efficiencies during checkout can lead to aircraft 

being grounded for unnecessarily long periods of 

time, increasing costs and program schedule 

slippages.  

With the dawn of augmented reality wearables, smart 

sensors, wireless sensors and next generation Flight 

Test Instrumentation (FTI), today’s technological 

advances can be leveraged to transform pre-flight 

checkout into an interactive, self-diagnostic and 

operationally efficient essential step in your flight test 

program. These same technologies can also be used 

to optimize the day to day operations of airlines, 

MRO’s and aircraft maintenance companies, taking 

advantage of the current ‘data rich’ generation of 

aircraft.  

This paper describes how pre-flight checkout can be 

optimized by combining best in class Internet of 

Things (IOT) enabled FTI and augmented reality 

wearables. 

Keywords: IOT, Augmented Reality, Flight Test 

1. Introduction 

Flight line checkouts 

There are many systems used in today’s FTI systems, 

including IP cameras, network switches, recorders, 

data acquisition units (DAU), wireless sensors and 

smart sensors. Capturing 1,000s of parameters from 

both sensors and avionic busses, checking all of the 

required sections for correct operation before a test 

flight can be a lengthy and laborious task. 

The traditional approach to this would involve 

plugging a laptop into the onboard system or using  

 

 

 

 

 

one of the onboard flight test stations to view the 

real-time data from various elements of the system, 

comparing the data to expected values for the 

stationary conditions of the aircraft in the hangar / on 

the runway and then creating work orders for 

technicians to address any issues found. 

Some examples of how systems must be verifies 

include 

 IP cameras must be correctly focused and 

positioned to ensure video feed is captured 

cleanly each time. 

 Network switches must be checked to ensure 

all links are up and operational. Grandmaster 

Switches should be checked to ensure 

synchronization to GPS is active and in lock. 

 Recorders must be checked to ensure there is 

sufficient recording space available on its 

media for the upcoming flight. 

 The DAU’s themselves capture a myriad of 

data from multiple sources, all of which 

should be verified for correct operation prior 

to flight. DAU’s can be distributed 

throughout the airframe in in-accessible 

areas making them hard to individually test. 

With the advent of Wireless sensors and Smart 

sensors, that can be positioned in very hard to reach 

locations, information like battery power of the 

sensor and validity of the data become critical pieces 

of information to be verified before flight. 



 

Figure 1: Flight Test Equipment 

Utilizing IOT and Augmented Reality 

IOT and augmented reality can be leveraged to 

optimize pre-flight checkout, minimizing the level of 

human interaction required to perform tasks[2], 

decreasing delays and increasing efficiencies. 

To be considered an IOT device an FTI installation 

must have the ability to be accessible over the 

internet. This may mean a lot of different things to 

different people, anything from the live Ethernet data 

being streamed from the cloud to DAUs with Web 

accessible interfaces so they can be queried and 

configured. However, cloud accessible FTI raises a 

lot of concerns with respect to data integrity and 

cyber security, so this will not be considered in this 

paper. 

However, there are DAUs that run a Web accessible 

REST-API [1] onboard. From here it is possible to 

directly query the DAU itself or any of the 

parameters on any of the modules in real-time. This 

way the status of the DAU itself, or any analog 

channel or avionic bus data can be checked without 

having to include the status information in the live 

FTI data stream. 

Today’s IP cameras are capable of outputting 

multiple streams of data at different resolution and 

compression schemes from a single source camera[3]. 

If we consider three sources or streams of data from 

the one camera, one high rate stream can be sent to 

the recorder for post flight analysis, another at a 

lower rate could be sent to the RF link for telemetry 

via an IRIG-106 Chapter 7 data stream and the third 

stream could be fed to a local server from where an 

augmented reality wearable device could access the 

live feed when required. 

The status of switches and recorders are 

accessible via SNMP GET commands directly to 

the device. From these it would be possible to 

query the status of any port on the switch or the 

status of the GPS connection to the grandmaster  

 

 

switch. Recording status of any onboard recorder 

or networked attached server (NAS) would also be 

accessible using SNMP GET commands. Not only 

are the statuses of these switches and recorders able 

to be checked over SNMP they can also be 

configured and reprogrammed through in built Web 

interfaces designed into the hardware. 

Wireless sensors and smart sensors are often placed 

in inaccessible places and powered off batteries. 

Therefore the ability to query the device to check its 

operational status and battery life is essential. For 

example, Lord Microstrain’s latest generation of 

wireless sensor nodes run an API through which it is 

possible to query the built-in test status and battery 

status of each node. The data from these nodes is also 

accessible via WebGL to create HTML canvas 

displays of the data for real-time viewing. 

Now that we have considered the latest generation of 

FTI equipment, and what they are capable of, how 

augmented reality (AR) wearables can be used to 

interface to all of these elements to create an 

interactive, self-diagnostic and operationally efficient 

pre-flight checkout process will be discussed. 

There are many varieties of AR wearables on the 

market today, including DAQRI’s Smart Glasses, 

Microsoft’s Hololens, Magic Leap’s Lightwear and 

Google Glass Enterprise Edition (EE). For the 

purposes of this discussion, we only consider those 

targeted at enterprise operations and those that offer 

“hands free” operation for safe use. 

 

 

 



The best balance of these two requirements is met by 

DAQRI’s Smart Glasses as they offer completely 

hand free operation, without requiring hand gestures 

or remote hand held controllers. Additionally, the 

DAQRI Worksense Tag application tailors easily 

configurable augmented reality displays to real world 

devices, displaying the critical information in context 

where it is needed.  

 

Figure 2: DAQRI’s Smart Glasses offer many 

features useful for FTI flight line checkouts 

Implementing AR 

During the development phase, a model of all the 

elements of the FTI as installed on the aircraft is 

created and tied to a Marker located inside the cabin 

or on the engine nacelle of the aircraft.  

A pre-flight check application is created using 

DAQRi’s Worksense Tag application. In this 

application the critical information for any device can 

be made accessible right at the device location via the 

use of virtual tags placed throughout the model. 

The tags can be configured to read specific data in 

real-time from the devices under inspection. For IP 

cameras the TAGs can be configured to display one 

of the three IP video streams so the correct focus of 

the camera can be confirmed. For the switches, via 

either the Web interface or SNMP, the port status and 

GPS sync can be confirmed. For the recorders, again 

via the Web interface or SNMP, its status and 

remaining disk space can be confirmed. 

The volume of different information that DAUs 

collect is vast, given that they essentially act as data 

concentrator units. For example, in the Axon DAU, 

any system parameter can be queried directly off the 

chassis via the REST-API running on the controller 

in each chassis. Some examples of what is possible 

are 

 Thermocouple channels: the current reading 

of each channel can be displayed, and using 

the thermocouple open status parameter, the 

cause of anomalous readings can be 

debugged. The cold junction status can also 

be debugged, given that it is built into the 

top block of the Axon modules. 

 RTD channels: the current reading of each 

channel can be displayed and checked. 

 Bus monitor channels: the active status of 

any channel can be displayed and report 

parameters used to debug any potential 

issues 

 DAU: there are multiple built-in test 

parameters and temperatures throughout the 

DAU, from the PSU to any user module, can 

be displayed and checked. 

Smart sensors generally use an API for configuration 

and data download, therefore this can be used to 

directly access the smart sensor status. The latest 

generation Lord Microstrain wireless sensor nodes, 

integrated into an Axon module running the Lord 

radio, can be queried through the API get the built-in 

test and battery status of each node. 

One of the other features that could be offered by a 

system such as DAQRI’s Worksense Tag application 

Figure 3: AR TAGs 

is the ability for a user to dynamically tag any issues 

seen during pre-flight checks. Such tags can include 

positional indicators and text or audio or pictorial 

descriptions of the issue or to change the status of the 

tag to indicate there is an issue (e.g. incorrect current 

value on an RTD). These can be automatically 

uploaded onto the model and work orders created for 

technicians to address the issue.  

What this means is that the inspector can, during pre-

flight checks, place tags anywhere to highlight new 



issues spotted, at the location of the issue and this 

new information would be displayed for a technician 

to address. 

DAQRI’s Worksense also offers the ability for the 

inspector or technician to call for expert help directly 

at the location of the issue. The Worksense Show 

application has the ability to video call a remote 
expert directly from the Smart Glasses. The remote 

expert can see exactly what the inspector sees and 

dynamically add indicators, directly from their PC or 

laptop that appears on the inspectors display overlaid 

on precisely the equipment the remote expert needs 

the inspector to look at. 

Figure 4: AR allows remote located technicians to 

view an issue in a very involved way 

Figure 5: AR view of remote technician 

interaction 

Example Possible Use Case 

An organization is flight testing their latest eVOTL 

platform. Their FTI installation includes IP cameras 

to record the moveable rotor positions during the 

various stages of flight, DAUs to measure the 

vibration and strain of the flight control surfaces, 

monitor battery load and to gather Avionic bus data 

from the flight control computers, and wireless sensor 

nodes to measure the G-forces on the rotor blades. 

All this data is networked to a central PTP 

Grandmaster switch and bulk recorded during flight. 

A sub set of this data is sent in real time over a PCM 

link to the ground station. 

Due to the physical size of the vehicle this FTI 

installation must be distributed throughout the 

airframe into the tightest of spaces. The organization 

has a local wireless network that the test vehicle can 

connect to while in the hangar or on the runway. 

They create an application on their DAQRI Smart 

glasses that gathers critical information from the 

various components of their FTI installation, displays 

it virtually over each device on board the test vehicle. 

During pre-flight checks the FTI engineer launces the 

application on the glasses, scans a target on the side 

of the test vehicle which then launches the relevant 

external tags for the devices located on the outside of 

the test vehicle. The engineer then walks around the 

outside of the test vehicle and inspects the tags 

displayed for the wireless sensors, checking the 

battery life is sufficient for the upcoming flight. The 

FTI engineer can also access the feed from the IP 

camera to check that it is focused correctly. 

Inside the vehicle the engineer can scan another 

landmark which will activate the tags for the critical 

FTI equipment inside the vehicle. Now the engineer 

can check that the readings from the vibration and 

strain measurements off the control surfaces are as 

expected, the battery power is as required and the 

links to the network switch are all active and PTP 

sync to GPS is OK. The recorder can be checked to 

ensure there is enough media space remaining for the 

upcoming flight. 

During these checks the FTI engineer notices that the 

strain measurements for one of the sensors are out of 

alignment with the expected value. They then access 

the DAU’s configuration to verify that the excitation 

and channel gain is set to the correct value, seeing 

that they are they then decide to contact the wiring 

expert in real time. The wiring expert asks the FTI 

engineer to look closely at the exact location of the 

particular strain gauge and notices that the surface 

mounting is starting to peel away, leading to incorrect 

readings for that channel. The FTI engineer then 

places a tag at the location of this issue and a work 

order is created for a technician address the issue. 

The technician, when arriving at the test vehicle sees 

the tag at the indicated issue location, with the 



engineers assigned work instruction associated with 

it. Addresses the issue, remounting the gauge. The 

technician indicated the work instruction is complete, 

the FTI engineer re-checks the channel readings, 

approves the fix and clears the vehicle for flight. 

Conclusion 

This paper shows, that the latest generation of IOT 

enabled FTI, including IP cameras, DAUs, switches, 

recorders and wireless sensors, combined with 

industry focused augmented reality wearables, 

applications can be created to dynamically perform 

pre-flight checkout and many other tasks. This has 

the potential to save valuable time by increasing the 

efficiency of checks. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

SisTro validation, required the execution of several Pit Drop tests. The determination of the 

store trajectory in real time, required the usage of advanced computer vision techniques for 

photogrammetric measurements and a novel optical calibration and error minimization process. 

As results the 2D image tracking of the in-view reference points could be determined with sub-

pixel resolution. Then, in addition to providing the desired trajectory, it was able to compute the 

wing and pylon vibrations and its damping coefficient. Such capability allows us to develop a more 

accurate CFD simulation models by the incorporation of the aircraft Flexible-Body Mechanics 

model into such simulation runs. In this paper it will be presented the development of SisTrO sub-

pixel tracking process and the pit drop test results, that includes the measurement of the wing and 

pylon vibrations and its associated damping. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Since 2009, the Brazilian Instituto de Pesquisas e Ensaios em Voo (IPEV - Flight Test and 

Research Institute) is pursuing the objective to develop a real-time solution for the determination 

of Time-Space Position Information (TSPI) in external stores separation flight test campaigns.  

 

Such novel capability would allow us to move from 1 (one) separation every two days, by 

using traditional hi-speed cameras with real-time recording and post mission analysis, to up to 2 

separations into the same test flight. 
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The first step, was the development and validation of a computer vision application for the 

determination of the aircraft altitude in air data system calibration flight test campaign using a 

single frame [1].  

 

In 2013 the SisTrO development project was started, the basic idea was to embed the tracking 

algorithm into a hi-speed camera FPGA processor, therefore creating a “smart camera”. For the 

preliminary evaluation, the developed tracking algorithm was integrated into an iOS mobile device 

[2], whose camera is not hi-speed, just to measure the performance gain by removing the data 

transportation process between the camera and the processor and test results were considered 

satisfactory. 

 

The introduction of the CoaXPress (CXP) protocol Version 1.1.1 [3] providing up to 6.25 

Gbps (i.e. CXP-6) per cable for video downlink, removed the data transport bottleneck and 

therefore it became possible to use a camera connected to a processor for real-time image 

processing applications.  

 

Nowadays the Japan Industrial Imaging Association (JIIA) is about to release the CXP 

Version 2 Standard, that provides up to 12.5 Gbps per link (i.e. CXP-12) and up to 50Gbps (i.e. 4 

x CXP-12) total. CXP-6 established new grounds for SisTrO development and validation. So, all 

software components were developed and validated and SisTrO architecture was proposed to allow 

the determination of the store separation trajectory in real-time.  

 

Among SisTrO components, there is an application that identifies and tracks the 2-D pixel 

coordinates of all in-view Reference Points (RP). The developed routine was able to measure the 

RP location with sub-pixel resolution and therefore to identify the aircraft structural flexibility, so 

wing and pylon vibrations could be properly measured during the Pit Drop tests.  

 

The incorporation of this additional capability by SisTrO will provide relevant information 

for the development and validation of new and more accurate CFD models where both 

aeroelasticity and aerodynamical effects will be considered by the CFD model. 

 

STORE SEPARATION FLIGHT TEST CAMPAIGN 

 

The main objective of the store separation Flight Test Campaign (FTC) is to verify if the 

store could be safely ejected within the aircraft operational envelope. Such verification requires 

the execution of Computer Fluid-Dynamics (CFD) simulation runs and/or wind tunnel tests. 

 

Parameter identification of the used CFD model, its tuning and the determination of its 

confidence (i.e. accuracy and uncertainty), requires the usage of several true-reference test flight 

separation trajectories. During the execution of this FTC, the estimation of the safety level of the 

next test point, could be accomplished by the correlation of the actual separation trajectory against 

the associated CFD or wind tunnel information.  

 

Whereas both trajectories are the same, it’s possible to confirm the CFD model accuracy and 

that the next separation is to be considered safe. Otherwise, in the case of divergence, the CFD 

model should be refined and improved. 



To carry-out such FTC it would be required the usage of the following elements (Figure 1): 

1. An optical tracking system (e.g. SisTrO), for the determination of the true-reference 

separation trajectory; 

2. CFD simulation tools and models, for the determination of the estimated separations 

path; and 

3. A trajectory correlation application, for the fitness computation between real and 

estimation outcomes. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Store Separation FTC Data Analysis & Test Point Validation 

 

The integration of an optical tracking system, requires the usage of at least two airborne hi-

speed, hi-resolution cameras mounted in a fixed-site. Most of the Custom Off-The-Shelf (COTS) 

cameras used, could only record image frames in real-time, therefore the 3-D trajectory 

determination and its correlation with the CFD results are executed as post mission operation and 

such process allows the execution of a single test point per flight, which makes the entire process 

ineffective. 

 

As a possible solution, SisTrO was designed for improving separation FTC efficiency 

without jeopardizing its safety levels. The introduction of this system will allow the: 

1. Determination of the 3-D separation trajectory in real-time into the test bed; 

2. Correlation analysis between the true-reference and CFD estimated trajectories in near 

real-time into Ground Telemetry System (GTS); and 

3. Decision if the next test point should be executed or not (i.e. Go-no-go), to allow the 

execution of multiple separations in a single flight. 

 

In real-time and for the determination of the 3-D separation path, SisTrO should: 

1. Acquire and store the separation 10-bit RGB color image frames in 720p resolution @ 

400 fps; 

2. Locate and track the 2-D coordinates of all visible Reference Points (RP); 

3. Minimize the systematic optical distortion errors in the 2-D coordinates of tracked RP; 

4. Compute and store the 3-D coordinates of the in-view RP; 



5. Compute the store 6DoF trajectory and send the results to the Airborne Data Acquisition 

System (DAS) so, separation TSPI, could be merged with the Flight Test 

Instrumentation (FTI) data set; and  

6. Send FTI data to the GTS over the Telemetry Link. 

 

Then in near- real-time operation at GTS a software tool should be used for correlation of 

the estimated trajectory with its actual path, so the ground crew could decide if the next separation 

could be safely executed or not. 

 

To aggravate the problem, for simplification most of CFD models are designed to take into 

account the Flight Mechanics effects (i.e. Rigid-Body to Aerodynamics Interactions), so in many 

cases the estimated trajectory could be not so accurate. In addition, the increasing usage of 

composite materials in advanced aircraft, results in more flexible structures, so the separation CFD 

models should also include Flexible-Body Mechanics and Aeroelasticity effects (Figure 2). In 

consequence FTI parameter set for store separation FTC should include vibration information. 

 

 
Figure 2 - CFD Modelling in More Flexible Aircraft. 

 

SisTrO ARCHITECTURE 

 

The SisTrO architecture (Figure 3) is composed by the following components: 

✓ Airborne hi-speed hi-resolution video cameras with 2xCXP-6 down connection 

channels, totalling up to 12.5Gbps download rate; 

✓ Image processors, that includes: 

o A dual CXP-6 down connection channels frame grabber; and 

o An IRIG-B time code reader interface. 

✓ Trajectory processor; and 

✓ An ETHERNET switch, with: 

o PTP v.2 grand master;  

o IRIG-B/GPS time code generator/reader; and 

o PCM output. 

 



Most of SisTrO components are compliant with MIL-STD-810-F/G and capable to operate 

within extended temperature range from -40ºC to + 85ºC (i.e. -40ºF to + 185ºF). 

 

 
Figure 3 - SisTrO Architecture and Components. 

 

TARGET IDENTIFICATION & TRACKING 

 

The process for target identification and tracking is divided into two parts: 

1. Algorithm training; and 

2. Object identification. 

 

At the training, images are segmented in several regions of interest, that may contain the 

sought target image. Then it would be possible to classify such segments as positive or negative 

samples. As example figure 4 depicts several targets positive image segment samples used for 

SisTrO development. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Target positive segment samples images Figure 5: SisTrO RP marker detection and tracking. 

 



Object identification uses a C++ application with OpenCV support, so each image frame is 

converted to grey scale and its resulting histogram is properly equalized, to enhance image 

contrast. Then the desired target object is detected and identified as markers. Test runs shows 

satisfactory results of up to 40 target detection from a single image frame (Figure 5). 

 

Then it would be possible to find the 2-D pixel coordinates of all in-view Reference Points 

(RP), defined as the geometrical center of each tracked target. 

 

DETERMINATION OF TARGET RP 2-D COORDINATES 

 

The process of image digitization involves two main steps:  

1. Sampling; and  

2. Quantization.  

Image sampling is achieved by the discretization of the scene in a finite number of points 

(i.e. pixels). The pixel light intensity is quantized in n-bit levels (e.g. 256 levels for 8-bit/pixel 

quantization process). Also, the image frames could be sampled in RGB color or Greyscale 

formats. Therefore, the digital representation of video frames is represented in a sequence of 

multidimensional matrices where each matrix corresponds to a single image frame sampled at time 

Ti.  

The pixel row and column location of the ith indexed matrix corresponds to its 2-D (i.e. x 

and y axes) pixel location coordinates. The associated information content of each matrix element 

is the RGB or Greyscale quantized light intensity. Although a given image frame is represented as 

a discrete map, the exact location of a given target 2-D RP location can be determined with sub-

pixel resolution. 

 

Using as example the digitized image frames of Figure 6: 

1. Shapes A and D are represented with odd number of pixels considering its rows and 

columns (i.e. respectively 9 and 21 pixels). As consequence its geometrical x and y 

coordinates center could be estimated in position Ca = {3.5;3.5} and Cd = {8.5;9.5}; 

2. Shapes B and C have even number of pixels (i.e. respectively 16 and 4 pixels). So its 

associated geometrical center are located in position Cb = {8;3} and Cc = {2,8}. 

 

  
Figure 6: Shapes A, B, C & D image representation Figure 7: Residual optical errors after calibration. 

 



SisTrO algorithm was designed to locate and track the target edges so, it would be possible 

to compute is associated geometrical center with subpixel resolution. 

 

SisTrO PRELIMINARY EVALUATION 

 

SisTrO preliminary evaluation was addressed by the execution of several pit drop tests, 

where a real external store is released in a fixed site. The execution of these trials requires the 

definition of a unique reference system (Sr), so all local measurements could be properly computed 

and transformed. So, to accomplish that it was required the: 

 

1. Execution of aircraft levelling procedure; 

2. Determination of the 3-D local coordinates of all target reference points (in and out of 

view); 

3. Determination of both camera orientation; and 

4. Execution of an optical calibration procedure to minimize camera systematic errors. 

 

The aircraft levelling and the determination of 3-D coordinated of store and aircraft target 

reference points and camera orientation, was performed with a Theodolite and a Total Station.  

 

Then using a 3-D optical calibration procedure, it was possible to estimate the coefficients 

of the optical distortion model to minimize most of systematic errors (Figure 7). 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Camera POD installed under wing of the 

XAT-26 aircraft. 

Figure 5: 2D separation trajectory measured by the 

rear camera. 

 

The pit drop test was executed using as test bed the EMBRAER XAT-26 aircraft equipped 

with a photographic camera POD (Figure 8) that was installed under wing and carrying an inert 

exercise bomb.  

 

Test results demonstrates that SisTrO can properly track all in-view target RP’s (Figure 9). 

As consequence with SisTrO it was possible to compute the store linear and angular (Figure 10) 

components of the 6-DoF trajectory in real time. 

 



  
Figure 10: 6DoF Separation Trajectory: a) Linear displacement; b) Angular displacement. 

 

Looking closer to the store ejection point, it is possible to verify that the z-axes target RP 

path trajectory (zi(tj)) uncertainty and resolution could actually reach sub-pixel performance 

(Figure 11). For this analysis: 

✓ zi(tk) = zi(tk) - zi(t0), where: 

o zi(tk) is the pixel z-axes coordinates of the ith target RP at time (t = k); and  

o zi(t0) is the pixel z-axes coordinates of the ith target RP at time (t = 0). 

 

 
Figure 10: z-axes target RP path  

 

  
Figure 12: Wing structure vibration & deformation Figure 13: Wing vibration modal analysis results 



Furthermore, a detailed time-domain analysis of wing target positioning revealed SisTrO 

capability to properly sense wing structural vibrations components and the final structure 

deformation (Figure 12). 

 

Using wing vibration information, it was possible to execute a frequency-domain modal 

analysis to compute vibration frequencies (i.e. F1 = 6.25 and F2 = 12.50 Hz) and its associated 

damping factor (i.e. ζ1 = 0.061 and ζ2 = 0.056), as depicted in Figure 13. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

SisTrO development provides a new flight test tool where the separation trajectory will be 

computed in real time by the Photogrametric POD and transmitted to the Telemetry Ground 

System, for near real-time analysis. So, in near future it would be possible to correlate pre mission 

CFD simulation results with actual Flight Test ones.  

 

Such novel feature will be the basic grounds for the development and validation of a new 

decision aid tool, so the confirmation of the CFD model accuracy could be executed during the 

test flight and therefore allowing the execution of multiple separations into the same test flight, 

without jeopardizing test safety levels or TSPI accuracy. 

 

The additional SisTrO capability to gather aeroelastic vibration information provides a 

simple and robust data source for improving CFD model by the incorporation of the aircraft 

structural dynamics effects into such simulation models. 

 

As next steps: 

1. The frequency-domain analysis process should be replaced by a more exact one by using 

a Gauss-Newton or Least-Squares system identification algorithm, where it would be 

developed the theoretic vibration model so its parameters could be properly identified 

for the best-fit results (i.e. minimization of the output errors). 

2. Also, it would be necessary to execute more pit drop tests for the investigation if SisTrO 

could sense other vibration modes (e.g. wing torsion); 

3. Then at the end it would be necessary to execute a flutter flight test campaign with 

SisTrO for validation of this new feature. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

High-precision location of space launch vehicles is a key component of the flight safety. The 

need for a very accurate location has gained the whole launch with the flight and re-entry stages 

being also critical in terms of safety. 

Thanks to the hybridization of GNSS and INS data, the accurate location can be fully defined 

inside the launch vehicle at low cost. This opens up to the setting of an autonomous system for 

location on-board the vehicle. Still, in order to ensure the reliability of such a system, many 

redundancies have to be set which implies to add equipment: autonomous power, processing, 

unique telemetry downlink… Adding this equipment challenging in an environment where the 

use of room and the adding of weight are very tightly monitored.  

This paper describes the techniques to settle a fully autonomous location system which answers 

to the needs for an accurate, strongly reliable location while being non-intrusive, cost-effective 

and easily integrated in any launch vehicle. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Space launch vehicles are autonomous vectors. A pre-set trajectory is set and the navigation 

system onboard the vehicle ensures that it stays as close to it as possible. All the navigation 

system is traditionally based on information coming from an Inertial Navigation System (INS), 

which provides estimated location based on a double integration of measured accelerations on 

the three axes. But this system can present errors, and all the navigation system of a space 

vehicle can lead the vector to an undesired path. When the vector enters an uncontrolled situation 

it can endanger populations. Flight Safety is a set of techniques and strategies that are set in order 

to cope with such situations. 

In order to get accurate information about the vehicle’s attitude (roll, pitch, yaw) and location in 

space, ground radar stations are a standard solution. They provide an accurate location of the 

vector (typically <10m) but are a source of high additional costs and are limited to relatively low 

altitudes (<1500km). Indeed, dedicated infrastructures must be settled along the path of the 

flight. Space vehicles being now more and more re-usable, the re-entry phase shall also be 

monitored, inducing a need for additional means for Flight Safety. 



Today, accurate geolocation seems much easier and affordable. GNSS chips are present in any 

smartphone and the IoT with embedded geolocation is getting more and more deployed. 

 

Multiple Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) constellations are now available and 

offering high accuracy. Even though the visibility of GNSS satellites is not ensured during a 

whole flight, their accuracy can be combined with the high-frequency information offered by an 

IMU. Even though they offer continuity, IMUs present a regular drift? Hybridization with GNSS 

information enables to compensate this drift very regularly, which enables to use mid-class IMUs 

for a globally very accurate system. This technique opens to a precise geolocation system on-

board the space vehicle. It is a lower-cost alternative and to traditional geolocation means. 

 

This paper presents a practical implementation of this technique in a fully autonomous kit. 

Bringing complete redundancy with the launch vehicle onboard systems, the kit hosts a dedicated 

energy source, data processing and telemetry link for a fully autonomous running. Based on low-

footprint equipment and field-proven technologies, this kit is suitable for any space launch 

vehicle and brings Flight Safety to a whole new level of efficiency. 

 

 

 

Typical Location System 

 

Onboard systems for accurate estimation of attitude and positioning of the space vehicle are 

gathered in an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). This system usually contains both 

accelerometers and gyroscopes. Data is acquired and sent to a navigation computer, all forming 

the Inertial Navigation System (INS). As long as the IMU is the only on-board system providing 

estimated location, it shall be highly accurate. A pre-recorded trajectory is held by the INS and 

actuators of the launch vehicle are controlled accordingly to the IMU data output. Both 

accelerometers and gyroscopes present drifts. They are known by extensive testing and their drift 

is incorporated in the INS processing. However, errors are still present whatever the quality of 

the technology used. In order to increase accuracy, some advocate the use of multiple IMUs 

dispatched in several INS. Redundancy of information enables to either detect false data or fuse 

data in a single output [1]. Anyway, improving accuracy for INS implies increased expenses, be 

it for new technologies or redundancy. 

Gyroscopes technologies have kept evolving since the 60s. Mechanical gyroscopes were the 

original technology, with a single-axis or twin-axis design. Optical gyroscopes appeared in the 

70s and 80s, lowering design and operating costs. They include Fiber-Optic Gyroscopes (FOG) 

and Ring-Laser Gyroscopes (RLG). Since the 2000s, Coriolis Vibratory Gyroscopes have 

appeared, enabling the low-cost use of MEMS vibrating structures, opening a wide usage of 

miniaturized gyroscopes (in smartphones for example). But MEMS offer a too low Allan 

variance. Still, mechanical gyroscopes offer the best accuracy and lowest drift [2]. 

 

The attitude accuracy required for space launch vehicle is less than 1°, while location accuracy is 

around meters. At the launch pad prior to launch, the system runs an alignment phase. Small 

disturbances on the vehicle (wind, vibrations…) can cause an initial error of 0.5° to 1° in the 

IMU configuration. This error can be corrected with the use of a MEMS-based “North-finder” 

[3].  



 
Schematic of a traditional INS and location system interactions 

 

 

Measured accelerations and induced commands sent to actuators are sent down to ground 

stations for a close monitoring of light safety. Angular accelerations, velocity, attitude are sent. 

But data provided by the onboard system is not sufficient in order to get accurate knowledge. 

Indeed, errors can occur at each level of the system (Power supply, IMU, processing, telemetry 

link…). Ground radar stations are the legacy solution to get a redundant and accurate estimation. 

These stations offer high accuracy (<10m and <<1°) at altitudes up to 1500km. But radar 

technology is limited by: 

- Angular accuracy 

- Range 

- Associated costs 

 

Indeed, multiple stations have to be installed on the path of the trajectory, some stations being 

sometimes sea-based on dedicated ships. These induce accumulating acquisition, operational and 

maintenance costs for flight safety. The safety risks of an uncontrolled vehicle decreasing with 

altitude, this technology is still widely used despite its low range. 

 

 

 

IMU Hybridization for steady performance at lower cost 

 

Multiple GNSS constellations are available for an accurate location. Their accuracy meet the 

requirements for space vehicle flight safety (<<10m). Galileo, GPS and GLONASS 

constellations ensure an entire coverage of space around earth up to geostationary orbit 

(36000km). NASA MMS missions have shown in 2017 capacity to acquire GPS data at up to 

more than 180,000km and 35,000km/h [4], way more than needed for space launch. GNSS 

receivers host filtering capacities and incoherence detection algorithms that further improve 

accuracy. However, highly accurate GNSS location data is not always available. Visibility of 

satellites from a launch vehicle is impacted by: 

 

- The spinning of the vehicle, increasing with altitude 

- The plume effect 

- The location of antennas on the vehicle body, constrained by design 

- Shocks and vibrations caused by booster/stage separation 

 



As loss and recollection of satellite signals can take time, several seconds of information loss 

should be expected. This time is unsuitable for flight safety. 

 

GNSS technologies can present performances limitations due to regulation. For example, the 

COCOM limitation for GPS limits acquisition of GPS signal to 18km altitude and 500m/s 

velocity. Galileo also has such limitations. They can however be lifted in collaboration with 

regulators. 

 

Combining multiple GNSS constellations enables to alleviate risks of signal loss, improve 

integrity of location information and allow for higher satellite visibility.  

 

 
Amount of visible GNSS satellites during a space launch 

 

Hybridization is a technique that takes the best out of the two most accurate location 

technologies: gyroscopes and GNSS. IMUs offer a high continuity of signal, high accuracy in the 

short term (due to low drift). Meanwhile, GNSS offer highly accurate information but at lower 

continuity. GNSS acquisitions are used to correct the drifting IMU data through an algorithm 

based on a Kalman filter. The low availability of GNSS signal is compensated by the low 

drifting of the internal IMU. However, a frequent reset of the drifting enables to integrate an 

IMU with lower stability than the ones used for legacy navigation. 

  
IxBlue ASTRIX 1000 FOG gyroscope 

 



Estimated loss of GNSS signal can supposedly reach 5s [5]. Thus, chosen technology for IMU 

shall be chosen with a consideration of 5s of drifting. In the case of this location kit, the FOG 

(Fiber-Optic Gyroscope) technology, provided by IxBlue, has proven sufficient capacities. Being 

based on the Sagnac effect of propagating light, FOG-based gyroscope occupies more or less 

space depending on desired performances [6]. With relatively low drift in time, this technology 

enables to get rid of mechanical gyroscopes and bring space, weight and costs savings. 

 

 

 

 

Obtaining autonomy and low intrusiveness 
 

 

 
Overview of the Kit 

 

 

Taking advantage of the high performances of the hybridization of GNSS and gyros, an 

autonomous location kit offers a solution to get rid of ground radar stations. With high 

confidence in location and attitude measurements, redundancy can be added for all system 

elements that could induce an error in attitude and location estimation. A fully autonomy can be 

reached. 

 

Energy autonomy 

 

The overall system can be run whether at launch phase where flight safety is key (around 10min 

flight) or during the whole flight. In this case, both launch and re-entry phases can be monitored 

closely for flight safety. Being powered by battery, duration of autonomy is a crucial parameter. 

The first implementation of this kit is set to provide 80W during 10 hours. Preparatory phases 

prior the launch encompass a “chronological phase”. Once the vehicle is set for departure, the 

main power and data links with the launch pad (through the “umbilical link”) are cut off. Launch 



can be postponed due to weather or other parameters. 10 hours of autonomy enable to cope with 

3 delayed launches. 

 

 
Typical timeframe of postponed launches 

 

Management of the batteries during their whole life cycle is crucial in order to ensure 

performance and safety. A comprehensive protocol is set, comprising: 

 

 Rules for transportation 

 Rules for storage 

 Charging and discharging speed limits 

 Charge and discharge limits 

 Protection circuit for voltage and current 

 Thermal fuses onboard the battery pack 

 Dedicated charging and monitoring station 

 

Dedicated ground equipment 

 

The kit is managed through three dedicated equipment. They enable to configure the kit prior to 

launch, monitor the kit until the launch phase has started and receive data from the telemetry 

link. 

 

- BMT (Mobile Test Bench) bench for configuration 

A mobile bench used for charging/discharging the batteries, configuration of the IMU, control of 

the radio links (GPS receivers, telemetry link) with specific antennas caps, GNSS link 

simulation, spectrum analyzer. It offers a comprehensive autonomous test protocol. 

 

- The UCC (Central Command Unit) offers monitoring capacities from the control room. As this 

room is usually located at a few kilometers from the launch pad and linked to it with a specific 

link, a Front-End (FE) equipment is installed in the launch table to enable power and discrete 

configuration link with the kit through the vehicle’s umbilical link. The eZ Software Suite is 

used to configure and monitor the kit. 



 
Overview of the Kit ground means for Ariane 5 program 

 

 

- The dedicated KSV Monitor software is used for in-flight management of the kit. It 

encompasses: 

 Live visualization of attitude and location 

 Monitoring of the telemetry link and link budget 

 GNSS reception status 

 Equipment temperature 

 Batteries voltage 

 Additional measurements visualization 

 

 

 



Mock-up of the KSV Monitor software 

 

 

 

Low volume and weight equipment 

 

Compactness is enabled by the modular use of compact COTS equipment.  

 

 
The CMA modular and low-volume Data Acquisition Unit 

 

 

The CMA data acquisition unit (DAU) is used to gather localization information, temperatures of 

the kit modules and other parameters and transmit them to the transmitter. This DAU is a space-

proven system designed for harsh environments of missile testing.  Its native modular design 

offers multiple capacities in low-volume: 

 

- High-density analog module. Offering 8 differential or single-ended analog inputs, its 

genericity opens to any type of analog sensor with dedicated conditioning 

- Programmable module. Dedicated module hosting specific user-defined algorithm 

- Serial bus acquisition 

 

The DTRDM S-band transmitter was also designed for harsh environments and flight testing 

with high constraints on volume. It is available in 5W and 10W configurations depending on the 

need. 

 

The FOG technology with relatively low constraints on drift enables to use a low-footprint 

gyroscope. The Sagnac effect being linked to the length of light propagation, low constraints on 

accuracy implies lower length of fiber optic. In the case of this kit, the FOG gyroscope used in 

this kit is thus of low profile. 

 

  

The modular integration, an enabler of adaptability 

 

This kit using various COTS components, there is a strong capitalization on efforts done for 

miniaturization. Moreover, the re-use of this kit in various other space vehicles is made possible 

thanks to the segregation of functionalities in various boxes. The mechanical housing mainly  



offers mechanical support for the devices and isolation from vibrations and shocks for the IMU. 

Thus, such a design is easy to re-configure and adapt to other volume and integration constraints.  

 

Technical constraints on the performances can vary depending on the vehicle, its mission and 

usage: 

 

- Autonomy 

Scalability of the batteries is permitted by their internal design, being an assembly of numerous 

small size cells.  

 

- Tolerance to radiative environment 

Redundancy can be added at equipment level. Plus, the CMA DAU exists in a radiation-tolerant 

variant: the LMA. This equipment offers the same performances with extended ruggedness to 

high-altitude space flights. 

 

- Additional measurements to be included in the telemetry link 

Modularity of the CMA DAU enables to include up to 16 acquisition modules onboard the same 

equipment. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Accurate location of space vehicles is a crucial capacity to protect inhabited areas. The 

tremendous costs of traditional radar-based solutions make it painful for space programs. With 

hybridization of GNSS and Gyroscope technologies, the accuracy of location can be reached on-

board the vehicle. COTS, ruggedized and miniaturized equipment for data acquisition, 

processing and transmission toward telemetry are key enablers. Along with integration expertise, 

an autonomous and adaptable solution for accurate location is now available. 

 

This kit will be tested during the year 2020 for further improvements before its operational 

integration in the Ariane 6 program. Adaptable to any platform, this autonomous and non-

intrusive kit bring Flight Safety to a new era of autonomy and costs savings. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The B1C signal adopts a new navigation signal system including pilot and data signal. These two 
signals are transmitted simultaneously in an orthogonal manner. When the signal is weak, two 
signals need to be processed jointly to improve the signal detection ability. This paper designs a 
novel weighted joint acquisition algorithm. Monte Carlo simulation has been done to evaluate 
the performance. The simulation results show that the detection performance of the proposed 
algorithm connects with the weighted coefficient. When the optimal weighting coefficient is 
selected, detection performance can be improved greatly under the condition of weak signal. 
Keywords: B1C signal, weighted joint acquisition algorithm, weighted coefficient. 
 
 

1.   INTRODUCTION 
 
Different from the traditional GNSS signal, the pilot branch signal of the modern GNSS signal is 
designed to transmit along with the data signal. The pilot signal does not modulate the navigation 
message, but only for the ranging code, and the data signal modulates the pseudo code and the 
navigation message. Different power allocation ratios are used in different navigation systems. In 
E1-B/C of Gelileo, L2C and L5C signals of GPS, the power of pilot and data signals account for 
50% of the total power, while in GPS L1C signal and Beidou B1C signal, pilot signal  account 
for 75% of the total energy and data signal  account for 25% only. 
 
Under the condition of the weak signal, in order to improve the performance of acquisition by 
making full use of the signal energy, the pilot signal and data signal are processed jointly. At 
present, many studies focus on the model in which the data signal and the pilot signal account for 
same proportion of all signal energy, the detection probability and false alarm probability of the 
noncoherent and differentially coherent joint algorithm for this  model are deduced and analyzed 
in [5]. In [6]  joint acquisition algorithm between different frequency is researched.  
 
The power of the pilot signal of B1C accounts for 75% of the total energy and that of the data 
signal accounts for only 25%. According to different power ratio, a novel combining acquisition   
algorithm is designed for B1C signal acquisition in this paper, in which the data and pilot signal 
are combined with different weighted coefficient. The noise distribution characteristics are 



analyzed and simulated, and the threshold of CFAR detection is obtained. By CFAR detection 
method, the acquisition performance under different C/N0 and weighted coefficients is simulated 
and analyzed to verify the improvement of detection performance of weighted noncoherent 
combining acquisition algorithm in weak signal situation. 
 
 

2.  SIGNAL MODEL 
 
The complex envelope of B1C signal can be expressed as: 
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Where 1 _ ( )B C data tS  is data signal, 1 _ ( )B C pilot tS  is pilot signal. 1 _ ( )B C data tD  represents the navigation data 
modulated on the data signal. 1 _ ( )B C data tC  is the ranging code of data signal. 1 _ ( )B C data tsc  is the carrier 
of data signal. 1 _ ( )B C pilot tC  is the ranging code of pilot signal , 1 _ ( )B C pilot tsc  is the carrier of pilot 
signal , and ( )n t  is a Gauss white noise signal whose variance is 2σ  

 
The data signal and pilot signal are broadcast simultaneously on I and Q branches of B1C signals. 
As transmission paths of them are identical, the two branch signals received by the receiver are 
completely aligned in code phase, with identical Doppler frequency and the carrier phase 
difference of 90 degrees. On account of the consistency of PN code phase and carrier Doppler of 
pilot and data signals. In common situation, the signal acquisition process can just process pilot 
signal and then two signals are tracked simultaneously in the tracking phase, in particular  
situation if the performance of acquisition detection need to be improved, the pilot branch and 
data branch should be processed jointly. 
 
 

3.  NONCOHERENT JOINT DETECTION ALGORITHM 
 

3.1 PMF-FFT acquisition algorithm 
 
B1C signal adopts Weil code as pseudo-code with the rate of 1.023 MHz, and the number of 
chips per cycle is 10230. Meanwhile, the pilot signal of B1C signal uses QMBOC (6,1,4/33) 
modulation, and the data signal uses BOC (1,1) modulation. As for BOC modulated signals, 
there are many ambiguity-free acquisition algorithms, but all these algorithms require the search 
step of code phase being small. For BOC (1,1) signals, SCPC and ASPECT algorithms are 
required that the search step of code phase is not bigger than 1/4 chips. In the design and analysis 
of the algorithm, the number of pseudo-code search units per cycle is 40920 with 1/4 chips as 
search step. 
 



Signal acquisition is a two-dimensional search for pseudo-code phase and carrier Doppler. 
Commonly used signal acquisition algorithms includes  acquisition algorithm of the time-domain 
parallel based on "FFT-IFFT" and acquisition algorithm of the frequency-domain parallel based 
on "PMF-FFT". For B1C signal, if the parallel acquisition algorithm in time domain based on 
"FFT-IFFT" is adopted, two FFTs and one IFFT are needed to be accomplished for each 
acquisition branch with the length of 40920. The algorithm immensely consumes computational 
resources and is difficult to achieve. At same time, the search range of carrier Doppler is 
relatively small. The algorithm in this paper is designed based on the acquisition algorithm of 
PMF-FFT. When the individual pilot channel is captured, the structure of acquisition algorithm 
is shown in Figure1. 
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Figure 1 Structure of “PMF-FFT’ acquisition algorithm 

 
The output of PMF-FFT algorithm detection is as follows: 
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Where COHT  is the total integration time, '

COHT  is the time for each period of integration. df is the 
carrier frequency offset of relative nominal frequency. lf∆  is the stepped frequency, and ( )mR τ∆
is the loss caused by code phase Error. Compared with FFT-IFFT algorithm, PMF-FFT 
algorithm adds additional cumulative loss of piecewise coherence before FFT. 
 
3.2 Noncoherent Joint Acquisition Algorithm 
 
The noncoherent joint acquisition algorithm directly adds the correlation values of data and pilot 
signals by squaring the envelope. The algorithm structure is shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 2 Structure of noncoherent joint acquisition algorithm 

The noncorrelation joint acquisition detection algorithm of two branches, under the same power, 
has been analyzed in the existing literature. According to the unequal power of pilot and data 
branches of B1C signal, the power should be weighed. 
 
3.3 Power Weighted 
 
The noncorrelation joint acquisition detection algorithm of two branches, under the same power, 
has been analyzed in the existing literature. According to the unequal power of pilot and data 
branches of B1C signal, the power should be weighed. 

 2 2( , ) ( , )D D P PS F S Fτ τ+
2( , ) + - ( , )P P D DS F S Fλ τ λ τ （1）

 
(3) 

Where λ  is the weight coefficient. The non correlation joint acquisition shown in Figure 2 
equates to =0.5λ ，The weight of Pilot channel and data channel is the same. The equal weight 
weighting method can effectively make use of the signal energy of pilot channel and data 
channel to improve the ability of acquiring signal. 
 
The power ratio of B1C signal is 3:1. Because the pilot signal and data signal are two orthogonal 
BPSK signals in QPSK modulation, and the sample noise of the two signals is independent and 
identically distributed noise signal, the Gauss white noise model is adopted in this paper. 
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Integral noise energy conforming to the distribution of gamma 
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The noise of pilot signal and data signal is independent and identically distributed. Nevertheless, 
according to statistical theory, gamma distribution possess additively, and the noise of joint 
detection also conforms to gamma distribution. 

 12 2+( - ) ( )P Dn n Gaλ λ •  (6) 



Monte Carlo simulation of noise characteristics, under different weighted coefficients, is carried 
out, and the distribution characteristics of noise energy are estimated by using MATLAB. The 
figure below shows the integral noise distribution when the weighted coefficients is 0.5 and the 
noise distribution of coherent. 
 

 
Fig 1 The distribution of noise energy 

 
As the noise of pilot signal and data signal are distributed independently and identically, the 
noise energy of joint detection has nothing to do with weighted coefficients, but when the noise 
distributions are different, the weighted coefficients are different accordingly. Constant false 
alarm detection (CFAR) , used in signal acquisition and detection, is set according to the 
distribution characteristics of noise. 
 
Signal integral detection is related to input signal-to-noise ratio and weighted coefficients. Under 
different weighted coefficients and input signal-to-noise ratio, the detection performance is 
simulated in the paper. The paper is based on CFAR test. 
 
 

4. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS 
 
Through simulation experiments, the detection performance is verified in different carrier-to-
noise ratio and different weighting coefficients. CFAR detection strategy is selected for false 
alarm probability, and CFAR threshold is selected according to noise distribution characteristics, 
and verified by Monte Carlo simulation. The subsequent simulations are set as follows. 
 



Tabel 1 Simulation parameters 

Parameters 
Sampling rate 32.768M 

Middle frequency 10M 
Code long 10230 

Integrate time 10ms 
Code phase 200 

Carrier Doppler -10k 
Code search step 1/4 chip 

                
Fig 2  Pd with different weights and C/N0 

 
Fig 3 Pd with different C/N0 
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Fig 4 Pd with different weight parameter 

Fig. 3 shows the variation of detection probability with weighted coefficients and carrier-to-noise 
ratio in constant false alarm (CFAR) detection of B1C signals -510fap = . Fig. 4 shows the change 
curve of detection probability with weighted coefficient under different carrier-to-noise ratios. 
From the results of the graph, it can be seen that for B1C signal, the detection probability 
increases first and then decreases with the weight coefficient increasing from 0.05 to 095. For 
each fixed signal-to-noise ratio, when the signal is weak , the influence of weighted coefficients 
on the detection probability is particularly obvious . For B1C signal, under the noise mode 
specified in this paper, weighted coefficient possess optimal performance compared with 
different C/N0. 
 
Compared with using pilot signal alone, weighted acquisition algorithm can improve detection 
performance. When the carrier-to-noise ratio is 33dBHz, weighted joint acquisition will 
increases detection probability from 0.2278 to 0.3466. As the carrier-to-noise ratio is 34dBHz, 
detection probability is increased from 0.4478 to 0.5526. When signal gets stronger, the effect of 
the algorithm on detection probability is not obvious. For 38dBHz signal, detection probability 
can only be increased from 0.9936 to 0.9994. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

The B1C signal of Beidou No. 3 adopts a new navigation signal system of which the signal 
energy is distributed in pilot branch and signal branch in proportion of 3:1 and the pilot branch 
adopts QMBOC modulation. In order to effectively capture B1C signals, it is necessary to make 
full use of all the signal energy. For B1C signals, based on the strong correlation of pilot and data 
branches in time and frequency domain, the signals of the two branches are processed jointly. 
This paper puts forward a joint acquisition algorithm based on power weighting to analyze the 
statistical characteristics of weighted noise. Based on this basis, Monte Carlo simulation is 
carried out by using MATLAB based on CFAR detection strategy. The simulation results show 
that the detection performance of the joint acquisition algorithm is related to the selection of 
weighted coefficients. Through analyzing the simulation results , the optimal weighted 
coefficients are obtained. The joint acquisition algorithm whose detection performance is better 
than its equally weighted is superior to that of the single pilot branch signal. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Emerging aircraft avionics and vehicle management communication systems have switched to 
higher data rate networks such as Ethernet and Fibre Channel, requiring Flight Test systems that 
can acquire data information from these networks. The data has moved onto higher speed 
networks, but the telemetry bandwidth has not increased, therefore producing a need to selectively 
capture data from within a packet, down to the bit level, for telemetry without capturing the entire 
message. Ethernet and Fibre Channel are transport protocols without rigid payload structure 
definitions as seen with MIL-STD-1553 or ARINC-429. Avionics traffic can be defined in any 
manner including dynamic length components or repeating structures that are difficult to define 
generically. AIT (Avionics Interface Technologies) developed the Airborne Network Data 
Aggregator (ANDA) unit for The Boeing Company with six different payload structure filter types 
to generically capture data out of network structures.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The spectrum available for flight test telemetry transmission has been reduced significantly in the 
past decade and the future plans for spectrum usage does not look any better.  The 2010 National 
Broadband Plan by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) laid out a plan to “make 500 
megahertz newly available for broadband use within the next 10 years, 300 megahertz of which 
should be made available between 225 MHz and 3.7 GHz for mobile use within the next 5 years” 
[1]. This combined with other applications encroaching in L band (1 to 2 GHz), S band (2 to 4 
GHz), and C band (4 to 8 GHz), such as airport ground surveillance radars, ADS-B, medical 
devices, cellular technology and other technologies are putting pressure on the telemetry 
community to find ways of reducing bandwidth needs in a growing data environment. Adding to 
this problem test ranges are congested and often are competing for frequency spectra between 
executing test programs.  While the ability to telemeter data is still currently viable the trend is an 
ever shrinking spectra such that the ability to transmit more data air to ground from a test aircraft 
is likely not viable. 
 
In opposition to reducing transmission spectrum, the amount of data being produced by new 
aircraft platforms is expanding.  Traditional digital bus technology such as MIL-STD-1553 had a 
maximum transmission rate of 1 Mbps per bus and ARINC-429 had a maximum rate of 100 kbps. 
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At these transmission speeds, the entire bus or even multiple buses could be captured by 
instrumentation systems and transmitted via telemetry to ground stations within the current 
telemetry bandwidth which, in many cases, is limited to 5 to 10 Mbps. A single, fully-loaded, 
digital bus on Gigabit Ethernet (1.25 Gbps) or Fibre Channel (1.0625 Gbps) can now only have 
about a half percent of their traffic transmitted in current bandwidths. Both Ethernet and Fibre 
Channel are also going to even higher speeds, which would result in even lower allowable 
percentages of bus data to telemeter, requiring even more filtering of the input bus to stay within 
telemetry bandwidth.  
 
Additionally, any solution to this problem should be compatible and compliant to the Range 
Commander’s Council – Telemetry Group’s (RCC-TG) IRIG-106 standards [2] such that it could 
fly on government ranges, and it would need to be flexible enough to handle an ever growing list 
of data structures within the payload section of each protocol. As a military contractor, solutions 
have to reside within onboard systems capable of passing the environmental qualifications military 
aircraft requires which may also add power, weight, and size limitations to design solutions. 
 
 

IRIG-106 ALIGNMENT 
 

The IRIG-106 standards were created to ensure interoperability across government ranges. 
Government contracts often specify compliance to these standards. There are multiple sections 
within the standard that are used with handling telemetry. There are data format structures for 
telemetry in Chapter 4 (PCM), Chapter 7 (Packet TM), Chapter 8 (Digital Data Bus), Chapter 10 
(data recording) Chapter 10.3 (Data streaming), Chapter 11 (Data Formatting) and Chapter 24 
(TmNS). There are also data structure definitions in Chapter 9 (TMATS) and Chapter 23 (Meta 
Data Language or MDL).  
 
Regardless of the method of transmission, whether traditional PCM (Chapter 4), PCM interspersed 
with asynchronous packet data (Chapter 7), or the provisions for dynamic spectrum sharing 
(Chapter 27 and 28), the quantity of data from aircraft network sources has long since exceeded 
the bandwidth available for telemetry.  For analog and digital bus (MIL-STD-1553 and ARINC-
429) data acquisition systems exist that can perform data selection suitable to reduce the amount 
of data telemetered to the transmission channel provided.  However for aircraft Ethernet and Fibre 
Channel data now present on aircraft systems there is a driving need for a data selection solution 
to pass a subset of data off a bus. In order to do this, the data has to be selectively thinned out to 
selected words for telemetry.  
 
The selection of words from the aircraft network sources requires a description of these parameters 
as telemetry attributes.  These attributes are required to dictate how the data is acquired, processed, 
and telemetered.  The IRIG 106-17 standards currently describe these attributes either in Chapter 
9 (TMATS) or Chapter 23 (MDL).  As of 2015, when Boeing was developing the requirements 
for a network data aggregator, TMATS could not support defining a variable length message in 
the S-records and MDL was not yet an adopted standard.  
 
In the absence of an industry standard capable of defining the multitude of data structures, a 
protocol agnostic definition would be the next best option when aggregating selected data from 
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network traffic. A protocol agnostic solution is ideal as this means the embedded device doesn’t 
need to understand the structure of the data in the network packet payloads but only needs 
instructions on a byte offset basis as to what to do with data. This removes a need to define all 
traffic and only define the minimum information necessary to capture a particular sequence of bits. 
An onboard system needs to perform without adding significant latency during data selection and 
without significant computational resources to fit within a package that can survive the 
environment of tactical military aircraft (power, weight, and size limitations). Minimal data 
structure definition supports these challenges.  
 
 

TYPES OF DATA STRUCTURES 
 

Boeing has experience with many different types of avionics busses used in Flight Testing. On the 
military side, historical usage is with MIL-STD-1553. The current trend is moving over to more 
commercially derived bus architectures which have included IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) and ANSI 
272-2003 (Fibre Channel). One of the challenges with moving into this new domain of upper level 
protocol is the lack of defined structure. MIL-STD-1553 has a limited number of data words 
allowed in a message such that the command word allows great control to be levied by 
instrumentation systems on capturing selected messages or words for telemetry.  
 
At the Ethernet level, there is only a datagram which is a large box in which to stuff whatever is 
desired to be sent. This could be data in traditional word slots ala 1553, or could be video, or could 
be a mixture of different pieces of information. Fibre Channel is similar to Ethernet in that there 
is just a bucket of data being transported. The data_field within the Fibre Channel data frame can 
hold anything. The same data structure could be used both for Fibre Channel or Ethernet transport. 
Both protocols have the ability to fragment messages into multiple frames or packets.  
 
There are design considerations for embedded systems to optimize data structures for speed; 
however, data systems need to be more general from a cost perspective in order to support multiple 
different types of avionics boxes. The ability to pull information out of a data structure is highly 
dependent on the data structure and its complexity. This sets-up competing needs for the avionics 
box designers trying to minimize traffic for speed and for the instrumentation acquisition designers 
who need some level of consistency such that new firmware isn’t required to capture traffic for 
each new avionics box transmitting on a bus. 
 
Many examples from across multiple programs and platforms have been combined and abstracted 
into 4 generalized examples to highlight the necessity for a network aggregator solution that has 
the capability to inspect a packet inside the payload level and make decisions based on that. 
 
In the following data structures the terminology listed here will be used for communication 
purposes even though these terms don’t exist in the nomenclature of the protocols but will ease 
discussion. 
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• Message: A reassembled IP datagram (UDP or TCP) or a reassembled Fibre Channel 
Exchange 

o A message can be broken down into a header and submessage 
• Message Header: A section within the message that contains key identification information 
• Keyword: A sequence of bits that uniquely identify a message 
• Submessage: A way of segmenting a message to contain different types of information 

o A submessage can consist of a header, blocks, or data 
• Submessage header: A section within the submessage that contains identifying information 
• Submessage blocks: A section of data that can occur multiple times  
• Submessage data: Consecutive bits that are desired for data selection 

 
 
The first data structure example is “Fixed Length, Fixed Format” with a structure diagram below 
in Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1: Fixed Length Fixed Format Data Structure 

This structure is the closest related to a 1553 message. In the 1553 message, a command word 
identifies the remote terminal and subaddress. The Keyword (shown as “Keywd” in the diagram) 
is an equivalent for message identification. The ANDA can utilize the Keyword and then go on 
further to do data selection on Words or bits. Possible data selections are shown as “Data Group 
of Words”, “Data Word”, and “Data Bits.” This structure is simple and can be defined with simple 
byte offsets since, in every occurrence of a message, the same bit locations mean the same thing.   
 
The second data structure example is “Repeating Blocks without Offsets” with a structure diagram 
below in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2: Repeating Blocks without Offsets Data Structure 

This structure is composed of 2 main sections (Fixed, and Dynamic). The fixed sections are the 
boxes “KeyWd” and “Non Repeating Block (Optional)”. The dynamic sections are the 
submessages.  
 
ANDA uses the Keyword (shown as “KeyWd”) to determine if the message is desired for data 
selection or not. The next part of the fixed section (“Non Repeating Block (Optional)” is a fixed 
length block of data that may be there for some messages but may not for other messages; however, 
it would be consistently present or absent for each occurrence of a message.  
 
A submessage is composed of a block count (shown as “# Blks”) and a variable number of 
repeating blocks (shown as “Blk”). A repeating block is the same size within a submessage but a 
repeating block may be a different size for different submessages. The size of the repeating block 
is the same for each occurrence of each submessage. Each occurrence of the message could have 
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a different number of repeating blocks for each submessage which is why a block counter is 
required to dynamically parse through the message. The “D” boxes represent a set of data to be 
captured for telemetry. This may be a few words or an entire block of data. Since the number of 
repeating blocks is dynamic and variable, the ANDA has to be able to limit the number of block 
captures in telemetry while passing all of them through for recording. The number of submessages 
that may occur could be different between different messages but has to be consistent between 
occurrences of the same message since there are no identification headers in the submessages. The 
starting location of each submessage is dynamic based on the number of repeating blocks in the 
previous submessage, and there is no offset location provided so the ANDA has to traverse the 
message dynamically to get to later submessages. 
 
The third data structure example is “Repeating Blocks with Offsets” with a data structure diagram 
below in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Repeating Blocks with Offsets Data Structure 

This structure is very similar to the second structure (Repeating Blocks without Offsets). The main 
differences are that the block counters have been pulled out of the submessages and put into the 
beginning fixed structure and the dynamic offset locations for each submessage have been added. 
This has the benefit of being able to “jump” straight to the desired submessage. 
 
The last data structure example is “Repeating Blocks with Headers” with a data structure diagram 
shown below in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Repeating Blocks with Headers Data Structure 

This structure has a message header that has the Keyword (shown as “KeyWd”) and a count of 
how many submessages are in the message (shown as “# of Submsgs”). Following the header is 
each submessage. A submessage has a header that identifies which submessage is following and a 
size of the submessage. Since there are no offset locations provided and submessages do not have 
to show up in a predicable sequence, this header information is required to dynamically traverse 
through the message to find the submessage containing the words that are desired for data-
selection. A submessage could occur multiple times. In order to find the correct blocks, ANDA 
has to be able to dynamically traverse and use both the Keyword and Submessage header for data-
selection determination.  
 
 

DATA SELECTION OVERVIEW 
 

To address the growing tension between increasing data load requirements and restricted telemetry 
bandwidth, Avionics Interface Technologies (AIT) developed the Airborne Network Data 
Aggregator (ANDA). The ANDA provides hardware and comprehensive software tools to enable 
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capture of specific data within the open-ended payload structure of high data rate networks such 
as Ethernet and Fibre Channel and direct this data-selection to telemetry (TM).  
The ANDA serves a dual purpose in the avionics flight test network. First, the ANDA provides 
intelligent selection of data targeted for the limited available TM bandwidth. Second, it provides 
a point of data aggregation from several high-speed serial (Fibre Channel & Ethernet) streams so 
that this data may be forwarded to a flight test data recorder.   
 
The ANDA data-selection function is accomplished via a Multi-Level Data Select Logic (M-
LDSL) which selects data to be sent to a Current Value Table (CVT) which is the upstream data 
source for TM scheduling and transmission to onboard telemetry. ANDA operation is controlled 
via AIT-developed software tools that include data configuration and compilation, a graphical user 
interface, and the ability to create APIs for aircraft Interface Control Documents (ICD). A 
significant feature of the ANDA software toolset is the ability to program offline without the 
requirement to be connected to the unit itself.  
 
 

MULTI-LEVEL DATA SELECT LOGIC (M-LDSL) 
 

As noted above, a data aggregator must be able to identify and inspect selected packets inside the 
aircraft network’s data payload and make predetermined data-selection decisions based on its 
content. To accomplish this task, the ANDA employs Multi-Level Data Select Logic, a three-level 
hierarchy that exploits the payload structure of the datagram is shown below in Figure 5 
 

 
Figure 5: Multi-Level Data Select Logic Diagram 

The three-level hierarchy consists of: 
 

1. Frame Triggers, which identify data source and destination. 
2. Keyword Triggers, which identify specific avionics application messages. 
3. Data Selection, which identifies specific data parameters (submessages) within the 

application message. 
 
The ANDA accommodates the generalized data structures described above using a frame-based 
data structure that includes an address header followed by one or more messages, each including 
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a Message ID. The content of the individual message includes an arbitrary number of submessages 
or parameters.  

 
Figure 6: Generalized Data Structure 

 
 

M-LDSL: FRAME TRIGGERS 
 

Frame triggers may be used to identify data based on the source and destinations avionics 
applications or system. Based on frame header addressing information identifying source and 
destination addresses, frame triggers allow specific frames to be selected (or blocked) from TM 
and/or data recorders. 
 
The ANDA handles up to 63 frame trigger modules per input port. Each frame trigger module may 
trigger off any field in the Ethernet or Fibre Channel frame header.  
 
 

M-LDSL: KEYWORD TRIGGERS 
 

The functions of keyword triggers are: 
 

1. Identify specific avionics application messages;  
2. Filter and route the type or class of data content within a message payload; 
3. Forward that content to a specified entry point in the data selection level of the M-LSDL, 

which extracts the actual data destined for TM.  
 

For example, a keyword trigger would identify a message containing critical low-speed sensor data 
such as airspeed or altitude that would be selected for routing to telemetry output, while a message 
containing video would be ignored.  
 
Based on a given value in a specific field within the message payload, keyword triggers allow the 
user to select and route the payloads of identified messages—the message ID—of any word in the 
message. Keyword triggers operate on messages and may be used to identify the message based 
on a bit field located anywhere in the message.  
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M-LDSL: DATA SELECTION 
 

Data selection—the lowest level of the Multi-level Data Select hierarchy— is the logic that extracts 
specific avionics application message parameters—the bit and byte fields contained within the 
message payload. Once extracted, this information is forwarded to the Current Value Table (CVT). 
The keyword trigger identifies the data selection entry point into the CVT. In turn, the CVT 
provides the data parameter source for TM scheduling and transmission. 
 
At this point in the data extraction process, submessages exclude timestamp and frame header 
information, consisting only of payload data, including up to a 32-bit message ID that defines the 
particular format of the data (e.g., airspeed, altitude, etc.). Data arriving at the data selection level 
is processed serially.  
 
 

CURRENT VALUE TABLE (CVT) 
 

The CVT is the source database for telemetry processing and scheduling. The ANDA processor 
creates the output bit stream from the contents of the CVT. Status information may also be inserted 
as desired. Via its LAN and management interfaces, the ANDA allows a “quick look” at message 
parameter contents via CVT access and read operations. 
The CVT accommodates up to 8192 entries. Each data entry may be up to 128 bits in length. Since 
each CVT entry size matches the RAM word length there is no need for double buffering, reducing 
latency. An example Fibre Channel packet is shown captured into CVTs and then passed into TM 
below in Figure 7 
 

 
Figure 7: Data Selection Diagram 
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TELEMETRY DATA OUTPUTS (TDO) 
 

The ANDA TDO is a TM frame formatter that reads CVT data and outputs it in PCM or packetized 
telemetry (TmNS) format to comply with the IRIG-106 standard. It then processes a circular buffer 
of user-programmed instructions. The TDO module also includes a user-programmed “minor cycle 
time” to control the output rate and supports time synchronization to IRIG-B DC or IEEE 1588 
master clocks. 
 
The TDO places the current timestamp at the start of the message and then inserts data from the 
CVT in 16-bit packages. The 16-bit package is the smallest size: 1-bit items will consume 16 bits 
in the output stream; 18-bit items would consume 32 bits, and so forth. 
TDO data may be routed to two identical PCM interfaces as well as to available Gigabit Ethernet 
outputs for use by data recorders. 
 
 

USER SOFTWARE TOOLS 
 

ANDA hardware is supported by a System Setup and Configuration software utility (SSU) 
centered on user-readable XML.   
Key elements of the SSU include:  
 

1. A configuration graphical user interface for normal create/edit/save functions. The 
configuration data is saved in the form of XML documents. An XML command line 
configuration compiler provides the ability to program and compile optimized binary code 
to be loaded into the ANDA configuration memory. This allows the definition and 
compilation of configurations without the requirement to be connected to the ANDA 
hardware, so the compiled configurations may be loaded to the unit at a later time. 

2. A configuration library for creating APIs for C#, export/load is available to import data 
programmatically from the aircraft Interface Control Documents or database. 

 

 
Figure 8: User Software Diagram 

Setup configurations defined by the SSU are stored in XML format and enables a variety of user 
operations, including: 
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1. Definition of Ethernet and Fibre Channel data selection and filtering; 
2. Telemetry frame builder to define data format for PCM or TmNS outputs; 
3. Compiled code may be transferred TMATS outputs, which may be deployed to ground 

stations for telemetry data interpretation.  
 
SSU also “modularizes” configuration information, separating network administrative parameters 
(e.g., IP addresses, UDP ports, etc.) from the core messaging parameter configurations. This 
modularity ensures that changes to network parameters do not invalidate the overall configuration 
setup. 
 
The ANDA is supported by a Health and Status Display (HSD) application, which may be hosted 
in any Windows-based (7/8/10) environment with a LAN interface. A primary function of the SSH 
is to load programmed configurations into the non-volatile memory of the ANDA. The SSH also 
enables real time capture, telemetry, and recorder statistics and counters as well as viewing of 
parameters from the CVT. The parameter data from the CVT may be selected, logged and viewed 
in user-defined Engineering Units. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

For the foreseeable future as avionics digital bus architectures continue to move to faster bit rates 
and the RF spectrum allocations continue to be constrained, there will be a need to utilize a 
Network Data Aggregator to capture and data select for telemetry requirements. A significant 
challenge regarding the data structures could be overcome if there were new standards created for 
data structures to reside within the Ethernet or Fibre Channel protocols such that standard methods 
could be created aiding the vendor space in development that was seen for MIL-STD-1553, 
ARINC-429, and IRIG-106 Chapter 10/11.   
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ABSTRACT

Bandwidth being a limited resource in airborne telemetry networks, drone swarms are particularly
challenging to instrument due to the number of airborne nodes involved. Even a modest amount
of data being transmitted by each node may overwhelm the network. Prior work has evaluated
these effects in a number of drone swarm mobility scenarios, and shown the difficulty of achieving
reliable data delivery. However, those results do not distinguish between data loss due to conges-
tion of the available spectrum, and loss due to changing network topologies or disconnection due
to mobility. In this work we attempt to isolate those effects by keeping a simulated drone swarm
stationary, and focussing on the telemetry data delivery due to changing the size and density of the
swarm. We compare the performance using no multi-hop routing protocol, as well as using DSDV,
AODV, DSR, and OLSR.

INTRODUCTION

Drone swarms have made numerous headlines over the last several year, attaining new thresh-
olds of size and coordination, however it is important to node that they do so with minimal live
communications. Individual nodes are heavily pre-programmed with their expected behaviors.
Another common approach is for a single ground station to broadcast commands to the swarm
(one-to-many), with no return transmissions from the drones. This is the opposite of the telemetry
environment where it is important to collect data from each member of the drone swarm (many-
to-one). In engineering such a telemetry network there are two possible extremes: All nodes can
transmit with sufficient power to reach the/a ground station at all times, or each node can transmit
with just enough power to reach their nearest neighbor, which in turn can forward their traffic to
other nodes, and eventually to the/a ground station. Both solutions have pros and cons, and there
is a continuum of operating points in-between.

The first approach provides low-latency communications when all nodes are within range of
each other, however it introduces two problems. The first is that as the number of nodes increases,
it will eventually saturate the communication channel, since no spacial-reuse is possible with this
scheme. Early signs are that this will occur with swarm sizes not much larger than the current 50
nodes [1, 2]. Secondly, future mission tasking is likely to require distributing nodes geographically
such that not all are in communication range of each other, as well as sub-swarm missions where
the swarm splits temporarily and later regroups [3].
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section we examine the existing state-of-the-art in drone-swarm research.

A. Swarm Networking Issues

Drones and drone swarms may move rapidly with respect to their radio range, causing them to
frequently lose and regain connectivity to ground stations and other vehicles.

In addition to network and routing layer limitations, prior work has shown TCP to perform
poorly in lossy wireless environments [4], and this effect is exacerbated with each additional wire-
less link in the path. The TCP transport protocol was designed for long-lasting connections along
an established path. Attributes of TCP, like the three-way handshake, slow start algorithm, and
congestion control algorithms were not designed for scenarios where packets are lost due to causes
other than congestion, or where paths are frequently broken. UDP is not encumbered by the same
restraints as TCP, but offers no acknowledgment that packets were delivered to the destination [5].

Channel bandwidth is also an ever-present constraint in telemetry systems, and can easily be
overwhelmed with 10s or 100s of nodes attempting to communicate simultaneously. On one hand,
multi-hop routing may help with this, by permitting more spacial reuse in the channel alloca-
tion plan, however overhead from routing protocol control messages can also consume significant
amounts of bandwidth, as we show in [3].

In this work, the drone swarm is stationary, and the individual nodes are arranged in a rectan-
gular formation having one, two, or three dimensions (a line, square, or cube respectively). The
set of drone formations simulated is shown in Table 2.

Section B. reviews protocols that represent various tactics used in network routing. Some are
well established, like the four applied in this study (DSDV, AODV, OLSR, and DSR). Others are
relatively new as more variation is needed for unique wireless networks such as flying ad hoc
networks (FANETs), or disruption-tolerant networks (DTNs) [6].

METHODOLOGY

This section provides a review of the initial simulation built to model the NPS swarm in ns-3,
as well as modifications made by this study to improve the mobility model and test additional
routing protocols. Ns-3 is a discrete-event network simulator intended to implement the entire
network stack as a platform for testing a variety of real-world networking scenarios [7]. The ns-
3 Consortium developed it with the intent to improve research and education tools, and recent
work shows that when compared with the ONE simulator, ns-3 provides a more robust, real-world
implementation of various networking aspects [8]. The results in this paper were obtained using
ns-3.29, and each parameter set is averaged over five runs with different seeds for ns-3’s random
number generator.

Table 1: Traffic Parameters

Type Data Rate Packet Size Frequency
Telemetry 768 bps 48 Bytes 2 Hz
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Table 2: Swarm Configurations

Dimensions Ground Stations Nodes
1× 1× 1 1 1
1× 2× 1 1 2
1× 3× 1 1 3
1× 4× 1 1 4
1× 5× 1 1 5
1× 6× 1 1 6
1× 1× 1 1 1
2× 2× 1 1 4
3× 3× 1 1 9
4× 4× 1 1 16
5× 5× 1 1 25
6× 6× 1 1 36
1× 1× 1 1 1
2× 2× 2 1 8
3× 3× 3 1 27
4× 4× 4 1 64
5× 5× 5 1 125
6× 6× 6 1 216

B. Routing Protocols

Once the simulator reproduced message traffic in a broadcast configuration, code was added for
additional routing protocols that are representative of the major categories traditionally used in ad
hoc networking. The ns-3 library provides a number of useful ad hoc routing protocols:

• OLSR: a link-state proactive protocol is able to maintain tables for immediate addressing of
the shortest path [9]. For cases when fewer nodes are within range of the ground station,
OLSR (Optimized Link-State Routing) should be able to quickly find a multi-hop pathway
for the message. On the other hand, when the ground station is able to reach most or all
nodes directly, link state messages will likely create overhead for unnecessary multi-hop
path tables. In this case, the benefit of table maintenance will be lost and limited bandwidth
resources will be used with no returned value. Also, as the number of nodes increases, OLSR
will have a more difficult time converging and the highly dynamic topology will cause the
generation of a large number of link state messages.

• DSDV: a distance-vector proactive protocol [10]. DSDV (Destination Sequenced Distance
Vector) focuses on proactively updating distance-vector tables across the network, much
like its wired equivalent, RIP. This, in turn, should result in fewer distance vector messages.
The proactive nature of this protocol will still generate extra messages for table updates in
a network even if all nodes are in single hop range of the ground station, thus stressing
bandwidth unnecessarily.

• AODV: a distance-vector reactive protocol [11]. AODV (Ad-Hoc On-Demand Distance Vec-
tor) may have lower overhead costs when compared to proactive protocols if traffic is des-
tined to a small subset of the nodes. These overhead cost savings should be most evident
when more nodes are within single hop range of the ground station, and route discovery will
not be invoked as often.

• DSR: a simple reactive source-routing protocol [12]. DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) is
similar to AODV in that it forms routes on demand, only when requested, however it uses
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source routing instead of distributing routing tables to each hop.

Though these protocols are not optimized for use in FANETs, they can be treated a repre-
sentatives of fundamental routing tactics and are therefore useful in demonstrating strengths and
weakness inherent to all protocols that fall within these respective categories.
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Figure 1: Packet delivery ratio vs. node count; 95% confidence intervals

C. Traffic Generation

In prior work we have simulated both mission and telemetry data (described in [2]), however in this
case we want to isolate aspects of network performance, so we limit traffic generation to constant-
bit-rate telemetry data only. Table 1 shows the relevant features of this telemetry traffic, which
resulted in each node in the swarm transmitting two data-packets per second, addressed to the
ground station.

D. Experiment Parameters

The following parameters were varied to exploit the various features of the routing protocols used:
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Figure 2: Packet delivery ratio vs. link count; 95% confidence intervals

• Swarm dimension: the length of each side of the swarm formation, also determining the total
number of nodes in a given swarm.

• Drone spacing: the distance between drone in the (x, y, z) dimensions.

• Radio range: the transmission range (itself a function of transmit power and antenna gain) is
adjusted. Together with the drone spacing, this determines the number of neighbors for each
node (node degree).

• Routing protocol: the multi-hop MANET routing protocol used to deliver packets tot he
ground stations, including no routing protocol.

Throughout this study, we set the node spacing parameter to 100 m. The set of radio ranges
used for simulation is: 105, 145, 175, 205, 285, and 350 meters.

E. Experiment Metrics

The following metrics are utilized for quantitative comparison of protocol performance:
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Figure 3: Packet delivery ratio vs. average node degree; 95% confidence intervals

• Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): calculated by dividing the number of packets delivered to the
assigned destination by the number sent.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section reviews the results from the 2700 simulation executions, and highlights some trends
and relationships.

The initial NPS swarm simulation measured PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio) as a function of
the individual messaging application, and showed that generally, broadcast is the most effective
method of transmission with the swarm scenario across all applications [2]. Since the aim of this
study was to elaborate on that work, and to provide a baseline for future work in studying new
routing protocols in drone-warm telemetry environments, the results of this work will be discussed
in a broader sense. We look at PDR as a function of node count, link count, and average node
degree, to compare the performance of each routing protocol.

Significantly, and in contrast to prior work, broadcast transmission (shown as “none” in the
plots) does not generally outperform the MANET protocols. Figure 1 shows unpredictable perfor-
mance with small numbers of nodes, and a general decline in performance with larger numbers of
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nodes is increased. DSR performed the best with 64 nodes and fewer, while OLSR performed best
with 125 and 216 nodes.

However, node count alone does not determine the state that must be maintained and transmit-
ted by the routing protocols, so we next consider the link count. Figure 2 again shows unpredictable
performance on the far left side, but as the number of links increase we quickly see trends emerge.
DSR again does well with low counts but trends downwards, while OLSR outperforms the other
protocols everywhere above 2000 links. We also note the upward trend of broadcast (“none”) on
the right side of the graph, and note that one of the factors in increasing link count is increasing
transmission range, meaning more nodes are in range of the ground station as we move toward the
right side of the plot.

Lastly we examine the relationship between average node degree and PDR. Node degree (ND)
is a significant metric because it essentially captures the density of the swarm in a way that matters
to network protocols. Here it is influenced both by the formation (cube ND > square ND >
line ND) and the transmission range. Figure 3 again shows DSR performing well at low swarm
densities, while OLSR outperforms it at the highest densities.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We haven’t said much about DSDV and AODV so far. AODV has the lowest performance through-
out the simulations, which is not surprising as a primitive reactive MANET routing protocol. It
is included here for completeness, but will likely be omitted in future work. DSDV is a primitive
proactive protocol, so it is surprising that it performs as close to OLSR as it does. We will continue
to use it as a comparison point in our work, however expect it to struggle as mobility increases. A
final observation on PDR is that these outputs show that as the node density increases, complex-
ity also increases, as evidenced by the downward trend in protocol performance across increasing
swarm densities. The increased complexity in neighbor and route discovery makes it significantly
more difficult for the MANET protocols to operate at a high capacity. Of the protocols investigated
in this work, OLSR is best able to manage that increased complexity.
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ABSTRACT†‡ 

A Spectrum Usage Measurement System (SUMS) characterizes the actual use of telemetry 

spectrum at DoD flight test ranges. The system tracks daily usage  in a measurements repository, 

which  becomes an invaluable resource, allowing querying, reporting and analytics, for defending 

against future spectrum sell-offs, and for providing insights into improving spectrum efficiency. 

The question is how do we quantify spectrum usage in space, time and frequency? And how do we 

certify “actual usage”, as opposed to simple assignment and claims that the spectrum was planned 

to be used? We discuss techniques for addressing these challenges. The system draws upon 

spectrum mission planning data, a network of sensors of various types, and a correlation 

algorithm. A scaling problem wrt characterizing the spatial extent of the spectrum usage is solved. 

Correlation, using heterogeneous data sources at a test range with numerous RF emissions 

prompts a heuristics and flexible rules-based approach.  

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum is a vital resource to DoD test and evaluation (T&E) and training. 

DoD flight test and training ranges are faced with the twin challenges of ever-increasing demand 

for test data throughput, and continuing encroachment on the RF spectrum traditionally reserved 

for them. In such a congested RF environment, the ranges need to be able to defend their use of 

the current telemetry spectrum. One of the main impediments to achieving this capability is the 

lack of a technology solution to characterize spectrum requirements and usage at test ranges and 

assess the operational impacts of spectrum unavailability. To address this gap, Perspecta Labs and 

partners are developing a “Spectrum Usage Measurement System (SUMS)”, which will: 

 collect evidence-based data of telemetry spectrum usage at test and training ranges;

 create a knowledge base that combines mission plans and data collected by sensors, over-

the-air, to produce an accurate representation of spectrum usage;

 provide analytics on usage measurements that will, among other things, help forecast future

spectrum requirements and improve spectral efficiency by providing insights into current

and future operations.

† [DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Approved for public release; Distribution is unlimited 412TW-PA-19353]. 

‡ This project is funded by the National Spectrum Consortium (NSC) through Advanced Technology International (ATI) under 

Contract NSC-17-7020, Spectrum Base Agreement No. 2017-318. 
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In this paper, we address the questions: What does making spectrum usage measurements actually 

entail? And, having made theoretical assessments of spectrum usage, how do we confirm that the 

usage occurred in reality? 

II. MISSION PLANNING DATA AS A BASIS FOR SPECTRUM USAGE 

Figure 1 shows an overview of the SUMS architecture. 

 

 

Figure 1: Overview of the SUMS Architecture 

On a regular basis, SUMS downloads mission-planning data from the test range resource 

management and scheduling systems. Examples of these are Test Resource Management System 

(TRMS), and the Central Scheduling Enterprise (CSE).  The planning data primarily consists of: 

 mission identification, 

 flight areas and ground stations that the mission will use, and 

 planned frequency assignments in the time and frequency dimensions; that is, start and end 

times, and center frequency and bandwidth.  

Figure 2 shows a class model (also loosely referred to as a data model), by which the Mission and 

its planned FreqAssignments are associated in the SUMS object-oriented database.  

Each Mission has a set of associated FreqAssignments. In the database this is represented as a one-

to-many relation between Mission and FreqAssignments. The Mission is associated with a test or 

training Range, from which it is scheduled. The planning data download includes information on 

the FlightAreas associated with each Mission. This is represented by a many-to-many relationship 

between Mission and FlightArea. Each FlightArea is supported by a set of GroundStations.  

The motivation for the resource scheduling systems (TRMS or CSE) to make this planning data 

available over an interface is to enable frequency assignment deconfliction. Initially the 

frequency assignments are tentative in nature and effectively constitute requests for spectrum 

resources. These initial assignments may have conflicts. The range operations staff performs 

deconfliction with the help of the Integrated Frequency Deconfliction  System (IFDS) or the 

emergent Spectrum Management System (SMS). The deconflicted frequency assignments are 
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updating back into the resource scheduling systems. Our proposal is to have SUMS additionally 

utilize the data provided over these interfaces to make spectrum usage measurements.  

When a Mission is first downloaded into SUMS, it is in its planning phase. Its startTime and 

endTime are 2 to 4 weeks into the future, and SUMS characterizes its status as PENDING. Once 

the Mission has completed execution, SUMS changes the status to COMPLETED. The underlying 

assumption is that the Mission took place and completed at or prior to its endTime. In Section IV 

below, we discuss methods for verifying this assumption.  

 

 

Figure 2: Class Model for Representing Spectrum Usage in the Database. 

The Mission object and its associated FreqAssignments in the database can now be used as a basis 

for a spectrum usage measurement.   

III. INCORPORATING THE SPATIAL DIMENSIONS  

The FreqAssignment object specifies the time interval and frequency range for an instance of 

spectrum usage, but is silent with respect to the space occupied by the usage. Traditionally,  test 

ranges have been far enough away from one another that their flight plans have not typically run 

into RF interference, and hence there has been no need to include spatial dimensions in the 

planning data. However, increasingly, missions have been expanding their spatial extents to 

include the airspace of neighboring ranges. Further, SUMS needs to be able to provide views of 

spectrum usage across regions of the United States, and even nationally across CONUS. These 

views will include the airspace of multiple ranges. Measuring spectrum usage with respect to time, 

frequency and space is therefore critical.  

The spatial occupancy of an instance of spectrum usage comprises an ‘exclusion zone’; a volume 

of airspace, determined by calculation, in which entities other than the test article are forbidden to 

transmit a RF signal of the specified frequency, within the specified time interval. To keep the  

number of calculations for the volume of airspace at a manageable level computationally, we use 

the notion of a spectrum Bin. A Bin is a quantum of airspace at a fixed location above the Earth. 
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Spectrum occupancy calculations made with respect to the mid-point of the Bin may be assumed 

to represent similar calculations for all points within the Bin. A useful size for a Bin is 1 minute 

of latitude x 1 minute of longitude x 2,000 meters. Each Bin instance is represented by an object 

in the SUMS database. The spectral occupancy of the space enclosed by the Bin is then expressed 

by an  Occupancy object associated with the Bin.  

In the class model of Figure 2, a Mission may require multiple FreqAssignments. Each 

FreqAssignment object specifies the time and frequency dimensions of the assignment. It remains 

to specify its spatial extent: Associated with the FreqAssignment is a CoverageMap. The 

CoverageMap contains a set of Occupancy objects, one for each Bin associated with each of the 

FlightAreas  that comprise the flight plan of the Mission. Hence the combination of the 

CoverageMap, Occupancy objects, and associated Bins provides the spatial extent of the 

FreqAssignment in the database. The question is how does the Occupancy object express the fact 

that the spectrum in the space enclosed by its associated Bin is occupied?  

Figure 3 shows a Mission with a flight plan that traverses two FlightAreas. The airspace within and 

outside each FlightArea is quantized into Bins, as necessary.  The spatial occupancy of the Mission 

defines an exclusion zone that includes each FlightArea and beyond. To determine the extent of 

this, we posit a hypothetical emitter, which has the potential of causing interference with 

operations within the FlightArea.   

 

Figure 3: Class Model for Representing Spectrum Usage in the Database. 

We place this emitter in each Bin within an area-of-interest including and surrounding the 

FlightArea. We calculate the interference ceiling at which the emitter is permitted to transmit, 

without compromising the telemetry signal from the test article to the ground station. For Bins 

within the FlightArea, the interference ceiling is typically below the noise floor; that is, the emitter 

is not allowed to transmit at all. But as the emitter starts moving away from the boundaries of the 

FlightArea, the interference ceiling may rise because of spatial separation, and the emitter may 

transmit without significantly disrupting the signal from test article to ground station. To determine 

the interference ceiling, we employ the following algorithm: 

With the emitter in each Bin in the area-of-interest, we determine the worst-case signal strength 

received at each ground station. Using geometrical considerations, we  determine the worst-

affected Bin.  This is typically a Bin along the border of the FlightArea that intersects the straight 

line from the emitter to the ground station. Since the emitter is directly behind or in front of the 

test article from the point-of-view of the ground station, and the test article is the furthest away 

from the ground station, being at the border of the FlightArea, the ground station will experience 
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the most interference when the test article is flying through this Bin. With the test article located 

in the worst-affected Bin, the signal received at the ground station is:  

signal (at ground station) = (Test article Xmit Power) + (Xmit antenna gain) +  
                             (Recv antenna gain) – (signal pathloss) – (system losses) 

The signal pathloss is calculated using standard channel models. SUMS currently employs an 

algorithm [1] which uses the Johnson Gierhart channel model [2], when the angle subtended by 

the test article with the horizon is > 12o. It uses the Longley Rice channel model when this angle 

is < 12o. The Longley Rice channel model is terrain-aware and uses a terrain database [3]. This is 

derived from the National Elevation Dataset published by the NOAA [4].  

We calculate the signal strength for each ground station, and select the strongest signal, since this 

is what the telemetry receiver at the ground station would pick, in order to receive data.  

We specify a  threshold value for the desired signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the ground 

station. Then the interference ceiling for the emitter being located in the specific Bin is:  

intfrCeiling = signal – SIR + (interference pathloss) – (ground station antenna gain)  

 

 

Figure 4: A) Spatial Occupancy for a Single FlightArea. B) Composite Occupancy of Multiple 
FreqAssignments 

Figure 4 A) shows a map of the spatial occupancy of spectrum for an Edwards AFB FlightArea. 

The different shades of pink represent threshold values of the interference ceiling. The lighter the 

shade, the higher the interference ceiling, until the edge of the exclusion zone, where the 

hypothetical emitter will not interfere with operations in the FlightArea. Referring to the class 

model in Figure 2, the interference ceiling attribute is stored in the Occupancy object. The 

CoverageMap consists of numerous such Occupancy objects, each referencing a Bin for which it 

is specifying the interference ceiling.  

Figure 4 B) shows the composite spatial occupancy of a usage query for multiple Missions at 

Edwards AFB. Note that the spatial exclusion zone of the composite spans an area almost twice 

the size of the union of all the FlightAreas.  
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IV. VERIFICATION OF SPECTRUM USAGE 

Thus far we have relied on the assumption that once the endTime of a Mission is past, its 

FreqAssignments may be assumed to have been used.  This is not sufficient, for a system that 

makes spectrum usage measurements with the objective of using this information for, among other 

things, spectrum defense. The discrepancy between actual and planned spectrum usage is caused 

by cancelled or delayed flights, excessive time buffering in assignment requests by test engineers, 

the lack of demarcation of the space in which the spectrum is used, and potential illegal use of 

spectrum by unscheduled transmitters. All these factors result in reduced spectral efficiency due 

to time and space windows over which the telemetry spectrum is reserved, but not used in actuality. 

Analysis of such situations is currently difficult because there is no physical evidence that the 

mission took place or that the frequencies were actually used. SUMS enables two forms of 

spectrum usage verification.  

- Detecting spectrum usage over-the-air with the help of a sensor network, and then 
correlating the detected usage with Mission planning data, downloaded from TRMS / CSE.  

- Enabling an authorized user to certify, via the SUMS GUI, that a planned Mission actually 
took place and its frequency assignments were used.  

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture for over-the-air verification. The SUMS “sensor network” 

consists of two types of sensing devices: telemetry receivers and scanning sensors.  

SUMS has the capability to support a passive interface to each of the telemetry receivers used by 

ground stations at the test range. The SUMS interface does not read the actual telemetry data feed. 

Rather, it monitors the receiver for requests to receive, capturing the center frequency and 

bandwidth in each request. Further, it monitors for an indication from the receiver that telemetry 

data is actually being received. Typically, this attribute is the automatic gain control (AGC) value.  

When the AGC value goes from low to high, the interface software notes the current time, as the 

startTime of an Emission. When the AGC  value goes from high back to low, the interface notes 

the current time, as the endTime of the Emission. The interface stores the Emission as an object in 

the SUMS database.  

 

Likewise, SUMS takes advantage of 

the scanning sensors being deployed 

experimentally at some ranges, for 

over-the-air verification. Unlike the 

telemetry receivers, the scanning 

sensors may be tasked to scan a 

variety of frequencies at the same time. The advantage of this is that the scanning sensors may be 

able to detect unauthorized uses of the telemetry spectrum. Like the telemetry receiver interface, 

the scanning sensor interface notes the startTime, centerFreq, bandwidth, and endTime of any 

Emission it detects over-the-air, and stores the resultant Emission object in the database.  

The Correlation Function 

Referring to the class model of Figure 2, thus far, each Emission object in the database is only 

associated with the Sensor that created it. It remains for the SUMS Correlation Function to attempt 

to match each Emission with a planned FreqAssignment.  

 

Figure 5: Telemetry Receiver, used by Ground Stations. 
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Figure 6: Time Frequency Chart, Planned FreqAssignments vs Actual Emissions. 

The SUMS Correlation Function runs periodically as a daemon. The Emission object has a 

correlation status (corrStatus) attribute, which reports the state of attempting to correlate the 

Emission object. To begin with the corrStatus for each Emission object is PENDING. When the 

Correlation Function runs, it sweeps up all the Emission objects in the database with a corrStatus 

of PENDING, and attempts to correlate each one. Once an attempt to correlate an Emission has 

been made the corrStatus is changed to CORRELATED or NOT_CORRELATED. In the latter 

case, the Correlation Function was unable to find a matching FreqAssignment. The relationship 

between planned FreqAssignments and observed Emissions is fuzzy, and the Correlation Function 

has to develop a set of rules and heuristics from experience, over time.  

Figure 6 is an example of a SUMS Time Frequency Chart, showing planned FreqAssignments, 

overlaid with Emissions. The X axis shows time, spanning a single day in the recent past. The Y 

axis represents the telemetry spectrum allocation for a test range. Each of the colored blocks 

represents a FreqAssignment. Blocks of the same color represent FreqAssignments belonging to a 

particular Mission. The Emissions discovered in actuality by the sensor network are overlaid as 

grey blocks. The baseline algorithm for the Correlation Function is as follows:  

A query is run on the database to discover all Emissions with a corrStatus of PENDING. For each 

such Emission object, SUMS searches the database for a FreqAssignment object which overlaps 

with the Emission object in time and frequency. If multiple FreqAssignments overlap, the one with 

the largest overlap is chosen as being correlated with the Emission. However, there are a number 

of use cases, that the Correlation Function has to support in addition. The use cases are marked in 

Figure 6, as a), b), c), etc., and are described below: 
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a) Typical correlation. The Emission starts a little later than the planned FreqAssignment. It 

ends a little early, to eliminate the risk of interfering with a potential succeeding 

assignment. The Emission’s centerFreq is a little off from the planned centerFreq, which 

may be expected.  

b) No matching Emission found for FreqAssignment. The fact that this is true for each of the 

Mission’s FreqAssignments suggests that the Mission was cancelled and the assignments 

were not used.  

c) Interrupted Emission. In this case there appear to be two Emissions, but the fact that they 

are aligned in centerFreq and bandwidth and one succeeds the other after a short time 

interval, suggests that both blocks are part of the same Emission and the sensor scanning 

was somehow interrupted. This Emission is correlated with the overlapping 

FreqAssignment.  

d) Emission from an interferer. The time-length and consistency of this Emission suggests an 

interferer. Although it overlaps a FreqAssignment, it is not correlated.  

e) Excessive assignment. This is a FreqAssignment, where excessive time and bandwidth 

were requested and assigned, compared to the actual usage. The Emission is correlated 

with the assignment.  

f) Other use cases include: multiple Emissions from different sensors correlating to the same 

FreqAssignment, an Emission ending later than allowed by the FreqAssignment, a spurious 

Emission overlapping a FreqAssignment and creating a false correlation, etc.  

For each Emission object, the Correlation Function creates a result, which is stored in attributes of 

FreqAssignment. These are: verFlag, and verText. The verFlag is a Boolean which indicates if 

the FreqAssignment has been verified. This occurs when it is positively correlated with an actual 

Emission over-the-air. The verText attribute provides a reason string for the verification (or lack 

of verification). Example values of the verText are: TEL_RECVR_VERIFIED, 

SCAN_SENSOR_VERIFIED, OPS_STAFF_VERIFIED, NOT_VERIFIED.  

 

V. COLLECTING USAGE MEASUREMENTS AND ARCHIVING THEM 

We now have the means to determine a set of spectrum usage measurements made by SUMS, 

display them, archive them, and merge them into a larger repository as necessary. Referring back 

to the class model of Figure 2, the blue outline contains all the classes whose object instances 

comprise a set of spectrum usage measurements. Instances of the UsageMeasurements class serve 

as collection objects for all the Missions contained in the current set of spectrum usage 

measurements. Each Mission and subtending FreqAssignment objects specify the time and 

frequency extents of spectrum usage by the Mission, and the verification status. The related 

CoverageMap, Occupancy and Bin objects specify the spatial extent.  

The objects supporting usage measurements have relationships with static, reference data, 

objects, which do not change from measurement to measurement. For example, each Mission in a 

given UsageMeasurement refers to a set of static FlightArea objects. The entirety of these reference 

data objects are not included in the UsageMeasurement; only a reference is retained. Subsequently, 

when the UsageMeasurement is merged into another SUMS repository, the references to static 

objects are resolved into associations with the same objects in the new repository.  
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The SUMS Regional Interface (see Figure 1) enables collecting of UsageMeasurements at local 

SUMS instances and moving them to a central repository. The Archive function in the Regional 

Interface, exports a set of UsageMeasurements out of a current SUMS instance and transforms 

them into a portable JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) file. The Merge function imports a JSON 

file of UsageMeasurements and merges them into the database of a central repository.  

Thus, SUMS provides a powerful means for merging historical spectrum usage data from multiple 

test and training ranges. into a single repository, and providing querying, reporting and data 

analytics capabilities to users.  

VI. COVERAGEMAPS – A SCALING PROBLEM 

Referring to the class model in Figure 2, we have stated that each FreqAssignment has an associated 

CoverageMap that provides its spatial occupancy. In practice, each CoverageMap averages 

200,000 Occupancy objects, and requires about 15 minutes of intensive computations to generate. 

In a single year, a busy test range supports ~20,000 Missions, with ~30,000 FreqAssignments. 

From a scaling perspective, it is untenable to store a separate CoverageMap in the database for 

each FreqAssignment.  

To solve this issue, we generate a small set of building blocks from which we can reconstruct a 

spatial CoverageMap when it is time to display it. The usage measurement then only stores the 

information necessary to reconstruct the CoverageMap for each FreqAssignment. The building 

blocks needed are: a fully-generated CoverageMap for each FlightArea.  

A usage measurement query may produce a result set consisting of thousands of Missions. To 

display the spatial extent of the result set, SUMS determines the union (with no repetitions) of the 

FlightAreas associated with these Missions. The spatial extent of the result set is then a 

combination of the CoverageMaps of the FlightAreas in this set.  

The CoverageMaps in the set are combined into a single resultant CoverageMap by creating a 

union of the Occupancy objects from each input CoverageMap. Occasionally the FlightAreas 

overlap resulting in multiple Occupancy objects pointing to the same Bin. A resultant Occupancy 

object is created by taking the minimum of the interference ceiling attributes. The Occupancy 

objects of the resultant CoverageMap are then displayed as a value-graded portable graphics 

format (PNG) file on the GUI map.  

VII. SUMS ANALYTICS – PLANNED VS ACTUAL USAGE 

SUMS’s ability to scan the spectrum on a continuing basis with a sensor network and compare 

planned usage with actual usage opens up new possibilities for analysis that may lead to significant 

improvements in spectrum availability and spectrum usage efficiency. The SUMS Analytics 

Engine currently provides a set of usage metrics based on the Spectrum Management Metrics 

Standard, RCC 707-14 [5]. This set of metrics has been expanded: 

- to account for the spatial dimensions, 
- to gain insights with respect to planned vs actual usage.  

Accounting for the Spatial Dimensions: Most of the metrics defined in [5] can be expressed, 

without further modification, to be based on a result set of missions restricted by a time interval, a 

frequency range, and a spatial extent. The spatial extent may be defined by specifying a set of 

FlightAreas, specifying a range (and therefore all its FlightAreas), or by selecting an area on a 

map.  
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Planned vs Actual Usage: The discussion of FreqAssignments vs Emissions in the previous 

section suggests a new set of usage metrics based on planned vs actual usage. Table 1 below 

provides a sampling. We use the term MHz-Hours as a unit of the time-frequency “area” occupied 

by a FreqAssignment or Emission on the Time Frequency Chart.  

 

Usage Metric Calculation 

Percent Actual Usage 
Measures overall actual usage as a 

percentage of planned usage.   

For each correlated pair of Emission/FreqAssignment, 

computes the average, over the query results, of: 

(Emission MHz-Hrs)/(FreqAssignment MHz-Hrs) 

Uncorrelated FreqAssignments and Emissions are ignored in 

this calculation. 

Average Start Time Lag 
Measures average lateness of 

Mission start, or the time-buffer 

allowed for lateness. 

For each correlated pair of Emission/FreqAssignment, 

computes the average, over the query results, of: 

(Emission.startTime – FreqAssignment.startTime)  

Uncorrelated FreqAssignments and Emissions are ignored in this 

calculation. 

Average End Time Lag 
For those cases where the Mission 

ends late, measures the average 

lateness.  

For each correlated pair of Emission/FreqAssignment, where 

the Emission endTime is later than the FreqAssignment  

endTime, computes the average, over the query results, of: 

(Emission.endTime – FreqAssignment.endTime)  

Uncorrelated FreqAssignments and Emissions are ignored in this 

calculation. 

Percent Cancelled Usage 
Measures spectrum (MHz-Hrs) lost 

due to cancelled Missions. 

Computes, over the query results,  

(Uncorrelated (cancelled) FreqAssignments MHz-Hrs) 

              (Query MHz-Hrs) 

Percent Unauthorized Usage 
Measures spectrum (MH-Hrs) lost 

due to unauthorized Emissions.  

Computes, over the query results,  

(Unauthorized Emissions MHz-Hrs) 

              (Query MHz-Hrs) 

Table 1. Usage Metrics, Comparing Planned vs Actual Spectrum Usage 
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ABSTRACT

Spatial modulation techniques have the ability to convey information by both the positions of ac-

tive antennas as well as the symbols they transmit. Such techniques include the generalized spatial

modulation (GSM) that can provide high spectral efficiency. In general, however, the total number

of available symbols in GSM is not a power of two. Therefore, selection of a symbol alphabet

from the available symbols is needed. This is a numerically complex problem. In this paper, we

propose to significantly reduce the complexity of the GSM symbol set selection problem by group-

ing antennas together to form blocks, thus producing block GSM (BGSM) symbols. A previously

developed iterative combinatorial method is extended to BGSM symbol selection. The effects of

the Rician K-factor, BGSM symbol block size, and antenna configuration on the performance and

design complexity are studied. The algorithm is found to significantly reduce the complexity of the

BGSM symbol set selection problem.

INTRODUCTION

Large scale multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems have been receiving increased atten-

tion due to their ability to support the advent of 5G networks. Such systems provide multiple

advantages, such as increased link reliability, improved spectral efficiency, higher directivity, and

improved power efficiency [1], [2]. However, the use of MIMO systems always comes at the

cost of new challenges, such as antenna correlation, more radio frequency (RF) transmitter chains,

increased communication design complexity, and increased hardware complexity. A class of mod-

ulation techniques that can exploit the benefits of MIMO systems while simultaneously reducing

the number of RF transmit chains is the broad category of spatial modulations.

Notable modulation techniques of the spatial modulation class include spatial modulation (SM),

generalized space-shift keying (GSSK), and generalized spatial modulation (GSM). In GSSK, Na

out of Nt total antennas are made active in each channel use. Information is conveyed solely by

1



the positions of the active antennas in this modulation technique. In SM, only one antenna is made

active in each channel use. The active antenna transmits a symbol from a quadrature amplitude

modulation (QAM) alphabet. The SM modulation technique benefits from only needing one trans-

mit processing chain, but is generally outperformed by GSM. In GSM, Na out of Nt total antennas

are made active in each channel use, and each active antenna transmits a symbol from an M-QAM

alphabet. This gives GSM the highest spectral efficiency within the modulation class discussed

here, but at the cost of increased complexity. In GSM, the total number of symbols to select from

is C = MNa
(

Nt

Na

)

. The number of symbols selected for communication C ′ is typically a power of

two so that r = log
2
(C ′) bits per channel use (bpcu) is an integer. This gives rise to the problem of

selecting a set of C ′ symbols from a total of C symbols. For most practical scenarios, the problem

of examining
(

C
C′

)

symbol sets is far too complex to be solved by any exhaustive search technique.

In [3], a symbol set selection tree is developed to solve the symbol set selection problem for visible

light communication (VLC) GSSK systems. A direct extension of this tree to GSM systems would

be prohibitively complex. Later in [4], a similar tree is developed to solve the symbol set selection

problem in VLC GSM systems. While a tree search provides an optimal solution, the complexity

is prohibitively high for most practical scenarios. Thus, a low complexity iterative combinatorial

generalized spatial modulation (ICGSM) method is developed in [5] to solve the GSM symbol set

selection problem with manageable complexity. While the ICGSM can solve the symbol selection

problem for moderate size systems, further reduction in complexity is necessary when the problem

becomes larger, for example, when massive MIMO is employed.

In this paper, we propose a block based GSM symbol selection algorithm by grouping multiple an-

tennas together to act as one transmit antenna. Each antenna in an antenna group transmits the same

symbol. Accordingly, a block iterative combinatorial generalized spatial modulation (BICGSM) al-

gorithm is developed based on the original ICGSM algorithm. The BICGSM algorithm obtains a

set of locally optimal symbols to use for transmission. The proposed BICGSM approach offers

drastically reduced complexity and improved symbol error rate (SER) performance for similar RF

chains. The SER performance of the BICGSM is investigated for both line-of-sight (LOS) and

Rician channel conditions. The effect of transmitter antenna configuration on SER performance is

also studied.

Notations: We use bold lower case letters for column vectors, and bold upper case letters for ma-

trices. For a set of vectors, bi denotes the i-th vector, and bi,m is the m-th element of vector bi.

For a matrix A, Am,n denotes the (m,n)-th element and A1/2 denotes its square root. For a set Ω,

|Ω| denotes its cardinality. The notations [·]T , [·]H , || · ||l, and E[·] denote transpose, the Hermitian

operator, the l-norm, and expectation respectively. We denote
(

n
k

)

as n!/(n− k)!k! and CN (m, σ2)
as the complex Gaussian distribution with mean m and variance σ2.

MIMO CHANNEL MODEL

We consider a MIMO system with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas. For simplicity, we

consider Nr = 2, although the algorithm can be applied to any number of receive antennas. In this

paper, we investigate both a uniform rectangular array (URA) and a uniform linear array (ULA),

which is a special case of the URA with a single row. The distances between adjacent antennas in

the transmitter and receiver arrays are dt and dr respectively. The transmit array is allowed to have
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any orientation, and the axes are chosen so that the transmit array is confined to the x-z plane as

shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity, the transmitter and receiver arrays are kept parallel. The distance

between the lower corner antennas of the transmit and receive arrays is R as shown in Fig. 1

dt

dr

Transmitter
Array

Receiver
Array

R

z

x

y

Figure 1: An example of a MIMO system with Nt = 16 transmit antennas and Nr = 2 receive

antennas.

In GSM systems, only Na out of Nt antennas are activated in each channel use. Each of the activated

antennas transmits a QAM symbol from an M-QAM alphabet B. We denote u = [u1, . . . , uNt
]T as

GSM symbol, where ui ∈ B if antenna i is active, and ui = 0 otherwise. The received signal vector

is modeled as

y = γHu + n, (1)

where H is the channel matrix with each element Hi,j representing the channel between transmit

antenna j and receive antenna i, n is the i.i.d. complex Gaussian noise vector with ni ∼ CN (0, σ2),
σ2 is the noise variance at each receiver antenna, γ = 1/

√

E[uH
i ui] is a transmit power normaliza-

tion constant, and E[·] denotes averaging over the selected symbol set Ω. The constant γ is needed

because different symbol sets Ω may result in different average symbol energy values. The channel

matrix is modeled as Rician and is given by [6], [7],

H =

√

K

1 +K
G +

√

1

1 +K
R1/2WT1/2, (2)

where K is the Rician K-factor, G is the Nr × Nt line-of-sight (LOS) channel component matrix,

W is the Nr × Nt matrix of scattered channel components, and R and T are the Nr × Nr receive
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and Nt × Nt transmit antenna correlation matrices respectively. The elements of the LOS channel

matrix G are given as [8]

Gi,j = exp

(

j2π

λ
Li,j

)

, (3)

where λ is the wavelength and Li,j is the physical distance between transmit antenna j and receive

antenna i. In [8], Li,j is approximated as

Li,j ≈ R +∆y +
∆2

x +∆2

z

2R
, (4)

where ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z represent the distance between the transmit antenna j and receive antenna i
in the respective directions when disregarding the distance between the transmit and receive arrays.

This approximation is very accurate for cases where R >> ∆x,∆y,∆z [8]. Due to the antenna

arrays being constrained to x-z planes, ∆y = 0 in all cases. Thus, equation (3) becomes

Gi,j ≈ exp

(

j2π

λ

[

R +
∆2

x +∆2

z

2R

])

, (5)

The elements of R and T express the correlations between the receive and the transmit antenna

pairs, calculated for antennas i and j as

Ri,j = α

(

di,j

dr

)

r and Ti,j = α

(

di,j

dt

)

t , (6)

where αr and αt represent the correlation between neighboring antennas in the receive and transmit

antenna arrays respectively, and di,j is the physical distance between the positions of antenna i and

antenna j within the transmit array or the receive array.

The channel matrix H is assumed to be known both at the transmitter and the receiver. The receiver

employs the maximum likelihood (ML) detector as

û = argmin
u

‖ y − Hu ‖2
2
, (7)

where û is the detected GSM symbol.

MASSIVE MIMO SYMBOL DESIGN

We begin by describing block generalized spatial modulation (BGSM) symbols. In the BGSM

symbols, b antennas are grouped together into an antenna block as shown in Fig. 2. Note that, for

the sake of simplicity, we restrict our study to cases where Nt is evenly divisible by b and there is no

overlap between antenna blocks as shown in Fig. 2 (a). Each antenna block requires only one RF

transmit chain since the same QAM symbol is transmitted by all the antennas in any given block.

We denote N ′

a as the number of RF transmit chains, or equivalently the number of active antenna

blocks. A BGSM symbol is represented by v = [v1, . . . , vN ′

t
]T , where N ′

t = Nt/b is the number of

available antenna blocks, vi is the symbol transmitted by the i-th antenna block, vi ∈ B if the i-th
antenna block is active, and vi = 0 for the remaining N ′

t − N ′

a antenna blocks. Thus, the number
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of antennas activated when a symbol v is transmitted is Na = bN ′

a. Note that for the case where

b = 1, BGSM is equivalent to GSM.

There are C = MN ′

a

(

N ′

t

N ′

a

)

total BGSM symbols to choose from, and we denote U as the set of

available BGSM symbols. When a spectral efficiency of r is desired, a set of C ′ = 2r symbols must

be chosen to be used for communication. Since typically C > C ′, there are
(

C
C′

)

available options.

An exhaustive search through these options is numerically too complex. The work in [5] presents

an ICGSM algorithm to lower the complexity of the symbol set selection problem. The ICGSM

algorithm is later adapted to RF MIMO systems in [10].

We now describe the BICGSM algorithm for large MIMO systems. The steps of the BICGSM

Block (0,0) Block (1,0)

Block (0,1) Block (1,1)

Block (0,0) Block (1,0)

Block (1,0) Block (3,3)

(a) (b)

Figure 2: An example of antenna grouping in a BGSM system with b = 4. Two possible blocking

approaches are shown: (a) no overlap of antenna blocks, and (b) overlapping antenna blocks.

algorithm are summarized in the following steps.

1. Select a set of BGSM symbols: Select a BGSM symbol set Ω with |Ω| = 2r and create the

complementary set Λ = U \ Ω. The set Ω can be randomly selected, or selected based on

simple tests.

2. Move a BGSM symbol from the complimentary set to the symbol set: Move the first

BGSM symbol from Λ to the set Ω to create the set Ω′ with |Ω′| = 2r + 1.

3. BGSM symbol removal: Calculate the inter-symbol distance Di,j for each BGSM symbol

pair (vi, vj), vi, vj ∈ Ω′. It is shown in [10] that using E[D2

i,j] in place of Di,j in the symbol

design improves performance for Rician fading RF systems, since E[D2

i,j] considers both

the LOS and scattered channel components G and W. Note that each BGSM symbol vi

uniquely maps to a GSM symbol ui, which is used for inter-symbol distance calculations.

Thus, E[D2

i,j] can be calculated as

E[D2

i,j] =
K

1 +K
‖ G(ui − uj) ‖

2

2
+

Nr

1 +K
(ui − uj)

HT(ui − uj). (8)
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Identify and remove the BGSM symbol whose removal provides the highest minimumE[D2

i,j]
among the remaining BGSM symbols to create the set Ω. Update Λ.

4. Iteration: Return to Step 2 and repeat this process by choosing the next BGSM symbol in Λ
until a stopping criterion is met.

Note that when a symbol moved to Ω results in performance degradation, it gets removed in the

same iteration. Thus, the BICGSM algorithm can only improve the performance of the initial set.

The BICGSM algorithm significantly reduces complexity in comparison to the ICGSM algorithm.

Whereas the ICGSM algorithm for GSM symbols must search among MNa
(

Nt

Na

)

GSM symbols, the

BICGSM algorithm only has to search among MN ′

a

(

N ′

t

N ′

a

)

BGSM symbols. In addition to reducing

complexity, the BICGSM algorithm also outperforms ICGSM when the two algorithms are com-

pared with an equal number of RF transmit chains N ′

a. However, when compared in terms of equal

number of active antennas Na, the ICGSM algorithm outperforms the BICGSM algorithm.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now investigate the SER performance and complexity of the BICGSM algorithm for various

scenarios. For all of our numerical results, we use Nr = 2, M = 4 (e.g. QPSK), αt = αr = 0.5,

R = 100 m, dt = dr = λ/2, and r = 3 bpcu. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as

SNR = γ2bN ′

aEs/σ
2, where Es is the average symbol energy of the QAM alphabet. The URA

transmitter array configuration is used.

-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

SNR (dB)

10
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-3
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-2
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S
E
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b = 1, N
t
 = 16

b = 4, N
t
 = 16

b = 1, N
t
 = 64

b = 4, N
t
 = 64

Figure 3: The SER performance of the BICGSM algorithm for LOS channel (K = ∞) when N ′

a is

fixed at 2.

In Fig. 3, the SER performance of the BICGSM is shown with b ∈ {1, 4} and Nt ∈ {16, 64}.

We use an LOS channel (K = ∞) and N ′

a = 2 in all curves. The comparison is fair in the
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sense of using the same number of RF transmit chains. The BICGSM algorithm offers the best

performance for b = 4 and Nt = 64. A gain of 1 dB is obtained over the case with b = 4 and

Nt = 16. In comparison to the cases with b = 1, the BICGSM with b = 4 offers a gain of 6 dB

for both Nt = 16 and Nt = 64. The case with b = 1 and Nt = 64 involves a search over 32, 256
possible symbols, whereas the case with b = 4 and Nt = 64 only requires a search over 1, 920
symbols. Thus, the figure demonstrates that the BICGSM algorithm can improve SER performance

while simultaneously reducing complexity. The BICGSM algorithm is able to provide a gain over

the ICGSM algorithm due to the increased array gain of the multiple active antennas in an active

antenna block. This gain increases when a larger number of transmit antennas is used as shown in

Fig. 3.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

SNR (dB)
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S
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b = 1, N
t
 = 16

b = 4, N
t
 = 16

b = 1, N
t
 = 64

b = 4, N
t
 = 64

Figure 4: The SER performance of the BICGSM algorithm for a partially scattered channel. We use

K = 1.

We investigate the error performance of the BICGSM algorithm in a Rician channel in Fig. 4. We

use K = 1, which indicates a channel where the received power is distributed equally through the

LOS and scattered channel components G and W. The rest of the parameters are the same as in Fig.

3. The case with Nt = 64 and b = 4 offers the best performance again. The cases with b = 4 offer

a gain of 5 dB over the cases with b = 1 for the same number of transmit antennas Nt. Comparing

Fig. 4 to Fig. 3, the SER in the Rician channel is higher for the same SNR. Additionally, the

gains offered by the b = 4 cases decrease slightly. This is because the increased array gain within

the LOS channel matrix component G is diminished by the random perturbations of the equally

powerful scattered channel matrix component W.

The BICGSM algorithm offers better error performance than the ICGSM algorithm when compared

with equal N ′

a because the BICGSM algorithm benefits from increased array gain due to having

Na = bN ′

a antennas active in comparison to the Na = N ′

a active antennas in ICGSM. In Fig. 5,

we consider selections of b and N ′

a such that the ICGSM (e.g. b = 1) and the BICGSM algorithms

use the same number of active antennas Na. The figure uses Nt = 16, K = 5, and Na = 4. We
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Figure 5: The performance of the ICGSM algorithm (b = 1, N ′

a = 4) is compared against the per-

formance of the BICGSM algorithm (b = 4, N ′

a = 1) with the same number of activated antennas

in both algorithms. We use Na = 4, Nt = 16, and r = 3 bpcu.

fix Na = 4 by choosing b = 4 and N ′

a = 1 for the BICGSM algorithm, and b = 1 and N ′

a = 4 for

the ICGSM algorithm. The rest of the parameters are the same as in Fig. 3. The ICGSM algorithm

significantly outperforms the BICGSM algorithm. This is to be expected as the ICGSM algorithm

allows all Na active antennas to select different QAM symbols, while the BICGSM is restricted to

a block of antennas all transmitting the same symbol. Consequently, the ICGSM algorithm incurs

much higher complexity to solve this case than the BICGSM algorithm. The ICGSM algorithm

needs to search over 465, 920 symbols, a process which can require millions of iterations within

the ICGSM algorithm. This means that the ICGSM algorithm is impractical for larger systems that

require a quick symbol set design, whereas the BICGSM can reduce this prohibitive complexity

significantly at the cost of SER performance.

We investigate the error performance of the BICGSM algorithm when used for a massive MIMO

system in Fig. 6. The figure uses Nt = 256, N ′

a = 2, and K = 5. We vary the BICGSM block

size with b = 4, 16, and 64. The case where b = 64 yields the best performance by about 5 dB over

the case with b = 16. This is because the b = 64 case uses more active antennas and benefits from

increased array gain. The b = 64 case also offers much lower complexity than the other two cases.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the available number of symbols for b = 1, 4, and 16. Therefore, a symbol

search algorithm has to search over these symbols. We use M = 4 and N ′

a = 2. As the block

size used in the BICGSM increases, the complexity of the symbol set selection problem decreases

drastically. This can make it possible to solve scenarios that are otherwise infeasible to solve.
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Figure 6: The SER performance of the BICGSM algorithm for a massive MIMO system with Nt =
256.
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Figure 7: Complexity of the symbol search process.

CONCLUSION

The BICGSM algorithm is developed to lower the complexity of the GSM symbol set selection

problem for massive MIMO RF systems with Rician fading and correlated antennas. The SER per-

formance and complexity of the BICGSM are investigated for a variety of scenarios and antenna

configurations. The BICGSM algorithm is found to significantly reduce the complexity of the sym-
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bol set selection problem. The BICGSM is capable of providing better SER performance than the

ICGSM algorithm when using the same number of transmitter processing chains. When compared

to the ICGSM with the same number of total active antennas, the BICGSM algorithm is shown to

provide much lower complexity at the cost of SER performance. The algorithm is shown to be well

suited to large scale MIMO systems and allows for fast symbol set design in comparison to existing

symbol design methods.
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the problem of carrier phase and frequency estimation for coded 16-APSK in
aeronautical mobile telemetry. Given the fact that coded systems tend to operate at lower signal-
to-noise ratios than uncoded systems, the synchronizer must operate at these lower signal-to-noise
ratios. For a 30 kHz frequency offset and a 10 Mbit/s 16-APSK signal, the conventional phase
lock loop (PLL) system does not achieve consistent lock to be a useful approach. Consequently, a
blind feed-forward approach, based on the FFT, and an initialized feedback approach based on the
PLL were examined. The feed-forward estimator is capable of achieving BER ideal performance
for Eb/N0 ≥ 6 dB using 1024 symbols. The feedback estimator, initialized using a feed-forward
estimate based on 1024 symbols is also capable of achieving BER ideal performance for Eb/N0 ≥
6 dB. Both synchronizers require a sufficiently good blind estimate: the estimate based on 2014
symbols appears to be the minimum value to achieve good performance.

INTRODUCTION

As a result of the loss of spectrum due to the AWS-3 auctions [1], there is increased interest in
more bandwidth efficient transmission techniques. One of the obvious ways to increase spectral
efficiency is to use a non-binary linear modulation with a bandlimited pulse shape. The chal-
lenge associated with using a non-binary linear modulation in aeronautical mobile telemetry is
the greater-than-unity peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of these modulations. (In contrast, the
current IRIG 106 [2] modulations PCM/FM, SOQPSK-TG, and ARTM CPM, are all variants of
continuous phase modulation and therefore possess unity PAPR.)

PAPR is important when using an RF power amplifier in its non-linear mode. When PAPR >1, the
modulated carrier possess amplitude variations. These amplitude variations are compressed by the
non-linear characteristic of the RF power amplifier. The compressed amplitude variations cause
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signal distortion and significant spectral spreading. To reduce the spectral spreading, the input
to the RF power amplifier is reduced to produce a signal that corresponds to the linear region of
the RF power amplifier characteristic. This “linear” behavior is achieved at the expense of output
power: the more linear the operating point, the lower the output power. For this reason, non-binary
linear modulations with low PAPR are of interest.

16-APSK has one of the lowest PAPRs of all 16-ary linear modulations. This is why it was adopted
by the DVB-S2 standard [3] for video broadcast from satellites. Motivated by its low PAPR, 16-
APSK was investigated for CCSDS telemetry in [4]. The parameters of 16-APSK were optimized
for aeronautical mobile telemetry in [5] and an accompanying pulse shape that minimizes PAPR
was developed in [6]. The behavior of 16-APSK through RF-power amplifiers used in aeronautical
telemetry was investigated in [7, 8, 9]. The performance of equalization methods for 16-APSK
over the aeronautical telemetry channel was evaluated in [10].

Because the PAPR for 16-APSK is greater than unity, the average output power from an RF power
amplifier is less than what it would be for the current IRIG 106 modulations. The reduced average
output power reduces the received signal-to-noise ratio at the ground-based receiver. This, in turn,
reduces the range over which a 16-APSK link can be maintained. To recover the loss in range, error
control coding can be used. But because code rates are less than one, there is a spectral efficiency
penalty associated with the error control code. For this reason, high-rate codes are of interest. The
performance of the IRIG 106 LDPC codes was investigated in [11].

One of the consequences of using LDPC-coded 16-APSK with reduced RF power amplifier out-
put is the fact that symbol and carrier phase synchronizers must operate at a lower-than-usual
signal-to-noise ratio in aeronautical mobile telemetry. Carrier phase synchronization is particu-
larly challenging because of the frequency offset due to oscillator uncertainty and Doppler. We
show that the traditional phase lock loop (PLL)-based approach is unable to to acquire lock at a
low signal-to-noise ratio and with a typical frequency offset. This is a well-known fact. An alter-
native feedforward approach, based on a blind estimate using the FFT, was examined in [12] for
DVB-S2 using QPSK. These results were expanded and extended to 16-APSK in [13].

In this paper we compare the feedforward approach to a “hybrid” approach where an FFT-based
estimate is used to initialize a PLL. This “hybrid” approach is compared to a pure feedforward
approach using the uncoded bit error rate (BER) as the basis for comparison. The results show
that both approaches depend on the feedforward estimate. For the Eb/N0 ≥ 6 dB, a feedforword
estimate computed from 1024 symbols is the minimum that produces ideal BER performance.

16-APSK FOR SERIAL STREAMING TELEMETRY IN AMT

16-APSK is a linear modulation with 16 4-bit symbols described by the constellation shown in
Figure 1. The bit-to-symbol mappings are shown for each symbol. Because there are four bits per
symbol, the symbol rate is 1/4-th the bit rate. The points are arranged in two concentric circles.
This arrangement reduces the PAPR. The PAPR contribution for the constellation points is 1 dB
(the pulse shape contributes more to PAPR). By comparison, the PAPR contribution for the tradi-
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Figure 1: The 16-APSK constellation.

ASM Data ASM

Data = 6144 bits (1536 16-APSK symbols)

ASM = 256 bits (64 16-APSK symbols)

ASM = FCB88938D8D76A4F 034776C7272895B0 FCB88938D8D76A4F FCB88938D8D76A4F

Figure 2: The data format for serial streaming telemetry using 16-APSK.

tional square 16-QAM is 2.6 dB. The constellation is defined by two parameters, the ratio of the
radii r2/r1 and the phase angle for the outer ring θ. The optimum values for these parameters in
aeronautical mobile telemetry were derived in [5].

The data format for coded-16-APSK in serial streaming telemetry is illustrated in Figure 2. The
data field corresponds to an LDPC codeword described in Appendix 2-D of IRIG 106-17 [2]. (The
results presented below are for uncoded 16-APSK.) Preceding each codeword is the Attached Sync
Marker (ASM). The results presented below use the “long form” of the ASM given in Table D-10
of Appendix 2-D of IRIG 106-17 [2].

We assume 10 Mbit/s ( = 2.5 Msymbol/s) transmission with a 30 kHz frequency offset. Because
of the reduced power due to PAPR, we are interested in carrier phase synchronization at relatively
low signal-to-noise ratios, i.e., Eb/N0 in the range 6 dB to 12 dB.
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Figure 3: A block diagram summarizing the PLL-based approach.

PLL-BASED METHOD

The first technique investigated is based on a traditional discrete-time carrier phase PLL. A block
diagram of this method is illustrated in Figure 3. The PLL comprises a phase error detector (PED),
a loop filter with transfer function F (z), and a direct digital synthesize (DDS) [14]. Here, we use
the blind, low signal-to-noise ratio PED. The S-curve for this PED is plotted in Figure 4. The
circles indicate the stable lock points. Note that the stable lock points correspond to the rotational
symmetry of the outer ring and is a common feature for blind and decision-directed PLLs [14].
This property is commonly referred to as a “phase ambiguity.”

Except for the stable lock point at 0◦ phase error, the PLL may lock with a static phase error. This
means an additional phase rotation is required to remove the phase ambiguity prior to detection.
The phase ambiguity may be resolved by differential encoding or by exploiting the presence of a
known data sequence in the data. Differential encoding is used for SOQPSK-TG and is described
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Figure 4: The S-curve for the blind, low signal-to-noise ratio PED for 16-APSK used in the simulation
results. The PED gain is Kp = 6.36. The circles indicate the stable lock points for this PED.
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Figure 5: Lock rates for the PLL-only approach summarized in Figure 3 for a closed loop bandwidth of
0.015 cycles/symbol.

in Appendix 2-B of IRIG 106-17 [2]. Here, we leverage the periodically inserted ASM field to
compute the phase ambiguity. The phase ambiguity resolution block in Figure 3 first finds the
location of the ASM in the PLL output. Next, the PLL outputs corresponding to the ASM symbols
are rotated by the twelve possible fixed rotations and correlated with a locally-stored copy of the
ASM symbols. The maximum of the real parts of the twelve parallel correlator outputs is used to
identify the phase ambiguity. The PLL outputs corresponding to the data symbols are derotated by
phase ambiguity.

The challenge with the traditional PLL-based approach is the difficulty acquiring lock at low
signal-to-noise ratios in the presence of a frequency offset. Simulation results, for a PLL with
a proportional-plus-integrator loop filter scaled to produce a closed-loop bandwidth of 0.015 cy-
cles/symbol, are summarized in Figure 5. The PLL is only able to consistently lock forEb/N0 ≥ 14
dB. The necessity to lock at lower values of Eb/N0 motivates examination of alternative ap-
proaches.
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Figure 6: A block diagram summarizing the FFT-based approach.

FEEDFORWARD ESTIMATOR BASED ON THE FFT

The feedforward estimator is a blind frequency offset estimator summarized by the block diagram
in Figure 6. A non-linear transformation is applied to the matched filter outputs (sampled at one
sample per symbol). The transformation is designed so that a peak occurs at the frequency offset
in the DTFT of the transformed sequence. To find this peak, the periodogram formed from the
FFT is used. The index of the maximum of periodogram is identified and an interpolation is used
to refine the frequency estimate.

The frequency offset is used to derotate the matched filter output samples. A data-aided phase
estimator, based on the periodically inserted ASM, is used to estimate the residual phase offset. The
phase offset estimate is used to derotate the the matched filter outputs in preparation for decisions.

The number of data symbolsLv, the length of the FFTL, and the method of interpolation are design
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Table 1: Accumulated phase error at the “corner values” of Eb/N0 for each FFT length in Figure 7.

Lv Eb/N0 ∆θ

256 8.75 dB 14.1◦

512 7.50 dB 8.4◦

1024 6.50 dB 2.5◦

2048 5.50 dB 1.4◦

4096 5.00 dB 0.9◦

8192 4.25 dB 0.4◦

parameters for this method. The performance of this method, as a function of the FFT length and
the interpolation method is described in [13]. A representative example of the performance is
illustrated in Figure 7. In this figure, the simple maximum of periodogram based on the length-
L = 2Lv FFT is used for the coarse search. Parabolic interpolation was used to refine the estimate
[12]. For all FFT lengths the error variance decreases rapidly with increasing Eb/N0 until Eb/N0

reaches a “corner value” after which the decrease in error variance is much more modest with
increasing Eb/N0.

One way to interpret this data is to consider the “corner value” as the lowest value of Eb/N0 at
which the estimator achieves good performance. In general, the corner value decreases as the
FFT length increases. The performance of the estimator may be quantified by calculating the
accumulated phase error due to the RMS frequency error. The RMS frequency error is the square-
root of the estimator error variance in Figure 7. When using an erroneous frequency estimate to
derotate the data, phase error accumulates until it is corrected by the phase offset estimated from
the ASM. The accumulated phase error is given by

∆θ = fRMS × Ld × 360◦, (1)

where fRMS is the RMS frequency error and Ld = 6144/4 = 1536 symbols is the number of
symbols between each occurrence of the ASM. The accumulated phase error for each FFT length
at the “corner value” of Eb/N0 is summarized in Table 1. Above their corner values of Eb/N0 the
estimators for Lv ≥ 512 are able to achieve sufficiently good performance. The desire to operate
at Eb/N0 ≥ 6 dB suggests that Lv must be 2048 or higher. The simulation results presented below
show that Lv = 1024 also achieves good performance at Eb/N0 = 6 dB. This fact demonstrates
that caution should be exercised when using the data in Figure 7 at values of Eb/N0 just slightly
below the “corner value” of Eb/N0: the performance curves are very steep and small statistical
variations can produce huge changes in performance.

The acquisition time for the feedforward estimator described in this section is Lv, the number of
symbols required to produce the frequency estimate. Could a properly initialized PLL produce
possess a shorter lock time?
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Figure 7: Estimator error variance vs. Eb/N0 as a function of FFT length.

A FEEDFORWARD-INITIALIZED PLL

The two approaches described in the previous two sections may be combined to produce a “hybrid”
approach. The blind FFT-based estimator is used to produce a frequency offset estimate that is used
to initialize the PLL. With this initialization, PLL acquisition starts in frequency lock (or close to
frequency lock) and only needs to acquire phase lock. Phase lock is relatively easy to achieve,
even at low values of Eb/N0, as long as a low signal-to-noise ratio PED and the proportional-plus-
integrator loop filter are used.

A block diagram summarizing this approach is outlined in Figure 8. The PLL elements are the
same as those in Figure 3 and the FFT-based frequency estimator is identical to that in Figure 6.
Note that the initialization method used here sets the initial condition of the integrator portion of
the loop filter to the frequency offset estimate. When in lock, the phase ambiguity predicted by
the S-curve in Figure 4, is still an issue and needs to be corrected. The phase ambiguity resolution
block is identical to the one outlined in Figure 3.

The mean-squared error of the frequency estimate, for various values of closed loop bandwidth
BnTs and initialization length Lv, is summarized in Figure 9. The performance curves are similar
to those of the FFT-based feedforward estimator in Figure 7: two distinct regions are observable,
the first with an error variance approximately 10−3 at lower values of Eb/N0, and the second with
a much lower error variance at higher values of Eb/N0. A transition region connects the two. The
transition region is characterized by a steep decrease in the error variance with increasing Eb/N0

until a “corner value” of Eb/N0 is reached. As in Figure 7, the “corner value” of Eb/N0 decreases
with increasing Lv. Unlike Figure 7, the error variance floor is determined by BnTs, not by Lv.

The estimator error variance achieved by the PLL in Figure 9 is much higher than the estima-
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Figure 8: A block diagram summarizing the hybrid PLL+FFT-based approach.

tor error variance achieved by the feedforward estimator in Figure 7. The feedforward estimate
must be very accurate because the system has no way of tracking phase error accumulation due
to errors in the frequency offset estimate. In contrast, the PLL-based approach tracks errors in
the instantaneous phase and can be more robust to errors in the initial frequency offset estimate.
For this reason, comparing the frequency offset error variance does not produce a fair comparison.
Bit error rate (BER) is the ultimate figure of merit; BER comparisons are performed in the next
section.

Our experience is that the PLL sometimes has difficulty maintaining lock after the initialization.
Simulation results tracking the lock status of the PLL are presented in Figure 10. Here, initializa-
tions formed from Lv = 1024 symbols and Lv = 2048 symbols are shown. For each value of Lv,
the results for different values of BnTs are more similar than they are different. This suggests that
the closed-loop bandwidth is not the dominant factor in maintaining lock. The dominant factors are
the quality of initial estimate and the signal-to-noise ratio. For Eb/N0 ≥ 7 dB, the PLLs maintain
lock for both values of Lv. For Eb/N0 = 6 dB, the results suggest Lv ≥ 2048 is required.

COMPARISON

In the previous two sections, the frequency estimator error variance for the two synchronizers was
computed. It was pointed out that the comparison is not entirely fair because the PLL, which
tracks the instantaneous phase error, is able to track small frequency offsets. Consequently, PLL
frequency estimate does not need to be as refined as the frequency estimate in a feed-forward
system. Here, the bit error rate (BER) is used to compare the two approaches. The simulated BER
is summarized by the plots in Figure 11. Observations:

• The BER performance of the FFT-based synchronizer outlined in Figure 6 is shown in the
top left plot of Figure 11. For the values ofEb/N0 used in the simulations, the FFT-based ap-
proach achieves ideal performance for Lv ≥ 2048. For Lv = 1024, the FFT-based approach
achieves ideal performance only for Eb/N0 ≥ 6 dB.
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Figure 9: Estimation error variance for the frequency estimate of the feedforward-initialized PLL: (top) for
BnTs = 0.001 cycles/symbol; (middle) for BnTs = 0.002 cycles/symbol; (bottom) for BnTs = 0.005
cycles/symbol;

• The BER performance of the FFT-initialized PLL approach outlined in Figure 8 is summa-
rized by the other three plots in Figure 11, each for a different value for the closed-loop
bandwidth. For BnTs = 0.001 and 0.002 cycles/symbol, the PLL initialized with an FFT-
based estimate using Lv = 2048 samples achieves ideal performance for all values of Eb/N0

used in the simulations. When the PLL is initialized with an estimate based on the FFT-
based estimator using Lv = 1024, ideal performance is achieved only for Eb/N0 ≥ 6 dB.
Increasing the closed-loop bandwidth to BnTs = 0.005 cycles/symbol does not improve
performance.

• The values ofEb/N0 on the x-axis correspond to the “over-the-air” signal-to-noise ratio. The
equivalent uncoded Eb/N0 can only be calculated once the code rate is known.
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Figure 10: The percentage of time the PLL maintains lock after initialization: (top) for Lv = 1024 symbols;
(bottom) for Lv = 2048 symbols.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered the problem of carrier phase and frequency estimation for coded
16-APSK in aeronautical mobile telemetry. Given the fact that coded systems tend to operate at
lower signal-to-noise ratios than uncoded systems, the synchronizer must operate at these lower
signal-to-noise ratios. For a 30 kHz frequency offset and a 10 Mbit/s 16-APSK signal, the con-
ventional phase lock loop (PLL) system does not achieve consistent lock to be a useful alternative.
Consequently, a blind feed-forward approach, based on the FFT, and an initialized feedback ap-
proach based on the PLL were examined.

The feed-forward estimator, based on the FFT, is summarized in Figure 6. This estimator is ca-
pable of achieving BER ideal performance for Eb/N0 ≥ 6 dB using 1024 symbols. (Increasing
the number of symbols to 2048 extends the operating range to 5 dB.) The feedback estimator is
based on a PLL initialized by a feed-forward estimate derived from the same FFT-based algorithm.
This algorithm is capable of achieving ideal BER performance for for Eb/N0 ≥ 6 dB using 1024
symbols. (Increasing the number of symbols to 2048 extends the operating range to 5 dB.) The per-
formance of both approaches depends on the accuracy of the feed-forward estimate. An estimate
based on 1024 or more symbols appears to be adequate.
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Figure 11: Simulated BER performance: (top left) the FFT-based approach; (top right) the FFT-initialized
PLL approach with BnTs = 0.001 cycles/symbol; (bottom left) the FFT-initialized PLL approach with
BnTs = 0.002 cycles/symbol; (bottom right) the FFT-initialized PLL approach with BnTs = 0.005 cy-
cles/symbol.
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ABSTRACT

Providing RHCP and LHCP outputs from the antennas vertical (V) and horizontal (H) dipoles in
the resonant cavity within the antenna feeds is the current practice of ground-based station receivers
in aeronautical telemetry. The equalizers on the market, operate on either LHCP or RHCP alone,
or a combined signal created by co-phasing and adding the RHCP and LHCP outputs. In this
paper, we show how to optimally combine the V and H dipole outputs and demonstrate that an
equalizer operating on this optimally-combined signal outperforms an equalizer operating on the
RHCP, LHCP, or the combined signals. Finally, we show how to optimally combine the RHCP and
LHCP outputs for equalization, where this optimal combination performs as good as the optimally
combined V and H signals.

INTRODUCTION

Multi-path between transmitter and receiver leads to inter-symbol-interference (ISI), which affects
the performance of the transmission. Multi-path interference can be mitigated using different di-
versity techniques such as polarization diversity. Right-hand-circular polarization (RHCP) and
left-hand-circular polarization (LHCP) are common polarization diversity techniques used in the
telemetry applications instead of the linear polarizations such as vertical and horizontal polariza-
tions; the reason is if the airplane goes through different rotations it is hard for the transmitter
antenna to get aligned with the vertical or horizontal elements of the receiver antenna.

Current receivers in the telemetry applications synthesize their inputs to come up with RHCP
and LHCP signals. In this paper we will explore the interaction of the receiver antenna in a teleme-
try environment, in other words, we will explore if one could access to the receiver’s antenna
elements signals directly, it means before synthesizing the inputs to get the circular polarizations
components then how one could manipulate them to get a better system performance in bit-error-
rate (BER) point of view.
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Figure 1: Geometry of two paths radio propagation in the telemetry application.

THE SYSTEM MODEL AND ANALYSIS

The scenario used in this paper is indicated in Figure 1, two coordinate systems are used,
(x, y, z) coordinate system that is centered right below the transmitter antenna on the ground and
the (x′, y′, z′) coordinate system, which is centered at the receiver antenna. The latter coordinate
system is related to the former one by a translation along the x-axis and by a rotation over the
y-axis by the antenna elevation angle θe, defined as

θe = tan−1
(
hT − hR
dR

)
, (1)

where hT and hR are the height of the transmitter and receiver antennas (in meter) from the ground
respectively, and dR is the ground distance between the transmitter and receiver antennas.

The transmitted signal reaches the receiver through one line-of-sight (LOS) path and one re-
flected path (NLOS) due to a ground bounce [1]. Both LOS and the NLOS paths are located in
the x − z plane while the airplane is in the level flight, means when the wings of the airplane are
parallel with the x−y plane. The transmitter antenna is a vertical dipole mounted on the bottom of
the airplane, which is aligned with the z axis only for the level flight and the receiver is a parabolic
reflector antenna. There is a resonant cavity at the focal point of the receiver antenna, the resonant
cavity is equipped with a cross dipole with one element in the y′ direction and the other in the z′

direction in the (x′, y′, z′) coordinate system, which means any portion of the received electrical
field in the x′ direction will be missed in the receiver.

The receiver antenna only see the z′ component of the electrical field in the level flight, but as
the airplane goes through the yaw, pitch and roll rotations, which are translations along the x-axis
and rotations over z, x, and y axes respectively in the (x, y, z) coordinate system, both antenna
elements in the receiver will detect a portion of the received electrical field.

Figure 2 [2] indicates the general system block diagram of the Forney observation model

2
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Figure 3: The equivalent discrete time system of the Forney observation model.

(FOM) [3]. The received signal in this model is defined as

r(t) =
∑
k

Ikh(t− kTs) + w(t), (2)

where Ik is a symbol drawn from the 16APSK constellation; Ts is the inverse of the symbol rate
Rs (symbols/second); h(t) = g(t) ∗ c(t) where g(t) is pulse shape and c(t) is channel impulse
response; w(t) is a circularly symmetric complex-valued wide-sense stationary normal random
process with zero mean and power spectral density 2N0 W/Hz. Maximum likelihood detection
applies a matched filter with impulse response h∗(−t) in the receiver. The matched filter output
is y(t). The symbol-spaced samples of the matched filter output are y(kTs). The FOM uses a
discrete time noise whitening filter. The noise whitening filter can be derived by using spectral
factorization [2]. The output of FOM is

uk =
L∑

n=0

fnIk−n + ηk, (3)

where L + 1 is the length of the channel in the FOM, ηk is circularly-symmetric complex-valued
normal random variables with zero mean and common variance 2N0 W/Hz. The system in Figure
2 can be re-expressed as the system in Figure 3 by “using equivalent discrete time channel” defi-
nition. The output of the Forney observation model is the input to the equalizer. Minimum mean
squared error criteria is used in this work to compute the equalizer coefficients, meaning minimum
mean squared error equalizer (MMSE). The coefficients of this equalizer can be computed as [4]

c =

[
Gf +

σ2

Eb

I

]−1
ξ, (4)
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Figure 4: Maximum likelihood combining of the channels hy′(t) and hz′(t).

where I is the identity matrix,

Gf =


Gf (0) Gf (−1) · · ·
Gf (1) Gf (0)

. . .
Gf (0)

 , (5)

where

Gf (k) =
L∑

j=0

fjf
∗
j−k, (6)

where f are the channel elements, and

ξ =
[
fL fL−1 · · · f0

]′
. (7)

To come up with the equivalent discrete time observation model different approaches can be used
depends on the using channel:

• FOM can be generalized to find maximum likelihood combining of the received electrical
fields in the cross polarized antenna elements in the receiver, where here two elements are
mounted at the directions of y′ and z′ in the (x′, y′, z′) coordinate system. The block diagram
of maximum likelihood of the electrical fields of these two antenna elements is shown in
Figure 4, and its equivalent discrete time observation model is indicated in Figure 5.

• FOM can be implemented for the channel hRHCP(t), which is defined as

hRHCP(t) = hy′(t)− jhz′(t). (8)

Figure 6 shows this implementation. Figure 7 also indicates the equivalent discrete time
FOM of the channel hRHCP(t).
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• FOM can be implemented for the channel hLHCP(t) as shown in Figure 8. The hLHCP(t) is
defined as

hLHCP(t) = hy′(t) + jhz′(t). (9)

Figure 9 also shows the equivalent discrete time FOM of the channel hLHCP(t).

• Maximum likelihood combining can be applied to the outputs of “90◦ hybrid couplers” that
are used in the receiver, meaning the channels hRHCP(t) and hLHCP(t). Figure 10 shows
maximum likelihood combining of hRHCP(t) and hLHCP(t), its equivalent discrete time ob-
servation model also is indicated in Figure 11.

• The last, but not least implementation that is explored in this paper is combining the channels
hy′(t) and hz′(t) before the matched filter as equal gain combining, which is equivalent to
the co-phase addition of the outputs of “90◦ hybrid coupler”, meaning the channels hRHCP(t)
and hLHCP(t). To the best of our knowledge this is one of the common used techniques in
the telemetry applications. This approach is shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 indicates the
equivalent discrete time FOM of the combining channels of hy′(t) and hz′(t) before the
matched filter.
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Table 1: Transmitter and receiver antennas location.

Antenna Location Latitude Longitude Altitude (feet AMSL)
Transmitter Cords Road 35◦ 5′ 0′′ N 117◦ 24′ 6.73′′ W 5043

Receiver Bulding 4795 34◦ 58′ 14.63′′ N 117◦ 55′ 52.02′′ W 2710

SIMULATION RESULTS

The transmitter and receiver antennas geographic location information is indicated in Table 1.
The Electrical field representation of the channels in the LOS and NLOS paths can be calculated by
math with a noticeable effort, Figure 14 shows the magnitude of the electrical field representation
of the channels in the receiver based on frequency in the (x′, y′, z′) coordinate system while θyaw =
5◦, θpitch = 15◦, and θroll = 10◦. The z′ component has the strongest portion of the electrical field,
while the y′ component of the electrical field is weaker, which was expected based on the geometry
shown in Figure 1.

The concept of Equations (8) and (9) can be used to find CRHCP(f) and CLHCP(f) as shown in
Figure 15. For pitch rotation equal to zero degree, CRHCP(f) and CLHCP(f) are identical, but as
long as the pitch angle gets bigger, then they will be different by most 1 MHz, that can be useful to
achieve gain diversity. Frequency domain characteristics of the channels used in the simulations
are outlined in Figure 16.

BER performance is simulated for 16APSK modulation over all the channels shown in Fig-
ure 16. The 16-APSK constellation is shown in Figure 17. The constellation is parameterized by
the ratio of radii γ = r2/r1 and the phase angle φ. The parameters used in the simulations are those
that minimize peak of Eb/N0 [6]: γ = 2.46 and φ = π/12. The reason of choosing 16APSK is
having better spectral efficiency than SOQPSK-TG. The pulse shape g(t) is the square-root raised
cosine (SRRC) pulse shape with 50% excess bandwidth [7]. The performance results are shown in
Figure 18. The noticeable observations are as the following:

• Maximum likelihood combining of the channels hy′(t) and hy′(t), and the maximum likeli-
hood combining of the channels hRHCP(t) and hLHCP(t) provide the best performance.
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Figure 14: The electrical field components in the receiver, for different directions of x′, y′ and z′ based on
frequency while θyaw = 5◦, θpitch = 15◦, and θroll = 10◦. Note the receiver antenna has no element in the
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Figure 15: CRHCP(f) and CLHCP(f) while θyaw = 5◦, θpitch = 15◦, and θroll = 10◦.
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Figure 16: Frequency domain characteristics of the channels used in the simulations.

Figure 17: The 16-APSK constellation from the DVB-S2 standard[5].
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Figure 18: Simulation result for MMSE with FOM, for the equivalent discrete time channels of FML1 ,
FML2 , FR, FL and Fc.

• Using the channels hRHCP(t) or hLHCP(t) each lonely present worse performance among all
the simulated channels.

• Combining the channels hy′(t) and hz′(t), which is equivalent to combining hLHCP(t) and
hRHCP(t) with “90◦ hybrid coupler” does not provide the optimum combining performance,
however it outperforms using the channels of hRHCP(t) and hLHCP(t) separately.

CONCLUSIONS

We present optimal combining of the V and H dipole outputs and optimal combining of the
RHCP and LHCP outputs for equalization. We show that the performance of these two optimal
combining are almost identical. We also demonstrate that an equalizer operating on the optimally-
combined signal outperforms an equalizer operating on the RHCP signal, LHCP signal, or the
combined signal.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we analyze several DFT-based frequency offset estimators for use with the 16-APSK
digital modulation scheme. Even a small frequency offset between radio transmitters and receivers
can cause phase information to be lost, so a system to align the phases is required to reliably de-
modulate PSK signals. These estimators have been adapted for 16-APSK from methods originally
intended for use with QPSK and CPM. These methods consist of a coarse search and a fine search
with an optional dichotomous search to improve accuracy. We analyze the estimator error vari-
ance and bit error rate associated with several methods of frequency estimation. These estimators
exhibit small estimate error and variance and can provide bit error rates close to the ideal AWGN
BER.

INTRODUCTION

The frequency offset estimator approximates the frequency offset between transmitter and receiver
carrier frequencies. When information is encoded in the phase of the transmitted signal, such
frequency discrepancies between two carriers will cause the system to fall out of sync and result
in a large bit error rate (BER). Therefore, reliable digital communication systems require highly
accurate and precise methods of frequency estimation.

The methods used in this paper include methods developed for QPSK and CPM adapted for 16-
APSK from [1, 2, 3]. These frequency offset estimation simulations consist of several steps
outlined in Figure 1. First, an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is simulated by
selecting random 16-APSK symbols, modulating those random symbols with a constant frequency
offset, adding noise, and then demodulating. After timing synchronization, the matched filter
outputs are used for frequency estimation as shown in Figure 2.

The frequency offset must be properly estimated and removed from the received, demodulated

1



Figure 1: A fully synchronized 16-APSK detector emphasizing the frequency estimator.

Figure 2: Detailed view of the DFT-based frequency estimator block in Figure 1.

signals. First, a non-linear transformation is applied to the matched filter outputs. Then the esti-
mation process consists of two steps: the “coarse search” and the “fine search.” The coarse search
produces a rough frequency estimate by finding the absolute maximum of the periodogram of the
matched filter outputs. The fine search then refines the accuracy of this frequency estimate. An
optional “dichotomous search” may be inserted between the coarse and fine searches to further
improve the frequency estimate. This refined frequency estimate is then used to derotate the re-
ceived symbols. The process of phase synchronization and symbol decisions is outlined in [4].
The bit error rate (BER) of various frequency estimation methods is then analyzed, allowing for
comparison of these methods.

CHANNEL MODEL

For our analysis, we simulated the transmission of Lν 16-APSK symbols over an AWGN channel.
The starting point is the matched filter output

z(mT ) = cme
j(2πνTm+θ) + n1(mT ), m = 0, . . . , Lν − 1 (1)

where cm represents the m-th complex-valued symbol from the 16-APSK constellation shown
in Figure 3, T is the symbol time, νT is a constant, but unknown, frequency offset with units
cycles/second, θ is a constant phase offset, and n1(mT ) is AWGN with variance σ2. Frequency
estimation requires removal of the phase shifts due to the 16-APSK symbols. This is accomplished
by the nonlinear transformation

z′(mT ) = F [ρ(m)] ej12φ(m) (2)
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Figure 3: 16-APSK constellation

where

ρ(m) = |z(mT )|
φ(m) = arg{z(mT )}
F [x] = xk

(3)

and k is an integer. We use k = 2 throughout this paper in order to account for the amplitude mod-
ulation of these signals. After this transformation, the frequency offset νT may then be estimated.
This is accomplished by estimating

ν̂T = argmax
νT

{|
Lν−1∑
m=0

z′(mT )e−j2πνTm|2} (4)

where the expression to be maximized is the periodogram of the transformed signal. This estima-
tion consists of the aforementioned coarse search followed by any of several fine searches.

COARSE SEARCH

The coarse search provides a frequency estimate as follows. The periodogram of the matched
filter outputs is computed by taking the magnitude squared the signal’s DFT. When the number of
samples is a power of 2, the DFT can be calculated using highly-efficient FFT algorithms. In this
paper, we use a length-2Lν FFT, where Lν is the number of received symbols. The argument that
produces the maximum value of the periodogram is denoted ω̂M . The frequency offset estimate
ν̂T is then calculated using the formula

ν̂T =
1

12

ω̂M
2π

. (5)

This provides us with a “coarse estimate.” This estimate is restricted to discrete values and may
not provide a sufficiently accurate estimate to properly decode the symbols across the entire data
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block. A fine search must be performed to provide a more accurate estimate to compensate for the
frequency quantization error.

FINE SEARCH

Various methods have been proposed to interpolate intermediate values between the samples pro-
vided by the coarse search. We have identified three such methods and have adapted them for use
with the 16-APSK modulation scheme. These three methods are described below and are com-
pared in the Simulation Results section of this paper. In all three formulas, the two points from
the periodogram on either side of the coarse frequency estimate are used. Here, the value of the
periodogram to the left of the maximum is denoted P1, the maximum is denoted P2, and the value
to the right is P3.

One interpolator uses the formula

ω̂ = ω̂M +
δω
4

P1 − P3

P1 − 2P2 + P3

(6)

to perform a parabolic interpolation of the three points [1, 2]. In this paper, we call this “Interpo-
lator 1.” An alternate interpolator uses the formula

ω̂ = ω̂M +
α

2Lν

P0

P2 − P0

(7)

where

P0 = max {P1, P3}
α = sign {P3 − P1}

(8)

which we will refer to as “Interpolator 2.” A third ”Gaussian interpolator” with the formula

ω̂ = ω̂M +
1

2Lν

logP1 − logP3

logP1 − 2 logP2 + logP3

(9)

can also improve the coarse frequency estimate. Regardless of the method chosen for interpolation,
the final frequency estimate is obtained by calculating νT from Eq. 5 using the fine estimate ω̂
instead of the coarse estimate ω̂M . An example of improved estimator error variance is shown
in Figure 4. The coarse estimate can be significantly improved by implementing Interpolator 1
described by Eq. 6.

DICHOTOMOUS SEARCH

An intermediate “dichotomous search” may be used between the coarse and fine searches in order
to further increase the accuracy of the frequency estimate. This dichotomous search begins with
the values of P1, P2, and P3 from the coarse search algorithm as described above. We first define
δf = 1

2Lν
, the frequency spacing between each FFT sample. An iterative algorithm is then applied

to the frequency estimate as follows.
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Figure 4: Variance of the coarse search with Interpolator 1 for Lν = 1024 and νT = 0.012.

1. First, δf is halved.

2. If P3 < P1, then P3 is set to the value P2 and the frequency estimate f̂ is set to f̂ − δf . If
P3 > P1, then P1 is set to the value P2 and the frequency estimate f̂ is set to f̂ + δf .

3. The DTFT is evaluated at the new f̂ using the formula |
∑N−1

t=0 xte
−j2πf̂t|2. This value be-

comes P2.

These steps are repeated several times depending on channel properties such as SNR as outlined
in [1]. The results of the dichotomous search are then passed on to the fine search for further
refinement. Note that the effective length of the FFT has increased after the dichotomous search,
so the interpolation formulas must be adapted according to the number of iterations applied during
the dichotomous search.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Each of the above three interpolators have been simulated in MATLAB R© with and without the use
of a dichotomous search. In order to evaluate the performance of these frequency estimators, we
compare the estimator error variances and BERs.

Each method demonstrates a high estimate error variance for low Eb/N0 values as shown in the
top plots of Figures 5, 6, and 7. As Eb/N0 increases, the error variance generally decreases. Each
estimator exhibits a precipitous drop in a “waterfall region,” after which the variance decreases at a
much slower rate. The point at which this slow decrease begins is referred to as the “corner value.”
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For Lν = 512 as shown in Figure 5, most of the estimators improve significantly after the waterfall
region except Interpolator 2, which does not improve even at high SNRs. However, Interpolator 2
performs significantly better with Lν = 1024 as can be seen in the top plot of Figure 6.

The BER is a useful metric for quantifying the effectiveness of a given frequency offset estimator.
This is illustrated in the bottom plots of Figures 5, 6, and 7 where we compare a given method’s
BER to the ideal AWGN BER. No method can achieve the ideal BER for small Lν values, as shown
in the bottom plot of Figure 5. At larger Lν values, the BER of each interpolator approaches the
ideal AWGN BER for sufficiently high SNRs. An example of a large Lν is shown in Figure 7.

A comparison of various Lν values for the dichotomous search paired with Interpolator 1 is given
in Figure 8. The variance of the estimate error decreases and the BER approaches the ideal as Lν
increases. In addition, the corner value also migrates to lowerEb/N0 values as Lν increases. These
are desirable traits for a frequency estimator as they allow effective estimation at lower SNRs. A
longer FFT must be computed, however, which requires additional time and memory.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for Lν = 512: (top) Estimator error variance; (bottom) BER.
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Figure 6: Simulation results for Lν = 1024: (top) Estimator error variance; (bottom) BER.
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Figure 7: Simulation results for Lν = 8192: (top) Estimator error variance; (bottom) BER.
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CONCLUSIONS

Here we demonstrate the viability of DFT-based frequency estimators adapted for 16-APSK. Such
estimators provide sufficiently accurate estimates to allow for near ideal BERs. These methods
consist of a coarse search, an optional dichotomous search, and a fine search. We compare esti-
mator error variance and BER for various interpolation methods and DFT-lengths. For sufficiently
long DFT-lengths, these estimation methods provide BERs close to ideal for AWGN channels.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Developed an on-board-recorder (OBR) to capture both in-bore acceleration and in-flight 
canister expulsion forces for an artillery projectile. The instrumentation recorded on the OBR was fed 
into a model to simulate these forces. The OBR’s space claim was limited to the expulsion cavity of the 
artillery projectile. The OBR was equipped with an analog sensor suite that recorded battery, expulsion 
pressure, high-g in-bore axial accelerometer data, and radial spin data. Utilizing 8 channels of the ADC 
on the DSP, the sensors are recorded into both volatile SRAM and NOR Flash memory. The OBR matched 
both weight and center of gravity of the tactical artillery round. To accomplish this, multiple housing 
materials and potting materials were utilized. The OBR survived multiple shots. The OBR was 
instrumented successfully on 4 rounds, allowing an accurate model and simulation to be created to 
increase design reliability and minimize failures on future designs. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The Precisions Munitions Instrumentation Division – Telemetry Branch was tasked with 

measuring the forces from gun launch through canister expulsion in a 105mm projectile to characterize 
the forces experienced by the canister.  With proper characterization of these forces, better design 
constraints and considerations can be implemented to ensure the canister survives through parachute 
descent until impact.  

Sensor Selection 

The first step in guaranteeing survivability and designing for robustness is to identify the areas 
that the projectile experiences the most significant forces.  These were determined to be the in-bore 
gun launch environment and the fuze function event, where the canister is expelled from the projectile 
and rapidly de-spun by the parachute and strake deployment.  

To properly capture the forces imposed upon the canister, an on-board recorder (OBR) was 
designed to fit inside the cavity.  Leaving the remaining parts of the cartridge assembly identical and 
matching the weight and center of gravity provides an accurate representation of the tactical 
environment. 

Eight total sensors were used to capture the forces experienced by the canister.  A 20k-20k-60k 
triaxial accelerometer was used to capture the high-g acceleration experienced during the gun launch 
and expulsion events.  Additionally, a 10kPSI pressure sensor was used to capture the expulsion force on 
the face of the canister being ejected from the 105mm projectile caused by the ignition of black powder. 
In order to capture the high spin environment, a more indirect approach was needed. Traditionally, spin 
rate can be obtained through either a gyroscope or magnetometer sensor. However, in this application 
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due to a high spin rate of over 300Hz and the location of the sensor suite in a shielded metal canister 
and projectile body, neither sensor was suitable to derive spin. We were able to derive projectile and 
canister spin rate using four low-g radial accelerometers to capture the centripetal acceleration.  Each 
low-g radial accelerometer was kept above 10% of its max limit for resolution purposes to reduce noise 
floor issues.  Using various g-level accelerometers at different distances and concatenation scripts to 
stitch the four spin regions together in post processing, it was possible to gather high resolution spin 
rate data up to 320 Hz. The equations used to derive spin can be found below.  
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Equation 1: Converting centripetal acceleration into angular velocity 

 

In order to convert angular velocity to spin rate, the equation must be divided by 60 to convert 
from revolutions per minute (rpm) to revolutions per second (rps or Hz). Since the sensing element is an 
accelerometer, gs can be substituted in for centripetal acceleration by multiplying gs by the gravitational 
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 𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐ℎ 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = 9.80665 
𝑚𝑚
𝑠𝑠2

 

 
𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎 𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟 = 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 

 

Equation 2: Deriving Spin  

Using the Spin (Hz) formula above and working with a maximum board radius of 0.9”, four radial 
accelerometers were needed to capture the projected spin rate of 300Hz.  The sensors selected and 
corresponding locations are as follows: one 2kg Endevco Model 73 block mounted gauge mounted 
0.1835” off center capturing 320Hz to 110Hz, one 500g & 70g Analog Devices ADXL001 gauge mounted 
0.28” off center capturing 130Hz to 45Hz and 50Hz to 20Hz respectively, and one 35g Analog Devices 
ADXL78 gauge mounted 0.79” off center capturing 20Hz to 5Hz. Table 1 and Figure 2 below represent 
the spin rate range of each gauge and how they cover the anticipated spin rate range. Note that the 
radii in the table are in inches and must be converted to meters for equations 1 and 2 above. 
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Hz Radius gs  Hz Radius gs  Hz Radius gs  Hz Radius gs 
0 0.1835 0  0 0.28 0  0 0.28 0  0 0.79 0 
5 0.1835 0  5 0.28 1  5 0.28 1  5 0.79 2 

 10 0.1835 2  10 0.28 3  10 0.28 3  10 0.79 8 
15 0.1835 4  15 0.28 6  15 0.28 6  15 0.79 18 
20 0.1835 8  20 0.28 11  20 0.28 11  20 0.79 32 
25 0.1835 12  25 0.28 18  25 0.28 18  25 0.79 51 
30 0.1835 17  30 0.28 26  30 0.28 26  30 0.79 73 
35 0.1835 23  35 0.28 35  35 0.28 35  35 0.79 99 
40 0.1835 30  40 0.28 46  40 0.28 46  40 0.79 129 
45 0.1835 38  45 0.28 58  45 0.28 58  45 0.79 164 
50 0.1835 47  50 0.28 72  50 0.28 72  50 0.79 202 
60 0.1835 68  60 0.28 103  60 0.28 103  60 0.79 291 
70 0.1835 92  70 0.28 140  70 0.28 140  70 0.79 396 
75 0.1835 106  75 0.28 161  75 0.28 161  75 0.79 455 
80 0.1835 120  80 0.28 183  80 0.28 183  80 0.79 517 
85 0.1835 136  85 0.28 207  85 0.28 207  85 0.79 584 
90 0.1835 152  90 0.28 232  90 0.28 232  90 0.79 655 
100 0.1835 188  100 0.28 286  100 0.28 286  100 0.79 808 
110 0.1835 227  110 0.28 347  110 0.28 347  110 0.79 978 
120 0.1835 270  120 0.28 412  120 0.28 412  120 0.79 1164 
130 0.1835 317  130 0.28 484  130 0.28 484  130 0.79 1366 
140 0.1835 368  140 0.28 561  140 0.28 561  140 0.79 1584 
145 0.1835 395  145 0.28 602  145 0.28 602  145 0.79 1699 
150 0.1835 422  150 0.28 644  150 0.28 644  150 0.79 1818 
160 0.1835 481  160 0.28 733  160 0.28 733  160 0.79 2069 
170 0.1835 543  170 0.28 828  170 0.28 828  170 0.79 2336 
180 0.1835 608  180 0.28 928  180 0.28 928  180 0.79 2618 
190 0.1835 678  190 0.28 1034  190 0.28 1034  190 0.79 2917 
200 0.1835 751  200 0.28 1146  200 0.28 1146  200 0.79 3233 
210 0.1835 828  210 0.28 1263  210 0.28 1263  210 0.79 3564 
220 0.1835 909  220 0.28 1386  220 0.28 1386  220 0.79 3912 
230 0.1835 993  230 0.28 1515  230 0.28 1515  230 0.79 4275 
240 0.1835 1081  240 0.28 1650  240 0.28 1650  240 0.79 4655 
250 0.1835 1173  250 0.28 1790  250 0.28 1790  250 0.79 5051 
260 0.1835 1269  260 0.28 1936  260 0.28 1936  260 0.79 5463 
270 0.1835 1368  270 0.28 2088  270 0.28 2088  270 0.79 5892 
280 0.1835 1472  280 0.28 2246  280 0.28 2246  280 0.79 6336 
290 0.1835 1579  290 0.28 2409  290 0.28 2409  290 0.79 6797 
300 0.1835 1689  300 0.28 2578  300 0.28 2578  300 0.79 7274 
310 0.1835 1804  310 0.28 2753   310 0.28 2753   310 0.79 7767 
320 0.1835 1922  320 0.28 2933   320 0.28 2933   320 0.79 8276 
330 0.1835 2044  330 0.28 3119  330 0.28 3119  330 0.79 8801 
340 0.1835 2170  340 0.28 3311  340 0.28 3311  340 0.79 9342 
2kg (200g at 10% res.)  500g (50g at 10% res.)  70g (7g at 10% res.)  35g (3.5g at 10% res.) 
Endevco 
Model 73  

Analog Devices 
ADXL001  

Analog Devices 
ADXL001  

Analog Devices 
ADXL78 

 

(Resolution key: Red = <5% or >100% / Yellow = 5% to 10% / Green = 10% to 100%) 

Table 1: Spin Rate Table Distances and Calculated gs  
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Figure 2: Spin Rate Range according to Gauge 

Design Considerations 

A two cup design approach was executed to make as much of the OBR reusable as possible for 
multiple shots.  The front cup, which is exposed to the black powder expulsion event and may be 
damaged by the ground impact event, is replaceable and only contains the pressure sensor and primary 
battery stack. The reusable rear cup houses three printed circuit boards (PCB) containing all the digital 
circuitry, memory, signal conditioning, accelerometers, and data hold batteries. The two cups are 
represented in Figure 3 and are connected using MDM micro-d connectors. 

 

 

Figure 3: Two cup OBR housed inside a sleeve and expulsion canister 

In order to record from gun launch to ground impact, the OBR required a minimum record time 
of 80 seconds. To capture the full in-bore event, data needs to be recording prior to gun launch and g-
switch trigger event.  This is accomplished by looping data on the memory chips by continuously 
recording and overwriting data.  Once the g-switch is triggered, the OBR is signaled to fill the memory 
once more minus the predetermined pre-trigger amount. In this application, the pre-trigger was set to 
1% of the total record time of 80 seconds. Therefore, in addition to the 79.2 seconds of data after the g-
switch event, 0.8 seconds of data is recorded from before the g-switch trigger event.   

Memory type was heavily considered and weighed for this application as shown in Table 2.  A 
memory type was needed that was non-volatile in the event of power loss, high density for record 
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duration, and has fast write/erase speeds for pre-trigger data capture. No single memory type had all 
three characteristics. Two memory types were selected to work in conjunction with one another to 
achieve the desired memory characteristics.  Ferroelectric Random Access Memory (FRAM) memory 
possessed both fast write/erase speeds and was non-volatile but has a very small memory size. With 
eight channels of data being sampled at 50 kHz, a memory size of 65Mbytes was needed to record for 
80 seconds.  It would require about 130 4Mbit FRAM chips to reach 80 seconds of record time, making 
FRAM an unviable option for this application.   

It was decided to use a combination of both Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) and Neither 
Agree Nor Disagree (NAND) Flash. Eight SRAM 32Mbit chips were used to capture the full 80 seconds of 
flight time. Due to its high write/erase speeds, the SRAM was able to write and overwrite itself to 
capture the pre-trigger event.  Although the NAND Flash has plenty of memory on a single chip, it lacks 
the write/erase speeds needed to overwrite itself and capture pre-trigger. The chief weakness of NAND 
flash is that it takes a considerable amount of time to overwrite the memory chip due to the need to 
erase the chip first.  After the whole 80 second mission is written in real-time to volatile SRAM memory, 
the SRAM memory is duplicated to non-volatile NAND Flash in the event of a power failure.  Upon OBR 
recovery, data is extracted off of both SRAM (assuming no power failure) and NAND flash 
independently.   

 
Memory Type FRAM SRAM NAND Flash 
Volatility Non-volatile Volatile Non-volatile 
Memory Size (per chip) 4Mbits (.625 seconds) 32Mbits (10 seconds) 8Gbits (1,250 seconds) 
Write/Erase Speed 55ns 55ns 3.5ms 

Table 2: Memory types Pros and Cons 

Due to space claim considerations, the electronic design was split into three PCBs. One PCB was 
dedicated to all digital circuitry including the digital signal processor (DSP), eight SRAM memory chips, 
NAND flash memory, USB First In First Out (FIFO) chip, crystal, and digital power regulation. The digital 
PCB was able to house all these components on one 1.8” diameter PCB by matching SRAM vias from one 
side of the PCB to the other. This allowed the dense Ball Grid Array (BGA) SRAM chip to be mirrored on 
the opposite of the PCB without creating a dead space (Figure 3). 

 

       

Figure 3: Digital PCB top and bottom 
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The remaining two PCBs contain the accelerometers for both high-g in-bore forces and low-g 
radial spin measurements, along with their corresponding signal conditioning and filtering circuits.  
Signal conditioning was implemented on the analog channels by amplifying and offsetting the 
differential inputs, converting it to a single-ended output. Amplification was needed to increase the low 
level gauge output voltage to utilize the full range of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) on the DSP. 
The offset voltage centers the gauge’s at rest voltage between the 0V and 3V to record both positive 
and negative gauge output.  Due to a sample rate of 50 kHz, a 4-pole active low-pass anti-aliasing filter 
was used to filter out high frequency and Nyquist noise at 1/10 the sample rate at 5 kHz.  

All three PCBs were inserted into the electronics cup and wired together using a “bird-cage” 
design where rigid wires are soldered between PCBs.  The PCBs are wired to a 25 pin MDM connector 
for interfacing with the battery/pressure cup and four coin cell batteries.  The coin cells are auxiliary 
power for memory retention in the event the projectile cannot be recovered immediately and provided 
an additional 26 days of data hold capability.  The cup was encapsulated using a two part epoxy to 
ensure survivability.  Figure 4 below shows the electronics cup before potting. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Electronics Cup – four coin cells can be seen through the clear 3D printed lid 

 
 
 
Field Test 
 
 Two OBRs were built at Picatinny Arsenal and tested at Yuma Proving Grounds in Yuma, AZ in 
December of 2016.  A total of four shots were successfully fired out of a M119 105mm towed howitzer. 
As designed, the electronics cup was re-used for two shots with the battery/pressure cup being replaced 
between shots.  Table 3 below summarizes the four test events.  In column 4, the axial acceleration is 
integrated once for velocity and again for position for validation purposes.  
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Shot # 
TM 
S/N 

Batt 
S/N Axial Accelerometer 

Muzzle 
Exit Spin 
Rate (Hz) 

Canister 
De-spin 
Starting 

Rate (Hz) 

Peak 
Expulsion 
Pressure 

(PSI) 

Time from 
launch to 

expulsion (sec)/ 
Fuze set time 

(sec) 

Radar 
Muzzle 
Velocity 

1 1 2-79 12,630g; 461.7m/s; 2.93m 270 188 580.52 35.50696 / 35.5 486.7 m/s 

2 2 2-80 12,344g; 452.9m/s; 2.86m 260 203 744.94 35.50352 / 35.5 486.7 m/s 

3 1 2-81 12,688g; 463.9m/s; 2.91m 244 191 536.31 35.00234 / 35 486.9 m/s 

4 2 2-82 12,550g; 457.5m/s; 2.91m 272 213 650.56 35.0082 / 35 487.35 m/s 

Table 3: Firing Matrix 

The expelled canisters were observed to have parachute deployment and tracked to impact by 
forward observers. Canisters were recovered by demolition crewmen and electronic cups were removed 
from the canister. Data was recovered from both SRAM and NAND Flash memory banks. A comparison 
between the two data sets shows that all data was transferred successfully with no missing bits.  

 

Results 

Figures 5 through 11 represent the data collected from shot number one. Figure 5 shows a 
general overview of the shot with figures 6 through 11 focusing in on specific areas and events 
experienced by the canister. Figure 5 confirms the fuze function time of 35.5 seconds measuring the 
time between the axial acceleration (blue) peak around 1.5 seconds and the expulsion pressure (red) 
peak at 37 seconds. The spin profile can also be observed, shown here by the green line.    

 

Figure 5: Shot Overview 
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Zooming in on the in-bore acceleration data in figure 6, we observed a peak axial acceleration of 
12,630 gs. There is a small amount of balloting shown on the radial accelerometers. The negative offset 
observed on the radial channels after gun launch can be attributed to the centripetal acceleration due to 
spin.  

 

Figure 6: High-g In-bore acceleration 

 

Figure 7 graphs axial acceleration again but goes a step further in our data reduction process by 
deriving both velocity and position from axial acceleration. This is used as a way of verifying our sensors 
by comparing the velocity against radar muzzle velocity and position to gun tube length. 

 

Figure 7: Velocity and Position Integrated from Axial Acceleration 
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The expulsion of the canister from the 105mm projectile, shown in figure 8, is caused by the 
fuze igniting the black powder charge that sits above the canister.  The small change in the Axial Z 
acceleration around 37.175 seconds represents the fuze function.   One hundredth of a second later, we 
can observe the expulsion pressure (~500 PSI) on the face of the canister and a negative acceleration 
(~1500 g) as the canister is pushed out the rear of the projectile. 

 

Figure 8: Expulsion Event 

Immediately following the canister expulsion from the rear of the projectile, a rapid decrease in 
spin rate is experienced by the canister. This decrease is caused by the drag induced by four strakes 
attached to the canister that deploy upon expulsion.   Figure 9 overlaps all four radial accelerometers 
after they are converted from gs to Hz. The 500g, 70g, and 35g gauges are railed at their maximum spin 
rate until the spin rate falls within their designed range.  It can be shown here that all 4 gauges track on 
top of one another with various degrees of noise.  The 2kg gauge (blue) gets noisier as it de-spins to 
below its desired resolution (110Hz) while the 35g gauge (black) is cleaner at those spin rates. 

 

Figure 9: Canister De-Spin 
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 Figure 10 shows a concatenation of the 4 radial accelerometers. This concatenation is 
performed by extracting each designated spin region for each accelerometer and splicing them 
together.  This method provides the clearest representation of spin rate across the entire shot profile.   

 

Figure 10: Concatenation of low-g radial accelerometers 

Conclusion 

The high speed 105mm OBR was successful in characterizing the forces seen by the canister of 
the 105mm projectile.  The OBR was capable of accurately capturing setback, set-forward, expulsion, 
and de-spin forces across the canister’s flight duration.  This is the first time the forces experienced by 
the canister have been quantified, allowing the validity and accuracy of previous modeling and 
simulation flight profiles. Confidence and refining the model will assists the program integrated product 
team (IPT) to better understand the projectile by having the engineering data to replace earlier “rules of 
thumb”. The data captured challenges traditional engineering assumptions of the load seen by the 
canister.  Furthermore, for future applications, the OBR may be implemented on 81mm or larger caliber 
munitions.  This closes the current capability gap on understanding payload dynamics. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper examines the usage of telemetry for the six degrees of freedom robotic arm designed                
to compete on a mars rover in the 2019 University Rover Challenge. The arm utilizes three                
microcontrollers to receive control commands and translates them directly to motor signals for             
the six brushed DC motors. The usage of the 32-bit microcontrollers facilitates inverse             
kinematics, an intuitive process that allows commands to be sent as 3D coordinates to the arm,                
ensuring fine control for arm manipulation. Telemetry is transmitted from the rover to a remote               
base station over a 900 MHz RF link, using two omnidirectional cloverleaf antennas.             
Communication between the embedded systems is achieved with the ethernet User Datagram            
Protocol standard. This ensures seamless transferal of commands from the driver’s joystick to the              
arm, and a stream of telemetry containing motor currents, positional values, and limit switch              
states -  a necessity for the open and closed loop control systems.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Every year the Missouri S&T Mars Rover Design Team (MRDT) designs and builds a rover to                
compete in four different tasks designed to simulate challenges similar to what would be              
occurring on a Mars mission as part of the The Mars Society’s 2019 University Rover Challenge.                
Two of these four tasks require the fine control of a robotic arm to manipulate tools, as well as                   
pick up and transport various pieces of equipment [1]. Figure 1 shows the 2019 MRDT Mars                
Rover in the process of one of these challenges. All of the tasks are performed in Hanksville,                 
Utah, where the Mars-like terrain allows for better task simulation.  
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The robotic arm is designed to provide six degrees of freedom, and is equipped with DC brushed                 
motors to provide sufficient torque for lifting up to 5 kilograms. The competition requires fine               
manipulation, such as typing on a keyboard or operating a 4-axis joystick. All of these tasks are                 
performed without a direct line of sight for the operator. The equipment servicing task is               
performed approximately 250 m away from the base station. Telemetry including video streams             
and joint angles are a core part of the arm subsystems’s functionality, in order to provide the                 
driver with a sense of orientation. The tasks must be performed within specified time constraints,               
so precise and responsive control is a necessity for a successful design.  

Figure 1: MRDT’s 2019 Rover, Valkyrie 
 
The second task is centered around picking up various supplies and traversing terrain to deliver it                
to a location specified by GPS coordinates and a marker. This poses a less daunting task for the                  
arm subsystem, but does require that the entire system is built to coexist with all other                
subsystems on the rover. 
 
After many years of competition, it has become clear that we need a stable software platform that                 
does not crash or slow down during tasks, as well as a more powerful control algorithm. This is                  
driven by the increasing strength of the competition, and the need for more robust and fine                
control. The current version of the arm control framework was built around being modular and               
allowing the operator to have more control and data at their fingertips. 
 
The software framework was designed to work succinctly with the rest of the communication              
stack and uses the User Datagram Protocol with a defined packet structure to communicate              
between all of the embedded systems on the rover as well as over the 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz and 5.8                    
GHz bands to the remote base station. This allows for the transfer of data between different                
platforms, and alleviates issues in correctly parsing packets. 
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This paper focuses on the software and electrical systems on the robotic arm designed to operate                
the manipulator as well as provide only necessary telemetry to the remote operator. Many of the                
protocols used in this project are widely used industry standards, and common practices which              
allow for the systems to be easily expanded upon by others. All of the code and electrical                 
schematics are provided on the MRDT github page [2]. 
 

DESIGN 
 

MRDT’s robotic arm uses three 32-bit microcontrollers with serial and ethernet connectivity and             
custom-designed printed circuit boards (PCBs) to control the brushed DC motors, as well as              
several servos, lasers and a solenoid. Additionally, there are several absolute magnetic shaft             
encoders and snap-action limit switches whose electrical signals provide information regarding           
the arm’s position and state. Each of the six magnetic shaft encoders has 10-bit resolution, which                
allows for high accuracy readings, and will retain their positional values even when power is               
removed [3]. The PWM signals generated from these encoders are proportional to the absolute              
shaft position and are interpreted by the microcontrollers based on the maximum output. All              
telemetry is sent off board through the Rover networking infrastructure and to the remote base               
station. 
 
The software framework is written in C++ and uses several libraries designed by MRDT to               
generate, and read in, pulse width modulation (PWM) signals using timers provided on             
microcontrollers, as well as provide timer interrupts for telemetry update purposes. 
 
Due to the limited number of hardware timers on each microcontroller the electrical system uses               
three separate microcontrollers. One controller parses commands from the remote base station            
(the drive board), one controls the elbow and shoulder joints (the bicep board), and one controls                
the wrist joints, as well as gripper and solenoid (the forearm board), the joints in relation to the                  
arm are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The Arm’s 3 Joints 

 
All of the hardware and software is designed to be extensible for any use type of brushed DC                  
motor and encoder one wishes to use to drive a robotic arm with differential joints. Every PCB                 
provides serial connectivity and the microcontrollers have an ethernet port. The software allows             
for easy parsing of a variety of commands from the remote base station application, and the                
movement algorithms have several parameters that can be adjusted depending on the load the              
joint is under and other physical constraints at play. 
 

Software  
 
The software is split into several components. One is a main class for each of the three physical                  
microcontrollers which handles communication between the boards, as well as the execution of             
commands and telemetry update from the driveboard. Another is the inverse kinematics libraries             
that provide the functions to calculate joint angles for given coordinates as well as calculating               
incremental trajectories for real-time movement. These libraries allow for standardization of           
operation across the several joints, as well as easy sharing of data across the three boards on the                  
arm. 
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Open loop control is fairly simple as it allows the user to determine exactly how fast and in                  
which direction they want to move a given joint, and requires no calculations outside of a simple                 
formula to facilitate both vertical and horizontal movement in a differential joint. All of the joint                
axes are mapped to various inputs on an Xbox controller and the only adjustments made are                
some offsets to counterbalance the weight of the arm dragging itself down. 
 
For each of the joints, we used a tuned PID algorithm to smoothly move our joints to the given                   
angle. This requires a constant stream of commands as well as telemetry between the remote               
operator and the arm, as the user will be sending destination angles based off of positions from                 
several seconds ago. To ensure as smooth as possible of an operation, and to prevent the arm                 
from trying to move to unexpected positions with user input, a watchdog is employed that will                
disable all motor operations after four seconds of no communication being received. Encoder             
values are constantly checked as well, and if a board detects that it has not been reading values                  
from a particular encoder, the system will prevent that joint from being used for closed loop and                 
inverse kinematics. 
 
Control of the utility gripper is achieved via reading in data packets that were sent from base                 
station and parsing them for data that indicates the specific tool being selected. The tools that are                 
not in use are retracted while the desired tool is moved into place. 
 

Inverse Kinematics 
 
Inverse kinematics (IK) is the means of defining a set orientation and position for the arm, and to                  
then calculate the required joint angles to move the arm to the current position. As IK requires                 
knowledge of the current angle of all six joints, it is impossible for each of the separate boards to                   
compute the joint angles necessary for movement without communicating with the others. The             
third microcontroller, or drive board, is almost solely used for IK calculations. Every update loop               
the current positions are fed to the driveboard, which will then use this position to calculate the                 
destination angles whenever the remote base station sends a command. To smooth out the path to                
a given point, trajectories are calculated so that the user can increment a given axis instead of                 
attempt to operate at a much slower pace. 
 
The IK algorithm has been developed and simulated in a numerical computing environment             
which allows for the algorithms to be independently verified before being implemented and             
tested within the software framework. This allows for the extensive unit testing and coverage              
necessary to ascertain the the algorithms perform as expected in a variety of differing initial               
positions and with a broad range of movement commands. 
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IK requires a constant stream of info telemetry to prevent offshoot as well as accurate trajectories                
to the given point. To compensate for various delays in packets or even packet loss, the arm will                  
halt all movement if any given joint is 8 degrees or more away from a target angle so that the                    
arm does not overcompensate in a given axis. 
 

Network  
 

Data is transmitted between the rover and base station over a 900 MHz RFlink, and packets are                 
distributed over the Rover’s network switch. All camera feeds are transmitted in the 5.8 GHz               
band, which requires line-of-sight. The networking infrastructure is scalable, and thanks to the             
UDP protocol RoveComm, packets can be transmitted to a subset of embedded systems on the               
rover, allowing for a more direct communication and less network saturation. Each packet sent              
using RoveComm has a data ID and list of elements, which allows the board to determine what                 
specific task must be done with the set of transmitted data, and standardizes communications              
across every electrical system on the rover.  
 
To simplify communication with the arm subsystem, the base station communicates directly to             
the arm drive board alone, which will then send separate commands to the two microcontrollers               
in charge of driving the six joints, a diagram is provided in Figure 3. This allows for the base                   
station software to be persistent across multiple revisions of hardware. Camera feeds are             
streamed from two different cameras via a four-channel video encoder, which compresses and             
streams the camera input of the network to the base station. 
 

Figure 3: Network Diagram 
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Base Station 

 
To control the rover remotely, as well as display telemetry and data in as clear as possible to the                   
operator, a C# application is used. The code will display joint angles, motor currents as well as                 
embedded video streams using a VLC plugin, as shown in Figure 4. This allows the operator to                 
have a sense of orientation when controlling the arm. To refrain from congesting the network by                
constantly sending packets, the base station application will only request arm telemetry when the              
user interacts with the program. All closed loop control schemes implemented on the arm rely on                
relative positioning and therefore the base station does not need current positions to drive the               
arm directly. Control schemes can be modified from within the base station interface and will               
then directly be communicated to the arm drive board. The base station application is built within                
a responsive and easy to modify UI using XAML, and using the RoveComm UDP protocol it is                 
simple to add additional network commands to control various robotic arm peripherals such as              
lasers or solenoids.  

 
Figure 4: Basestation Arm View 

 
Printed Circuit Boards 

 
The two armtrain motor controller boards have a 32-bit, 120MHz microcontroller mounted onto             
them featuring VNH5019A_E motor drivers which are used to drive the arm’s six brushed DC               
motors. The boards are supplied 12 V and have two buck converters that allows for both 5 V and                   
3.3 V to be used. The motor drivers are powered off of 12 V and read in a pulse-width modulated                    
(PWM) signal from the microcontroller to control the motor corresponding to the chip. The              
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boards are also connected to eight limit switches and four encoders each, which are all powered                
off of 3.3 V.  
 
The limit switches are connected to digital pins on the microcontroller, which are monitored in               
code to see if they are tripped. The encoders supply the microcontroller with a PWM signal to                 
indicate the current orientation of the joint to allow for closed loop control of each motor. Each                 
motor is also attached to a push button that can be used to move the motor without needing to                   
rely on basestation to send motor control data packets, which is very useful for debugging.  
 
The robotic arm’s inverse kinematics board has a 32-bit, 120MHz microcontroller mounted onto             
it to run IK on the arm, as well as to control the utility gripper attachment. The utility gripper                   
attachment consists of three positional servo motors, two lasers and a solenoid. The board is               
supplied 12 V which powers the lasers used for aid in aiming the typing tool. The three servos                  
run off of 5 V which is obtained by passing the 12 V input into a 5 V buck converter and receive                      
a PWM signal from the microcontroller to determine the position of the servo. There is a hex                 
key, phillips head screwdriver and a typing tool attached to their own servo on the utility gripper,                 
pictured in Figure 5. The solenoid which is provided 24 V by means of a boost converter actuates                  
the typing tool which is used to type on a keyboard during one of the competition tasks.  

 
 

Figure 5: Arm Utility-Gripper attachment 
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Conclusion 
 
The core software framework and network stack proved to be very robust. After solving a ring                
buffer issue in the base station application, the arm could be left on for extended periods of time                  
and still send and receive telemetry and commands with no discernible latency. The arm was               
functional for competition tasks, and all of the joints were fully functional in open loop control. 
 
Progress is being made in developing better methods of PID tuning, allowing the closed loop               
control to be more smooth and accurate when operating at multiple joints simultaneously. Effort              
is being put into an application that will intercept arm telemetry and use it to draw movement                 
curves, allowing for more visual feedback when tuning PID parameters. 
 
The ideal outcome of this project as it evolves across future iterations is a modular electrical and                 
software system that can be used for each iteration of MRDT’s robotic arm. This will allow for                 
effort to be focused on further research and development of control schemes and movement              
algorithms. Another goal is to overhaul the low-level components of the software framework, as              
well as incorporating a hobbyist level brushless motor control to provide an electrical interface              
which employs a custom open source USB communication protocol to utilize brushless DC             
motors on robotic arms. 
 
The arm control framework for the teleoperated arm is the foundation of an extensible              
framework that the Mars Rover Design team hopes will alleviate the brunt of the development               
process for simple motor control algorithms. The framework has been designed to be modular,              
and all of the software subsystems can be used independently, depending on the mechanical              
design of the arm.  
 
This year the team scored 6th out of 36 teams on the Equipment Servicing Task. It is clear that                   
one of the key components to be developed further in the upcoming years for this team’s success                 
is to fine tune the control systems and built upon the modular systems to provide the operator                 
with fine manipulation that enhances their ability to perform tasks and does not limit it. The 2019                 
robotic arm was a successful step in a more configurable system for operation of robotic arms                
over the rover network. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper examines how to convert files recorded on a legacy recorder to an IRIG 106 Chapter 
10 file. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
NSWC Corona is the data repository for the US Navy.  As such, we have a large number of 
recordings that go back a number of decades.  The more recent recordings are all stored on 
optical discs (CD/DVD) or hard drives in IRIG 106 Chapter 10 format.  Prior to these files 
NSWC Corona used primarily Sypris Model 80 recorders.  These were not Chapter 10 recorders. 
 
The Model 80 files used a somewhat proprietary file format.  However, some of the structures in 
the files match up to the legacy IRIG106-09.  This paper will be referencing IRIG 106 - Chapter 
6 (DIGITAL CASSETTE HELICAL SCAN RECORDER/REPRODUCER, 
MULTIPLEXER/DEMULTIPLEXER, TAPE CASSETTE, AND RECORDER CONTROL 
AND COMMAND MNEMONICS STANDARDS) and IRIG 106 - Appendix L 
(ASYNCHRONOUS RECORDER MULTIPLEXER OUTPUT RE-CONSTRUCTOR 
(ARMOR)). 
 
This paper will not provide every detail needed to make a program that converts legacy files to 
Chapter 10.  Instead, this paper will list some of the details either that are less than clear in the 
IRIG documents, or where the files do not adhere to the standard. 
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FILE READ 
 
We will start with Chapter 6, section 6.7.  Originally, this section dealt with the S-VHS magnetic 
tape recording format.  However, the Model 80 acts as a sort of simulated S-VHS recorder, but 
uses hard drives instead of tapes.  In this section, we will see how to read the setup, and how the 
channels are recorded in the file. 
 
Setup Block 
 

 
Figure 1 

 
Figure 2 

 
AT the beginning of each file will appear “SOS” (0x534F53).  This stands for “Start Of Setup”.  
The files then repeats 0xE73D until “EOS” (0x454F53).  This stands for “End Of Setup”.  After 
that will appear the header section, the channel section, and the trailer section. 
 
Header Section 
The description of this section can be found in Appendix L, Table L-3. 
 
*Note: The start of the header section will appear two bytes later.  You will notice the 0x076C 
followed by 0x6C07 after the EOS.  This is one of the places where the standard does not match 
the file.  You can take the second 16-bit word and read it as least significant byte first.  This may 
appear to be more convoluted than just taking the first 16-bit word as most significant byte first.  
However, the file is usually least significant byte first, so taking the second 16-bit occurrence is 
more consistent. 
 
Channel Section 
For the rest of the setup read through each channel.  Note that each channel type is a different 
length.  For example, PCM input and output setups are 51 bytes long, while analog input and 
output setups are 53 bytes long.  These lengths are in Appendix L Table L-4. 
 
*Note: The words are least significant byte first.  For example, suppose the first two bytes of the 
first channel were 0x08 and 0x00.  This is 0x0008, not 0x0800. 
 
*Note: Table L-5 says type 1 is “8 BIT PCM INPUT”.  It should be “8 MBIT PCM INPUT” 
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*Note: Table L-6 is titled “ANALOG INPUT AND OUTPUT CHANNELS”.  It should be 
“PCM OUTPUT CHANNELS”. 
 
Trailer Section 
This section is described in Appendix L, section 2.3.  The footer contains a description, a 
scanlist, and a checksum.  The crucial part here is the scanlist.  The scanlist describes the order 
of the channels as they are written to the file. 
 
For those familiar with Chapter 10 files, you know that the packets are written in any order 
(except for things like TMATS and the first time packet, which are at the beginning of the file).  
In the legacy file system the data is written in a specific order, and not necessarily in the order 
the channels were listed in the setup. 
 
Each channel of the scanlist uses three bytes.  The first byte is the index (starting at one, not 
zero).  The second and third byte is the length (least significant byte first). 
 
The scanlist lists the channels as they appear in the data packets.   
 
For example: 
Scanlist Index Channel Type Description 
1 15 Time 1 
2 19 Time 2 
3 20 Time 3 
5 8 PCM 20 Mbps Input 
4 8 PCM 20 Mbps Input 
6 8 PCM 20 Mbps Input 
7 8 PCM 20 Mbps Input 
10 6 HF Analog  Input 
11 6 HF Analog Input 
8 6 HF Analog Input 
9 6 HF Analog Input 
Table 1 

In the above example, the packet would have the three time packets, then the PCM data, then the 
Analog data.  However, the channels would not occur in order (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11).  This is 
perfectly acceptable.  However, if you assume that they occur in order you will not have the 
channels be assigned to the correct channels in the Chapter 10 file. 
 
*Note: A Channel index of 0xFF is filler. 
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Reading Data 
 

 
Figure 3: Chapter 6, Figure 6-13 

Each packet contains a Sync, Filler, PCM, Filler, PAR Channel, and Filler. 
 
The Sync word is 0xFE6B2840. 
 
Time 
The time words occur after the sync, but before the PCM.  The time for each packet is split into 
three parts.  The first two parts are each 24 bits long, and the third part is 16 bits long. 
 

 
Figure 4: Chapter 6, Table 6-14 

You can see above that the decoding is straightforward.  However, be aware that the time words 
are not necessarily adjacent as shown in the table.  Many test files had different time layouts.  
Some would repeat the words more than once.  This is where the scanlist comes in handy.  For 
example, suppose that in one file each time word appeared three times each, and in another file 
they appeared twice.  It would be problematic to find the pattern for every file.  If you use the 
length of the time in each scanlist you will be able to deal with the pattern with no problem.  If 
the length of the channels is a multiple of 24/16 then you can just read the first 24/16 bits and 
ignore the rest, since it is just a repetition. 
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PCM 
Remember that the first 16-bit word of each PCM channel is the length of the data, in bits.  The 
length in the setup is the number of bytes reserved for the channel.  This allows the bit rate to 
vary by a couple percent and not overflow the space allocated for the channel.  When moving to 
Chapter 10 it will be necessary to collect the data into bytes for Chapter 10/11 packetization. 
 
 

CHAPTER 10 FILE WRITE 
 

The details needed for writing a Chapter 10 file are far beyond the scope of this paper.  However, 
I will note certain things that are specific to this conversion. 
 

1) I found it important to pay attention to the sample rates of the analog channels.  The 
Chapter 10 recorder I used for testing has specific analog sample rates.  For example, if 
there were only a 2 MSa/sec and a 5 MSa/sec option the file would fail with a 2.5 
MSa/sec channel.  It was necessary to change/oversample certain channels.  However, 
techniques for the sample rate changes go beyond the scope of this paper. 

2) I found it relatively easy to set up TMATS code specific to this project.  Fields like the 
Channel Data Link Name were easy to set up.  Channel numbers were assigned 
sequentially.  My entire TMATS code is around 200 lines. 

3) Pay attention to details like the Chapter 10/11 packet length.  In Chapter 11, section 
11.2.1.1c it says, “The value shall be in bytes and is always a multiple of four”.  
Details like this may make the file fail on load/import. 

 
 

OTHER ISSUES 
 

One of the main problems with reading the file is that during recording many operators used the 
analog input to record time, but did not hook up IRIB time to the time card input.  This means 
that a large percentage of the files that were tested showed January 1st for the date.  It was 
necessary to either accept this and add a time offset during analysis, or to decode the IRIB time 
from an analog channel.  However, the decoding portion goes beyond the scope of this paper. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

It is possible to convert from legacy recording formats to Chapter 10.  Many details cause the 
entire process to fail.  It is necessary to have one or more developers that are familiar with 
telemetry recorders.  It is recommended that the developer spend significant time with a hex 
viewer and to work through the packet details in the documentation. 
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ABSTRACT

Today, a wide range of heart conditions can be monitored remotely with relatively inexpensive pas-
sive sensing technologies, enabling the potential for long-term monitoring and prognosis of patient
state under representative environmental stimuli. A medical telemetry system that can incorpo-
rate such passive measurements and provide key diagnostic information to medical professionals
would provide tremendous value to patients via quantitative and personalized healthcare. This pa-
per presents an overview of passive sensing methods that could be utilized in a medical telemetry
system for remote heart monitoring of patients. While active systems are another attractive option,
they impose additional constraints on the system that require careful calibration, expert control,
and more complex instrumentation. The methods presented here are based on low-cost, sensor
technology with the potential to greatly improve long-term non-invasive, heart-health monitoring.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of medical telemetry has been a topic of research for over 30 years, and has been
proposed for variety of different healthcare applications. The impact of the technology has shown
great potential for improving patients’ care and experience. Although initial work in this area was
limited by low-data rates of commercial telecommunications, recent developments in communi-
cation, computing, and sensor electronics has renewed interest in the field. The miniaturization
of low-cost, high-speed communication electronics has allowed for deployment of monitoring in-
struments in patient’s homes in small, compact form-factors. Through these systems, high-quality
medical data can be delivered to primary care specialists, who in turn can leverage powerful com-
putational techniques along with past data to better understand and study patient health.

With these benefits and capabilities in mind, new research has centered around developing tech-
nology on medical telemetry platforms. One medical application that we identified as the focus of
this paper, is Remote Heart Monitoring. Poor cardiac health remains one of the most serious risks
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facing patients today and, as a result, monitoring of the heartbeat and other related bio-physical
signals has become one of the most successful telemetry applications in healthcare [1]. Due to
the availability of commercial heart-rate sensors and the low data-rate required for transmission
of heartbeat signals, these systems are now widespread. However, full utilization of these sensor
systems remains elusive, primarily due to the lack of source localization capabilities in popular
styles of non-invasive wrist-based sensors. In the following sections, we provide historical context
for medical telemetry, as well as some of the motivations for our investigation. We then explore
cardiac monitoring technologies in more depth, and additionally propose using joint acoustic and
electronic cardiac recordings for enhanced and spatially-localizized assessment of the heart.

BACKGROUND

Medical telemetry, sometimes referred to as telemedicine, encompasses a wide array of medical
services and treatments that are provided over long distances to patients and communities [2, 3].
These services can include professional consultation, instrumentation and monitoring, and even
the application of a medical procedure or test. The goal of medical telemetry is the delivery of
high-quality healthcare to anyone in need, especially for those who face difficulties getting in-
person healthcare due to long travel distances or limited mobility. Two general categorizations
of these methods are passive and active telemetry. Passive telemetry involves sensors that only
record bio-physical signals of a patient, and transmits them to data storage for either short or
long term analysis. Active telemetry involves real-time interactions with patients such as doctor
examinations, medical imaging, or the use of robotic instruments. Passive telemetry tends to be
used for long-term patient monitoring that can flag serious medical conditions.

Early research in medical telemetry focused on active systems. Specifically, a major effort
was spent on the development of surgical telemetry, where a surgeon can remotely operate on
patients [4]. These systems are comprised of carefully controlled tools and cameras that allowed
surgeons to perform complex procedures hundreds of miles away. Advanced robotics and high-
speed telecommunications made this possible, however, unavoidable, real-time delays limited the
appeal to the surgical profession, given the precise timing and feedback they require for complex
operations. Other active telemetry systems are also are limited by real-time delay issues and often
require operator expertise, which increases the cost and difficulty for in-home care.

Passive medical telemetry is an area that can not only help improve access to healthcare, but
it also has the potential to improve the quality of healthcare as well and lead to better patient out-
comes. For example, in convetional in-person healthcare, experts are only able to interact and ex-
amine patients in a very limited time frame. However, with the advancement of wearable sensors
passive monitoring systems can be deployed with patients for easy use in their everyday activi-
ties. These systems can measure and detect anomalous signals that would otherwise be missed,
and transmit this data to medical practitioners for further diagnostics. A variety of different pas-
sive medical sensors that can measure heart-rate, blood oxygen, body temperature, respiration, and
many other physiological signals have been deployed commercially as portable and wearable prod-
ucts. The sensors, typically connect over a short-distance communication links such as Bluetooth
or WiFi to a device, that will then transfer the medical data over long-distance communication sys-
tems to a larger healthcare network. Given their availability, passive telemetry systems can provide
numerous benefits to patients through in-home, individualized care.
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PASSIVE CARDIAC MONITORING

Heart monitoring systems have emerged as key technologies in medical telemetry, one major rea-
son being that heart-related diseases are major health risks for a large portion of the population
[5]. Serious issues can arise from diseases like stroke, heartbeat arrhythmia, cardiac arrest, and
heart-attacks. Additionally, if the diseases go undiagnosed and untreated the severity of the reper-
cussions increase to dangerously high-levels. Preventative monitoring systems that can detect and
characterize problematic issues before they become dangerous would therefore have the potential
to greatly improve patients health, and potentially save them from serious conditions in later life.

Passive telemetry systems that monitor the bio-physical signals of the heart, sometimes re-
ferred to as cardiac monitoring systems, have grown rapidly in response to this problem [6, 7].
These systems tend to be low-power and can monitor patients throughout their daily lives. Many
commercial devices store data on a smart device or personal computer, and only allow for per-
sonal health tracking and assessment. However, other medical-grade systems will transmit data
periodically to medical facilities for expert analysis and evaluation in coordination with a prescrib-
ing physician. The latter of these tend to be deployed in cases where doctors suspect serious and
potentially imminent heart risks.

Figure 1: Examples of commercial heart rate monitors and products currently available.

There are a variety of different heart monitoring sensors available today, and due to strong
demand they are both technologically mature and low-cost. Many commercial systems today use
optical sensors that measure the heartrate of the patient through a technique called Photoplethys-
mography (PPG). PPG allows for the indirect measurement of heartrate by detecting the change
in blood oxygen levels. Optical sensors can detect this signal by measuring the change in color of
skin or tissue that is illuminated by a bright Light-Emitting Diode (LED). Voltage sensors based
on Electrocardiography (ECG) measure the bio-potential signals generated from the electrical sig-
nalling that controls the contraction and beating of the heart. Acoustic sensors measure the sound
and pressure generated from the heart muscle movement during the cardiac cycle, a technique
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known as Phonocardiogrpahy (PNG). These sensors record sounds in a manner similar to stetho-
scopes, however, the sounds are recorded digitally for further processing.

The different sensing methodologies described here have various trade-offs in comparison to
one another. PNG-based optical sensors are usually reliable, minimally invasive, and extremely
cost effective. However, the signal measured through PNG yields little information beyond the
fundamental period and frequency of the patients heart-rate. Electrical and acoustic sensors in
contrast, provide much more information on the anatomical movement and position of the heart
throughout the cardiac cycle. This is due to the fact that the voltage and acoustic signals are directly
related to the motion of the cardiac cycle, and can also be measured to a much greater precision.
These sensors usually require large front-end electronics, however, and can therefore be higher
cost.

The advantages afforded by the electric and acoustic sensor measurements outweigh the costs
associated with them. Specifically, their ability to capture anatomical information about the heart’s
cardiac rhythm provides much greater diagnostic capability for practitioners to understand the
patient’s health. Additionally, these sensors will also benefit when constructed as an array, which
will provide greater spatial-temporal resolving capabilities over a single sensor configuration. As a
result, we propose a joint acoustic-electrical sensor array for passive heart monitoring, to measure
the internal physiological behavior of the heart during the cardiac cycle (i.e. heart-beating). A
description of the prototype design and theory, along with some initial experiments are described
in the next section.

ECG AND ACOUSTIC RECONSTRUCTION OF CARDIAC CYCLE

The data acquisition and processing of electrical and acoustic signals produced by the heart during
the cardiac cycle (one full heartbeat) has many advantages over utilizing only one sensing modal-
ity. These two signals together provide complementary features to help study the heart in a more
intuitive and hollistic manner. Properly extracting and utilizing this information in a physically
meaningful way does require careful system and algorithm design. If done properly, however, it
is possible to reconstruct internal electrical activity on the surface of the heart. Knowledge of the
local electrical activity of the heart is pivotal to understanding serious conditions such as atrial
fibrillation as well as overall cardiovascular health.

An array of acoustic sensors positioned on the torso of a patient that simultaneously measures
the pressure waveform from the heart, can capture enough information to localize the heart’s posi-
tion and motion relative to the array. This methodology is similar to the techniques used to create
spatial images of the heart in ultrasound beam-forming systems, except the waveform in the passive
case is produced by the heart itself. Past work in the area of passive acoustic imaging has shown
promising results in heart localization[7]. The heartbeat produces acoustic waveforms in the range
of 1-1000 Hz in comparison to the probing waveforms in ultrasound which tend to occupy frequen-
cies of 1MHz-10MHz for standard echocardiograms. Given the much lower bandwidth available
to passive acoustic sensors, the localization accuracy is at a much coarser resolution level. The
low-resolution information is still important for cardiologists in studying the deformation and ex-
pansion of the heart tissue when evaluating the cardiac rhythm. Additionally, the spatial-position
information can aid in better estimating electrical activity as discussed next.
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ECG analysis can also be improved by combining multiple electrical sensors in an array con-
figuration. During one cardiac cycle, the electric signals present on the torso of the patient are
directly generated from electrical currents flowing on the surface of the cardiac tissue. Being able
to estimate and localize the electric potentials on the heart’s surface, typically referred to as car-
diac potentials, has a high-level of diagnostic value to practitioners. A significant research effort
has been spent on how to estimate the cardiac potentials from measurements captured by an array
of ECG sensors on a patient’s torso. This research area is generally referred to as Electrocar-
diographic inversion (ECGi) and early results have been promising [8]. However, for accurate
results high-resolution CT-MRI segmentation maps of a patients torso is often required prior to
ECG recordings. The acoustic array could potentially serve as a low-resolution substitute to the
CT-MRI imagery to perform coarse ECGi reconstructions, that are still diagnostically relevant.

Figure 2: Passive Heart Monitoring System Concept Diagram.

The multi-mode, passive heart monitoring system proposed here will be comprised of: (1) an
array of passive acoustic sensors placed over the torso’s patient, (2) an array of ECG leads co-
located with the acoustic sensors, (3) a data acquisition unit that synchronously samples and stores
the signals and then transmits the data, and (4) a remote processing system that can incorporate
apriori information from patients and present the information to practitioners for analysis. An illus-
tration of this concept is displayed in Fig. 2 The processing system will jointly process the acoustic
and electric signals acquired by the sensor arrays. The acoustic array can produce a coarse local-
ization estimate of the heart position, that can be used with the ECG signals to estimate internal
cardiac potentials. Improvements to the positioning of the heart and cardiac mappings can be made
by incorporating prior information on the patient such as body size, anatomy, and other medical
imagery. The end-user interface would then present diagnostic information of the heartbeat and
cardiac rhythm of the remote patient for analysis. Processing and fusion of the various sensor
and image data for diagnostic analysis is a complicated task. However, advancements in machine
learning and computing technologies provide a path forward to achieve this goal, although more
research and development in this vein is required.

In the following subsections, we describe early work on analyzing the key system design issues
for the proposed system. First, a scheme for coarse heartbeat localization using a passive acoustic
array is presented. After this, a short overview of ECGi reconstruction of cardiac potentials is
discussed along with some preliminary results from a clinical data-set processed with novel non-
linear techniques to significantly improve the reconstruction accuracy. Lastly, a prototype system
developed for this research featuring a single, dual acoustic-electric sensor pair is described.
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A. Passive Acoustic Heartbeat Localization

For proper ECG inverse imaging, the key component needed is the location of the heart relative
to the torso and sensor array. In electrocardiology, the torso and heart are typically modelled as
a two layer volume conductor, and the current density on the surface of the heart is modelled as
a dipole source. This simple model provides a powerful framework to relate the ECG signals
measured on the patients torso to the electrical currents on the hearts surface. Specifically, given
the geometric structure and conductivity of the torso σT and heart σH , the voltage potentials on
the torso UT can be related to the potentials on the heart UH through a Boundary Element Method
(BEM) formulation. That relationship has shown to be related through a series of linear equations

UT = A · UH (1)

where the matrix A can be computed from the geometric and physical relationship between heart
and torso.

The transfer matrix A is typically computed using some internal imaging technique such as
CAT or MRI scan. From this imagery a heart and torso geometric model can be segmented, and
the tissue conductivity can be estimated. This approach produces a high resolution reconstruction
of the internal workings of the heart, however, it requires significant resources and patient time
utilizing expensive medical equipment. Instead, the passive acoustic array can produce an estimate
of the heart’s position, which can be used to initialize a coarse model of the overall heart/torso
geometry that may be sufficient for the inverse ECG reconstruction.

Figure 3: Passive acoustic Heart-Torso monitoring system

To demonstrate a heart localization procedure for the passive acoustic array, we provide an
example of a simple 2D-model of the problem shown in Fig. 3. Suppose the passive array is
comprised ofN discrete sensors positioned about the outside of the torso, which record the acoustic
wavefront produced by the beating of the heart. Each ith sensor will detect a time-delayed version
of the heartbeat acoustic signal s(t− ti) where the time delay is determined by the relative position
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of the heart’s spatial position (xh, yh) to each sensor position (xi, yi):

ti =

√
(xh − xi)2 + (yh − yi)2

cp
(2)

and cp is the speed of propagation of acoustic waves in the body tissue.
Let the signal measured by the ith sensor be si(t) = s(t− ti), and without any common timing

reference it is difficult to estimate the exact time delay ti. However, the time difference of arrival
between each sensor pairs can be estimated by correlating adjacent signals. This time delay term
can be defined as

∆ti = arg max
t

si(t) ? si+1(t) (3)

where the time delay term ∆ti between sensor i and sensor i + 1 is the value that maximizes the
correlation between the two corresponding sensor recorded signals.

This same process can be applied to every adjacent sensor pair i and i + 1 yielding a total of
N − 1 time delay measurements. The measured time difference of arrivals for each pair will be
related to the heart’s position as

∆t1 =

√
(xh − x1)2 + (yh − y1)2

cp
−

√
(xh − x2)2 + (yh − y2)2

cp
(4)

∆t2 =

√
(xh − x2)2 + (yh − y2)2

cp
−

√
(xh − x3)2 + (yh − y3)2

cp
(5)

...

∆tN−1 =

√
(xh − xi−1)2 + (yh − yi−1)2

cp
−

√
(xh − xi)2 + (yh − yi)2

cp
(6)

These measurements form a set of nonlinear equations that include the heart’s position (xh, yh),
the parameter we are trying to determine. From these measurements we can construct a nonlinear
least squares solution that finds the optimal estimate of the heart’s position by determining the value
(x̂h, ŷh) that minimize the square error between the measurements and theoretical time difference
of arrivals ∆̂ti(x, y) that we can compute given the known sensor positions (xi, yi)

(x̂h, ŷh) = arg max
(xh,yh)

N−1∑
i

|∆ti − ∆̂ti(x, y)|2 (7)

With an estimate of the heart’s position relative to the torso, a coarse two-layer, 3D volumet-
ric model can be created using some basic anatomical knowledge of heart and torso sizes for the
patients size and body type. This model will be of lower fidelity than segmented MRI/CAT-scan
imagery, but could still yield diagnostically relevant reconstructions of internal epicardial poten-
tials. In previous authors’ work, a novel nonlinear inverse formulatuion was utilized to provide
more accurate reconstructions of epicardial potentials to overcome limitations in knowledge of the
foward matrix A. We describe this approach in more detail in the next section.
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B. ECG Reconstruction of Cardiac Potentials

As we discussed earlier, the conventional approaches to ECGi utilize inversion techniques based on
simplified models of the heart-torso. As shown in Eq. 1, there is a linear relationship between the
torso potentials UT and the heart potentials UH . The matrix formulation of the forward opertator A
is in fact ill-conditioned leaving the inverse problem ill-posed, so a regularization parameter must
be used. For example, the zero-order Tikhonov method, which is a type of L2 regularization, is:

UH = (AT · A+ λI)−1ATUT (8)

where the regularization parameter λ is chosen heuristically during the image formation process,
and the choice λ = 0 corresponds to the usual least-squares solution to a discrete form of Eq. 1.

Although the transfer matrix A, we initially computed from the passive acoustic system is only
a coarse estimate, we can see that the inverse solution itself is limited by the simplified linear
model from Eq. 8. To yield a more accurate solution, it may be beneficial to final a polynomial
expansion of the original solution. In past authors’ work, a series of numerical experiments were
conducted to find an optimal formulation utilizing a polynomial approximation network [9]. The
resultant formulation from this work produced a solution in the form of

ÛH =

p∑
k=0

ωk � (Â · UT )k (9)

where ÛH is the estimate of the heart surface potentials given torso measurements UT . In this
model, Â was optimized in a subsequent training phase along with the polynomial weights ωk.

Figure 4: ECG Reconstruction Accuracy using Polynomial Network (a.) and visualization of the recon-
struction in time and space (b.) Reconstructions are localized to the surface of a patient’s epicardium.

Although this expansion allows for more flexible solutions and model fitting, it requires opti-
mization and tuning to fully realize these benefits. The author’s initial work developing the recon-
struction procedure made use of a high-quality clinical data-set for ECG-inverse study[10]. The
reconstruction accuracy and results are seen in Fig. 4, where the proposed nonlinear methodology
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significantly outperformed the classical BEM method. To better train models for a passive cardiac
monitoring system, the computing system located at the medical center could utilize patient’s data
history and simulation models to optimize the real-time measurements to improve the accuracy of
the results overtime in conjunction with the supervision of a trained cardiologist.

C. Dual-Sensor Prototype System

A hardware prototype for this system has been developed as a single acoustic and electric sensor
pair. The goal was to assess their suitability for configuration in a portable array as in the pro-
posed system. The acoustic sensor is the CMB-10, is a piezo-electric transducer and pre-amplifier.
The device is a fully integrated package marketed as a contact microphone for applications as an
electronic stethoscope. The ECG sensor is the AD8233 IC package integrated onto a small-size
PCB package, with three connected electronic leads. Both signals are sampled simultaneously
through a two channel ADC, which sends the acquired data to a personal computer for storage and
post-processing. The devices have a signal bandwidth of approximately 10kHz, and are four times
over sampled by the ADC at a sample rate of 48kHz. This relatively small data bandwidth for
the sensors make them well suited for wireless data communication through Bluetooth to a smart
device for greater usability and scalability.

Figure 5: Prototype Electric-Acoustic Heart Monitoring System: (a.) Piezoelectric Acoustic Sensor, (b.)
ECG Sensor and Leads , and (c.) Full Measurement and Data Acquisition System

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the design concept of a passive cardiac monitoring system to be used for med-
ical telemetry systems. The paper describes current enabling technologies for this endeavor and
a new design incorporating novel hardware and algorithmic components to provide cardiologists
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with enhanced diagnostic tools, while easing the patient involvements and efforts. Theoretical
algorithms along with numerical results are presented to support the proposed methodology and
an early hardware prototype is included to demonstrate feasibility. Future work will focus on
improved simulation results optimizing the current hardware configuration, along with functional
testing of algorithmic elements on real-time data collected using the prototype system.
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ABSTRACT 

The Wildcat Formula Racing Team of the University of Arizona participates in an annual 

engineering design competition where students compete with small formula-style racing cars. 

One of the challenges we face is to provide justification of our design choices to the judges. To 

establish means of collecting data used as evidence and analysis, we use a mixture of automotive 

sensors and electronic sensors to be transmitted onto an external microcontroller, an Arduino. 

The data will then be stored locally and broadcasted from the vehicle to the pit with a transceiver 

module for post-race data analysis, as well as feedback for the team. 

 

KEYWORDS 

FSAE, Telemetry, Arduino, Data Acquisition 

 

INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

Formula SAE (FSAE) is one of the events of multiple collegiate engineering design competitions 

hosted by SAE. Students are tasked to build a small formula-style racing car, with two categories 

of an internal combustion (IC) vehicle or Electric Vehicle (EV). The Wildcat Formula Racing 

Team have spent the year designing and building an IC vehicle. As with many of the IC vehicles 

from other teams, we run a Fuel Injection ECU (Engine Control Unit) System, a system that 

optimizes engine performance by using sensors installed on the car. Over the recent years, many 

teams have designed their cars with an aero package in mind.  
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MOTIVATION 

In order to transition our racecar to one with an aero package, we decided to develop a data 

acquisition system to log the data of the vehicle. The wiring harness was designed to hold 26 

different sensors on the main harness (Suspension Travel, Wheel Speed Sensors, Gear Position 

Sensors, Steering Angle Sensor, etc.) as well as more sensors within the Arduino microcontroller 

box (Inertial Measurement Unit, Humidity Sensor etc). The wiring harness was designed to be 

“overbuilt” with the intention to be re-used for vehicles in the upcoming years. With the 

accessibility and low cost of Arduino modules, we can develop an external device to record and 

broadcast our data through telemetry.  

 

Figure 1: Diagram of the Harness Design 

 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

HARDWARE 

In order to supply power to the Suzuki GSXR 600 2003 engine and its other components, a 

14.4V lithium-ferrous battery is used. The fuse panel directs separate power to the Arduino and 

the ECU. The Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller is selected as its operating voltage falls 

within the battery’s range. A laptop is required to connect to the ethernet port of the ECU to tune 

the engine. Arduino modules and aftermarket automotive components were chosen based on 

affordability and ease of use. 

Low-cost Arduino modules include:  

• MPU-6050 (IMU sensor, gyroscope) 

• NRF24L01 (Wireless Transceiver) 

• MicroSD Card Adapter 

• BMP180 (Barometric Pressure, Temperature and Altitude Sensor) 

• MCP2515 (CAN BUS Module) 

Aftermarket automotive components include: 
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• Wheel Speed Sensor (Littelfuse 55505) 

• PE3 Engine Control Unit (PE3 ECU)  

• Steering Angle Sensor (Kaz Tech) 

• PINGEL Electric Shifter 

SOFTWARE 

The ECU’s latest firmware (v3.04.54) includes shift actuator capabilities used for the shifting 

gears with the PINGEL Electric Shifter through our paddle shifter on the steering wheel. This 

allow us to fully consolidate all essential components of the vehicle to the ECU as opposed to the 

2016-2017 and 2017-2018 design which relied on the Arduino.  

 

 

Figure 2: Wiring Diagram of the Electric Shifter with PE3 ECU Shifter Firmware 

 

The Arduino IDE Software is written in embedded C/C++, every Arduino sketch (code) must 

have a setup() function to define the initial state of the Arduino, the loop() function executes 

once setup() is complete, the loop describes the main logic of the circuit. The Arduino software 

has built in tools called Serial Monitor and Serial Plotter. The Serial Monitor is used to debug 

and test if data is successfully recorded and sent. The Serial Plotter is used to compare values 

between two similar components (i.e. Wheel Speed Sensor). The most relevant Arduino libraries 

include: nRF24l01.h, RF24.h (Transmitter) SD.h (SD Card Reader), MCP2515.h (CAN Bus 

Protocol), SPI.h (Serial Peripheral Interface Protocol), Wire.h (I2C Bus Protocol). 
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Figure 3: Set up for the SPI for multiple slaves 

The Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) is an interface used to send data between the 

microcontroller (Master) and the peripherals (Slave). Most modules in the build are controlled by 

SPI: Transmitter, SD Card Reader, CAN BUS. It requires the module to be turned “on” and “off” 

in the loop() function of the Arduino sketch to be selected to receive data from the 

microcontroller. A script is written where: 

 

Figure 4: Loop() function of the Arduino sketch 

  

MATLAB software is more familiar to the engineering students in the team. A further goal is to 

display the data received from the Arduino and display a live graph on MATLAB for the team. 

MATLAB provides Support Packages for Arduino Hardware on MATLAB and Simulink. It was 

possible to use the “MATLAB Support Package for Arduino Hardware” extension to retrieve a 

live graph of the different Arduino sensors. 

 

Testing & Problems Encountered during Development 

In the process of developing the Host Arduino, the lack of understanding of SPI caused many of 

the modules to “fail” when a specific module was not selected. After some research online, the 

solution was found by writing the script for ‘slave select’. 

 

The code while working between the Arduinos, did not successfully translate onto the MATLAB 

software. It was concluded that the custom functions from the nRF24l01.h library conflicted with 

the MATLAB extension. The Serial Plotter on the Arduino has less customizability, it is also 

unable to plot multiple graphs for varying sensor data. Further debugging would have to be done 

to solve this issue. 
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Figure 5: Process flow of current design set-up 

The wiring harness was very bulky from accommodating all the future sensors. It used a total of 

5 12-pin Deutsch connectors to connect the front and back portion of the harness. This created 

many problems when it came to track the pins and made the harness very difficult to be put on 

and off the vehicle. The ECU and Arduino were designed to be placed under the driver’s legs. 

This made mobility very clunky for the driver and further strained the harness from all the 

movement.  

 

Although data may be sent over, we have yet to convert it into useful information.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Which all the ergonomic issues with the ‘overbuilt’ wiring harness. We have decided to re-locate 

the ECU and Arduino to the back of the racecar, where most of the other electronics are located. 

This will reduce the number of wires needlessly running down half the car, making the wiring 

harness more compact.  

 

There is still a lot of work needed to be done to utilize the data that we collect. One of the 

upcoming projects would be making a readable GUI for the user, and streamlining the SPI 

process.  
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ABSTRACT

Indoor localization is of particular interest due to its immense practical applications. However,
the rich multipath and high penetration loss of indoor wireless signal propagation make this task
arduous. Though recently studied fingerprint-based techniques can handle the multipath effects,
the sensitivity of the localization performance to channel fluctuation is a drawback. To address
the latter challenge, we adopt an artificial multi-layer neural network (MNN) to learn the com-
plex channel impulse responses (CIRs) as fingerprint measurements. However, the performance
of the location classification using MNN critically depends on the correlation among the training
data. Therefore, we design two different decorrelation filters that preprocess the training data for
discriminative learning. The first one is a linear whitening filter combined with the principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA), which forces the covariance matrix of different feature dimensions to be
identity. The other filter is a nonlinear quantizer that is optimized to minimize the distortion in-
curred by the quantization. Numerical results using indoor channel models illustrate the significant
improvement of the proposed decorrelation MNN (DMNN) compared to other benchmarks.

INTRODUCTION

The booming manufacture of smartphones and wearable devices has spurred the development of
advanced localization techniques. Better services to the users of smart devices can be offered if
precise location information is available to the service providers [1]. There have been numerous
indoor localization techniques that exploit surrounding networks (e.g., a group of base stations,
access points, and local sensors) to calculate the coordinates of active devices by measuring uplink
signals [1–3]. However, these ranging techniques pose critical challenges in an indoor environment
due to the severe signal attenuation and rich multipath of indoor signal propagation [4], limiting
their accuracy. Instead of ranging coordinates, classifying a location zone in an indoor context
(e.g., room or office numbers) was the focus of the work in [2,3,5], referred to as fingerprint-based
localization technique.
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The fingerprint-based techniques adopt a radio map by matching an online measurement to the
offline training measurements [2, 3, 5]. The K-nearest neighbors [5] and support vector machine
(SVM) [2] have been popularly studied. Though these approaches are immune to multipath effects,
they have inherited limitations [1, 4]. First, the localization performance considerably varies with
the choice of fingerprint measurements, such as time-of-arrival (ToA) and received signal strength
(RSS), at different locations. Second, the performance is sensitive to channel fluctuations. Third,
the ToA or RSS fingerprint measurements are susceptible to in-band interference. These limitations
constitute obstacles in the practical application of fingerprint-based localization techniques.

In this paper, we explore an artificial multi-layer neural network (MNN)-based machine learning
framework to overcome the above limitations. We go beyond the prior approaches [2, 3, 5], and
propose a framework that learns the channel impulse responses (CIRs), which are measured by
multiple distributed sensors. Because the CIR captures the particulars of the channel propagation
environment, it can be exploited to enhance the indoor localization performance [1]. Main reasons
for the limited application of MNN to localization are the large training overhead and the restrictive
degree of classification accuracy, which is caused by the high correlation between channel mea-
surements collected from adjacent regions. If the training dataset is highly correlated, a deep neural
representation after training is also highly entangled across nodes because any subtle fluctuations
in the correlated input will modify most of the entries in the MNN, leading to unreliable classifica-
tion performance [6]. To tackle this issue, we propose, in this paper, a class of decorrelation filters
applied to the training dataset prior to training MNN.

We design two different types of decorrelation filters. The first one is whitening transformation
combined with principal component analysis (PCA), which is linear and invertible. The PCA al-
gorithm finds the major features of the training data and the whitening filter removes the correlation
among the features. The second decorrelation filter employs a nonlinear quantization transforma-
tion. By leveraging statistical information of the training data, we design an optimal quantizer
that minimizes the distortion caused by the quantization. We numerically show that the proposed
decorrelation MNN (DMNN) remarkably outperforms both the conventional MNN and SVM [2]
and it achieves an inspiring mis-classification rate around 3− 4%.

Notation

A bold lower case letter a is a vector, a bold capital letter A is a matrix, and IM denotes theM×M
identity matrix. a(i : j) denotes the subvector formed by taking the ith to jth entries of a, and
A(i, j) is the ith row jth column element of A. AT represents the transpose, Vec[A] stacks all
the elements in the set A into a column vector, and Card(A) is the cardinality of A. Var(a) is the
covariance matrix of a, and E(·) is the expectation. We denote <(a) and =(a) as the real part and
imaginary part of a complex number a, respectively. Given f(·) : R 7→ R, we denote for a vector
a ∈ Rn×1, f(a) = [f(a(1)), . . . , f(a(n))]T ∈ Rn×1.
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SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

SYSTEM MODEL

 

… 

Office 1 Office 3 Office K-1 Office K 

Sensor 1 … Sensor L 

Fingerprint Random Location 

of User K 

CIR 

Figure 1: System model of an indoor office environment.

We consider an indoor uplink channel from a single-antenna user to L distributed single-antenna
sensors as shown in Figure 1. There are K clustered and equal-sized offices in Fig. 1. Each user
is located in an office and the sensors are distributed uniformly. Define the fingerprints as the
CIRs measured from the center of each office room to the distributed sensors. We model the CIR
measurement from the kth fingerprint location to the `th distributed sensor as a wideband multipath
block-fading channel [7],

hk`(t) = [h1
k`(t), h

2
k`(t), . . . , h

D
k`(t)], (1)

where t denotes the tth time slot, D is the number of multipaths, and k = 1, . . . , K and ` =
1, . . . , L. The hdk`(t) in (1) can be rewritten as hkd` (t) = Adk`(t)e

jθdk`(t), d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D}, where
Adk`(t) = |hdk`(t)| and θdk`(t) = arg(hdk`(t)) with θdk`(t) being a uniform random variable, uniformly
distributed in the interval [0, 2π]. We further model Adk`(t) as [3]

Adk`(t) = hd,small
k`

√
hd,large
k` (t). (2)

hd,large
k` (t) ∈ R is the large-scale fading component and it follows the multi-wall room-level channel

propagation model in 3.5 GHz [8, 9], which is given by in dB,

hd,large
k` (t) = P d

s (t)− (2log10r + 3nwall + 0.2ndoor) [dB], (3)

where P d
s (t) [dB] is the effective isotropic radiated power for the dth path, r [m] is the distance

from the indoor user to the sensor in meters, the pre-log factor 2 in (3) denotes the 2 dB loss per
meter in free space, nwall is the number of concrete walls (3 dB loss per wall), and ndoor is the
number of doors (0.2 dB loss per door). We assume in this work P d

s (t) follows the international
telecommunication union (ITU) indoor office channel model in [10]. hd,small

k` is a stationary, inde-
pendent, and identically distributed Gaussian random variable, i.e, hd,small

jk ∼ N (µ, σ2), modeling
indoor small-scale fading caused by the user’s random position within an office. Because the CIRs
in adjacent offices experience quite similar signal propagation environments, the amplitudes of
them are highly correlated.
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The CIR estimation is a well-studied area with various accurate and practical estimation algorithms
being developed [11, 12]. Hence, we assume, in this work, perfect CIR knowledge available and
focus on the development of a fingerprint-based localization technique.

SUPERVISED LEARNING FOR LOCALIZATION

The goal is to directly classify the office number in Figure 1 by observing uplink CIRs from a
wireless device in the office. This regression problem can be formulated as a supervised machine
learning problem that learns a specific office number from the offline measurements and then takes
the online measurement to classify the office number.

We denote the offline training data set as D = {D1, . . . ,DK} where Dk = {(xk(t),yk(t))}Nt=1 and
N is the number of input-output training data pairs. The input in Dk is given by

xk(t)=Vec[{(<(hdk`(t)),=(hdk`(t)))|d=1, . . . , D, `=1, . . . , L}] ∈ R2DL×1,∀t.

The output yk(t) in Dk is given by yk(t) = ek, where ek is the kth column of IK . Then, the
supervised learning task is equivalent to finding a mapping function f , which maps the 2DL × 1
dimensional input data xk(t) to yk(t),

f(·) : xk(t) 7→ yk(t) ∈ Sy = {e1, . . . , eK}, ∀k, t.

Based on the training data set D, the f(·) design problem can be formulated as

f̃(·) = argmin
f(·)

1

NK

K∑
k=1

N∑
t=1

‖f(xk(t))− yk(t)‖2
2. (4)

There exist numerous approaches that handle the problem in (4). Among those, artificial MNNs
[13] has recently received tremendous attention due to its capability to learn complex relationships
between input xk(t) and output yk(t), ∀k, t.
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Figure 2: Block diagram showing a multi-layer neural network (MNN).

MNN is a deep learning model that consists of three parts, i.e., the input layer, hidden layer, and
output layer as shown in Figure 2. The numbers of neurons at the input layer and the output layer
are determined by the dimensions of the input data (xk(t) ∈ R2DL×1) and the output data (yk(t) ∈
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RK×1), respectively. It models the mapping function f(·) via multiple nonlinear transformations of
M hidden layers. The mth hidden layer represents a mapping gm(rm−1) : RNm−1 7→ RNm , where
rm−1 ∈ RNm−1 is the output of the (m− 1)th hidden layer, and the mapping function is given by

rm = gm(rm−1) = σ(Wmrm−1 + bm). (5)

In (5), Wm ∈ RNm×Nm−1 is the weight matrix and bm ∈ RNm is the bias vector at the mth hidden
layer. The σ(·) in (5) is an activation (simple) function.

There are several choices for activation function σ(·), such as the linear σ(x) = x, sigmoidal
σ(x) = 1

1+ex
, and rectified linear unit (ReLU) σ(x) = max(0, x). In general, the linear activation

function is applied to the input layer, the sigmoidal function is used for predicting the probability,
and the ReLU function is used to increase the sparsity of the weight matrices [14]. For multiclass
learning and classification, the sigmoidal activation function has been proven to be effective [14].
The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm [13] is a popularly-adopted MNN training ap-
proach that designs the set of weight matrices and bias vectors {Wm,bm}Mm=1 of MNN in Figure
2, based on the training data set D.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

Though the traditional MNNs can be employed directly for our indoor localization task, the col-
lected CIRs from one office area is highly correlated with those from adjacent office areas because
of richly scattered indoor wave propagation environments. When an MNN is trained in such an
environment, it reders a highly entangled representation for the trained MNN, which critical dete-
riorates the classification performance [6]. The proposed remedy is to design a decorrelation filter
that reduces the correlation among the training setD prior to training. The entire proposed DMNN
structure is illustrated in Figure 3.

 

Decorrelator 

Whitening / 

Quantization 

            MNN 

Figure 3: Block diagram showing the proposed decorrelation MNN (DMNN).

DECORRELATION MNN FOR INDOOR LOCALIZATION

In this section, we propose a DMNN model for indoor localization as shown in Figure 3. Two
decorrelation filters to preprocess the input training data are proposed, one by using the PCA-
Whitening technique [15], which is linear, and the other by leveraging the optimal quantizer design
[16], which is non-linear.
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LINEAR DECORRELATION FILTER DESIGN

A whitening filter is a linear projection that decorrelates each element of a random vector by trans-
forming its covariance matrix into the identity matrix. We let the training input data {{xk(t)}Nt=1,∀k}
be KN realizations of a random vector x = [x1, . . . , x2DL]T whose covariance matrix is given by
Var(x) = ΣΣΣ ∈ R2DL×2DL. Then a whitening filter T ∈ R2DL×2DL is designed to transform x to a
random vector z=Tx such that Var(z)=I2DL, which is satisfied if the whitening matrix T obeys

TΣΣΣTT = I2DL. (6)

Note that the T satisfying (6) is not unique because any left rotation of T, RT, where R ∈
R2DL×2DL is a unitary matrix, also satisfies (6). Hence, a general form of the whitening matrix is
expressed as T = RΣΣΣ−

1
2 , where RRT = RTR = I2DL.

An important criterion when desining a whitening filter is to maintain the variance of z = Tx
to be as close as the variance of x [17]. For instance, if the values of x increase, the values of
z vary proportionally to x. The similarity between z and x can be reasonably quantified by the
cross-covariance matrix

ΦΦΦ , cov(z,x) = TΣΣΣ = RΣΣΣ
1
2 ∈ R2DL×2DL.

Hence, the goal is to optimize R to maximize the minimum entry of ΦΦΦ, i.e.,

Ro = argmaxR mini,j ΦΦΦ(i, j) subject to RTR = RRT = I2DL. (7)

However, the problem in (7) does not admit a closed-form expression. To circumvent, we propose

to relax the criterion in (7) to maximizing the sum of squared elements of ΦΦΦ, i.e.,
2DL∑
i=1

2DL∑
j=1

ΦΦΦ(i, j)2 =

2DL∑
i=1

2DL∑
j=1

cov(zi, xj)
2. Hence, it turns to the squared frobenius norm maximization problem:

R? = argmaxR ‖ΦΦΦ‖2
F = argmaxR tr(RΣΣΣRT ) subject to RTR = RRT = I2DL. (8)

Given the singular value decomposition ΣΣΣ = UΛΛΛUT , where UTU = UUT = I2DL and ΛΛΛ ∈
R2DL×2DL is a singular value matrix with the ith largest singular value at position (i, i) for i =
1, . . . , 2DL, the solution to (8) is R? = UT , which gives the whitening filter

T = ΛΛΛ−
1
2UT . (9)

NONLINEAR DECORRELATION FILTER DESIGN

An alternative method for decorrelating the training data is quantization. A well-designed quantizer
can force highly correlated data into a distinct discrete grid to make them separable [16]. We
assume for tractability that the elements of the training input data {{xk(t)}Nt=1,∀k} are 2KDLN
realizations of a random variable x that follows Gaussian distribution with mean υ and variance
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ς2, i.e., x ∼ N (υ, ς2). Here, the Gaussian assumption simplifies the analysis and quantization
algorithm development. Define Ψ = {q1, . . . , qM} as a scalar quantization grid with level M , and
then the real line R is partitioned into M disjoint intervals as {Vi}Mi=1 where

Vi = {x ∈ R : |x− qi| = min1≤j≤M |x− qj|}. (10)

Mathematically, the element-wise quantization function Q(x) : x ∈ R 7→ Ψ with M distinct levels

can be expressed as Q(x) ,
M∑
i=1

qi111Vi , where 111Vi is an indicator function.

The resulting squared quantization distortion of Q, i.e., the squared difference between the input
and the quantized value, is given by

eQ(Ψ) = E|x−Q(x)|2 =
M∑
i=1

∫
Vi

|qi − τ |2√
2πς2

e−(τ−υ)2/2ς2dτ. (11)

Then an optimal quantizer design problem is to find a finite set Ψ = {q1, . . . , qM} by minimizing
the distortion in (11), namely,

Ψ? = argminΨ eQ(Ψ) subject to Card(Ψ) = M. (12)

Since the distortion function in (11) is continuously twice differentiable, an optimal quantizer is
obtained by finding Ψ that satisfies

∂eQ(Ψ)

∂qi
= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤M. (13)

The fixed point equations in (13) can be numerically solved by using a line search algorithm. In this
paper, we adopt the Newton-Raphson method to iteratively solve them. We let [(qi + qi−1)/2 (qi +
qi+1)/2] be each partition of Vi. Then we have

eQ(Ψ) =
M∑
i=1

∫ (qi+qi+1)/2

(qi+qi−1)/2

|qi − τ |2√
2πς2

e−(τ−υ)2/2ς2dτ. (14)

Starting from the initial {q(0)
1 , . . . , q

(0)
M }, the Newton-Raphson method iterates for n = 1, 2, . . . the

recursion equation

q
(n+1)
i = q

(n)
i − α(n+1)

[
∂2eQ(Ψ)

∂2q
(n)
i

]−1
∂eQ(Ψ)

∂q
(n)
i

,∀i, (15)

where α(n+1) is the step size. It is shown that the recursion in (15) converges to the solution
{q?1, . . . , q?M} based on the central limit theorem [18]. Finally, after a sufficient amount of itera-
tions, the designed quantizer Ψ? = {q?1, . . . , q?M} is used to quantize the input of MNN.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, we numerically demonstrate the proposed DMNN techniques for indoor localiza-
tion. An indoor office environment with length 60 m and width 9 m is modeled as shown in Figure
4. There are K = 15 offices of equal size, 4 m × 4 m, and L = 3 distributed sensors with 30 m
separation. It also shows 15 fingerprints (◦) and offline training measurements locations (+). We
set the mean and variance of hd,small

k` , ∀`, k, d as (µ, σ2) = (1, 0.1) and the number of multipath
as D = 3. The MNN in Figure 3 is implemented to have 4 hidden layers, where the numbers
of neurons of the 4 hidden layers are, respectively, 100 − 200 − 100 − 50. Specifically, the first
hidden layer is chosen as ReLU layer and others are sigmoidal layers. We collectN = 100 training
measurements at the training signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 20 dB. Based on the ITU indoor office
channel model [10], we set P 1

s (t) = 20 dB, P 2
s (t) = 16 dB, and P 3

s (t) = 10 dB in (3), ∀t.
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Figure 4: Layout of an indoor office environment with 15 offices and 3 sensors.

Figure 5 compares the mis-classification rate of the proposed DMNN to MNN in Figure 2 and
SVM in [2], where MNN is the same as the proposed DMNN except for the decorrelation filter. In
Figure 5, we denote DMNN with quantization as QMNN and DMNN with whitening as WMNN.
M = 10 distinct quantization levels are considered for QMNN. Interestingly, WMNN and QMNN
remarkably outperform both benchmarks MNN and SVM. QMNN and WMNN achieve a mis-
classification rate of around 3–4% at SNR = 20 dB, which demonstrates significant performance
enhancement of the proposed DMNN.

We also evaluate the impact of the number of distributed sensors on the localization performance
when the number of offices is doubled, i.e., K = 30 in Figure 6. It is shown in Figure 6 that the
proposed DMNNs can achieve a mis-classification rate around 12% when the number of distributed
sensors are keptL = 3 as in Figure 5. However, when the number of sensors increases toL = 5, the
proposed DMNNs achieve the mis-classification rate around 3–4%. A more number of distributed
sensors improve the classification performance because of the enhanced spatial diversity.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the proposed DMNNs with SVM and MNN (K = 15, L = 3, D = 3, N = 100).
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Figure 6: The proposed DMNNs with different number of sensors (K = 30, D = 3, N = 100).

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed DMNN-based indoor localization techniques to address the previously
beset indoor localization challenges. To reduce the correlation among the training data, we pro-
posed the linear whitening filter and the nonlinear quantizer. Through the numerical simulations,
we demonstrated significantly improved mis-classification performance. These reveal the great
potential of the proposed DMNNs to be adopted as a practical indoor localization technique.
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, we present the 4th-generation, light-weight low-power collision avoidance system. 

For this new version, the ultrasound transmitter of the data-acquisition component is replaced by 

a Lidar to avoid multi-paths in complex environments. The estimate of the target range is 

quantized into a frequency bin and represented by acoustic waveforms within the human hearing 

range. The bearing angle of the target is utilized to produce the temporal offset between the twin 

channels of the corresponding acoustic waveforms. This wearable and hearable device is 

designed for real-time navigation for the blind. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The anti-collision systems have evolved from unmanned vehicle navigation to aids for visually 

impaired individuals. Traditional collision avoidance aid for visually impaired individuals 

involves using a probing cane. More experienced individuals can detect the time delay of their 

own tongue clicks to locate upcoming obstacles. This method can be applied electronically by 

utilizing a scanning range finder with audio feedback. Bearing angle generation can be used to 

pinpoint the location of upcoming obstacles. Therefore, individuals can lose their dependency on 

a probing cane for a device that is light weight and compact. Scanning range finders are still 

relativity expensive. Therefore, a single receiver/transmitter Light-Detection-and-Ranging 

(Lidar) system can be used to replace a probing cane by providing audio feedback in the form of 

amplitude shifting or alternating audio signals depending on the distance to the nearest obstacle. 

A single Lidar module allows for a low power, low cost consumer friendly device that can 

compete with the traditional probing cane.  

 

PRIOR GENERATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 

This device is the 4th-generation of the single-transmitter twin-receiver collision avoidance 

system. So, it is important to review the previous generations in order to clearly illustrate the 

design concept and objectives. 

The first generation was a radar system developed for aerial vehicles. The transmitted signals 

from the centered antenna are microwave waveforms, with a frequency band from 1 GHz to 2 
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GHz. Two tracks of echoes are detected by the twin receiving antennas. The time delays with 

respect to the transmitted signal can be used to determine the range distance. The accuracy of the 

time-delay estimation is governed by the bandwidth of the transmitted waveforms, 

δt  = 1/B 

The range resolution is thus, 

δr = v/2B 

where v is the propagation speed. The additional factor of two is due to the round-trip travel. For 

the 1 GHz bandwidth, the range resolution in air is 15 cm. 

The relative time offset between the two received echo tracks determines the bearing angle of the 

target. The bearing angle can be estimated from the time offset between the two signal tracks 

from the twin receivers as, 

sin(θ)  =   vΔt/BD  =  Δr/BD 

The main advantage of this system is the accuracy in range and bearing-angle estimation. The 

major barriers include the size, weight, costs of the electronics, the computation complexity, and 

latency due to the procedures for data acquisition and signal processing. Figure 1 shows the 

flight path of collision avoidance experiments. 

 

 

Figure 1 Flight path of collision avoidance experiments. 

 

The second-generation device is designed and developed as a forward looker for underwater 

manned vehicles. The transmitted signal is a high-frequency acoustic waveform in order to 

achieve the desired resolution. For real-time implementation, the signal processing electronics 

are simplified significantly, and the returned echoes from the twin receivers are down converted 

to the human hearing range for direct hearing by the users. The simplification enables real-time 

system implementation. The distance between the receiver pair is set to be the same of the 

separation between the ears such that the user can have accurate perception of the bearing angle 

from the audio tracks. Because of the lack of time reference with the transmitted signal, the 

perception of the range is largely based on the magnitude of the echoes. User experience 

becomes important in order to compensate for the deficiency due to poor range resolution. In 

complex environments, the system also introduces significant multi-path echoes. 
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The third generation of the system is also a single-transmitter twin-receiver device with a similar 

configuration. The transmitted signal is a wideband ultrasound waveform. An ultrasound probing 

signal is used for this device to avoid interfering with the audio signals in the hearing frequency 

range. The received echoes are down-converted to the hearing range in a similar manner. The 

distance between the two receivers is also set to be the same as the distance between the ears of 

the user for accurate perception of the bearing angle from the arriving echoes. The transmission 

power is adjusted according to the desired operating range. The core signal processing 

component is a mixer for down-conversion and a bandpass filter to place the resultant signals to 

a frequency band within the hearing range preferred by the user. Thus, in terms of system 

complexity, this version is considered basic in both hardware and software. The main objective 

of this system is to operate in air for the navigation of the visually impaired. The advantage of 

this system is the simplicity in hardware implementation, which enables real-time capability. 

However, it shares the similar deficiencies of the 2nd-generation system with range ambiguity 

and multi-path interferences. Figures 2 and 3 show prototype systems for the ultrasound 

navigation. 

 

  

 

 

 

       

                                    

 

 
Figure 2 First prototype system for the ultrasound navigation. 

 

                                                  
Figure 3 Second prototype system for the ultrasound navigation system. 

 

The 4th-generation system shares the same application with the 3rd-generation system, which is 

for the navigation of the visually impaired. The objective is to overcome the technical barriers 

and disadvantages to achieve the capability of 

• Real time 

• Light weight, low cost, small size 

• Wearable and hearable 

• Accurate in range and bearing-angle estimation 

• Without multi-path interferences. 
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The data-acquisition component is now replaced by a Lidar in order to achieve high accuracy in 

range and bearing-angle estimation without multi-path interferences. Signal processing 

procedures are embedded into hardware for real-time implementation. Hardware components are 

all commercially available for low cost and high reliability. The system is also developed with 

small-size, low-power, and light-weight constraints, in order to be wearable. Because it is 

designed for the visually impaired, all outputs are designed to be in audio format. The design 

objectives and specifications are summarized in Table 1. Table 2 outlines the advantages and 

deficiencies of the previous systems. 

   Generation systems   transmitted waveforms   system output 

1 Aerial vehicles microwave electronic 

2 Manned underwater vehicles acoustic audio 

3 Navigation for the visually impaired ultrasound audio 

4 Navigation  for the visually impaired Lidar audio 

Table 1 Design objectives and specifications of prototype systems. 

 
   Generation   advantages   deficiencies 

1 accuracy electronic and computation complexity 

2 simplicity poor range resolution and multi-path interferences 

3 simplicity poor range resolution and multi-path interferences 

Table 2 System performance of the prototypes. 

 

SCANNING LIDAR ANTI-COLLISION AUDIO FEEDBACK SYSTEM WITH 

BEARING ANGLE GENERATION 

 

  
Figure 4 Hokuyo URG-04LX w/Data Map. 
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The 4th-generator device begins with the utilization of a scanning range finder. The Hokuyo 

URG-04LX is an advanced scanning laser range finder [2]. The URG-04LX can produce a 

planar point map with 638 distinct points. Data received from the URG-04LX is in the form of a 

magnitude and an angle corresponding to each of the 638 points. Application software provided 

by Hokuyo is utilized to receive range data for the 240° angular-range. The scanning laser is 

designed to have a range of 4 m with an accuracy of 1 mm (0.36° angular resolution).  

 

To avoid self-detection with the scanning range finder, the angular range is reduced to 180°. This 

field of view is sufficient for obstacle detection. The 180° range is sub-divided into a set number 

of regions each representing a different bearing angle for the audio feedback. A simple 5-region 

break down is presented, however this can be extended into more sub-divisions.  

 

  
                      Figure 5 Division of Angular Range.                                                            Figure 6 Bearing Angle Model. 

 

The regions are labeled A through E. A model for the bearing angle is presented in Figure 6. A 

positive angle represents a delay for the left audio channel and a negative angle represents a 

delay for the right audio channel. For simplicity, the right audio channel is fixed allowing the left 

channel to alternate between leading and lagging samples. The audio signal can be represented 

by a discrete signal f[n] whose sampling frequency is 44.1kHz. The mono track is played on both 

the left and right audio channels. The fixed right channel (1) maintains the original mono audio 

signal while the left channel (2) is actively shifted depending on the desired bearing angle. 

Incoming sound is modeled as a planar wave front that hits two receivers (an individual’s ears). 

Basic geometric relationships reveal the relationship between the time delay associated with 

signal receival and the desired bearing angle [1]. Normal bearing angle estimation uses 

correlation between the two signals to reveal the power spectrum which contains a peak at time 

Δt which is the time delay between individual signal receival utilized to estimate the bearing 

angle. For this system the bearing angle is generated by locating the number of leading or 

lagging samples. Therefore, the limiting factor in accuracy comes down to the angular resolution 

determined by the sampling rate of the audio signal.   

 

 fR[n] = f[n]                                                           (1) 

   

 fL[n] = f[n-N(R)]                                                          (2) 

 

N(R) is a function corresponding to the lead or lag of the left channel depending on the bearing 

angle. The sampling period of the signal (Ts = 1/fs = 22.676μs) is the time resolution used to 
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locate the angular resolution. The angular resolution will be used to determine the number of 

leading or lagging samples for the left channel.  

 

sinθ = vΔt/D 

 

sinΔθ = v Ts /D 

 

 Δθ = sin-1(v Ts /D)                                                         (3) 

 

Assuming a fixed speed of sound (v = 343 m/s) and using the average distance between the ears 

(D = 21.5 cm), the angular resolution Δθ is 2.0732° (3). The Hokuyo URG-04LX has better 

angular resolution, therefore its limitations can be ignored. Increase the sampling rate of the 

audio will produce better angular resolution. The angular separation between Regions A through 

E is 36°. Therefore, the midpoint angle in each region will be used to map the delay function 

N(R) (4). θ(R) corresponds to the angle θn in Figure 6 with respect to the region of interest. A 

bearing larger than 90° hits the left ear before the right ear leading to a time lead on the left audio 

channel. Therefore, N(R) is rounded to the nearest integer and is negative when the object is 

closer to the left of the sensor allowing the user to recognize the location of the object.  

 

 N(R) = θ(R)/Δθ                                                         (4) 

 
 θ(R) N(R) 

Region A 72° 35 

Region B 36° 16 

Region C 0° 0 

Region D -36° -16 

Region E -72° -35 

Table 3 Example of N(R) Mapping. 

 

Table 3 shows the mapping for a 5-region division of the angular range. This concept is 

implemented in code. A function taken from Hokuyo’s programming library is implemented in 

order to record real time data [2]. Each region is surveyed until the region with the closest object 

is determined. The left audio channel will then adjust its delay to meet the desired bearing angle 

in the direction of the nearest obstacle. Therefore, the user will be able to estimate the location of 

the nearest obstacle. As the user gets closer to the object the amplitude of the signal f[n] will 

increase to warn the user. Audio feedback is provided by a pair of standard headphones. All data 

processing can be completed on a Raspberry-Pi. The entire set up will be light weight and power 

efficient however the cost of the Hokuyo UR-04LX is too high to be a reasonable replacement 

for a probing cane. Therefore, a simpler anti-collision device is presented with a single 

transmitter, single receiver Lidar.  
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HANDHELD SINGLE BEAM LIDAR COLLISION AVOIDANCE DEVICE WITH 

AUDIO FEEDBACK 

 

  
Figure 7 TFMini Module and Range Information Displayed in Terminal. 

 

The TFMini infrared range finder is a single beam LIDAR system that uses time of flight to 

determine the distance between the sensor and its nearest obstacle with respect to the direction of 

the beam [3]. Equations that describe time of flight estimation are shown below. A factor of one 

half is used to correct for the round-trip travel of the laser (5). Data received from the TFMini is 

in the form of a memory address (9 bytes in length La). This memory address contains range, 

strength, and checksum information. By converting the hexadecimal range information into a 

Python variable, real-time range information can be recorded and displayed. Data processing is 

completed on a Raspberry-Pi. Any Raspberry-Pi model that supports GPIO can be utilized to 

interpret the range information. The baud rate used for GPIO is 115,200 bits per second (defined 

as BR). With this information the time between range samples can be calculated as in (6). 

 

 D = cΔt/2                                                         (5) 

 

 δt = 8La/BR = .625ms                                                         (6) 

 

A Python function taken from the TFMini-RaspberryPi repository [4] is used to record the Rx 

signal from the range finder module. The Pigpio module is utilized to treat any GPIO port as a 

serial interface. Therefore, a while loop can be used to continuously read time of flight data from 

the range finder. The time module in Python is used to control the rate of data receival.  

 

 
Figure 8 TFMini Module and Range Information Displayed in Terminal. 
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For audio feedback the PyGame module is used to load and play audio files. Threshold distances 

determine the type of audio feedback. As an example, piano keys from A to E are used for audio 

feedback. As the user reaches the first range threshold the A piano key will play continuous until 

they move away from the obstacle or trigger the next region. The piano keys will actively change 

as the time of flight is reduced. The final audio key E will be played once the last range threshold 

is met. In developer mode, the audio feedback can be altered. A user can select different audio 

files for play back. The sampling rate of range data needs to be adjusted to avoid audio clipping 

between different thresholds. Too fast of a sampling rate will cause audible clicking due to 

multiple audio files trying to be played at the same time. To prevent this, the sampling rate is 

reduced to ensure that the audio files have enough time to play and fade out in order to provide a 

smooth transition. For example, the piano key audio files are 0.3s long and the data sampling rate 

is set at 0.45s allowing the audio to fade out.  

 
  Range Threshold Piano Key Played 

Threshold A 110cm A 

Threshold B 90cm B 

Threshold C 70cm C 

Threshold D 50cm D 

Threshold E 30cm E 

Table 4 Example of Range to Audio Mapping. 

 

Table 4 is an example of audio to range mapping. To make this device universal for all 

individuals, a 3.5” touch screen is added to adjust the range thresholds. A user might want 

different ranges and/or more regional thresholds. Therefore, the small touch screen provides a 

simple and cost-effective solution for easy adjustment. The user interface is generated by using 

the Python module Tkinter. Tkinter functions allow for the generation of a graphical overlay 

with multiple drop-down menus. The drop-down menus allow the user to adjust the ranging 

thresholds. Altering the ranging threshold variables will take place on the cycle proceeding the 

changes.  

 

 

  
Figure 9 Raspberry-Pi and Touch Screen Module with User Interface. 
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The touch screen, Raspberry-Pi, and TFMini are all powered by 5V. A micro-USB interface 

provides power to the Raspberry-Pi. Two GPIO pins on the Raspberry-Pi provide 5V for the 

touch screen and LIDAR. Therefore, only the Raspberry-Pi needs connection to an external 

power source. A simple lithium-ion cell or portable charger can be used to power the device. For 

this prototype a simple modification to a Raspberry-Pi touch screen case is performed to provide 

a compact and lightweight design.  

 

Future improvements to this design involve generating a 3D printed case for a more seamless 

design. More TFMini modules can be attached in order to generate a bearing angle estimator as 

previously performed with the Hokuyo URG-04LX scanning range finder. Audio amplitude 

scaling can also be implemented so the user can listen to their favorite music and still avoid 

obstacles. The amplitude of their music will increase as the time of flight decreases.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This 4th-generation anti-collision device takes the concept from the 3rd-generation and provides a 

solution to its size and multipath issues. The scanning range finder design utilizes the concept of 

bearing angle to provide audio feedback in the form of directional audio bearing in the direction 

of obstacles. High costs cause this design to be unfeasible now; however, Lidar technology 

progression will eventually allow for more cost-effective scanning range finder solutions. The 

single transmitter/receiver Lidar anti-collision device is designed to compete with the transitional 

probing cane. Its ability to provide amplitude shifting and/or adaptive audio feedback would 

allow visually impaired individuals improved mobility. Future work will involve adding more 

Lidars for multi-directional anti-collision systems for bikes and motorcycles.  
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ABSTRACT 

Chapter 7 of IRIG106-17 defines the means of encapsulating packetized data within a PCM 
telemetry stream, ostensibly for transport from a platform to a processing location, via that 
platform’s conventional means of PCM transmission.  While providing a mechanism for bridging 
platforms via the telemetry stream, a myriad of use-cases evolve, adding varying degrees of 
complexity to an implementation.  Understanding these use-cases, their challenges, and some 
of the potential solution methodologies helps to determine the best implementation for a given 
mission.  This paper seeks to present some of these aforementioned points, some obvious, and 
others uncovered over the course of working with solutions-seekers, in an effort to help 
cultivate and shape the growing demand for packet telemetry transport bridging. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

As packetized telemetry becomes more ubiquitous across a wider number of test 
environments, the requirement to de-serialize telemetry data streams has subsequently moved 
further up the processing chain, closer to the measurement instrumentation.  Platform data 
backbones have evolved in a symbiotic manner, accommodating packetized, asynchronous data 
streams without the need for sophisticated, or purpose-built multiplexing front-ends.  A 
challenge remains to be overcome, though, when bridging the physical gap between a packet 
transport backbone on a test platform and the transport and processing infrastructure which 
exists within the range environment.  The relative ease with which data can be packetized and 
transported on the platform could, potentially, be seen as a waste of time and processing 
power since transmission from a physically independent platform to a packet transport network 
is going to require serialization of the data.  Understanding this, then, is there any benefit to 
utilizing packetized data on the platform itself, or should the serial data streams simply be 
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transported in familiar ways and used to create packetized streams once of the platform, where 
those capable networks already exist? 

 

CHAPTER 7 OVERVIEW 

Chapter 7 of IRIG 106 has, since the release of IRIG 106-15, defined a method of encapsulating 
and encoding packetized data within a PCM stream with the intent of using that PCM stream to 
transport the data frames through conventional PCM transmission mediums.  This provides a 
means of bridging between data networks which support asynchronous, packetized data 
streams without having to substantially alter the underlying data packets themselves to 
accommodate transport. 

At the most basic level, Chapter 7 accomplishes its intended purpose by way of a PCM stream 
of fixed data rate with a known frame pattern wrapped around packets, or portions of packets.  
The Chapter 4 PCM stream is, itself, a very familiar, commonly used method of transporting 
multiplexed data measurements and a detailed overview isn’t within the scope of this 
document’s discussion.  Where Chapter 7 enhances current implementations is in the definition 
of the methods to handle well-defined packetized data types which can be reliably encoded and 
transported via that Chapter 4 PCM stream. 

There are generally two device roles which are required to fulfill the requirements of the 
Chapter 7 encapsulation mechanism:  That of the encoder, and that of the decoder.  These 
terms are applied relative to the Chapter 7 encapsulation mechanism, meaning that the 
encoder captures incoming packetized data and multiplexes it into a constant bit rate PCM data 
stream.  Both of these device roles are faced with challenges which drive the complexity of the 
implementations up, and the nature of the data networks which are being bridged add to this 
complexity themselves.   

A typical method of inter-network PCM transport, RF transmission, further muddies the waters 
with regard to data integrity and reliability.  Where low bit errors can be, to varying degrees, 
problematic in more traditional Chapter 4 streams, they can be catastrophically disruptive to 
the Chapter 7 process if critical packet data structures are corrupted by transmission errors.  A 
decoding device which is processing IP packets from the Chapter 7 stream, for instance, can’t 
be expected to determine the end location of a packet and the beginning of another if the 
location and or length fields of those packets are corrupted.  In a serial stream of data, this 
effectively derails the process of reconstructing packets of data, even if the higher level Chapter 
4 frame remains locked to.   
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In order to account for these possible errors, Chapter 7 uses Golay encoding to protect against 
and recover from low bit error rate conditions.  This Golay encoding is used on both the 
elemental Chapter 7 transmission frame fields as well as the underlying data packet header 
fields and is robust enough to recover up to 3 erroneous bits in every 24 transmitted.  Further 
discussion of Golay encoding is outside of the scope of this document and subsequent talk. 

There are a number of common packetized data transport networks in use in the testing 
environment, but the most common and probably most widely understood is the ubiquitous 
Ethernet/IP network.  Figure 1 demonstrates a typical use-case where an IP network is in place 
on an airborne test platform, simply and efficiently providing the backbone for acquisition 
devices to get their data packaged and sent along downstream.  The figure below illustrates 
how the packets are placed into a serial data stream and transmitted via RF to a ground-based 
receiver, which is then given the task of regenerating the constituent packets and sending them 
into the existing network. The network is now responsible for the proper handling of those 
packets.   

 

Figure 1 – Typical Chapter 7 IP Bridge 

 

The well-defined and well-understood nature of the IP network, for instance, allows for both 
implementers and users to rely on these tried-and-true technologies to ensure efficient, simple 
handling of complex matters like routing, data delivery assurance, and security.   

 

USE-CASE EXAMINATION 

Chapter 7 explicitly defines the methodology for handling four specific, industry defined 
packetized data types, as well as a generic “Application Specific” data type which allows for 
proprietary, vendor-, or mission-specific data packets to be encapsulated by the same 
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hardware.  Chapter 7 references other sections of the IRIG 106 standard to detail the high-level 
packet details with the aforementioned callouts to header sections and fields which require 
additional processing in order to encode them for transmission and reconstruction reliability.  
The following sections will discuss the various considerations and challenges of different 
mission requirements for Chapter 7 technology, as well as some of the more nebulous 
applications of the specification. 

There are some considerations that broadly apply to all of the data types and use-cases which 
will be discussed in their respective sections.  Generally speaking, implementers should be 
aware that the packet formats which are supported by Chapter 7 typically have different ranges 
of acceptable values for fields like packet length or variable length fields.  Where this is the 
case, the underlying packet will often have a length that may not fit nicely into the PCM 
stream’s frame.  The Chapter 7 specification provides for this case with the use of a packet 
fragmentation scheme.  Underlying packets may be broken into smaller fragments in order to 
fit them within the PCM telemetry frame.  The PCM telemetry frame itself may also be required 
to transport “normal” PCM telemetry interspersed among the Chapter 7 packet fragments.  
Reconstructing the packets and the “base” PCM telemetry from their constituent frames 
requires buffering and processing of potentially large numbers of packet fragments.  As is the 
case with any buffering-intensive application, end-to-end latency understandably increases as 
the buffering needs do.   

 

Figure 2 – IP Packet Fragmentation 

In addition to the fragmentation and interleaving of PCM telemetry data, the underlying data 
networks are oftentimes handling asynchronous streams which are, by nature, “bursty”; at 
times the data from the networks may exceed the bit rate of the Chapter 7 transport, and at 
other times may, unless accounted for, produce a PCM stream with no data transitions.  
Chapter 7 attempts a “multiplex and fill” paradigm which requires significant buffering on the 
encoding side, as well as significant buffering and processing on the decoding side.   
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Having previously mentioned some of the concerns about processing and buffering time, it 
warrants mentioning that there is a mechanism by which the writers of Chapter 7 intended to 
handle time-sensitive packets within the specification:  The Low-Latency Encapsulation Packet.  
The low-latency packet is intended to acquired and processed immediately following the 
discernment of frame sync status on the Chapter 7 encapsulation frame.  Low-latency packets 
are wholly contained in a single encapsulation frame; that is, there is no fragmentation of low-
latency packets.  Low-latency packets immediately follow the encapsulation frame sync pattern 
and are therefore guaranteed to be processed before any packets contained in the Chapter 7 
encapsulation frame, even if subsequent packets are fragments of a larger packet which had 
arrived in a previous encapsulation packet and had begun processing. 

 

Figure 3 – Low-Latency Packet Mechanism 

A rudimentary knowledge of the basic elements and functions of some header fields will be 
assumed for the following sections of this discussion.  Ethernet and IP addressing can be a 
complicated matter to understand, as packets progress through a network, and so some 
elaboration may be required.  Where this is the case, the specifics as they apply to the intended 
use for the Chapter 7 functionality will be the focus. 

 

RAW ETHERNET 

I’ve chosen to discuss support for “Raw Ethernet MAC Frame” data first because this data type 
is a fundamental portion of the IP and Chapter 11 packets which are supported with additional 
layers of processing.  A basic Ethernet frame structure is represented in the figure below. 
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Figure 4 – Ethernet Frame  

As an Ethernet frame proceeds from network node to network node, the destination MAC 
address is changed to reflect the MAC address of the next node in the chain.  In cases where 
there isn’t a means of bi-directional communication for the network devices, or some other 
means of address resolution(Ethernet ARP), an Ethernet frame will be unable to route through 
the network to its ultimate destination.  The Ethernet frame from the acquisition device must 
have the destination MAC address of the Chapter 7 encoding device or a generic broadcast 
MAC address in order for the packet to be routed through network switches/routers on the 
platform network and arrive at the encoding device to be encapsulated and subsequently 
transmitted.  In a Chapter 7 Ethernet frame application, it falls to the decoding device, post-
transmission, to make sense of the end-point for the Ethernet frames.  The determination of 
the intended end point is likely a user configuration parameter, but the lower-level MAC 
address must be populated with a broadcast MAC address or a MAC address as determined via 
ARP by the decoder.  The good news is that, once the Ethernet frame has been decoded, there 
are numerous well-defined, standardized methods for determining the MAC address of the next 
hop in the network, downstream from the decoder. 

Having elaborated on some of the challenges of handling raw Ethernet frames, the process of 
handling IP packets expands on those concepts and presents some additional points of 
consideration. 

 

INTERNET PROTOCOL (IP) PACKETS 

The increasing footprint of telemetry-over-IP (TMoIP) devices and networks in the range testing 
environment provides an obvious transition point(s) for Chapter 7 capable devices to facilitate.  
In a modern, TMoIP capable testing environment, very little traffic is handled at the Ethernet 
layer, and is instead further wrapped with IP protocol headers in order to make application 
layer access of the packets more controllable.  The Chapter 7 specification does not delve into 
the protocol layers below IP, which are the typical levels at which data will be accessed 
downstream, but both TCP and UDP are tacitly supported.  Both protocols present unique 
challenges, but TCP is potentially so complicated as to be declared impractical. 
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Transmission Control Protocol involves a bi-directional stream of data and synchronization 
packets between two mutually involved end points in a network.  In order for this mechanism 
to work in a Chapter 7 context, each Chapter 7 device would be required to accommodate 
encode and decode functionality and a Chapter 4 PCM stream would need to be provided so 
that protocol packets could be exchanged over an additional transmission medium.  The 
protocol processing overhead is considerable, and concerns about transmission latency quickly 
begin to render TCP practically untenable. 

 

Figure 5- Conceptual TCP/IP Implementation 

User Datagram Protocol (UDP), on the other hand, is the standard by which TMoIP devices 
currently handle data and is a more natural application for applying additional Chapter 7 
functionality.  UDP provides no mechanism for data delivery assurance, so while this potentially 
results in more inconsistent data delivery, there is no need to facilitate bi-directional 
communication in order to establish a data stream. Route determination, similar to the 
discussion from the Ethernet section above, is still a concern, but the addition of the IP packet 
fields provide several means of working through these concerns.  Additionally, the IP layer 
presents several different application-specific options for how to use the Chapter 7 decoding 
devices. 

UDP packets can be sent in a point-to-point (unicast) or point-to-multi-point (multicast) 
configuration.  In order to unicast data, and endpoint must have a MAC address to associate 
with its IP address, as determined by the IP network.  As with Ethernet address resolution, 
above, this typically requires bi-directional communication, which isn’t likely in a typical 
Chapter 7 application.  In a simple implementation of a solution to this problem, a TMoIP 
stream is directed to a Chapter 7 encoder, with a routable MAC address and IP address present 
on the platform’s IP network.  The Chapter 7 encoder is responsible for encapsulating the IP 
packets in the Chapter 4 stream, and providing that stream to a transmission device.  The 
Chapter 7 decoder then utilizes a user-provided mapping parameter to determine the intended 
endpoint for the TMoIP stream, determines the MAC address and IP address of that endpoint, 
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and alters the underlying IP packet fields so that the TMoIP stream can successfully route 
through the network.   

 

Figure 6 – Chapter 7 IP Bridge with Address Re-Mapping 

The above use-case, while potentially complicated in its implementation, is a fair 
representation of a typical test range application for Chapter 7-TMoIP functionality.  There are 
several other means of addressing the packets at the front-end, including IP multicast and 
broadcast, which don’t require address mapping in order to facilitate data delivery, but both 
are also less manageable, by nature, and present additional layers of complication. 

 

CHAPTER 11 PACKETS 

Chapter 11 packets present an opportunity to examine two potential applications for Chapter 7 
decoding devices.  In the both applications, a Chapter 7 encoding device is providing a PCM 
stream of encapsulated Chapter 11 packets for a decoding device to process.  The intended 
purpose for the data, downstream, drives the implementation of the decoding device’s outputs.   

In the first figure, below, the PCM stream, which now contains decoded, “native” Chapter 11 
packets, is fed back into a Chapter 11 capable decomm unit; this decomm unit could just as 
easily be a Chapter 11 recorder device. 
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Figure 7 – Chapter 7 Decoder to Chapter 11 Recorder 

In a second possible application for the decoding device, the Chapter 11 packets are wrapped 
with IP transmission headers and sent to IP network connected decomm workstations.  This 
functionality is colloquially called a Chapter 7 Gateway function, and is a convenient means of 
providing a bridge for Chapter 11 packets onto an IP network for “re-storage” and processing. 

 

Figure 8 – Chapter 7 UDP/IP Gateway 

CONCLUSION 

Chapter 7 is an emergent specification that helps to provide solutions for requirements to 
bridge different networks over traditional PCM mediums.  The challenges faced by 
implementers are considerable and the specification is not intended to specifically address how 
each user requirement should be met, but the fundamental blocks are present for 
implementations to address those requirements as they are more clearly defined.  As an 
increasing number of users move to adopt the technology and the vendor market moves to 
accommodate this, additional use-cases will arise, presenting further challenges and 
opportunities for refinement. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The RCC Telemetry group publishes various documents and IRIG-106 aims to standardize 

telemetry solutions. Such efforts help to ensure that ranges – and other flight test users – have 

access to a range of interoperable equipment. The standard is updated every two years with the 

latest version being IRIG-106-17. 

 

The release of IRIG-106-17 means flight test engineers now have a new list of transmitter 

performance features to understand and to track during the daily operations. This paper provides 

an overview of these new features as well as the associated command structure as published in 

the standard. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

With the onset of programmable RF products, the IRIG Standard provides a common command 

protocol to program transmitters to standardize the interface amongst the various suppliers. The 

IRIG-106-17 release added several new commands while standardized how the transmitters are 

initialized to ease the burden on the new system engineer to setup their command terminal 

interface.  This paper describes the basic command list from both the supplier and end user 

perspective, providing examples of real life configurations, and some lessons learned that most 

new users may not have experienced as yet. 

 

SETTING UP THE COMMAND TERMINAL INTERFACE 

 

The IRIG Standard uses a COMport interface to establish the protocol for programming modern 

transmitters. The COMport interface, commonly referred to as “232” is the default interface. 

Baud rate of 9600, 8 Bits, 1 Stop Bit, No Parity, and no Flow Control is the default interface 

setting.  In most cases the 9600 baud rate is adequate for a human to navigate through the basic 

commands to setup a transmitter for a flight test. The higher rates are supported, but from 

Curtiss-Wright’s experience over the last 12 years, the 9600 baud seems to support almost all use 

cases for speed and the response time. In most cases terminal program needs to have CR and LF 

selected, or on Auto while the transmit interface is to be terminated with a carriage return.  Echo 

commands should be checked when interfacing to a pre-IRIG-17 variant as various vendors 

incorporate the echo responses inconsistently. If the echo produces a double response on a 



vendor product, the command can be disabled to reduce the number of responses. The terminal 

ID should be adjusted to VT-500J for best display of the information. 

 

Problems with the initial setup is the interface resolves around what convention the vendor uses 

for the label of the interface. The transmit (TX) can be implemented as the physical output or is 

“to be connected” to the TX interface as a description for the far side interface, meaning to be 

connected to the receiver (RX).  This is usually the issue have the line in correctly connected. 

Three pins on the 9 pin COMport interface is all that is normally required with pin 2 being the 

RX input, pin 3 as the TX output and pin 5 as the common or ground return line.  

 

The author should add here that the RS-232 is a simple interface but it is not desirable for driving 

long cable lengths. Many applications require RS-422 interface (120 ohms) or a two wire, RS-

485 interface for driving distances greater than 100 feet. 

 

For today’s modern laptops the standard 9 pin, “D” type connectors are not available where a 

USB to RS-232 or RS-422 dongles are readily available at a very low price from various 

commercial suppliers. 

 

To check the RS-232 interface is functioning, the first indication would be a power on.  Most 

vendors send a “Banner” or output the model number, serial number, and a list of Build Level or 

revision numbers, similar to the “VE” command response described later in the paper. If this 

banner displays, then the unit under test is functioning and sent the proper message as displayed. 

With no response could mean many possible issues.  A simple check of the Terminal side of the 

command interface is to disconnect and jumper pins 2 to 3 while typing.  The letters will show 

double characters if the interface is operational through the laptop or possible dongle (dongle 

drivers may still need to be load in using Windows. 

 

BASIC LIST OF COMMANDS 

 

The basic list of commands as shown in Table 1 of the IRIG standard saves time memorizing 

what appears to be a very long list of Alternate commands that vendors create. 

 
Table 1: Curtiss-Wright’s Basic Transmitter Command List 

CP Clock Polarity Normal or Inverted 

CS Clock source – External or Internal Bit Sync  

CX Clock sense 

DC Date code 

DE Differential Encoding 

DP Data Polarity Normal or Inverted 

DS Data Source (External or Internal test pattern) 

DX Data sense 

FC Forward Error Correction 

FR Frequency of the Carrier in 0.25 MHz steps (0.1 MHz steps optional) 

IC Internal Clock Rate Selection for the Bit Sync  

ID Internal Data pattern selection  

IQ Enter carrier suppression alignment mode, use number lock and arrows 

MN Model Number 

M0 Modulation mode – PCMFM, SOQPSK, CPM and Carrier Only. 

QA Queries the status of all basic commands 



Table 1: Curtiss-Wright’s Basic Transmitter Command List 

RA Sets or queries the setting of the data randomization (On or OFF) 

RE Reset Transmitter to default state (register 0) 

RF Sets or queries the RF output (ON or OFF) 

RP Sets or queries the RF power output (Low or High) 

RL Recall Transmitter information in 0 – 9 registers 

SF Select High/low power control function keyboard RP or J1 Pin 11 

SN Serial Number 

SV Save Transmitter Information in 0-9 registers 

TE Queries the internal temperature (Celsius) 

VE Queries Model, Serial #, Date code and Firmware Rev. 

 

 

Simple command and response through the COMport can set the most critical programmable 

parameters for the transmitter.  FR or frequency will set the center frequency of the transmitter.  

Command >FR 2300.25 then enter will set the center frequency to 2300.25 MHz. To verify enter 

command “>FR“ then enter to display or verify the entry. Programming changes that been 

accepted by the transmitter will return an “OK” to validate the acceptance of the command.  

Likewise, the Modulation selection “MO0” sets the transmitter to PCM/FM, “MO1” to 

SOQPSK, and “M02” to Multi-H CPM with an acknowledgement of the “OK” to terminate the 

programming exchange.  The remaining commands are structured in a similar fashion.  Vendors 

should supply documentation on the basic command set with their hardware for the user as a 

guide. 

 

EXTENDED LIST OF COMMANDS 

 

Table 2 provides the list of the basic and alternate commands. 

 
Table 2: Tri-Band Transmitter Command List 

AC Automatic Carrier Output On/Off 

AUS User Device Address 

BL Hardware Build Level 

BR Bit sync Bit Rate 

CH Compact QS 

CI Compact VE 

CMD Factory Mode 

CO Compact QA 

CP Clock Polarity Norm/Inv (0/1) 

CS Clock Source Int/Ext (1/0) 

CX Clock Active Detector On/Off (1/0) 

DC Hardware Date Code 

DD Debounce Delay mS 

DE Differential Encoding On/Off (1/0) 

DP Data Polarity Norm/Inv (0/1) 

DS Data Source Int/Ext (1/0) 

DX Data Active Detector On/Off (1/0) 

EO Comm Port ECHO On/Off (1/0) 

FC Fwd Err Correction LDPC mode(1102412) 

FE Fwd Err Correction LDPC mode(0-6) 

FO Thumbwheel Frequency Offsets 

FR Output Frequency 



Table 2: Tri-Band Transmitter Command List 

IC Internal Bit Rate 

ID Data pattern (0-3,9,11,15,20,23) 

LD Fwd Err Correction LDPC mode(0-6) 

MN Model Number 

MO Modulation (0-2,6) 

NU Non-Volatile Memory storage On/Off (1/0) 

OC Over temperature Control 1=On (1/0) 

OV Disable ThumbWheel Switch Port (1/0) 

PF Full Power Setting 

PO Pin11 Polarity Normal/Invert (1/0) 

PR Reduced Power Setting 

QA Query Operational Params 

QS Query Status 

RA Randomizer On/Off (1/0), 3 LDPC special 

RE Reset to Default Setting 

RF RF Output On/Off (1/0) 

RLn Recall Stored Setting (0-9) 

RP Reduced Power 1=Full Power (1/0) 

SA Disable ThumbWheel Switch Port (1/0) 

SD STC Delay (-15,+15) 

SF Pin 11 Mode(0/1/2/3) 

SN Serial Number 

ST STC Enable/Disable (1/0) 

SVn Store Current Setting (0-9) 

TE Query Temperature 

TP Test Port programming (0-3) 

US Select Device by Address 

VE Show Version Info 

?   Menu 

 

 

The extra features and functions demonstrates the enhancements of the modern digital 

transmitters as compared to the heritage analog transmitters with only a jumper plug to set the 

center frequency. The negative of the long feature list will be keeping track of each setting. The 

TTS-9800-2 tri-band transmitter incorporates all of the latest features with a representative long 

list of commands.  

 

In discussing this with end users, the adoption of a programming checklist is mostly used today 

to maintain a record of the desired functionality in the transmitter as well as being used on the 

ground to program the ground station.  

 

TRANSITION TO OTHER RF PRODUCTS 

 

The programming commands are not isolated to the transmitter product line but extends to the 

other airborne products as well, to include the transponders, flight Termination. These other RF 

products incorporate the same default 9600 baud as with the transmitter along with the 8 bit, 1 

stop, no parity or flow control.  Currently only the transmitters command protocols have been 

incorporated into the IRIG-106 Standard.  

 



RADAR ENHANCING TRANSPONDERS 

 

The programming commands for the radar enhancing transponder line utilize the same structure 

as shown in Table 3. Example is the FT for a transmit frequency; “FT5690” enter sets the output 

frequency to 5690 MHz as well as the other parameters listed in the table. 

 
Table 3: Transponder Command List 

FT Transmit Frequency 

FR Receive Frequency 

PC Interrogation code 

RD Reply Pulse Delay 

PW Reply Pulse Width 

QP Query  Parameters 

QI Query Identity 

QT Query Temperature 

PR Pulse Reply Rate 

SS Signal strength 

RF RF Transmitter 

VD  Video 

MD  Single Double Pulse 

PS  Pressure 

TM Test Mode 

TR Test mode 2 Reply Delay 

TP Test mode 2 Interrogation rate 

SN Serial Number 

DC Date Code 

BL Build Level 

AUS Set the user select Address for RS485. multi-drop mode 

US User Select address for RS485 mode 

LA Language 

? Menu Command 

 

 

FLIGHT TERMINATION RECEIVERS 

 

The programming commands for the flight termination receiver (FTR) is similar to the 

transmitter and transponder as illustrated in Table 4. This interface can be used to monitor the 

FTR status in flight as an alternate communication interface to gather status of the receiver. 

 
Table 1 Typical Flight Termination Command List 

Freq_Set This function programs the center frequency of the receiver between 420 to 450 MHz in 0.5 

MHz steps 

Freq? This command prompts the FTR to respond with its programmed center frequency 

ToneA_Set Selects Tone A Frequency  

ToneA? This command prompts the FTR to respond with its programming of Tone A 

ToneB_Set Selects Tone B Frequency  

ToneB? This command prompts the FTR to respond with its programming of Tone B 

ToneC_Set Selects Tone C Frequency  

ToneC? This command prompts the FTR to respond with its programming of Tone C 

ToneD_Set Selects Tone D Frequency  

ToneD? This command prompts the FTR to respond with it’s programming of Tone D 



Table 1 Typical Flight Termination Command List 
FS_En This command enables the Failsafe feature to respond to the Failsafe inputs 

FSS? This command prompts the FTR to respond with a Failsafe Status 

FSSO This command prompts the FTR to respond with Failsafe System Output Status 

FS_Tset_X Failsafe Timer set 

FST? This command prompts the FTR to respond with the Failsafe timer settings 

FS_Act?” This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of the Failsafe timer activation? 

FTR_SN? This command prompts the FTR to respond with it’s unique serial number 

FTR_Mon? This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status on the Monitor Output Command 

FTR_Arm? This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of the Arm Output Command 

FTR_Term? This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of the Terminate Output Command 

FTR_Opt This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of the Optional Output Command 

FTR_Lock? This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of the Carrier Detection 

FTR_SS? This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of the signal strength 

FTR_LOV? This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of the loss of voltage state 

FTR_Fact_Test This command sets the FTR into a factory test mode  

TM_A This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of Tone Monitor A 

TM_B This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of Tone Monitor B 

TM_C This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of Tone Monitor C 

TM_D This command prompts the FTR to respond with the status of Tone Monitor D 

STDVH_A Sets Configuration to Standard Vehicle A 

STDVH_B Sets Configuration to Standard Vehicle B 

STDVH_C Sets Configuration to Standard Vehicle C 

STDVH_D Sets Configuration to Standard Vehicle D 

STDVH_E Sets Configuration to Standard Vehicle E 

STDVH_Set? This command prompts the FTR to respond with whether it has been given a Standard Vehicle 

Configuration Command, and if so, what configuration it is set for. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The release of IRIG-106-17 means flight test engineers now have a new list of transmitter 

performance features to understand and to track during the daily operations.  The programming 

capability allows the user to gain access to the new features in the field rather than at the factory, 

increasing the flexibility and performance at a price of increased complexity. The knowledge and 

experience is key to successful usage of these new tools.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Why hasn’t the Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry community adopted IRIG 106 compliant ARTM CPM 
as their preferred waveform for the transmission of telemetry data? Telemetry receivers in the market 
place today exhibit gains in detection efficiency and resynchronization speed that far exceed products of 
just a few years ago. Past papers have shown the link performance comparison between the new 
waveform standard SOQPSK-TG and ARTM CPM has narrowed since ARTM CPM was first 
standardized. This paper will present the latest performance comparison between these two waveforms 
during a controlled test throughout various flight conditions. The testing is presented and performance 
comparisons are made between the waveforms. This comparison will use traditional methods combined 
with several new performance metrics presented in this paper. To conclude, Link Availability, the 
measure of overall link performance is presented illustrating how closely these waveforms perform.    
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INTRODUCTION 

Of the three telemetry waveforms in IRIG 106, PCMFM, SOQPSK-TG and ARTM CPM, only ARTM 
CPM has failed to gain any level of acceptance by the Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) 
community. Perhaps this is due to previous work [1] which concluded that even with the excellent 
spectral occupancy offered by the waveform the initial vendor offerings of receiver/demodulators 
suffered from synchronization loss at greater values of Eb/No, longer resynchronization times, and 
sensitivity to excessive phase noise when compares to like products for PCMFM and SOQPSK-TG. 
Follow-on laboratory characterization work in [2] concluded with the statement “Given the measured 
performance of current generation ARTM CPM receiver/demodulators, this modulation scheme should 
be considered a viable modulation scheme for AMT”. Still today the AMT community is skeptical. This 
paper will address the last piece of characterizing the performance of ARTM CPM; performance in a 
real-world test environment over various types of telemetry channels with a comparison to a baseline of 
SOQSK-TG. The goal of this paper is to inform the AMT community that ARTM CPM is (and has 
been) “ready for prime time”.  
 
Given the amount of data that was collected and the numerous ways to analyze comparative link 
performance, there is no way a complete analysis of the flight testing can be presented here. Instead an 
example analysis is shown to illustrate the process that was followed for analyzing the data for the test 
points during the flights. An overall comparison of link performance concludes this paper.    



THE NEED FOR FLIGHT TESTING 
 
The Spectrum Relocation Fund (SRF) program at Edwards AFB had one primary goal; test, analyze, and 
assess the performance of recently installed range upgrades. Upgrades included new antenna feeds, 
telemetry receivers, receiver status monitoring, and multiband/multimode/coded airborne transmitters. 
These upgrades will enable the Range to support current and future telemetry systems implementing any 
combination of Space-Time coding (STC), Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) forward error correction, 
any IRIG 106 modulation schemes, operating in any of the telemetry bands specified in IRIG 106. 
Secondary to programmatic requirement to test was the opportunity to assess, characterize, and 
document the gains associated with the technologies standardized in IRIG 106.  
 

FLIGHT TEST CONFIGURATION 
 
The flight test program was designed to stress each of the technologies in IRIG 106. The emphasis of the 
testing was to assess and demonstrate the gains in telemetry link reliably that can be expected when 
implementing STC and LDPC. A secondary objective, and the subject of this paper, was to assess how 
recent advancements in receiver technology benefitted ARTM CPM modulation. Expressed another 
way, has telemetry receiver technology progressed to the point where the selection of modulation 
scheme isn’t a major concern when designing a telemetry link? In order to provide a relative assessment, 
a reference signal was simultaneously transmitted during all of the testing. Though this added equipment 
complexity in both the aircraft and ground station, it is the only way to provide a direct comparison. By 
transmitting a reference and test signal during each flight many of the normal pitfalls when performing 
comparison testing during separate flights are negated e.g. differences in flight path, weather conditions, 
antenna tracking, EIRP, ground station performance (system G/T), etc. Minimum channel spacing 
recommendations in IRIG 106 were used for center frequency scheduling. This minimized differing 
transmission channel characteristics due to large differences in center frequencies.   
 
The aircraft was configured with a transmitter tray that housed two multimode, multiband, coded, STC-
enabled transmitters that allowed all of the combinations of test configurations required to 
simultaneously transmit power level matched reference (REF) and test (TEST) signals. The reference 
signal for this testing was SOQPSK-TG, the generally accepted baseline for telemetry links in use today. 
Both of these signals were sent out either a bottom/top or bottom-only antenna configuration depending 
upon the requirements of the test. The transmitters used internal data and clock with a pseudo random bit 
sequence (PRBS-23) clocked at 5MHz. Since the transmitters were STC-enabled and were using internal 
data and clock, each could operate as two independent transmitters or as single STC transmitters. The 
on-board telemetry system recorded time-stamped aircraft positional information used later for data 
analysis.  
 
The ground station for this testing was an SRF-upgraded EAFB range receive site with operators 
supporting these missions as “real” test missions. A 10 foot parabolic dish was used to receive the radio 
frequency (RF) signals. Left hand (LHCP) and right hand circular polarization (RHCP) are then derived 
and sent to channel 1 (CH1-LHCP) and channel 2 (CH2-RHCP) of each of four receivers connected to 
the antenna via multicouplers. The receivers were configured to maximal ratio combine CH1 and CH2 
with the best channel select option enabled resulting in 3 signals each for REF and TEST. Up until this 
point in the receive chain this is a typical telemetry receive station. Where it differed from other 
upgraded ground stations at EAFB was the data sink (control room versus local test equipment) and the 



added equipment required to capture the necessary flight test data. The data capture equipment consisted 
simply of two telemetry receiver status loggers, a REACH bit error rate test set (BERT) with 8-channel 
capability, two intermediate frequency (IF) recorders, and a GPS-enabled network time server. The 
antenna control unit log file was recorded but this did not require a separate piece of test equipment. A 
block diagram showing the ground station configuration is shown in Figure 1. Each flight the aircraft 
and ground station equipment captured and recorded time-stamped information resulting in the 
following data products: 
 

1. REF Receiver Status log (Channel 1, Channel 2, Combined) @ 1 sample per second 
2. TEST Receiver Status log (Channel 1, Channel 2, Combined) @ 1 sample per second 
3. Antenna Control Unit log @ 10 sample per second 
4. Reach BERT @ 1 sample per second 
5. Reference Receiver CH1 and CH2 IF Recording 
6. Test Receiver CH1 and CH2 IF Recording 
7. Aircraft Positional Information @ 1 sample per second 

 

 
Figure 1 - Ground Station and Transmitter Tray Configuration 

 
Based upon years of flight testing at EAFB, three flight profiles were designed to create three distinct 
transmission channels: a channel limited by multipath, one limited by noise, and one limited by the 
composite antenna transmission pattern from the aircraft. The multipath limited channel (points C/D) 
was created by flying low in both mountainous and flat terrain. This flight path results in a channel that 
exhibits both long and short delay multipath. The noise limited channel (points H1/H2) was created by 
flying away from the receive station to the point in which the link is dominated by noise. This profile is 
flown at a high altitude resulting in higher antenna elevation angles minimizing multipath affects. The 
composite antenna pattern channel (points M1/M2 and M5/M6) was created by flying circles at two 
constant aircraft bank angles in clockwise and counterclockwise directions. By doing this the ground 
station antenna “sees” different cuts of the composite antenna pattern. This point was flown at a higher 
altitude to mitigate any multipath channel condition as antenna pattern anomalies are virtually 
indistinguishable from a multipath event when reviewing the data post flight. These flight profiles along 
with the test point nomenclature are tabulated in Table 1. The tables show the complete listing of flights 



that occurred during the SRF-sponsored testing, only data captured and analyzed for Flights 211 and 214 
were used for this paper.  
 

Table 1 – Flight Test Configurations 

    
 

TELEMETRY LINK PERFORMANCE METRICS 
 
Historically two performance parameters have been used to characterize the performance of a telemetry 
link. First, any combination of receiver signal strength/automatic gain control (AGC) level/signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) was captured and plotted. Second, bit error data was captured and Link Availability 
was calculated [4]. How the receiver is reacting to channel anomalies tells the experienced researcher 
many things about what is happening with the link. BERT data gives further insight and allows for a 
Link Availability calculation (Equation 1) which is the one true metric of system level link performance.  
 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = ��𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀−(∑𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆+𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇)�
𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀

� (100%)                                          Eq. 1 
 
where:  TM – measurement period 

SES – Severely Errored Second, a one second interval in which the number of bit 
errors equal or exceed 1x10-5 as if these errors were random 
LT – Lost Time, number of bit periods in the measurement period that are not 
included in SES attributed to synchronization loss or BERT overload 
 

Antenna pointing error should also be considered. An improperly pointed should not bias the results of a 
link analysis. Though an incorrectly pointed antenna is an error source, it is not attributed to the 
telemetry transmit/channel/receive chain which are under test. To aid in the link analysis for this paper 
and potentially future papers, three new metrics are presented. Two of these metrics are the result of the 
combined effort of receiver developments and standardization. IRIG 106 Chapter 2 Appendix 2G [3] 
defines a real-time link quality metric appropriately titled Data Quality Metric (DQM). DQM places a 
numerical value to the quality of a packet of data. The equations that define how the numerical DQM 
value is determined and scaled is shown in Equation 2. It becomes apparent after reviewing the 
equations that the key in determining the data quality is an assessment of the bit error probability of the 
received data.  

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = −𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10(𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿)
𝑘𝑘

(2𝑛𝑛) and 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵
(1−𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵)

                Eq. 2 
 

where:  BEP – bit error probability 
LR – log-likelihood ratio weighting factor 
k – exponent of lowest BEP 
n – number of DQM bits 



(Note: When the source data is known, as is the case for this testing, BEP is a known quantity, 
BER=BEP. In the general case the source data is not known hence BEP must be estimated.) 
 
Once an estimate of BEP is determined Eb/No can be determined. Given a BEP and the modulation 
method (which the receiver must know to demodulate the signal), then an estimate of Eb/No can be 
determined. As an example, most telemetry receivers are capable of detecting SOQPSK-TG at a 
BER=1x10-5 resulting in an Eb/No~12dB. Thus knowing the estimated BEP and modulation scheme the 
estimated Eb/No is known.  
 
The third new metric presented here is Trellis Run Length (TRL). The IRIG 106 modulation schemes 
are described by signal states: a sequence of bits maps to a sequence of signal states in a unique way. 
The transition from one signal state to another signal state may be represented by a state diagram. If time 
is included, the state diagram unwraps into a trellis diagram [7]. Just as a bit sequence maps to a 
sequence of states, the same bit sequence maps to a path through the trellis. In a typical receiver, the 
detection algorithm processes the received signal and attempts to find the path through the trellis (or 
state sequence) that most closely matches the received signal [8]. At each step in the trellis, the possible 
trellis paths are compared to the received signal using a quality metric to determine which of the 
possible trellis paths is the single best path. TRL monitors the metrics to determine the quality of the bit 
decisions. The lower the corruption (multipath, additive noise, phase noise, etc.) present in the received 
signal, the greater the number of consecutive symbols have high-quality bit decisions. Higher corruption 
leads to a smaller number of consecutive symbols with high-quality bit decisions. The TRL metric 
captures this property and produces a value proportional to the number of consecutive symbols with 
high-quality bit decisions. In this case, a large trellis run length provides higher confidence that symbols 
are being detected correctly. Captured and recorded trellis run length is another metric used to evaluate 
how well a telemetry link was performing at any given time. 
 

FLIGHT TEST DATA ANALYSIS 

The flights for the modulation comparison occurred over two flights, 211 and 214. Flight paths for these 
flights are shown in Figure 2. The aircraft system was configured to transmit 5Mbps with a known 
pattern of PRBS-23 for both SOQPSK-TG (as the REF signal) and ARTM CPM (as the TEST signal) 
using a single transmitter. These signals were isolated, combined, power matched, and transmitted via 
the bottom antenna only. The REF signal was centered at 4405.5MHz with an EIRP=+35.6dBm, the 
TEST signal was at 4415.5MHz/+35.4dBm.  
 

   
Figure 2 – Flight Paths with Test Point Times, Flight 211 and Flight 214 

 



Flight data analysis started with determining antenna pointing error. As previously explained, any bias to 
the LA calculation by an improperly pointed antenna needs to be removed from the data. Pointing error 
is determined using the aircraft time-stamped positional data, time-stamped antenna azimuth (Az) and 
elevation (El) pointing angles, and the rotational center of the antenna in latitude, longitude, and altitude. 
A calculation is made determining where the antenna should have been pointed. These Az/El angles are 
then compared with the actual pointing angles. The difference in these angles are the pointing errors. 
Figure 3 illustrates the resulting pointing error for both Az and El for both flights. There is also a 
reference line plotted for the 3dB full beamwidth for the antenna calculated at the frequency of the test. 
A close inspection of the plots shows only several instances of Az/El error that would cause a 3dB or 
more decrease in signal strength. Further investigation of the receiver SNR and BERT files at these 
times show correlated dips in signal strength but none of these events caused bit errors. Therefore there 
is no need to remove these times for consideration when calculating LA for either flight.  
 

   
Figure 3 – Antenna Pointing Error 

 
Next, individual test point analysis for the REF and TEST signals was accomplished. Receiver SNR is 
plotted and evaluated first as it gives an indication as to how the channel is affecting the transmitted 
signals. Next, estimated DQM and Eb/No are compared to the receiver SNR data to verify consistency 
and to look for any points of interest. Lower SNR values or signal corruption due to multipath should 
correlate with lower DQM and estimated Eb/No and should be consistent between modulation methods. 
Any points that are not correlated are further investigated. Also plotted along with this data is TRL. This 
new receiver metric gives an indication on how well the demodulator is making decisions and also gives 
an indication on the quality of these decisions. Finally, LA calculations are made using the BERT data. 
By this time in the analysis process the resulting LA should not be a surprise given the data analyzed 
before this calculation is made.  
 
Given the amount the testing that was completed it is impossible to cover each test point in this paper. 
Instead, one test point will be analyzed to illustrate the process that was used. Test Point C during Flight 
211 is a good point to analyze as it exhibited several interesting channel conditions during the point. 
Point C (see Figure 2) starts over mountainous terrain, transitions into a flat valley, then ends where 
line-of-sight is lost at the maximum slant range of the point. First, antenna pointing error during the test 
point is plotted to insure no link errors can be attributed to the antenna. Second, receiver SNR is plotted 
to help illustrate the channel conditions throughout the point and to also identify areas of interest. Figure 
4 first shows plots of pointing error then estimated SNR for both received polarizations. With 
knowledge of the terrain throughout the flight path the SNR plot makes perfect sense. At the start of the 
point SNR is low due to signal blockage by the mountain range. As the aircraft progressed along the test 
point path it cleared the mountains and descended to 2500’ AGL which provided a multipath rich 



channel with both long and short delay multipath. This is observed at 14:55:19. At 15:00:00 and 
15:01:42 there are multipath events which are a well-known, repeatable events along this test point. At 
15:14:00 the aircraft flies over a mountain ridge so SNR drops as line-of-sight is gradually lost. Prior to 
the end point there are rapid variations in SNR caused by the numerous mountains in/around the aircraft.    
 

   
Figure 4 – Antenna Pointing Error and Receiver SNR (Point C) 

 
Generally speaking the DQM and estimated Eb/No values track the explained channel anomalies very 
well. When the signal was corrupted by multipath DQM values dropped accordingly. When signal 
strength dropped so did DQM. There are differences in how the waveforms were affected by these 
channel anomaly events though. There are some events where SOQPSK-TG was adversely affected 
more than ARTM CPM and vice versa. One possible explanation lies in the occupied spectrum of the 
waveforms. With less occupied spectrum ARTM CPM is less susceptible to multipath. Conversely, if 
both waveforms were affected by multipath ARTM CPM was more affected as there are a greater 
numbers of variations in DQM and Eb/No present during these events. Notice the DQM of the combiner 
for both waveforms, it was very happy most of the time. A happy combiner indicates some level of 
polarization diversity in C-Band.    
 

   
Figure 5 – Data Quality Metric Comparison (Point C) 

 



   
Figure 6 – Estimated Eb/No Comparison (Point C) 

 
Trellis Run Length tells us what we already knew, an ARTM CPM demodulator has a harder job of 
making correct bit decisions than does an SOQPSK-TG demodulator. ARTM CPM is a complex 
waveform [3] and the variation in TRL between the waveforms tells a story. The SOQPSK-TG 
demodulator makes higher quality bit decisions more consistently than the ARTM CPM demodulator. 
Even though there is greater TRL variation for ARTM CPM, the demodulator is still pretty confident on 
the trellis paths chosen.   
 

   
Figure 7 – Trellis Run Length Comparison (Point C) 

 
All of these detailed metrics are very informative and tell a lot about how the signal is corrupted and 
how that affects the received signal. But what the end user wants to know is: “How good is my real-time 
data going to be?” When that question is asked, the one overall assessment of link performance used to 
answer that question is Link Availability. For Point C, LA is shown in Table 3 calculated using BERT 
data from both the REACH and internal receiver BERTs. Given the analysis so far for this test point, 
these results should be expected. The ARTM CPM telemetry link is on terms with the SOQPSK-TG 
link. ARTM CPM has a smaller occupied bandwidth making it less susceptible to multipath than 
SOQPSK-TG but that is balanced with being a more difficult waveform to detect during disruptive 
channel conditions.  

 
Table 3 – Link Availability (Point C) 

  
 
Having covered the process for data analysis for one test point providing a basis for the Link 
Availability result, LA results for all of the test points for both flights can be presented.  Tables 4 and 5 

Test Point REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST
C 97.7% 97.5% 96.2% 95.7% 99.8% 99.3% 97.5% 97.1% 95.9% 95.5% 99.1% 99.1%

Flight 211 REACH BERT
LHCP RHCP COMB

Link Availability
Flight 211 Receiver BERTs

LHCP RHCP COMB



show LA results per test point broken down into each polarization and combined outputs comparing the 
TEST signal with the REF signal.    

Table 4 – Flight 211 Link Availability 

    
 

Table 5 – Flight 214 Link Availability 

 
 
For both flights, 211 and 214 LA numbers are derived from both BERTs. Notice the very close 
correlation between the two results. More importantly, notice the very close correlation between LA 
results between the TEST and the REF signals.     
 
Most, if not all telemetry transmitters and telemetry receivers currently in use today already implement 
ARTM CPM. The change to a more spectrally efficient waveform for not only spectrally conjected areas 
but also for every day telemetry mission support is trivial. This paper presented system-level Link 
Availability results in a real-world flight test modulation comparison that support making this change.  
Other performance metrics (DQM, estimated Eb/No, TRL) were presented that can also be used to 
further understand the effects channel anomalies have on the telemetry signal. These metrics help 
explain and support the Link Availability results.    
 

WHAT YOU SHOULD GET OUT OF THIS PAPER 
 

• The majority of telemetry links are not noise limited so the difference in detection efficiency (Figure 
8) between ARTM CPM and SOQPSK-TG will not be a major contributor to differences in Link 
Availability. The test data presented supports this conclusion.  
 

 
Figure 8 – Eb/No vs BER 

Test Point REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST
Mission 93.7% 93.5% 89.5% 88.2% 98.4% 97.8% 93.6% 92.9% 89.3% 88.2% 98.2% 97.7%

M2 94.7% 93.2% 88.5% 85.4% 99.7% 99.2% 94.6% 94.4% 86.5% 85.1% 99.4% 99.2%
M1 98.2% 98.2% 90.9% 89.0% 99.7% 100.0% 98.2% 97.9% 91.7% 89.3% 99.7% 100.0%
M6 54.9% 54.9% 62.0% 59.2% 83.1% 76.1% 57.7% 56.3% 56.3% 59.2% 83.1% 76.1%
M5 65.1% 64.8% 60.3% 66.2% 87.3% 83.1% 66.7% 60.3% 58.7% 60.3% 84.1% 82.5%
C 97.7% 97.5% 96.2% 95.7% 99.8% 99.3% 97.5% 97.1% 95.9% 95.5% 99.1% 98.7%
D 98.2% 97.2% 98.4% 97.6% 99.8% 99.8% 98.3% 97.5% 98.4% 97.6% 99.9% 99.8%

Flight 211 LINK AVAILABILITY
Receiver BERTs

LHCP RHCP COMB LHCP RHCP COMB
REACH BERT

Test Point REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST REF TEST
Mission 96.0% 95.2% 91.8% 90.2% 98.9% 98.4% 95.8% 95.3% 91.9% 90.1% 98.9% 98.4%

H1 98.6% 98.1% 94.2% 92.3% 99.8% 99.4% 98.6% 98.2% 94.3% 92.2% 99.7% 99.4%
H2 97.6% 96.7% 96.3% 94.9% 99.2% 98.7% 97.7% 96.8% 96.4% 95.2% 99.2% 98.7%

C (short) 100.0% 100.0% 56.1% 50.5% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 57.0% 52.3% 100.0% 100.0%

LHCP RHCP COMB

Flight 214 LINK AVAILABILITY
REACH BERT

LHCP RHCP COMB
Receiver BERTs



• Differences in link performance at the telemetry “system level”, which LA characterizes, are indeed 
inconsequential. Regardless of the comparison (per mission basis, per test point, per polarization, per 
combined output) the comparison was favorable. Each attains those overall LA numbers differently 
for sure, but in the end they get to the same LA performance level. 

• With less occupied bandwidth ARTM CPM will be less susceptible to multipath events when 
compared to SOQPSK-TG. But, when ARTM CPM is affected, during these times SOQPSK-TG 
will outperform ARTM CPM. SOQPSK-TG is a more robust waveform compared to ARTM CPM 
and the variability in TRL illustrates and confirms this conclusion.  

• The balance of OBW with waveform robustness, along with gradual receiver developments have 
made ARTM CPM a viable modulation choice for telemetry links 

• “Has telemetry receiver technology progressed to the point where the selection of modulation 
scheme isn’t a major concern when designing a telemetry link?” Yes, ARTM CPM is ready for 
prime time.  

• Don’t be a hater.  
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ABSTRACT

Gaussian process (GP) regression can be used in the interpolation of observed periodic chan-
nel estimates in OFDM transmission systems over both time and frequency in small-scale fading
environments. Previous GP regression studies used the popular radial basis function as the GP
kernel. In this study, we examine the performance of GP regression using a Bessel kernel with a
semi-static hyperparameter vector. Results show that GP regression using the Bessel kernel out-
performs the radial basis kernel, as well as traditional interpolation methods such as cubic spline
and FIR interpolation, especially when training symbols are spaced far apart in time with respect
to the channel coherence time.

INTRODUCTION

GP regression is a non-parametric Bayesian approach towards regression problems. It is es-
pecially useful when the phenomena to be estimated can be closely characterized by a Gaussian
process [1]. Jakes [2] characterized small-scale fading in terms of a Gaussian process; as such,
GP regression is an ideal technique for time-domain interpolation of channel estimates in between
measured observations of pilot (training) signals that are known a priori to both the transmitter and
receiver of synchronized transmission systems.

Many other interpolation techniques have been studied, such as linear interpolation methods
using cubic spline interpolation and FIR interpolation [3], and non-linear interpolation methods
using radial basis function networks [4] and GP regression using a radial-basis kernel [5].

CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR OFDM

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is the modulation scheme used in fourth-
generation (4G) communications systems and beyonds. The International Telecommunications

1



Figure 1: OFDM comb-type pilot structure.

Union (ITU) standardizes the specification for physical-layer signaling [6], and details the method
for channel sounding via pilot tones disbursed in both time and frequency. Pilot tones are known
a priori to both the transmitter and receiver, and are sent at periodic intervals. While pilots are
necessary to measure the channel distortion, they must replace data bins, and consequently this
replacement reduces data bandwidth.

For time-varying channels, an OFDM symbol can be periodically sacrificed for pilot tones
instead of data symbols. This is known as a comb-type arrangement, shown in Figure 1. Pilots
replace data symbols at a period of Tpilot.

It would thus be advantageous to transmit pilots as infrequently as possible, to minimize sac-
rificing data bandwidth for channel estimation. The periodicity of pilot transmissions should be
smaller than the channel coherence time; if the channel characteristics change in between pilots,
symbol detection would degrade due to obsolete channel estimates.

EXISTING CHANNEL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES

It is the job of the receiver to interpolate the channel estimates in between received pilot obser-
vations. This section describes common channel estimation interpolation techniques. Both these
methods are linear methods, and are relatively easy to implement.

Cubic spline interpolation attempts to connect points piecewise with a third-order polynomial
interpolant (a spline). Even though the interpolation is piecewise across points, the interpolation re-
quires continuous first and second-order derivatives at the points, making the interpolation smooth
across all points.

FIR low-pass interpolation treats the points as undersampled data points, and interpolates using
a low-pass filter bandlimited to the estimated Doppler frequency. Unlike the cubic spline, this
type of interpolation requires periodic pilot signals, which is not typically a problem in practical
communications systems.

2



CHANNEL ESTIMATION USING GAUSSIAN PROCESS REGRESSION

GP is a Bayesian learning technique that estimates a latent regression function from offline
training measurements to perform the prediction when new data (observations) are available. GP
models the latent regression function to follow a Gaussian distribution. Thus, it suffices to produce
estimates with a Gaussian-distributed mean and variance for each estimate, and requires a “best
guess” on the underlying model that characterizes the phenomena to be estimated. We can define
a GP kernel as a covarance k(x, x′) = cov(x, x′) between two independent variables x and x′,
and compactly define a covariance vector k∗ of length n observations, where each element is the
covariance between the test point x∗ (the point to be estimated) and a length n vector of training
points x′. The observations of each training point are contained in y. We can then construct the
training set covariance matrix K, such that the test point estimate y∗ and estimate variance is given
as

y∗ = kT
∗ (K + σ2

nI)
−1y (1)

σ2
y = k(x∗, x∗)− kT

∗ (K + σ2
nI)
−1k∗, (2)

where σ2
n is the observation noise variance of additive independent and identically distributed

Gaussian noise.
Previous studies [5] have used a radial basis function (RBF) for the GP kernel, which is given

by

k(x, x′) = θ21 exp

(
− 1

θ22
(x− x′)2

)
, (3)

where θ1 and θ2 are hyperparameters for the RBF kernel.
In the case of small-scale fading in a mobile multi-path environment, the complex-valued gain

H(i) in the ith frequency bin can be characterized by a Rayleigh fading model, which is shown to
be a Gaussian process as described by Jakes [2]. Assuming stationarity, the time autocorrelation
of the complex gain H(i) with respect to the time lag τ is given as

rhh(τ) = J0(2πfmτ), (4)

where J0(·) is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind, and fm is the maximum Doppler
frequency. As autocorrelation is simply a normalized covariance, we propose to use (4) as the GP
kernel. Then,

k(x, x′) = θ21J0(2πθ2τ), (5)

where θ1 and θ2 are hyperparameters for the Bessel kernel, and

τ = (x− x′). (6)

Note that θ21 accounts for variations in received input power, while θ2 is essentially the Doppler
frequency fm.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

For our analysis, we simulate an OFDM system with 256 frequency bins, using 16-QAM mod-
ulation in each transmission bin. 38 guardband bins are reserved on each side of the spectrum,
and the DC bin is also not used. For the comb-type pilot arrangement, one OFDM symbol every
Tpilot seconds is dedicated to transmitting all pilots, which are defined in a pseudo-random QPSK
sequence. An ITU-standard VA120 channel [6] is simulated, which consists of five varying paths
of differing average path losses and delays exhibiting Rayleigh fading at 120 kph. Using a 2.4 GHz
center frequency, this corresponds to a Doppler frequency of 111.11 Hz. Six observed channel es-
timates are used for the interpolation algorithms; for simplicity, each channel estimate Ĥ(i) of the
i-th frequency bin is computed using least-squares estimation of the received frequency-domain
symbol Y (i) and known pilot symbol X(i), where

ĤLS(i) =
Y (i)

X(i)
. (7)

It is recognized that LS estimates are not optimal for low-SNR environments; however, for this
analysis, we are more interested in estimation performance when subjected to fast-fading channels.
Noise is of secondary consideration, as performance in AWGN channels is well-known.

We define “normalized pilot spacing” as the ratio of spacing between pilot signals with respect
to the channel coherence time TC. Using the definition of coherence time from [7],

TC =
1

fm

√
9

16π
. (8)

Defining the pilot spacing in this manner allows for comparison of interpolation techniques at
different pilot spacings, independent of mobile velocity.

Rather than training GP hyperparameters in (5), we will assume knowledge of both the input
power and the Doppler frequency fm, and set hyperparameters θ1 and θ2 accordingly. In mobile
terminals, estimation of Doppler frequency is necessary to compensate for time-varying phase ro-
tations in the decoded OFDM symbols caused by carrier frequency offsets between the transmitter
and receiver, so it is assumed that an accurate estimation of fm exists. Likewise, automatic gain
control (AGC) typically normalizes signal power to some constant level within fixed-point proces-
sors, so θ1 can be set to a constant. In our simulation, we set this to 1.0 for simplicity.

RESULTS

We compare channel estimates for the cubic spline interpolation method (“Cubic”), low-pass
FIR interpolation (“LPF”), GP regression with radial basis kernel (“GP-RBF”) as defined in (3),
and GP regression with Bessel kernel (“GP-Bessel”) as defined in (5).

Figure 2 shows a plot of the real part of the complex-valued channel estimate of a single bin
across the compared interpolation techniques, using the previously-specified simulation parame-
ters. A pilot spacing of Tpilot = TC was chosen to illustrate the tracking abilities of each interpo-
lation method for long pilot periods. While the plot is qualitative, it visually illustrates how the
interpolants track differently as the channel values reverse direction. The GP regression method
using the GP-Bessel kernel is able to track changes in direction better than the other methods.
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Figure 2: Time-domain plot of interpolated channel estimates.

Figure 3 shows the BER for all interpolation techniques as a function of normalized pilot spac-
ing. SNR is set at 50 dB to allow for noise-free comparisons. Interestingly, some noise is desired to
keep matrix inversions in the GP regressions to be well-behaved. The results are intuitively satis-
fying, in that at low normalized pilot spacing, pilots are spaced so close together relative to TC that
there is practically no advantage between any other interpolation technique, so BER performance
is identical. Performance is similar for all interpolation methods when pilots are spaced up to about
0.45TC. As a comparison, the ITU LTE standard [6] specifies 0.5 ms between pilot symbols; at
the chosen simulation parameters for this paper, that amounts to 0.13TC. Likewise, when pilots
are spaced extremely far away from each other, at some point any interpolation technique will fall
apart since the channel characteristics change too much between pilot transmissions. In this study,
the advantage of the GP-Bessel method disappears at 1.3TC.

Maximum performance improvement of the GP-Bessel over GP-RBF is at a pilot spacing of
0.825TC. Here, the GP-Bessel BER is 7.7×10−4 vs. the GP-RBF BER of 4.4×10−3. As we will
show later, this pilot spacing is found to be the maximum pilot spacing for GP-Bessel that gives
the best performance; increasing pilot spacing past this threshold will begin to degrade estimates
due to high GP variance estimates.

Figure 4 shows the BER for all interpolation techniques as a function of SNR at a fixed nor-
malized pilot spacing of 0.93TC (49 OFDM symbols at a mobile velocity of 120 kph). The results
are intuitively satisfying, in that at low SNR, all interpolation techniques suffer equally from the
fact that the observed channel estimates are already corrupted by noise. At high SNR, noise is less
of a factor, and BER is a function of channel estimation accuracy.
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Figure 3: BER vs. pilot spacing for different interpolators, SNR=50dB.

Figure 4: BER vs. SNR for different interpolators at 0.93TC pilot spacing.
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Figure 5: Variance of Bessel kernel.

NOTES ON PREDICTION VARIANCES

GPs not only allow for statistical predictions based on observed data and an underlying model;
it also allows for the calculation of a confidence metric to assess the likelihood that the prediction
is within a certain tolerance. Gaussian processes allows for a priori calculations of prediction
variances at any location. It is therefore advantageous to minimize the prediction variance at all
locations.

For the implementation described in this paper, prediction locations are all equally-spaced,
since it is efficient to have a fixed periodicity for pilot signals. Due to the non-linear nature of the
Bessel function, it is found that the prediction variance increases rapidly when prediction locations
are equidistant. Figure 5 shows the prediction variance for the location midway between two
observations.

The variance of a predicted point in a Gaussian process is given in (2) where K is the GP kernel,
and is frequently a covariance matrix. The first term is the prior covariance, while the second term
is a quadratic term (with respect to K−1) that describes how much information the observation
gives to the prediction. Note that (2) does not depend on any observations, but rather the locations
of the observations. This means that we can determine the variance of predictions at any location,
regardless of the observations.

Since K is a covariance matrix, it is symmetric positive semidefinite, so it can be eigen-
decomposed into

K = VΣVT , (9)

where V contain the eigenvectors of K, and Σ = diag(λ1, ..., λn) is a diagonal matrix containing
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the eigenvalues (denoted λl) of K. Recognizing that K is symmetric positive semidefinite, we can
use the property that K−1 = VΣ−1VT , and the second term in (2) can then be expanded as

kT
∗K

−1k∗ = kT
∗VΣ−1VTk∗ , q(x). (10)

Consequently, we can minimize the variance represented in (2) by maximizing the quadratic
of (10), which can equivalently be done by maximizing the diagonal terms in Σ−1.

Letting z = VTk∗,

q(x) =
n∑

l=1

1

λl
z2l =

1

λ1
z21 +

1

λ2
z22 + ...+

1

λn
z2n. (11)

Since
∑

l λl = Tr(K) for covariance matrices, and λl ≥ 0 for ∀l, q(x) is maximized when at
least one of the eigenvalues is close to zero. This occurs when the covariance matrix is rank-
deficient. We can then use model selection criteria such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [8] to determine when K is not full rank. Using the AIC
criterion, 0.825TC is the maximum pilot spacing that gives low variance estimates; beyond that,
estimate variance will increase rapidly.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that, for widely-spaced pilot (training) signals in multi-path fad-
ing channels characterized by Jakes’ Model, Gaussian process regression using a kernel based on
the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind can more accurately track channel variations in
time than the radial basis function more commonly used for Gaussian process kernels. Further-
more, it can outperform other linear channel estimate regression techniques such as cubic spline
interpolation and low-pass FIR interpolation.

When pilot signals are spaced closely together, there is no advantage to any channel estimation
interpolation techniques, since the pilots are spaced much shorter in time than the channel coher-
ence time. Using the GP-Bessel kernel allows for extending pilot spacing by almost 50% without
any degradation in performance when compared to the next closest performer, the GP-RBF. When
pilot signals are spaced very far apart, the advantage in using the GP-Bessel kernel disappears
since the kernel’s covariance decays quickly after approximately 1.15 times the coherence time.
Analysis of the prediction variance shows that, for the Bessel-based kernel, estimation variance
increases rapidly when pilots are equally-spaced at a period of more than 3.4ms.

In a noise-free channel, the Bessel-based kernel outperforms the RBF-based kernel by a factor
of 5.7 as measured by BER when the pilot spacing is roughly 0.825 times the channel coherence
time.
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Abstract 

 

As part of a student-educational experience in telemetry, beginning undergraduates build, 

program, and test small payloads flown in model rockets. These payloads, nicknamed 

‘femtosats,’ collect and transmit real time telemetry on the rocket’s performance. The femtosats 

measure the inertial motions of the model rocket, providing info to extract the flight path. The 

individually student-designed femtosat circuit board includes a simple inertial measurement 

sensor that collects acceleration data in the form of x, y, z acceleration vectors which are 

transmitted in real-time to a radio ground station. The focus of this paper is the collection and 

analysis of the data from the telemetered inertial measurement sensor and how it can be 

interpreted and applied in simple model rocket motion analysis.  

 

Introduction 

 

A student-led group at Brigham Young University (BYU) has been making small printed 

circuit boards (PCB) as model rocket payloads that are designed to collect and transmit 

acceleration telemetry. The sensor boards are colloquially referred to as ‘femtosats’ by the 

participants since they are inspired by KickSat [1]. The goal in building these femtosats is to help 

students learn to design, build, and program real-time sensor systems that include radio telemetry 

communication. This project helps prepare students for more advanced research in larger, more 

complex systems as well as identify the most promising undergraduate students. 

After successfully designing, building, and testing their sensors, the student teams launch 

their femtosats in small model rockets to gather data which is received by a software-controlled 

radio and recorded on a laptop. The resulting data can be analyzed to evaluate the rocket 

performance and help students improve the design of their systems. 

In this paper we briefly describe the femtosat design concept (implementation of 

individual femtosats may vary), discuss data collection and analysis, and possible future work. 

 



 
Fig. 1:  Hardware photograph of a typical femtosat showing the key components.   

Power comes from a backside-mounted battery.  The yellow wire at left is the antenna. 

 

BYU Femtosats 

 

The BYU femtosats are typically implemented on 20 x 65 mm PCBs, see Fig. 1. To 

simplify the design, all students use an ATmega328 microcontroller as the main processor. The 

processor interfaces with a PMU-9250 inertial measurement unit (IMU) and the RFM69HCW 

software radio chip which transmits real time telemetry as character arrays in the 915 MHz ISM 

band. The detailed design of the femtosats and the telemetry are described in [2].  The example 

femtosat in this paper includes sensors for measuring 3-axis acceleration and atmospheric 

pressure.  However, we focus only on the acceleration data collected by the femtosat during a 

series of flights. The model rocket is a standard Astra 3 model, 15” long, 1.18” diameter rocket 

used with electrically ignited standard Estes C6-5 engines. A 24” Estes rod-guided launch pad is 

used, and the rocket is recovered with a 18” parachute at the end of flight. 

As described in [2], the ground station antenna is handheld and manually pointed at the 

rocket during flight by a student assigned to this task.  Manually pointing the antenna has limited 

accuracy but keeps the ground station costs low. 

 

Data Analysis 

 

For an ideal model rocket launch, a simple parabolic flight is observed by the naked eye, 

with the rocket landing close to the original launch site; the landing site shifts in the direction of 

the wind. Furthermore, wind and or misalignment of the rocket fins can tilt the flight off ideal 

trajectory during the upward flight phase and cause rotation of the rocket during flight.  While 

the nominal acceleration of the payload can be predicted with reasonable accuracy based on the 

rocket weight and the specific impulse of the engine employed, understanding the deceleration 

caused by the parachute ejection charge is more difficult to predict. This impulse can be 

calculated using the data from the femtosat though we don’t fully address it here. Further, the 

femtosat-measured acceleration data can (in theory) be used to predict the flight path and 

velocity by integrating the observed acceleration values. 

Analysis of the femtosat acceleration measurements are made with this goal in mind. 

Note that acceleration collected prior to ignition can be used to help determine the orientation of 

the IMU relative to the earth. 

 



 
 

Fig. 2: Measured acceleration versus time for a particular flight.  Launch occurs at approximately 

0.5 s, with the engine shutting off at 2.3 s. Launch impact on the ground occurs 30 s later (off the 

plot). 

 

From the data shown in Fig. 2, the calculated total force on the sensor at rest is found to 

be -0.92 g and is the sum from all 3 axes.  This is predominantly from the x axis which is close to 

-1 g, and at an angle of 2.12 deg from the vertical. A small amount of this force is registered on 

the y and z axes because the femtosat is mounted at a slight angle relative to vertical. Once the 

motor is ignited, there is an initial upward thrust resulting in a force of -9.5 g. Both the y and z 

axes show changes after this which are from the rocket tilting and rotating after leaving the 

launch pad. The motor burns for about 1.9 s, with the final velocity at this point calculated to be 

7.84 m/s. Once the motor is exhausted, the rocket begins to decelerate due to air friction and 

gravity.  After this time, the rocket gradually slows down until the parachute is deployed (not 

shown). 

 

 



 
Fig. 3: Measured acceleration versus time graph of second flight. Launch occurs at 0.2 s with the 

engine shutting off at 2.4 s. The parachute charge is fired at 4.7 s, and takes effect at 5.3 s. 

 

The second launch displayed in Fig. 3 is similar to the first launch shown in Fig. 2. The 

calculated initial force is found to be -0.93 g and is nearly aligned with the x-axis. The angle is 

0.99 deg from vertical which is why the y and z axis accelerations are not at zero. The initial 

launch thrust is -13.66 g along the x axis. At 4.7 s, the parachute ejection charge goes off. All 

three axes show this occurring. At 5.3 s the parachute takes effect. The rocket then has uniform 

descent. When this point occurs, the rocket was calculated to have a horizontal displacement of 

11.81 m from the launch pad at an altitude of 65.71 m high.  A longer telemetry record shows the 

force returns to -0.93 g at ground contact. 

 

Lessons Learned and Future Work 

 

One of the key lessons learned during the project is the need to properly align and secure 

the femtosats in the rocket’s payload bay. Due to the femtosats’ lightweight and small size, the 

inexperienced students merely inserted the boards into the padded tubular payload section rather 

than attaching or mounting the board to the fuselage. In hindsight, this was a mistake as the 

board sometimes shifted in flight, which altered its orientation and measurement accuracy.   

 The most critical problem is that the ground station did not always receive telemetry for 

each launch. Out of the six launches made, only two flights were completely recorded, with a 

third flight recording data only after a few seconds into the flight. Some variation in motor thrust 

from flight to flight was noticed, which we would like to study further. 

As a result of the experience, students have been working on ways to improve the system 

performance and have been developing new ideas for alternate implementation schemes. As 

noted previously, maintaining the radio telemetry link during full flight has been difficult, due in 

part to the directional receiver antenna employed at the ground station. For future flights, the 

ground station will be moved further from the launch site to reduce the pointing accuracy 

requirements, and equipment with higher sensitivity and a higher telemetry rate will be 

implemented to help maintain the ground station connection. Vibration Isolation may 

additionally help by minimizing high frequency noise and is being considered. 



Another lesson learned is the importance of firmly securing the femtosat boards within 

the rocket payload bay so that they do not shift during flight. Students would also like to focus 

on the integrals for calculating the velocity and position of the rocket from launch until landing, 

which would include finding the alignment of the rotation and initial calibration of the sensor. 

 

Conclusion 

 

As an educational experience this project has been a great opportunity for undergraduates 

to build and test hardware, learn about telemetry and digital communication, and learn about data 

analysis. Students successfully demonstrated real-time telemetry links during flights up to 70 m 

and lasting up to 30 s. While only a simple single-chip IMU with limited performance was used, 

it proved to be adequate for meeting the necessities of helping students design sensors for a 

model rocket launch.  
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ABSTRACT

To participate in the 2019 SUAS competition, an Unmanned Aerial System (UAS), was built.
Unfortunately, several critical failures occurred, including an unwanted circling behavior, and an
unnecessary self-crash. The analysis of both behaviors revealed surface level errors in the scripts
and devices that were used, but also a deeper flaw in the architecture of state based behaviors and
conditional state transitions. To address these failures, an alternative architecture based around
stateless controls was designed and tested. It successfully resolved the issues, and seems to hold
promise as an alternative control system architecture, especially in non-linear environments.

INTRODUCTION

The UAS discussed in this paper was designed and built by the University of Arizona Autonomous
Vehicles Club (AZA) to compete in the 17th Annual Student Unmanned Aerial Systems Compe-
tition (SUAS) [1], which is run by the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International
(AUVSI) Seafarer chapter. The full contest consists of several elements, including a technical
design paper and a flight readiness test. However, this particular UAS is built to perform in the
mission demonstration section of the competition. Mission demonstration consists of obstacle
avoidance, waypoint capture, computer vision, and air delivery. Obstacle avoidance tests the abil-
ity of the UAS to avoid static and dynamic obstacles while flying autonomously. Waypoint capture
tests the ability of the UAS to navigate quickly and accurately between points. Computer vi-
sion measures the ability of the UAS to autonomously identify alphanumeric ground signs and an
emergent object. Finally, air delivery demonstrates the ability of the UAS to autonomously drop a
payload at a given target location.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

To successfully perform the mission demonstration, AZA designed and built a UAS consisting of
a plane, a computer ground station, and a connection to a Judging/Interoperability system, which
interacts with the ground station to judge and facilitate the contest. To complete the obstacle
avoidance portion of the competition, the UAS relied on an avionics subsystem consisting of servo
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controls, sensors, a radio link to the ground station, and a Pixhawk flight controller. The Pixhawk
is an open source autopilot module capable of managing the on board supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) and communications with the ground station. It contains basic ports
for sensor and servo connections and runs a simple autopilot software that, when paired with an
onboard GPS, can navigate to a given series of coordinate points.

INFORMATION FLOW AND BEHAVIOR

Like many robotics systems, the UAS built for the competition has three main types of components.
Those categories of components are information input, information processing, and information
outputs. For information inputs, the two main component types are sensors and communications
devices. The sensors gather various data points on the orientation and behavior of the plane, as
well as of the surrounding environment. The communications devices consist of a computer fo-
cused transmission antenna, a Pixhawk ground antennae, and a direct RC control antennae. For
information processing, the main components are a Pixhawk flight controller and an onboard com-
puter for computer vision. The output components consist of servo motors to control the plane’s
movement and the communications antennaes to transmit data to the ground station. During op-
eration, the information flow resembles Figure 1. The plane, having received inputs, conducts its
computational processes and makes behavior changes which, in turn, changes the inputs that will
be received during the next computational cycle.

Figure 1: Information, Computation, Behavior.

CIRCLING OF WAYPOINTS ERROR: GETTING STUCK IN A STATE

For the majority of its tasks, this system worked well. However, several problems cropped up
during the development and testing of the system. The first problem was the issue of the plane
circling waypoints that it was meant to hit. The behavior observed is replicated in Figure 2.

ORIGINS OF THE CIRCLING ISSUE

The problem arises in the flight controller of the plane. Pixhawk, like many other flight controllers,
uses a Position Integral Derivative (PID) controller. A PID controller is a type of controller de-
signed to drive a system to a set point by controlling process variables. When navigating the plane
between waypoints, the set point is the heading of the plane and the process variables are the inputs
to the servo motors moving the plane’s ailerons and rudder.

The basic equation for the PID controller can be seen below:

u(t) = kp e(t) + ki

∫ t

0

e(t) dt+ kd
de

dt
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Figure 2: Circling Behavior.

Each of the terms in the equation is a function of the error, which in this case is the difference be-
tween where the plane is currently headed and the heading facing the waypoint. Each has a slightly
different role. The position term kp e(t) operates directly in proportion to the distance between the
current and set points, driving the system towards the goal. The integral term ki

∫ t

0
e(t) dt attempts

to correct for when the system has failed to fully reach the set point. It integrates the function
of error between the start of the control process and the current time. As time goes on without
achieving the desired set point, this term increases to drive behavior towards the setpoint. Finally,
the derivative term kd

de
dt

operates in proportion to the velocity that the error is being changed. It
can help smooth the movement and reduce overshoot beyond the set point.
A properly configured PID controller will eventually achieve desired behavior in linear situations,
and effectively achieves behavior in many linearly decomposable two dimensional ones. However,
this case shows one potential issue in its use. The issue arises when, seeing that it needs to turn
quickly to hit the waypoint, the PID controller requests a turn angle beyond what the plane can, or
is allowed to, carry out. This causes the actual control equation to be the following one.

u(t) = min( kp e(t) + ki

∫ t

0

e(t) dt+ kd
de

dt
, maxTurnAngle)

When restricted in this way, the plane will turn only at the maximum allowed angle leading to an
overshoot of the target. The plane will then continue to attempt to turn towards the target at that
angle, caught between upward pushing PID terms and the limiting constraint. This traps the plane
in an unending circular motion around the waypoint.
Although the PID controller-constraint combination causes the plane to get stuck in a loop, it is
also a failure of the wider system design to fail to jump out of that loop. As can be seen in Figure
3, the system proceeds between states of behavior, first attempting to reach one waypoint, then
the next. Because the plane never reaches the waypoint, the condition required to make the state
transition is not met, and the plane cannot move to the next waypoint.

TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS

While retaining the state/transition architecture, there are several traditional correction areas. A
first class of fixes focuses on the states. For example, knowing that this issue is likely to emerge,
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Figure 3: Stuck State.

a script could be written to navigate the plane to a location in which the regular PID controller
would be effective. This would likely take the form of a temporary waypoint, inserted to get the
plane far enough away from the waypoint that its turning radius could reach it. A second class
of fixes focuses on the transitions. For example, to avoid remaining in the state for too long, a
time-out counter could be set to break out of the state after a certain number of misses. Another
option would be to increase the acceptance region around the waypoint to increase the likelihood
that there would be an escape from the state the first time.

Unfortunately, these fixes also cause issues. By adding new states and scripts to correct for each
new error and eventuality, the code base can swell, with each new state adding the potential for its
own looping or transition failure. Monitoring the state transitions is a better solution, but it too has
weaknesses. Each transition must be carefully and exactly designed. Additionally, situations such
as wind or varying gps accuracy must be reflected in the state transitions, so that the plane knows
when to decide that its performance is good enough to move on.

As a result of these weaknesses in the traditional fixes, the state/transition control model continues
to fail to achieve its purpose. This is because the failures are a result the architecture itself. In
software, infinite loops are a common and well known issue, so it is no surprise that the same issue
emerges in real world situations with unpredictable conditions. In these situations, it can be very
difficult to build a flexible system out of strictly defined transitions and inflexible control scripts.

DYNAMICS ONLY SOLUTION

To attempt to correct the circling issue, without the problems inherent in the tradition fixes, a new
control mechanism was designed and tested in simulation. The crux of the new design was the addi-
tion of two new dynamics, and the removal of all state/transition architecture. In the state/transition
based control mechanism, the behavior was unable to escape the state cycle due to the fact that its
dynamics had pushed it against a limit, and maintained a behavioral condition that did not converge
to the waypoint.
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The goal of the new control mechanism was to add dynamics to the PID control mechanism so that
the plane would always converge to the waypoint. To design those dynamics, the basic problem
of the situation was reviewed. As can be seen in Figure 4, there are two potential scenarios that
can occur when a plane is attempting to hit a waypoint. The first is the simple scenario, when the
waypoint is within range of the plane with a single turn. The second is the scenario which triggered
the circling in the original control mechanism. It occurs when the waypoint is within the region
that the plane cannot hit in one turn while abiding by its turn constraints.

Figure 4: The Two Potential States of the Plane When Attempting a Waypoint.

To address both of these scenarios, a dynamic was needed that would not be active when the plane is
in scenario one, but would be active and drive the system successfully when the plane is in scenario
two. To achieve this, two forces were added, as shown in Figure 5, one force emanating from each
of the centers of the areas that the plane cannot reach directly when turning at its maximum turn
radius. These forces push against the PID forces so that the turn angle is less than the maximum.
This temporarily pushes the plane further from the desired waypoint, until the waypoint is within
the reachable region of the plane. Each force equation takes as input the distance between the
target waypoint and one of the two centers, defined as the points located a turn radius length
perpendicular to the direction of movement in both directions.

A formulation of these forces is shown below:

TargetWaypoint = Rw

PlaneV elocity = Vp = cos(θ), sin(θ)

turnRadius = radiusturn

leftPoint = Rl = Rp +
Vp
‖|Vp||

−1( 0 1
−1 0

)
∗ radiusturn

rightPoint = Rr = Rp +
Vp
‖|Vp||

−1(0 −1
1 0

)
∗ radiusturn

enacted angle = anglePID + 1.03−||Rw−Rl|| − 1.03−||Rw−Rr||

To ensure that the forces are active at the appropriate times, an offset exponential equation begins
increasing when the distance between the waypoint and the left/right points is less than the turn
radius, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5: Additional Forces added to Plane Control Dynamic.

Figure 6: Push Out Function.

To test the effectiveness of this type of design, and to calibrate the strength of the forces, a computer
model of the situation was built. The mathematical model was built in Python and visualized using
the PyGame library. To begin the model, the plane and the waypoint were placed so that the
waypoint was not able to be reached in one turn. Next, a PID control system was implemented,
and the circling behavior reproduced. Finally, the forces outlined above were included, and the
behavior observed. The plane in the simulation was able to successfully correct its path to reach
the waypoint. A representative example of its path can be seen in Figure 7.

SELF-CRASHING ERROR: CATASTROPHIC STATE PROGRESSION

During a test flight three weeks before the competition was to be held, a second major error oc-
curred and resulted in the self-crash of the plane. An early analysis of the crash indicated that
radio interference was likely to blame. As the plane flew further away from the safety pilot, the
interference drowned out the signal, which triggered an emergency script required by the SUAS
competition. The script transitions the plane to a state of circling in place until communications
are resumed. Unfortunately, in the case of the interference error, the error was not one that cor-
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Figure 7: Behavior of the Plane under Modified Controls

rected itself when the plane circled. As a result, a second required script was triggered. This script
downed the plane if radio communications are lost for a certain amount of time. As can be seen in
Figure 8 the plane transitioned to a state from which it could not return, and was destroyed.

Figure 8: State Progression Leading to Crash.

POTENTIAL TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS

As in the case of the circling error, there are several corrections that could be put into place while
still using the state/transition architecture. As a state modification, the plane could have been
programmed to return to base and circle there, where the radio signal was more likely to overcome
interference and regain control. The crash script could also have been changed to some extent, to
execute a less damaging crash such as a downward spiral. The transitions could also have been
improved by, for example, increasing the time until the crash script is triggered. However, as
before, these fixes are limited. It would not be desirable in some conditions to do these behaviors,
and the circling behavior might be sufficient in most cases.
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STATE FREE SOLUTION

Having developed a stateless control mechanism to address the waypoint circling error, we decided
to investigate a similarly state free approach to this controls problem. The goal of the new design
was to add dynamics that would gradually edge the system back towards a safe state as it began
to stray from it, and would prevent becoming trapped in a certain script. First, an approach that
simply added a dynamic was tried. In this attempt, a force was added proportional to the strength
of radio communications which, when signal strength became too low, would dominate and nudge
the plane back towards the home base. In practice, this solution was only partially effective. Al-
though it prevented the plane from leaving radio range, it often got caught between going towards
the waypoint and returning home. In this situation, it seems that once started, the behavior must
continue for a certain amount of time. In a conventional system, this would likely be achieved by
adding an ”if” statement to transition to a new radio recovery state. However, there are state free
alternatives to this solution that avoid the weaknesses of this state model.

The alternative that was settled upon draws inspiration from natural systems. Natural systems,
especially animals, often have to decide between conflicting desires for safety and achievement
of goals. One way that they decide is using a gated decision process [2]. In this type of decision
making process, two levels continuously build until one reaches a trigger level, at which point it
fires. To use this for switching behaviors, the importance of two potentially conflicting goals, such
as plane safety and goal achievement could be represented by a summarizing value. Then, each
time step, this value would be added to the overall level until a trigger was reached, at which time
both would return to zero, and the winning goal behavior would be enacted.

Figure 9: Competing Rates.

To mathematically enact the behavior of the winning decision, a formula like the one below was
used.

Let DV be a decision variable {0, 1}

Active Forces = DVsafety ∗ (Safety Forces) +DVgoal ∗ (Goal Forces)

In this equation, all terms are present at all times, but only the terms of the winning decision are
enacted.

The main benefit of this type of control is the ability of the system to always escape from a loop.
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For example, instead of getting stuck in a goal achieving script while the plane becomes less safe,
the increasing value of the safety measure would cause the trigger level to be reached more quickly,
and the safety achieving dynamics would take over. Another benefit is the ability of many different
desires to compete at once. In a traditional control system, each of these desires would have to
be strictly quantified and put through a logical switch. However, in this architecture, each aspect
of the planes goals can simply be fed into the decision system as is, and the competing rates can
arrive at a decision with few specifications needed.

WEAKNESSES IN THE STATE/TRANSITION CONTROL MODEL

In both of the primary failures that occurred during this year’s UAS testing and operation, a com-
mon thread can be seen. Both failures shared the commonality of being caused by failures of the
state/transition control architecture. In the circling failure, the control system began looping back
to a single state, and in the crash, the state transitions led down a path of increasing risk to the
plane without the ability to a regular state. Essentially, both failures can be traced to a failure of
the system to transition between states, or of the state to lead to improved conditions for the system.
Unfortunately, these failures are often encountered when designing within the current controls and
coding paradigm.

GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

The combination of stateless transitions on both a system wide and an individual behavioral scale
leads generally to the idea of an alternate architecture for systems, especially those systems operat-
ing in non-linear or complex environments. In this general architecture, the behavior of the system
is not governed by a set of scripted states with conditional transitions between them. Rather,
the system’s behavior is defined by a number of dynamics, put into place with different weights,
ranges, and timescales. The dynamics could be put into general categories based on their relation
to some function of the system, as seen in figure 10:

Figure 10: Tiered Dynamics.

As seen in the circling prevention section above, a single dynamic can often take the place of sev-
eral conditions and states. When combined, carefully constructed dynamics of this type can achieve
complex behaviors without being extensively scripted. Additionally, and even more importantly,

9



by designing systems in this way, the system will be drawn towards safe ranges of behavior, and
will be significantly less likely to follow a state path to disaster or to get caught in a permanent
unproductive loop.

CONCLUSIONS

The lessons learned from this year’s designing, building and testing processes have been important,
if unfortunately hard won. The design of the plane, described in the beginning of the paper, was
strong, but in the end, it fell victim to failures typical to state based behavior systems. From
the analysis of these failures, it became clear that errors like this were likely to continue if the
same engineering paradigm was used. To address this, a promising alternative architecture was
developed. Smooth stateless transitions, and the governance of systems by carefully architected
tiered dynamics, enable systems to work natively with nonlinear complex systems, and are able to
prioritize certain behaviors and outcomes without explicitly defining transitions between scripts.
The partial or full use of these types of system architectures holds promise for safely controlling
behavior in environments in which traditional control mechanisms do poorly.
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ABSTRACT 

 

Aeronautical mobile telemetry (AMT) based on 3GPP’s LTE standard is implemented in 

a proof-of-concept system. The solution tackles the very high Doppler shifts expected in flight 

tests using an appliqué that can be inserted between the transmit/receive ports of the Test Article 

(TA) and the antennas. This appliqué estimates the Doppler shift and proactively compensates for 

it on the uplink signal being transmitted by the TA. 

The overall system has been tested under different operational conditions in a laboratory 

setup as well as in the field. In the laboratory setup, the desired operating conditions are created 

with a set of Software-Defined-Radio-based channel emulators coupled with a computer to control 

their behavior. In order to carry out field tests, an operational LTE network has been created at  

Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) with two base stations, backhaul links, and a core network. 

In this paper, we provide descriptions of both laboratory and field test setups as well as the 

results of several tests that have been carried out to date. The results of lab and field tests lend 

strong support to the viability of this AMT solution. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A successful implementation of Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) within a 3GPP 4G-LTE-

based wireless communication infrastructure requires certain challenges to be overcome. One such 

challenge is the high Doppler shift that is prevalent in typical AMT scenarios. Commercial LTE 

equipment, especially the base station receivers, is typically designed to handle Doppler shifts of 

the order of a few hundred Hz. (LTE base stations are also referred to as eNodeBs or eNBs.) In 

contrast, in AMT use cases, Doppler shifts can easily reach several kHz at higher carrier 

frequencies, particularly when the velocity of the Test Article (TA) aligns with the radio path.  In 

such circumstances, the eNB receivers cannot decode the uplink signals they receive over the air 

interface unless the frequency deviation from the nominal center frequency is somehow brought 

within a few hundred Hz. 

Our solution to the problem of high Doppler shifts includes a Doppler Estimation and 

Compensation (DEC) appliqué (see [1], [2]) that is inserted between the antennas and the 

corresponding transmit/receive ports of the LTE terminal located at the TA. The appliqué estimates 

the Doppler shift by processing uplink (UL) signals transmitted by the LTE terminal and 



proactively compensates for it on the signals it passes to the antennas from where they are 

transmitted towards the eNB. As a result, when these signals arrive at the eNB receiver, their center 

frequency is close to the UL frequency reference where the eNB expects to receive them. The 

appliqué has its own stable and accurate frequency reference, and has been designed to work with 

COTS LTE terminals. This arrangement ensures that the COTS LTE terminal located at the TA 

end of the link needs practically no alteration. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the problem of high Doppler 

shifts in AMT, and describe our appliqué-based solution to this problem. In Section 3, we describe 

the laboratory and field test setups that were implemented to test the appliqué-based solution in 

different operating conditions. Some of the results of the tests and their analysis are presented in 

Section 4, followed by a summary of our conclusions. 

 

2. THE DOPPLER PROBLEM IN AMT AND THE BASICS OF DEC 

 
Figure 1 schematically depicts the Doppler problem in AMT.  

  

 
Figure 1: Schematic of the Doppler Problem with a Commercial LTE Device 

As shown in Figure 1, the base station (eNB) transmitter transmits the downlink (LTE DL) signal 

at the corresponding reference (carrier) frequency, denoted by 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐷𝐿 . The wireless channel adds a 

Doppler shift (𝑓𝐷) to this reference frequency so that when the LTE DL signals arrive at the TA 

transceiver, the carrier frequency appears to be 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐷𝐿 + 𝑓𝐷 . The TA receiver derives its frequency 

reference from this perceived carrier frequency so that when it transmits uplink (LTE UL) signals 

towards the base station, the uplink carrier frequency gets shifted from the correct LTE UL 

reference frequency ( 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑈𝐿 ) by an amount equal to 𝑓𝐷 . Thus, the carrier frequency associated with 

the LTE UL signals transmitted by the TA transceiver equals 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑈𝐿 + 𝑓𝐷 . (While this description 

is applicable to a Time Division Duplex (TDD) LTE system, extensions to Frequency Division 
Duplex (FDD) are straightforward.)  Over the path to the base station receiver, the wireless 

channel adds another Doppler shift (equal to 𝑓𝐷 Hz) to these signals, so that when they arrive at 

the base station receiver, the effective LTE UL carrier frequency (from the viewpoint of the base 

station) is 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑈𝐿 + 2𝑓𝐷 . In other words, the LTE UL signals received by the base station are away 

from the expected carrier frequency by twice the Doppler shift associated with the wireless 

channel. 
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Inability to deal with a high Doppler shift is essentially an eNB problem. We have observed that 

commercial LTE terminals are able to track Doppler shifts of several kHz in the downlink (DL) 

signals and set their (derived) center frequencies in accordance with those shifts. However, eNB 

receivers typically fail to decode the UL signals received over the air interface if they deviate from 

the corresponding reference frequency ( 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑈𝐿 ) by more than a few hundred Hz. Our appliqué-based 

solution leverages the LTE terminals’ ability to track large deviations in the DL center frequency 

to estimate the Doppler shift, and then compensates for it on the outgoing UL signals so that they 

arrive at the eNB with near-zero deviation from the correct frequency reference. 

A schematic illustrating how the appliqué-based Doppler estimation and compensation scheme 

mitigates the Doppler problem is shown in Figure 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As shown in Figure 2, the DEC appliqué is placed between the LTE terminal’s antenna unit and 

transmit-receive ports. It works as follows: The appliqué passes the DL signals received from the 

eNB essentially unchanged to the LTE terminal’s receiver. The receiver derives its frequency 

reference from the received DL signal so that the Doppler shift of  𝑓𝐷 in the DL signal is also 

reflected in the UL signals transmitted by the TA’s LTE transmitter. Thus, the carrier frequency 

of these UL signals is  𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑈𝐿 + 𝑓𝐷 . The appliqué has a stable and accurate local oscillator that 

provides an accurate frequency reference. It samples the UL signals transmitted by the TA 

transmitter and processes them to estimate the amount by which these signals have deviated from 

the correct reference, i.e. from 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑈𝐿 . That is, the appliqué estimates the Doppler shift 𝑓𝐷 , and 

applies a frequency compensation of −2𝑓𝐷  to the UL signals before transmitting them towards 

the desired eNB. Thus, the signals transmitted by the terminal’s antenna have their center 

frequency at 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑈𝐿 − 𝑓𝐷. Since the wireless channel adds a Doppler shift of 𝑓𝐷, when the UL signals 

arrive at the desired eNB, their carrier frequency is close to 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑈𝐿 , the correct UL carrier frequency.  

 

3. DESCRIPTION OF LABORATORY AND FIELD TEST SETUPS 

 

In order to determine how effectively the LTE Terminal-Appliqué combination can deal with the 

Doppler problem likely to be encountered in AMT, an elaborate laboratory test setup has been 

established. The idea is to emulate channel conditions such as the path loss and Doppler shift 

between base stations and the LTE terminal as functions of time that depend on the flight path 

associated with the TA. By including more than one base station (eNBs) in this setup, the ability 
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of the LTE Terminal-Appliqué combination to deal with critical events such as handovers can also 

be tested. Figure 3, shown below, depicts a schematic of the lab test setup. 

 

Figure 3: An Illustration of the Lab Test Setup 

As shown in Figure 3, the lab setup comprises two eNBs and an LTE terminal. The two eNBs 

enable testing of handover events in the presence of the Doppler effect. The channels between the 

eNBs and the LTE terminal are emulated using Software-Defined Radios (SDRs). These SDRs are 

controlled with scripts to create several effects such as time-varying path-loss, Doppler shifts and 

delays. For example, using base station locations and a specified flight path for the test article as 

inputs, a computer (not shown in the figure) mathematically determines the path loss and Doppler 

shifts the test article experiences at different points in time. These values are fed to SDRs emulating 

channel impairments so that the DL and UL signals they output are appropriately modified to 

reflect the current path loss and Doppler shift when they reach the TA/eNB receivers. The appliqué 

itself is implemented using SDRs and a computer (labelled as “server” in Figure 3). In this 

implementation, the SDRs are responsible for waveform capture and frequency compensation 

while the computer carries out the more complex computations. 

Figures 4 (a), (b), and (c) show an example of how the lab test setup emulates channel conditions 

corresponding to a test article’s movement along a flight path. In this example, the flight path is 

assumed to be along the straight-line A→B, and the base station locations and orientations are as 

shown in Figure 5. The speed of the TA is 200 Knots and the altitude is 5,000 feet. Using these 

parameters, the TA’s location is computed as a function of time, and, at each location, the path 

loss with respect to each of the two base stations is determined by calculating the corresponding 

distance. Finally, the Doppler shift with respect to each base station is determined by computing 



the component of the TA’s velocity along the line connecting the base station to the TA’s current 

location. The Doppler and path loss computations are fed to the appropriate SDR to modulate the 

corresponding signal. 

 

Figure 4(a), (b), (c): An Illustration of the Computation of Channel Conditions 

Confirmation of the findings of laboratory experiments must be provided via over-the-air 

communications occurring at actual flying speeds, under real-life conditions. Consequently, a 

series of field tests have been planned. The field tests include ground tests as well as airborne flight 

tests. In this paper, preliminary ground-based field test results are presented. 

For the field tests, an LTE network has been set up at Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB), with two 

base stations (eNBs), backhaul links, and an Evolved Packet Core (EPC). The EPC represents the 

LTE core network and comprises key elements such as the Mobility Management Entity (MME), 

the Serving Gateway (SGW) and the Packet Data Network (PDN) Gateway (PGW). In the LTE 

network deployed at EAFB, the EPC is implemented on a single server. The LTE network 

parameters and key performance indicators are visible to and managed through a Network 

Management System (NMS). An additional functional block called Integrated Cellular Network 

Controller (ICNC) is used for supervision and exercising network event controls such as 

handovers. Each eNB is equipped with a broad-beam antenna with 70-degree beam-width. 

(b) (a) 

(c) 



In the ground tests, The LTE terminal-appliqué combination was mounted in a car that was driven 

along roads within the coverage areas of the eNBs. The terminal maintained an LTE link with the 

two-eNB LTE network throughout the test. A GPS device was also placed in the car to determine 

its exact location as it was driven around. The location measurements provided by the GPS device 

were processed to obtain the actual Doppler shift between the LTE device and each eNB as a 

function of time. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the LTE network implemented for the field tests. 

 

Figure 5: A Schematic of the LTE Network Used in Field Tests 

 

4. TEST RESULTS 

4.A Laboratory testing 

We first describe results of some of the lab tests that were conducted to test the ability of the LTE 

terminal-appliqué combination to estimate and compensate for Doppler shift as it varies over a 

wide range of values. Figures 6a and 6b show results of two of the tests performed using the 

laboratory setup described earlier. In the first test (D1), the Doppler shift between the LTE terminal 

and its serving eNB was varied linearly between 0 and 3.0 kHz over a minute. The rate of change 

of the Doppler shift was steady at 50 Hz/sec. In the second test (D2), the Doppler shift was varied 

in a sinusoidal manner between -3.0 kHz and +3.0 kHz with a period of 60 seconds. (The peak rate 

of change of the Doppler shift was 300 Hz/sec near the zero crossing.) 

B A 



 

Figure 6a: Actual and Estimated Doppler Shifts in Lab Tests 

 

Figure 6b: Error Curves in Lab Tests 

Figure 6a shows the actual Doppler shift and its estimate produced by the appliqué for both tests. 

Figure 6b shows the corresponding error curves. It is clear from the two figures that the appliqué 

is able to produce an accurate estimate of the Doppler shift in both tests. In the test where the 

Doppler varies linearly at 50 Hz/sec, the error is within 75 Hz. In the sinusoidal test, the error is 

normally within 100 Hz; however, near the zero-crossing where the Doppler shift rate of change 

is 300 Hz/sec, the error rises to about 300 Hz. Even this relatively large error is well within the 

range of the eNB receiver’s tracking ability. Note that the link between the LTE terminal and its 

serving base station was maintained throughout the tests. Even when the Doppler shift was as high 

as 3.0 kHz, the appliqué had no difficulty estimating and compensating for the Doppler. In contrast, 

an LTE terminal with no help from the appliqué to compensate for the Doppler loses connectivity 

as soon as the Doppler shift exceeds a few hundred Hz. 

We now describe an example of flight emulation tests. In this example, the lab setup shown in 

Figure 3 was used to emulate time varying channel conditions that a TA would experience on a 

flight from Point A to Point B as shown in Figure 5. The speed of the TA was set to 200 Knots and 

the altitude was 5000 feet. During flight emulation, the ICNC collected all measurements, events 

and other low layer data available from the eNBs. Two key readings from the system are shown 

in the plots displayed in Figure 7: a) Distance from the TA to the eNB it is connected to, and b) 



the Doppler estimate for the link between the connected (or attempting to connect) eNB and the 

TA. The former reading is obtained from the reported Timing Advance, which is logged by the 

eNB, while the latter is calculated by the appliqué and reported over the LTE link via an air-to-

ground data connection to the ICNC. (This is a custom implementation). 

In Figure 7, data points represent eNB2 (blue, positioned East) or eNB3 (red, positioned west). In 

the plots, it is evident that the TA initially connects to eNB2 and detects a neighbor (eNB3) during 

its flight. (The segment marked “Start” corresponds to the time before the test started when the TA 

was connected to neither eNB.) At some point in the trajectory, when the eNB3 signal is stronger 

than that associated with eNB2 by a sufficient amount, a handover occurs and the Doppler points 

jump to new values that reflect the corresponding measurements associated with eNB3. 

 

Figure 7: Real-time plots of Distance and Doppler of the TA at ICNC 

We conclude this section on lab tests by presenting an example of protocol analysis testing. During 

flight emulation tests, the underlying LTE mechanisms were also analyzed to verify predictable 

behavior by both the TA and the eNBs. An area of interest is the time around handover occurrence, 

particularly between base stations experiencing different Doppler shifts. In the lab, artificial test 

conditions were generated in the flight emulation, to analyze handovers from eNB1 (at –D1 KHz 

of Doppler) to eNB2 (at +D2 KHz of Doppler).  

 

 

Figure 8: Key Link Parameters during a Handover 



An example of the time series analysis during a handover is shown in Figure 8 for a -50 Hz to 550 

Hz jump. The figure also shows the RSRP and Doppler estimates (the latter computed by the 

appliqué) for the serving eNB. In addition, the test involves analysis of the RRC messages 

exchanged during the handover. This example shown in Figure 8 represents a properly executed 

S1 handover per LTE specifications. 

4.B Ground Field Tests 

As mentioned in the previous section, the field tests involved an LTE terminal-appliqué 

combination mounted in a car driven on roads within the coverage area of the LTE network shown 

in Figure 5. The LTE terminal attempted to remain connected to the network throughout the tests. 

In cases where signals from the neighbor base station became stronger than the terminal’s serving 

base station, the terminal was handed over to the neighbor. The key performance metrics of interest 

in these tests were: a) the ability of the LTE terminal-appliqué combination to estimate and 

compensate for the Doppler shift, and b) the ability to maintain connectivity to the network and 

successfully effect handovers under appropriate conditions. 

The Doppler shift estimated by the appliqué was logged to enable comparison with the actual 

Doppler that was calculated by processing the location estimates provided by the GPS device 

collocated with the LTE terminal. Note that the appliqué always determined the Doppler shift for 

the serving eNB. Thus, as the LTE device was handed over between the two eNBs, it provided the 

Doppler shift for one or the other of the two eNBs. 

  

Figure 9: A Segment of the Actual and Estimated Doppler Shifts Recorded During the Field Test 

Figure 9 shows a small segment of Doppler measurements as functions of time. The red and green 

curves respectively show the actual Doppler shifts for eNB 1 and eNB 2. The blue curve shows 

the Doppler shift with respect to the currently serving eNB as estimated by the appliqué. Although 

the Doppler shifts are not particularly large because of the limitations on the speed placed by the 

terrestrial nature of the transport vehicle (car), it is easy to see that the appliqué is very accurate in 

its estimate of the Doppler shift with respect to the currently serving eNB. Note that the jumps in 

the “blue curve” occur when the LTE terminal is handed over from one eNB to the other. It is clear 

from the figure that no matter which of the two eNBs is connected to the terminal, the estimate of 

the Doppler is accurate. One can also see a few gaps in the “blue curve.” These gaps correspond 

to the periods when the radio link was lost due to extreme shadowing. Barring these expected 

occurrences due to the terrain, the LTE terminal was able to maintain connection to the network 

throughout the tests, executing handovers whenever the conditions required them. 



CONCLUSION 

 

High Doppler shifts between base stations and TAs constitute the biggest hurdle in the successful 

implementation of AMT based on the LTE cellular technology. We have developed a solution to 

this problem that uses an appliqué to estimate and compensate for the Doppler shift on the uplink 

signals. In this paper, we described the laboratory and field test setups that have been used to test 

the performance of our proposed appliqué-based solution under different operating conditions. We 

also presented several results of the tests that have been carried out using the laboratory and field 

test setups. These results affirm the viability of our solution to the problem of high Doppler shifts 

in airborne AMT. 
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ABSTRACT

The real-time monitoring program of flight test data is an indispensable and important supporting
tool in the flight test of large civil aircraft. With the continuous deepening of the networked test
system, a large number of complex flight test parameters pose a huge challenge for the
development of monitoring programs. Based on the WPF platform, this paper uses XAML files,
reflection and DataBinding to design a system for developing real-time monitoring programs for
flight test data. The system realizes the rapid integration and management of the monitoring
program by dragging and displaying the control, shortening the preparation cycle in the past few
weeks to several hours; when the system is running, the three-layer architecture can drive
hundreds of monitoring terminals in real time, which is the domestic large-scale passenger
aircraft C919 aircraft. The first flight and forensic flight test provided technical support.
Key words:WPF; XAML; reflection; DataBinding

INTRODUCTION

The real-time monitoring image of flight test data is an important monitoring method. Its main
function is to display flight test parameters and airborne audio and video information in
real-time with visual controls, reflect the status of various systems and test results of the aircraft,
and provide decision-making basis for commanders and security personnel [1].Therefore, it is of
great significance for enhancing flight test safety, improving flight test methods and
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improving flight test efficiency to construct a professional system that can rapidly develop,
integrate and manage the monitoring image.

In the traditional flight test mode, the real-time monitoring screen of domestic mainstream flight
test institutions is generally developed and maintained by professionals in Labview, VC++ and
other environments, requiring a large amount of code and lengthy preparation period. At the same
time, due to the relatively independent procedure, it is not conducive to maintenance and
migration, so it is difficult to meet the current flight test with many parameters and complex
data type monitoring requirements [2].

In view of the above shortcomings, this paper proposes and designs a flight test data real-time
monitoring program development system. This system is able to realize the fast integration and
management of the monitoring screen by dragging and dropping the display control and
completes the real-time monitoring of the driving and flight test data of the display control
together with the DataBinding model, using reflection, XAML language and other technologies
based on WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation) platform and SQLite database.

THE BODY

A. System framework
The overall framework of the flight test data real-time monitoring program development system
is shown in Fig. 1, which is divided into two parts: the design mode and the operation mode,
including five components, i.e. DataServer, Config, DataRelay, DataDerivation and Viewer, etc.

DataServer: data service component, using EF6.0 framework, and taking SQLite database as the
core manages various configuration information, including monitoring parameters, monitoring
program interface, parameter binding relationship, data calculation method, communication rules,
etc; Config: monitoring design component, which is mainly used to create the flight test
monitoring parameter list, edit the monitor program interface by dragging and dropping the
control and bind the corresponding flight test parameters for the control, is the core component of
monitoring screen programming stage; DataDerivation: data synthesis component mainly
completes various logic and mathematical operations of flight test parameters during real-time
monitoring, and realizes real-time playback of flight test data through corresponding user
operations; DataRelay: data forwarding component, whose function is to obtain flight test data
from the front-end system, reconstruct, multicast and distribute to various monitoring terminals;
Viewer: monitor running component, which runs in each monitor terminal, is the running
container for the real-time monitor.
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Figure 1: System framework

The whole system only contains one DataServer and one DataRelay, while Config, as the
designer of the monitor program, is able to work multiple times at the same time and complete
the development of the monitor program in off-line non-real-time state. What’t more, any number
of viewers are able to receive the UDP/IP multicast data of DataRelay in real time to display
flight test parameters. The system is divided into two stages: design and operation. Design stage:
complete monitoring monitoring program design in the Config end, and will be the same flight
course program editing system or similar for subsystems, such as flight control, avionics, power
fuel, at the same time create a monitoring test parameter table, complete the various parameters
and corresponding to the binding of display controls formation in XAML format said the monitor
screen, finally complete the XAML file database updates of serialization and implement
DataServer end; Run stage: start Viewer program, request database, download monitor program
information from DataServer, get all information of monitoring program through XAML
information deserialization, and finally resolve to monitor interface through WPF platform;
DataRelay subscribes to flight test parameters from the real-time processing server, completes
data compression and multicast forwarding, calculates parameters of DataDerivation, and
displays values of corresponding parameters on the Viewer side according to the established
application layer protocol.

B. DataServer
According to the overall framework of the system, DataServer is an essential core component of
monitoring program design and runtime. DataServer uses SQLite to maintain the information of
all monitoring programs. In the design stage, DataServer receives and stores the design
information from each Config, including the type of display control, various properties (such as
size, relative position, background color, etc.) and flight test parameters for control-driven.
DataServer database structure is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Database structure

The core tables in the database that deal with business content contain Frame, FrameHist,
InstParam, and Client and Control. Frame: all real-time monitor information is stored. The
interface layout is saved in the Context field in XAML format. Bool volume Published indicates
whether the monitor is published or not. Only the Published monitor can be loaded and displayed
in the Viewer. FrameHist: screen operation record table, i.e. screen surface update, release, delete,
etc. InstParam: all parameters that need to be monitored in real time are maintained in this table,
including the name of flight test parameters, upper and lower limit threshold, whether they are
time parameters and other attributes; Client: mainly maintains the information of each terminal,
that is, the ID, IP address, name and other information of each Viewer that sent requests to
DataServer; Control: control library, manages the addition, deletion, update, and so on of display
controls.

C. Config
Config is an environment for users to develop and integrate real-time monitoring programs. The
user selects the display control in the control library to achieve the overall layout of the
monitoring screen by dragging and dropping, and generates the final XAML file after binding
flight test parameters for the control.

XAML is a kind of markup language used for instantiating .NET objects. Its files define the
layout of the panels, buttons and various controls that make up the program window in the WPF
application program[4]. Truly separating the graphic display part from the underlying code is the
key to the rapid integration of the monitor program in this system.
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1) Screen layout
Control libraries of Config integrate two types of controls: LayoutControl and UIControl. In
order to simplify the operation, the layout controls are all Canvas type in this system, that is, the
precise absolute coordinates are assigned to Canvas.Left and Canvas.Top to locate the control
elements. Meanwhile, mouse events are added to each element of the layout control to realize
translation, rotation and size modification of the display control.

Figure 3: LayoutControl

The visual control of the system includes Graph, Slider, Angular Gauge and Image. Fig. 4 shows
the monitoring program developed using the system, and table 1 shows the XAML text
information for the corresponding Angular Gauge, Irig Display, static text and other control
layouts.

Figure 4: Real-time monitoring program

Table 1 XAML information of controls
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<Canvas
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<tadsdc:IrigDisplay Canvas.Left="1589.1198630137"Canvas.Top="18.7808219178083"/>

<tadsdc:TextDisplay Text="试飞数据实时监控程序" Canvas.Left="363.483888139684"

Canvas.Top="14.1984526935908"/>

<Border>

<cgl:AngularGauge Canvas.Left="46.5102739726027" Canvas.Top="192.321917808219" x:Name=”Gauge1”\>

<cgl:AngularGauge Canvas.Left="881.647260273973"Canvas.Top="192.321917808219" x:Name = “Gauge2”\>

</Border>

</Canvas>

2) Flight test parameter binding
In addition to completing the interface layout design of the real-time monitor program, another
crucial function of Config is to realize the one-to-one mapping between flight test parameters and
display controls. The mapping relationship is established through the DataBinding of the WPF
platform. The structure of the DataBinding is shown in Fig. 5 [3].

Figure 5: DataBinding data model

The data source of Binding is the flight test parameter, and the target of Binding is each display
control. The system adds a "wrapper" to each flight test parameter, wraps it as a property, and
stimulate the PropertyChanged event in the attribute set methods, so as to realize an
INotifyPropertyChanged interface (The wrapper process for the parameter NX is shown in Table
2). Binding automatically listening for events from this interface, and when the Binding target
(display control) subscribes to this event, the flight test parameter values update the display on
the control. Display the PropertyChanged event that the control can subscribe to multiple
parameters at the same time (The XAML information of the graph "binding" three-way overload
parameters NX, NY and NZ of the waveform chart control is shown in Table 3).

Table 2 Packaging Information of NX Parameters
public class FlightTestParameters:INotifyPropertyChanged

{

public event PropertyChangedEventHandler PropertyChanged;

private string nX;

public string NX{get => nX;
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set{nX= value;

if (this.PropertyChanged != null){

this.PropertyChanged.Invoke(this,new PropertyChangedEventArgs("NX"));}

}}

}

Table 3 Parameter Bindings
this.graph.SetBinding(Graph.DataSourceProperty, new Binding() { Source =

flightTestParameters, Path = new PropertyPath("NX") });

this.graph.SetBinding(Graph.DataSourceProperty, new Binding() { Source =

flightTestParameters, Path = new PropertyPath("NY") });

this.graph.SetBinding(Graph.DataSourceProperty, new Binding() { Source =

flightTestParameters, Path = new PropertyPath("NZ") });

The WPF platform provides two classes, which are XAMLWriter and XAMLReader, to realize
the serialization and deserialization of XAML. The serialized information is stored in the Context
field of the Frame table in the database and Shared to the Viewer on each monitoring terminal.

D. DataRelay
The system runs in a typical three-layer framework, which is divided into data access layer,
business logic layer and display layer. DataRelay is the core module of the data access layer,
whose function is mainly to encapsulate the test parameters subscribed into broadcast packets,
which are compressed by the data stream and forwarded to the business logic layer and the
display layer. Meanwhile, the mapping relationship between flight test parameter names and
data packet index is sent to each layer periodically using HTTP, so as to meet the dynamic change
of the number of monitor programs in the display layer.

DataRelay converts all subscribed flight test parameter values to an 8-byte double-precision
floating-point number, even if the parameter is a 1-bit Boolean, as shown in figure 6. The data
packet encapsulated by N flight test parameters is composed of 32bytes packet head, N*8bytes
valid data and 4bytes packet tail.

When the flight test parameters are too many, the larger length of the packet is not conducive to
processing, so the encapsulated packet will be compressed. DataRelay can compress data streams
to one-tenth of their original length via Delate compression algorithm integrated by .NET.
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Figure 6: The data format of flight test parameter encapsulated

Table 4 Packet compression code snippet
byte[] flightTestParams = GetDataPacket(double[]params);

System.IO.MemoryStream memoryStream = new System.IO.MemoryStream();

System.IO.Compression.DeflateStream deflateStream = new

System.IO.Compression.DeflateStream( memoryStream,

System.IO.Compression.CompressionMode.Compress,true);

deflateStream.Write(flightTestParams,0,flightTestParams.Length);

deflateStream.Close();

In addition to encapsulating flight test parameters, DataRelay establishes an HTTP service in a
separate thread, allowing each monitoring terminal to GET the JSON information of parameter
name and real-time physical quantity's position index in UDP broadcast packet in a GET manner.

The Viewer creates the corresponding key-value pair based on the JSON information and parses
the corresponding flight test parameter by offset it in 8-byte units according to the parameter
index. The parsing procedure can be described as follows: first declare the parameter index
variable as index, and create values, an intermediate array storing 8 bytes; and then Array.Copy
(flightTestParams, index * 8, values, 0, 8) is used to extract the valid bytes of corresponding
parameters from flightTestParams; Finally, BitConverter.ToDouble(values,0) is used to parse the
physical quantity with double precision.

E. DataDerivation and Viewer
According to the system structure in figure 1, the flight test data for real-time monitoring have
plenty of parameters that need to be calculated twice besides the direct parameters sent by the
DataRelay broadcast, which are called derived parameters. The value of a derived parameter is
the return value after logical or mathematical operation of one or multiple direct parameters as
formal parameters. DataDerivation uses reflection technology to dynamically realize real-time
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monitoring of derived parameters. Reflection is the ability to access and modify a program while
it is running[5]. WPF integrates reflection information of variables, such as class name, method
name, method parameter name, method return value, etc. into the executable file during program
compilation, and provides interface access reflection information for the program.
DataDerivation serves as the business logic layer in the three-layer structure of the runtime. The
processing process is shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Reflection process

Viewer is the container of each monitoring screen, directly facing flight test engineers and aircraft
designers.The operating mechanism of Viewer is in a "passive" way, relying entirely on
DataServer and DataRelay, as shown in figure 8.

Figure 8: Viewer workflow
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EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

The flight test data real-time monitoring program development system was used to develop 40
monitoring programs, and the test results are shown in table 5.

Table 5 test results
Project System proposed Traditional mode
Development cycle 3 days One month
Number of flight test parameters 8000 8000
Whether codes are needed No Yes
Whether professionals are needed No Yes
Number of driving terminals Expansion unlimited Expansion limited
Maximum number(single screen) 3000 200
Monitor delay ≤50ms ≥100ms

CONCLUSIONS

The flight test data real-time monitoring program development system designed in this paper has
successfully guaranteed the first flight of domestic large passenger aircraft and the flight test of
various subjects: (1) the rapid integration of the monitoring screen is completed by dragging and
dropping the display control, greatly shortening the preparation cycle; (2) XAML file is used to
realize the design, management and maintenance of monitoring screen program; (3) DataBinding
model is used to realize the binding and real-time driving of flight test parameters.
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ABSTRACT 

 

The high frequency vibration signal can effectively reflect the structural strength of aircraft 

during flight test. In order to meet the need of real-time monitoring of vibration parameters of a 

large civil airliner, an airborne real-time monitoring system for vibration signals is designed and 

developed. Development of airborne real-time monitoring software for high-frequency signals 

was based on C#. The software received and analyzed the network data of the airborne 

acquisition system, processed the time domain signals by FFT and power spectrum 

transformation, and realized the graphical display. The software can provide a strong support for 

the monitoring person to know the status of the aircraft in time. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Real-time monitoring enables flight test engineers to grasp and judge the safety of aircraft in 

time status and the reliability of aircraft systems during flight test, which provides an important 

support for flight test safety[1]. Vibration is an important indication that mirrors the strength and 

reliability of aircraft structure. 90% of structural strength failure of aircraft is caused or related 

by vibration[2]. 

Vibration parameters have the feature of high sampling rate, large amount of data and complex 

processing[3]. It is currently analyzed and processed after flight test. 

Based on WPF(Windows Presentation Foundation) framework, an airborne real-time monitoring 

system for vibration parameters is introduced in this paper. The system receives and parses the 

network packet data from the airborne vibration signal acquisition system, then the original data 

is processed by FFT(Fast Fourier Transform) and PSD(Power Spectral Density), transferred in 

time domain signals, and displayed real-time in graphical interface. The software enables 
flight test engineers to have a clear understanding of the aircraft's vibration state. It 
provides a powerful support for the flight test security. 
 

AIRBORNE NETWORK COMMUNICATION 

 

Vibration signal real-time monitoring system consists of vibration sensors in extra refitting, 

signal acquisition board of airborne test system and real-time data processing monitoring 

software. Flight test engineers use airborne monitoring terminals to monitor aircraft vibration in 

real time. The signal acquisition system gets vibration sensor data by mature products of TTC 



(Teletronics Technology Corporation) and send in NPD (Network Products Division) network 

packet format. 

NPD network data package is an airborne test system defined by TTC Company, which acquires 

data transmission message protocol through Ethernet data acquisition network. NPD message 

protocol is on application layer. It runs under the standard IPv4 network and UDP transmission 

protocol, and uses UDP multicast for data transmission. The packet structure is shown in the 

“Figure 1”. 

Version
Data Type Packet Length

Header Length

Configuration

Count
Flags Sequence Number

Data Source ID

Multicast Address

Timestamp

Data Segment 1

Data Segment 2

-----

32 bits (4 bytes)

NPD Packet

Header

160bits (20 bytes)

 
Figure 1 NPD data packet. 

Each network packet contains a NPD header followed by one or more data segments. Each 

segment has a segment header and a segment body. The segment contains the acquired data. The 

structure of each data segment is shown in the “Figure 2”. 

Time Delta

Segment Length ErrorCode Flags

Any Data Type-Specific Fields

32 bits (4 bytes)

 
Figure 2 Segment header values. 

VIBRATION SIGNAL REAL-TIME MONITORING SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

 



The function of the real-time monitoring system software for vibration signal is to analyze the 

data from the collector, convert the engineering value, perform the second operation and real 

time reflect in time domain and frequency domain. It consists of data processing module, real-

time analysis module and visual display module. 

 

Data Processing Module 

 

The function of the data analysis module is to real time receive the NPD network data package 

sent by the vibration signal acquisition system, to extract the parameters of the data stream, to 

convert the engineering value, and to send the engineering value results to the real-time analysis 

module for real-time data calculation and visualization display module for time-domain signal 

display. 

Firstly, the configuration of the collector is loaded, and the configuration information and 

parameter information of the collector cabinet are stored in the cabinet information structure and 

the parameter information structure. The UDP socket is created by the chassis information 

structure, which receives the network packet data, and extracts the original code value of the 

parameters in the PCM data stream according to the parameter information structure, and 

converts the engineering value. The calculated parameter and physical value are sent to the real-

time analysis module and the visual display module in events. The software flow pattern is 

shown in the “Figure 3”. 

 

Start

Install parameter 

configuration information

Start NPD network data 

acceptance thread 

Open UDP socket 

listening

Receiving UDP data 

Processing NPD Network 

Packet and Extracting Data

Visual display

Real-Time analysis module

End

Time domain Frequency domain

 
Figure 3  Software flow pattern. 

 

Real-Time Analysis Module 

 

Based on flight test requirements, the system integrates two typical vibration data analysis 

methods, FFT(Fast Fourier Transform) analysis and PSD(Power Spectral Density) analysis. 

FFT is a fast method for computing discrete Fourier transform. For sequences 𝑥0, 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ⋯ 𝑥𝑛−1, 
its Fourier transform can be expressed as: 



 𝑦𝑗 = ∑ 𝑒−
2𝜋𝑗𝑘

𝑛 𝑥𝑘      𝑗 = 0,1,2 ⋯ 𝑛 − 1

𝑛−1

𝑘=0

 (1) 

It can be seen from the upper form that to complete the Fourier transform of the sequence, 𝑛2 

complex multiplications and 𝑛(𝑛 − 1) complex additions are needed. FFT decomposes a signal 

sequence of length 𝑛 = 2𝑚 into odd order and even order. Therefore, the discrete Fourier 

transform of x(n) can be expressed and calculated by the discrete Fourier transform of n/2 

sampling points. The discrete Fourier transform of sequence x(n) can be expressed as: 

 𝑥(𝑘) = ∑ 𝑥1(𝑟)𝑊𝑛/2
𝑘𝑟

𝑛
2

−1

𝑟=0

+ 𝑊𝑛
𝑘 ∑ 𝑥2(𝑟)

𝑛
2

−1

𝑟=0

𝑊𝑛/2
𝑘𝑟  (2) 

 𝑊𝑛
𝑘 = 𝑒−

2𝜋𝑘𝑗
𝑛  (3) 

PSD is defined as the signal power in the unit frequency rang. It represents the change of signal 

power with frequency, that is, the distribution of signal power in frequency domain[4]. For a 

finite random signal sequence x(n), its FFT and PSD content the following formulas: 

 𝑆�̂�(𝑓) =
1

𝑁
|𝑥(𝑓)|2 (4) 

In the formula, N is the length of the random signal sequence x(n). At the discrete frequency 

point f=k△f there are: 

 𝑆�̂�(𝑘) =  
1

𝑁
|𝑋(𝑘)|2 =  

1

𝑁
|𝐹𝐹𝑇[𝑥(𝑛)]|2 , 𝑘 = 0,1,2, ⋯ , 𝑛 − 1 (5) 

FFT[x(n)] is a Fourier transform of sequence x(n). 

 

Visual Display Module 

 

The time domain signals output by Data Processing Module and the analysis results output by 

real-time analysis module are displayed by visual display module. Visual monitoring screen 

helps flight test engineers intuitively grasp the structural strength state of the aircraft. The 

monitor screen is shown in the “Figure 4”. 

 

 
Figure 4  Monitor screen. 

 



CONCLUSIONS 

 

Vibration signal real-time monitoring system has been verified by experiments. The refresh rate 

of the system is 8192 Hz, and the system delay is less than 150ms. 

The vibration signal real-time monitoring system introduced in this paper has successfully 

supported flight tests of large civil airliners. 

1) Real-time extract and analysis the high-frequency data in NPD network packets. 

2) Time domain calculation and power spectral density estimation are completed in real time, 

which provides effective analysis results for real-time monitoring. 

3) Visual display of vibration signal in time domain and frequency domain provides effective 

support for real-time monitoring during flight test. 
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A SYSTEMS ENGINEERING APPROACH TO MASTER 

MEASURAND LISTS AND THEIR METADATA 

Billy W. Wells, Jr. 
Northrop Grumman, Corp. 

A systems engineering approach to master measurand lists allows the use of metadata to improve 

data organization and management. As data acquisition systems become more complex, the 

management of sensors and their measurands must also advance. Traditional tabulated measurand 

lists of several hundred measurands are typically generated from email or verbal requests. Modern 

data acquisition systems with thousands of measurands are more complex than ever, causing these 

tabulated spreadsheets to become unwieldy and unmanageable. Modern data structures can easily 

organize and archive these lists through measurand metadata. By aligning the requirements of the 

measurand database with data acquisition system requirements, designers can ensure their data 

acquisition system is within constraints such as bandwidth, storage capacity, power consumption, 

size, and weight. 

Key Words: Master Measurand List, Metadata, Data Acquisition, Abstraction Layers, Systems 

Engineering 

Introduction 

The test activities associated with large platforms require the collection of large amounts of data. 

In order to decide what data to collect, instrumentation design engineers receive requests from the 

cognizant/responsible engineers for sub-systems on the platform. These requests ultimately drive 

the design of the data acquisition system to be used during system level test. A poorly designed 

approach to gathering and organizing these requests can lead to significant cost and schedule 

delays due to confusion, re-work, and improper communication. By utilizing the valuable metadata 

embedded in these requests, instrumentation design engineers can ensure the request process drives 

the design of a competent data acquisition system.   

Measurand Definition 

Data collected during test programs is used to prove that a design meets certain requirements. This 

data is collected from sensors and systems on the test article during the conduct of test. Before 

measurements are taken and data is acquired, a measurand must first be defined and a sensor 

installed. One definition of a measurand is the “particular quantity subject to measurement” during 

a test activity [1]. Put in simpler terms, a measurand is a description of the measurement. For 

example, if we are to measure the temperature of air, the actual number of degrees is the 

measurement, the air is the medium, and how we acquire the number of degrees in the air is the 
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measurand. Measurands can come in many forms – physical analog measurands such as strain or 

pressure, electrical measurands such as voltage or impedance, communication measurands like 

serial or Ethernet messages, and many others which are dictated by individual test programs. 

Measurands provide a means to capture data during test activities needed to validate designs 

against requirements. Traditionally, test engineers request measurands through the instrumentation 

and data capture groups of the test program. When requesting a measurand, there are usually some 

required general details about the measurand that accompany the request [2]. Some examples of 

these details are listed in Table 1, but are ultimately decided by the test instrumentation group. 

Table 1: Example Details in a Measurand Request 

Analog Measurand Requests 

Medium Type Pressure, temperature, voltage, etc. 

Engineering Unit kPa, degrees F, mV, etc. 

Max/Min Expected Value Max/Min value which may be present 

Max/Min Interested Value Max/Min value to measure 

Desired Accuracy Needed to validate design 

Resolution Desired granularity of data end-product 

Frequency Response Expected frequency from various sensors, if applicable 

As Required Etc. 

Digital Measurand Requests 

Protocol Ethernet, Serial, MIL-STD 1553, etc. 

Source Host or controller of communication bus, if applicable 

Destination Address or terminal of measurand destination, if applicable 

Bit Length Size of measurand 

Bit Start/End Start and stop locations in the payload of the measurand 

As Required Etc. 

Master Measurand Lists 

While a test plan is being developed, test engineers consider what measurands are necessary and 

the instrumentation and data capture group compiles a Master Measurand List (MML) based on 

requirements or test activities. The traditional MML has been the result of various communications 

between cognizant sub-system experts and instrumentation engineers. As these requests are 

collected and archived, they eventually make up the MML. 

The MML contains “the complete set of measurands that have to be recorded during the intended 

flight tests and their associated characteristics. It includes measurands from standard production 

aircraft systems as well as special flight test sensors” [2]. In addition to the details in the original 

requests, MML designers also add custom fields to the measurands, such as Measurand Short 

Name, Long Name, location, interested sub-system, location, and other fields as required by the 

test program. All MMLs share certain metadata, but each MML will undoubtedly contain unique 

information.   
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Metadata and Measurands 

Each measurand has a unique set of descriptors. While ‘temperature of air’ seems like a simple 

concept, there’s a valuable amount of underlying metadata which can be used to organize an MML. 

In fact, it is the process of requesting and accommodating these requests that generate this valuable 

metadata. MMLs with metadata, as in Table 2, offer an effective way to manage the data set.  

Table 2:Types of Metadata Associated with a Measurand 

Name Short Name Type EU Range Sample 

Rate (Hz) 

Sub-system 

HydPress1 PHYD001 Pressure kPa 500-2500 10 Hydraulics 

Bay4Temp TBAY004 Temperature °C 50-200 1 Avionics 

Wing2Pos PWNG002 Position Angle 0-145 10 Controls 

Batt4Volt VBAT004 Voltage Volts 0-270 50 Electrical 

Velocity VELO001 Velocity Knots 0-550 5 Air Vehicle 

As this data has been collected, the MML will generate a set of metadata exclusive to the list itself. 

This information should include number of measurands, quantity of sensor by type, estimation of 

required data storage, bandwidth for telemetry, or power consumption of sensors/transducers, 

weight contribution by measurands, data cycle maps/PCM frames, allocation of measurand to 

effectivity or test condition, and many others. By doing initial planning to capture this information 

in the right way, much of the guess work in designing the data acquisition system is removed.  

Master Measurand Abstraction Layer 

The Range Commander’s Council Scientific Data Group has described metadata in two documents 

– “Test and Evaluation (T&E) Metadata Best Practices” and “Test and Evaluation (T&E) Metadata

Reference Model” [3,4]. The former describes the creation, storage, and utilization methods for

metadata, while the latter gives a model-based framework for how this information is used, and an

overview of the Test and Evaluation Reference Model (T&E Ref Mod). This model is then further

broken down into sub-models:

1. Test Center and Test Article Sub-model

2. Project Planning Sub-Model

3. Test Mission Sub-Model

4. Data Reduction and Analysis Sub-Model

The information contained in the MML falls into many different category types, and is related to 

many components of the T&E Ref Mod. Some of the details are about the hardware – type of 

sensor, excitation voltages, filtering, A/D conversions, manufacturer, and so on. The MML also 

provides information from a data perspective – frequency of sampling, oversampling and filtering 

methods, data size and structure, location of measurand sensors, etc. Some of the elements in the 

T&E Ref Mod apply to the MML. Since MMLs tend to vary from program to program, there are 
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not enough accurate elements in the T&E Ref Mod to encapsulate the significant characteristics of 

the MML. We will now examine the case for describing and visualizing a proposed fifth sub-

model: Measurand Sub-Model. 

Figure 1: Logical Model of Measurand List Abstraction Layer

A close examination of the individual elements in the T&E Ref Mod reveals elements of a data 

acquisition system: Measurement Requirements, Measurement and Acquired Measurement, Data 

Acquisition Mechanism, Instrumentation Network, Ground Station Configuration, Telemetered 

Data, Real Time Data Displays, and Post Mission Data Display. These elements elude to, but do 

not explicitly describe, the MML. The hardware in the instrumentation design is described 

universally using the Instrumentation Hardware Abstraction Layer (IHAL) [5,6]. To describe data 

shown on the Real Time Data Display, the Data Display Markup Language (DDML) and the 

Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) are used across many test programs. As 

previously stated, the MML is comprised of hardware, software, data visualization, and program 

Figure 2: UML/XML Style Description
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specific information. Not all of this information is currently captured in the T&E Ref Mod. A 

proposed Measurands List Abstraction Layer (MLAL) would act as an XML based descriptor 

language for the Measurand Sub-Model, and used in conjunction with the IHAL, DDML, and 

TMATS. 

The previous standards referenced above provide a convenient method for describing this layer 

in a Universal Markup Language (UML)/eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format [7]. Some 

of these attributes already exist in the other formats, and so can be easily transported and 

formatted. Example pseudo-code for describing the proposed MLAL, using existing UML type 

structures, is shown in Figure 2. With the formatting and description of the MML resolved, the 

case can be made for inserting the MML into the T&E Ref Mod. As previously described, there 

are 4 existing sub-layers in the model [4,8]. A proposed MML sub-model, shown in Figure 3, 

would interact with the established T&E Ref Mod. Elements in italics are new and not currently 

in the T&E Ref Mod. Elements not in italics currently exist in the model.  

Figure 3: Example Measurand Sub-Model of T&E Ref Mod 
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This Sub-Model contains reference elements of measurand metadata listed in Table 3. These 

elements serve as the definition interface between the MML and the T&E Ref Mod: 

Table 3: Elements of the MML Sub-Model of the T&E Ref Mod 

Element Name Definition 
Master Measurand List Collection of measurands for a Test Article 

Measurand Description of acquiring a measurement 

Measurand Effectivity Allocation of measurand to platform 

Measurand Display How a measurand will be displayed during test 

Measurand Conversion Conversion from measurement to Engineering Unit 

Telemetry Requirement RF Bandwidth per measurement (bps) 

Data Storage Size Amount of onboard and long-term storage required per measurand 

Requirements for a Master Measurand List 

After describing what metadata is available for an MML, the designer must define a set of 

requirements from which to build the MML, using a traditional Systems Engineering approach. 

Because every MML is different, these requirements should come from a set of user stories from 

within the individual program. The user story has a common format: As a [type of user], I would 

like to [some goal or action] so that [end result or reasoning]. There are several general 

characteristics to use when creating an appropriate user story: Independent, Negotiable, Valuable, 

Estimable, Small, and Testable (INVEST) [9]. A more detailed description of user stories is outside 

the scope of this document.  

An example user story for an MML would be as follows: “As a Flight Test Engineer, I would 

like to view all measurands associated with my sub-system in order to build a data display 

screen”. A second example: “As a Cost Account Manager, I would like to view how many 

sensors I have ordered by type in order to identify the largest consumer of my sensor budget”. 

After collecting user stories, system level requirements can be gathered and the optimal Master 

Measurand List is created. While this list has traditionally been a tabulated spreadsheet format, a 

database style MML will be more capable of managing a large amount of metadata. The choice 

between spreadsheets or logical databases will be a result of user story analysis.   

Design for Usability 

If the MML is difficult for a requestor to use, or a database administrator to manage, it will be 

view as a hinderance to progress and few will want to claim ownership. As a data requestor, the 

easier it is to contribute a detailed and accurate request, the more likely the instrumentation group 

will be to receive the correct and appropriate request the first time. This minimizes re-work of 

designs and also ensures all interested stakeholders can easily submit their requests. MML 

designers should ensure to solicit and receive user stories based on usability.  
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Design for Scalability 

One drawback of a simple tabular spreadsheet approach to MMLs is the fact that larger programs 

can quickly outpower more rudimentary software tools. If an organization only has a few hundred 

measurands, a spreadsheet such as Excel can easily handle the job. However, once there are several 

thousand measurands, each with dozens of metadata attributes, the Excel spreadsheet can quickly 

be overwhelmed. This environment is more suited for a database. There are many modern 

databases that can handle these relationships, and many of these tools are built for scalability. 

Vertical scalability is accomplished by adding more computing power to a single instance of a 

database, provided the MML designer knows there will be a large volume of homogenous data to 

be hosted in a single location. Horizontal scaling is more appropriate when there will be multiple 

types of data spread out among several locations. This approach distributes MML computing 

resources among multiple machines, rather than one large, powerful machine. These details will 

become apparent in the user stories when users mention multiple locations or many types of data, 

large amounts of the same type of data, or something in between. Types of popular modern 

databases include Relational Database, Search Engine Database, Hyper mapping Database, and 

many others. If the MML designer can’t decide what environment to host the MML, perhaps some 

options should be solicited based explicitly on scalability to determine what is most appropriate.  

Design for Persistence 

As measurand requests are received, some test programs require a persistent archival of the MML. 

Sometimes this is a weekly, monthly, annual basis and sometimes it’s based on the execution of 

the test. Most modern databases provide descriptions of the database at certain time intervals. 

However, there are significant differences in the way some of these descriptions are provided. 

Some relational databases provide scheduled snapshots based on the status of the MML at a 

specific time. This is convenient for scheduling purposes, but may miss some data about the 

evolution of a measurand. For example, if the request for a certain measurand is changed 4 times 

in a month and the database snapshot is on a monthly schedule, it would appear as though the 

measurand was only changed one time and wouldn’t provide an accurate description of the effort 

surrounding 4 changes. Alternatively, many object storage databases provide historical evolutions 

of each measurand but may not be on a set schedule. This would require MML administrators to 

make manual reports when needed. Obviously, these are two extreme examples, but if the designer 

of an MML doesn’t pay attention to archival needs, they may choose the absolute wrong piece of 

software.   

Design for Reportability 

By utilizing the metadata of the MML itself, administrators can report on valuable information 

about the efforts of the test activities. For instance, how many analog measurands require the 

installation of sensors? This translates directly into budget metrics. What number of sensors have 

been received vs ordered? This translates directly into logistics metrics. What sensors require 

excitation voltage or current? This translates directly to power consumption. What is the overall 

weight of the sensors? This translates directly to weight costs. How many measurands are required 
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for RF transmission, on-board storage, or both? This translates directly to link budget and analysis. 

What measurands are for Safety of Test? What about Safety of Flight for manned test activities? 

These are questions that will be asked by range commanders, test directors, and the customer of 

the test program. By asking the appropriate questions and soliciting the appropriate reporting user 

stories in the beginning, the MML can become a wealth of knowledge for all sections of a test 

program, not just the instrumentation and data capture group.  

Design for Export 

The metadata contained in the MML is absorbed directly be a number of other systems. Obviously 

the data acquisition system (DAS) is the ultimate end user of the MML; a requirement to automate 

the DAS via the MML can save hundreds or even thousands of labor hours. If a DAS engineer 

examines their respective data system prior to submitting a user story, they can describe their exact 

need. Every DAS has some sort of configuration file and the MML contributes directly to it. It is 

worth analyzing this relationship prior to building the MML.  

Another system that the MML contributes directly to is the data visualization system. Analog to 

digital counts from a sensor must eventually get converted to a visual representation on a screen 

in a test lab or control room. By examining the inputs to these visualization systems, a test engineer 

can submit an appropriate user story for the MML that will reduce their workload in developing 

these screens. For example, a user story from a test engineer might be “As a test engineer, I want 

to export from the MML all measurands I’ve requested and their EU conversion so that I can 

automatically build my display screen”. By acknowledging the value in transportability of the 

MML, designers can maximize the value and effectiveness of their MML.  

Conclusion 

By creating a Master Measurand List with metadata in mind, the owner can take a significant 

portion of manual effort out of the test and evaluation process. This approach also allows for quick 

answers to very important questions, such as cost or quality. There is room for implementation to 

this approach in current official models and by using existing frameworks for description 

languages. Requestors of data, instrumentation and data engineers, cost account managers, and 

customers of test programs can all benefit from a streamlined data request approach. Ultimately, 

the design of the MML belongs to the designer of the list, and is a critical part of the efficiency of 

the data acquisition system.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Data collected from a solar car is monitored in real-time, which allows for intelligent decision               
making, efficient debugging, and high-quality testing for solar car teams. This paper compares             
three databases (MySQL, PostgreSQL, and MongoDB) to determine the optimal database system            
that should be used at solar car competitions. Each database system was tested using simulated               
solar car data to measure read and write speeds, and quality of performance on a low-power                
computer. Data were analyzed and displayed with custom interfaces to improve the user             
experience at solar car competitions. 
 
Keywords: Solar Car, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and MongoDB 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The Missouri S&T Solar Car Team designs and constructs solar-electric vehicles that compete in              
the Formula Sun Grand Prix [1] and the American Solar Challenge [2]. Since 1991, the team has                 
designed and manufactured thirteen solar cars [3]. Each vehicle has improved upon the previous              
design with the intent of becoming more efficient and reliable.  
 
As technology has advanced, solar car systems have gotten more complex and the competitions              
have become more competitive. There is an increased demand to have telemetry data easily              
accessible during competitions. Data from the vehicle allows for intelligent decision-making           
regarding strategy required to succeed at competitions. An easy-to-understand user interface           
plays an important role in this process. 
 
The Missouri S&T Solar Car Team currently utilizes a database to save and protect information.               
This stored information can be retrieved and reviewed after collection to further enhance the              
team’s competition strategy. Stored data is also used to review unique situations that occurred              
during competitions or testing. Situations such as mechanical or electrical failures are better             
understood after analyzing stored telemetry data. 
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This paper compares the team’s current method of data collection that uses the MySQL database               
system, with two new potential methods that could provide more efficient data storage.             
PostgreSQL [4] and MongoDB [5] were chosen as potential database solutions because of their              
popularity. All three are backed by large open-source communities.  
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

A CAN bus (ISO 11898) [6] is used on the solar car for communication between systems, e.g.,                 
turn signals and motor control. The CAN bus provides a robust communication method that is               
easy to expand, understand, and implement. During competition (Figure 1), messages are            
transmitted from the solar car to a support vehicle or base station where they are processed and                 
used to visualize the current state of the vehicle. 

 
Figure 1 - Solar Miner in the 2017 Formula Sun Grand Prix 

 
Every message sent on the CAN bus is converted to UDP Multicast [7] packets using a Tritium                 
CAN to Ethernet Bridge [8]. For non-line-of-sight distances, packets are parsed by software and              
sent to a remote server over a 3G connection to be stored in a database. For line-of-sight                 
distances, packets can alternatively be sent over an IEEE 802.11N [9] Wi-Fi network where              
laptops with the telemetry software can receive the packets to display telemetry data. 
 
In previous years telemetry data has been saved in a text file in comma-separated value (CSV)                
format, or in a database. Previous databases have been overly complicated and difficult to              
expand as new data points are required. 
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DATA STRUCTURE 
 

Data sent over a CAN bus is sent in the form of packets composed of an 11 byte identifier and 8                     
bytes of data. This results in a total of 19 bytes in each message, with a new CAN message                   
roughly every 10 milliseconds. For the sake of making a generic database, a single-table schema               
(Table 1) storing the raw CAN message bytes is preferred over a multi-table schema (Table 2)                
which stores values based on the state of all systems on the solar car.  
 

 
Table 1 - Single-Table Schema 

 
The single-table structure is more favorable when compared to a more elaborate relational             
structure for many reasons. A more complicated structure would log the current state of the solar                
car at certain intervals. This would be separated in tables all joined by a common table that stores                  
the timestamp of the entry. The structure of this database would look similar to a multi-table                
schema shown in Table 2. 
 

 
Table 2 - Multi-Table Schema 
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A single-table method is advantageous when compared to a multi-table method due to the code               
and database structures being simpler. Rather than having to keep track of the entire state of the                 
solar car, the code just needs to store each CAN message in the table. If a new message is                   
required on the solar car, no changes to the database schema are required when using the                
single-table method. Similarly, replaying CAN messages in real time is only possible using the              
single-table method. 
 
MongoDB is different from MySQL and PostgreSQL because it is a NoSQL database system              
that stores data in JSON-like documents [10, 11]. For the single-table implementation it will use               
the following JSON schema: 
 

{ 
"id": 0x000,  
"data": [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], 
"timestamp": "01/01/1970 00:00:00 AM" 

} 
 
 

TELEMETRY VISUALIZATION 
 

Telemetry software is designed to display real-time data to team members that then make              
decisions on how the solar car should be driven (e.g., speed). The telemetry software will ideally                
be extensible, portable, and easy-to-understand. Currently, a Java Swing user interface is used by              
team members to create this software. The software uses Reflections [12] for automatic             
discovery and loading of classes at runtime. This feature allows quick additions to the user               
interface that displays the telemetry data. All of these factors lead to a robust and cross-platform                
software solution (Figure 2) that is easy to customize and extend.  
 

 
Figure 2 - Telemetry Software User Interface 
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Analysis of data can be done in both real-time and after-the-fact. Figure 3 is an example of a                  
graph that can be produced from telemetry data that is collected from the solar car. It shows                 
speed and motor current over time. The motor current can be seen fluctuating with little variation                
in speed. From this, it can be concluded that the car was driving in a hilled area, which was the                    
case.  
 

 
Figure 3 - Speed vs. Motor Current Graph Example 

 
 

DATABASE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 

For database testing, 255 entries were inserted into each database system. To simulate varying              
loads on the database, queries were performed at different intervals and the query time was               
averaged based on the interval. 
 
Figure 4 shows an interesting trend that was reproduced several times. As the interval gets larger                
between operations, the average query time gets longer for PostgreSQL and MySQL, and peaks              
around 20 milliseconds. 
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Figure 4 - Average Insert Query Times (ms) 

 
After analyzing the data, it was apparent that both MySQL and PostgreSQL are rather similar in                
average insert query time. MongoDB stood out as almost twice as fast as the others. However,                
when MongoDB was slower, it was much slower. Figure 5 shows the maximum recorded insert               
query times for all the database systems. MongoDB was observed to be 15 times slower than                
PostgreSQL's slowest query, and six times slower than the slowest MySQL query. 

 
Figure 5 - Max Insert Query Times (ms) 
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To measure the performance of reading from the database, 255 entries were pulled from each               
database system. The time for that action was measured and averaged.  
 
For all the database systems tested there appears to be minor fluctuations in the times for read                 
queries (Figure 6).  

 
Figure 6 - Average Read Query Times (ms) 

 
When comparing database system performance on a low-power computer the CPU and RAM             
usage when performing these tests was monitored. There was no major difference between the              
systems when performing the read and write tests. All three of the systems used on average                
40-50% of the CPU, and 20-25% of the RAM when tested on a 1.4GHz Raspberry Pi 3 Model                  
B+ with 1GB of RAM [13]. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

After gathering and analyzing the data collected for each database system, it appears that              
MongoDB is faster on-average on a lower-power computer. PostgreSQL and MySQL both, on             
average, take longer for read and write operations. MongoDB does have the chance of being               
occasionally many times slower than PostgreSQL and MySQL.  
 
It is understood that many factors play a role in these results, and that query time might not be                   
the best way to measure the performance of a database. The team is considering using MongoDB                
over MySQL due to faster read and write query times; however, MongoDB may be challenging               
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for future team members to understand due to its different architecture, so MySQL currently              
remains the best option. 
 
Going forward, it would be beneficial to continue to look at the performance of the database                
systems under actual conditions, not just simulated conditions. This would include making sure             
that database systems are simple to set up and get running, so that future team members could                 
make use of this research. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes a module used to provide autonomous navigation and obstacle avoidance to              
a teleoperated prototype Mars rover designed to compete in the 2019 University Rover             
Challenge. For the competition’s Autonomous Traversal task, the rover must be capable of             
traversing difficult desert terrain in search of visual waypoints. Our design uses a custom              
Navigation Board (NavBoard), a mobile robotics computer, and a sensor capable of producing a              
dense point cloud. NavBoard provides quaternion-based orientation data, distance measurements          
from a 1D LiDAR system, and GPS data over ethernet to a mobile robotics computer. This                
computer derives a 3D point cloud from a three-headed collinear stereoscopic camera then             
processes that data along with the data from NavBoard to determine the correct action to               
navigate through sparsely mapped terrain. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Missouri S&T Mars Rover Design Team (MRDT) is an undergraduate student organization             
that designs and constructs a teleoperated, electric rover to compete in the annual University              
Rover Challenge (URC) hosted by the Mars Society [1]. Each team is expected to compete in                
tasks wherein they simulate manned missions to Mars. The competition is broken into four              
tasks: Science, where teams analyze rock and soil samples using a myriad of on-board sensors in                
search of signs of life; Extreme Retrieval and Delivery, where the rover must deliver objects to                
astronauts in rocky and otherwise difficult terrain; Equipment Servicing, wherein the rover’s            
operator must manipulate a panel featuring buttons, knobs, etc. to test fine motor control of a                
robotic arm; and finally, Autonomous Traversal.  
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For the past three years, URC has contained a task which requires teams to create a system                 
capable of traversing rocky and otherwise difficult desert terrain, sparsely covered in various             
foliage common to the Utah desert. The rovers must autonomously navigate to approximate             
GPS coordinates, and then search for a tennis ball which designates the exact target location the                
judges determined. Eight waypoints were given, with the first four being worth 10 points each               
and the last four being worth 15 points each, giving a total of 100 points for the task.                  
Competition rules also required each team to provide a visual signal on-rover when each              
waypoint is reached [2].  The task is confined to area of approximately 1 square kilometer.  
 
The development of the autonomy system began with the selection of an on-board computer to               
execute the autonomy code, and sensors to ensure proper location and orientation of the rover at                
any given point in time. MRDT’s system consists of a combination of custom and off-the-shelf               
products. Figure 1 is a picture of a late-stage prototype of the autonomy box which contains the                 
autonomy system. 

Figure 1 - The rover, Valkyrie, with Autonomy Box 
 

 
Autonomous-capable vehicles have operated in large cities with reasonably lax laws regarding            
autonomous navigation. After tragic incidents like the one in Tempe, Arizona in March of 2018               
[4], many jurisdictions have made their relevant legislation stricter. Large cities are typically             
chosen as test sites because there are more densely labeled, and their maps are more frequently                
updated. Research groups, like one from MIT [5], have created vehicles capable of navigating              
roads without predefined maps, by using data from a suite of on-board sensors. However, many               
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of these efforts are confined to developed roads, unlike the off-road application faced in the               
URC. 
 
This autonomy system is designed to work cohesively with the rest of the communications stack               
and operates on a 900MHz band to communicate with the remote base station. This allows for                
the rover to communicate over long distances without direct line of sight. The base station is a                 
remote command and control station, and is used in other tasks at URC to teleoperate the rover;                 
for autonomy, it is only used to initiate the autonomy system and supply GPS waypoints to the                 
system. 
 
This paper focuses on the hardware and software used to create an autonomous navigation              
system capable of traversing largely unmapped off-road terrain. Many of the team’s systems are              
based on common practice both within industry, and amongst researchers relevant to this system,              
and are being expanded upon by the former parties listed and hobbyists alike. All of our code                 
and schematics are available on the MRDT github page [6]. 
 
 

HARDWARE 
 
The autonomy system contains a System-on-Module (SOM) as the mobile robotics computer, a             
custom three-headed collinear stereoscopic camera, a 1D LiDAR unit, headlights for signaling            
arrival at a target location, and it also relies on information from NavBoard. 
 
SOM 
 
The selected SOM [7] contains 32GB solid state storage, six processor cores, 8GB memory,              
Wi-Fi and Ethernet connectivity, and a 256core GPU. This unit was selected for the integrated               
GPU as it allows for CUDA support, giving the rover the ability to perform fast calculations for                 
efficient computer vision processing and handling of dense 3D point clouds. 
 
Stereoscopic Camera 
 
The stereoscopic camera (called Tricam) is a custom model created from three USB webcams as               
a primary vision system with the intent of having two baselines simultaneously creating two              
point clouds in order to visualize objects between one and twenty meters away [8]. This was                
chosen as the primary vision system due to the wide visual range and advantages over LiDAR                
and similar sensors as a primary system, such as ease of obtaining a 3D point cloud and getting                  
useful data from point clouds during the day in bright sunlight on terrain that has high                
reflectivity, such as sand. 
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LiDAR 
 
The LiDAR unit was an off-the-shelf product chosen as a secondary vision system for its ten                
meter range, greater than 1KHz sample rate, and seventy percent reflectivity coefficient[9],            
making it ideal for operating in bright conditions. Additional sheathing was also added in the               
mount to further protect against bright sunlight. A 1D unit pointed at an angle towards the                
ground was used in favor of something with more dimensions because the LiDAR was designed               
to be a last resort due to the unreliability of data from these point clouds in bright light- if Tricam                    
could not identify a hazard like a cliff or a steep hill, the data from the LiDAR unit was to be                     
used to stop the rover and give the SOM time to generate a new point cloud from Tricam in order                    
to create a new best course of action for the rover[8]. 
 
NavBoard 
 
NavBoard is a custom printed circuit board featuring a GPS unit, inertial measurement unit              
(IMU), and interface for the LiDAR unit, all mounted on a 120 MHz microcontroller which               
transmits the data to the autonomy unit over an ethernet network using a custom UDP               
implementation. The selected GPS unit supports an active antenna for improved satellite            
acquisition and supports serial communication to and from the unit.  
 
NavBoard runs an Extended Kalman Filter to generate a quaternion from the outputs of the IMU                
which allows the autonomy system to find pitch, heading, and roll at any given time with better                 
accuracy than using instantaneous measurements[10]. The LiDAR interface is an I2C connection            
between NavBoard and the LiDAR unit, receiving the distance in centimeters from the target              
location. 
 
 

SOFTWARE 
 
The software for the autonomy system consists of a finite-state machine to ensure the system is                
executing the correct underlying code. The underlying code facilitates the operation of the state              
machine including driving to GPS coordinates, object tracking, obstacle avoidance, search           
pattern, as well as control from base station and telemetry back to base station. 
 
State Machine 
 
The main core of the autonomy system is packaged into one of six states of a simple state                  
machine, illustrated in figure 2: Idle, Point-to-Point navigation (P2P), Search Pattern, Ball            
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Tracking, Goal, and Obstacle Avoidance. The Idle and Goal states are fairly self-explanatory,             
with the Idle state being just that and the Goal state being the state in which the rover stops and                    
signals to the judges that the waypoint marker has been reached. The other four will be                
expanded upon later in this section. Each state was created as a separate but interconnected               
module within the system as a whole. 

 Figure 2 - The Autonomy State Machine 
 
Point-to-point 
 
The P2P module was designed using an application of haversine to determine the distance from               
the rovers current location to the target location, as well as simpler trigonometry to determine the                
heading needed to direct the rover from its current location to the target location. The math                
begins by converting the latitude and longitude values of the GPS locations to radians to allow                
proper usage of python math functions, then utilizing equations two through nine in the              
Appendix. 
 
Search Pattern 
 
An Archimedean spiral was chosen for our search pattern because the distance between each arc               
of the spiral is constant, as shown in equation 1, 

 a bθr =  +  (1) 
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allowing us to exploit that in our implementation and make the distance b fit within Tricam’s 
field of view.  GPS coordinates corresponding to points on the spiral that were generated from a 
point that was considered to be within the radius of acceptance from the given approximate GPS 
coordinate as the center. 
 
Ball Tracking 
 
Ball tracking was achieved by using a simple color mask. This mask isolated yellows within a                
certain range similar to a tennis ball defined with their RGB values. This mask ran each frame of                  
a live video feed through a series of dilations and color conversions to isolate each pixel within                 
the frame. Color bounds were carefully chosen to contrast with green foliage present at the task                
site, as small green shrubs like sage bushes had been falsely identified as tennis balls in previous                 
years. Due to heavier rains than average, small sunflowers that were not present in previous               
years had bloomed, making foliage a much greater problem than it had been prior to the 2019                 
URC.  These sunflowers were falsely identified as tennis balls, rendering the mask useless. 
 
Obstacle Avoidance 
 
Obstacle avoidance was created with the intention of navigating around difficult terrain using             
visual odometry. Tricam has a dense enough point cloud to use for navigation purposes, similar               
to methods of Simultaneous Localization and Area Mapping (SLAM) such as ORB-SLAM [12]             
and PL-SLAM [13]. Our chosen approach did not involve pure visual odometry and instead              
handled a live point cloud, straying from SLAM due to its unreliability in largely unmapped               
outdoor spaces, as we tied everything back to GPS coordinates.  
 
Tricam’s point cloud was used to create a snapshot of the environment the rover was about to                 
traverse. A point cloud can be created from anything the camera could possibly detect, like the                
height and depth of large rocks, or anything perpendicular to the z-axis when using camera               
coordinates, though it could not detect things like a gap hidden between two large, but otherwise                
traversable, boulders. Tricam accomplished this by breaking up a generated point cloud into             
sections on the xy plane, averaging out the distance on the z-axis of each section, then                
calculating the gradient between sectors-whichever had the steepest gradient was to be avoided.  
 
To compensate for unforeseen obstacles, a 1D LiDAR system pointed at the ground at an angle                
such that the beam would hit the ground at a point approximately twelve inches in front of the                  
front set of wheels was added to the avoidance system [8]. If the distance taken from the LiDAR                  
data is measured to be outside of a certain margin of error, the rover is programmed to stop and                   
search for a safer route. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The core design principles used to create MRDT’s off-road autonomous navigation system were             
far more robust than they were in previous years. After solving countless issues arising from               
legacy code, the rover proved to be able to navigate through difficult desert terrain. The system                
was functional throughout each of the three legs of the task completed before a mechanical               
failure prevented the team from being able to progress past the fourth leg. 
 
Progress is being made towards using more visual odometry in favor of relying purely on GPS                
location in the future. Furthermore, the team is searching for ways to refine our current systems,                
such as making Tricam easier to calibrate, using neural networks to identify objects instead of               
color masks, and finding a more reliable GPS unit. The overall goal of this project is to create a                   
reliable navigation system capable of operating in Mars-like environments and assisting humans            
in everyday operations on a different planet. 
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APPENDIX 
 
In equations 2, 3, 4 and 7, A is the latitude and longitude value for the originating GPS 
coordinate, and B is the latitude and longitude value for the target GPS coordinate. D is the 
distance measured in kilometers. H is the target heading, converted from radians to degrees and 
then turned into a value beginning at zero degrees for due north and increasing in the clockwise 
direction. 

 B  Adlon =  lon −  lon (2) 
 B  Adlat =  lat −  lat (3) 

 sin( )  cos(A ) cos(B ) sin( )a =  2
dlat 2 +  lat *  lat *  2

dlon 2 (4) 
 2 sin (a)c =  *  −1 (5) 
 c 6371D =  *  (6) 
 tan ( )H =  −1 sin(d )  cos(B )lon * lat

cos(A )  sin(B ) − sin(A )  cos(B )  cos(d )lat * lat lat * lat * lon
(7) 

 H  H =  *  π
180 (8) 

 (H  360) % 360H =  +  (9) 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The Commercial derivative aircraft Based Instrumentation Telemetry System 
(CBITS) project will provide an advanced airborne telemetry system and capability 
to support the test and evaluation (T&E) of current and future military weapons and 
defensive systems.  In conjunction with the Range Support Aircraft (RSA) 
contracts, the CBITS project will provide an autonomous airborne T&E asset 
capable of supporting Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) government 
ranges and open-ocean testing worldwide. The project will develop an improved 
S-Band airborne telemetry (TM) capability and a new L- and C-Band telemetry 
capability as a result of frequency spectrum selloff issues. These improved 
telemetry capabilities, along with the existing airborne Flight Termination 
System/Command Destruct (FTS/CD) capability, existing radar for Range 
Surveillance (RS) and Range Clearance (RC), and range unique augmenting 
communication systems will be integrated into a Gulfstream G550 Airborne Early 
Warning (AEW) RSA which will be replacing the current NP-3D Remote Area 
Safety Aircraft (RASA).  This paper will discuss the latest developmental status of 
the CBITS project. 
 
 

KEY WORDS 
 

Airborne Telemetry, Range Support Aircraft, Spectrum Selloff, Digital 
Beamforming 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
In previous year’s papers, the Telemetry Range Support Aircraft (TRSA) was 
discussed.  CBITS is the only developmental system that will be installed onto the 
TRSA and thus is the sole focus of this paper.  As such, it is a Central Test and 
Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) funded by the Test Resource 
Management Center (TRMC). 
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Currently, the main aircraft used to support Navy Range operations is the NP-3D.  
It currently operates only in the S-Band frequency range.  The telemetry antenna 
system on this aircraft is over 30 years old and has been degrading to the point 
from which it will soon become unsupportable.  Frequency spectrum sell-off by the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the increased complexity and 
scope in testing require a significant growth in telemetry capability over the current 
limited S-band system.  Thus, the use of the L-Band and C-Band frequency ranges 
are needed to support the growing demand for telemetry range support. 
 
 

CBITS OVERVIEW 
 
Figure 1 is an overall view of all of the subsystems comprising the CBITS system.  
The Antenna, Frequency Converter, and Digital Beam Forming subsystems are 
developmental and will be discussed in more detail.  The following items are non-
developmental Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) items and thus will not be 
discussed any further:  Telemetry Processing (which includes Demodulators, 
Decommutators, and Decryptors); Wideband Recorders; Retransmission 
Transmitters; and the Control and Monitoring Software Program. 
 

Figure 1:  CBITS Overview 

 
 
 

ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM 
 
Currently the faring on the port side of the aircraft can support the three-frequency 
band (L-, S-, and C-Band) antenna arrays with a total area of 125 square feet.  
Nominally L-Band will be used to track Target Drone TM operations, S-Band for 
Missile and Planes, with future expansion to C-Band (as well as Retransmission 
capabilities).  The Antennas are shielded from the external environmental 
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conditions with the use of a protective Radome.  In addition, there is an Array 
Support Plate that encapsulates the antenna systems and is used to attach the 
entire Antenna Structure onto the port side of the Gulfstream 550 aircraft.  Each of 
the three antenna arrays are composed of several tiles.  For L-Band, one tile 
comprises a two by two (2 x 2) element array; for S-Band a 4 x 4 element array; 
and for C-Band an 8 x 8 element array.  This tile which contains the antenna 
elements is just the first layer of each Antenna Tile Module (ATM).  The next board 
is the antenna element feed network for the two orthogonal polarizations.  In order 
to provide cross polarization isolation, a metallic lattice is placed between each of 
these two layers.  On the third layer board, the combiner network is found along 
with surface mount amplifiers and filters to support the further digital beam forming 
of the array elements.  In between the second and third boards is another metallic 
lattice which is used to electrically isolate the antenna elements from each other 
(and thus cut down on the mutual coupling between elements).  These five layers 
are combined together to form one ATM unit.  These ATMs are then used to build 
up an entire antenna array for each frequency band.  This concept was created to 
ease the maintenance of the entire antenna system.   
 
 

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 
 
In this section, the signals from each of the ATMs are routed through the 
Frequency Converters.  They are the interface modules between the Antenna 
System and the Digital Beamforming (DBF) Section.  It should be noted that each 
frequency band has different converter modules.  The Frequency Converters have 
the following requirements.  The first function is to downconvert the RF antenna 
signal frequencies to lower intermediate frequencies (IF) levels for processing in 
the DBF section.  This is accomplished by taking the RF signals from each of the 
ATMs which are then mixed with a Local Oscillator (LO) to generate the output IF 
signals.  The Frequency Converter section also distributes the antenna power and 
calibration signals to each ATMs.  They provide the digital control of the Calibration 
Switches used in each ATMs, and they provide status information to the antenna 
control software.  Finally, they provide for Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) 
filtering and lightning protection for CBITS. 
 
 

DIGITAL BEAMFORMING (DBF) 
 

The Digital Beamforming section takes the IF signals generated by the Frequency 
Converter section and frequency multiplexes them to conserve on the Analog to 
Digital Converters (ADCs).  It should be noted that it has to handle RF signals with 
two polarizations and three different frequency bands (L, S and C).  This allows for 
low IF analog outputs of formed beams to external modems.  This is all 
accomplished using VHDL for the FPGA firmware design using Linux Servers.  
This provides for the capabilities to track thirteen (13) dual-polarized beams 
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simultaneously.  After all of the signals from a single antenna array have been 
beamformed, they are used for target acquisition, tracking and multipath mitigation.   

 
 

Figure 2:  Gulfsteam 550 in Hangar 

 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 

Figure 2 shows a picture of the completed host aircraft.  This paper explained the 
subsystems that comprise CBITS which will eventually be installed on the 
Telemetry Range Support Aircraft (TRSA).  The entire development project is 
scheduled to be completed and delivered to the Navy at Pt. Mugu, CA in the 
Calendar Year of 2022.  
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ABSTRACT

In multi-vendor T&E systems, a single hardware vendor cannot anticipate the dependencies on
the settings from hardware manufactured by other vendors, or the systemic constraints that are
specific to a particular customer. The T&E community has recognized the fact that MDL and
TMATS XML are not sufficient to address this problem alone, and that there is a need for a separate,
constraints language. Constraints written in such a language can be validated by a third party
validation engine, without relying on any particular vendor’s software. To this end, we developed
the concept of TACL, a candidate for the standard constraint language, and demonstrated it with
a reference implementation of a TACL engine integrated with the iNET System Manager. In this
paper, we argue that this integration should be standardized in the form of a Validation Protocol in
order to turn the existing system into a loosely-coupled, standards-based architecture.

INTRODUCTION

Recently developed network telemetry standards and their reference implementations have brought
the possibility of configuring multi-vendor T&E systems entirely with vendor-independent third-
party tools. As the standards developed under the iNET [1] program are quickly gaining popularity
in the community, the first reference implementation of the iNET System Manager has been
successfully demonstrated to configure a cross-vendor configuration. While the availability of
this tool is a major milestone, it does not yet solve all the challenges related to building such
systems.

In cross-vendor systems, a single vendor alone cannot provide software that would anticipate the
following:

• Dependencies on the settings from devices from other vendors, e.g. timing constraints
imposed by one device affecting the timing of another one

• Systemic constraints that refer to the entire multi-vendor system and may be specific to a
particular customer, e.g.:
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Figure 1: Constraints-based Validation of Cross-Vendor T&E Configurations

– Limitations on the total bandwidth, weight, or power usage
– Requirement to use globally unique values for some properties, e.g. Role ID
– Requirement for some values not to be reused outside a specific scope, e.g. prohibiting

an RF MAC from being reused across different Radio Access Networks

Thus, in order to fully validate a cross-vendor configuration, both the systemic and the device-
specific constraints must be captured and processed, ideally in one place. Unfortunately, vendors do
not expose the constraints of their devices in a formal language. Instead, they hardcode them into
their proprietary configuration software that is shipped with the hardware. For all these reasons,
there is a need for a standard constraint language that can be used to formally express and then
process all kinds of constraints, outside any vendor’s software. Towards this end, we have proposed
the TACL [2] constraints language derived from W3C’s SHACL [3] standard. We implemented a
constraints validation engine that can apply TACL constraints to configurations expressed in MDL
[4] and TMATS XML [5]. The benefits of this approach are manifold [2], and the T&E community
is largely in agreement that it should be standardized.

Figure 1 shows a high-level architecture of a vendor-independent system capable of configuring
cross-vendor T&E configurations. Other than the hardware system, there are two major software
components:

• iNET System Manager — a comprehensive tool for configuring all TmNS hardware, including
instrumentation hardware and radios, using MDL. This includes health/status monitoring and
situational awareness.

• TACL Validation Engine — a service that validates the current state of the configuration
managed by the System Manager against a set of TACL constraints pertaining to the configured
devices and to the entire system.

While the interaction between the System Manager and the T&E hardware is fully standardized
under the iNET program, the interaction between the two software components, termed Validation
Protocol, is not and is the primary subject of this paper. Assuming that TACL will become the
standard language for expressing constraints, the Validation Protocol is the last puzzle piece to
turn the entire architecture into a truly vendor-independent, loosely-coupled, standards-based T&E
configuration system.

One could argue that the validation engine should simply become internal part of the System
Manager as it would certainly simplify the architecture. However, the loose-coupling has many
benefits:
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• The System Manager may be independently implemented by different organizations to accom-
modate custom workflows and user-interface expectations. Regardless of the implementation,
any standards-compliant System Manager could leverage one of the existing validation
engines, instead of developing it in-house, and maintaining it as the constraints language
evolves.

• Vendors of the different implementations of the validation engine can compete in terms of
performance, cost, or platform requirements, etc., reducing the overall cost of the system.

• Vendors can quickly adopt the new constraints standard by integrating an existing third-party
validation engine with their configuration software. If possible, hardware vendors try to
avoid additional software development due to its cost. By leveraging the loosely-coupled
architecture, their software can quickly become TACL-compliant with minimal effort.

• The System Manager may run multiple instances of the validation engine. In this way, vendors
have the option of creating their own validation engine module, in cases where constraint
logic depends on business rules that are not easily extracted from existing software. Each
engine separately receives and evaluates progress messages, and can independently determine
whether devices in their spheres are satisfied.

VIStology and SwRI have successfully realized the architecture presented in Figure 1. SwRI’s
reference implementation of the iNET System Manager was integrated with VIStology’s TACL
Validation Engine, xVISor, and demonstrated at the 2018 International Telemetry Conference [6].
The remainder of this paper is focused on how this integration was implemented, the lessons learned,
and recommendations for the standardization of the validation protocol.

INTEGRATION CHALLENGES

When designing the validation protocol between xVISor and the System Manager, several important
aspects must be taken into consideration (c.f. Figure 2), in particular:

• Configuration state representation. The Validation Engine must have access to the current
state of the configuration (a snapshot) managed by the System Manager before running the
actual validation process. It is highly unlikely that both the engine and the implementation
of the System Manager will utilize the same technology or data structures to represent the
snapshot. It is safe to assume that each component leverages a different proprietary in-memory
data model and that these differences must be accounted for in the protocol, i.e. the protocol
should not assume they are the same.

• Constraints language alignment. The language of the constraints must be vendor-independent
and aligned with the MDL/TMATS standards in order to be accepted by the community. Our
proposed language, TACL, is aligned with a semantic MDL/TMATS model derived directly
from the MDL/TMATS XML schema and its documentation in text. The validation engine
must be able to apply such constraints to its internal data model representing the configuration
state.
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Figure 2: Architectural challenges for developing the validation protocol

• MDL support. Any implementation of the iNET System Manager will support the import
and export of the configuration in the MDL XML format, standardized by RCC. In order to
do that, the tool must align the MDL schema to its internal data structures, which can be an
expensive step for very large MDL files.

• Validation processing time. The initial implementation of VIStology’s xVISor was built
under the assumption that the end-user building a configuration would occasionally click a
Validate button and wait for the engine to carry out the validation. In some situations (e.g.
from the ground processing perspective) this is an acceptable behavior and the engine may
be allowed to run in a batch mode for a noticeable time. However, from the instrumentation
perspective, users building a configuration expect a nearly instant feedback upon a single
value change in the UI. In fact, any noticeable lag behind the user’s UI actions would turn the
validation service into a hindrance rather than a useful service.

• Meaningful reports. Ultimately, the users running the validation engine need to be able to
make sense of the validation errors produced by the engine. While it may be tempting to
simply point to a line of code where the error originates (as it does in software development
environments), it is not even clear which code it should refer to. The engine holds its own
state representation and pointing directly to it would not make any sense outside. Another
consideration would be to point to a line of code in the MDL document representing the
configuration, but this is not a good solution either. Not only the MDL document would have
to be first exported from the tool, but also the user would likely not be even aware of the MDL
data structures underneath the graphical interface they use for building the configuration.
What the users expect is a form of an UI alert with a textual description of what is wrong with
the configuration, and which constraints were violated.

In summary, the development of a standard validation protocol should resolve the following issues:
1) the engine and the system manager rely on non-standard and different data models to represent
the current configuration, 2) the constraints are written in a language aligned with the MDL/TMATS
schema, 3) the two components can import/export MDL/TMATS XML but it can take a long time
to parse and convert it to internal data models, 4) the users are likely to expect the validation to be
performed nearly instantly upon a change in the configuration, and finally 5) the validation reports
must be properly interpreted by the manager so they can be showed in the UI in a user-friendly
fashion.
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Figure 3: Relying on the MDL/TMATS import/export mechanism to update configuration state.

UPDATING THE CONFIGURATION STATE

A lot of the challenges listed above stem from the loose coupling between the engine and the manager,
and from the fact that different data models are at play — internally by the two components, but also
the MDL/TMATS schema against which the constraints are developed. Since the user is directly
interacting with the System Manager, the validation engine must somehow follow changes in the
configuration and respond to them by producing a validation report. Thus, it is critical to establish
the means for updating the state of the configuration managed by the engine. Two approaches to
achieving this goal have been considered and compared.

Relying on MDL/TMATS Import/Export. The most straightforward means for the exchange of
the configuration state is to rely on the MDL Import/Export mechanism (cf. Figure 3). In this
approach, upon any change initiated by the user, the entire configuration is exported by the manager
to a MDL/TMATS XML document and passed to the engine for validation. The engine must
parse the document and build its internal data model, apply the constraints, produce the report and
pass it back to the manager. The biggest benefit of this approach is that the currently existing
configuration software must be already MDL/TMATS compliant and it is highly likely that the
export capability is already implemented. Thus, in order to integrate an existing configuration
software with a third-party TACL engine, one would only have to implement processing of the
validation reports. The major downside of this approach is that, in practice, it does not scale. For
large complex configurations, MDL/TMATS export alone can take a long time, which compounded
by the additional import step on the engine’s part, would quickly lead to performance issues. As
explained above, while this could be acceptable in a batch-processing mode, it would not work in
situations when the users are interacting with the UI and expect an immediate feedback from the
validation engine.

Relying on a notification-based system. An alternative approach is to rely on small notifications
that carry a minimal amount of information required to convey the change made by the user (cf.
Figure 4). In this approach, configuration software must expose some form of a configuration
change API or a protocol, and upon user changes, push notifications to a registered validation engine.
The engine, once subscribed, parses the incoming notifications, updates its internal data model
to reflect the change, applies the constraints and produces a report. Effectively, the engine’s data
model is efficiently synchronized with that of the manager’s. The size of the notification message is
independent of the size of the entire configuration — each time it carries information about a single
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Figure 4: Relying on a notification-based system to update configuration state.

change only. Thus, this solution scales well with the size of the configuration, and the performance
is expected to be acceptable in both the batch and the interactive mode. In order to integrate an
existing configuration software with a TACL engine using this approach, the vendor must expose
the changes via a notification system. It is highly unlikely that a similar mechanism is not already
internally implemented to react to user interactions with the UI.

In summary, the notification-based approach to conveying the configuration state, while demanding
some development effort on the part of the configuration manager, is expected to yield the desired
performance characteristics. Thus, it is preferred over the integration based on importing and
exporting MDL/TMATS XML files.

REDIS-BASED INTEGRATION

At the 2018 ITC conference, VIStology successfully demonstrated an integration of the xVISor
TACL Engine with the SwRI’s reference implementation of the iNET System Manager [2]. In-
ternally, the manager leverages Redis [7] as a middleware for the communication between its
internal components (cf. Figure 5). Nothing in its design prevented using the same bus for the
communication with external components. In fact, because Redis is network-based and agnostic of
the implementation language or the operating system, it can be used for communication between
components residing on separate machines. Because it was already available and in order to ex-
pedite the integration effort, Redis was chosen as the underlying framework for implementing the
notification-based system (described above).

The manager publishes the following configuration change events for the validation engine:

• Project opened — the user opens a new project. This is the largest notification, which contains
the dump of entire project. All notifications below are made in reference to this structure.

• Object added — a new entity is added by the user, e.g. a new device.
• Object updated — a change was made to an entity, e.g. role ID of a network node.
• Object deleted — an entity was deleted by the user, e.g. existing device.
• Global added — an entity was added to the project structure, e.g. RAN.

Performance. The processing time for the first notification depends on the size of the configuration
managed by the project, because the components must essentially perform import/export of the
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Figure 5: Redis-based integration of VIStology’s xVISor TACL Engine with SwRI’s implementation of the
iNET System Manager, demonstrated at ITC’18.

entire configuration. Any lag incurred by this step should be acceptable by the user as it is performed
infrequently and takes some time regardless of the presence of a validation engine. The processing
time of the remaining four notifications does not depend on the size of the configuration, and in
our experiments, met the user expectations. In fact, changes made in the UI were almost instantly
reflected by validation messages.

Data model alignment. Because the Redis notifications were designed for communication between
internal components, some assumptions were made about the underlying data model, which is not
MDL but a relational database (RDB) that closely resembles MDL in structure (as it is used to
generate MDL), but contains additional metadata used in project creation. These differences had
to be accounted for in xVISor because the TACL constraints are meant to target the MDL graph
model (derived directly from the schema) and not a proprietary data model. For instance, each entity
in the System Manager’s data model includes a GUID, or a globally unique ID. When a change
notification is pushed, it refers to this GUID, e.g. a property “abc” of the object with GUID “xyz”
was changed to some new value. These GUID’s are not part of the MDL schema, but xVISor keeps
track of them in order to properly associate the updates with the right nodes in the graph.

Controlling the validation process. System Manager users can disable or enable validation for
any subset of entities currently being configured. For instance, if the user triggers validation for
the entity “RAN1”, all of its sub-elements (e.g. DAU’s) are marked for validation as well. When a
validation is enabled or disabled, appropriate notification is published via Redis, informing xVISor
of the list of entities that should be subject to validation. This feature is particularly useful when
building a new configuration and there is no need to run validation before the basic structure is in
place and the configuration is assumed not to be valid yet.

Validation reports. For each entity currently being marked for validation, xVISor can specify
its validation status: Good, Warning, or Bad, along with a validation message that should come
from the respective constraints that were violated. Any change in the configuration results in a
change notification, which triggers validation in xVISor and results in a set of validation reports
that correspond to each entity currently marked for validation. If no constraint was violated for a
given entity, its status is marked as Good. In addition, for a brief moment before a validation is first
executed, the status is marked as Unknown to indicate that the entity has not been validated yet.
Each constraint specifies a related severity and message, but the same entity may violate multiple
constraints. For this reason, validation messages are collated by xVISor into one message with the
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worst severity, making a single report per entity.

LESSONS LEARNED & RECOMMENDATIONS

A lot has been learned in the process of developing the integration code between xVISor and the
System Manager:

• The Redis-based notifications too closely resembled the manager’s internal data structures,
making the integration more tightly-coupled.

• The manager had no way of knowing whether xVISor was currently running or not (note that
they were deployed on separate machines and operating systems). Status of the engine could
be reflected in the UI by enabling/disabling the validation option depending on the engine’s
presence.

• If the user opened a project in the manager, and only after that started xVISor, the latter would
not have access to the project dump, which was only pushed upon opening a project. The
same situation would happen if the connection was lost and then reestablished.

• Currently, xVISor loads the constraints that are located in some pre-configured local directory.
Moving forward, the manager should send the constraints to the engine upon establishing a
connection. This could be even further specialized to sending only those constraints that are
system-wide or pertain to those entities that are marked for validation.

The integration effort led to the realization that the Validation Protocol between the TACL constraints
engine and the iNET System Manager should be standardized within the RCC community. This is
the last piece of the puzzle that is missing in the landscape of standards enabling a truly loosely
coupled T&E configuration system, where individual components can be independently replaced to
serve the user’s needs.

The following is a list of recommendations for the development of the TACL Validation Proto-
col:

• The protocol should rely on a notification-based system for conveying configuration state
changes.

• The change notifications must be independent of any proprietary data model and refer solely
to MDL/TMATS.

• The protocol should include a heartbeat mechanism so that the manager can track the status
of the validation engine and appropriately respond to it, e.g. enable/disable validation options,
or send a dump of the currently edited configuration when the connection is (re)established.

• The protocol should allow the manager to control the set of TACL constraints that are validated
by the engine so that only the relevant constraints are considered, i.e. those that apply to the
currently edited configuration.

• The validation reports must include sufficient information for the manager to locate the invalid
data points, but without referring to any proprietary data models.
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Abstract: As the smallest component unit of the flight test 

task, test point defines the tasks and requirements to be 

completed by the test aircraft, which is the main basis for 

the flight effect evaluation. This article through in-depth 

analysis parameters variation characteristics of the testing 

aircraft in different test points, combined with the prior 

knowledge that the domain experts artificial recognize test 

points, extraction the key parameters of  influencing test 

point identification, and their change rule. We constructed 

the knowledge base for test point identification, designed  

test point automatic identification algorithm. Combined 

with the flight test real-time task evaluation technology, we 

developed the real-time monitoring system for flight test  

based on the test point automatic identification and 

intelligent evaluation. It realized the change from the 

"intelligent security monitoring" to "intelligent task  

monitoring", and effectively improve the flight efficiency of  

the test aircraft. 

 

Keywords: flight test, test point, automatic identification, 

intelligent evaluation. 

 

1. Introduction 

In flight test, real-time monitoring is an important means to 

ensure the safety of flight test. With the increase of  flight 

tasks and the continuous development of real-time 

monitoring technology, real-time monitoring plays an 

increasingly important role in ensuring the safety and 

improving the efficiency of flight test. For example, 

intelligent security monitoring can monitor the important 

parameters of affecting the safety of the test plane by setting 

the alarm threshold value of test parameters and auxiliary 

decision information, so as to ensure that the auxiliary 

decision information can be timely alerted and popped up 

for the commander to deal with the failure after the 

occurrence of failure. However, with the increasing number 

of flight missions, safety monitoring has been unable to 

meet the requirements of test flight, and the realization of 

intelligent monitoring of test tasks is the main problem 

facing us at present. 

The existing real-time monitoring methods for test missions 

are mainly for the flight test engineers to manually analyze 

key parameters, analyze, identify, judge and evaluate the 

execution effect of test points based on personal knowledge 

and experience, and have shortcomings such as long cycle 

and low efficiency. Due to the characteristics of many test 

plane, long vacancy time and many test points, those bring 

enormous pressure and workload to flight test engineers, 

which seriously affects the flight test progress of the plane. 

Therefore, it is necessary to study an intelligent monitoring 

technology for testing tasks. By studying the characteristics 

of test points in various subjects of the testing plane, 

researching the key parameters and their changing rules for 

identifying the test points, and establishing the test flight 

test database based on the test points
[1]

, designing the 

real-time monitoring test point automatic identification 

algorithm, realizing intelligent comprehensive monitoring 

based on test points, improves the monitoring efficiency of 

the test plane, and ensures the rapid advancement of the test 

flight task. 

2. Test point knowledge base construction 

2.1 Test point 

As the minimum component of the flight test task, the test 

point clarifies the tasks and requirements to be completed 

by the test plane. It is the main basis for the flight effect 

evaluation. It mainly includes the subject name, the action 

name, the test purpose, the test parameters, the flight test 

method, and the action validity, data analysis and 

processing flow, result form, etc. 

During the flight test preparation phase, the flight test 

engineer lists the test points involved in the flight and 

makes a test flight task list. During the flight, the pilot 

completes each test site according to the contents specified 

in the flight test task list. At the same time, the test flight 

engineers pay attention to the aircraft status in real time in 

the monitoring hall, obtain the test point execution status 

from various data, and quickly evaluate the execution 

results of the test points according to the relevant 

calculation methods, and feedback to the pilot in time, 

Thereby effectively improving the flight test efficiency. 

2.2 Test point identification method 

There are many drawbacks in the manual identification test 

point, which can not accurately identify the start and end of 

the test point, which brings uncertainty to the rapid 

evaluation of test points, especially some test points that 

require depth calculation, slightly different can lead a huge 

difference in calculation results, so there is a need for a 

method that can automatically identify test points. The 

identification of test points is mainly the identification of 

the operating state and parameters of the test points. The 

difficulty lies in the identification of the operating states. 

According to the characteristics of the action involved in 

the test point, the test points can be divided into three 

categories
[2,3]

: 

1) Basic action: It can be determined by several key 

parameter change characteristics, such as leveling flight, 

hovering, climbing and so on. 

2) Combined action: Several basic actions are combined in 

sequence, such as sprint takeoff, leveling flight acceleration 

and deceleration. 

3) Complex action: The process is more complicated and it 



is difficult to find fixed laws. Such actions are mainly 

guided by random tasks. The pilots are determined 

according to the specific situation, such as S-shaped 

maneuvering and avoidance zones. 

It can be seen from these three classifications that the basic 

actions and combined actions are quantifiable actions, and 

the key parameters and general change rules can be 

extracted according to the action characteristics, which is 

conducive to the automatic identification of test points; 

complex actions are difficult to extract general change 

rules , is a non-quantitative test point. In the actual flight 

test, the basic actions and combined actions involved in all 

test points accounted for approximately 90% of the total test 

points. Since the main purpose of this project is to reduce 

the workload of flight test engineers, the main research is to 

identify the basic actions and combined actions. Since 

combined actions are a combination of basic actions, the 

identification of basic actions is the main content of this 

paper. 

2.3 Test point key parameter extraction 

Table 1 shows some common basic actions. According to 

the induction and summary, each judgment condition of 

these actions can be classified into the following categories: 

a) During a certain period of time, the parameter deviation 

is greater or less than the given value; 

b) During a certain period of time, the parameter value is 

less than or greater than the given value; 

c) During a certain period of time, the parameter deviation 

amplitude is less than the given value; 

d)During a certain period of time, the parameter values 

change regularly, such as gradually increasing or 

decreasing; 

e) During a certain period of time, the parameter is a certain 

value; 

 

Table 1: Partial test action identification conditions 

Action Identification condition 

Action1 The height deviation does not exceed 25m; 

The speed deviation does not exceed 

12km/h; 

Rolling angular velocity <3 rad/s; 

The side slip angle is 2°. 

Action2 The height deviation does not exceed 20m; 

The speed deviation does not exceed 

10km/h; 

Rolling angular velocity <3 rad/s; 

Side slip angle ≥3°.  

Action3 Height deviation does not exceed ± 5%; 

Given the starting speed, the speed 

gradually increases over the entire time 

period; 

The angle of attack is <5°. 

 

According to the actual conditions of flight, the design 

difficulty is the uncertainty of the actual flight action point 

conditions. Traditional real-time monitoring is mainly to 

calculate real-time parameters, and the current and 

historical values of the same parameter are not related. To 

identify the test points, it is necessary to correlate the 

current data with the historical data and analyze the changes 

of these parameters over a period of time. So the rules are 

summarized as follows: 

1) deviation is not greater than (value); 

2) deviation is not less than (value); 

3) not greater than; 

4) not less than; 

5) deviation is not greater than (percent); 

6) deviation is not less than (percent); 

7) gradually increase; 

8) gradually become smaller; 

9) equal . 

Among them, 3), 4), and 9) can be judged by using 

instantaneous data, and other items need to be associated 

with historical data to determine whether it is established. 

2.4 Test point knowledge representation 

After extracting the key parameters and laws of the test 

points, these test knowledge needs to be regularly managed 

for subsequent test point identification and evaluation. A 

test point knowledge database was specially designed for 

this purpose to store knowledge about test point 

identification and evaluation. Therefore, the test point 

identification knowledge can be divided into several pieces 

of independent identification information, and each piece of 

information is described by four elements: parameter name, 

parameter symbol, constraint condition and constraint value. 

The four pieces of identification information of the action1 

test point shown in Figure 1 can be expressed as: 

 

Table 2: Action1 identification conditions 

Condition  parameter 

name 

parameter 

symbol 

constraint 

condition 

constraint 

value 

Condition 

1 

Height HP deviation is 

not greater 

than 

25 

Condition 

2 

Speed VI deviation is 

not greater 

than 

12 

Condition 

3 

Rolling 

angular 

velocity 

YA less than 3 

Condition 

4 

Side slip 

angle 

SLIP equal    2 

 

In order to be able to store in the database, these four 

elements can be re-integrated. The integrated expression is: 

Parameter name: Height # Speed # Rolling angular velocity 

# Side slip angle; 

Parameter symbol: HP#VI#YA#SLIP; 

Restriction conditions: deviation is not greater than(value) 

#deviation is not greater than(value) # less than #equal; 

Limit value: 25#12#3#2. 

It can be seen that the re-integrated expression can 

effectively save the size of the database. 

In addition, the test point expression for a plurality of action 



combinations is relatively simple, such as the take-off 

takeoff can be expressed as: take-off # takeoff, can clearly 

indicate that the run ahead, take off after. 

2.5 Test point knowledge database design 

The test point knowledge base must include not only the 

test point knowledge information, but also other 

information for managing the test points, such as task list, 

type, subject, and monitoring parameters. As shown in 

Figure 1, the test point knowledge database mainly includes 

six tables, such as a task list table, a type table, a subject 

table, a monitoring parameter table, and a test point table.  

The task list is used to store the task list information of the 

flight. The flight test task list is the basis for the test plane 

to perform the task, and specifies the requirements, 

restrictions and test points of the test plane during each task 

execution. Each task list has a unique number and 

corresponds to a specific flight schedule. Therefore, we use 

the flight test task list as the link between the test point 

knowledge information and the real-time monitoring 

software, which is the medium for contacting the 

knowledge database and the real-time monitoring software. 

In addition, since the same type of testing plane has 

hundreds of test points involved in the whole flight test, and 

one flight station involves more than ten test points, since 

the flight test engineer needs to select this test points that 

need to be identified in this flight before each flight. It is 

can improve system efficiency and reduce invalid 

calculations, and the flight test task list can achieve this 

function well. 

The type table and the subject table are mainly used for the 

management of test points; the monitoring parameter table 

is used to save all the monitoring parameters involved in all 

test points of the test plane of this type, and the values of 

these monitoring parameters can be obtained in the 

monitoring system. 
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Subject name

Subject number

Number of test points

Test point name

Plane type
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plane list
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Test point
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plane ID
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Evaluation model
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plane type

plane ID
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Figure 1: Test point knowledge database structure 

3. System architecture design 

3.1 System workflow 

The system adopts the C/S structure, and the server side is 

the test point knowledge database, which is used to store the 

test point information of the test plane; the client is the test 

point knowledge database management software and the 

intelligent identification and evaluation software. By 

connecting the knowledge database, the knowledge 

database management software can configure the test point 

knowledge information, and the intelligent identification 

and evaluation software can obtain the identification 

information and evaluation information of the test points 

involved in the flight of the test plane, and match the 

real-time data to realize the intelligent identification of the 

test points. The system architecture is shown in Figure 2: 
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Figure 2: system workflow 

3.2 System function module 

According to the function division, the system can be 

divided into test point knowledge base management 

software and intelligent identification and evaluation 

software. Each sub-software consists of multiple functional 

modules. The system composition is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: system composition block diagram 

 

The test point knowledge base management software 

mainly completes the management of various types of data 

of the test plane. It includes the management of test plane 

type, subject, monitoring parameters, identification 

conditions and other information, and uses database storage 

to fully prepare for the intelligent identification and 

evaluation of test points in the real-time monitoring phase. 

The software consists of 6 functional modules, and the 

functions implemented by each module are as follows: 

1) Type management module: classify each test plane by 

type, and lay the foundation for the management of 

subsequent modules. 

2) Subject management module: The subject related to each 



test plane is managed in a unified manner. The subject 

information includes the task name, the subject code, the 

task start date, and the test plane involved in the subject. 

3) Task list management module: Manage the electronic 

task list of each flight frame. In the intelligent identification 

and evaluation of subsequent test points, the task list must 

be loaded to obtain relevant information. 

4) Parameter selection module: Select the parameters to be 

monitored from all parameters file of the test plane. This 

parameter list contains all the parameters needed for the 

subsequent intelligent identification and effect evaluation of 

the test points. 

5) Identification condition editing module: Edit the 

information required for the determination of the action 

state of each test plane, including the action name, 

parameter name, parameter symbol, restriction condition 

and limit parameter value. According to the inconsistent 

identification conditions of each test, the user can edit the 

conditions autonomously, and the same parameter can add 

multiple conditions. The software interface is shown in 

Figure 4. 

 Figure 4: test point knowledge editing interface 
 

6) Evaluation model editing module: First, generate an 

evaluation model (dll file) through the test point model 

generation template (VC dynamic library program), which 

contains all calculations and results of the recorded data 

after the test point motion identification. The model editing 

module implements the loading of the evaluation model and 

its related parameters, laying the foundation for task 

evaluation in the real-time phase. 

The intelligent identification and evaluation software 

mainly completes the intelligent identification of the test 

points in the real-time monitoring phase and the rapid 

evaluation of the test points. The software interface is 

shown in Figure 5, the right half is the safety monitoring 

module, and the left half is the intelligent test point 

identification and evaluation module. The software consists 

of 7 functional modules, and the functions implemented by 

each module are as follows: 

1)Test point information loading module: By selecting the 

appropriate task list, obtain the test points, test information, 

identification conditions, monitoring parameters and 

evaluation conditions involved in this flight. 

2) Data receiving module: Obtain key parameter values to 

be monitored for this flight from the data distribution 

software(this software is used to send the parameters in the 

monitoring parameter list to the monitoring software in a 

certain order); 

3) Jump point removal module: It can judge the validity of 

the received real-time data and eliminate the erroneous data 

due to the bad telemetry signal, which lays a good 

foundation for the intelligent identification of the 

subsequent intelligent test points. 

4) Action manual identification module: In the manual 

mode, the flight test engineer uses the artificial method to 

record the start and end time of the test point. 

5) Motion intelligent identification module: intelligently 

determines the start and end time of the test point execution 

by matching the real-time data with the test point 

identification conditions. 

6) Data Recording Module: Record the data within the 

identified start and end time of the test point and back up 

the final valid data to the data server. 

7) Test point evaluation module: According to the identified 

test point time period and corresponding record data, 

combined with the data evaluation conditions, make a quick 

assessment of the test points. 

 
Figure 5 : Test point automatic identification and 

evaluation software 

4. Automatic test point identification 

4.1 Identification process 

The expression of knowledge is closely related to the 

reasoning strategy of the inference engine. In order to 

facilitate the verification of the validity of the flight action 

based on knowledge identification, the flight motion 

identification inference engine adopts the forward precision 

reasoning of the data-driven strategy
[4,5,6]

. As shown in 

Figure 6, the reasoning steps are as follows: 

1) Access the knowledge database, obtain test point 

knowledge, and read flight data frame by frame; 

2) The inference engine matches each rule in the knowledge 

base; 

3) If the matching is successful, the name of the flight 

action, the completion time and the relevant flight 



parameters are output to the computer screen, and the data 

in the period is saved. 
Receive real-time 

data

Get identification 

rules

Match one by one Matching success Show result

Access to the 
knowledge 
database

Save data

 
Figure 6: Test point identification flow chart 

4.2 Identification strategy 

In order to ensure accurate and reliable identification of test 

points, some matching strategies have been established: 

1)If the continuous matching fails N (N = sampling rate / 2) 

times, it is judged that the action has ended; 

2)If the telemetry signal is interrupted for 3 seconds, the 

action judgment is terminated; 

3)The interval between the combined actions is no more 

than 15 seconds. 

4.3 Algorithm flow 

The process of identification process is shown in Figure 7. 

The main steps are as follows: 

1) Turn on the network; 

2) Connect to the knowledge database, obtain a list of 

monitoring parameters, and knowledge rules; 

3) Link the data distribution software; 

4) Create data D[i][j], where i is the number of monitoring 

parameters, and j is the length of the buffered data (in the 

case of receiving data frequency of 8p/s, for example, up to 

4800 points can be cached in 10 minutes, ie the maximum 

of j The value is 4800). 

5) Receive real-time data and save it to the D[i][j] array; 

6) k is the serial number of test points to be identified, 

RealRiskNumber is the number of test points to be 

identified, k=0; 

7) determine whether k>=RealRiskNumber, if it is 

established, then go to step 5; if not, then go to step 8; 

8) determining whether all the identification rules of the 

k-th test point are established, if yes, proceeding to step 9; if 

not, proceeding to step 10; 

9) Determine whether to trigger for the first time. If it is 

established, record the start time of the test point StartTime. 

k++, and jump to step 7; 

10)Calculate the kth action execution duration StableTime, 

determine whether StableTime is greater than 

MinStableTime (MinStableTime is the action execution 

minimum time), if yes, record the action start and end time, 

and save the data to the local; if not, discard the result . 

11) k++ and jump to step 7. 

Connect client scheduling software

Turn on the network

Connect the test point database, obtain 

a list of monitoring parameters, and 

determine the conditions

Create a cache array D[i][j]

k>=RealRiskNumber?

Calculate the kth action execution time 
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Figure 7: Automatic test point identification algorithm 

5. Test point intelligent evaluation 

The test evaluation is to analyze the data during the 

execution of the test point, and evaluate the execution of the 

test point according to the test point execution standard. The 

fast evaluation of the real-time phase is an important means 

to quickly understand the test flight effect, and plays an 

important role in improving the flight test efficiency of the 

test plane. 

The evaluation of the test points mainly relies on the 

secondary calculation and evaluation model. The traditional 

evaluation method separates the secondary calculation and 

the effect evaluation separately, and the effect evaluation 

mode is relatively fixed, such as the ratio of the calculated 

parameters in the mean value, the parameter state changes, 

etc. if the special evaluation method requires 

re-modification of the software, which brings great trouble 

to the maintenance and use of the system. Therefore, the 

system adopts an open structure and realizes the secondary 

calculation and fast evaluation function of the test point in 

the form of a dynamic library. 

First, in the task preparation phase, the test point evaluation 

model needs to be edited. The model adopts a fixed format 

and contains the routine functions of various test point 

evaluations. The user only needs to make a slight change 

according to the specific situation to complete the 

evaluation of one test point. Usually the template mainly 

contains the following parts: 

a) an input function, for specifying the parameters, data 

sources, etc. required for the evaluation of the test point; 



b) a calculation function, for calculating the calculation 

formula required to evaluate the test point; 

c) an evaluation function, for comparing actual calculation 

results with expected results, and possible comparison result 

information; 

d) Output function, for outputting critical evaluation 

information to the software interface and saving detailed 

evaluation results at specified locations. 

6. Main indicators achieved 

After actual testing, the system meets the requirements of 

various functions, and the performance also meets the 

requirements of real-time monitoring. The main 

performance indicators are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: test results 

project index 

Single test point knowledge 

configuration time 

Not more than 3 

minutes 

Test point identification 

minimum time period 

10 seconds 

Test point identification 

maximum time period 

20 minutes 

Time is given in the complete 

time period after the end of the 

test point 

Less than 2 seconds 

Test point time period extraction 

result and actual deviation 

Less than 1 second 

Test point evaluation calculation 

time 

Less than 10 seconds 

The number of parameters that 

can be processed in real time 

Not less than 300 

Number of test points More than 80% 

Identification accuracy above 90% 

7. Conclusion 

By studying the characteristics of testing plane test points, 

this paper summarizes the testing and evaluation methods of 

test plane test points, designs the test point knowledge data 

management software and test point automatic 

identification and evaluation software, and realizes 

real-time monitoring of flight test based on automatic 

identification of test points. The technology has 

significantly improved the flight test efficiency of the test 

plane and laid a solid foundation for the realization of the 

follow-up intelligent expert monitoring system. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

During the development of an aircraft it is mandatory to demonstrate that the aircraft is free from 

flutter within its operational flight envelope. This piece showcases JFlutter, a flutter analysis tool 

developed within Airbus Defence & Space Flight Test Analysis Tools. JFlutter allows the 

analysis of this phenomenon in real time monitoring and post flight mode.  

Using the FxS dataserver as data provider, a reliable data gathering mechanism has been used for 

this critical tool. 

As flutter means aero elastic instability, potentially dangerous, flight safety becomes a main 

requirement. For safety reasons and in order to reduce overall test program duration it is 

necessary to check predicted frequencies and damping in real time / monitoring. 

 

 
 ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS ANS SYMBOLS 

 
LAN 

FT+ 

FTI 

CDF 

RFP 

RMS 

PSD 

TF 

CF 

R2 

TTD 

FxS 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

Local Area Network                   

Flight Test + Monitoring Suite       

Flight Test Instrumentation          

Common Data Format                   

Rational Fraction Polynomial method  

Root Mean Square                     

Power Spectral Density               

Transfer Function                    

Coherence Function                   

Correlation Coefficient              

Time Tagged Data 

Flight eXchange Service (client/server data access)               

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Flutter is an important and complex phenomenon which must be studied following several steps: 

theoretical analysis during the design, wind tunnel model test, ground vibration surveys and, 

finally, flight tests. The aim of this analysis is to evaluate modal damping and frequencies. Flight 

Test objective is to check predicted results obtained in previous phases adhere to operational 

reality. 
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As flutter means aero elastic instability, potentially dangerous, flight safety becomes a main 

requirement. For safety reasons and in order to reduce overall test program duration it is 

necessary to check predicted frequencies and damping in real time / monitoring. 

JFlutter is Airbus Defence and Space response to flutter analysis tasks, be them either real time 

monitoring or post flight analysis, it has been developed by Flight Test Analysis Tools. 

Flutter Tests Considerations: 

 Flutter testing aim is to show test aircraft is free from flutter within its flight envelope 

 Flight Test objective is to verify theoretical analysis, wind tunnel and ground vibration 

results. 

 It is desirable to reduce overall test program duration and costs with telemetry and real 

time analysis. 

 On line TF calculation and immediate global parameter identification is a must to 

guarantee safety requirements. 

 

 

APPLICATION DESCRIPTION 

 

JFlutter is an in-house developed application designed for modal parameter estimation and used 

for analysis and certification purposes in C295, Eurofighter, A310 BOOM, A330MRTT and 

A400M aircrafts. 

From a software perspective it is based in a modular design where different functions are 

performed by different, isolated, modules. This modularity allows replacing and upgrading 

certain software parts separately; moreover it eases software maintenance and allows a well-

controlled growing. 

Being part of Airbus Defence and Space monitoring suite means it is fully integrated within the 

Flight Test Multiplatform Analysis Software: FT+. 

JFlutter’s characteristics: 

 Multiplatform, developed using JAVA 1.6 (Compatible with 1.7 and 1.8) & platform 

agnostic FORTRAN for mathematical calculations and C++ for FxS data access. 

 Signal conditioning techniques are applied to the data to avoid problems with spurious 

information. 

 Real Time calculation of multiple transfer and coherence functions. 

 Automatic analysis interval selection using coherence as criterion. 

 Custom, global parameters identification method is used to get a unique set of modes 

with their associated frequencies and damping. 

 Up to 50 simultaneous accelerometers (this number can be easily upgraded). 

 The application has two different working modes: real time (receiving telemetry data) 

and post flight (reading recorded test files). 

 

WORKFLOW AND DATA MANAGEMENT 
 

When analyzing flutter we need to measure structure’s excitations and response signals, this is 

done through an on-board FTI. Signals are digitalized with the adequate sampling rate and once 

in a digital format they are stored in a flight data recorder and transmitted by telemetry to the 

FTC, this allows for real time flutter analysis. 

JFlutter can be run in two modes: real time and post flight analysis. 
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In real time use cases the telemetry is processed using a data server. Data server provides, using 

a LAN, TTD data to PCs running monitoring tools, being JFlutter one of them. This design 

allows for many JFlutter applications to run concurrently in different workstations. 

Each JFlutter application receives real time data while the manoeuvre is being performed, 

calculating transfer and coherence functions on the fly. Immediately after the manoeuvre is 

completed automatic modal parameter identification can be executed, displaying its results after 

2 or 3 seconds. Once the comparisons with the theoretical modes are made the pilot is allowed to 

continue to the next test point. 

 

 
Figure 1 

 
In post flight mode the analysis workstations read the data from the flight files. Supported 

formats, at the moment, are CDF [Ref. 1] or plain text files, but this module is easily upgradable. 

In both cases execution is controlled by a configuration file which settles the set of parameters to 

be analyzed and the analysis characteristics (block size, windowing, overlapping, model order 

limits, etc.). 

 

MATHEMATICAL ALGORITHM 

 

The identification algorithm implemented in the program is based on the Rational Fraction 

Polynomial method (RFP) [Ref. 2, Ref.3 and Ref.4].  

The transfer function is fitted by a fraction of linear combinations of orthogonal polynomial.  

The numerator is a polynomial matrix and the denominator is a polynomial. 
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Equation 1 

The poles (s domain) are the zeros of the denominator, as the denominator is a polynomial; this 

means that the poles are unique for all the structure. 

 
Equation 2 

 
Mathematical nucleus characteristics:  

 

 Real Time multiple calculation of transfer and coherence functions.  

 Automatic selection by coherence criterion.  

 Frequency domain global modal identification method.  

 Fast, precise and robust identification method.  

 Multiple validation criteria.  

 Automatic modal order selection.  

 
 

SOFTWARE DESIGN OVERVIEW 
 

As has been said JFlutter is implemented using separated modules, this allows a well-controlled 

development and maintenance. This pattern can be seen as a derived MVC [Ref. 8 & Ref. 9] / 

MVP [Ref. 10] software design pattern. 
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Figure 2 

 
JFlutter is divided in three main parts or cores; each core is in charge of a very specific task.  

 Data Access Core: data reading and adapting it to JFlutter data types.  

 Calculus Core: main compute functions.  

 Presentation Core: It has two parts GUI Data Consumer and Calculus Consumer.  

o GUI Data Consumer receives data from Data Access Core and Calculus 

Consumer.  

o Calculus Consumer receives data from GUI Data Consumer (selection intervals) 

and Data Access Core (RAW data).  

 

Static interfaces are defined between cores, allowing for easier maintenance and future 

development. 

 

USER INTERFACE 

 

Main interface is divided in two different areas: plotting panel and general information panel. 

Plotting panel is divided in tabs or pages; each page contains a set of signals, additionally, input 

signal has its own space and is visible from all tabs. Each tab is again divided in two parts, left 

and right. Left panel is reserved for time histories plots, whereas right panel contains frequency 

domain plots, transfer function and coherence. All plots allow for general plot handling, zoom, 

point selection and values, etc. Both plots allow for interval selection, time histories selection 

determines the data used in the TF & CF calculus, meanwhile frequency plot selection 

determines the parameter identification data and its calculus. Additionally, user can select which 

signals are used for parameter identification using check boxes. 

Lower or general information panel is where generic additional information is displayed. This 

panel contains a TM quality measure, general aircraft data, a time and frequency selection 

information panel and additional parameters data. Finally the RMS of a single function is 

displayed in the lower right corner. 
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Figure 3 

 
All user controls / buttons are located in the upper and lower taskbars, and many of them are 

duplicated so user can click whatever one he finds more suitable. Algorithm properties can be 

configured and modified in execution time from within the GUI. 

Additional Features 

With the aim of facilitating the use of the program in real time, the interface has other significant 

features like: 

o Single parameter selection / page parameter selection 

o Fast pole calculus (spike selection, single parameter, see Figure 3) 

o Additional parameter monitoring 

o Telemetry quality measure (real time mode) 

o Plot scales auto adjustment (TH and TF/CF independently). 

o Fast input selection for input switching 

o Time Slice selection when in post flight mode. 
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Figure 4 

 

 
Figure 5 

 
Analysis Interfaces 

JFlutter’s algorithm applies [Equation 1] using different orders for the denominator and the 

numerator (n=1, 10 m=1, 20, configurable), this sweeps all possible solutions in a single 

execution, providing all possible results in a single run. 

The program provides the automatic order selection based on the comparison between the real 

Transfer Function of the structure and the Transfer Function obtained using the identification. 

As a result of this matching, a correlation coefficient R2 (between 0 and 1) is calculated. A 

highest R2 value means a better matching between real TF and calculated one. The program 

automatically selects and presents the order with the highest correlation coefficient. 

Figure 6 shows the frequencies of the identified modes for the different orders and the selected 

ones automatically by the algorithm. 
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Figure 6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JFlutter also provides the value of the modes (frequency and damping) obtained using the 

different orders considered in the algorithm in addition the corresponding transfer function. 

 

 
Figure 7 

o Automatic order selection 

o TF matching 

o Easy pole identification 

o Pole damping 

o R2 

o Exporting to MDB file 

o Printing and image exporting 
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From this perspective the user is able to navigate between modes and the program shows the 

module and phase of each accelerometer / input. Each accelerometer is presented in a different 

page. 

Another possible analysis is pole dispersion for different orders; in this case all orders are plotted 

simultaneously in a cross plot: Dampening vs Frequency. The size of the circle represents the 

order (the bigger the lower) green ones being the selected order. 

 

 
Figure 8 

 
 

Finally JFlutter can store an output table with the poles and its residues, including the Modal 

Participation Factor. 

o Single order selection result 

o Phase and module TF matching 

o Pole damping 

o Automatic pole selection 

o R2 

o Frequency vs Damping vs Order 

o Shows dispersion around a pole 

o Easy order selection 
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Figure 9 
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ABSTRACT 

 

To utilize the resilience to multipath and rapidly varying Doppler shifts offered by a multicarrier 

(MC) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed (OFDM) modulation waveform, and the high 

transmitter power efficiency offered by a single carrier (SC) Shaped Offset Quadrature Phase Shift 

Keying (SOQPSK) modulation waveform, we propose a novel Extensible Shaped Offset 

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (E-SOQPSK) modulation waveform. E-SOQPSK is an OFDM 

structured single carrier modulation waveform, configurable to include OQPSK, SOQPSK, or m-

QAM. Preliminary laboratory results confirmed its low Peak-to-Average Power ratio (PAPR) and 

high spectrum efficiency. Preliminary simulations demonstrated multipath resilience of E-

SOQPSK waveform by utilizing OFDM structure based Frequency-Domain equalization at 

receiver.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Three system performance criteria motivated us to search for better modulation waveforms for 

aeronautical telemetry communication applications: 

1. To provide a robust communication link in a channel with time-varying multipath and 

highly dynamic Doppler shift. 

2. To achieve high transmit power efficiency.  

3. To achieve high bandwidth efficiency  

 

1) Channel impairment issues and existing solutions:  

a) Multipath 

Since the introduction of multicarrier (MC) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 

in 1966 by Chang, Bell Laboratory [1] [2]  the MC modulation waveform has demonstrated its 

robust link performance with high modulation bandwidth efficiency in wireless communication 

applications such as today’s Wi-Fi, Long-Term Evolution (LTE) technology.  
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Traditional Single Carrier (SC) modulations based wireless systems such as Quadrature Amplitude 

Modulation (QAM), Shaped Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (SOQPSK) etc., have shown a 

better transmitter power efficiency when compared to OFDM based systems, while having a 

comparably good modulation bandwidth efficiency. It is however known that the link quality of a 

SC based system such as SOQPSK-TG, deteriorates noticeably in a wireless channel with 

multipath, especially in time-varying multipath channels [3] [4].  Over decades of research efforts, 

various channel equalization algorithms for QAM and other SC modulations alike, have been 

proposed and utilized. For example, frequency-domain adaptive equalization algorithms have been 

proposed and experimented with [5].  Sparse adaptive channel equalization algorithms were 

invented to combat wireless link degradation in terrestrial multipath environment [6], and sparse 

equalization of SOQPSK-TG for aeronautical telemetry applications [7]. Those equalization 

algorithms have mostly been in experimental stage, not being widely implemented in wireless 

communication applications for their limited capacity to deal with rapid time-varying wireless 

channels. For example it may occur in aeronautical telemetry communications link, when a Test 

Article (TA) is flying at low altitudes, or during take-off, landing or taxiing. These typical time-

varying multipath cases still remain a major challenge for link integrity in aeronautical telemetry 

wireless communications. 

  

b) Doppler shift    

LTE technology has been drawing attention in aeronautical telemetry applications for its multipath 

immunity and flexible network connectivity. However the inability to handle high Doppler shifts 

is one of the major reasons to not be able to directly utilize the Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 

LTE transceivers for aeronautical telemetry applications [8]. Some methods have been 

studied/proposed. For example, one of the schemes proposed is to estimate/compensate Doppler 

shift. The core of the approach in this proposed scheme is a delay-response method to mitigate a 

high level Doppler shift down to a tolerable level that the subcarriers in a commercial LTE 

equipment can handle.  The compensation of Doppler shift will require a round trip time delay 

between Ground station (GS) and Test Article (TA) [8].  The performance of this scheme may be 

limited by its long elapsed time for frequency estimation/compensation, especially, in the case of 

unpredictable time-varying high Doppler-shift, which would be induced, for example, by a rapid 

maneuver of the Test Article.  

 

2) Transmitter power efficiency   

One of the key factors affecting transmit power efficiency is the Peak-to-Average Power Ratio 

(PAPR) of the transmit waveform. OFDM [9] systems have a lower transmit power efficiency 

when compared to constant envelope modulation schemes such as SOQPSK-TG due to their high 

PAPR. PAPR of OFDM signal waveform can be as high as 9 to 12dB as opposed to 0dB for 

SOQPSK-TG [10]. 

 

3) Transmission Bandwidth efficiency:  

OFDM and SC QAM modulations have similar Bandwidth efficiency  

For example: 

SOQPSK-TG: 1.28bit/Hz [1-e], m-QAM: m bit/Hz (m=2^k, k= 2, 3, 4…)  [3]  

OFDM: 1bit/Hz (BPSK, OQPSK), 2bit/Hz (QPSK), 4bit/Hz (16QAM), 6bit/Hz (64QAM) [9] 
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I. Proposed Extensible SOQPSK(E-SOQPSK) modulation waveforms 

 

BACKGROUND 

To utilize both the multipath resistance capability offered by an OFDM modulated waveform, and 

the high transmitter power efficiency of the SOQPSK-TG modulation, a scheme of adaptive 

coding with hybrid SOQPSK/OFDM modulations was proposed for Integrated Network Enhanced 

Telemetry(iNET) applications [11].   

 

Over the past decade, Teletronics Technology Corporation (now, Teletronics a Curtiss-Wright 

company) has developed and delivered an OFDM modulation based IP transceiver (nXCVR-2000)  

[12] [13] and an SOQPSK-TG modulation based iNET IP transceiver (nXCVR-3140) to the 

telemetry industry for aeronautical wireless link communications. Based on firsthand field test 

results and performance assessment on modulation algorithms utilized in the nXCVR series 

transceiver products, we propose high performance E-SOQPSK, an OFDM structured flexible 

single carrier modulation scheme.  

 

DESCRIPTION 

The core of E-SOQPSK modulation is an OFDM structured extensible single carrier SOQPSK. 

This combination of OFDM and SOQPSK provides merit from both MC and SC modulation 

waveforms, and helps to improve the performance in a dynamic time-varying multipath and rapid 

Doppler shift environment, while maintaining a low PAPR and high transmitter power efficiency. 

E-SOQPSK is single carrier (SC) modulation waveform, a deviation of the traditional OFDM, 

LTE (uplink) waveforms scheme.  E-SOQPSK can be configured to BPSK, OQPSK, m-QAM or 

Constant Envelop (CE) SOQPSK modulation waveform.    

 

The performance comparison of E-SOQPSK with OFDM [9], SOQPSK-TG [10], and LTE (UL) 

[14] is shown in Table 1 below. [8] [15]      

                

Table 1. Modulation waveform performance matrix 

Modulation\ 

Criteria 

 

Multipath 

immunity 

(time-varying 

channel) 

Doppler 

shift* 

impact 

assume  C 

band 5GHz, 

TA speed 

Mach 3 

PAPR 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

efficiency 

(bit/Hz) 

Note 

SOQPSK-TG Poor Good 0 dB 1.28 bit/Hz IRIG-106 

std. [10]] 

OFDM Good 5.5% (est.) 9.5dB~ 

12.5dB 

1bit/Hz (BPSK) 

2bit/Hz(QPSK) 

4bit/Hz(16QAM) 

6bit/Hz 

(64QAM) 

Wi-Fi std. 

[9] 
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LTE Good 114% (est.) 4 ~ 5dB 

(est.) 

Comparable to 

OFDM(est.) 

LTE std. 

[14] 

E-SOQPSK Comparable to 

OFDM 

(projected**) 

5%(or less) 

(projected) 

1.5 dB ~4.5 

dB 

Comparable to 

OFDM  

1bit/Hz 

(BPSK,OQPSK) 

2bit/Hz(QPSK) 

4bit/Hz(16QAM) 

6bit/Hz 

(64QAM) 

(projected) 

Proposed by 

TTC/CW 

             

 * Doppler shift impact to signal quality, measured by Inter Symbol Interference (ISI), defined as  

 Doppler frequency shift to OFDM subcarrier BW ratio.  OFDM parameter [9]: FFT size 64, 

 Clock at 20MHz, subcarrier Bandwidth 312.5 kHz;  

** Assuming OFDM structure parameters.    

Functional Top view block diagrams E-SOQPSK system vs. OFDM system 

 

 
Figure 1: Basic OFDM modulation system 

 

 
Figure 2: A proposed E-SOQPSK modulation system 

 

 

II. Preliminary Result 

 

1) Characteristics of E-SOQPSK modulation signal: 

 

In this section we show certain characteristics of the E-SOQPSK modulation waveforms in 

comparison with standard SOQPSK-TG waveform. The characteristics of the modulation 

waveforms were demonstrated in terms of (a) their I-Q component eye diagrams of the modulation 

waveform; (b) the signal power spectrum, (c) the signal’s PAPR, and (d) the I-Q trajectory of the 

signal waveform.  
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The results show that 

 E-SOPQK has similar characteristics of its baseband waveform time-domain transition to 

standard SOQPSK-TG, as illustrated in eye diagram in Figure 3 (obtained by Matlab 

simulation), and laboratory test result in Figure 6 (obtained by laboratory test); 

 E-SOQPSK has a tighter spectrum spread to compare with SOQPSK-TG waveform. The 

result is in Figure. 4 ( obtained by laboratory test); 

 Near 1dB PAPR was confirmed for E-SOQPSK both in OQPSK and in SOQPSK 

waveform mode. The results (obtained by laboratory test) are in Figure 5, and Figure 6, 

respectively.  

 

   

(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 3: Eye diagrams (a)(Left) E-SOQPSK (simulation result), (b)(Right) SOQPSK-TG (simulation result) 

 

 

Figure 4: Lab captured Spectrum of a 1 Mbps E-SOQPSK (in yellow) vs a 1 Mbps SOQPSK-TG (In blue) waveform. 
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(a)                                                                                            (b) 

Figure 5: Lab Measured Peak-to-Average-Power Ratio (PAPR) of a 1 Mbps E-SOQPSK (experimental) waveform 

(a)(left):  PAPR < 1.2dB, 1 Mbps OQPSK (experimental) waveform of E-SOQPSK modulator:  PAPR < 1.2dB (b)(right) 

 

 

Figure 6: Laboratory digital oscilloscope measurement of the OQPSK waveform generated by E-SOQPSK modulator 

 

 

2) Performance of E-SOQPSK Frequency Domain Equalization – preliminary result. 

 

The results shown in this section are from the MATLAB simulation. Figure 8 is a top view of the 

E-SOQPSK simulation model used to demonstrate performance of E-SOQPSK frequency-domain 

equalizer.  

 

Proposed E-SOQPSK transmitter is a multi-mode modulator. It is capable of generating OFDM 

structured mQAM, OQPSK, or SOQPSK modulation waveform. As illustrated in Figure 7, an E-

SOQPSK modulator in the OQPSK mode generates the waveform which is fed to a two-ray 

multipath channel, and then processed by an E-SOQPSK demodulation, including frequency-

domain equalization.  
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In this section, through Matlab simulation, by setting various multipath parameters, we illustrate a 

potential capability of the OFDM structured Frequency-Domain equalization. In this test, we show 

simulation results of complex signal I-Q constellation of the equalizer output vs its input under a 

two-ray channel model with different channel model parameters, such as reflector phase rotation 

(theta), channel time delay (dL), and attenuation factor (rho) of the 2nd path, as well as additive 

noise. The results are shown in Figure 8 to Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10 shows the equalizer input vs. its output. The channel that is set for this simulation is a 

severe multipath condition (90% of reflection signal in strength was delayed and rotated in phase, 

then added on the signal on direct path). The corresponding signal spectrum at the receiver output 

is shown in Figure 11 which shows the signal strength dips of up to 25.6dB.    

 
 

  
       

Figure 7: Top view E-SOQPK Simulation model 

 

 

(a)                                                    (b)                                                                 (c) 

Figure 8: A baseline simulation: ideal channel, w/ or w/o noise: (a) on the left, constellation of the OQPSK I-Q components 

as IFFT of FreqEQ output w/o multipath, w/o additive noise; (b) center, constellation of the OQPSK I-Q components as 

IFFT of FreqEQ Input w/o multipath, w/noise at SNR 15 dB (c) on the right,  constellation of the OQPSK I-Q components 

as IFFT of FreqEQ output w/o multipath, w/noise at SNR 15 dB   
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(a)                                                                                  (b) 

Figure 9:  OQPSK I-Q component constellation w/ two-ray channel multipath (case 1: signal strength dips 7.4 dB, 

rho/theta/dL=0.4/1.7/10), SNR 15dB (a) on the left, IFFT of FreqEQ input; (b) on the right, IFFT of FreqEQ output 

 

                                           

(a)                                                                                                      (b) 

Figure 10: OQPSK I-Q component constellation w/ two-ray channel Multipath (case 2: signal strength dips 25.6 dB, 

rho/theta/dL =0.9/0.4/20), SNR 15dB (a) On the left, IFFT of FreqEQ input; (b) on the right, IFFT of FreqEQ output 

 

 

 

Figure 11: OQPSK signal spectrum at receiver input, w/ two-ray channel Multipath (case 2: signal strength dips 25.6 dB, 

rho/theta/dL =0.9/0.4/20), SNR 15dB 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we propose a novel OFDM structured Extensible-SOQPSK modulation waveform, 

which can be configured to: SOQPSK, OQPSK, or QAM.  The embedded OFDM structure of the 

E-SOQPSK modulation waveform can be utilized by an E-SOQPSK receiver to improve its 

frequency-domain equalization performance in a time-varying multipath and high Doppler shift 

environment. 

 

 Preliminary laboratory results have confirmed that E-SOQPSK modulation waveform has 

a near 1 dB PAPR, close to that of a traditional SOQPSK-TG modulated waveform.  They 

also show that the E-SOQPSK modulated waveform has a similar eye diagram pattern to 

that of a standard SOQPSK-TG waveform.  

 

 Preliminary simulation results  illustrate that E-SOQPSK modulation waveform is capable 

of providing robust performance in a heavy multipath time-varying channel as expected, 

benefitting from the fast frequency-domain equalization techniques enabled by its OFDM 

structure. 

 

  

FUTURE WORK 

Further work in terms of full system simulations and refinement of the demodulation process, esp. 

channel equalization algorithms with various Doppler and multipath cases, transmitter and receiver 

prototype development needs to be done so as to evaluate the performance and verify the proposed 

advantages of the E-SOQPSK waveforms. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the implementation of a standard PLL-based timing and phase synchronization
system on hardware using an FPGA. The synchronization system is shown to successfully recover
a 16-APSK signal despite offsets in phase and frequency between the transmitter and receiver local
oscillators. Furthermore, it is shown that system performance, in terms of symbol times required
to achieve lock, is comparable to double-precision floating point simulations despite using fixed
point numbers with as few as 5 fractional bits for most computations.

INTRODUCTION

The job of the receiver in a digital communication system is to extract the original information
signal from the modulated (i.e. upsampled and filtered) signal. Most discussions of demodula-
tion techniques assume perfect synchronization in timing and phase between the transmitter and
receiver. Under this assumption, the received signal can be demodulated by simply filtering and
downsampling, and any errors would be due to channel conditions. However, in real systems,
the transmitter and receiver each have their own local oscillator for conversion between baseband
and passband, and it is highly unlikely that the oscillators will be perfectly aligned in phase and
frequency. In addition to any doppler shifts caused by the channel, this introduces two offsets
between the transmitter and receiver: A timing offset, which means that the matched filter outputs
are not being sampled at the correct instances, and a phase offset, which means that the received
constellation is a rotated version of the original constellation used for modulation.
Because of these timing and phase offsets, a synchronization system that will recover the original
timing and phase information is needed at the receiver. For this paper, the PLL-based synchroniza-
tion techniques described in [1] are implemented on an FPGA. The next sections summarize these
synchronization techniques. Then, a description of the hardware implementation is given, and
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hardware considerations are discussed. The results of the FPGA implementation are compared
with Matlab simulations to confirm successful synchronization of a 16-APSK signal.

NOTATION

The notation used in this paper refers to signals within the synchronization system. The I and Q
matched filter outputs at the kth symbol time Ts are denoted x(kTs) and y(kTs) respectively. The
I and Q components of a decision are denoted aI(k) and aQ(k). The upsampling factor of the
transmitted data is denoted N .

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. CARRIER PHASE SYNCHRONIZATION

A carrier phase offset means that the oscillator at the receiver is not aligned in phase and/or fre-
quency with the oscillator at the transmitter. This results in the matched filter output being out of
phase with its nearest constellation point (i.e. the decision) as shown in Figure 1, even in a noise-
less environment. The carrier phase synchronization system can be seen as a rotation of matched
filter outputs in order to properly align them into a constellation. This rotation is achieved using
the counter-clockwise rotation matrix shown in (1), where θ̂ is the estimated carrier phase offset.[

x′(kTs)
y′(kTs)

]
=

[
cos(θ̂(k)) sin(θ̂(k))

− sin(θ̂(k)) cos(θ̂(k))

] [
x(kTs)
y(kTs)

]
(1)

Figure 1: Graphical Interpretation of Phase Error

In order to estimate the carrier phase offset, the phase synchronization system used in this paper
employs the phase-locked loop (PLL) as derived in [1]. Specifically, the second-order PLL shown
in Figure 2 is used, where K0, K1, and K2 are PLL gain constants. These constants depend
on the desired loop bandwidth and loop damping factor. The direct digital synthesizer (DDS)
in the discrete-time PLL replaces the VCO of an analog PLL, and the loop filter shown is the
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discrete-time proportional-plus-integrator (PPI) filter. The error signal input to the PLL can be
seen geometrically as the difference between θMF (k) and θa(k) in Figure 1. If θMF (k) and θa(k)
are the phases of the kth rotated matched filter output and the kth decision constellation point, then
[1] shows that the maximum likelihood phase error detector (PED) is

e(k) = sin(θMF (k)− θa(k))
∝ y′(kTs)aI(k)− x′(kTs)aQ(k)

(2)

Figure 2: Second-Order PLL with PPI Filter

A block diagram of the entire carrier phase synchronization system is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Phase Synchronization System
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B. SYMBOL TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION

A symbol timing error occurs when the received waveform is sampled in between ideal sampling
instants, i.e. when the eye diagram is not at its maximum opening as shown in Figure 4. The goal
of a symbol timing synchronization system is to ensure that during each symbol time, there is a
sample aligned with the eye diagram’s maximum opening. One way of achieving this is to sample
the received signal at a rate higher than the symbol rate and interpolate these samples. Because
the timing offset is unknown, the interpolator must be dynamic to allow for the system to lock.
In this paper, the Farrow piecewise parabolic interpolator is used with α = 1/2, chosen for its
divide-by-twos which can easily be implemented on hardware. Interpolation is controlled by the
interpolator fractional interval, denoted µ.

Figure 4: Graphical Representation of Timing Error

The value of µ is updated using a PLL, which consists of a timing error detector (TED) and a
loop filter similar to the PLL described in the phase recovery section. The same second order PPI
loop filter is used here as in the phase synchronization system. There are many different kinds of
TEDs described in [1]; the one used in this paper is the zero-crossing TED (ZCTED). The ZCTED
operates at 2 samples per symbol, and its output is zero when every other sample is time-aligned
with the eye diagram’s zero crossings, implying that the other samples are aligned with the eye
diagram’s maximum opening. The ZCTED error signal is shown in (3), where τ̂ is the timing
offset.

e(k) = x((k − 1/2)Ts + τ̂)[aI(k − 1)− aI(k)] + y((k − 1/2)Ts + τ̂)[aQ(k − 1)− aQ(k)] (3)

A block diagram of this symbol timing synchronization system is shown in Figure 5. The stars
indicate the blocks which are enabled by a ”strobe” signal. In this system, the strobe is set high
when the modulo-1 decrementing counter underflows. Because the ZCTED operates at 2 samples
per symbol, the counter is designed to underflow every 2 samples by decrementing by an average
of 1/2 every iteration. This is shown in (4), where η is the counter output and v is the loop filter
output.

η(k + 1) =
(
η(k)− v(k)− 1

2

)
mod 1 (4)

The output of the loop filter adjusts the amount by which the counter decrements. When the strobe
is high, η and v lead to the computation of µ for the interpolator as

µ(k) =
η(k)

v(k) + 1
2

(5)
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Figure 5: Timing Synchronization System

C. COMPLETE SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM

A complete synchronization system consists of both the phase and timing synchronization systems
described in the previous sections. Figure 6 shows the complete synchronization system, where
the star indicates the strobe-enabled blocks as before. Dashed lines indicate signals of the phase
synchronization system.

Figure 6: Complete Synchronization System
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IMPLEMENTATION

A. SYSTEM PARAMETERS

As discussed in the previous sections, PLL design requires the selection of several constants de-
pending on the desired system behavior. Tables 1 and 2 show the constants used for this paper.
In addition to the constants K0 and Kp, design also includes selection of the loop bandwidth BnT
and the damping factor ζ . The values of K1 and K2 are functions of these four values. For both
the phase and timing systems, BnT was set to 0.01 (normalized to symbol time) and ζ was set to
1/
√
2. The values of K0 and Kp and the equations for K1 and K2 were obtained from [1].

Table 1: Parameters for Phase Synchronization PLL
K0 1
Kp 1
K1 2.667E − 2
K2 3.556E − 4

Table 2: Parameters for Timing Synchronization PLL
K0 −1
Kp 2.68
K1 −9.950E − 3
K2 −1.327E − 4

Another design parameter was the pulse used for the matched filter in the receiver. The pulse is
described in Table 3. This pulse was optimized for minimal peak to average power ratio.

Table 3: Matched Filter Description
shape raised cosine
span 16 symbols

rolloff 0.4051
upsampling factor 32

window Kaiser
window shape factor 2.8299

The data was randomly generated and mapped to the 16-APSK constellation shown in Figure 7 as
per the DVB-S2 standard for rate 4/5 LDPC codes [2]. The average symbol energy was normalized
to unity. A phase offset of π/10 radians and a frequency offset of 1E − 5 cycles per symbol were
introduced in the oscillator at the receiver. Five zeros were padded at the beginning of the received
data sequence to simulate a symbol timing offset. No noise was added to the data. All modulation
operations and the baseband conversion at the receiver were performed in Matlab. The baseband
received data was then loaded onto the FPGA memory, and processing began at the matched filter
input. The data was loaded onto the FPGA in fixed point Q13 format. This was chosen to match
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Figure 7: 16-APSK Constellation from [2]

the 14-bit ADC which will be used in the future to quantize the data used by the FPGA. The
matched filter outputs and most subsequent computations were represented using 18 fractional
bits. This would be an unnecessary amount of precision in a noisy environment, but it simplified
the performance comparison against Matlab. The FPGA sampled the data at 1.25 Msps.

B. HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

Migrating the synchronization system from Matlab to the FPGA required attention to timing, bit
allocation, and computational complexity. The FPGA uses a 200 MHz system clock, meaning
that each clock cycle is 5 ns. For some parts of the system with a high bit precision requirement,
such as the PLLs with small constant values, one clock cycle was not long enough to complete the
computations, and delays had to be introduced. Another consideration was bit growth that resulted
from certain computations. For example, the constellation itself could be represented using one
integer bit because the I or Q value with the highest magnitude is ±1.0916. However, the ZCTED
error signal contains a subtraction of two I and Q constellation values. Therefore, it is possible for
this subtraction to result in a number that would require two integer bits. A less obvious issue pre-
sented by bit growth involved the CORDIC used for the phase synchronizer’s rotation operation.
Because of the CORDIC rotation algorithm’s inherent scale factor, it is possible for an iteration to
result in a value outside the input’s fixed point range.
Furthermore, it is well known that the division operation should be avoided on FPGAs when pos-
sible. However, it can be seen in (5) that the calculation of the interpolator fractional interval
contains a division. This division was avoided by considering the timing PLL output v to be much
smaller than 1/2, allowing the quotient to be estimated with a simple multiply-by-two bit shift.

RESULTS

Before FPGA implementation, the system was scripted in Matlab to serve as the benchmark for
synchronization performance on the FPGA. The results presented here show the two main signals
used to observe performance: Figure 8 shows the output of the phase error detectors from Matlab
simulation and FPGA implementation, and Figure 9 shows the value of µ from the timing synchro-
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nization loop in Matlab simulation and FPGA implementation. In addition to the PED output and
µ, a 0 bit error rate was observed after the systems had locked.

Figure 8: Phase Synchronization System Performance

Figure 9: Timing Synchronization System Performance
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ANALYSIS

The most important result in a synchronization system is the amount of time it takes to lock. These
results indicate that the FPGA implementation of the system was able to recover the carrier phase
and symbol timing information from the offset data in the same number of symbol times as the
Matlab simulations. This is the best possible outcome in this scenario. The FPGA could not be
expected to outperform the Matlab simulations due to the fixed point operations and limited bit pre-
cision. Additionally, it can be seen that the expected underdamped response was achieved given
the damping factor.
It should be noted that although the results shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 were obtained using 18
fractional bits for most computations, similar performance was observed using as few as 5 frac-
tional bits. Using fewer fractional bits allows for faster computation times. This could eliminate
the need for the extra delays inserted throughout the system to allow the hardware to complete
lengthy multiplications.

CONCLUSION

Without proper synchronization between the transmitter and receiver, a communication system
will not operate reliably. This paper described a system which processes the received data to align
the samples in phase and frequency with the original data so the information can be recovered. The
system was implemented on an FPGA and shown to successfully demodulate a received 16-APSK
signal that had a carrier phase offset, an oscillator frequency offset, and a symbol timing offset.

FUTURE WORK

As described in [1], a phase synchronization system could potentially lock onto a constellation with
the incorrect phase correction, resulting in a constant phase offset of the decision constellation.
This phase ambiguity can be resolved with the unique word approach, where the receiver searches
for a known sequence by comparing the decisions and each potential offset of the decisions to the
unique word. The system implemented for this paper does not currently have this phase ambiguity
resolution capability. Another advancement will be configuring the FPGA to accept real-time data
through a host-to-card DMA transfer rather than reading from its ROM. The system will also be
made to handle a dynamic scaling of the constellation to account for the automatic gain control of
the telemetry receiver.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
propagation experiments. The experimental results are summarized by Doppler power spectra.
Our measurements indicate the need for a dynamic system that can handle the variable channels
experienced in vehicle-to-everything communications.

INTRODUCTION

V2V and V2I communications, also known as vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications, com-
prise a network of vehicles that communicate one with another, as well as with nodes located at
fixed points that they pass during transit. Potential applications for V2X networks include the
transmission of data intended to improve the safety of those in and around any vehicles, as well
as to increase the efficiency of traffic flow [1]. Other applications may include the sharing of
encrypted data with a limited number of recipients.

Because the V2X nodes are mobile, an understanding of mobile communication channel, such
as the Doppler power spectrum, becomes necessary for system design [2, 3]. A Doppler power
spectrum may be obtained through radio propagation experiments. In this paper, we report the
results of propagation experiments conducted in downtown Provo, Utah. We computed a number
of Doppler power spectra from the measured data. The Doppler power spectra provide insights
into the requirements for the design of a system intended for use in V2X networks [4].
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BASIC CONCEPTS

A. Multipath Propagation

The reliability of a wireless network is greatly impacted by the environment in which it is found.
One of the main factors is multipath propagation which occurs when a propagating radio wave
is reflected, scattered, or attenuated by the environment [5]. In a V2X network it is common to
have objects such as buildings, trees, and other vehicles all contributing to multipath propagation.
Consequently, multiple copies of the transmitted signal may arrive at the receive antenna, although
not all at the same time, or in phase with one another. Thus, the channel may experience fading,
amplification, a complete loss of signal, or any combination of these effects.

B. Doppler Shift and Doppler Power Spectrum

The Doppler shift is a frequency shift caused by relative motion between a transmitter and a re-
ceiver. The frequency shift experienced by a receiver at position P with velocity vector v is given
by

Tx
.

. RxP = (x, y, z)

q
f = |v| × cos(θ)

λ
, (1)

where θ is the angle between v and the line defined by the transmitter and P as shown next to Eq.
(1), and λ is the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. When the receiver is moving towards
the source of the transmission, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, and each crest of the radio wave has less distance to
travel than the previous crest, resulting in a positive Doppler shift. When the receiver is moving
away from the transmitter, π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π, and the Doppler shift is negative.

The Doppler power spectrum quantifies the statistical temporal variations in the channel [6]. The
Doppler power spectrum is measured by transmitting an unmodulated carrier

s(t) = cos(2πf0t). (2)

Due to temporal variations in the propagation medium, the receive signal may be expressed as

r(t) = A(t) cos(2πf0t+ φ(t)) + n(t), (3)

where A(t) and φ(t) are the amplitude and phase variations, respectively, due to changes in the
propagation medium, and n(t) is additive noise. The Doppler power spectrum SD(f) is the power
spectral density of the equivalent low-pass waveform

A(t)ejφ(t). (4)

The Doppler spread BD is the bandwidth of SD(f) and indicates how rapidly the channel changes
[7]. Understanding the rate of change is important for system design, as the system must update at
a rate that is greater than, or equal to, the rate of the changes in the channel.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of system setup.

Figure 2: Antenna mount setup.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The IEEE 802.11p standard for V2X [8] allocates a 10 MHz bandwidth located in the 5900 MHz
band. The experimental configuration is summarized by Fig. 1. A software-defined radio was
used to generate an unmodulated carrier at 5900 MHz which was then amplified to 30 dBm and
transmitted from an omnidirectional V2X antenna, mounted on the top of a van as illustrated in
Fig. 2.

A receive antenna, identical to the transmit antenna, was mounted on top of a second van. The
receive signal was filtered, amplified, and downconverted to 70 MHz IF. The IF signal was sampled
at 11.2 Msamples/s and stored in solid state memory. Both vans were equipped with GPS units
that recorded the location for use in tracking the relative locations and speeds of the vehicles in
use.

The channel measurements were gathered in the city of Provo, Utah. In order to experience the
effects of an urban environment with the presence of many tall buildings and a variety of other
vehicles in close proximity, the experiments were performed in the downtown area. Each of the
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Figure 3: Routes for the channel measurement test points. V2I measurements were collected by parking the
van with the transmit antenna at the location marked with a white “×”, while the red arrow marks the route
followed for both V2I and V2V measurements. For each V2V test point the vehicles followed the same
route but with varying degrees of separation between one another.

test points and routes for the channel measurements are summarized in Fig. 3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Post processing of the recorded data was done using MATLAB R©. The measured data were down-
converted to I/Q baseband before being resampled. We used Welch’s method of averaged peri-
odograms to compute the power spectral density estimate. The samples were then used to create
the plots found in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The frequency offset due to oscillator uncertainty was removed
by computing the weighted average frequency and then shifting the center of the plots accordingly.

The V2I test, with a stationary transmitter located at position “x” in Fig. 3 and a mobile receiver
following the red arrow in the same figure, is shown by Fig. 4 (a). Initially the vehicle was moving
towards the transmitter, so that 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, resulting in a positive Doppler shift with a maximum
of 140 Hz. The moment at which the peak gain is centered on 0 is when θ = π

2
and the receiver is

at the transition point between moving towards and moving away from the transmitter. After that
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Figure 4: Top view of the gain in the channel with respect to time. Yellow corresponds to a higher gain,
while blue corresponds to a lower gain that approaches zero. Four test points were measured and correspond
to (a), (b), (c), and (d).

point, π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π and the Doppler shift is negative, with a maximum of -120 Hz.

The remaining three plots in Fig. 4 represent a V2V environment. Both vehicles followed the
same route, depicted by the red arrow in Fig. 3, with the receiver following the transmitter. For
all three cases, the vehicles maintained a speed of approximately 15 miles per hour (6.7 m/s).
Given the tolerance in each vehicle’s speedometer and the dynamic environment, the actual speeds
of the vehicles varied slightly. The angle of θ for each case was 0, so the spread in the Doppler
power spectra was mostly caused by the differences in relative speeds of the vehicles and multipath
propagation.

In Fig. 4(b) the van with the receive antenna was following behind the transmitter at a distance
of approximately 10 m. The change in the Doppler shift over the duration of the test point is
approximately 50 Hz, which gives us a relative velocity difference of 2.5 m/s, or 5.7 mph. Plot (c)
shows the results when the receiver followed 50 m behind the transmitter. The Doppler shift was
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Figure 5: Doppler power spectrum for each of the test points.

a constant 50 Hz, which translates to a relative velocity of approximately 5.7 mph. Lastly, for (d),
the receiver followed at a distance of 100 m and the Doppler shift varied from an initial 15 Hz,
down to 10 Hz, before rising to 40 Hz. These changes correspond to relative frequencies of 1.7
mph, 1.1 mph, and 4.5 mph respectively.

The Doppler power spectrum for each test point can be found in Fig. 5, with (a) corresponding to
the V2I measurements and (b), (c), and (d) representing the V2V measurements. We calculated the
Doppler spread by measuring from the center of the Doppler power spectrum out to the furthest
edge, whether it be positive or negative. From our measurements, Fig. 5 (a) has a Doppler spread
of 200 Hz at 65 dB of attenuation, (b) has a spread of 300 Hz at 60 dB, (c) of 320 Hz at 60 dB, and
(d) of 320 Hz at 70 dB.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper explored the Doppler power spectra for V2X networks by performing propagation ex-
periments in an urban area of Provo, Utah. From the results of our experiments we found that
V2I and V2V networks express different behavior in the Doppler shift over time, and that vary-
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ing distances for V2V scenarios do affect the variability of the channel. From the Doppler power
spectra observed, and the Doppler spread that was presented in each test point, we know that any
system designed for V2X communications will need to be dynamic in nature. To fully understand
the requirements for system design, additional work may include channel measurements in other
scenarios. Some potential areas of interest may include canyons, tunnels, and heavily forested
areas.
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1 ABSTRACT

Second-order (SO) non-circularity is a statistical property that is used to classify signals. Sig-
nals with SO non-circularity are extensively used in communication and radar systems. The SO
non-circularity property is generally useful in the application of array processing techniques for
extending antenna apertures. Exploiting this non-circularity property for a multi-faceted set of
communication-type and radar-type signals is the objective of this study. For a given type of sig-
nal, the circularity quotient and its properties are tested and evaluated in terms of parameters such
as the modulus of its phase, complex covariance, pseudo-variance, the angle orientation of the el-
lipse, its eccentricity, and other relevant properties are calculated. A geometrical interpretation for
the circularity quotient and the correlation coefficient is used to derive the bounds for circularity.

2 INTRODUCTION

The property of or those pertaining to circularity in signal processing has been known since the
mid-nineties. Additionally, it is one of the most commonly made symmetry assumptions in sta-
tistical signal processing [1][2]. But it is the non-circularity property that presents itself, which is
often observed in communication-type signals and radar-type signals, that has yet to be compre-
hensively exploited. For example, information extracted from the non-circularity of signals could
yield signal-processing gains from a parameter estimation perspective, enhance performance in
detection algorithms, or in anti-jamming cases, if extracted from phase-coded pulses [3]. Phase
coded signals, such as pseudo-random sequences, can be spread across the bandwidth and in a
repeated manner that is known only by the transmission side [4]. In cryptography, for example,
this type of signal satisfies one or more of the tests for statistical randomness, but is ultimately a
deterministic sequence of pulses that repeats itself after a period, T . Noncircular properties can
be further exploited in the design of DOA algorithms, blind source separation methods, array pro-
cessing methods such as beamforming, etc. [5][3]. Consequently, statistical tests of circularity are
of great and increasing interest.
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A multitude of previous results, (e.g [3][6][5]) have robustly developed methods to evaluate
signals in terms of their circular properties. They have further evolved into well known methods to
evaluate and characterize the extent circularity. For these purposes, a basic, MATLAB simulation
was developed, with the implementation of these known methods, to expeditiously calculate the
required parameters and determine the existence and extent of circularity for a given input signal.
A generalized ratio likelihood test, similar to those detailed in [3][7][6], was applied with a test-
statistic as a threshold to determine whether a signal was circular or non-circular. It is important
to distinguish that although some signals exhibit minimal amounts of non-circularity (e.g. on the
order of 1× 10−1 or 1× 10−2), that the test statistic threshold was the bound to designate whether
a signal was circular or not in this study. The use and applicability of the test-statistic threshold is
detailed in Sec. 4.

We present the results for various communication-type signals. Furthermore, we characterize
the effects of the addition of white Gaussian noise and arbitrary phase-offsets to the signal con-
stellations and their impact on the extent of circularity. Results for various radar-type signals, for
example polyphase and binary phase coded pulses, are also presented and the implications of the
results in terms of enhancing detection and processing algorithms is discussed further. All results
were generated with running the aforementioned basic MATLAB simulation developed for this
purpose. We summarize the results therein in tabular format, with particular emphasis on parame-
ters that demonstrate the presence of and extent of non-circularity.

A. Circular definitions

The outline of circular distributions follows that as detailed in [7]. A complex random variable
defined as, z = zR + jzI is said to be circular if the pdf of z is the same pdf of zejα for any real α.
Therefore, the probability density function of z = aejφ is

fz(A;φ) =
1

2π
fA(A) (1)

where the amplitude is independent of the phase and uniformly distributed on [−π, π). For vectors,
a few different definition of circularity were proposed,

• Mariginal Circularity: A complex random vector z is marginally circular if its components
zk are scalar, complex. and circular random variables

• Weak Circularity: A random vector z is weakly circular if z and ejαz both have the same
probability distribution for any α. The PDF of a weakly circular random vector can be
expressed as f(A;φ1, φ2, . . . , φm), where its dependence on the phase is self-evident.

The complex random vector is called proper if the complementary covariance matrix or pseudo-
covariance matrix, as they are commonly referred to in the literature, vanishes. This condition on
the SO statistic is satisfied if C̃z,z = 0 or τz = 0, or if a random vector is weakly circular. Thus,
proper random vectors are often referred to as second-order circular.

Expressed in terms of real matrices, properness corresponds to the cases in which

CZR,ZR
= −CZI,ZI

CZR,ZI
= −CZI,ZR

.
(2)
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Furthermore, since CZR,ZI
= −CZR,ZI

, Eq. 2 can alternatively be expressed as,

CT
ZR,ZI

= −CZR,ZI

CT
ZI,ZR

= −CZI,ZR
.

(3)

This means that the matrices, CZR,ZI
and CZI,ZR

are skew-symmetric. Therefore, the real and
imaginary part of the proper complex vector have equal covariances, and that the real and imagi-
nary parts of z are independent and identically distributed [7].

The covariance matrix of random vectors, x = xR + jxI and y = yR + jyI defined as

Cx,y = E
[
(x− µx)(y − µy)H

]
= CxR,yR + CxI,yI + jCxI,yR −CxR,yI

where

CxR,yR = E
[
(xR − µxR)(yR − µyR)T

]
CxI,yI = E

[
(xI − µxI)(yI − µyI)T

]
CxI,yR = E

[
(xI − µxI)(yR − µyR)T

]
CxR,yI = E

[
(xR − µxR)(yI − µyI)T

]
.

The complex matrix, Cx,y alone is not sufficient in comprehensively defining the complete co-
variance between x and y, thus necessitating the need to additionally define the complementary
covariance and/or pseudo-covariance matrices. This complementary covariance matrix, ˜Cx,y can
be expressed in terms of real matrices as,

˜Cx,y = CxR,yR −CxI,yI + jCxI,yR + CxR,yI. (4)

The complex, random vectors, x and y are uncorrelated if the real correlation matrices are zero
(i.e. CxR,yR = CxI,yI = CxR,yI = CxI,yR = 0), and expressed terms of the complex correlation
and complementary correlation matrices, this is equivalent to Cx,y = ˜Cx,y = 0. It follows that,
the complex random vectors, x and y are correlated if the complex correlation and complementary
correlation matrices are non-zero or improper.

3 MORE ON CIRCULARITY AND HOW IT IS MEASURED

The complex random variable alternatively denoted as z = x + iy (i.e. as alternatively defined in
Sec. A. as z = zR + jzI), with a composite real, random vector, v is constructed in terms of z by
concatenating the real part, x = real(z) and the imaginary part y = imag(z). This is similarly
denoted as v , [x, y]T [3]. It follows that calculations of the second-order moments gives rise to
a complex-valued measurement of the circularity with parameters such as the circularity quotient,
ρz and the pseudo-variance, τz. The 2 × 2 real covariance matrix of the composite real, random
variable, v can be similarly [3] denoted as

Σ , E

[(
x
y

)(
x y

)]
=

(
σ2
x σxy

σyx σ2
y

)
. (5)
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The variance, σ2
z of the complex, random variable, z is denoted as

σ2
z , E

[
|z|2
]

= σ2
x + σ2

y. (6)

Information regarding the correlation between the x and y components of z can be extracted from
the pseudo-variance, τz as

τz , E[z2] = σ2
x − σ2

y + j2σxy. (7)

It is imperative to note that variance along with the pseudo-variance contain all of the SO infor-
mation, as

σ2
x =

σ2
z +Re[τz]

2
, σ2

y =
σ2
z −Re[τz]

2
, σxy =

Im[τz]

2
, (8)

and the results in the tables therein list the calculated parameters for the pseudo-variance as the
imag(τz) and real(τz). The elements of the complementary 2× 2 covariance matrix and their ele-
ments (i.e. Cov(z, z∗)(1, 1) and Cov(z, z∗)(2, 2) denoted as their diagonal elements, for example)
can be related to one another via Eq. 8.

If the complex, random variable z exhibits the property that its pseudo-variance vanishes, it is
considered circular and designated as proper [3, 7]. This occurs when σ2

x = σ2
y , and σxy = σyx = 0,

and therefore the pseudo-variance vanishes, as τz = 0. The eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of
the covariance matrix Σ expressed as Σ = EΛET , where E corresponds to the orthogonal matrix
of eigenvectors of Σ and Λ = diag(λ1, λ2) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvectors of eigenvalues
in decreasing order (i.e. λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ 0). The pseudo-variance as well other parameters, as it is
demonstrated, can be evaluated in terms of the eigenvalues.

We employ a Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test, henceforth referred to as (GLRT), statistic
as an evaluation parameter threshold to determine the existence, and if so, the extent of non-
circularity. Moreover, we emphasize that although a vanishing pseudo-covariance means that a
signal is circular and some authors assert the circularity of a signal based off a non-zero pseudo-
variance, in this paper, we delineate the bounds on circularity based off of the result of this test
statistic.

4 THE MATHS: CALCULATED PARAMETERS TO MEASURE CIRCULARITY

The circularity quotient ρz is defined as the ratio of the pseudo-variance and the variance as

ρz ,
cov(z, z∗)√

var(z)
√
var(z∗)

=
τz
σ2
z

. (9)

The polar representation of the circularity quotient, ρz = rze
jα, is expressed in terms of the circu-

larity coefficient of z, denoted by r , |ρz| and the circularity angle of z, denoted by α , arg[ρz].
In terms of the aforementioned quantities, a circle corresponds to the case of λ1 = λ2 (i.e.
σ2
x = sigma2y and σxy = σyx = 0 and has zero eccentricity. The eccentricity is calculated as

ε ,

√
λ1 − λ2
λ1 + λ2

∈ [0, 1] (10)
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and measures the shape of the ellipse. The circularity angle measures the orientation of the ellipse.
It follows that in terms of α and ε, rz = |ρz| = ε2 and arg[ρz] = 2α. Therefore, the eccentricity
and orientation of the ellipse can otherwise be calculated as ε =

√
rz and α = arg[ρz]/2. The

circularity quotient of z = x+ iy can be linked with the correlation coefficient as

ρ ≡ σxy
σxσy

(11)

where it is assumed that the variances are nonzero and finite. Note that the source of non-circularity
can arise from two possibilities[3]:

1. x and y have unequal variances

2. x and y are correlated,

or, it can be a coupled effect of both [3].

A statistical hypothesis test of circularity of the complex random variable sample population
was employed for the composite vector, vi = (xi, yi)

T . A GLRT in which the following decision
parameters,

• Null Hypothesis: H0 : τz = 0

• Alternate hypothesis: H1 : τz 6= 0

were tested against with the test-statistic. The test statistic, ln, was calculated as follows:

ln =

[
Σ̂

1
2

1
2
tr[Σ̂]

]n
(12)

where Σ̂ = (1/n)
n∑

(i=1)

viv
T
i is the sample covariance matrix. The test rejects the null-hypothesis,

H0, whenever nln(1 − r̂z
2) exceeds the threshold defined by the chi-squared parameter with 2

degrees of freedom and p = 0.05, in χ2
[2,(1−p)] = 5.991, and otherwise, does not reject the null-

hypothesis. In the tabular results therein, the test-statistic parameters which exceed this threshold
are highlighted in red and those which do not are highlighted in blue.

5 RESULTS

We present the circularity results for various digital modulation schemes and radar signals in tab-
ular format and discuss their implications in radar processing and detection algorithms.

A. Application to Various Digital Modulation Schemes

The purpose of this section is to provide the framework for the signal constellations of digital
modulation schemes that give rise to non-circularity. It is well-expressed in literature that the
BPSK modulation schemes are maximally non-circular. Granted that, signals of this modulation
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type are known to be non-circular, the tabular results provided in Table 1 further confirm that not
only are the results therein are consistent with generalized, accepted findings, but insight as to why
some authors have chosen to describe this modulation scheme as maximally improper[7] relative to
other non-circular signals is further accrued from inspection of its equation[8], shown as Eq 13for
reference, coupled with examination of its signal constellation.

sn(t) =

√
2Eb
Tb

cos(2πft+ π(1− n))), n = 0, 1 (13)

Modulating a signal according to Eq. 13 yields two phases, 0 and π, with which binary data is
represented. The non-zero variance in σ2

xx and therefore, non-zero eigenvalue, λ1 with a zero
variance in the diagonal element of the covariance matrix σyy and zero variance in the off-diagonal
elements in σx,y = σy,x, and therefore remaining eigenvalues evidently gives contribution to the
maximal non-circularity observed in the BPSK modulation scheme.

What is most noteworthy and of interest for the PSK modulated schemes, as indicated in Table 1
is that increasing the modulation order, M , by any 2M amount results in a GLRT test-statistic that
does not exceed the threshold, and was therefore, considered, circular, or rather that its extent of
non-circularity is considerably less compared to the maximally circular BPSK modulated signal.
Figures 1,2, and 3 are the signal constellations for which the results in Table 1 were calculated for.
They provide visual insight giving rise the smaller non-circularity evident in the signal both with
and without noise added compared to the BPSK schemes. As the modulation order increases, the
extent of non-circularity increases as indicated in the test-statistic parameter(s), hn and−nlog(1−
r̂z

2), but does not exceed the threshold of 5.991.
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Figure 1: QPSK Modulation Scheme Signal Constellation
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Figure 2: PSK Modulation Scheme, Order, M = 8 Signal Constellation
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Figure 3: PSK Modulation Scheme, Order, M = 16 Signal Constellation

PSK of Various Modulation Orders
Parameter BPSK QPSK PSK, M = 8 PSK, M = 16

real(τz) 1.01948797 -0.00151858 -0.00680779 0.01006858
imag(τz) 0 -0.00656657 0.00356115 -0.01172166

Cov(z,z∗)(1, 1) 1.01948797 0.24893207 0.2467231 0.25526772
Cov(z,z∗)(1, 2) 0 -0.00328328 0.00178057 -0.00586083
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 1) 0 -0.00328328 0.00178057 -0.00586083
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 2) 0 0.25045065 0.2535309 0.24519914

hn 0 0.98216071 0.93941123 0.78935277
−nlog(1− r̂z2) ∞ 0.01563488 0.05428851 0.20545773

Table 1: Phase Shift Keying Modulation Schemes shown here are minimally non-circular regard-
less of modulation order with the exception of of the BPSK, which is maximally non-circular.
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Figure 4 shows the signal constellations with a Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
with modulation orders, M = 2N , N = 4, 6, 8 with the calculated parameters in columns 1-3 in
Table 2. All QAM schemes test-statistic parameters did not exceed the test-statistic, and therefore,
according to the definitions and thresholds provided in this study, are considered non-circular.
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Figure 4: QAM, M = 16, 64, 256 Signal Constellations

Columns 4-6 in Table 2 show the test-statistic parameters and that the results are maximally
non-circular, as in the BPSK case.

AM Schemes
Parameter QAM, M = 16 QAM, M = 64 QAM, M = 256 PAM AM (S) AM (D)

real(τz) -0.00588791 -0.02720395 -0.02509422 7704.51268 0.24996015 0.0625
imag(τz) 0.00134855 -0.07791601 0.01128248 0 0 0

Cov((z,z∗))(1, 1) 0.2616129 0.24189236 0.24443981 7704.51268 0.24996015 0.0625
Cov(z,z∗)(1, 2) 0.00067427 -0.03895801 0.00564124 0 0 0
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 1) 0.00067427 -0.03895801 0.00564124 0 0 0
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 2) 0.26750081 0.26909631 0.26953403 0 0 0

hn 0.96416872 0.03540717 0.69756964 0 0 0
−nlog(1− r̂z2) 0.03169393 2.90181749 0.31282486 ∞ ∞ ∞

Table 2: Amplitude Modulation Schemes, ’Quadrature’ (QAM) of various modulation order in the
first three columns from left-to-right, followed by Pulse Amplitude Modulation, (PAM), and Am-
plitude Modulations with (S) for ’Single-Sideband’ and (D) for ’Double-Sideband’. Irrespective
of the modulation order, M , the QAM are non-circular, whereas the PAM and AM schemes are
maximally non-circular.
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B. The Effects on the Extent of Non-Circularity with the Addition of White Gaussian Noise and
Phase Offset to a Digital Modulation Scheme

In this section, we examine whether the addition of Gaussian noise and phase-offsets to a signal
affects its non-circular properties, and if so, consider the extent to which it does. The motiva-
tion behind this study was to better understand the contribution of noise and phase offsets added
to a BPSK modulated signal in terms of the circularity properties, and secondarily examine the
maximally non-circular properties of a BPSK modulated signal in the presence of noise and phase
offsets. Figure 5 shows the BPSK reference constellation with various noise levels added in terms

of Eb/N0, and Figure 6 shows the BPSK reference constellation with various noise levels added
along with a phase offset of π

16
.
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BPSK with Noise, Eb

N0
, dBW

Parameter Eb

N0
= 3 Eb

N0
= 10 Eb

N0
= 15

real(τz) 1.04710162 0.99425185 1.0074122
imag(τz) -0.00682898 -0.00420012 -0.00140684

Cov(z,z∗)(1, 1) 1.04738052 0.99426189 1.00741332
Cov(z,z∗)(1, 2) -0.00341449 -0.00210006 -0.00070342
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 1) -0.00341449 -0.00210006 -0.00070342
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 2) 0.0002789 1.004E-05 1.12E-06

hn 0 0 0
−nlog(1− r̂z2) ∞ ∞ ∞

Table 3: BPSK scheme with added noise are still maximally non-circular.

BPSK with Added Noise, Eb

N0
, dBW , and Phase Offset,φ = π

16

Parameter Eb

N0
= 0 Eb

N0
= 3 Eb

N0
= 10 Eb

N0
= 15

real(τz) 0.92536722 1.04710162 0.99425185 1.0074122
imag(τz) 0.38299142 -0.00682898 -0.00420012 -0.00140684

Covz,z∗(1, 1) 0.92681813 1.04738052 0.99426189 1.00741332
Covz,z∗(1, 2) 0.19149571 -0.00341449 -0.00210006 -0.00070342
Covz,z∗(2, 1) 0.19149571 -0.00341449 -0.00210006 -0.00070342
Covz,z∗(2, 2) 0.00145091 0.0002789 1.004E-05 1.12E-06

hn 0 0 0 0
−nlog(1− r̂z2) ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

Table 4: BPSK scheme with added noise and phase offset are still maximally non-circular.

The test-statistic and calculated parameters in Table5 for Pulse-Amplitude Modulated (PAM) sig-
nals with π

4
, and π

16
phase offsets, indicate that the maximally non-circular modulated signals with

no phase-offset (far-left column) are unaffected by the added phase-offsets in terms of the extent
of non-circularity (i.e. the signals with phase offsets are still maximally non-circular).

PAMMOD with specified phase offsets
Parameter φ = 0 φ = π

4 φ = π
8

real(τz) 487.72268642 278.2899866 0
imag(τz) 0 14.02785574 21.50464646

Covz,z∗(1, 1) 487.72268642 286.73054579 115.61245489
Covz,z∗(1, 2) 0 7.01392787 10.75232323
Covz,z∗(2, 1) 0 7.01392787 10.75232323
Covz,z∗(2, 2) 0 8.4405592 115.61245489

hn 0 0 0
−nlog(1− r̂z2) ∞ ∞ ∞

Table 5: PAMMOD signals with added phase offsets are non-circular.

For QAM with M = 64, additional phase-offsets as specified in Table 7 demonstrate that the
minimal non-circularity observed remains as such. Furthermore, the addition of noise as specified
in Table 7 does not affect the observed non-circularity. The results in this section demonstrate
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QAM, M = 64, with phase offset, φoffset
Parameter φoff = 0 φoff = π

16 φoff = π
4

real(τz) -15.3161699 -54.96567346 17.03107598
imag(τz) -1.72598999 0.69186224 0.25705706

Cov(z,z∗)(1, 1) 407.14901784 420.49448306 449.87097895
Cov(z,z∗)(1, 2) -0.86299499 0.34593112 0.12852853
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 1) -0.86299499 0.34593112 0.12852853
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 2) 422.46518774 475.46015651 432.83990297

hn 0.41527788 0.50423577 0.90624568
−nlog(1− r̂z2) 0.76332239 0.5947327 0.0855081

Table 6: QAM scheme each with the same modulation order and specified phase-offset are still
minimally non-circular.

QAM, M = 64, with phase offset, φoff = 0 and specified Noise SNR = Eb/N0, dBW

Parameter Eb

N0
= 20 Eb

N0
= 8 Eb

N0
= 3

real(τz) 8.4655843 27.23838467 -64.05858624
imag(τz) -1.26998301 -0.55159509 6.16853594

Cov(z,z∗)(1, 1) 440.49037186 427.79897707 383.43526256
Cov(z,z∗)(1, 2) -0.6349915 -0.27579755 3.08426797
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 1) -0.6349915 -0.27579755 3.08426797
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 2) 432.02478756 400.56059239 447.4938488

hn 0.62346383 0.96314913 0.154942
−nlog(1− r̂z2) 0.41037747 0.03261293 1.61966169

Table 7: QAM, with same modulation order, no phase-offset, and noise added in terms of Eb

N0
dBW

are also minimally non-circular.

that the addition of noise or phase-offsets to the modulated signals does not significantly impact
the extent of circularity. For example, if the signal is already non-circular, particularly maximally
non-circular, it will remain as so. Additionally, those that are circular or minimally non-circular,
such as the QAM signals, do not impact the test-statistic results, rendering it non-circular. The
addition of noise specified in various of levels of SNR of eb/n0 did not impact the circularity to the
extent that the test-statistic was exceeded.

C. Analog Pulse Compression: Up-Chirp LFM Waveform

The analog pulse compression technique known as Linear Frequency Modulation (LFM) is such
that that the frequency of the transmitted signal is varied over a pulse duration. [9][4][10]. In-
creasing the frequency or ramping the frequency of this signal from low-to-high corresponds to
an up-chirp, and changing the frequency from high-to-low corresponds to a down-chirp. Table 8
indicates that the LFM signal does not exceed the test-statistic, and is therefore circular.
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LFM, Up-Chirp
Parameter LFM

real(τz) 0.00890696
imag(τz) 0.01996628

Cov(z,z∗)(1, 1) 0.04453103
Cov(z,z∗)(1, 2) 0.00998314
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 1) 0.00998314
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 2) 0.03562406

hn 0.46718403
−nlog(1− r̂z2) 0.66102402

Table 8: LFM signal results show that it is minimally non-circular.

D. Digital Pulse Compression: Barker Codes (Binary Phase Coding)

The Barker Codes are a type of binary phase codes that have constant, near unity side lobe levels
and produce compressed waveforms [9][10]. There are seven known Barker Codes. Table 9 shows
the results for the Barker Code signals of indicated length that are encoded with a BPSK modula-
tion and indicates that the signals are indeed non-circular. Table 10 are the results for the Barker
Codes only that demonstrate that without the BPSK modulation are maximally non-circular on
their own. Although Barker Codes of known lengths can be combined and concatenated in a way
to generate codes of longer lengths the actual application or usage of these types of code to a pulse
compression radar is nonetheless limited by its code length.

Barker Codes Modulated with BPSK, length, N
Parameter N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 N = 5 N = 7 N = 11 N = 13

real(τz) 3.695518 1.642452 0.923879 0.591282 1.206698 1.099493 0.787210
imag(τz) 0.765366 0.510244 0.382683 0.306146 0.437352 0.417472 0.353246

Cov(z,z∗)(1, 1) 3.701312 1.645027 0.925328 0.592209 1.208591 1.101216 0.788445
Cov(z,z∗)(1, 2) 0.382683 0.255122 0.191341 0.153073 0.218676 0.208736 0.176623
Cov(((z,z∗)(2, 1) 0.382683 0.255122 0.191341 0.153073 0.218676 0.208736 0.176623
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 2) 0.005794 0.002575 0.001448 0.000927 0.001892 0.001723 0.001234

hn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−nlog(1− r̂z2) 33.1470 49.7205 64.3855 82.8675 112.674 182.308 215.455

Table 9: Barker codes modulated with BPSK are non-circular.

E. Polyphase Codes and Kasami Sequences

The Frank, Zadoff-Chu, and Kasami Sequences are polyphase codes of which Table 11 indicates
the extent of their non-circularity. However, for the Kasami Sequences, it is interesting to note that
the choice of modulation scheme, (e.g. BPSK or QPSK) in Table12 impacts the circularity.
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Barker Codes Only, length, N
Parameter N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 N = 5 N = 7 N = 11 N = 13

real(τz) 4 1.77777778 1 0.64 1.30612245 1.19008264 0.85207101
imag(τz) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Covz,z∗(1, 1) 4 1.77777778 1 0.64 1.30612245 1.19008264 0.85207101
Covz,z∗(1, 2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Covz,z∗(2, 1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Covz,z∗(2, 2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

hn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−nlog(1− r̂z2) ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

Table 10: Barker Sequences on their own are inherently non-circular.

Polyphase Codes
Parameter Zadoff-Chu Frank

real(τz) 0.15353148 0.27635666
imag(τz) 0.16080402 0

Cov(z,z∗)(1, 1) 0.2327214 0.31675968
Cov(z,z∗)(1, 2) 0.08040201 0
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 1) 0.08040201 0
Cov(z,z∗)(2, 2) 0.07918992 0.04040302

ρcorr 0.5922619 0
hn 1.59E-06 0

−nlog(1− r̂z2) 11.5983894 24.98774732

Table 11: Polyphase sequences are non-circular.

Kasami Sequences, with specified modulation schemes
Parameter BPSK QPSK

real(τz) 1.539E-05 -8.43E-06
imag(τz) 0 -0.00600313

Covz,z∗(1, 1) 1.539E-05 0.24999326
Covz,z∗(1, 2) 0 -0.00300157
Covz,z∗(2, 1) 0 -0.00300157
Covz,z∗(2, 2) 0 0.25000168

hn 0 0.01015202
−nlog(1− r̂z2) ∞ 3.98689511

Table 12: Kasami sequences modulated with BPSK are maximally non-circular whereas the se-
quence modulated with QPSK is circular.

6 CONCLUSION

The non-circular properties arising in signals has been known of and explored in the litera-
ture in the recent decades [1]. A MATLAB simulation was developed to evaluate the extent of
non-circularity present in signals by calculating parameters such as the pseudo-covariance matrix,
ellipticity, and orientation of the ellipse, amongst others. A GLRT test statistic was employed as
a threshold to bound circularity.[5] A subset of digitally modulated signals such as BPSK, QPSK,
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and QAM were evaluated in terms of their circularity, and the results in this paper confirm that
the extent of circularity is consistent with generally known results. A set of radar type signals,
including binary phase and polyphase codes were also evaluated in terms of their circularity. The
implications for these types of signals are that the non-circular properties can be exploited for
gains in signal processing, such as the addition of degrees of freedom.[11][12]. Furthermore, tech-
niques such as Spread Spectrum[4], which is a method of transmission in which the data sequence
occupies a bandwidth in excess of the minimum bandwidth to send it. Codes such as PN (pseudo-
noise) codes which exhibit random like properties is one method in which spread spectrum is im-
plemented, provides good spectral characteristics, and has advantages in terms of encryption and
security. The presence of non-circularity in these types of signals could be exploited to improve
radar detection, anti-jamming, and DOA (direction-of-arrival) performances with the assumption
of improved resolution of MUSIC over circularity [11][12]. Future work could entail further ex-
ploration of polyphase or PN codes in terms of their non-circular properties and the exploitation of
such to achieve gains in the application of signal processing and detection algorithms, for example,
in radar and anti-jamming environments.
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WHOWE ARE . . .
> A conference by and for the telemetering

community

> A conference with a continued record of success
since our start in 1965

The International Telemetering Conference/USA (ITC/USA) is an
annual forum and technical exhibition sponsored by the International
Foundation for Telemetering (IFT), a non-profit corporation
dedicated to serving the technical and professional interests of the
telemetering community.  The conference is held in the fall of each
year and consists of three and one-half days of technical
presentations, tutorials, and short courses arranged in several
concurrent sessions.  In addition, a technical exhibit staffed by both
manufacturers and users displays the latest advancements in
equipment and services. Exhibitors staff their booths with
professional sales engineers and other technical personnel to ensure
that an appropriate level of technical expertise is available to the
attendee.

Each year, the IFT-appointed General Chair and Technical Program
Chair develop the conference based on their perspectives and
experience.  They, in turn, assemble a staff to handle the various
functions of the conference program.  The entire staff is composed
of volunteers, sponsored by their parent organizations, who are
active in the industry or are involved in test and evaluation and
instrumentation systems.

The unique relationship, which began in 1965, between the
manufacturing community and the users in both government and
industry has produced yearly conferences that have led to the
continued advancements in telemetering and instrumentation
systems and equipment we rely on today, as well as the continuing
education of telemetering professionals worldwide.
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WHATWE DO . . .
> Provide a forum for the exchange of ideas 

and information

> Educate with short courses and tutorials

> Publish technical papers

We provide a forum for the exchange of information and education.
Our technical program consists of approximately 100 technical
paper presentations logically grouped into several concurrent
sessions.  All papers are screened prior to acceptance to maintain
high technical standards and relevance to the industry.  Sessions and
presentations are timed for the convenience of the attendee.

In addition to the paper presentations, we offer several short
courses on subjects of interest to the community.  Past courses, for
example, have included Telemetering Basics for engineers just
entering the field and non-technical members of the community, as
well as courses such as Telemetering System Design and Application
of Global Positioning System Capabilities for the advanced engineer.

Every conference includes several speakers who open the event and
address the luncheons.  Each speaker is a recognized expert in his
field and discusses a topic of interest to the community. Past
speakers have included various Department of Defense
undersecretaries, NASA administrators, university presidents,
technical directors, corporate CEOs, and astronauts.
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TECHNICAL EXHIBITION . . .
> 200+ booths staffed with sales and 

engineering specialists

> Over 125 exhibitors per conference

A technical exhibition is an integral part of each conference.  The
primary goal of our exhibits committee is to ensure an efficiently
organized and well-managed exhibit area. Committee members
enroll the exhibitors, assign spaces, appoint an exhibits management
company to set up the booths, receive and deliver the exhibitors’
equipment and displays, and attend to the needs of both the
exhibitors and the attendees. Each conference includes a meeting
between the exhibitors, ITC exhibits staff, and the responsible IFT
director to ensure that we are meeting the needs of all concerned.
Continued coordination with the telemetering community has
resulted in the number of exhibitors exceeding 125, and the number
of booths has increased to over 200 spaces.

For nominal charges, exhibitors can have their booth(s) carpeted and
furnished to their specifications.  Electrical power and telephone
services are also available.  In addition, each exhibitor receives a copy
of the Technical Proceedings on a DVD and a pass to attend the
technical sessions at no charge.  A complete list of attendees,
including all exhibitor personnel, is distributed to each exhibitor at
the close of the conference.

A separate publication is available, which outlines the responsibilities
of the exhibitors and the ITC.
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EDUCATION . . .
> Individual scholarships

> Monetary grants

> Establishment of programs

> Technical coordination

An integral part of the IFT philosophy is active participation in
education. Residual funds from each conference are channeled into
programs at several universities in the U.S.  We were a major force
in the establishment of a Master’s Program with an emphasis in
telemetering in the Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department at New Mexico State University.  Since that beginning,
we have added programs at the University of Arizona, Brigham Young
University, the University of Missouri-Rolla, the University of
California at Santa Barbara, and the University of Kansas.

The grants from IFT to the universities help fund numerous diverse
endeavors in the telemetering field.  These funds support
development of curricula and programs in telemetry, lab equipment
purchases, specific projects, professorships, graduate assistantships,
scholarships, and student travel to the ITC.  Each year, the conference
sponsors a student paper contest and awards prizes to the best
papers in both the undergraduate and graduate categories.

The IFT also sponsors the Telemetering Standards Coordinating
Committee (TSCC) and the International Consortium for Telemetry
Spectrum (ICTS).  The TSCC is comprised of members of both 

government and industry
and serves to review and 
recommend proposed stan-
dards affecting the teleme-
tering community.  The
ICTS is an international
committee that serves to
keep its members and the
appropriate members of
the international communi-
ty aware of potential
impacts on the telemetry
spectrum.
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Judd Strock, a telemetry pioneer



BENEFITS TOYOU, THE EXHIBITOR . . .
> A professionally-managed environment to showcase your products

and services

– We have earned our reputation as a well-managed, highly technical conference.

> Promotion and advertisement of your participation in the
conference

– We direct mail to our mailing list and advertise in appropriate periodicals several
times a year.

> Domestic and international attendance

– Typically, non-U.S. attendees number in the mid-100s with over 25 countries
represented.

> Reach more potential customers per advertising dollar

– Our attendance exceeds 2,200 engineers, scientists, and management personnel.

> See your competition

– Learn what you have to do to keep ahead in product development.

> Get new ideas to expand your product base

– Listen to attendees describe their particular requirements and compare their needs
with available technology.

SOWHYWAIT? 
VISIT WWW.TELEMETRY.ORG

TO FIND OUT MORE ON

ATTENDING/EXHIBITING AT ITC!
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International Foundation
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